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HEARINGS ON MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
EDUCATION

Part 2

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 26, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 a.m., in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the committee) presiding. .

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Biaggi, Miller,
Kildee, Williams, Boucher, Goodling, Roukema, Gunderson, and
Bartlett.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy Kober, legisla-
tive specialist.

Chairman PERKINS This morning the Committee on Education
and Labor is commencing a 4-day series of hearings on H.R. 30, the
Emeigency Mathematics and Science Education Act.

This legislation addresses some of the most pressing needs in
education today: Teacher shortages in math and science and declin-
ing student achievement and preparation in these Eadajects.

Last summer when the Subcommittee on Elementary Secondary,
and Vocational Education conducted three hearings on math and
science education we heard eome alarming statistics:

Forty-three States indicated a shortage of secondary math teach-
ers in a 1981 survey.

One-half of all high school graduates take no mathematics or sci-
ence beyond 10th grade.

There has been a steady decline in recent years in the science
and higher level mathematics achievement scores of 17-year-Olds as
measured by the national assessment of educational progress.

The problems we face today in mathematics and science educe-
,tion threaten to undermine our status in the international market-
bplace and compromise our national defense. I firmly believe that
shoring up our mathematics and science education programs
should be a priority across the country and a priority of the 98th
Congress.

The bill we have introduced, along with Congressmen Simon,
Goodling and 56 other cosponsors, amends the National Defense
Education Act Of 1958. H.R. 30 authorizes $300 million for fiscal
year 1984 and an open-ended amount for fiscal year 1985 for pro-

(1)

10
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grains to improve mathematics and science education at the ele-
mentary, secondary, and postsecondary levels.

Under the elementary and secondary portion of the bill, $250
million is authorized for formula grants to State educational agen-
da, which must pass through 95 percent of the funds to local edu-
cational agencies. The local school districts can use their funds for
inservice teacher training, to develop plans to modernize and
expand math and science instructional programs, and to imple-
ment these plans.

The postsecondary portion of the bill authorizes $50 million for
congressional scholarships to encourage students to become math
and science teachers; for summer institutes for teachers; for up-
grading of laboratory equipment; and for research, development,
and other activities.

I am also, of course, pleased that the President in his state of the
Union address last night stated that the administration will have a
proposal in this area.

I look forward to hearing the comments of all of our distin-
guished witnesses and all the members who want to make a state-
ment on the problem. We have with us today several Members of
Congress, the Honorable Don Fuqua, chairman of the Science and
Technology Committee, one of the most valuable Members in this
Congress. We all know him. He has worked in this area for several
years. And we likewise have Doug Walgren from Pennsylvania, an
outstanding Member of Congress, Dave McCurdy from Oklahoma,
and George C. Wortley.

[Text of H.R. 30 follows:]
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98TH CONGRESS
1ST SESSION

.3

H. Re 3
To provide assistance to improve elementary, secondary, and postsecondary

educatilti in mathematics and science, and for other purposes.

IN lath HOUSE OF REPRESENTALIVhS
JANUARY 3, 1983

Mr. PERKINS (for himself, Mr. SIMON,Mr. GOODLING, Mr. FORD of Michigan,
Mr. BIA00I, Mr. WILLIAMS of Montana, Mr. WEISS, Mr. LEHMAN of Flor-
ida, Mr. OBERSTAR, Mr. SMITH of Iowa, Mr. RAHALL, Mr.i BEVILL, and
Mr. BOUCHER) introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Com-
mittee on Education and Labor

A ILL
To provide assistance to improve elementary, secondary, and

,,postsecondary education in mathematics and science, and
for other purposes.

. 1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House. of Representa-
, 4%

2 fives of the United States of America in 'Congress assembled,

3 That this Act,may be cited as ,the "Emergency Mathematics

4 and Science Education' Act ".

5 . SEC. 2: The National Defense Education Act of 1958 is

6 amended by adding the following new title:
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1 "TITLE VI--EMERGENCY MATHEMATICS AND

2 SCIENCE EDItATION

3 ':PART AELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY ASSISTANCE.
Ls,-

4 "FINDINGS

5 "SE0. 601. The Congress finds that in order tdincrease

6 our Nation's economic productivity and ensure an adequate

7 number of high school graduates to serve in the Nation's de-

8 fense, it is necessary (1) to improve the quality of instruction

9 and levels of achievement in.mathemalics and science at the

0 elementary and secondary levels, and (2) to increase the

`-"supply and qualifications of teachers of mathematics and sci-

enbcr-at the elementary and secendary levels..

,AUTHORIZATION OFeAPPBOPBIATIONS TO THE

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

"SEC. 602. (a) There are authorized to be appropriated

the Department of Education to carry. out this part

17 $250,000,000, for the first fiscal year beginning after the

18 date of 'enactment of this Act, and such sums as may be

19 necessary for the second such year

20 "(b) No funds are authodzed to be appropriated to carry

21 out this part for any anal year if the amount apPropriated to

22 carry out chapter 1 of the Education Consolidation and Im-

23 provethent Act of 1981 for such fiscal year does not equal or

24 exceed the amount appropriated to,carry out such chapter for

25 the preceding fiscal year.
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3I
"ALLOCATION OF FUNDS

"SEC. 603. (a) The amount appropriated pursuant to

3 section 602 for any fiscal year shall be allocated among. the

.r 4 States in the same manner as is required by the second sen-

, 5 tence of section 302(a)(1) of this Act, except that Puerto Rico

6 shall be considered a State.

7 `!(b) From the amount allocated to any State pursuant,

8 to subsection (a) the State educational agency may reserve

9 not more .than 5 percent of such amount, for the conduct of

10 State administration and planning activities pursuant to sec-

11 tion 605.

12 "(c) The remainder of the amount allocated,,to any State
g2-,)

13, pursuant to sub section (a) .shall be allocated by the State edu-

14: cationalagency among the local educational agencies in that

15 State as follows:

16 "(1) Three-fourths of such remainder shall be allo-

17 ca,ted among local educational agencies- so that each

18 such agency receives an ainount which bears the same

19 ratio to the amount allocated under this paragraph in

20 that State as the population aged 5 to 17, inclusive, in

21 the school °district oCsuch agency 'bears to the total

22 population aged 5 to 17, inclusive, in that State.

23 "(2). One-fourth of the remainder shall be allo-

24 cated among local, educational agencies on the basis of

25 such other factors as may be. established by the Sacra-
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1 tary by regulation, such as the number of children from

2 low income families.

3 "1JSE OF FUNDS BY LOCAL EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES

4 "SEC. 604. (a) Funds made available to any local edu-

5 cational agency pursuant to this part shall be used, in accord-
.

6 ance with a local application certified to meet the require-

7 ments of this part by the State educational agency for the

8 improvement of education in mathematics and science.,Such

9 uses may include-

10 "(1)(A)- inservice teacher training for recertifica-

11 tion in mathematics and science, for computer compe-

12 tency, and for upgrading and modernizing mathematics

13 and science knowledge, and (B) inservice training for

14 administrative personnel and for members of local

15 boards of education;

16 "(2) evaluation of local resources for education in

17 mathematics and science;

18 "(3) development of plans for modernizing and ex-

19 pending courses of instruction in mathematics and sci-

20 ence, and, -where feasible, the implementation of those

21 plans,lans;

22 "(4) the development of innovative resources in

23 matheMatics and science, including the use of emerging

24 technologies and the development, of curriculum; and

1.5
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1 "(5) the use of important community resources to

achieve the purposes of this Act, including teachers,

3 ° universities, the business sector, public agencies (such

4 as libraries and museums), and other institutions, agen-

5_ cies, and individuals.

6 "(b) Two or more local educational agencies are author-

7 ized-to combine the funds they receive under this part for

8 jointly operated programs in carrying out the purposes of this_

9 part.

10 "(c)(1) To the . extent consistent with the number of chil-
..

11 dren in the school district of each local educational agency

12 who are enrolled in private blementary and secondary

13 schools, such agency shall make' provision for including spe-

14 cial educational services and arrangements (such as dual en-

15 rollment, educational radio and television, and mobile educa-

tional services and equipment) in which such children can

17 participate and meeting the require ants of this section. Ex..

18 penditures for educational services and arrangements_pursu:

19 ant to this subsection for children in private schools .shall be

20 equal (taking ,iiito account the number of children to be

21 served and the needs of such children) tb expenditures for

22 children enrolled in the public schools of the local educational`

23 agency.

24 "(2) The requirements of paragraph (1) may be waived

25 in the same manner as the requirements of section 557(aS of

/6



1 the Ethication Consolidation and Improvement Act of 1981'

2 and shall be subject to judicial review in accordance with

3 section 557(b)(4) of.such Act.

4 "STATE USE OF FUNDS

5 "SEC. 605. (a) Funds made available to any State edu-

6 cational agency from the allocation under section 603(b) shall

7 be used, in accordance with a State plan certified to meet the

8 requirements of this part by the Secretary-

9 "(1) to cover the cost of administration with. re-

10 spect to programs conduCted by local educational agen-

11 cies with funds made available under this part;

12 "(2) to develop statewide strategies to upgrade

13 teacher certification standards; -

14 "(3) to make technical assistance available to

15 local educational agencies, upon their request, to assist

16 them in carrying out the purposes of this Act; and

17 "(4) to conduct inservice training programs for

18 personnel of, the State educational agency ani other

19 State agencies with responsibility for education pro-

20 grams.

21 "(b) Each State plan shall set out the allocation of funds

22 received under this, part among local educational agencies.



1 "PART BPOSTSECONDARY ASSISTANCE

2 "CONGRESSIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS

3 "SEo..621. (a) Stung available for the purposes of. this

4 section shall be used to award congressional scholarships in

5 accordance with this section to 30S individuals in the first

6 fiscal year, beginning after ,enactment of this section, and to

7 600 individuals in the second such year. Such scholarships

8 ..ady not exceed an amount equal to the tuition and fee ex-

9 penf3es of any recipient for two academic years (of undergrad-
.

10 uaote or graduate education) and-may be paid only upon proof

11 of achievement of above average grades in the preceding aca-

12 demic year.

13 "(b) Each Member of the House. of Representatives and

14 the Senate may nominate two individuals for selection as

15 congressional scholars. Such nominations shall be stipported

16 by suitable academic credentials and recommendations and

.17 include a personal statement by the individual 'expressing a

18 commitment to pursue a career in teaching.

19 "(c) Congressional scholars shall be selected by a com-

20 mittee composed of the Librarian of Congress (acting as

21 chairman), the- Secretary of Education, the DirectK of the

22 Office of Science and Technology Policy, one individual ap:

23 -pointed by the Speaker-of the House of Representatives, and

24 one individual appointed by the majority leader of the Senate.

25. Selections shall be made in accordance with regulations pre-

20-201 18.
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1 scribed by the Secretary of Education after consultation with

2 the Librarian of the Congress and the Director of the Office

8 of Science and Technology Policy. Individuals.shall be select-
,

4 ed on the basis of merit and shall be pursuing a course of

5 instruction in science, mathematics, or other course of study

6 identified by the chief State school officer of the pertinent

7 State as having a critical s ortage of qualified teachers. The

8 committee shall ensure at the individuals so selected( in-

9 elude individuals whosare unrepresented or underrepreeentek

11 "(d) To be eligible for selection as a congressional ol-

12 ar, individual shall have completed the equivalent of at

18 least three years toward a baccalaureate degree and shall

14 have formally expressed the intention to teach elementary or

15 secondary school mathematics, science, or other a:ppropiiate

10. in the respective disciplines.

16 subject for at least five years.

17 '' "(e) Each congressional scholar shall be obligated to

18 teach for at least five years from the date of initial employ-
,

19 ment, or to repay the total amount of the scholarship, plus

20 interest at a rite prescribed by the Secretary of Education.

21 "POSTSECONDARY MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE, AND

22 TECHNOLOGICAL IMPROVEMENT

28 "SEC. 622. (a) len per centum of the funds appropri-

24 i ated to carry out this part for fiscal year 1984 or 1985 shall

25 be made available by the Secretary of Education for grants to

19'



1 institutions of 1#her education for mathematics and science

2 \Inprovementiand employment-based education programs in

new andsernerging,ttohnolOgies.

7/4 ,"(b)-,Twenty-five per centum of the funds appropriated/ ,/,./
toi(rcarrY out this section for fiscal year 1984 or 1985 shall be

6 ma0Vailable by the Secretary to community and junior

-colleges for programs of mathematics and d science, improve-

ent and employment-based education programs in new and

emerging technolopes.

"SUMMER INSTITUTES

"SEC. 623. -From the funds, available for this -section for

12, ,fiscal year 1984. or 1985, the Secretary of Education shall

13 make grants to institutions of higher education to support

14 summer institutes and workshops for teacheeud supervi-

15 sore of mathematics and science pro s. Such institutes

16 may also be conducted in such other areas of national need,

17.. as determined by the Secretary of Education.-

18 "STRENGTHENING EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AND

19

20 , "SEc. 624. (a) The 'rector of the National Institute of

21 Education, in conpultation with approgriate Federal agencies,

22 shall conduct an investigation of effectivenlethods of instruc-

23 tion in mathematics and science. Such investigation may in-

DEVELOPMENT

24 dude support for
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1 "(1) applied research in physical sciences and ped-

2 agogical studies;:particularly with respect to instruction

3 at the secondiuy level;

4 "(2) research on the use of instructional technol-

5 ogies (including software); and N

6 "(3) analysis of local and institutional' policies en-
.

7 hancing or inhibiting the recruitment, retention, and

8 upgrading of mathematics and science faculties.

9 "(b) There are guthorized to be appropriated to the De-

10 partment of Education and made available to the National

11 Institute of Education to carry out this section not more than

120$10,000,000 for each of the fiscal years 1984 and 1985.

"UPGRADING LABORATORY EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES

"SEC. 625. (a) The Congress finds that (1) the out-

15 moded condition of instructional equipMent and research and

16 laboratory facilities is a principalcomponent in the current

17 crisis in mathematics and sc nce education, (2) the absence

18. of state-of-the-art equip ent and facilities has both inunedi-

19 ate consequences fo the instruction of students and signifi-

20 cant, long-term consequences for the ability. of the United

21 States to remain scientifically and technologically coznpeti-

22 five, and (3) a balanced program is therefore, required to

23 make the acquisition of equipment and renovation of labora-

24 tones an allowable component, of all Federal research grant

25 proposals.

21
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1 "(b) The Secretary-Of Education, from the funds availa-

2 ble for this section, shall make challenge grants available to

3 provide not more than one-third of the cost of-1-

4 "(1) the purchase of modern scientific equipment

5 for use in teaching and research;

6 "(2) programs to train faculty in the use of new

7 laboratory and research equipment; and

8 "(3) sharing scientific and engineering equipment

9 among academic and busin laboratories and research

10 centers.

11 "(c) The amount which may be made available to carry
-.-

12 out this section shall not exceed $50,000,000 for fiscal year

13 1985.

"(d) The Secretary of Education, in consultation with

15 other appropriate Federal agencies, shall, prior to September

16 30, 1984, assess the current need for improvements in and

17 purchases of laboratory equipment and facilities.

18 PART 0--LIMITATIONS ON APPROPRIATIONS

19 LIMITATION

20 "SEC. 641.Notwithstanding any other proision of this

. 21 title, the total amount which may be appropriated pursuant

22 to this title for fiscal year 1984 shall not exceed

23 $300,000,000 of which-

24 "(1) not more than $250,000,000 shall be avails.-

25 ble for part A of this title; and

22
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1 "(2) not more than $50,000,000 shall be available

2 for part B of this title.".

3 MINORITY INSTITUTIONS SCIENCE IMPROVEMENT

4 SEo. 8. Section 406A of the General Education Provi-

5 sions Act (as added by the Education Amendments of 1980;

6 94 Stat. '1497) is amended by inserting "and for each sue-

, 7 ceeding fiscal year ending prior to October 1, 1985" after,

8 "for fiscal year 1981" in the matter preceding paragraph (1).

0.

0

23
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Chairman PERKINS. Lot me ask all the Me filbert; to come around
and to take seats around the table. Mr. Fuqua, we are going to.let
you load off this morning. We are delighted to have you here.

I also want to note that Congressman Simon, chairman of the
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, regrets he cannot be
here this morning. He has a statement for the record.

In addition, Senator John Glenn was to have testified but, unfor-
tunately, was not able to make it. He also has a statement for the

'record.
[The prepared statements of Congresssman Paul Simon and Sen-

ator John Glenn follow:]
PREPARED STATEMENT Or HON. PAUL SlmoN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM

THE STATE Or ILLINOIS ,AND CHAIRMAN, SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCA-
TION, JAN. 26, 1983

Today begins s series of hearings' on approaches to lessen the problem of math-
and science illiteracy and- under preparation in our nation and to ensure quality in-
struction, for elementary and secondary school students in areas of math, science
and other sensitive and important fields which may.jnclude special education and
foreign languages. While our current shortage of teachers has been documented in
math and science, I do not think we ought to overlook other basic areas which are
just as important, to our children's educationEnglish, history, social sciences and
the arts. However, it is clear that the most pressing need right now, reflected in the
dislocation of workers from heavy industry and worker shortages in high technology
industries, is for comprehensive and quality curricula in math and science.

The problem has been with us for some time, and is reflected in math and science
requirements for high school graduation. In my own state of Illinois, more than half
of all high school graduates did not take math or science beyond the 10th grade.
Even our best high school graduates are often required to take remedial science and
math courses before entering certain undergraduate programs, especially in engi-
neering. This nation does not have enough math and science teachers, and those
who are teaching often leave the profession for higher paying jobs in industry. It
has been estimated that half of all math and science teachers are not qualified, atd
many states fill open math and science classrooms with teachers who are temporar-
ily certified as emergency measures. These are more school districts in the United
States than there are physics teachers.

I commend Chairman Perkins for holding these joint hearings of the Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education Subcommittee and the Postsecondary Educa-
tion Subcommittee. The bill H.R. 30 is a composite of programs aimed at preparing
more and better science and math teachers, and encouraging school districts to up-
grade math and science faculty, facilities, and curriculum requirements. H.R. 30
rightly recognizes the local responsibility in the area of education, and the first sec-
tions of H.R. 30 allow for flexibility and independence through a program of general
aid to school districts.

The postsecondary aspects of H.R. 30 are more directed. They provide incentives
to students of education who concentrate in math and science through merit schol-
arships, funding for instructional equipment Upgrading, programs of research into
the scope of the problem ,g math and science preparation and in-service and
summer institutes for teachers in the field.

H.R. 30 is not the solution,,to math and science education problems in our coun-
try. It is a beginning and these hearings will add to our knowledge of the problem
and what might be solutions, including what can and should be done at the federal
level. .

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. .JOHN GLENN, A U.S. SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF
OHIO

Mr. Chairman, I want to congratulate you for organizing this hearing so early in
the first session of the 98th Congress on an issue of such vital importance to the
American people. You are continuing to set a superb example of leadership in the
area of education and deserve all the thanks and plaudits which have been given to
you in your long and distinguished career as the Chairman of this Committee.
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Mr. Chairman,'my testimony at thbilearing stems from my concern about the
declined we have experienced in recent years in the effectiveness of our educational ,

system. Teaching as a profession does not enjoy the respect and prestige once ac
corded to it by the' outside community and which it still richly deserves. Remunera-
tion for teachers across -the-board is abysmal and is getting worse. We are suffering
from a lack of opportunity and support for scholars of all kinds. This suggests, Mr.
Chairman, that we shall sooner or later have to mount a broad-teal', attack on the
problems afflicting our educational system in the United States. But I recognize
that at a time when budget deficits are astronomical, due to the misguided and even
destructive Nliciee of the present Administration, it is going to be exceedingly diffi-
cult to mediate among the various conflicting demands on monetary resources of
the federal government, and it iD therefore not inappropriate to target resources In
order to deal with the most pressing problems.

Certainly one of the most pressing problems in education we face today is in the
area of precollege math and science. Few would, isagree with the proposition that
the role of science and technology is increasing th gheut our society. In business,
in government, in the Military, in occupations and fessions where it never before
intruded, science is becoming a key to success. =unfortunately, our educational
system is not providing the kind of background in science and technology that is
needed for our young people to enter the work-force in jobs requiring an under-
standing of high technology. Students who take' no more mathematics and science
after their tenth year in school have effectively eliminated, by the age of 16, the
possibility of science or engineering as a career. Even as our need for scientific and
engineering personnel increases, we find ourseivee in danger f drawing down the
pool from which such personnel -will come. Our schools are sirn ly not doing the job
that. needs to be done of producing young people who are hig y literate in science
and mathematics. Part of the reason is the lack of qualified teachers in those sub-
jects at the precollege level. If this situation continues, we will notfonly fail to meet
the needs of the armed forces and the industrial and public service enterprises in
the United States, but we will widen the gap between public understanding of sci-
ence and technology and the requirements of citizenship in a participatory democ-

ragiere are a number of facts that can be pointed to indicate the seriousness of the
problem.

There are 8.3 percent fewer math teachers and 5.5 percent fewer physical science
iteachers than are needed in our schools and this does not take quality into account.

Average SAT scores have dropped steadily since 1963 (except for a slight rise this,
last year). The proportions scoring above 500 on the math SAT has dropped 15 per-
cent since 1967 while the proportion scoring below 300 in both math and verbal
tests rose 38 percent. These numbers are even worse when we talk about students
majoring in education, i.e., the teachers of the future. From 1972 to 1980 SAT verbal
scores for education majors dropped from 418 to 339, a loss of 79 points, while their
SAT math scores dropped 31

Ninth'
from 449 to 418. This is a much steepergoing

decline than the national averages for all students in the same time period. As
Ernest Boyer, President of the Carnegie Fund for the Advancement of Learning has
stated: ,

"The quality of education in this national can rise no h'her than the quality of
teachers. If public support continues to decline, and if teaching standards continue
to go down, the intellecutual and economic future of this nation will be threatened".

The national assessment of educational progress results for mathematics in 1978
showed a sharp decline in the ability of 9-year olds, 18-year olds, and 17-year olds to
deal with any item that requires understanding and interpretation beyond the rudi-
mentary arithmetic skills. Only about Ye of high school graduates have taken junior
and senior level courses in science and mathematics. One-half of all high school
graduates take no mathematics or science beyond the 10th grade and only one-half
of the students entering college have had any significant exposure to physical sci-
ence or advanced mathematics beyond the 10th grade. ,

The International Project for the Evaluation of Education Achievement ranked.
Japanese 18 -year olds highest in mathematical achievement among 12 countries, In-
cluding the U.S. and several European countries: Mathematics instruction has a
more rapid pace in Japan than in the U.S. and much higher proportion of students
take the more advanced courses. In Germany, the general preparation is similar.
Partly as a result, in Japan 20 percent of all baccalaureate and about 40 percent of
all masters degrees are granted to engineers, and these figures have been nearly
stable for the past 10 years. This compares with a figure of about 5 percent at each
degree level in the U.S. .
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While there Is no doubt,tluit the Soviet Union Iiii,oproblems with Its educatioral
system, we should pay head to the fact that whereas only about 600,000 Americans
lake calculus during their last yepi in high school or their Met in college, 6 million
Soviet students have calculus as part of their bilk school curriculum. in addition,
all youngesters In the USSR are required to comp ete 6 years of physic., 4 of chem-
istry, and up to 4 of biology, depending on whether they attend specialized or gentle.
al secondary schools. The Soviet Union was reputed to have graduated approximate.
l 300,000 engineer* last year as opposed to a total of about 65,000 erigineenr for the
United States.

Over the past 10 years, there has been a 78 percent decline in the production of
secondary school mathematics teachers and a 64 percent decline In the production
of secondary school science teacher* in. the United States. We are losing the teach-
ers we already have due to loveluilarlea and poor working conditions. Almost 6-times
more science and math teachers left teaching last, year for employment In non.
teaching jobs than left due to retirement. .

43 states have reported shortages of high school math teachers; 42 states have re.,
ported shortages of high school physics teachers; and 38 stator have reported short:
ages of high school chemistry teachers.

While the sup ly of math and science teachers has fallen drastically, vacancies
have not dropped
through new hiring of qualified instructors are being filled by teachers with lower

f
commensurately. That suggests that positions that cannot be filled

subject matter qualifications or by the transfer of teachers from other subject amen.
It is therefore not surprising that a recent nationwide survey indicated that a siz-
able number of secondary school science and mathematics teachers feel inadequate-
ly qualified to teach one or more of their courses. The National Science,Teacher As-
sociation reported in 1981 that among newly employed Science teachers the previous/
year, more than 60 percent were unqualified in the opinion of their supervisors. , ,

Only half the states require at least one science course before high school gradua- '
tioti; five require two or.more courses and the rest mandate none. La seven states
the mandated course is physiology and in, five stetee health and hygiene courseesat-
isfy the science requirements.

Mr. Chairman, this litany of horrible facts undoubtedly raises questions in
the minds of those who have witnessed the evolution of our educa program in
the last 25 years. When Sputnik I was launched into orbit by our n on
galvanized itself to become first in space, and more generally, ve our sci-
ence and technology. Science education in our schools became ncern. In
1969, 46 percent of the National Science Foundation budget was .toi educa-
tion, up from 17 pervent in 1955. Two-thirds of the moneys went in ego pro;
grams, including teacher training institutes that kept instructors up- . . :te. Today,
virtually no foundation money goes into such pogriuns. Indeed, President Reagan in
his fiscal year 1983 recommendations zeroed out all funds for precollege science edu-
cation. As a result of that, the Director of NSF disestablished the science education
division. Interestingly, many teaching materials for science education that were pro-
duced through NSF programs are widely used in Japanese schools, while their use
in the United States has declined sharply as money to buy them has become scarce.

Now some people might say, Mr. Chairman, that since we did spend approximate -
ly a billion dollars over a 25-year period on precollege math and science education,
shouldn't we have expected much better results than we got? First, we must put
this expenditure into perspective. There has been a steady decline of funding for
science education since 1967. Leaving that aside, the average yearly amount of
money spent for science and math education during the 25-year period from 1957 to
1982 was $40 million. Since there are 16,000 school districts in the United States,
that amounts to an annual expenditure of $2,500 per school district. Even. if this
money had been spent in the most efficient manner possible, it would be vireason-
able to have expected a major overhalul of science and math eduoatinfi in the
United States stemming from this expenditure alone.

Mr. Chairman, after the President zeroed out all funds for science education
except for graduate fellowships in his fiscal year 1983 budget, he asked the National
Science Foundation to set up a Commission on Precollege Science and Math Educa-
tion to tell us what the problem is and what ought to be done about IL I have great
respect for the members of that Commission and I shall study the Commission's
report carefully, but we have known for some time what some of the major prob-
lems are and we can take action now to alleviate them.

Mr. Chairman, yesterday, my colleague: Congressman Dave McCurdy and I simul-
taneously introduced two bills to deal with the issues I have been discussing. The
first bill, the Precollege Mathematics and Science Teacher Assistance Act, author-
izes an educational assistance program consisting of low-cost forgiveable loans to .
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college students who will major in science or miitheniatics and will go an to teach at
the precollege level.

These 9 percent interest loans are forgivable' over a 4-year period of teaching. The.
bill is an incentive for young people with talent in the areas of science and math-
ematics to: enter precollege math and science teaching for at least a few year*. By so
doing, important progress can be made in strengthening the quality of teaching and
the depth of the, math and science curricula in Our schools. The'cost of this
would be relatively modest. An informal estimate by the Congressional 21
Office suggests that the program might cost $12 million in its first year or operation
and then reach a peak of about $60. million per year after a few years.

The second bill that I have .introduced along with Congreselnan McCurdy is th
Math and Science Education Act. This bill provides for a 50 percent tax credit too
employers who hire precollege science and math- teachers for the summer months
and give them experience in the applications of high technology. A similar tax.
credit is also available to any firm which gives a qualified:and certified employee, a,
certain' amount of time off to teach science and mathematics in the -public school
system. Mr. Chairman, the tax credits will provide incentives to hirescience and
math teachers for' the summer, thereby giving them a source of income that will
allow them to stay within the School system. Since theebill specifies that they are to
be engaged in some work involving applications of high technology, it will also give
these teachers some additional experience that they can bring back to the class-
room. The provision of tax credits for giving qualified and certified employees re-
lease time to teach in the public school system will enable The schools to find the
resource specialists that they need; as well-as le'. get some 'of the better science and
math teachers that may have left the system fOr jobs in private industry to go back
to the school system at least on a part-tune

The industrial sector of our economy has given and is giving significant support
relative to the to science and engineering training at the college level, but help
for elementarynd secon schools has bee sporadic at best: The role that Indus-

. try could play is evidenced the positive .impact that has been had ii those ele-
mentary schools 'which have acience speCialists to call on. If every elementarY
school had a competent science spedialist to serve as both teacher and - resource
person, science education would very definitely be improved. Some farsighted corpo-
rations such as Monsanto have been active in these areas and I applaud them for it,
but much more can and shouldbe done.' I believe the tax credit incentives in the

contribution to resolving our science and math education problems.
Math and Science will induce many corporations to make a positive

I should also say.Mr. , that although my bills do not directly address the
issue, it is important that steps betaken to improve the level of training . science
and math for persons who possess teaching certificates and are in the syste .. today.
I am presently plum/lining a number of proposals for teacher training p that
could be used to alleviate Shortages in quaMed math and science teachers/It is my
intention to support an appropriate teacher_ training pr as Part of a package
of initiatives which would include the measures I havediscussed today in order to
deal adequately with the crisis in math and science education that our country

44,

I have not had an opportunity as yet to examine in detail your own proposals in
this area as contained in H.R. 30 Mr. Chairman, but I look forward to doing so with
the hope that. can all 'work together to fashion a legislative response to this
pressing issue that will enable quick action to be taken in both houses.

I know that you share my feeling, Mr. Chairman, that we cannot expect' an educa-
tion renaissance in' the United States with the federal government standing by as
either a disinterested observer or at moat, a cheerleader for reforms and innovations
that few localities and states can afford. For the sake of our economic health, our
national security, and the cultural legacy we to future generations, we should
expect and demand more than passivity based on ideological rigidity from our na-
tional leaders. I believe that education deserves to be among the top issues in our
domestic agenda. If the Reagan Administration, continues to approach these prob-
lems, with more studies and more excuses for avoiding action, then I believe the
American people will demand new leaders who see more clearly that education is
the foundation of our success as a society:

Thank you very much.
Chairman Pfnicrus. I understand the gentleman from Pennsylva-

nia, the- rank* member on this committee, Mr. Goodling, wants
to make a statement before you commence, Don.
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LiOODUNG. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I am happy to be co-
sponsor with the chairman on this piece of legislation, not because

think it is the final or iti is the best or anything of that nature,
fibutliecause it us starting point to study a very critical

/2Jproblem. I think k the bill provides a good basis for subcommittee
action: I plan to offer some amendments that I hope will improve
targeting of, funds and institute State-determined performance cri-
term.

I want to make sure as we go through this whole exercise that
we really target in on those elementary teachers who have an
almost impossible job of trying to be prepared to teach every sub:-
ject. I have said many times that if we wait until we get to the sec-
onary level, we will have lost all the students who will be poten-
tial math and science students in the future. We have to give heilik
to those teachers at the elementary level where an interest can
created in young people to get them to want to' deal with science
and mathematics. I hope that by the time we have finished with all
our hearings we will be able to put forth a program that will,,not
just throw money at a problem, but that will truly offer some solu-
tions to what I consider one of our most critical problems.

I was glad that the President sees this as a critical problem, too.
I said to the chairman I think he has one projiosal that I think will
be worthwhile including in the bill. It deals with the retraining of
some of the math and science people who do not have jobs at the
present time.. They are very capable, but the jobs are not there at
the present time. Perhaps we can coax them into the teaching field
to help with our critical problem and by offering to train them for
that purpose. I am looking forward to our committee coming up
with an outstanding propodal that will In fact in the long run help
solve that critical problem so, we can compete as leaders as we have
in the past. We want to make sure that we can compete with some
of the leading countries-throughout the world.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. -Biaggi, I understand, wants to make a
statement.

Mr. BIAGGI. I would rather defer on, any extended statement
except to point out that this committee has been in the vanguard. I
was gratified last night to hear the President refer to our Nation's
concern and his interest in the advancement of science and the
study of science and mathematics.

That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Chairinan PERKII0. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WunAms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I have a lengthy, opening statement which I would like perinis-

sion to make part of the record. And at this time I want to make
brief opening remarks.

It would be a mistake to think of the present, crisis in math and
science education as simply one facing only American education.'
Yes, America faces- a crisis in math and science education, a severe
and growing shortage of math and science teachers, and the follow-
ing numbers bear this out.

Last year in New HaMpshire only one college graduate _planned
to become a math teacher. I know New Hampshire is s 11, but it
is not that small
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In New York, the second most populous State in this Nation,
32 Vollege graduates planned on careers as junior or senior

high school math teachers. With the junior and senior high school
enrollment of well over 1 million students, 32 teachers won't teach
much math!

And in the State of Texas last year, seven college graduates
became math teachers.

As you all know, similar figures can be cited 'in almost every
State. The shortage is real and it is very serious and unless we
take action very soon, these shortages are going to become even
more severe, because today's math and science teachers are ,as a
group mostly middle-aged. At the same time, even though school
enrollments are currently dropping, they will rise again by the end
of this decade, and these two factors; "the graying of America's
math and science teachers, and the increase in enrollments in the
1990's, will interact to seriously exacerbate the present shortage
situation.

Already. Japan, the Soviet Union, and Republic of China provide
more ,intensive math and science education to their youth. Their
intent is clear, to educate individuals to participate successfully in
an uincreasingly more competitive high - technology marketplace. But
in addition to their strong educational commitments, these coun-
tries are equally committed to maintaining a high level of basic sci-
entific research which, is so necessary for any country's continued
economic development.

Japan, for example, is obviously aware of the very direct rela-
tionship between math and -science education, support of scientific
research, and economic growth. In addition to insuring that her
citizens receive a quality math and science education, Japan is
pouring billions of dollars into developing Tsukuba, the science
city. Through this basic scientific research effort, Japan seeks to
become the world leader in engineering plastics, compound semi-
conductors, carbon and optical fibers, industrial robots, telecommu-
nications, and other high-technology fields.

We can do no less, and in fact we should do much more. I hope
that we can- use these hearings on the Emergency Mathematics
and Science Education Act as resources and that over the next few
days we can be exposed to the best advice of many experts who are
also concerned citizens and then use these resources to recommend
and help enact legislation that will turn us away from this crisis in
math and science education.

[The prepared statement of Ciingressman Pat Williams follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. PAT WILLIAMS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRIDM FROM
4, THE STATE OF MONTANA

I do not think it overstatement to label the situation that brings us together today
a crisis. A crisis is a turning point; a decisive moment, and the actions that are
taken to resolve a crisis are always actions that either make the situation better or
worse. There is no middle ground. Based on what we began here today, we can
either move the nation forward br we can further retard our national development
So, my friends, make no mistake. We are at a crisis in this country with respect to
math and science education, and we must take positive and immediate ste if the
United States is to continue to enjoy a satisfactory level of prosperity, productivity,
and security.

It would -be mistake to think of this crisis as simply one facing American educa-
tion, however. True, we do face a crisis in math and science education, for we face a

a
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severe and growing shortage of math and science 'teachers in our nation's sch
significant majority of states have and continue to report difficulties in ob
math and science teachers: This shortage is due in large part to two factors:
enced teachers are leaving the classroom for non- higher-paying jobs
technology-based industries, and fewer individuals are choosing to enter math and
science education as a piefession.

Translating these statements about shortages-into numbers, we find statistics like
the following:

Experienced math and science teachers are leaving classroom teaching for non:
teaching jobs at the rate of 4 percent per year (based on 1980-1981 data). Of those
currently remaining in the classroom, one-fourth have indicated that they expect to
leave teaching in the near future.

Since 1972 there has been a 77 percent decline in the number of high school math
teachers prepared in 600 teacher-traming programs nationwide. [National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics]

In a 1981 survey of 122 teacher education institutions, of the 875 science student
teachers, only 496 registered for teaching interviews with institutional. job place-
ment facilities, and only 825 accepted jobs in science teaching. In mathematics,
there were 620 student teachers; 868 of these registered with' a placement service,
but only 269 accepted jobs as math teachers. (Data supplied by Dr. James Shy-
mansky, the University of Iowa, Science Education Center, Ames, Iowa.)

Or, perhaps the-following representative but hard facts will have more meaning:
In New Hampshire,. only one 1982 college graduate expressed a desire to enter

Into a career as a mathematics teacher:

teachingeaching junioIn
New York our

senior high school mathematics. New York had well over one mil-
second-most populous state, only 82 college graduates plan on

lion students ese grades in 1979.
In Texas in '1982, only 7 of 20 mathematics teacher graduates entered teaching,

(Data from the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.)
While these figures may look bad, the actual situation is even worse. Data from a

1981 national survey of 1,000 school administrators indicates that one out of every
two new people hired to teach math and science courses do not hold the appropriate
credentials to teach these courses. This fifty percent figure is the national average;
when you look at the figures by region, the range is from 9 percent in the northeast
states to 84 percent in the Pacific coast states, which is, of course, the region where
so much of our high technology industry is concentrated. (Data supplied by Dr.
James Shymansky, University of Iowa, Science Education Center, Ames, Iowa.)

In addition to our present shortage, we can expect even more calamitous short-
ages in the future as two serious demographic trends . to interact to exacerbate
the present situation. One trend is teacher age; the . er is school enrollment. In
general,, due to retrenchment and drain-off by industry, the present teacher supply
is graying rather rapidly. Math and science teachers, on average, have about 16-18
years of teaching experience, and consequently will begin retiring over the course of
the next decade and-a-halfbut more as a group than as individuals, since many
are .of the same age. At the same time, while school enrollments are currently de-

they are expected to climb again for a while in the 1990s, and this climb in
school enrollments will parallel the large-scale retirements of math and science
teachers (Gutherie & 'Zusman, 1983). Thus, in the next 15 to 20 years, the crisis in
math and science could reach catastrophic proportions.

American may soon have to import large numbers of foreign. teachers to instruct
students in math and science if the situation described above is not quickly reme-
died. Such a solution has already been suggested by a member of the Southern Re-
gional Education Board's Task Force on Higherher Education (June, 1982).

In tandem with the decline in availability of qualified math and science teachers,
etude* achievement in these areas has fallen drastically over the last decade. Stu-
dents' performance on the Scholastic Aptitude Test is one index: verbal performance
scores have dropped 49 points since 1965, and math scores have dropped 30 points.
Similarly, math and science performance data from the National Assessment of
Educational Progress indicates significant decreases in both areas over the years
1978 to 1978. Such performance decrements as these were once attributed to increas.
mg numbers of women and minorities taking the test& However, more recent data
indicates that the declines are evident even among Me best white male students,
supporting a view that a decrease in quality of performance has occurred, not just a
change in the population being tested. The following graphs illustrate these per-
formanceleclines:

In addition to standardized test performance decrements, there are other indexes
of a decline in the quality of our students' math and science achievement. Fbr ex-
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ample, there has been a significant increase in the number of students taking reme-
dial courses at our nation's colleges, as illustrated in graph 8.

It is not enough to be concerned only about the crisis in math and science educa-
tion with respect to the quality of education our students are receiving. While one
goal of Education is to acquire knowledge, an equally important goal is to apply
knowledge toward the enhancement of one's own well-being as well as the enhance-
ment of the nation's well-being. That is, an education should help the individual
better him- or herself and at the same time contribute to the .collective national
good. In this sense, Education is inextricably bound up in the nation's economy.

As long as our economy was characterized by large labor forces, by reliance on
heavy manufacturing, and by little foreign competition, the direct relationship that
exists between education and the economy was masked by continual increases in
our Gross National Prod4t. As we all are beco increasingly aware, however,
our economy is undergo' some major structural changes caused by a decreasing
need for large labor forces, for heavy manufacturing, and from increasing foreign
competitiveness. Consequently, the importance of the quality and content of educa-
tion to economic productivity is now becoming readily apparent. And, while this is
true with all areas of eduction, it is especially true with respect to math and science
education becautie these two content areas provide the foundation for our rapidly
developing high-technology-based economy.
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Data from two divergent sources indicate the impact of poorly trained employees
on productivity, quality control and consumer costa. AT&T now spends $6 million a
year to train 14,000 employees hi basic arithmetic and writing during office hours
(U.S. Chamber of Commerce, 1982) and a survey of over 2,
Hailed in December, 1982, revealed that mathematics was consisten noted as a de-
ficient skill across a 'wide range of job classifications (Henry & ond, 1982).
Given that the nine most rapidly growing industries in our economy are high-tech-
nology and energy-related industries, all requiring math and science backgrounds,
continued reliance on employees with poor educational backgrounds will not only
likely increase consumer costs significantly but, more importantly, will likely accel-
erate the United States' already.:eroding competitive economic position.

Lest my words sound like mere rhetoric, consider the ewe of our neighbor, Japan.
Once characterized by a lack of valuable minerals, arable land, and ("Mancini re-
sources, Japan today is in direct competition with the United States. Japan's rapid
economic gains have enabled here to surpass the United States in a number of
areas: her per capita income is greater than ours. Currently about five times as
many Japanese as Americans and Western Europeans reach superior levela of intel-
ligence, due in large part, experts say, to rapid and positive changes in Japan's
social environments, family circumstances, education, health, and investments in
human capital (Lynn, 1982). Furthermore, Japan issues more patents and publishes
more novela than any other country, and the quality of her manufactured goods is
among the best (Vogel, 1978).

Some of the reasons for this may be related to differences in how well Japanese
children are educated, especially in the math and science areas.

Japanese 13-year-olds have the highest achievement scores among 12 major indus-
trialized countries, including the United States.

One-fourth of all class time in grades 7-9 is spent on math and science contiat.
Japanese high school students normally take 3 natural science courses and 4

math courses.
Only 8 percent of Japanese students fail to graduate from high school.
Whereas, in the United States:
Only one-third of our school districts require more than one year of math and sci-

ence to graduate.
Of all high school students in the United States, half take no math after 10th

grade and only one tenth or eleventh grader in six takes a science course and only
one in 14 takes a physics course.

One-fourth of all high school students fail to graduate.
Furthermore, in the Soviet Union, five million secondary school students enroll in

a two-year calculus course; but in the United States, only about 500,000 high school
studenta take a one-year course in calculus. All Soviet, students complete 5 years of
physics, -4 years of chemistry, and up to 4 years of biology before they complete high
school, and their school drop-out rate is only 2 percent.

One additional fact is worth pointing out about these data: .while our good stu-
dents will stand up to comparison with any of our competitors, the Japanese and
the Soviets are training in higher levela of average functioningmany more of their
youth are average or better in math and science'skills than are our youths.

There are likely many lessons to be learned from these data and other data that
you will be receiving during the course of these hearings. I would like to reinforce
two major themes that I think run through ,all that I know about the extent of our
problem: first, we face a serious math and science teacher shortage that is not going
to get better on its own. We must take some action to stem depletion of one of our
most important educational and economic resources. Second, our economy is shifting
from one based in heavy manufacturing to one based in high technology; and to
retain our position in the international high-technology marketplace, we must have
workers who are well-trained in math and science skills. It's very simple: our way of
life depends on it.

I think The approaches outlined in the Emergency Mathematics and Science Edu-
cation Act will go a long way.towards insuring a resolution of the crisia we face.
H.R. 30 represents a good beginning and one that we must follow up with subse-
quent legislation to provide for a well-trained cadre of high-technology technicians,
to expand our suppport of basic scientific and technical research to further solidify
the relationship between math and science education and economic development;
and I think we need to take steps to insure that the general public is aware of the
critical role played by math and science in our everyday hves. All of these are
issues that I hope this Committee and the Congress will address immediately, to end
this c

corporations, pub-
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Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Mr. Chairman, it is an honor for me to serve as a

member of this committee and as a member of the Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education. We repre-
sent adjoining districts. Our constituents have similar concerns and
similar hopes. Our commonality of interests was a major reason I
sought assignment to this committee.

As you know, southwest Virginia is in need of jobs. In some coun-
ties in my district, unemployment is well above 20 percent. For the
men and women without work there is nothing more important
than finding a job and having an income to provide for their fami-
lies. In the longer term, our challenge is to provide education and
training so that workers in coal and other basic industries can
keep pace with technology and so that young people who are grad-
uated from high school are prepared for the demands of a modern
job market.

That brings us to H.R. 30, the subject of today's hearing. This
legislation is appropriately named the Emergency Mathematics
and Science Education Act, for we do indeed face an emergency.
H.R. 39 may become as important in the 1980& as was the National
Defense Education Act in the 1960s. In Japan last year, twice the
number of electronics engineers received advanced degrees than
were gr duated in the United States, and yet J an has less than
one -half our population. Technical educatio standards in the
Soviet Union are higher than those in this co try. The need for' a
renewed emphasis on teacher training and o ientific and math
education is urgent because of a demonstrated and sustained short-
age of well-qualified math and science teachers.

I look forward to hearing witnesses comment on the administra-
tive aspects of H.R. 30 and how we can get the greatest good for
the dollar in this important program. In the meantime, Mr. Chair-
man, let ,me reiterate my appreciation for the courtesies you have
shown and for the leadership you have demonstrated on this vital
issue before the committee.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett, do you want to say anything?
Mr. BARTLEIT. Not at this time.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gunderson, anybody?
Go ahead, Don. We welcome you here again.

STATEMENT OF HON. DON FUQUA, A. REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF FLORID4

Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be here
before the Education and Labor Committee. I observe that our com-
mittees are going to have a certain amount of interlocking this
year. I notice the gentleman from Virginia is also a member of our
committee. We have also been pleased to have Mr. Simon join our
committee this year. So we think we will have a close working rela-1/tionship with the Education and Labor Committee, as we have
fried to have over the years. I believe that both the Committee o
Science and Technology and the Committee on
Labor recognize the importance of this:issue to the Nation's lo g-
term economic health and well-being.
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Mr. Chairman, you are also to be congratulated for moving so
quickly and holding these very important hearings. I am sure that
over the next 5 days of hearings that you will receive numerous
facts concerning the extent of the crisis in education. I do not
intend to dwell on the details of that crisis, but let me simply note
a few facts that stand out from the extensive set of hearings on
this matter held before the Committee oil Science and Technology:

Fifty percent of the new - science and math teachers at the sec-
ondary school level are not certified to teach in those subjects.

Less than 30 percent of the Nation's high schools require more
than one year of science and math.

We currently have a 9-percent shortage in engineering faculty
just at the time when engineering course enrollments are increas-
ing substantially.

Overcrowding of classrooms, lack of advanced' instructional and
research instrumentation, as well as noncompetitive salaries are
attracting young engineering faculty out of the university and into
industry.

Fewer American engineering' students are entering graduate-
level programs to create the next generation of teachers and re-
searchers in this very important area.

Mr. Chairman, as 7ou have already noted, the problems are quite
extensive, underscoring the need for quick action. In the 97th Con-
gress over 40 pieces of similar-type legislation were introduced. Al-
though no final action took place, I believe that most members who
have been most aware and have studied this problem are now pre-
pared to act. Recently I introduced along with our colleague, Con-
gressman Walgren, and others, H.R. 582, the National Engineering
and Science Personnel Act of 1983. As now proposed,' this bill con-
siderably streamlines the legislation reported by our committee
last year and provides for a strong statement of policy and commit-
ment by the Federal Government to maintain the quality and
quantity of necessary technical, engineering and scientific' person-
nel. It further provides a special matching fund operated through
the National Science Foundation to leverage important private
sector moneys into programs to be designed for eliminating the
crisis in science and engineering education. The fund would be au-
thorized for $100 million per year for 5 years.

RR. 582 is not intended to be a single answerthe so-called
silver bulletto the complex issue now confronting us. Rather it is
intended to be a beginning step together with other beginning steps
such as H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics and Science Educa-
tion Act, which you are considering today.

H.R. 30 focuses on the role of the Department of Education, as
the Department must (assume the major Federal role in assuring
the overall quality of education in this country. I also believe that
there is a role- to be played by the National Science Foundation.
The Foundation is mandated in its national charter to maintain
the health of science engineering education. The Foundation is also
in a position to best use the scientific and engineering expertise
available to the Nation to focus oil the special problems and needs
of science,' math, and, engineering edudation personnel. Thus I
would hope that the efforts of both of our committees, Mr. Chair-

.,
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man, would be brought to bear in a coordinated and a collaborative
manner to find the best means of resolving this crisis in education.

I look forward to working further with you and your committee
in working cooperatively to see that the Federal Government takes
the lead in solving our national problem in science and engineering
education and personnel.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Mr. Chairman, I just want to say, Mr. Chairman,

that one of the things that we are going to have to do, as we work
together on this situation, is to deal with is the, fact that there
probably is not a shortage of trained math and science teachers in
this country. The problem is that they are not in teaching. We are
first going to have to deal with the problem of how you get them in
to teaching after they are trained, and, second, not lose so many
good ones to-the private sector. That is going to happen more and
more as we get into this high-technology area. We need to be con-
cerned about how we are going to keep them in the teaching pro-
fession. Both committees have to look at that issue.

Mr. FUQUA. I think the gentleman outlines it accurately. Also we
are having a problem with the number of people at college level
that are going into postgraduate degrees that will be the wellspring
of new information and ideas as we go into the 21st century. Fewer
and fewer are going into teaching and research to teach others as
the stream comes along. This is of a great deal of concern, and of
course many of them are attracted into industry and are not stay-
ing in the colleges or not even going on and getting master's and
Ph. D. degrees. This is a question that we are addressing in our bill
of H.R. 582. But I think the two bills, H.R. 30 and the bill that
myself and Mr. Walgren have introduced, parallel each other, and
work together, and I think can be coordinated to a very successful,
more comprehensive program. ,

Chairman PERKINS. Don, after Sputnik went up in 1958, we
wrote the National Defense Education Act. The primary emphasis,
at that time was on science and mathematics. And it worked well
for several years. Then we commenced to broaden the National De-
fense Education Act to cover the whole waterfront and to a degree
we let science and mathematics slide to a back burner.

But at the same time, as Mr. Goodling pointed out, industry- was
siphoning off our best math teachers. And that is the situation
today.

As Mr. Goodling pointed out, at a time when we are cutting our
budgets back throughout the Nation -at the State and Federal
levels how are we going to keep these teachers in the classroom
instead of letting private industry pick them off with maybe a dou-
bling of their salaries?

This is one of the problems that we have got to nail down in this
bill some way. What are your views along that line?

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Chairman, the ,National Defense Education Act
worked well. It started after Sputnik went up in 1958. One of the
things that you pointed out is the funding for it began to be re-
duced year after year. Some of the programs were very successful,
such as the program of bringing teachers in for the summer, either
industry, employed them their laboratories or they carne in for
workshops at the various universities to improve and upgrade their
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teachilcg skills and learn now methods and make science more in-
teresting to students in school.

I painted out in my testimony the vast amount of schools that do
not even offer more than just one year of science and math. Over
50 percent of the students never take a course in math, science,
chemistry or those typo classes after the 10th grade. That is a fun-
damental problem that must be addressed at the local level and I
think concerned parents, school boards and school administrators
are recognizing that problem today.

I think if we can encourage industry. to hire people for the
summer, w& can get around the pay differential. We do have a
problem if you try to pay one group of teachers more than another.

Nobody probably is more aware of that than the gentleman from
Pennsylvania, Mr. Goodling, who has been in that profession. But
that is one of the ways we can attract teachers, because they would
be on a 12-month contract rather than a 9- or. 10-month contract as
many others are on.

I have talked to a number of teachers that are very supportive of
this type of effort.

Chairman PERKINS. 'Now, if I understand the bill that you have
introduced, the training bill, it charges the National Science Foun-
dation to improve high-level scientific technician and engineering
training. Now, the bill, H.R. 30, deals with. the need for a broad
level of science and math education for all students and not just
the highly trained or educated.

Do you see any conflict between these bills or do they comple-
ment each ether?

Mr. FUQUA. As I mentioned earlier, I think the two bills comple-
ment each other. H.R. 582 does not include technical training, but'
it is primarily aimed at trying to improveas contained in the
charter of the National Science Foundationscience education.
This would include teachers and colleges that would be able to
offer fellowships, money for improving laboratory technicians, and
a provision for matching funds.

The other half of the funds must come from private industry or
State and local funds. I have talked with private industry; the
American Council on Education that is made up of a lot of business
and academicpeople. They are very supportive of this type of ap-
proach.

Business is willing to match these funds. And they are very con-
cerned about the future manpower needs of this country. So to
answer, your question, I think both bills complement each other
and make a more rounded package than either one of them sepa-
rately would.

Chairman PEasnis. Mr. Biaggi,
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I thank my colleague for

his concern and also his action in connection with this issue. I con-
template a scenario that could bring us into a troublesome situa-
tion further down the line.

I would like to propose it to you for your reaction. Is my under-
standing correct that your bill would give special incentives for
teachers to embark upon careers in science and mathematics and
would those incentives come in the form of salary differentials?
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Mr. FUQUA. It would not provide a salary differential. It would
provide an opportunity to have summer training and get paid for
it;They would be offered a fellowship for a master's degree or post-
baccalaureate degree. It would provide stipends for graduate stu-
dents to continue on ultimately to their Ph. D. degree In these
critical fields.

It would provide money for ins rumentation and equipment that
could be used in labratories so s udents could have a bettor oppor-
tunity of training than they ar getting in sonic labs. The equip-
ment is very old and dilapidated and the labs need now equipment.
Most industrial labs are much better equipped than say at a uni-
versity laboratory.

Mr. BIAGGI. Substantially better.
Mr. FUQUA. Yes. ,e.Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Chairman, yo made reference to an early effort

on the part of Congress in 1958 t at was succestiful to a degree, but
then it somehow waned over th years. What assurance do we have
or what can we do as a ceLtunittee to prevent that from recurring?
Obviously this is not a short -term crisis. It is an issue that will be
With us for a considerable period of time.

Chairman PERKINS: Are you through?
Mr. BIAGGI. I posed a question.
Chairman PERKINS. Nqiat assurance do we have that the same

thing wouldn't happen with this legislation, if I understand you
correctly.

Mr. BIAGGI. That is the problem.
Chairman PERKINS. I think we have to set up more safeguards in

the legislation, and riot let these grants, go to teachers that 'are
going to desert us in a period of 2 or 3 years. I think we have got to
give more protection to the schools to make sure that we have
these teachers available after we train them.

We know that industry will continue to offer higher salaries, and
it is natural if we leave any loopholes for these youngsters just to
leave the schools and go for a better standard of living. We have
got to accept 'reality and try to combat those things.

Mrs. Roukema, go 'right ahead. -
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Congreoman, I am very interested in your legislation and of

course the subject highlights a very critical and imminent problem
that we have. I wonder, since we have had the experience and we
can anticipate yet another problem down the line with a continu-
ing-supply of well-trained teachers as has already been alliided to
by the previous panel members, did you in your committee .give
any thought to going beyond the matching fund requirement with
business and search for any 'other cooperative partnership effort in
terms of maintaining the high quality teaching staff?

Now, admittedly it would be a difficult problem to resolve, but
my mind has gone to the idea of a flexible time program and an
interchange perhaps with members of the business community who
actually come in and teach and supplement the program. Have you
explored that at all or has it ever been explored by the, National
Science Foundation?

Mr. FUQUA. We firit of all limit the bill to 5 years, so that it sun-
sets at that time, and we must review the program and what has
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happened. We say the money must be matched by eithek private or
local funds. If the States, foundations, or industry want 'to put up
funds, it must be matched by some funds.
There are ways that you can encumber the bill .so. much. We

have-tried not to go beyond the scope of the jurisdiction Of the
Committee on Science and Technology, which has sole jurisdiction
over the 'National Science foundation. In its charter NSF is
charged with prothoting science education.

Now, science education can be a ftizzy area sometimes. But what
is basically intended is that:teachers are prepared in a inanner so
that they; can have the ability to, teach at the best level&

Also, what is the manpower of science and education, science-
education? Most all the basic research in this country le carried on
in the universities and colleges. Applied research is carried on in
industrial labs, but the basic theoretical research is carried on in
, universities. We must recharge that stream since the average age
of university researchers today is increasing chronologically every
year and the new ones are not coming in because of the attraction
of industry right now and the job requirements;

So we are trying to encourage but not like- we did in the sixties
where we offered everybody that wanted to be an engineer a. schol-
arship. We are not proposing that since that created an oversupply
and we had engineers running 'elevators and driving taxis. We are
not trying to approach that.

We are not really aiming for the baecalaureata degree. A person
gets that on their own. We are trying to get the person that is in-
terested in going into research with encouragement to do that with
a small stipend in the form of a Kellowship so he or she can get his
master's and Ph. D. degree and possibly stay in research in the uni-
versity. .

, Mrs.. RomumA.. I concur with that. Perhaps I misunderstood the
scope of your legislation. I thought there was a- portion of it that
was directed to the classroom teacher.

Mr. FUQUA. I think this -is H.R. 30 that would direct itself more
, to that.

Mrlir RotmxmA. With that in "Mind, based on your experience, be-
. ciulfia You have dealt a lot with the private sector, do you see any
possibility of a coordinated effort here? Because let's face it, the
problem that we are all grappling with is the f t that we can
never be competitive in public education on the sajary level.

How can we supplement?
Mr. FUQUA. Well, Congressman McCurdy d Senator Glenn

have a: bill that addresses, somewhat that' issue in providing tax
credits for industry if they hire science teachers to work in the
summertime in their labs. Now, that is a different issue:

Mrs. RousEhttA. That borders on what I am talking about.
Mr. FUQUA. That complements the overall issue, we are talking

about.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you. Very interesting.
Chairman Pmumvs. Mr. Williams:r
Mr. Wuxi: um. Thank you, Mr.` Chairman.
Chairman Fuqua, I appreciate the directness of your statement

and particularly commend you for being forthright in your belief
that the National Science Foundation as you have put it in your
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statement, has a Tole to play in the legislation. I am hopeful that
the differences in the two pieces of legislation with regard to that
point will not delay this from being enacted into law.

Mr. FUQUA. I concur.
Mr. WILLTAms. I agree that we should be able to develop a final

piece of legislation that finds that the Department of Education
and the National Institutes of Education can consult with appropri-
ate Federal agencies, including absolutely the National Science
Foundation; in a coordinated approach 'to this problem, but with all
appropriate respect, I. would say to the two distinguished chairmen
in the hearing room today that this crisis is too great and the prob-
lem is too immediate to permit. us to delay this legislation because
of squabbles over turf. We really have to get on with this bill and
with your bill.

Mr. FUQUA. The only turf problem that the chairman and I have
is over whether racehorses are better in Kentucky or Florida, and. I
yield to him.

Mr. Wn.LiAms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Bartlett from Texas, a new member.
Mr. BARTLET. Thank you, Mr., Chairman.
Mr. Fuqua, I am too new on this committee to know anything

about the turf battles or such as that.
Mr. FUQUA. Well, you will learn.
Mr. BARTLETT. I hope so. I haVe a couple of questions on the

budget impact. What is the budget impact of H.R. 582?
Mt. FUQUA. This proposes to authorize $100 million a year for 5

years..
Mr. BARTLETT. Per year.
Mr. FUQUA. To be matched by private or other funds.
Mr. BARTLETT. And each grant would be matched by someone?
Mr. FUQUA. That is correct.
Mr. BARTLETT. What percentage of that budget 'would be actually

delivered to a classroom teacher?
FUQUA. Probablyas I was outlining earlier, it is not broken

down to how much is going to a classroom teacher. There would be
some provided since we leave this flexibility up to the National Sci-
ence Foundation to administer the program. We-don't say we want
10 percent or 15 percent to go to classroom teachers. The only
benefit the classroom teachers would receive would, be through
summer workshops, where they would be paid to attend and im-
prove and modernize their skills in math and science. They would
be remunerated for that.

The other part would go to fellowships, capital equipment, sala-
ries, instrumentation and other activities as are considered neces-
sary in carrying out, the purposes of this Act. And we purposely did
that to give rather broad authority to the National Science Foun-
dation rather than set up a rigid mechanism.

They must report to Congress. We must ride herd over it and
make sure we feel the program is operating in a successful fashion.
One of the programs , for high school teachers would be these
summer workshops that originated, with Congressman Perkins and
others in the National Defense Education Act in the early Sixties.
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° Mr. BAwiurrr. So with the eiception of summer workshops, none
of the $100 million a year would actually go to classroom teachers
to teach math and science?

Mr. FUQUA. It would not. Not as a supplement to their regular
salary..

Mr. BAwrizrr. Is there any additional type of formula allocation
or is the money to be 'spent by the National Science Foundation in
any state or in any .way or in any location. Nene oZ it would neces-
sarily come to Farmers Branch, Texas or to Pennsylvania?

Mr. FUQUA. We hope, it would go to those schools and universities
that were worthy, piirticularly those with graduate programs. This
is mainly aimed at graduate programs.

So as a consequence it would probably not go to a community col-
lege, even though there may be a workshop held at community
college for the summer science program for teachers.

Mr. BARTLETT. Each grant would be by application? ,
Mr. FUQUA. They would probably grant a school in Texasthe

University of Texas, Baylor, Rice, or any other fine school=that
makes an application. The school would state, that so many peoiile
wanted to apply who are qualified in the field and-NR would de-
termine how much they could grant.

If a school had 100, 45 would be an equitable distribution to try
to get it spread around the country. I would hope this wouldn't all
go to the elitist schools, but also to the ichools generally spread
geographicafly all around the country.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you, Congressman.
Chairman PEraurrs Mr. Boucher.
Mr. BoucHza. I will pass, Mr. Chairinan.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you a question in 'connection, Mr.

Chairman. Your bill, if I understand it correctly, requires matching
for some of the programs. Florida as well as Kentucky and many
other States are having severe budgetary problems at the present
time.

I know down home they are cutting back. In one county in my
district, I learned only this week, the county east of the Mississippi
River back down in Kentucky, they were laying off 163 teacher
aides under the title I program because of the cutback in Federal
funds.

In view of the economic plight throughout the country, do you.
think these States like my State and numerous other States will
come up with the matching funds? I just want to ask you that ques-
tion.

Mr. FUQUA. Well, it was not intended that it solely had to be the
State or local governments that provide the matchinglunds. It was
primarily aimed at industry. But if a State felt that, this had a high
enough priority, and they could provide those funds, we would not
want to prohibit that from happening.

We have some States, as the gentleman is well aware, that are
better off financially than ,other States or have different sources of
funds. For instance, the University of Texas has a rather good en- .
dowment granted to it by the 'State of Texas, which is now produc-
ing rather well.

O
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This would not preclude a school such as that from matching
funds or the State or local governments. But, it was primarily in-
tended that these matching funds come from private industry.,

Chairman PERKINS. I know that, but in times like these when
you have unemployment in so many of our industries for example
in Louisville, International Harvester and several big corporations
are folding am just wondering here if we won't have a stum-
bling block in this matching requirement.

If 15 or 20 of the states needed this money and could not come
up with the matching funds, that is one thing I think you and I
and all the other members should give greater consideration to.

Mr. FUQUA. Mr. Chairman, you raise a very interesting point.
But I think while industry is shifthig in emphasis, I think you are
going to find that there are many industries in this country that
are thriving rather well right now, particularly in the high tech-
nology field. _

These are the people that need the engineers and the scientists
to make sure that their stream of new blood, new ideas, and new
brainpower continue uninterrupted.,;:Those companies would be
very interested in trying to support H.R. 582.As a matter of fact,
I have talked to many of them and they are very supportive of this
approach and f$91 their industries could come up with the match:
mg' funds.

Qmirman PERKINS No*, last year for the National Science
Foundation the Congress appropriated $15 million more than the
President wanted. And the National Science Foundation now pro-
poses to use this money for teacher training programs at universi-
ties. And the universities which will have received these funds will
have to serve a very well-known and recognized faculty. Now, I am

iconcerned that this is too elitist and could not help the majority of
teachers.

Do you have this concern about the National Science Founda-
tion? I have watched them over a period of years since we have cre-
ated that organization in 1949, the Education and Labor Commit-
tee.

Mr. FUQUA. Well, Mr. Chairman, of course the National Science
Foundation has a policy that all of the proposals submitted to them
are reviewed on a peer review basis. They have panels that review
on a professional basis and try to award those grants to where they
think that the Government and the taxpayer can get the best re-
search and the best results. That does not always mean that a uni-
versity in my, district or in your district' is always going...to receive
those funds. But we have also had a program, some institutional
block grants and others, to improve certain facets of the various
universities. around the country for several years that was very
helpful. Many of the universities have improved their ability to do
research. Not all universities have a strong graduate program and
a research program.

Then we have some of the funding for large projects. at some of
the bigger schools, They started early and have some big projects
that are funded on a yearly basis, maybe in say a nuclear accelera-
tor program or something of that type that is very expensive.
When you look at their figures, it comes out somewhat distorted
compared to what other schools received. But they do have a peer
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review program, try to do it on a professional and not a political
basis, and that is the way it should be done.

There are always ways to improve that. We have had language
in our bill, to encourage a better geographical distribution of the
funding within the National Science Foundation, so that we can
strengthen the universities and colleges all over this country and
not just a few. We can try to .improve the educational opportunities
all over this cotmtry. If you look at that you will see they have
done a pretty good job under the system of trying to get the best
research for the dollar.

Chairman PERKINS. I would agree with you in many instances
they have done a wonderful job. In some instances I thought the
job was pot up to the caliber it should have been.

Mr. FUQUA. They have constantly tried to improve their proce-
dures.

Chairmas. In some instances they had a buddy-buddy
relation. I know you are well aware of that, as I am.

Mr. FUQUA. Yes.
Chairman Pinuails. Let Me congratulate you this morning for

your appearance here, and your excellent testimony. I think you
have done a very good thing in coming here and testifying. There is
no reason in the world why you and I cannot work together, as the
chairmen of the two committees. We will work together.

We want to do what is best for the country, what is best to bring
about a good science and mathematics program in the elementary
and secondary schools of the nation, and in higher education insti -.
tutions. But we have to get something 'started in the elementary
and secondary schools. We will do everything possible to never let
America slide backward, but from a scientific viewpoint keep
America on top.

Thank you for coming this morning.
Mr. FUQUA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
As Mr. Williams pointed out, we have a serious situation. It is

certainly not my intention and r am sure not yours, to let petty
things happen that would prevent something as important as this
is to our Nation and our future, to impede the progress of these
pieces of legislation that I think are very, very important.

I thank you for your courtesy.
Chairman Mumma. Thank you very much. Now I understand we

have the chairman- of your subcommittee here, Mr. Doug Walgren
from Pennsylvania.

Glad to welcome you here this morning.

STATEMENT. OF HON: DOUG WALGREN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
t CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA,

Mr. WALGREN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to simply say that it is a great honor and I certainly

appreciate the opportunity to come before your committee, along
with the chairman of my full committee and others interested in
this subject.

I hope, particukur listening to the exchange between the
chairman of the full Science and Xechnology Committee and the
members of your committee, that we can look at the several insti-i
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tutions that are involved in this area and try to focus on their
strengths. I think if we do that, we will see there is a role, as the
chairman has said, for both the National Science Foundation and
the Department of Education; and the other elements in our soci-
ety, I honestly believe that this problem is so large and so perva-
sive that it is going to take every avenue available to us to solve
the problem.

Any institution will have its limitations.. And the trick, as we all
know, is to take advantage of their strengths and avoid their weak-
nesses where possible. I think if we look at these institutions that
the possibilities will become evident.

I know, for example, from my own point of view that the effort of
the National Science Foundation was not to address the whole
problem, or really not to solve the whole problem, but rather to
provide some innovative and some individual instances where we
would be doing the best that we could. I think the National Science
Foundation has some specific strengths in its flexibility in that
area. But when it comes to maintaining the breadth of a program
and to maintaining the duration in time particularly, that is going
to be a problem. As tha Chairman and Mr. Biaggi pointed out we
have . to have formula proposals and programs that will run
through time and run broadly. The National Science Foundation is
probably not the agency to rely solely on for that.

I do think there are some very real strengths that NSF does
have, particularly when you think of the fact that we have a crisis
in which we are going to have to try to incorporate strengths that
already, exist in our society. As Mr. Goodhng pointed outthe
teachers are there, they are just not in the schools.

It seems to me that the National Science Foundation may ;have
strengths in drawing participation from the private sector in very t
flexible manner. Such participation can contribute to a particular
area in a way that might take us longer to get up, and running if
we use a larger institution such as the Department of Education.

I don't know that is the proper differential, but I think if all the
members that are involved in this area focus on the strengths of
their institutions it would become evident where we can move for-
ward.

I would like to say that this committee has a long and distin-
guished history of contributing significantly to American education
at all levels.

I believe that this year is a year that has tremendous potential.
There is clearly a broad bipartisan consensus across the land, and
that consensus is, first, that we face a serious problem hi math and
science education, and second, that the Federal Government has a
major role in providing effective solutions in this area.

It seems to me that we all should welcome the President's"wOrds
on this problem last night and hopd that it reflects a ohange of
view of this administration. I remember last year when they pro-
posed eliminating all funds for the science education programs
under the National Science Foundation and serious cutbacks in
education programs in other parts of the Government. So I feel
that we should hope that it does reflect a real recognition on the
part of this administration that a major initiative has to take place
ui this area.
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Others, have outlined, the crisis. Clearly our technical engineer-
ing and scientific skills must be substantially increased and broad-
ened throughout our educational system. The specific comparisons
between the graduates of Japan, the Soviet Union, and the United
States leaves us far behind. And it is clearly a threat, not only to
our economic future but to our military and defense capability as
well.

So we must improve the training and education of teachers and
upgrade curriculum at all levels. We have to find ways to keep the
teachers in the schools and professors in the colleges so they are
not lured away to the more lucrative careers in private industry.
Clearly we must improve the equipment and technology that your
students have present access to during their traihing. Much of that
is woefully inadequate and outdated.

I was literally stunned to walk into a major university in Penn-
sylvania and find that every piece of equipment in the laboratory
accessible to those students was World War. II vintage cast off by
the Defense Department in 1945 to 1947, except for two robots,
both of which were contributed by a Japanese company out of the
good Will of their society towards ours.

Chairman PEanNs. Since you are do this subject, how much em-
phasis do you think we should place On our hardware, on obtaining
the most up-to-date equipment? How much emphasis on that?

Mr, WALCIREN. I personally don't have the background to form
the proper judgment in my own experience. It is my understanding
that this problem may be bigger than all of us. It clearly would be
the kind of thing where broad-based funding should be brought
into play because we are thinking of students across the board.

I think the Department of Education, as I understand the ability
to institutionalize a program and to fund it with momentum, might
really be the primary player in that role. On a stopgap level, we
could try to get students out into private enterprise where there
are some state-of-the-art computers and at least give them some
contact with that equipment. It strikes me, again, the National Sci-
ence Foundation may be the proper agency to involve the private
sector in the short run.

But those are about the extent of my views on the subject, Mr.
Chairman.

Mr. BIA.GGI. Mr. Chairman
Chairman PERKINS. Let me make one comment before you follow

that up.
In 1966, it may have been the fiscal year 1967, we authorized the

title I legislation, now called chapter 1. And we had these equip-
ment salesmen all over the country at the State level. And through
the people here in Washington and through the people at the local
level, they bought so much equipment that was not utilized maybe
for 2, 3 or 4 years. They threw away some of that money, and it
was a shameful situation. But it was our fault, for not monitoring
the situation more closely.

That is the only instance I know of anything likethat occurring.
But I would hate to leave it up to the National Science Foundation.

The' National Science Foundation is constituted quite differently
now from what it used to be. I don't know anything about the
present, members. They may be people that will not waste a dime
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in any way, shape or form. But I know they have all had their bad
habits in the past, in years gone by. And unless you are in a posi-
tion to find out about those things, you just don't know it. But I
have had the experience .and contact with it over a period of years.

Whoever has the authority should have some supervision over
these funds, whether at the local educational agency levelmaybe
we could work out something where they could cooperate with the
National Science Foundation. But we are going to have, to have
some technicians to talk to these teachers that teach the science
and math at the local level.

It is a big problem just buying the equipment; keeping laborato-
ries up-to-date.

Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Congressman Walgren, in your proposal where

you talk about matching funds and, getting back to this issue of
equipment, I have said for a long time there is no way most school
districts or colleges or vocational education programs could possibly
purchase the necessary equipment, if they are going to have ur-to-
date equipment, unless there is some kind of cooperative arrange-
ment' more than there is at the present time. Howeyer, in some
areas there is a lot of cooperation and the private sector is in-
volved.

Does your proposal, when you talk about matching funds and so
on, does your proposal envision the equipment part of this partner-
ship?

Mr. WALGREN. Absolutely. The matching component would be
available for a number of different 'kinds of efforts, equipment
being one of them. .

It strikes me that we do want to involve the interest of the pri-
vate sector in this particular area. Thinking pf Pittsburgh and
some of the identification that communities have with their local
schools, there is real potential for private sector money to come for-
ward to adequately equip a gchool with which that area identifies.
So we would hope that in the equipment area in particular that
some of this match would come from the private sector.

Also, in regard to the match we ought to think of where pro-
grams are best delivered from; some programs are best delivered
from the grass roots, and other programs are best delivered from a
national perspective. In the equipment area in particular, things
are changing rapidly. This differs from level of education to level of
education.

The equipment needs of the elementary and the secondary high
school levels is very different than the equipment needs of a pre-
paratory engineering exposure. We ought to try to have programs
that are dehvered at the local level, and I see room for programs
that have broad availability.

Mr. GOODLING. We have to make sure that we don't get into com-
petitive bids as the medical prOfession has for so many years. We
are now at a point where we cannot afford to provide the same
kind of equipment in every school. Even though two hospitals are
only 2 miles apart, they both have to have the same kind of equip-
ment, et cetera. We can't do that in education.

Chairman PERKINS. And another thing, if you will yield, Mr.
Goodling, thw computer industry could make contributions. In your
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State, where the coal industry is on the rocks, and the steel indus-
try is too, the railroad industry--,,ani-) I would not know where to go
to raise a quarter in my district,'-at ,,the present time. The rich dis-
tricts will survive, but some of the poor districts won't get any con-
tributions at all from private industry.

Mr. WALGRRN. My own feeling is that would be the case if that is
the only approach we relied on The only wisdom I have to offer, if
it is wisdom at all, is that this problem is so big that we cannot
take only one approach. I would not like to see us cut off the con-
tributiph that private sectors might be able to make in one part of
the country, and perhaps not in another. Then iif-tlliose areas are
leaders we will then be able to take their example,and add the
strength to the demonstiated need in the areas of the country that
don't have that.

If we were to say let's all go just this way, then my part of the
country might very well be left out, and IIwould feel wronged by
that. But it seems to me that the problem is large enough that
there is room for multiple approaches.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you one more question.
I have seen figures that 85 percent of the National Science Foun-

dation budget is going to research, including support of graduate
students.

Mr. WALGREN. That eiroes compoit with my understanding of the
focus of their effort paiticularly in the science education program,
where it was minimal at best. If I remember correctly, it was 7 per-
cent of the National Science Foundatioh,budget. We clearly have
an agency here which is heavily involved in other activities. .I do
think it has a great deal to contribute in the area of science educa-
tion, though.

Chairman PEniaNs. Go ahead, Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I thank my colleague for his contribution. I agree with you the

issue is of sufficient magnitude to warrant the multifaceted ap-
proach.

With relation to the chairman's concern about massive expendi-
tures of money, it is . always subject to abuse. And frankly, the
nature "of the technology changes so quickly. that vast expenditures
of moneys could almost be called wasteful, because in short order
the schools, will be using equipment that is/obsolete.

You make reference to some universities that have antediluvian
equipment, and it is not uncommon in the educational facilities of
America.

I recall, Mr.. Chairman, a witness testifying some time ago on vo-
cational training, where he testified_ that la, his State, industries
would provide equipment for the schools involved. That was the
same equipment that the industries were using in the day-to-day
operation. In effect, what they were doing was, training the stu-
dents to be proficient on these machines, so that when they gradu-
ated it was an easy transition into the job market, more specifical-
ly into those industries that provided the equipment.

It obviously has a self-serving purpose, but that is perfectly all
right, too, because in the end it dealt with our primary concern,
that is dealing with the issue of training people along certain ave.
'nue& And it might serve us well if we were to keep that in mind
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when we are thinking and drafting this legislation so that it would
be universal application.

The chairman makes reference to the rich States where these
high technical industries are located, and I think they would be
pleased to make. a contribution, because in the end they would be
doing the same thing that this witness testified that his industry
was doing, self-serying. But again,, the chairman makes reference
to the poorer States.

Well, in those poorer States, Mr. Chairman, we should be in a
position to do something about it. But I don't think it would be a
single approach. I don't think a single approach can do it. There
should be niultiple approaches, but with encouragement, special in-
ducements, to get private inddstry involved and be current. That is
clearly a criterion 'that must be built in somewhere.

If they are going to have equipmentI know this legislation pro-
vides for equipmentyou have to be wary, because equipment can

raconsume the bney. I know iit happened in the National Science.
But if you are going to purchase equipment, you must work some
arrangement so that the equipment is current. And that can be
worked out somehow, but it must be worked out if the program is
to have any meaning whatsoeier.

Chairman PERKINS. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. ROUKEMA. Thank you, I have no questions.
I appreciate your testimony.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. Weiss. Thank you, Mr. Chair. man.
First, let me commend you, Congressman. Walgren, and the mem-

- bers of you . s s mittee, for the leaderhsip which you have taken in
focusing tenti I n on what truly is a major national crisis.

You knw, on of the problems that we have in the Congress is
that issu :4, n . :et very, very fragmented and the atttention
given to them als . gets to be fragmented. Perhaps what we ought,
to be doing is. takin: e benefit of the experience of people in the
various committees whose work impacts to some extent on the par-
ticular concerns that we have in this area, but then try in some
fashion to funnel the solutions or to get the solutions through a
single source or single committee.

My sense is that. Ways and Means, for example, is always going
to have to get involved because of tax concerns, if we are talking
about providing private sector involvement on the basis of tax
benefits. But there is no reason why, for example, approaches
which Ways and Means would undertake would not first pass

..7" through the Education and. Labor Committee for substantive sig-
noff. My sense is that a lot of the problems which seem to be real
problems are only demonstrations of the fragmentation that we
suffer from. And I am not sure that we might not somewhere along
the line find that we can move together much more rapidly.

If we became aware of the fact that although the solution9 ought
to be coming from various sources, the ultimate resolution of those
ought to come through a central area, then I thifik perhaps we
would eliminate the concern as to whether it should be' the Nation-
al Science Foundation, Department- of Education, or what have
you, because all of it would be part .of a comprehensive kind of
effort.
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I want to commend your role in highlighting the need for urgent
attention. The problem we have to grapple with is both substantive
and procedural: How do we get as urgent an action as possible out
of this body?

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. All right.
Mr. Erlenborn, any questions?
Mr. ERLENBOR.N. No questions."'
Chairman PERKINS. Mi. Bartlett, any questions?
Mr. BAsTurrr. No questions.
Mr. WiLGREN. Mr. Chairman, if Lmight, in conclusion I feel that

I ought to note in response to your highlighting and pointing out
the problem of the old-boy-network among the scientific communi-
ty and the apprehension we have that funds may not be targeted in
the most effective fashion; and that certain research agencies
become elitists.

The problem of working/ against waste in that area is not limited
to the National Science Foundation. Before coming to Congress I
worked with a corporation that sold educational materials, largely
to agencies using Federal funds. .I was struck by the difficulty of
overcoming the political relationships that were involved in the
sale of materials to local school systems. This is a problem that is
not just in any one agency in Government, but I am afraid it is
widespread in Government-activity, and one that is going to just
take ultimate vigilance to minimize as best we can. It cannot be
directed at any one agency as a greater problem than elsewhere.

Chairman PERKINS. Well a ow ;, ice 1949, since the enactment of
the National Science Foug k1,"; :r , 6: am, and all through the
years, if you will look at t t have taken place on the
floor of the House and on the -;nate Oor, you will find that the
real role of the National Science Foundation is to encourage high
level research in science, and won't it be inappropriate for us to
ask them to deal with science and math education of the uneral
student population since we have set the National Science Founda-

....tion up for another purpo That is the question.
Mr. WAWREN. The ter of the National Science Foundation

does clearly set out a responsibility in the agency for the State and
the quality of science education at all levels.

Now, that does not mean that that agency is the right one to im-
plement all the programs.

Chairman PERKINS. Well, the real purpose of the establishment
of the National Science Foundation; if you go back and read the
record, the debate in 1949, was to encourage high level research in
science. We wanted to keep ahead of the Russians. We had the cold
war on at that tine, and we were having our disputes with Russia.

The .arguments were that we wanted to be the leader of the free
world. And it was high level research, and not just down-to-earth
problems that we deal with in high schools and even in the grade
schools, or the foundation would never have been established in the
first place.

Mr. WALGRENI\ Well, in closingI apologize for having gone on
longer j

Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you to go back and read the pur-
poses of the National Science Foundation when it was establish.ed.
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Mr. WALCIREN. I think we ought to take the present crisis that
confronts us, and every institution in our society that can make a
contribution, evaluate the strengths and the weaknesses of those
institutions and try to put together the broadest possible program
that we can. If we do that, I think that we will be able to look back
on the 98th Congress and say it made the greatest contrkvtion to
the problem we face.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. You have made a good witness.
Mr. WALGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I have enjoyed it.
.[Prepared statement of Congressman Doug Waigren follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT Or HON. DOUG WALORMN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATE Or PENNSYLVANIA

ThItIlk you for this opportunity to present my views on our country's needs in sci-
ence and math education to the Committee on Education and Labor. This committee
has a long and distinguished history of contributing significantly to American edu-
cation at all levels and of providing educational opportunities to all our children
and citizens.

I believe there is a broad, bipartisan consensus across the landfirst, that we face
a serious problem in math and science education; and second, that the Federal Gov-
ernment has a Major role in providing effective solutions in this area. I welcome
President Reagan's words on this problem last night and hope that it reflects a
change of view from an administration which last year proposed eliminating all
funds from science education p under the National Science Foundation.

Others have outlined the prob em to you in great detail. Our technical, engineer-
ing, and scientific skills must be substantially increased and broadened.

The-thirds of all American high schools require only one year of science and
Math. In Japan, all college-bound high school students take four years of math and
three years of science.

In the Soviet Union, high school studen6' take five years of physics and four years
of chemistry. In. Russia, five milliod high school students take calculus. In the
United States, only 500,000 high school students ever take this same math course.

The Soviets graduate twice as many scientists and five times as many engineers
as American universities. America's inability to compete with these skills is as real
a threat to our future as the Soviet military.

We-must improve the training and education of teachers and upgrade curriculum
at all levels. We have to find ways to keep teachers in schools and professors in
colleges, so they are not lured to more lucrative careers in private mdtudry. We
must improve equipment and technol. gy used to instruct our students.

Much of the equipment used to teach our students is'woefully outdated and inad-
equate. I was litera. stunned to walk into the engineering laboratory of a major
Pennsylvania University to find that all the equipment was cast off by the Defense
Department at the end of World War IIexcept for two robotsthe charitable gift
of a Japanese company and gesture of good will. Students must have access to cur-
rent State equipment and computer technology if their education is to be effective.
All levels of education must do a better job of preparing our people to participate in
an increasingly complex technological society.

Education has traditionally been a governmental responsibility. Given the impor-
tance and the dimension of the crisis we face, I believe that the support is there for
this Congress to launch major initiatives in math and science education, which, as
you say in the title of your bill, are "emergency" needs.

Legudatively,.there have been generally five approaches discussed in Congress in
recent years. First, some. bills provide for blue- ribbon commissions to make overall

recommendations. Second, there has been legislation to provide fellowships
for graduate students and loans or grants to college students preparing to teach
math and science.

A third approach provides direct grants to schools to improve the quality of in-
struction and education in math and science. A fourth type of bill provides preferen-
tial tax treatment for industries willing to participate in joint employment or train-
ing programs with eductional institutions, such as sharing equipment and expertise.
And a fift legislative approach provides tax benefits for firms that donate comput-
ers or other equipment to elementary and secondary schools.

In my opinion, the problem we face is so broad that we are going to have to use
all of these appproaches. The problem is in the workplace and in the schoolroom. It
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is at all levels and facets of education. The problem is society-wide. And every level
of our society has some contribution to nuke to its solution.

In the last Congress, the House Science and Technology Committee and the House
Education and Labor Committee developed two different approaches to our math
and science crisis. In my view, both are worthwhile and essential. I believe we
should take the strength,' of both and produce a comprehensive or "omnibus" legis-
lative response to satisfy the many needs.

In general terms, I tend to think that the National Science Foundation has a his-
tory of supporting the fellowship approach in post- secondary education in providing
educational opportunities. And the Nay may be boot able and most experienced to
support partnership projects with industry, such as giving students opportunities to
use and train on advanced equipment or encouraging private sector talent to share
their knowledge in the classroom.

It may be that the Department of Education, with its broad focus on all levels and
aspects of education and with its long-established Mechanism for providing Federal
funds to State and local .education agentieo, is the appropriate agency to provide
aupport to elementary and secondary schools.

I do not see these approaches as incompatible or competitive. I think they point
the way toward coordination at the federal level using the strengths and expertise
of both agencies,

I personally feel that the development of these legislative approaches in the last
Congress show that we need several approaches. I look forward to working with this
committee in hopes that when we look back on this part of our history, we will be
able to say that the 98th Congress was the Congress that made the greatest differ-
ence in math and science education.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.

Chairman PERKINS. Now we want to get along. We arc running
way behind time.

Our next witness is our colleague, Mr. Wortley, from New York.

STA'r1SMENT OF HON. GEORGE C. WORTLEY, A REPRESENTATIVE\ IN CONGRESS FROM. THE STATE OF NEW YORK . ,

Mr. WORTLEY. Chairman Perkins, members of the Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education, I commend
you for your efforts to improve our present system >of science and
mathematics education.

There has been a great deal of discugsion about the crumbling
defense-industrial base in the United States. The subject of produc-
tivity crops up at cocktail parties, PTA meetings, and bus stops. Ev-
eryone agrees that the problem is real but a consensus has failed to
materialize about what can and should be done to turn the situa-
tion around.

I speak with some familiarity on the subject. As a member of the
Economic Stabilization Subcommittee,I participated in most of the
29 days of hearings that panel conducted in 1981 and 1982. Because
a diversified -economic base is integral to the survival of a nation as
large and sophisticated as ours, I am greatly troubled over the
state oricience and mathematics education at all levels. Basic edu-
cation is the cclrnerstone of any rebuilding effort.

For a variety of reasons known all too well by members of this
subcommittee, our investment in these necessary fundamentals .has
lagged far behind_ other industrial nations, especially' the Soviet
Union, Japan, and Germany.

Once the United States led the way in producing mathemati-
cians, engineers, biochemists, and other technically oriented people
who kept our Nation in the technological vanguard. Sadly, this is
no longer true. Why?
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Because we have a shortage of qualified scilkace and math teach-
.era who are willing to teach in the elementary and secondary
schools. They are unwilling to do so because 1,hey cannot afford to
work for low wagon. Colleges and universities. are laming quality fac-
ulty members for much the same reason. An equipment shortage
compounds the problem. In many schools, much of the scientific
equipment is obsolete but the institutions have no plane to replace
it any time soon. Serious researchers are compelled to enter the
private sector to continue their work.

Syracuse, N.Y., where I come from, is like ma4y other medium-.
alto cities. For several years the local school district has limped
along because it had been unable to attract science and math teach-
ers for its elementary and secondary schools. Limited enrollments
in math and science education have taken their toll on the avail-
ability and quality of instructors. To reverse this trend, the city of
Syracuse school system, in conjunction with Syracuse University,
has come up with a trial program.

The city underwrites an internship program in which it pays se-
lected graduate students in mathematics a small stipend as well as
tuition to Syracuse University. The student intern teaches in the
Syracuse public school system under the supervision of senior
teachers and the SU faculty.' The program has been in existence for
3 years with good reSults..However, it is small. Only 12 students
are now teaching as math interns. Although this program has
helped fill in some of the gape that exist in the Syracuse school
system, it cannot on its own be expected te solve the larger prob-
lem, too few students in science and mathematics educations. Right.
now, Syracuse University is one of the few schools in rw York
State that still prepares students for teaching careers.

It has been said that there is a direct correlation between what
goes on in the third grade and who wins the Nobel Prize. If appro-'
priate steps are not taken soon, there will be little hope, of keeping
up with the rest of the industrialized world.

Betty Vetter, Executive Director of the Scientific Manpower
Commission, Appeared before the Economic Stabilization Suom-
mitte in Julit 1981. Her testimony made quite an impression on
me and other members who heard her that day. She made the
point that U.S. industry has had the good sense to offer decent sal-
aries to graduates of the technical disciplines. Such salaries have
risen faster than those in any other field of employrttent. She went
on to say, however, that this practice has become a two-edged
sword:

New master's graduites in geology, chemistry and engineering will start work
this year at more than $25:000 per year in industry. Newly minted Ph. D.'e in engi-
neering, chemistry, operaticfna ,research and physics can .b in their industrial ca-
reers at $28,000 to $30,000 on average. And that is a basic cause for a serious prob-
lem. The increasing pressure on students electing majors in fields where job oppor-
tunities beckon, coupled with excellent prospects in nonacademic jobs, has created

schoolsfaculty shortages in schoo and departments of engineering and computer
science.

She added:
The quality of fcraduatee is also in danger, Larger classes, overburdened profes-

sors, teaching assistants with language barriers and obsolete laboratory equipment
threaten the educational excellence which is particuarly crucial of the supply is also
limited.,



She's right. In our efforts to re' build and revitalize America, we
must begin by wisely investing in human capital that will bring
about the American renaissance.,

H.R. 30 won't solve all the probleihs, but it represents a good
starting place. It is a small down payment on America's future.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to appear before
you today to discuss an important problem and, potential solution. I
commend you and your committee for your efforts in this direction.

Chairnup PmuaNs. Let me commend you.
Mr. GOODLING. I, too, want to thank you for your excellent testi-

mony. You hit a= nab& of areas dear to me, including why we
have to start on the elementar3r-1eve1.1 could probably add a little
bit to why teachers leave teaching.

Chairman PKRICINEf. Mr. Biaggi.
Mr. BIAGGI. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mrs. Roukema.
Mrs. ROMEMA. Thank you,'Mr. Wortley.
As a comember of the Economic Stabilization Subcommittee, I

appreciate, the fact that you brought to the attention of this com-
mittee some of the very relevant factors that we studied. There is
no question that what we are doing here is really part of the total
revitalization of-ikur industrial base, of simply an educational
problem, orisolated educational problem.

Thank you.
Mr. WORTLEY. It is part of the big picture.

/Chairman PEmigNs. Thank you very much for your appearance
here today, we appreciate your coming.

Our next 'witness will be Congressman McCurdy.
You go right ahead, Mr. McCurdy.

STATEMENT OF HON. DAVE McCURDY, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA

Mr. MCCURDY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, it is a pleasure to

appear before you again to discuss my legislative 'initiative to
combat the critical shortage of math and science teachers. I com-
mend you for recognizing the importance of this type of legislation.
Reversing the dangerous trend toward 'scientific illiteracy must be
a top priority of the 98th congress.

It is our educational system that has enabled us to advance
faster and farther than any other country in the world. Our future.
hinges on high technology, but we do not have the science and
math teachers to prepare our young people for their roles in a tech-
nological world.

In 1981, 43 States reported a shortage of math teachers; 42 States
reported a shortage of physics teachers. Over the last. 10 years,
there has been a dramatic decline in the number of college gradu-
ates with degrees in math and science educationa 77-percent
drop in math, 65-pOrcent 'decrease in science. According to a
survey of secondary school principals, 50 percent of the math and
science teachers in our classrooms are unqualified and teaching,
with emergency certificates.
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The ke to a quality education is a quality teacher. One of the
first step toward improving math and'science education must be a
iirogram to attract, retain and update>talented teachers. No matter
how much time and-money we invest in curriculum and equip-
ment,-if we don't have the qualified teachers the trend toward sci-
entific illiteracy will continue. If we allow that to happen, we can,
expect to surrender our position of world economic,, scientific, and
military leadership. ,

I have just returned,from a Science and Technology Committee
trip to Japan. Before getting into the details of my legislation, I
would like.t& share with you my findings and impressions of the
Japanese Pekile.

After several days of meetings with Japanese officials represent-
ing government, education, and private business, what struck me
most was their uniform cooperation. At the close of World War II,
the Japanese recognized that a high quality of education must
come before productivity and prosperity. They know that education
planning is a vital component of economic planning. They have set
high standards of scientific literacy for all Japanese citizens.

During a meeting which I led on science education, I asked the
minister of education what kinds of incentives the Japanese pro-
vide to teachers. Mr. Nakajima replied that during the 1970's
Japan also experienced a shortage of public school teachers. The
Ministry of Education developed a national program' th attract and
retain high quality teachers. Since the Diet passed a 1974 law to
provide higher pay for public school teachers, teacher salaries have
increased four times.----Tbday the average Japanese school teacher
earns 20 percent more than a deputy minister in the Japanese Gov-,
ernment.
-I was also impressed by Japanese laws to increase child care

leave, for female teachers and to improve insurance and survivor
benefits. They have made enormous investments in teacher retrain-
ing programs. In Japan, teaching is one of the most respected pro-
fessions. The Japanese are attracting and retaining teachers.. Their
students are performing better than American students on science
and math achievement tests.

In a study of science achievement conducted by the. Center for
Educational Statistics, Japanese 11-year-olds performed better than
American 14-year-olds and Japanese 14-year-olds performed better
than our 17-year-olds. Their young people are pursuing careers in
science, math and engineering. For each engineer produced. by the
United States,in 1981, Japan produced 2.6, and they have one-half
of our populaTion.

We can learn a lot from the Japanese commitment to excellence
in education. I only hope that we, as representatives of the people,
can join with industry, educators, and the general public in an ef-
fective response to the science and math education crisis in Amer-
ica.,

The legislation which Senator John Glenn and I have intrbduced
directly attacks the teachdr shortage.

Mr. °Chairman, at this point I might comment that Senator
Glenn expressed his regret at not being able to testify this morn-
ing. I understand he has & statement for the record.
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The legislatidn provides incentives for students to pursue math
and science teaching careers. Plus, it gives them an incentive td
stay,in the classroom.

The Pre-college Mathematics and Science Teacher Assistance
Act, which I introduced, House Resolution 835, amends the Higher
Education. Act of 1965 to, establish a direct student loan program
for college students who piirsue careers in pre-college math and sci-
ence teaching. For each year that the borrower teaches, a certain
percentage of the loan will be forgiven. If the borrower does not go
into science and math teaching, he or she will, be required to pay
back the loan in full with 9 percent interest. The Congressional
Budget Office has estimated that the program will cost $12 million
in- thefirst year and work its way up to $57 million by the fourth
year.

House Resolution 836 grants tax credits to high tech firms that .
hire precollege math and Science teachers during the summer or
allow their certified employees to teach math or science part-time
in the local schools. These tax credits would supplement teacher
salaries and provide them with handi-on high technology experi-
ence to prepare their students for future jobs.

While we believe that the loan will attract talented new blood
into teaching and the tax credit will help retain them in the class-
room, we also need a program to update and upgrade the skills of
our teachers. Senator). Glenn and I will shortly be introducing a
more comprehensive bill which includes the loan program and a
second title for an inservice teacher training program.

Mr. Chairman, this legislation is targeted to a specific need and
cannot alone solve the crisis in science and math education. It does,
however, directly attach the teacher shortage and I believe it is a
vital component of the overall solution.

I appreciate having this opportunity to testify and I urge the
committee to support this legislation. As a member of the Science
and Technology and Armed Services Committees, I look forward to
working with you and stand ready to assist you in any way I can.

Mr. Chairman, I might mention that some of the groups testify-
ing today have, supported the bills that we introduce& last year.
Again I appreciate you allowing Senator Glenn and met o testify
last summer on this matter,

Pam not concerned about the jurisdiction of committees; I am
concerned about the shortage of math and science teachers, and
the need to move in the field of high technology. I only wish I could
be on a third committee. If I could do so, I would have selected this
committee, because I believe we are facing not only an economic
problem, a high technology shortage and a shortage of skilled per-
sonnel, but also a military threat.

Being on the Armed Services Committee, I am concerned about
the training and quality of personnel in that area, and I believe
that the schools are the first place to begin.,

I know a number of members have stated already that they were
pleased to see the President's state of the Union message address
this problemeven though there are differences hi, opinion as to
the vehicle or method for addressing the shortage. ram pleased he
has finally recognized the need to address this and hope that the
reversals that were made last year in the science and technology
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rea, such as eng mineering education moneys and the loan programs
there, will be reinstated and hopefully there will be a reversal in
the proper direction this year, by increasing the funding for those
programs.

Mr.. Chairman, that concludes my formal statement. I certainly
stand ready to answer any questions.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me congratulate_ you, Mr. McCurdy, for
an excellent statement.

Of course I have served with many of your predecessors here
over a period of years. Carl Albert was here when we enacted the
Natimial Science. Foundation as a high-level research program.
That during the cold war daysso we could keep ahead of the
Rusdians in the sciences.

Now, there will not be, I don't think, much of a dispute over ju-
risdiction. We want to obtain the same results that you want to
obtain. Anda am sure that Carl Perkins and Don Fuqua and others
can solve th ese problems without difficulty. We will move forward
at the earliest possible date.

I want to thank you for an excellent statement.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. I have a lot of questions.
I was going to ask you about Japanese education, but not at this

time because we are so far behind. I will be interestell to know how
many parent advisory groups they have, how many grievance com-
mittees, whether they reward excellence and whether it is an edu-
cation of the Masses, as we,do here, et cetera?

I will ask you all thciser estions, but I won't do it now.
Mr. MCCURDY. If the gentleman will yield, I would quickly state

that in the 2-day meetings we had with the Japanese Diet, includ-
ing their Ministry of Education, the one section that we devoted to
science and math education perhaps elicited the most response
from the Diet members. It is the one section in which they were
the most vigorous in their responses and were perfectly clear in.
their commitment, not only from the legislative standpoint but
that they believed, that industry and labor and the parents them-
selves were strongly beind the initiatives in that area.

We also had meetings at Tokyo University with a number of
graduate students and students at Tsukuba, which is the science
city, which also had some interesting requirements, which again I
would gladly visit with anyone on it at a later time.

It was a remarkable experience to have the opportunity to meet
with the Japanese regarding science and math education and to see
the outright commitment. They are just amazed at the problems
we are facing. It is beyond their comprehension. They cannot un-
derstand 'why we as a nation, as large and as strong and as power-
ful, are facing the problems that we are today. It is beyond their
comprehension, and almost beyond mine.

Mr. GOODLING. I could tell them in an hour.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Boucher..
Mr.' BOUCHER. Mr. Chairman, didn't have an opportunity to

hear the opening comments of the speaker, so I will pass at this
time.

Chairman PERKINS. All right.
Mrs. Roukeina.



Mrs. ROUERBIA No questions.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSdN. Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Dave, I want to compliment you on your statement. You look at

the problem from a rather wide range. But I in Oarticular would be
interested in following up on the in-service training and really get-
ting at the whole issue. of teachers. You can have all the equipment
in the world and if yoii don't have the teachers there to teach it, it
simply doesn't do any good.

I think that is the. area we have to focus on first and foremost.
Anything I can do to work with you in' either taking present teach
ers moving them into the science areaprobably that is preferable
to bringing new teachers, but anything I can do in that area, I
stand ready to work with you.

Mr. McCuubir. I thank the gentleman for his input and the sup-
port to the legislation.

The in-service question is a very important one, and one that the
Japanese stress very clearly. They had a bill- that passed in the
1950's that was a private sector educational bill which provided
subsidies fOr programs and for retraining programs. And again,
this was back in the 1950's when they were addressing this prob-
lem. And they have maintained an amazingly high level of commit-
ment to that, because they see that is their number one problem.

They also provide the incentives because they understand that
they have to have the teachers there in order to prepare students
for industry. They are not hiring away teachers at the rate we are.
Industry is not stripping the educational system of the qualified
personnel the -way we are facing that today. I only wish that more
industry leaders, and I think they will eventually wake up and
come around to this position, will be stressing this kind of in-serv-
ice cooperation which I think is very vital to the legislation before
us.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank, you very much.
Mr. MCCURDY. Mr. Chairman, again thank you-very much fork.,

your patience in allowing me to come in.
Chairman PERKINS. We hope you will come back again.
Our next panel consists of Ms. Mary Futrell, secretary-treasurer

of the National Education Association; Mr. Harold Raynolds, com-
missioner of education, State of Maine, representing the Council of
Chief State School Officers; Mr. Scott D. Thomson, executive direc-
tor of the National Association of Secondary. School Principals; pro-
fessor Rustum Roy of the Brookings. Institution; and Dr. Harold
Patterson, superintendent, Spartanburg, S.C., representing the
American Association 'of School Administrators.

STATEMENT OF MARY HATWOOD-FUTRELL, SECRETARY-
TREASURER, NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Chairman PERKINS. :First we will hear from Ms. Futrell.
Ms. Firrazu. Thank you very much. My name is Mary Futrell

and I am the secretary-treasurer of the National Education Associ-
ation, which represents teachers, higher education faculty, and
educational support personnel in all 50 States.
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As a representative of nearly 1.7 million members nationwide, I
welcome this opportunity to present the NEA's views on the Emer-
gency Mathematics and Science Education Act, H.R. 30. My testi-
mony will be brief and I would like to request at the outset that
my comptete statement bitincluded in the record.

Chairm PERKINS. Without objection, all the complete state-
ments will be inserted in .the record.

Ms. Furiuni.. Mr. Chairman, you are to be complimented on your
fOresight in introducing this bill, and for the timeliness of these
hearings on the Nation's pressing math and science education
needs. Last evening's State of the Union address, and the Demo-
cratic response to it, made it clear that the, challenge for the future
in education in these areas is awaiting us now.

I would also like to take a moment to mention the important role
played last eyening by North Carolina Governor James Hunt in his
response for the. Democrats to the President's State of the Union
address, Governor Hunt, who also serves as chair of the Education
Commission on the States, made direct mention of Democratic sup -
pp for the American Defense ,Education Act, which you, Mr.
Chairman, are sponsoring this session of the Congress. We, too, be-
lieve that the ADEA will play a key part in the revitalization of
American education.

It is within the context of the AREA, Mr. Chairman, that I will
address pur concerns about the Emergency Mathematics and Sci-
ence Education Act. For while we heartily support passage of H.R.
30, we must stress that we view it only as a partial response to the
math and science crisis in our education system. The°$250 million
in funding allocation for the Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act represents a mere $6 per student nationwide. But
the problems we confront in math and science will require a much
more extensive effort and greater financial commitmentone that
can be found within the American Defense Education Act.

The most telling media event of recent weeks pointing to the
need for swift enactment of the Emergency Mathematics and Sci-
ence Education Act was Time magazine's choice of its coveted man
of the year award for. 1982none other than the computer.

Whoever would have guessed some years back that Henry Kissin-
ger, Anwar Sadat or Ronald Reagan would have had such unusual
company? I know that Time's choice was a controversial one for
many, but whatever one's personal opinion, this symbolic choice is
yet another statement verifying that the technological revolution is
here to stay, and like all revolutions, its impact on all our lives will
indeed be both profound and felt for many years to come.

I would like to highlikht some of the relevant points the NEA
made during its testimony on the ADEA last fall to restate our
support for a comprehensive and meaningful response to today's
educational challenges.

First, there is not much difference of opinion nationally when it
comes to defining the core ingredients that have helped build
America's greatness: unprecedented economic growth is always
listed at the top. Sustaining that economic growth provides a cru-
cial foundation for n2amtainin. g thissgtness, and underlying that
growth is the need for an educated, le died labor force.
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Yet, a 1982 report prepared by the Education Commission on the
States, "Information Society: Will Our Graduates Be Ready?" pre-
dicts that skilled labor shortages will be the major obstacle to
future growth in the United States.

Second, projected labor force needs show strong growth in job
areas sucb as engineering, computer work or electronics, all of
which require math and science skills. Yet, U.S. students are
taking fewer courses in these subject areas than ever before. They
are not keeping up with their counterparts in other competing
countries such as the U.S.S.R., West Germany or Japan. Feeding
into this problem is the shocking shortage of science and math
teachers across the country.

To better understand how these problems are, going to affect us, I
would like to review some factors that will be key in determining
the future direction of our society:

The face of our Nation is being changed daily by the most strik-
ing demographic shifts in our entire history. Apart from continual
growth in the population, a rise in the number of elderly, and
shifts in population from the Frost Belt to the South and West, a
number of other dramatic changes are occurring.

The phenomenal increase in the number of women working out-
side the home is expected to continue. In addition, the increase of
our minority populations will continue, with the largest rise occur-
ring among Hispanics.

The explosion in technology is an earthquake in our midstone
that is causing a huge shakeup in the very foundations on which
our economy, society and culture are based. This technological rev-
olution is affecting our work lives, family lives, governmental poli-
cies, and cultural expression. And it is one that, by necessity, is im-
pacting on our education policies.

As the revolution in technology is affecting nearly every facet of
our lives, so it is alsoeven more dramaticallyon our defense
needs and structure. Weapons and weapons systems are increasing-
ly complex and sophisticated, and they require increasingly well
trained and highly skilled people to operate them.

With this brief scenario established, I would like to turn to the
'specific point of the Emergency Mathematics and Science Educa-
tion act. We believe that it is a fitting prelude to passage of the
ADEA, and as with the ADEA, its focus.oi(direct local funding and
programming will be' vital to its success.

The Einergency Mathematics and Science Eddcation Act, which
we hope to see implemented at the local level beginning in the fall
of this year, wisely provides for important evaluative and planning
work. This aspect of the bill, especially given its limited funding
and time frame, is fundamental. Time spent in evaluating and
planning under H.R. 30 would effectively set the stage for passage,
and enhance the implementation of the ADEA.

We applaud the call within the bill for various sectors of the
communityteachers and local school boards, business and labor,
and others interested in educationto work together in developing
and implementing tailor-made programs. We stress here that
teacher involvement is central.
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We also feel that the section of the act which appropriates funds
for summer institutes, teacher centers and workshops for teach -.
era again with teacher involvement in the planningwill be vital.

There is an important way this bill could be strengthened. An in-
formation-gathering, evaluative role for the Government Account-
ing Office, under Congressional direction, would provide a critical,
impartial analysis of need. We believe that a role for the GAO
should be built into the legislation from the beginning.

Mr. Chairman and members of this committee, we at the NEA
ask you to take the leadership in Congress to call the attention 'of
the American people to a national problem: to maintain quality
and excellence in our education system so that we may keep
astride the monumental changes sweeping us into the next cen-
tury. We believe that the Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act will help further this goal. We stand ready to work
with you and the American people to reach this end.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Mary Hatwood-Futrell follows:]

PRZPARRD STATEMENT OP MARY HAT*00D-FUTRELL, SECRSTARY4RRABITRER,
NATIONAL EDUCATION ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairman: My name is Mary Hatwood-Futrell, and I am secretary-treasurer
of the National Education- Association (NEA), which represents teachers, higher'
education faculty, and educational support personnel in all fifty states.

As a representative of nearly 17 million members nationwide, I welcome this op-
portunity to present the NEA 's views on the Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act, (H.R. 30).

We believe that this legislation could provide an important beginning on an im-
portant questioncan we as a nation provide an education to all America's children
which is geared to the future rather than one which is wedded to the past? We be-
lieve that it is both timely and important for Congress to pass the 'Emergency Math-
ematics and Science Education Act as part of an overall strategy to improve educa-
tion in these areas.

Before going any further, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank you for your fore-
sight in introducing this bill to provide emergency assistance from the national
level to local schools to develop an immediate response to science and math needs.
As any of us within the education community, and indeed anyone who has been fol-
lowing educational trends in recent years knows, the gap in science and math prep-
aration in our nation's schools is growing to crisis proportions.

Everywhere, one reads or hears, "Computer education not keeping up with fast-
paced changes in technology," or "Soviet students overtaking their U.S.
parts in math and-science training," or "U.S. bid in technology race dampened by
lack of skilled workforce." The evidence is everywhere. An emergency response is
needed. And we believe that the response is passage of the Emergency Mathematics
and Science Education Act:

Yet, at the same time that we laud the Chairman's action introducing the Emen
gency Mathematics and Science Education Act, and heartily support its we
must reiterate our position of viewing it only as a partial response to is in
our education system. This bill must become law, but it is imperative that it be seen
as part of a larger and far more comprehensive program such as that encompassed
by the American Defense Education Act (ADEA) introduced by you, Mr. Chairman,
in the 97th Congress and scheduled for introduction in the 98th Congress.

As we all realize, the $250 million in funding allocation for the Emergency Math-
ematia3 and Science Education Act represents a mere $6 per student throughout the
country. It begins a planning process. However, the problems we confront in math
and science will require a much more extensive effort and greater'ffnancial commit-
ment. The need for rapid improvement and eipansion of our educational resources
comes at a time when the 15,000 local school districts and 50 states are reeling from
the effects of the recession and budget cuts at the federal level.

During hearings on the American Defense Education Act last fall, Members of
this committee heard from illustrious and concerned witnesses, including your own
colleagues from the U.S. Senate, representatives from industry, education, and from
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prestigious institutions such as the National Science Foundation. All expressed dire
warnings about the state of science and math training as it impacts on our nation's
ability to maintain her place in the increasingly competitive international economy,
to stay as the leader in the development of advanced technology, or to have a na-
tional defense that is truly secureboth from outside threats and internal decline.
All these witnesses called on you as legislators to carry out your mandate of public
information and education to confront and deal legislatively with the issues raised
in the ADEA.

The most telling media event of recent weeks pointing to the need for swift enact-
ment of the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act was "Time" maga-
zine's choice of its covered 'man of the year' award for the 1982none other than
"The Computer."

Whoever would have guessed some years back that Henry Kissenger, Anwar
Sadat or Ronald Reagan would have had such unusual company? I know that
"Time's" choice was a controversial one for many, but whatever ones personal opin-
ion, this symbolic choice is yet another statement veryifying that the technological
revolution is here to stay, and, like all revolutions, its impact on all our lives will
indeed by both profound and felt for many years to come.

I believe that many of the points made during the two days of ADEA hearings are
relevant to our discussion of this emergency bill. I will touch on several of the
points the NEA made in that testimony in order to restate our support for the need
for a comprehensive and meaningful response to a pressing national need for which
this bill is a first step.

ADEA: A COMPREHENSIVE RESPONSE TO A NATIONAL CRISIS

There is not much difference of opinion nationally when it comes to defining the
central ingredients that have helped build America's greatness: unprecedented eco-
nomic growth is always listed at the top. Sustaining that economic growth provides
a crucial foundation for maintaining this greatness, and underlying that growth is
the need for an educated, skilled labor force.

Increasing education is the major source of economic growth in the U.S. since
1980, according to the Brookings Institute. They argue that improved education ac-
counted for two-thirds of the increased growth m the American economy from 1948
to 1973, a 25-year period of remarkable economic growth that was coupled with an
extraordinary increase in public investment in education. Coversely, a 1982 report
prepared by the Education Commission of the States, "Information Society: Will
Our Graduates Be Ready?", predicts that skilled labor shortages will be the major
obstacle to future gOowth in the U.S. Indeed, we will face a long-term crisis if we do
not begin to seriously. concentrate on preventing these shortages.

MATH AND SCIENCE EDUCATION NEEDS

Hundreds of media stories in the last year have centered on the current post-
Sputnik math and science crisis 1n the *U.S. At a time when projected labor force
needs.show strong growth in jobs areas such.as engineering, computer work or elec-
tronics, all of which require math and science skills, U.S. students are taking fewer
courses in these subject areas than ever before. (See appendix A)

Statistics comparing years of training in math and science between U.S. students
and their counterparts in other competing countries such as the U.S.S.R., West Ger:.
many or Japanreveal a widening gap, with our students coming out at the bottom
end of the scale.

Feeding into this problem. is the shocking shortage of science and math teachers
across the country. Many teachers neither specificially trained for nor certified in
math and science, are pinch-hitting in the classroom in these subject areas; this,
even as math and science are being hailed as the 'nation's top educational prior-
ities'. This situation hurts teachers and student alike, and must be addressed to
adequately respond to technological, economic or national security challenges cur-
rently facing us.

To better understand how these educational short-comings are going to affect us, I
would like to reveiw some facts that will be key in determining the future direction
or our society.

CHANGING DEMOGRAPHICS

The face of our nation is ben3 changed daily by the most striking demograPhic
shifts in our entire history. Apart from continual growth in the population, a rise in
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the number of elderly, and shifts in population from the Frostbelt to the South and
West, a number of other dramatic changes are occurring.

The phenomenal increase in the number of women working outside the home is
expated to continue. This will mean not only that services such as dependent care
will need to be improved, but also that educational opportunities will have to be
expanded, especially with regard to retraining needs for workplace skills. In addi-
tion, new approaches to the workday, such as flex-time and work-at-home arrange-
ments will by necessity become more commonplace.

In addition, the increase of our minority populations will continue, with the larg-
est rise occurring among Hispanics. This will add tremendously to the need for bi-
lingual education programs. And, since 30.40 percent of the labor force growth over
the next decade is expected to occur among Hispanics, it will be imperative to raise
the proportion of high school graduates among this group above the current 55 per-
cent level.

THE TECHNOLOGY REVOLUTION: THE ROILING WAVE INTO THE FUTURE

Some would describe the technological explosion as an earthquake in our midst
one that is causing a huge shake-up in the very foundations on which our economy,
society and culture are based. Alvin Toffler, in his book The Third Wave, describes
The profound changes that the technological revolution has wrought as the "single
most explosive fact of our lifetime." It is one that is affecting our work lives, family
lives, governmental policies, and cutural expression. And it is one that, by necessity,
is impacting on our education policies as well. This revolutionduring which many
of us go about our daily business at times even unaware that we are in the midst of
such upheavalhas been catapulting the workplace into a laboratory of innovation
and change; replacing our former goods-producing economy into one based increas-
ingly on service and information; and restructuring almost entirely our means of
communications. This revolution in technology indeed promises no end in the fore-
seeable future.

The explosion in technology has not been confined to the U.S. Countries such as
Japan are in many ways surpassing our own technological capabilities. This fact
alone has been important in the development of the heightened competition be-
tween our economy and those of many other countries. Without an adequately edu-
cated and skilled workforce, the U.S. will never be able to regain the advantage in
this increasingly competitive international environment.

MILITARY AND DEFENSE NEEDS

Shifting our focus slightly from the international economic arena us to the
Urea of national security. As the revolution in technology has impact on nearly
every facet of our lives, so has it alsoeven more dramaticallyon our defense
needs and structure. Weapons and weapons systems are increasingly complex and
sophisticated, and, they require increasingly well trained and highly skilled people
to operate them. This increasing sophistication of military technology and-manage-
ment needs calls for great strides to be made in the basic. and advanced skill levels
of armed forcesiszsonnel with regard to, math, science, technology and communica-
tions.

Yet, the ability to operate and maintain weapons and weapons systems cannot be
our only goal with regard to military training. The constant threat of nucear anni-
hilation makes it imperative that our military leaders think of themselves as men
of peace, not war. Just as our nation cannot have a truly secure national defense
unless its citizens are healthy, well-educated and employed, neither can our military
leaders play a vital role in keeping world peace if they think of themselves only as
soldiers. A broad view of education must remain a goal for all our nation's citizens.
It is indeed one of the best hopes for the future, not only for our country, but for the
entire human race..

In reviewing some of the points made in our statement on the ADEA, I would like
to add that charts detailing this general information are attached as appendices to
this' statement.

Even since you held hearings on the ADEA in September, Mr. Chairman, a great
deal more has been highlighted in the media about the ongoing and increasing need
for a stepped up national commitment to math and science training in the U.S.
Some of the more dramatic figures recently issued are;

Current U.S. employment stands at roughly 12%; yet the only jobs which are
going begging are in highly skilled areas requiring math and science backgrounds.
For example, the Washington Post classified ads for Sunday, January 23, 1988,

, listed more than 100 separate employers seeking candidates for high level computer
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_folic more than 70 employers seeking engineers, and over 70 searching for regis-
tered nurses. It is clear that having enough people trained to fill these jobs will not
solve our nation's unemployment crisis, but it does provide us with important guide-
lines for our training and education needs.

This current trend promises to hold for the future too. A study by the Electronic.,
Industries Association published in May, 1982 projects a significant growth in the
demand for technological personnel, both in professional and para-iirofessional cats-'
gory. Between 1981-85, moat job category needs are expected .to increase over 2,0
percent with the greatest growth in the general fields of electronic and
software e eering.

This heightened demand for engineers was underscored in a November, 1982 Chi-
cago Tribune article, "The New Worker" which highlighted math and science needs.
The article quoted a forecast by Thomas Martin, Jr., president of the Illinois Insti-
tute of Technology, which projects that by 1990, 800,000 engineering jobs in the U.S.
will go unfilled due to the lack of expertise 1 math and science skills among U.S.
students. Yet, the Electronic Industries Association in the above-cited study, points
out that the percent of foreign, non-immigrant nationals receiving graduate degrees
in engineering has continued to rise in the last two decades. The study states;.'"fhe
number of foreign non-immigrant nationals receiving graduate degrees in engineer-
ing as a percent of the total number of engineering degrees granted by U.S. univer-
sities continue to increase. At the master's level, this ratio has increana to 1 in 4,
while at the Ph.D. level, over one third of all engineering recipients, are foreign na-
tionals."

The media has also shed light on the widening gap between the haves and the
have -note in school districts throughout the country. For example, school districts in
wealthy areas, and students in private schools, are being exposed to computer and
information processing machinery in much greater numbers than are their- poorer
counterparts. This gap will become increasingly important, as, in the words of a vice
president of the hi-tech giant TRW put it in a November, 1982 "Time" magazine
article "Peering into the Poverty Gap": "It's not just a matter of number crunch-
ing. It's a new way of thinking. The kids who don t get indoctrinated to computers
by seventh grade are not going to develop the same proficiency (as others)." A com-
puter education specialist with the National Science Foundation added in the same
article: "Power is not distributed evenly now, and computers will broaden that gap."

In the midst of these ongoing revelations about math and science needs and the
changing basis of our workforce and economic priorities, we find that the current
Administration lacks the wisdom to develop a strategic plan of action at the federal
level to begin to address the concerns and needs that I have outlined. Indeed, we
still find ourselves fighting for crumbs as the Reagan its
attacks on federal education programs as fundamental as those ai reading, writ-
ing and math skills, such as Cho-pier I of the Educational Consolidation and Im-
provement Act (formerly Title I.) We therefore can hardly. expect any meaningful
leadership initiative for a concern as vital as math and science education from an
Administration which looks to the past for its future. This, Mr. Chairman, is wky
we look to you and your colleagues in the Congressional branch to take on the lead-
ership role that our nation so greatly needs at this turning point in our history. .

I would like to focus my attention now on the specific points of the Emergency
Mathematics and Science Education bill which you will soon be considering.

THS EMERGENCY MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION ACT. A GOOD BEGINNING

Let me say, first of all, that the NEA strongly endorses the Emergency -
ematics and Science Education Act largely because it recognizes and addresses the
pressing concerns raised within the American Defense-Education Act, and is a fit-
ting prelude to the passage of the ADEAa much more comprehensive and far-
reaching initiative. The focus of the Emergency' Mathematics and Science Educa-
tion, as with the ADEA, is to provide funding directly to local school districts, and
we believe, will be key to its success, since it is here that the nation's education
policy is administered and operated. The Emergency Mathematics' and Science Edu-
cation Act would give local school *districts the incentives and resources to Improve
programs to further the national goals of strong science and math education. As
with the ADEA, the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act is a na-
tional recognition of a national problem, proposes a national financial commitment
to help overcome the problem, yet requires the solutions to come through a local
commitment to local programs. Therein lies a great deal of its strength as good leg-
islation.
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The Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act wisely provides for im-
portant evaluative and planning work to be carried out under its auspices. This
aspect of the bill, especially with regard to the, call for an evaluation of local re-
sources for, and the development of innovative responses to math and science educa-
tion needs; is a responsible use of the bill's limited finding and time frame. Time
spent in evaluating and planning under the Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act would effectively set the stage for passage; and enhance the imple-
mentation, of the American Defense Education Act.

We applaud the call within the bill for various sectors of the communityteach-
ers and local school boards, business and labor leaders and other interested in edu-
cationto work together in developing and implementing tailor-made programs. We
stress here that teacher involvement is key. Without that involvement, the prob-
lems to be addressed might be theoretical and not practical. This could lead to solu-
tions that would be, misguided and ineffective unless the professional classroom
voice is heard.

We believe that the section of the Act which appropriates funds for summer insti-
tutes, teacher centers and workshops for teachersagain with teacher involvement
in the planningwill serve to increase their skills in using the latest equipment
and resources to improve classroom instruction.

In that same vein, the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act's
"Congressional Scholarships", while available to fewer than 1000 individuals during
the life of the Act, represents an important commitment to the development of ade-
quately prepared teachers of math and science for our elementary and secondary
schools. Again, we feel that any such program must also be continued in the future
for it to leave a lasting mark on science and math education in the U.S.

Moreover, the bill's provisions to strengthen education research and development
are vital. Its call on the National Institute of Education, in conjunction with other
appropriate federal agencies to support improvements in research in the physical
sciences and teaching students, as well as in the use of instructional technologies
and in the analysis of local and institutional policies "enhancing or inhibiting the
recruitment, retention, and upgrading of mathematics and science faculties" would
be a very wise use of federal funds.

We find this aspect of the bill to be particularly useful since a recent study pre-
pared by the Electronic Industries Association pointed out that although overall Na-
tional Science Foundation (NSF) funding has increased steadily, funding for science
education has dropped significantly, from nearly 50 percent of the entire NSF
budget in 1959 to 7 percent in 1981, 2 percent in 1982, and an infinitesimal 1.4 per -
centbudgeted for 1983 (see Appendix A).

ENHANCING LOCAL INITIATIVES THROUGH FEDERAL EVALUATION

There is tin important way that this bill could be improved. An information-gath-
ering and evaluative role for the Government Accounting Office (GAO) would pro-
vide a critical analysis of needs. having the GAO collect data in math and science
education which show trends in student participation, student achievement levels,
u of state teacher certification standards; the numbers of teachers needed
an emp oyed, and the number of teachers graduating from schools of education
could provide localities with vital resources on which to base many of their planning
initiatives.

In addition, the GAO should conduct a national study to determine costs natio,
wide for modernizing and expanding courses in math, science, communications, for-
eign languages, and technology. Another important role for the GAO in implement,
ing the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act would be in the collec-
tion of data showing how math and science education fulfills needs in defense, high-
technology industry, newly emerging occupations and worker retraining, and in
meeting equal educational and employment opportunities for minorities and women.

In addition to providing localities with invaluable information, the GAO, involve-
ment would also give the Congress easy access in the evaluation of the Act. Keeping
evaluation of the program under the auspices of the Department of Education at
this particular moment in our history would be akin to leaving the cat in charge of
the barnyard mice. We believe the GAO has a vital role to play, and that it should
be one that is built into the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act
from the beginning.

Mr. Chairman and Members of this Committee, the NEA comes before you to ask
that you again take the leadership in the Congress to call attention of the American
people to a national problem:to maintain quality of and excellence in our education
system so that we may keep astride the monumental changes embracing us as the
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wave of the technology Weeps us Into the next century. We believe that the Emery
gency Mathematics and Mena, Education Act provides us with the bails of a foun-
dation to once again reestablish this country's great technological and industrial
achievements. We look to you and the American people for our future, and we stand
ready to work with you toward these goals.

Thank you very much.

APPENDIX A

MATH AND SCIENCE CONCERNS

Currently, American youth in the 15,000 school districts across the country are
not adequately prepared to take on the economic, technological or national security
challenges facing the nation. For example:

Fewer students are taking fewer courses and spending fewer hours studying math
and science.

A 1980 survey prepared by the Center for Education Statistics of a representative
sampling of high school senior graduates in the U.S. revealed that only one-third of
tbose sampled had taken three years of math or more. While more than half of ace-
amic studente had taken at least three yeffirs of math,- only a--fifth -of the general- --
and vocational students graduate with thre(Fyears of meth.

This same Center for Education Statistics survey also revealed that only 41 per-
cent of ncadeznic students completed three or more years of science courses, with 13
percent of general students and 9 percent of vocational students taking that same
number of years in science:

The growing shOrtage of math and science teachers has become critical.
There -are only 10,000 physics teachers in the nation's 15,000 school districts.
An Iowa State University study prepared in the fall of 1982 showed that a survey

of education departments in 45 states revealed that 40 Mete. offices reported either
shortages, some critical, or mathematics teachers, and 39 Feported shortages, again,
some critical,, of chemistry teachers.

The federal government's 'commitment to research and development, and to sci-
ence education in general began to decline in the 1960's with support for graduate
fellowships in science and math, and for teacher training institutes and curriculum
development dropping dramatically in the last two decades.

A study produced by the Electronic Industries Association showed that although
the National' Science Foundation has been receiving steadily increasing funding
over, the years' funding for science education has dropped significantly from 47% of
the total NSF budget in 1959 to 7% in 1981, 2% in 1982, and a budgeted 1.4% in
1983.-

o.

APPENDIX B

DEMOGRAPHIC SHIFTS

Some of the following demographic shifts will have a dramatic impact on our soci-
ety for years to come: -

The Census Bureau predicts that out population will increase by 18 percent by the
year 2000jumping from the 1980 figure of 226.5 million to 267 million.

The median age of Americans will climb from 29 in 1977 to 33 by 1990. By 2000,
there will be more than 36 million Americans over the age of 65, and they will con-
stitute more than 13 percent of the population.

A "baby boomlet" is expected to occur through 1985, as the number of women be-
tween the ages of 18 and 34 moves from 32.1 million in 1979 to 33.9 million in 1985.

Minorities will account for more than half the population increase in the next two
decades because of high birth rates and immigration. By 1985, the non-white popula-
tion will equal more than 22 percent of the total U.S. population, while white non-

'c Americans will drop from 80 to 75 percent of the population.
ere will be a steady shift in population from the Frostbelt to the South and

West, and in the Southwest, population growth will occur most among Hispanics.
The number of women between 18-64 in the workforce will continue to grow.

Over half of all women between these ages now work outside the home, and by the
end of this decade, more than 70% are expected to do so.
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Areennix C

me IMPACT. OF THE 'FICCIINOUXIICA aKvoLu.nom

The rapid changed in technology will only increase in the coining years, as will its
Impact on all Americans' lives. The following represent a few examples:

The computer and its component Industries are, showing remarkable growth; thin,
In turn will impact greptly on existing industries and skill requirements.

Many routine jobs now performed by low skilled workers will be done by robots
ten years from now. Jobs in these 'robotized' industries will reqUire specinl technical
skills, as well'na more knowledge and autonomy by personnel in evaluating and re-
sponding to complicated technical Information,,

-- The onslaught of the information revolution will create a need for workers with
competency in computer literacy, statistics, perhaps'a fa-reign language, and skills in
engineering and the hard sciences.

There will be a'continued and growing demand for sOlentists, engineers, and tech-
nicians both within business and industry,'and within the military.

APPENDIX D

COMPARATIVE EDUCATION PROGRAMS

A review of education policies and programs in other countries may shed some
light on the directions we should be taking, because the path currently followed by
the U.S., and that being pursued in many other industrialized and Third World
countries differs greatly: .

An article appearing in the October 14, 1981 Congressional Record, "Investing in
People" by Howard Samuels, revealed that 98 percent of all Soviet children now
complete mandatory 10 year primary and secondary, school programs, while only
three-fourths of all American students finish high school. In addition, nearly every
Soviet student received 10 years Of math, five years of physics, four years of chemis-
try, five and half years of biology, five years of geography, as well as years of train-
ing in other technical subject areas.

Japan, with a population less than half as large as that in the U.S., is graduating
as many engineers every year as is this country.

Material prepared for a recenit Convocation on the State of Pre-College Education
in Mathematics and Science by the National Academy of Sciences. and National
Academy of Engineering highlights programs showing that most Communist bloc
and Third World countries are stengthening their pre-college math and science pro-
grams with:

National education policies emphasizing the importance of science and mathemat-
ics to economic and cultural progress. In the People's Republic of China, for exam-
ple, science education policies are written into the constitution.

Specialized study in the sciences beginning in the sixth grade, with requirements
in math, biology , chemistry, physics, and geography. Students spend roughly, three
times the number of class hours on these subjects then do their American counter-
parts who elect to study these subjects.

Secondary school programs balancing science and -math courses with about an
equal number of social science, language and humanities courses. This means that
students are required to carry seven to nine courses per semester.

English is regarded as the "language of science", and is therefore widely promot-
ed for study. Currently in the People's Republic of China, there are more students
and adults learning English than there English speaking people in the U.S.

Science and math teachers are trained in specially designed programs in universi-
ties, teaching institutes, normal schools, or teachers colleges. The countries have

-provision, for a continuing program of in-service education, with local colleges, and
universities responsible for such training.

APPENDIX E

CHANGING DEFENSE NEEDSSKILLED PERSONNEL KEY

The most sophisticated weapons systems in the world obviously require the most
sophisticated minds in the world to operate and maintain them. What this shows is
the importance of highly skilled personnel to meet today's Armed Forces needs: A
look at how skills needs have changed and what today's requirements are is rele-
vant:
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-In 1945, the Navy required that only 28 percent of its personnel be highly skilled,
but by 1980, the role of semi-skilled personnel was sharply reduced, while the per-
centage of highly skilled personnel jumped to 42 percent. Currently,.70 percent of
all Army jobs require some technical training, while 75 percent of Navy jobs require
skilled or highly skilled personnel..

Despite this greatly increased need for skilled personnel, the pool that the Armed
Forces currently has to choose from falls short of those needs. In recent years, the
military has been forced to rewrite its training manuals from the 11th -grade level
or higher to the 8th-grade level or lower. Many are aimed at the 6th-grade level.

These countries ha* programs for developing mass scientific and technological
literacy. The People's Republic of China has the most diversified program, with its
national symbol the Bohr atom model with the slogan, "Science is the Eternal.
Spring!!
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.11,504469
"27,3941053

CURIENT ROM PROGRAMS.. (5Y.10411 ISY '31 -02) ISY 12.131

IMPACI AID r,
60,773.178 46,754,391 34,312 094

REHAII IL 11A11 ON SEV1CCS 64'315,473 64,976,571 43,632,121
SCHOOL WNW 304073,000 271,3151000 296 1257,000

- 34,4611314

,-20,613452
4,716,000,

m414.11' immaimmen 11.01904m.../MIO4i demforaomy.M.b0011401.111144$411WWWW01/0M P.mOormwmpmaollOsardiailmlawlgaakgeprigh

COLORADO A

FORWARD roan PROGRAMS... r
ECIA CHAPTER

,ECIA CHATTER II
ti

HANOICAPPIO

VOCATIONAL G .ADOLT ED,

1ST 01-121 ISY az-es) ISY 13441
29 ,427090 291731011/ .19032,312 90695,0711
51470481 5,421,330 40790,299 471,562

11,590,419 13,117,755 91119 ,757 1,400,662

94451673 71128 e406 5,295,001 90501665 .

'sell, es il Ilsolo gilled 01 11.4 'II I boil 4999 9990 99990999911nweletelle.iito 46.4041069Moisti 9900999119941.99914 Se
,CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS.... ISY 00411 ISY 1111121 (ST 02431 . ,,,

..'' IMPACT AID a 111317,373 7441403 , 41271,334 -7 0116,039
REHARILIIATI[IN SERVICES I 91352410 90440,946 ., 61343 1020 40007179D
SCtiooL.Lut,CH 32 1238,000 2%420,000 : 31,317 1000 ..121,000.

- ir-.....'0011 ...WO ,.....m........"...10.41.1M R......bldb1i.11=.1.11.1=44=1/101.W.M.MRIPP0,4/0/fflaa11.110=1.40111111M0.11.,0111ftellINIPPIIpaMMOrygpliaMOI

CONNECTICUT

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

ECIA CHAPTER I

ECIA CHAPTER II

HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL C Mu ED.ti

ISY 81121' ISY 12431 IS, 13441
25019,157 25,231,976 164106 099

7,705,819 5477046 5,169,661
11 034043 , 17,334,252 ,22,143,661
6,687,217 7,094,136 4,924,111

.
-8,073,656

, - 2,536,150
"4,3908652'
- 3,963,106

4949iassestes99.9.949990419.9 Nes;114.4999999999999699.91999. aaa a a et.
ISY 00411 ISY 81421 ', 157 02 -93)

3,691,619 2,674,702 1,261,369
1,910,442 ,.." 11060 11453 .514121633 1,565,004

33 4101000 , 30,909,000 32,902,000 ., .166,000

.1100 re se poise 99 allIes ogee /9 .1
CURNIN) FUNDED PROGRAMS.,.

IMPACT AD1 58956,151'
REHARILIIAIInN SERVICES
sun ltiiCH

111..Wpr ImIMIftel Mil Ilia. mom. ~wig 41ftipisimmis..b aens. wirmema orom.t.smo emr mow

DELAWARE

FORWARD rUNOE0 PROGRAMS... ISY 611521 ISY 52431 - ISY 03.841
ECIA CHATTER I ,245468 9,894,416 5 ,507, 760 ..2,735,120
ELIA CHAPTER II 5,334,320 2,270,080 2,0059750 1,325,570
HANDICAPPED 41576,316 4015 031 3,266,343 009 ,915
VOCATIONAL C ALAJET ED. 2,040,579 1,740032 10200,190 " - 632,368-

0000 00000000000000000000000000000 liesiolhoffeetir99.11.199999,9199999996.9994,9919999919.941999.

ISY 0041)CURRENT FUNDED pROCANiS,

IMPACT AID

REHAb IL !TATUM SERVICES

SCHOU LUNCH

.

ISY ISY 07-633.
619051 153,311 12,987

310118066 344200 2 442,731
1,293,000 6,656,000 7,035,000

1,) k

-606,764
465
- 208,000
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PAGE f
NOV 1912

SEPT 1982 POTENTIAL .1'

APPROPRIATION CONTINUING RES. PRESIDENT'S BUDGET COLLAR LOSS
FISCAL YEAR 1981 .. FISCAL YEAR 1982 FISCAL

YEAR

1903 FY01 TO F1113
(SCHOOL YEAR )01.4011 (SCHOOL TEAK /01.01 (SCHOOL YEAR XX ..XX)

, DISTRICT DP COLUMBIA
FD(WARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

EL IA CHAPTER 1

.ECIA CHAPTER II
HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL t ADULT ED.,
OOO 400

*KENT 'Ufa PRIM 01S4 04

impAcr Ate
REMO IL 1 lATION SERVICES
SCHOOL IMO

FLORIDA

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

ECIA CHAPTER 1

ECIA'CHLPTER
HANDICAPPED

VuCATIONAL C ADULT ED.

ISY 8112)
1514470143

(1;11 82131 . ISY 83 -84)
16094928 .40294,034

59081 417 2,2701000 2800750. - 3,073,067
3;554465

1001531109
14

30697;415 2,590,256 .164;112
2;2031316 .1,93411107 .11342,969........ .....O 441444 III a 04si 1444.4 OOOOOO 44040411000bilso011044 044000 MD 0404.44

ISY 80111 .` ISY 81121. 1SY 02-83)
302946333 1,530,069 '797,516
84631846

.20496.817
, 84461735 .10593;210

9,2350000
514700576

10,120,000 9,831,000 .2890000

CURRENT FUMED PROGRAMS...

IMPACT AD'
REHABILITATION SERVICES
SC Hncli LUNCH

ISY e1-et)
102,393,355
159189,565
34,645,895

(SY 82 -031
9918711124
1,6441174

361300063.4

(SY 83-84)
66,414,506
14,499,535
25.492,373

350970.047
449;733

-9,153,522..
29,413,150 25,317,1O( 17472453 414401898

44440 "al" OOOOO 41" O "..."."61.50 GI. 1490.4 00.0 R. Of e 51 OOOOO 0000000000000

ISY wet) (SY 81121 , 1002131
1901450410 12,523,741 7,509,230 -110556472,

`32072/419 330210,317 221300;907 0;5711512
148,449,000 135,4730000 144,2060000 41243;000......=.0.1ww...etwar,..

GEORGIA

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

EC IA CHAPTER

ECIA CHAPTER II
HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL C ADULT Eb.
...

ISY 01121
79;4371926
2,412,579
250939.632
201674,372

(SY 82131
76,907,786

1,129,920
27,401,970
17,503,358

. ISY 03-841
52,9002075
9,983,382

19,1960693
12 11204,604

CURRENT FUNDED PROGR

IMPACT AID
RE HABIL ITAT ION SERVICES

SC HOCK LUNCH

IV 80111 , (SY el-en
9,9361107 5,551,675

23,596,495 231539,045
1161450,000,, 106,271,000

(SY 52-53)
200100657

16,005,047.
113 ,122 ,000

- 26,529,851
-2;429;197
4;7421939
4,469,568

4. 000

41925;450
..715811,448

028;000
00000 .wr p..W...= wOmprimMftims.Mialm..,...1.1=.4.MMI...1.M.I.M.PPMWm.r......sreir.a.w...~rImmierwwm014..mmwrq4r.bwl

HAWAII
FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

EC1ACHO1ER I
ECIA CHAPTER 11
HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL 6 ADULT ED.

COUNT FUNDED PROGRAMS...
IMPACT AID
REHAhILITATION SERVICES
SCHOOL LUNCH

1SY 8112)
0,5241036
2,614,096
30101397
3,021,560

ISY 824 3)
7,446,271
2,278,080
3,1460939
2478,560

1SY 83141
5,703,610
2,005,750
2,204,615
1,7090809

4 4 0 00 .0. 44

. 1SY 50111 ISY 81 -82) ':. (ST 5213)
13,3731232 10,3631591

. 11930;544 .4,434,600
3,029,626 310600760 , 2 ,055$322 - '974,304

17,372,000 15,5549000 . IA 1576 000 496,000

...21521 1226

4°6,146
805,782

.112310751
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`FISCAL YEAR 1981 FISCAL YEAR 1982 FISCALAARA983 FY81 104113

Isc114 YEAR PDX) 'SCHOOL YEAR WOO (SCHOOL YEAR *01

PAGE 4

NOV 1902

IDAHO

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

ECIA CHAPICR.1

EC1A CHAPTER II

HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL C ADULT ED,

00.1

"ISY 61.821 ISY 62.631 IS, 0344)

9,605,249 9,313,591 6,2931369 °31311,1160

21352,502 21278,000 '. 2,008,750 -343,752

31890,345 4,105,926 2,8761442 1,013,903

3,395,970 2,901,390 210131883 0113021087

CURRE41,FONDED PROGRAMS... J ISY 00 -01) ISY 81.821 ISY 82 -53)

IMPACT AlD

REHA0IL1TATION SERVICES

SCHOOL LUNCH

4,607,540 3018,891' 2,302,957 .200403
3,774,304 3,013,100 2,560,50 °102130101

11,4531000 4 10,452,000 11,126,000 .427,000
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PAGE 5

NDV 1982 .'

POTENTIAL

APP DPRIATION CONTINUING RES. , PRESIDENT'S BUDGET DOLLAR LOSSJ

FIS AL YEAR 1901 FISCAL YEAR 1902 FISCAL VEAR 1983 FY01 TO FY03

(SCHOOL YEAR XX.XX1 (SCHOOL YEAR XX.XX) ISCHOOL YEAR XX.RXI

KANSAS

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISV 81.821 ISY 82.83) ISY 03-04)
ECIA CHAPTER I

ELIA CHAPTER II

H ANDICAPPED

NOCATTONAUE ADULT ED.

, 000000 '.. 000000000

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS...

IMPACT AID

REHOILITA1ION SERVICES

scHnuL LUNN

22,180,482 211999,521. 159114,808 .7,0610594
1,998,761 412824790 - 204,396

91846,629
3,794065

10,345,227 4,599,190
7650,34 6,221,5709

712471439

.44,310,453 ,231,096

110,41,1111,011.00,10 00000 0000000000000000000000000000 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0

ISY 60.811 ISY 81 -021 ISY 02 -03)

7,051,912 5,4511476 4,0210078 .410301034

8,109,200 8,1921555 "206071855

25,955,000 23,606,000
5,5011345

25,213,000 - 742,000
***.

KENIUCKY

EDUARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... , ISY 81.821 Iii 82 -831 ISY 03 -84)

ECIA CHAPTER I 58,217,910 561723,400
%

38,725055 .191492,055
EC1A CHAPTER II 5,806,713 7,335,418 6,485,385 598,672
HANDICAPPO 16,624,240 17,523,708 12,276,366 .40471654
VOCATIONAL GICULT ED. 14,220,893 12,253,082 815041906' .51715,901

0400 040 OOOOOO 0000 O 0 OOOOO 00040 000 O OO
CURRENT FUNDED moms... ISY 80-01) ISY 81.82) ISV 12.131

IMPACT. AID, 2,221,491 671,799' 64,341 . - 2,157,150

REHABILITATION SERVICES 171650,423 171831,853 11,974,185 .5$676,238

SCHOOL LUNCH 66,501,000 600962,000- 64,092,000 .10909,000

LOUISIANA ,

...

.FORWARD FUNDED:PROGRAMS.. ISY 01-821 ISY. 02.631 ISV 83.141
ECIAIHAPTER 4 851601,081 84,641,949 56,767,930 ..26,833,151

ECIA CHAPTER)! 11553,090 8,084,512 7,852,015 .4,7014875
HANDICAPPED 20,405,447 21,3351495 14,946,766 .414584681

VOCATIONAL1 ADULT ED. 16,4214339 13,653,976 9,477,360 .6,947,97V-----
0060. use,' O 04800 9

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY 00-811 ISY 01.821 ISY 82.031

IMPACT AID .

5,750,239 3,247,239 2,1011906 - 3,648,333

kEHAII1LITA1I0N SERVICES 20,079,799 20.2861201 131622,293 - 6,457,506

SCHOOL LUNCH 94,337,000 86,091,000 91,641,000 206961000.. OOOOOOOOOOO 1.....110 .= INM =Ma

MAINE

ME111.14m.milly.lr MriPEM

EDWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY 81 -021 ISY 02.63). . ISY 01141
ECIA CHAPTER I 13071,167 13,200,830 0,660,660 .41414,407

ECIA CHARIER II 2,465,710 2,2781000 2,000,750 , .456,960

HANDICAPPED 6,190,241 6,4941050 4,5501029 - 1,640,212

VOCATIONAL 1 ADULT (0. 41370,149 3,657,336 215100593 -41839055
0000 O OOO 1100.000 OOOOOOOO lit s O

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS... ' ISY 00.811 ISY 81 -82) ISY 02.631'

IMPACT AID 3,136,115 212590003 10656,944 .1,4790171

REHARILITATION SERVICES 5,457,634 , 5,513,733 3,702,502 l' .11755,132

SCHOOL LUNCH 20,0000000. 10,325,000 19,5,06,000 ; .574,000
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NOV 1902

SEPT 1902 POTENTIAL

APPROPRIATION CONTINUING RES. PRESIDENT'S BUDGET COLLAR LOSS

FISCAL YEAR 1981 FISCAL YEAR 1982 FISCAL YEAR 1983 FY81 TO FY03

I(SCHOOL YEAR XX -XX) ISCHUOL YEAR )0(4.100 (SCHOOL YEAR RR-xxl

MARYLAND

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY 01421 ISY 82131 ISY 834141

!CIA CHAPTER 1 47,969,929 46,281,394 31,601,347' - 16,368,582

ECIA CHAPTER II 1a962 0,246,650 71256,094 241132

HANDICAPPED 24 ,004,739 251293,2M 1797191416 4,365,323
VOCATIONAL b ADULT ID. 13124413y 10,965,516 716111233. .40309

.110011 OOOOO situlips. neellipl 11001611* OOOOO II OvisciThelis OOOOO 04.01110119 OOOOO si1P410.1geopeulgoomoifimillie
CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS,

IMPACT AID

REHABILITATION SERVICES

smut, LUNCH
I

ISY 50.511 ,ISY 01.021 ISY 02-031

171929,475 10,298,945 6,504,162 41,425,311

12,873,529 13,005,857 81733,503 ' .40140,026

49,469,000 450145,000 4800551000 - 1,414,000
willahs wabolAbyr.1.11m.

MASSACHUSETTS

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

...m..1114w.../
,

ISY 01121

momino*4..MI.PINI41144=1.1111,111M.11M441114=114
..

ISY 0213)
,

ISY 83410

ECIA CHAPTER I 57,6391244 62,509,569 31,220,060 440,419,104

ECIA CHAPTER II 10,653,970 101615,853 9,348,015 4,305,955

HANDICAPPED 39,033.664 40,3080902 280294,852 .40,730,812

VOCATIONAL C ADULT ED. 101044,159 15,394;750 10,685,649 .4,159,110

*4411114 OOO 44 41104 444 O 811111 OOOOO 0110.11/49010.06.6490to

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS... (SX 00-01) ISY 81-62) ISY 02131

IMPACT AID 7024,776 4,1740665 21699,725 51025,051

REHA4111TATION SERVICES 20,352,575 20,561,781 154071346 - 6,545,229

SCHOOL LUNCH 13,136,000 66,743,000 71,046,000 4090,000,
.0.11.41,N*ft..0.w.l.
MICHIGAN,

.,FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY 01-021 ISY 02q13) ISY 03.84)

IFIMbilam.46

. ECIA CHAPTER 1 122,241,573 100,966,343 00,491010 -41,744,255

ECIA CHAPTER II . 201542492 0 18,999,187 16,152,653 30789,909

HANDICAPPED 41,183,021 42,859,500 30,025,600 .11,157,421

VOCATIONAL E ADULT ED. 28,985,766 24,332,764 16,809,,613 - 12,096,155
'pi.. .. O O

CURIUM FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY 00 -811 ISY 814821 ISY 02-83) ,

IMPACT AID 6,1760755 4,199,499 3,050,765 - 3,125,990

REHABILITATION SERVICES 29,950,273 30,258,134 20,318,500 40311173

SCHOOL LUNCH 1001744,000 91,930 1000 , 97,865,00D 40741000

MINNESOTA

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY 61421 ISY 82 -83)

I

ISY 8314,

ECIA CHAPTER I 380576,402 3753361406 26,008,685 412,567,717

ECIA CHAPTER II 6,610,381 7.9731280 7,010,764 400,383

HANDICAPPED 18.090,847 19,964,260 13,986,136 - 4,904,111

VUCATIDNAL C ADULT ED. 13,513,811 11,1651159 '7,7491847 40631964

44464'4 4$

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS.... ISY 80 -81) ISY 01.12) ISY 62131.

IMPACT AID

RE HABILITATION SERVICES,

4,494,658

14'.915,600

, 3/1221538

15,069,006

2,2821292

10,118,920

.-2,212,366

.4,796,768

SCHOOL LUNCH. 401706,000 44,449,000 41,314,000 - 1,392,000

75
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SEPT 1982 PDTEHII AL

APPROPRIATION CoNFINumo RES. PRESIDENT'S BUDGET .DOLLAR LOSS

FISCAL YEAR 1981 FISCAL YEAR'1932 FISCAL YEAR 1903 FY81 TO FV03

'PROGRAM IsCHn0L YEAR XX -XXI 'SCHOOL YEAR 0-01 ISCHooL YEAR RX -RAI

PAGE / '

NOV 1902

MISSISSIPPI

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAM...

ECIA CHAPIER 1

ECIA CHAPTER II

HANDICAPPED

VOCAIIONAL C ADULT ED.

CuRRENT FUNDED PRUGRAMS.t.

IMPACT AID

REHABILITAIION SERVICES

SCHOOL LUNCH
11... -.

MISSOURI

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS.

ECIA CHAPIER I

ECIA CHAPTER II

HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL t ADULT ED:

a+msft

ISY 01-021

10,264,304

1,674,512

10035,430

.10,269,409.

ISY 821)1

66,015,959 '

5,512,953

'110350630

806410645'

(5Y 0011)

4,0551732

14,8100174

61,272,000 61,392000

ISY 81.821

51,345,149

11,567,404

231095,816

12,1750996

ISY 81-021

2,550,902

14,962,409

iSY 0243)

50,558,276

9,249,005

25,1100010

14,313,473

"ISY 02-1131

10516,400

10,041038

65,349,000

ISY 83 -64)

34,102,490

00173,491

17.640.075

9,935,123

ISY 03141

46,6621471 -23,601,913

4,055,030 . -2,0190402

70941,274 .111794'1164

5,9981252 4,211,151
DOI* OOOOO voipseratipo bet OO OOO

- 17,163,359

'9,393,907

,6259,141
-1490072

- 2,539,324

4,762,836

1,9230000

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS...

IMPACT AID

REHABILITATION SERVICES

SCHOOL LUNCH
.=.

MONTANA

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

ECIA CHAPTER 1

'ECIA CHAPTER II

HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL t ADULT ED...

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS..,

IMPACT Alp

REHABILITATION SERVICES

SCHOOL LUNCH

NEBRASKA

FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS...

ECIA CHAPTER I

ECIA CHAPTER II

HANDICAPPED

VOCATIONAL t ADULT ED.

... A

CURRENT FUNDED PROGRAMS.:.

IMPACT AID

REHABILITATION SERVICES

SCHOOL LUNCH.

. I

ISY EI0 H51$

50826,655

20,061 0991

66,0761000

ISY 81421

15,712,544

3,720,410

7,206,792

5,3300041

ISY 00-1111

01345.723

5,681,507

18,644,000

ISY 01121

3,454,725

201261,210

61,030,000

ISY 02 -03)

140614,709

2,961,504

.1,611,224

4,404,151

(SY 81 -821

6,6120999

5,739,903

17,014000

ISY 02-831

2,317,901

1)0101212

64,965,000

1SY 03-041

101672,214

2,629,112

5,332,109
3,056,965

'Sy 02-831

413511901

30540379

10,111,000

OOO 000

ftmw...rww.....'"".g.ftmrW.wmOWw...mrwo.....m.rrm*mmmm....m..mmmwmmwmw.m.+mw.mrmmm.mrmm...www.ww

ISY 01.112I ISY 82431 ISY 03441
10,022,213

..4!:g1,2094:104441590i 2,278,080 2,000,750

907081327 6.710,915

3,261,028 16,5991495 4,623,333 ,3411505

21953,523 2,435,999 1,690,851 4,2621672-
OOO

ISY ISY 01782) ISY 02-031

111890 CPS OOOOO

10,322,7 . .0,1151703 -4,4221173

31209,551-- ----3042,542--________24177,305
9,141,000 8,3421000 8,080,000

..11032.166

- 261,000

,.3,508,154

41451,179

- 1,911,000

- 5,040,330

- 1,099,306

.4,874,683

..2,281,015

41411,6010

-3,981,016

-1,02/1120

..,5330000

76
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STATUS %OF FID1RAL 11JOGIT FOR ERICAT ION

SELICTID Maw; 17 ETAT1

liP! 1912 po P'irfir,'
APPROPRIATION aNTIT111110 Rib PRIHHO1INT'11UDGIY °UM LOS

FISCAL YIAR 1901 PIRA VIM 1912 FISCAL YEAR'1911 FYI) TO rfli
PNUONATT '11(14c01 VOA 11.011 IICTIOct YEAR misto Oat VIM

FAG!

NOYI1112

kbl.ptilmololmlossoliogympappft

NlyADA

FoAWAND FuH010 pROGRAMEsi ISY 11.121 . ISY Hill ISY 1314)
(CIA CHAPTER 4,311,044 401101107 11914,751 400E1141

ACIA CHAFT1R11 10001010 2,111,010 21001,750 101,740
HANDICAPPED 111711700 D

3101,1911 1,112,121 4611112
VuLATIONAL IAcULT 10, 2112404 10931,111 1,341,141 . 713,111

am twill Diu so s i seititiloilill. i e MONO/ litillIili 119011/14111111iii US, 2,11101110111111111...0.9 011111,111111.110 ell 111101101

Cumuli! PUNDID pNOMIS11. ISY 10411 ISY 11.121 In 12.111
IMPACT AID 4,751,910 1419,452 2,119,911 411691972
AINAMITATION SERVICES 1,0121015 3,051,141 2,030,206 4111119

. RAIL LUNCH "
. 71450,000 .712931000 711111040 *1171000......,.................................,,.........................................................MOMMOWNWA.MIMMMI

NEW WWII.
FORWARD FUNDED PROGRAMS... ISY Hill ISY 1213I ISY 13441
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Chairman .PERKINS. Thank yoti very much for an excellent state-
ment1.

Our next witness is Mr. Harold Reynolds, commissioner of educa-
tion and cultural services in-the State of Maine. We are, defighted
to welcome you

STATEMENT OF HAROLD RAYNOLDS, COMMISSIONER OF EDUCA-
TION, STATE OF MAINE, REPRESENTING THE COUNCIL OF
CHIEF STATE. SCHOOL OFFICERS
Mr. RAYNOLDS. It is a pleasure to be here.
I feel I am on a mission of making common, cause from the

"northland because this bill represents a direction which we "have
been in before, as you kno* so well, Mr. Chairman, but have
strayed from, in my opinion, in the last several years, and that is
the enunciation, the identification, the perception at the national
level by, those who lead us at the national level of the very serious
needs we have in education and in so doing, suggesting some of
those important priorities' for the Nation with regard to the deveP
opment of education.
. So I am here on a mission of common' cause. I am Harold

Raynolds, commissioner of education for the State of Maine, here
representing' the council of chief State school. officers. The council
is an independent organization composed of the commissioners and
superintendents of education from each of the 50. States, 6 extra*,
ritorial jurisdictions, and the. District of Colueibia..;), °

I am not going to read my testimony. I will point to the places'
that I think are_very important in it. ,

I would like th carry for 'moment or two the theme that I triea,
to start with, my concern for the assistance and theslireCtion of the 4'
national Government acting, of course thrOugh the ConglietoS, 1,30;
identify those things which have high national priority. .

How can a Nation with 6 percent of the population of the world'
dropping to ,4 percent by the year 2000 su ve, lead, without recog-
nizing what a most important. resource we ve.

' I had the good chance last night to tch public -television's
Nova performance. This Week in Maine it w: : a man, whom I have
met, who is a Nobel laureate, Richard Fe. is an.. He spoke for an
hour about his own experiences as a ficientis e oPPort4-4.
nity which I am not sure all the children in the°Unithd States
have, to explore, to play, to develop his mind around and aboiit
ideas. a .

It was a very, very poWerful performance. It suggested that he
was 'communicating the joys of finding things out He was inven-
tive, creative, ,a delightful kind of free play of the mind, for- an I
hour. He hassa special Way of looking*at things, just as math,

:4ence, and foreign languages provide us with a special way. of look-
at , ,..'1'-

4,4uggestin as a 'lei-pit of that. little asides-that the national
increctibl . &have read and heard much ab ymt. capital fok-
partiOul lydurcing the last several hours, but throughout

our national, his ry we have heard about capital: formation. I Sug-
gest that your is an important step toward intellectual capital
formation, whic is in my judgment more important than the other
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kind of capital formation, becatifie the other will not have the sig-
nificance that it should have if 1,ird:haven't formed our intellectual
capitalization.

I will move to certain segments of my testimony,to which I
would like to call your att,e on. My purpose is to suralarize the
views of the council of chief to school officers regardmg the na-
tional crisis we face in math, sc nce, foreign language, and tech-
nologynology education, and to provide me specific reactions tothis par-
ticular bill.

The council believes'that the pr blems of unprovmg mathematics
and science.and foreign language instruction can be most effective-
ly addressed at the national level by, Federal action. We provide ft
number of other comments through here, but I am going to page 6
in this and pick up on some,of the short-term issues which I want
to identify and which ,yoitilitive already come on through your con-.

-"sideration of this legiblation.
`The first, and it has already been referred to by a number of

others testifying before me, is the question of teacher supply, and I
want to underline a word. which has not always been attached to
that, that is teacher- quality. Supply is not sufficient, even if solved,
unless we have addressed very carefully the question of quality.

The second short range issue of real concern is equity and excel-
lence. There is no excellence without equity. I an very much con -
c' rhed that this bill will help all young- peopleall young people
become scientifically literate and. mathematically competent. .Ahid
an issue which you have discussed, the question of going either the
road of dividing all of the different groups, sometimes referred to
as the turf problem or trying to find a way to bring people together
to make that common cause from all of their different perspectives.

That is 'the effective school .movement which is now widespread
throughout the United States, and there is my third concern, can
we concentrate on efforts to collaborate to bring together those var-
ious resources.

I want to return to some specific suggestions, -my -page Tortu-
palely, Members of Congress, including specificallY thesdhairman

--*nd members of this committee, have recognized' the alcope and
, :nature of the Problenia we face. We have identified several out-

standing issues raised by the bill, as presently drafted, and I want
to offer a couple of recommendations with tlie full understanding
that there are staff members and memberedf the council of chief
State` school officers who would be happy to try to, help amplify,
discuss, relate, work on these recommendations. '

One, under the legislation as draftedethe limited funds authoi-
i*d would be likely to be too diffused to accomplish the purposes of .
the bill. With that in mind, I suggest there are some other possi-
bilities for concentrating 'those funds.

One would be a competitive,, grants model. Another would be a
model leveraging funds:' through' an-kind matc'h'ing and insensitive
bonuses. A third would: be in the distribution of funds.
One method for increasink,the,,targeting of sthe funds in areas of
greatesf need while stilrlihstiring that all would participate would
be to reserve a larger portion Of the funds at the State level:-

Here again is an old turf issue, State or local level. I raise it be-
cause I think there are possibilities for cooperation at that level



and among those various, groups 'thaemight raise the turf issue.
Funds reserved at the State level can be earmarked for both State
level activities such as insufficient teacher, development and for use
at the local level according to the State-developed criteria. -17.

A fourth concern is the ;targeting of areas of,need,We suggest
that the formula could be:targeted more precisely using different
factorspoverty, for:. example; measures of Vie teacher shortage,
for example.. Whatever measures are used shduld be considered in
light of the three major issues which 't tried to identify just a
moment or two ago.

We would further. suggest Very strongly that the provision of the
current bill which, calls' for, the Secretary Education to develop
the criteria, for distributing 25 percent of the 'funds to local districts
is totally inappropriate. This is this question. f targeting. ;

A fifth suggestion is the use of performance and bonuses. That is
another. model which Might be helpful in making a greater impact
with the dollar/13VA are available in'thisbill. .:

A second major issue is that ,limited State role. We believe that
that role is inadequate to meet both the respensibilities of the
States and to meet the needs addressed in the bill. The-promise of
programs funded,tinder;the.bill; to provide meaningful assistance in
addressing the three fundamental issues: of,teacher supply and
quality, coo .,,i ation, and-,equity would be significantly moreafied
by an' enhanc . . 'State role, ''' '. ii:. , : '...

This could be ;aceeniplished'. in 4; number : orWays. Give States
funds to coordinate with State, init. tiyes. Give:States a 'larger role
in in-service training; Sta . to .conduct in-service activi-
ties directly: States provide a :bai,e'; "iinatitUtional coordMation,
particularly through '1 such thihgs' ;Pertification, cooperative ,ef- -
fortii with theiunivties,:and .colleges. States must help insure
equity and excellence .,1'..,i' .,, ., ,

A third issue we think the bill in its current form may notod-
dress adequately is 'the-, ilsaf,OtteliCher supply and quality. Lerthe
cite' some suggeitionS;pleW0 suggest funineling a larger, por-
tion of ,part ..,B fiinds '''to SOSApther 51;stitutes. We suggest author;
izing a program Of felleWs. ,.:: for existing faculty, providing incen-
tives to LEA's to give tea it; relonger contracts, as an example, of a
possibility. We 'suggest focusing in-service teaCher development on
equity. issues. Jhose sitlst several suggestions which meet. that
issue. ';,..,'' : ;,.,';',if:

A fourth 'Sale, andThaVe.",one after :that, the bill ali.Ould provide'
adequate raechaniamS;TOir accountability: You have heard things
about -that. -We 'believe strongly that no, activity in education
should go unexamined, ' and that is an important factor. States
should be Oven responsibility and authority for insuring that pro-
gram quality. ,` .,,,,,,,.,. .

It is impraCticaPte.ask the 'Nation's 16,000 local school systems
to deal directly, with the :Federal Education Department. At the
same time, Federal education programs must meet State and local
educational? and pierforMance ability standards.: We think atc§unt-
ability Standardalliould take the form Of performance st.1 daickt
and incentives. ,';' :.;,f

My last and.one:Which I have been leading to is that we are con-
cerned that for. the very considerable objective which you have laid
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out, the proposed level of authorizations con bill is in
adequate to address the problems we face:

The council recognizes the budget restr ed by the Con-
mils, yet the funding leVels proposed in both p A and B of this
bill are insufficient to deal substantively on nationwide basis.
withgiy. of even the Most basic 'problems we h ve:identified.

,The-only suggestion we can. offer is that yew seriously consider
;ii creasing authorization leVels contained-in the bill. I realize how
difficult a suggestion that-really is. . . , -' By way of concliisic14. th9n; members of the council of chief State
=.school officers, and I in particular; want to commend the chairman,
members-of the committee, all those who have sponsored .,his bill,
for addressing the very real.problems we face in attempting to pre-
serve national ^Security and economic strength, through education,
improvements.

I go back to where I started. The question of intellectual capital
formation is the most significant activity that our schools and our
educational enterprises can undertake as far as I am concerned,
and for that reason we'are ready to work with you and with6other
organizations to make sure that this major national issue is . ad-
dressed effectively and thoughtfully.

Thank'you very much. .
[Prepared statement of Harold Reynolds folloWik]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HAROLD RAYNOLD£1,.COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, STATE OF -
MAINE, REPRESENTING THE COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS

i L INTRODUCtION

Mr. Chairmati,J. am Harold Reynolds, Commissioner of Education for the etateof
Maine. I am here today representing-the Council of Chief State School Officers
(CCSSO). The Council is an independent organization composed of the commissioner
and superintendents of education from each of the ,fifty 'States,: six' .extra-territorial'
juriadictions, and the District of Columbia. Members of the- Council are the principal
administrative officers of the public school systems in each state, and as such bear
heavy rettponaibility, along with our colleagues at the local level, for helping to
insure that our children are well served by the nation's educational systems.

The purpeSes of my appearance today are to surnmariie the views of the Council
Fregarding the national ;ruts we face imLnathematics science, foreign language, and
technology education,' and .,.ta 'provideSOrne -specifiikactions to HR 30, including

-suggestions regint Weyer the. bill could be streegthe ed. The Council believes that
the problems of imyrAilang.mathematik and science education, and. foreign language
instruction can be most effectively, addressed at the national level by federal action.
At the same time, our comments are based on the premise that the possibly effec-
tive approaches to this na,Olial problem ,depend on supportfrom. every governmen-
tal level, and. ecognition lilt still Solutions must, address national priorities in the
context of state and local needs.' ,

.J*, ' II. CCSSO VIEWS THE PROBLEM

The. CoUncil's view of the dimensions of theNiational4roblem we face in math-
ematics/science/foreign language/technology iftstruction can be expreOsed in the
form of a series of propositions which we believe can form the,basis fortan propri-
ate national policy. These propositions, supported by the rationale for each d. spe-
cific recommendations, are discussed more fully in the Council's policy statement,
"Need for a New 'National Defense Education Act,':' a copy of which is appended to
each copy of this statement.

Proposition One: There is a federal role in support of improved instruction in
mathematics and science.

During the 1980s, the United States will experience an accelerptitig trend toward
a focus on high technology industries, while also facing ,the challenge of increasing
our national security and revitalizing basic industries. Our future security and phys-
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ical and economic wellbeing will depend on how well America manages the teak of
investing in the education of tomorrow's citizens.

Proposition Two: The elements of federal legislation should include:dncentivea to
increase the supply and upgrade the quality of. the teaching profession, funds for
equipment, support for youth activities, and support for other activities.

You will hear, Mr. Cliairman, throughout these hearings about the scope of the
problems faced by our schools. Let me simply point-out a few examples: the state of
California estimates an annual need for at least 1500 additional secondary science
and -,mathematics teachers simply to cope with existing shortages. Similarly, some
school districts in Maryland are unable to finds a single trained, certified physics
teacher to staff existing high school programs. This story is repeated throughout the
country: too few qualified teachers and too little equipment is available to teach sci-
ence, mathematics and technological subjects adequately. Recent figures from the
National Science Foundation indicate that, nationwide,. 16 percent of all elementary
school teachers are not sufficiently prepareato provide basic training in science and
mathematics. At the .same time, the federal government's commitment to research
and training in science education has declined to almost nothing since the 1960s.

Proposition Three: Support for foreign language instruction is part of the federal
role in support of education.

The Council believes that national security requires that we be able to understand
major World cultures and political groups, and that trade and economic development
in e global economy depend on our ability to communicate with trading partners.
For theagereasons, we believe steps must be taken to reverse the current decline in
the, foreielanguage proficiency of American public. This is an appropriate area
for -federal euppert and action, as numerous members of this Committee have al- .

ready indicated through the years. \
Proposition Four: Federal support for math/science/technology education should

:be adminis6red through states, should be coordinated with the numerous state-level
initiatives in this Area, and shouldbeof sufficient scope to have a,significant impact
on the nation's schools.

Recent surveys by the Educe ionon Commission of the States that, out of
nearly forty states queried, all are implementing programs to irifpraveeducational
quality. Such programs include: new science/mathematics curricula, instrvict teach-

. er training, increased use of computers in the classroom, and providing special pro-
grains to enhance teacher supply and quality. Kentucky, for exam ' as initiated
at the state level a student loan forgiveness program for future sc
emetics teachers. At the same time, states have widely varying_
State, for example, 57 percent of high school students following;
take three or mote yearn of science, while only 41 percent of such ot
ly take as muchscience. Surveys' also indicate that science teacher'
by- discipline and geographic area National legislation therefo
flexibility for state,.and local education agencies to be able to
of their own greateit needs. _

Proposition Five: The federal Tot 8. of math/science guage/
technology education is linked t4,tlid`'.' in. support of huinan capital devel-
opment generally, as well as : ep eat+ through personnel prepara-
tion. Training for high technol seielit67editcation, and de-
fense 'preparedness are into ft.* ; school vocational-technical
education programs can cont "..e (h6 if ;aaanpower of the military
services through specific t it veto ..eupational Speciah
ty 1MOS) needs Both the priVate ..r2inartheaefenseestablishinent can contrib-
ute to and benefit from national ices iitftlieseAreas.t, ",

The number of .young people4fEr g;'..while,::the 'needs of line nation for a
better qualified technical workforce are ell documente-d.-Retraining of the existing
workforcewill be important) but much depend on the types of training received
by young peOple entering the workfo There must be increased coordination of
resources among the military, the vate sector, and all levels of educational insti-
tutions.(The Council has developed a number of recommendations for ways to stimu-
late such coordination, many of which could be applieato HR 30 and which are dis-.
cussed in our statement. Others are to be founar.j.t.hti;pOlicx statement attached to

:"copies of the statement.
Proposition Six: Both federal and state.effortniti, improved instruction in

math, science, technical fields and foreign language(' d have a significant focus
mincrean ng access and equity. The particular needs Ofwomen and minorities must
be addressed in this national effort. t

The Council believes that excellence in education means inereased,e(Fity. Histori-
cally, women and minorities have been underrepresented in technical-fields yf
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study. For example, a 1980 estimate by the National Center for. Education Statistics
places the proportion of females taking three or more years of mathematics in high
school at only 26 percent. Sixty percent of white students take geometry, but only
39 percent ofhlack students do so. Women and minorities together make up more
than 60 percent of the population, but a mere five to ten percent of the nation's
engineers. It is part of the federal role in support of/education, and the responsibil-
ities of state and local education authorities, to find ways to take advantage of this

)
TBSOUTCR. AriProposition Seven: Federal legislation to support mathematics, science, foreign
language, and technical instruction must incorporate and assure an adequate level
of financial support.

Previous federal efforts in the mathematics and science areas have been funded at
fairly modest levels. Even the first incarnation of the National Defense Education
Act was only modestly funded. The Council believes that federal education pro
grams which in the past have been accused of "failure" have often simply been in-
adequately funded. A successful federal program, ECIA Chapter 1, is funded at a
level which provides about $450 support for each child served. Yet, it 'is a taleted
program which only serves about halfof those eligible, and the eligible population is
relatively, small. We believe the level of Federal effort in support of mathematics,
science, foreign language and technological instruction should be at least on the
same order of magnitude as ECIA Chapter I.

The point, therefore, is that for any significant positive efforts to be realize&
funding must be at the level of billions rather than millions. In addition, a program
must have continuit of funding over a period of several years in order to be into-
gra L an. B : : -1,4

the federal government, but-we also must urge the Congress to recognize the scope
of this national problem.

III. WHAT ARE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT SHORT-TIME ISSUES?

As I said, the Council recognizes the budget constraints facing the Congress. At
the same, time, we believe that both the scale and the substantive aspects of the
problems' face are beyond the cap*ty of any single 'piece of legislation to con-
front. Therefore, we have identified wittt we believe to be the three most significant

' short-term problems in the specific area of mathematics and science, instruction in
elementary and secondary schools: .

One: Teacher supply and quality.pOur., problem is that there are simply not
enough trained and qualified science and math teachers available. The;lack of,ade-
quate numbers of teacher' forces the use of untrained teachers. Untrained teachers,
besides the possibly poorer instruction they are able to provide, help to exacerbate
the problem of too few science and mathematica majora.

nuo: Equity and excellence.As I have noted, edudational excellence means
equity: we need new curricula which match the stag, ;,".OT ihildren's intellectuaPde-
velopment; we need new science and mathematics .1 er t; we need.'lasst ppf all,
to have the means at hand- to help all young peop16 V scientifically literata
and mathematically compent. , .

Three: Coordination among institutions.The proble we face are not unique to
schools, and cannot be solved by state and local edu n agenoies albne. Because
the problems we face involve every part of our econo ,And eduCational structure,
each level of government and social institution must he p. Postsecond
al institutions, the private sector, and governmentincluding the.. mifft y --must
all be called upon to provide assistance, support, and cooperation with the schools in
efforts to address these problems.

IV. SPECIFIC SUGGESTIONS ABOUT' H.R. 30 «y
k

g:;:"

Fortunately; members of Congress, including specifically; the Chairman an
hers of this 'Optarnittee, have recognized the scope and nature of the probl
face. H.R. 30 'addresses, in some way, many, parts of the issues which I hnve":clia,,,,,
cussed. At the same time, we believe that Ube promise of the bill could be creamed
more effectively by adopting some of the suggestions .discussed below. We haiesiclen=i
tilled six outstanding issues raised by the bill as presently drafted, and offer several.'
recommendations for ways to address each issue. We are not supporting anyone of
these .recommendations to the exclusion of the others, but rather believe that each
should be, explored before the committee commits itself to one plan of legislation
action.

Issue One: Under the legislation as drafted, the limited funds authorized would be
likely to be too diffused to accomplish the purposes of the bill. It would enhance the

et: et.
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proepecta for success for programs under the bill if funds could be more precisely
targeted to the areas of greatest need in the country, and to the aspects of the prob-
lem which are identified by states and localities as be most difficult. At least five
additional possibilities, each,of which would target funds more precisely on problem
areas, should be considered as you develop this legislation further:

Competitive grants model.Public Law 90-35, the Education Professions Develop-
ment Act, was developed to improve the quality of teaching and to help meet criti-
cal shortages of adequately trained personnel through the identification of needs in
a state plan. The bill called for a state plan to meet state needs. In many cases,
these plans were administered by state education agencies through the use of com-
petitive grants which focused funds on local areas with the greatest needs.

Matching funds model.It in our belief that the bill could have greater impact if
funds under the Act could leverage other federal, state or local funds. We think that
the Committee should consider requiring matching funds from other sources in both
Parts A and B of the bill. In Part A, a matching requirement of up to 50 percent
would not be unreasonable, and would significantly increase the impact of funds de-
voted to this problem: Federal funding, such as MIA Chapter Two, Vocational Edu-
cation Act, ECIA Chapter One, and special education could be allowed to be counted
as matching funds. Additionally, state and local funds or in-kind contributions,
along with funds received from local business and industry, would count as match-
ing funds.

Change the distribution of funds.One method of targeting' of the
funds on areas of greatest need, while still insuring that I Would .participate,
would be to reserve a larger proportion of the funds at the sta leye4 a .65-35-per-
cent division would be appropriate. Funds reserved at the state level could be ear-

-marked- fcir, both state level activities, such as inservice teacher development efforts.
and for, use at the local level according to state -developed criteria.

Target the basic intrastate distribution formula.The intrastate funds distribu-
tion formula proposed in the bill would distribute funds principally on the basis of
population, but the problems are not evenly __distributed. We suggest that the formu-
la could be targeted more precisely using different factors: poverty (as a measure of
the need for supplementary instructinnal services as in ECIA Ch. 1), ormeasures of
the teacher shortage in particular iitates (where satisfactory data are available).
Whatever measures are used should be considered in light of the three major issues
identified above, particularly including teacher supply and quality, arid equity. We
would further :suggest very strongly that the provision of the current bill which
'calls,.for the Secretary of Education to develop the criteria for distributing 25 per-
cent of the funds due local districts is totally inappropriate: Nationally, the formula
should distribute funds equitably among the states, and that decision must be made
by the C,ongress and/or the Secretary. Howeier, the decision about how best to
target any portion of the funds within each state should be made by state authori-
ties, in consultation with local authorities within that state. No federal official, no
matter how well informed, can know the exact needs, within any one state, and
needs vary widely among states, as we have shown.

Use performance bonuses.--One way to address the need for additional coordina-
tion and cooperation among various -Social institutions would be to structure basic
funding using a perfermance bonus concept. Thus, for example, if gre,ater;coordina-
tion among postsecondary institutions and local education aggencies is to be desired,
some Part B funds should be made contingent upon the establishment of cooperative
agreements. Similarly, if an LEA were able to obtain a significant percentage of
funds from local business and industry, such a district could receive a performance
bonus equal to perhaps ten percent of its basic grant.

Issue Two: The limited state role laid out in the bill is inadequate to meet both
the responsibilities of states and to meet the needs addressed in the bill. The prom-
ise of programs funded under the bill to provide meaningful assistance in addressing
the three4lundainentat Owes of teacher supply and quality, coordination among
various' hietitutions,s,azisl equity would be significantly increased by an enhanced
stata:role. This could be accomplished in a variety of ways:

Gthe Slates foiyds to coordinate with State initiatives.As noted above, the Educa-
tion Ccnnmiaston ,'of the States has surveyed the states and established that nearly
all have significant state level activities proceeding in this area. States should have
both the authority and the funds under this Act to coordinate federal funds with
state programs.

Give States a larger role in inservice trainingIn order effectively to address the
questions of teacher supply and quality, it would be best to tie all inservice training
efforts to standards accepted by the state (although perhaps selected by local gov-
erning boards). Moreover, in many states there are existing regional inservice teach-
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or training and upgrading institutions maintained by state agencies. It would make
sense to amend sec. 604(a)(1)(A) of the bill to provide for school districts to spend
inservice funds in such regional centers.

Allow States to conduct inservice activities directly.The bill does not appear to
provide authority for state education agencies to use the funds they receive to carry
out (either on their own or through contracts) programs to upgrade or retrain teach-
ers. State education agencies can and do have the capability to mount statewide pro-
grams of innovation, and such capabilities should be encouraged and supported. Sec.
605(a)' should explicitly allow SEAS to use funds to develop and conduct (or contract
for) Innovative projects to upgrade and train teachers, administrators, and others.

States provide a base for institutional coordination.--State education agencies and
state boards of education are key Hake in the task/of assuring coordinathin and co-
operation among levels of government, the private sector, and postsecondary educa-
tion. Therefore, the bill should provide authority and responsibility to states to
ensure the development of policies and activities which increase such coordination.

States must help ensure equity .and. excellence Graduation requirements and
other performance standards, policies promoting the equitable treatment of women
and minorities, and the development of substantive curriculum changes are all part
of the responsibilities of states, and should be recognized in the structure of the bill.

Issue Three: The bill, in. its current form; may not address adequately the funda-
mental issue of teacher supply and quality. As I have noted, the Council believes
that in the short run, one of the most significant problems we face is the supply and
quality of the teaching staff necessary to accomplish the goals of increasing scientif-
ic literacy and mathematical competence. We believe the promise of the bill could
be enhanced by'adoption of these recommendations:

Funnel a large proportion of part B funds to summer institutes. Experience sug-
gests that summer institutes for science teachers, focused on both scientific 'subjects
and pedagogy; are among the most effective ways to increase the skills of current
faculty. Therefore, we suggest that a large proportion of funds under Part B should
be devoted to such institutes, and that they should be operated in accordance with
the goal of increased coordination among state agencies, postsecondary institutions,
local education agencies, and the private sector.

Authorize a program of fellowships for existing faculty.In order to gip retain
talented teachers in. mathematics and science, we suggest that state boat* of educa-
tion be awarded special funds to provide fellowships for experienced secondary
teachers of , mathematics and science: The fellowships would provide for tuition,
living expenses, and district substitution costs for a-period of up to one semester of
residencein.altrogriun which would upgrade teaching skills in the fellow's field.
UporaluccessfuYcompletion of coursework, fellows would be awarded a bonus of up
to $2,000 to be used for the, purahase of necessary equipment and/or instructional
materials to upgrade instruction hi the fellow's classroom.'

.Provide- incentives for LEAs to give teachers longer contracts.One approach to
uPgrading the skills of teachers, and provi ater compensation without a dif-
ferential salary scale, would be to authorize EAs to use funds under this Act to
give selected teachers 11-month contracts. The months when classes were not in ses-
sion would be devoted to curriculum improvements, inservice, and other profession-
al growth experiences. Similarly, provision' could be made for coordinated activities
with private industries interested in employing teachers for the summer months, as
Sena Glenn and Rep. McCurdristhrediuggested.

Focus inservice teacher deVelopment on equity issues.-i-The Act should explicitly
encourage the use of funds fer special teacher training and retraining efforts direct-
ed at overcoming sex and role stereotypes which impede the progress of women and
minorities in scientific and technological fields. ,

Change the requirements for the congressional `scholarships.As written, we be-
. Hove the Congressional scholarships they not provide an adequate -incentive to tab'

anted young eOple wishing to enter the education profession. In addition, it would
be extremely- to expand the scope of the program. We suggest two modifica-
tions: first, allow recipients to teach for. a much shorter period of -time to "repay"-
the assistance providedthree years would be appropriate. Second, a ''performance
incentive" could be developed for this program, as. -well. Each member of the House
and Senate c,outdIte allowed to nominate more candidates if businesses and indus-
tries located in. or states were to donate half of the scholarship costs.

Issue Four: The bill should 'provide adequate mechanisms fbr accountability from
all' fund recipients. The Council believes that the bill, as written, does not provide
for either fiscal or program accountability to the extent necessary to. demonstrate
the effectiveness of programs funded under the Act. Having experienced for several
years. the, tender mercies of the auditors from the Education Department, who Ire-

,
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quently appear to establish standards where none have been announced, we believe
that the bill should include reasonable fiscal accountability standards. In addition,
the bill would be strengthened by adoption of these recommendations:

States should be given the responsibility and authority for assuring program qual
its: -- Clearly, it is impractical to ask the nation's 16,000 local school systems to deal
directly with the federal Education Department At the same time, education pro-
grams within stater' must meet state and local educational and performance stand-
ards. Therefore, the Council suggests that the bill be amended to give states the
clear responsibility and authority for program accountability. Such amendments
could include 'requirements for local plans to be reviewed at the state level,. gate-
level evaluations of state and local program efforts, and other steps.

Accountability standards should take the form of performance standards and in-
centives. The Council suggests that one way to assure adequate, agreed-upon ac-
countability standards for programa would be to build into the Act specific areas in
which states would be required to develop performance standards. As a first step,

we would include the three major problems already identified: teacher supply and
quality, equity, and coordination among responsible institutions.

Issue Five: The proposed level of authorizations contained in the bill is inadequate
to address the problems we face. The Cotuicil recognizes the budget constraints
faced by the Congress. Yet, the funding levels proposed in both Parts A & B of this
bill are inadequate to deal substantively on a nationwide basis with any of even the
most basic problems we have identified. The only suggestion we can offer is that you
seriously consider increasing the authorization levels contained in the bill signifi-
cantly. Even with a modest increase in funding, we must target funds more careful-
ly on both who is to be served and what aspects of the problem are to be addressed.
AS I mentioned earlier, the' Council believes that, in the long run, federal support in
this area must_be of the same order of magnitude as that provided for ECIA Ch. 1.
In additioni.l urge.you fitid.sothe way to assure predictable and continuous fkuul-
int.; Continuity of funding is vital if state and local agencies are to integrate, pro-
grama funded under any federal Act with their own ongoing programs. Additionally;
while we face a national emergency today, we will continue to face a.severe national
problem for the foreseeable futurewe 'will abbeys need support for the upgrading
of teachers, incentives for coordination among various responsible institutions and
levels of government, and ways to address the problems posed hy equity and excel-
lence considerations.

V. CONCLUSION

Members of the Council'of Chief State School Officers commend you, Mr. Chair-
man, and the members of this committee for beginning to address the very real
problems we face in attempting to preserve national security and economic strength
through educational improvements. We believe, that the bill before you, HR 80,
could be significantly strengthened in its promise to have a measureable impact
through adoption of sa&e or all of the alternatives we have presented with respect
to the major issues raised by--,the bill. We hope, therefore, that you, will adopt our
suggeitions. Members of the Council support your efforts, and we are ready to work
with you and with other organizations to assure that this major national issue is
addressed effectively and tbaughtfully. Thank you.

.:;..'COUNCIL OF CHIEF STATE SCHOOL OVPICERS' POLICY STATEMENT NEED FOR A NEW
"NATIONAL DEFENSE Entrwerrox Ace,

I. INTRODUCTION

A recent Presidentially-commirisioned study concludes by stating: 'Today the-
problems 6f science and engineering education are-more subtle than they were two;
decades ago.. Present concerns go beyond whether we now have enough engineers
and scientists Ind are likely to, have enough in the near term future. These con-
cerns inclUde the ability of the Scientific and' engineering work force to perform.ef-- ,-
fectively, the amount and quality of education in science, mathematics, and teclinol-.7
ogy being providedlo, those who will never becenie scientists and engineerland.'the
ability of. the many components of our educational system -to maintain and improve
the quality, of scientific and.technicareducation at all leVels and for a broad spec-.
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Crum of students in the taco of economic pressures, obsolete and inadequate facili-
ties, reduced enrollments in tnany fields, and severe faculty shortages in others ".'

PROPOBITION8

1. There is a federal role in support of improved instruction in mathematics and
science.During the 1980s, and beyond, the challenges facing our nation will be
greater than ever. The United States will experience an accelerating trend away
'from being a nation of blue-collar industrial workers toward a focus on high tech-
nology Industrie°. At the same time, as a nation we need to build up our national ,
security and revitalize our industries. Education must play a major rolnin meeting,
these challenges. Our future security and physical and economic well-being will .
depend on how well America faces the challenge of investing in the education of
tomorrow's citizens.

Improvements in mathematics, science, and foreign language education are vital
to America's fUture economic situation and productivity level for a number of rea,
sons: first, sophisticated training is necessary to adequately prepare our growing
work force in technological areas; second, the general level of scientific and techni-
cal literacy must be increased do that all citizens have a' basic understanding, of
these areas in order to participate in national debate and discussion; third, as we
evolve an economy based on technology and information processing, we must be
able to equip the general population with the intellectual tools necessary to function
in such an economy. 11,4

Our concern for trained citizens does not apply just to the general public. The
U.S. armed forces are scheduled to receive significantly increased appropriations for
sophisticated military equipment over the next five years. The trained personnel
necessary to operate the new equipment may be in critically short supply.

2. The elements of any federal legislation should include; incentives for persons to
become mathematics, science and foreign language teachers, funds for the tnservice
development of teachers, funds for equipment, support for youth activities (e.g. science
clubs), support for improved foreign lan,guoge instruction, and support for other activ-
ities.A smaller proportion of students are studying mathematics and science than
in earlier years. A 1980 survey prepared by the National. Center for Education Sta-
tistics, sampled high school graduates across the nation. It revealed that only one-
third of those sampled had taken three or more years of mathematics. Even though
more than one-half of the students in academic programs had taken at least three
years of mathematics, only one-fifth of the general and vocational students gradu-
ated with three years of mathematics: In science, the study revealed that only 41
percent of the academic students completed three or more years of science courses,
and only 13 percent of general stp:dents andnine percent of vocational students took
that same number of science cout.-Sinco thelate 1960s the average achievement
scores in science and mathematics have steadily dropped.

Among American students, weaknesses in mathematics and science are especially
evident in mathematical processes and higher order skills such as analyzing, reason-
ing, problem-solving, and estimating. Currently, 50 percent' of job opportunities re-
quire these higher order skills because of the highly technical nature of the job. Jap-
anese students spend four times as much time studying these higher order skills as
do U.S. students.

At the same time, there is a growing shortage of mathematics and science teach-
ers, particularly on the secondary level. The private sector has siphoned off many
secondary and postsecondary instructors. The widening gap between and
non-academic salaries has'cnused problems in acquiring and re ty
-faculty in engineering schools and in university departments that
professionals, as well as at the elementary and seconda*,leVela.

_ Recent NSF figures indicate that, nationwide, 16 Percent of all elementary school
teachers were not sufficiently prepared to provide basic training in science and
mathematics. From the late.1960s to 1976, graduate enrollments in the sciences de-
clined from 37 percent to 23 percent of total graduate enrollments. In the past 10
years, the number of secondary level mathematics teachers being prepared in teach-
er education programs has declined by more than 75 percent; that of secondary level
science teachers 65 percent. Almost five times more science and mathematics teach-
ers left teaching in 1980 for employment in non-teaching jobs than left due to retire-
ment. In 1981, nearly half of the teachers newly employed to -teach science and

Nation'al Science Foundation and U.S. Department of Education "Science and Engineering
Education for the 1980s and Beyond." 1980.
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mathematics were unqualified to teach those subjects. The qualffed instructors who
do exist must contend with equipment and curricula that are woefully outdated.

To further compound the problem, the Federal Governemnt's commitment to re-
search and development in science education began declining in the late 1960s. Sup-
port for graduate fellowships in science and mathematics fell off sharply, and sup-
port for teacher training institutes and curriculum development dropped off dra-
matically in the 1970s, before virtually disappearing. University Below% and math-
ematics departments have not moved to be responsible for the training of now sci-
ence or math teachers.

Recommendations to implement proposition number two Include:
1. Support for Teacher Neservice and Inservice Duining, to address ways of coping

with the shortage and quality of teachers in mathematics, science and foreign lan-
guages;

2. Support for Equipment and Instructional Materials, to enhance student learn-
ing in mathematics and science; and

3. Support for Other Incentives, such as the creation of support groups and private
sector involvement.

In the area of teaching staff, two problems muit..be addressed: (1) how to keep
teachers current with the latest scientific and technological developments, and (2)
how to make school systems more competitive with business and industry in attract-
ing persons to teach initially. A "summer institute" program should be implement-
ed. Such institutes would improve teaching qualifications through exposure to new
teaching methods, instructional materials, developments and applications in the
field, career opportunities for students, and on-going research. Keeping schools com-
petitive with regard to attracting persons to teach science and mathematics, particu-
larly at the secondary level, is a complex problem. Examination must be made into
the feasibility of providing incentives to students to teach rather than join indus-
tryperhape by loan and fellowshif, programa. ,

The fields of mathematics and science are particularly vulnerable to the rapid ob-
solescence of instructional material. Allowable expenditures under any Federal pro-
gram should include assistance to school. districts to maintain reasonably up-to-date
texts and library resources. School districts and States could use funding to meet
their needs, including at least new science and math eminences which match the
stages of children's intellectual development; updated curricula which accommodate
technological and social changes; and new thematics and sicence equipment, in-
cluding computer hardware and software.

Other incentives which could significantl enhance mathematics and science in-
struction if emphasized at the Federal level (and State and local levels, as well) in-
clude, at least: the development of a strong network of student organizations such as
authorized under P.L. 85-875, "Clubs' for Girls and Boys Interested in Science;" tax
incentives for businesses which contribute equipment and . training in its use to
schools; and incentives for cooperative ventures with science museums and private
business labs.

3. Support for foreign language instruction is part of the Federal role in support of
education.Statistics clearly reflect the dramatic drop in foreign language and cul-
tural instruction at the elementary levels. In 1966, 34 percent of colleges required
entering students to have a background in a foreign langauge;,tmlny, only eight per-
cent do. Of the total enrollment of foreign language studies students, less than one
percent study those languagesChinese, Japanese, Arabic and Russianwhich com-
prise the spoken lanuages of 80 percent of the world population.

Broad scale language proficiency, like science and mathematics education, in criti-
cal to the nations future for at least these reasons:. Trade and economic develop.
ment in a global economy depend on our ability to communicate with trading part-
nem and national "security requires that we be able to understant the major world
cultures and political groups, a task which cannot be accomplished. satisfactorily
wilinnit`widespread language proficiency.

The American public decline in Foreign language proficiency has not gone unno-
ticed. In November/of 1979, the President's Commission on Foreign Languages and

tional education in its report entitled "Strength h -Wisdom: A Critique of
International Studies set its agenda for greater precollegmte interne-

O.S. Capability." In addition, Congress is also aware of problem:.Legislation en-
titled the "National Security and Economic Growth. Through Foreign .Language im-

, provement Act" (H.R. 3231) was reported out of the House Education and Labor
Committee in October, 1981. ,,,-11-trl"kt-'

The bill provides for mpetitivelialits einonitthe states for funding of model for-
eign language progranfsa run by local, echool districtii. At the postsecondary level, the
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bill provides granta to Institutions based en enrollment(' for assistance fn payiag the
costs associated with foreign language instruction at the Institution.

Recommendations to implement proposition number three include: , 11,1
1. Comprehensive legislation should be introduced, focusing on assistance ft*: (ark

state agency direction and coordination of international and foreign language .ftreo.b
grams; (b) agencies to provide professional development for teachers, coordinators,'
department heads, and administrators in schools; (c) experimental interdisciplinary
programs, particularly between social studies and foreign languages; (d) rural, peer
or small schools And districts, as well as schools in urban areas; (e) instruction in
the less comlnonly taught (but most commonlpoken) of the world's languages; (f)
technical support to teachers interested in teaching Chinese, Japanese, Russian, or
Arabic; (g) status surveys and information gathering on foreign language and inter-
national education; and (h) promoting international exchanges of persons in the per-
forming arts and exhibit dis plays.

2. H.R. 3231, the National Security and Economic Growth Through Foreign Lan-
guage Improvement Act, or similar legislation, should be enacted as soon as possible
and funded at an appropriately high level.

3. Federal support for math /science /technology education should be administered
through States and should be of sufficient scope to have a significant impact on the
nation's schools; we expect significant State-level developments in this area as well.
It is important to provide flexibility for state and local education agencies to be able -

to use funds in the areas of their own greatest needs. Recent surxeye show, for ex-
ample, that science teacher shortages vary by field and geographic areas. Similarly,
the exposure of high school students to science and mathematics varies by state. In
New York State, for example, 57 percent. of high school students following an aca-
demic track take three or more years of science, while only 41 percent of such stu-
dents nationally take three or more years of science.

State and localities are facing their specific needs in those areas as their resources
permit. Kentucky, for example, has initiated a student loan forgiveness program for
future science and mathematics teachers. Other states have initiated curriculum re-
forms, regional cooperatives for sharing materials including computer software, and
taken other steps to address their own need)]. National legislation, therefore, must
allow states and local education agencies the flexibility to address their own need's.

4. The federal role in the areas of math/science/foreign language / technology edu-
cation is linked to the federal role in support of "human capital development"gener-
ally, as well as to defense preparedness through personnel preparation; training for
high technology occupations, math and science education, and defense preparedness"
are interrelated activities; public school vocational-technical education programs can
contribute directly to the needed manpower of the military services through specific
'training programs keyed:to Military Occupational Specialty (MOS) needs; both the"
private sector and the defense establishment can contribute to and benefit from na-
tional policies in these areas.Presently, there is strong competition between the
military and private sectors for a shrinking pool of skilled human resources. As in-
novators in complex weaponry and other technologically sophisticated systems, the
armed forces are a likely source of new high technologies which eventually benefit
private businesses and industries.. The number of young people is shrinking, while
the needs of the nation for a better qualified technical workforce are well document-
ed. Some human capital development to realign the available skilled human re- ,
sources to newlabor market realities will depend on retraining of the existing work-

Machiv-however, will also depend on the types of training received by young
pee le (Uttering the workforce.

rid:illy a vital part of the nation's defense, education plays an essential role
in today's armed forces as military management and individual duties of service
members become increasingly complex. High quality educationel opportunities not
only ensure high quality troop performance, but become both a primary recruiting
attraction and a means toward inservice and post-discharge career advancement.
The military services' need for qualified personnel, the desire:Of service men and
women -for educational aceessvthe;chan*ing needs of the Private sector, and postsec-
ondaryondary institutiens': interest in- delivering programs of excellence torm a natural
base from which to explore cooperative'educational ventures."

Within the areas of defense related training and development, the Council recom-,
mends that legislation be adopted in at least these areas:

1. In view of the fact that a significant percentage of America's high school gradu-
ates enter the military directly, the federal goveranient could fund vocational train-
ing programs to prepare students to fill chronic or anticipated MOS shortages.

2. Skill shortages exist in key areas needed by themilitatS, and private sectors in
both htechnology.anc1 basic skills areas:In view of the competition between the
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military and, private industry for the,saine personnel, the federal government
should support wads of sharing training techniques and curricula between defense -
related and private Sector industries, using postsecondary education Institutions as
cooperative links. Instructional techniques and curricula developed by the military,
and by secondary, Postsecondary and vocational education institutions. ehould be
transferred among the military, the private sector, and educational institutions.

3.Zlie appropriations and the number of approved units for the ReServe Offjcers
Trainingtorps (ROTC) program Should be ,increased by Congress in view of growing
waiting lista of institutions applying for a campus-based ROTC program, and to en-
courage a more equitable nationwide distribution of such programs. At the same
time, the Department of Defense, together with appropriate representatives of edu-
cation institutions, should establish a "Reserve Enlisted Training Corps" utero.
This new program could address two objectives for the DOD: to ensure that enlisted'
pervennel,have necessar3 skills and to use. the educational and training resources of
educational ,instit'utions rather than requiring the DOD to create its own training.
facilities. The ROTC program bypasses tho junior and community colleges, while
junior ROTC introduced the officer training concept at the hi h Itcheol.level;.thertl:'
fore, the junior and community colleges appear to ho a bait tointerniediate level
to introduce an ROTC program. ,

1. A new C.I. Bill, including improved educational beneftla as a military recruit-
nient and retention incentive and as an important provision' to prepare persons for
now careers upon leaving the military, should bo enacted.

5. Further exploration and development of cooperative research and development
ventures among edUchtional institutions, should be initiated. Now federal 'dollars
now being provided through increased funding for defense-related research and de-
velopment should be used to encourage more cooperative arrangements between the
civilian and military R&D communities.

6. Both federal and state efforts to support improved instruction in math, science,
technical fields and foreign languages should have a significant focus on increasing
access and equity; the particular needs of women and minorities must be addressed
in this national effort Historically, women and minorities have underrepre-
sented in these fields. For example, a 1980 estimate by the Nations nter for Edu-
cation Statistics places the proportion of females taking three r more years of
mathe atics in high school at only 26 percent far lower the the percentage of
males. or minorities, the situation is similar 82 percent of w to high-school stu-
dents take first-year algebra, but' only 68 percent of hispanics. Sixty percent of
white students take geometry, but only 39 percent of black students do so. Women
and minorities together make up 60 percent of the population but a mere five to ten
percent of the nation's engineers. We must find ways to take advantage of this re-
source.

In urban areas, there are generally inadequate vocational and technical training
opportunities available. The Council recommends that national legislation address- .

ing science, mathematics, and technical education should at least:
1. Incorporate as a specific goal the provision of increased opportunities Sot,

women and minorities to participate in ed ,rational programs.
2. Provide for special teacher training retraining efforts directed at overcpm-

ing sex and role stereotypes which im e the progress of women and minorities in
these fields,

7. Federal legislation to-support mathematics, science, foreign lanespsge, and tech-
nical instruction must incorporate and assure 'an adequate level Orffnancial sup-
port. Previous federal efforts in the mathematics and science areas halm been
funded at fairly modest levels. Even the first incarnation of the National Defense
Education Act was only modestly funded. The Council believes that federal educe-,
tion programs which in the past have been accused of "failure" have often simply
been inadequately funded. A successful federal program, ECIA Chapter I, is funded
at a level which provides about $450 support for, each child served. Yet, it is a tar-
geted program which only serves about half of those eligible, and the eligible popu-
lation is relatively small. We believe the level of Federal effort in support of math-
ematics, science, foreign language and technological instruction should be at least
on the same order of magnitude as ECIA Chapter I.

The point, therefore, is that for any significant positive efforts to be realized,
fUnding must be at the level of billions rather -than millions. In addition, a program
must have continuity of funding over a period of several years in order to be inte-
grated into local and state efforts.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Raynolds.
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Now Mr. Thomson, I notice you observed the testimony of the
council of chief state school officers. All of us would like to see this
money go into every school district in the country.

You know, here we have got a terrific shortage of funds. If we
had adequate' funds, we won't have 'any problem at all. But Mr.
Reynolds raises the qtiestion that we should leave it up to the chief
state school officers. My only worry- is where we have so many
Poorer school districts that Will not share at all, and if we had ade-
quate funds, it would be a honk of a different color altogether.

r would like for you to address thqt problem. Go ahead, Mi.
Thomson.

Of course, we are not in concrete by any means. We want to do
the best thing here.

Mr. RAYNOLDS. Mr. Chairman, do you mean me or Mr. Thomson?
Chairinan PERKINS. Mr. Thomson.

STATEMENT OF SCOTT D. THOMSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS
Mr. THOMSON. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,

my name is Scott Thomson. I am executive director of Secondary
School Principals, a group of 34,000 principals, assistant principals
who serve the high schools, the junior high schools and the middle'
schools of the Nation.

I would like to.point out that my written testimony has been dis-
tributed and I will not comment in great detail on it. I would, how-
ever, like to summarize six main points, including the point, Mr.
Chairman, that you raised as you introduced me to the podium.

First I would like to say that the entire problem that the sub-
committee has been considering and discussing today was brought
homeliterally home yesterday in Rester', Va., across the Potoma.6
Where I live, when we learned that the chairman of the local
middle school, Langston-Hughes Middle School, had resigned effec-
tive today at the beginning of the second semester, and Adrian
Moore has gone tb work for. a high tech company in the data proc-
essing field.

So we sit here today and find a 1,000 students at that school
without a dejartment 'chairman in math and with a substitute
teacher in the classroom. I think, that is a capsule of the story that
we have to face right here, and multiply that by 500 or 1,000 and
we do see the problem.

De subcommittee will have the opportunity to sift through a
nuEnber of promises over the coming days and weeks, and I know
that you will use your very best judgment as you pull together a
composite bill that will address this very serious problem, but I
would urge that the committee look for six essentials as you pre-
pare the legislation and shape it for final passage, we hope, in the
House.

And I think that these essentials are terribly important to a com-
prehensive attacif upon this whole matter of improving signs and
math education in this country as an absolute necessary step to
maintaining our economic competitiveness as a nation.

I hope that you will look, then at this legislation through cthese
six lenses. One, I think it is absoultely essentialwe do, the *incl-

.,
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pals of the Nationfeel that it is absolutely essential that this leg-
islation include strong incentives for becoming a math and science
teacher, such as for example H.R. 835, Congressman McCurdy's bill,
concludes.

We believe that forgiveness loans are the best answer for provid-
ing incentives for Young people inclined toward math and science
education to. enter the field. We .are not naive enough to believe
that every Math and science major that accepts a loan should this
legislation be passes, and goes on and teachesand we would urge'
that the loan that the loans be for the full tuition and subsistence
requirement for college studentswe are not so naive to believe
that they all stay in education after the 4 years are up, but we
believe that you need a larger number of math and science- teach-
ers entering the field to maintain later on a sufficient number, be-
cause some of those math and science majors who perhaps didn't
think about entering teaching prior to a loan program coming
along will stay in education.

So we urge you to consider a strong incentives program, not a
modest one, but a strong one; one that will go a considerable dis-
tance toward making up the difference between what a beginning
teacher will make and what that same person could make in the
private sector if we are going to provide the equivalent of 1 year's
tuition and room and board for that first year teacher along with
his or her salary.

The second element we would urge you to include in any legisla-
tion in this area issto provide incentives for remaining a teacher.
This, is obvious, It was discussed and has been considered here
today. Mr. Goodling alluded to it.

Basically it all comes down to the question: how do you keep 'em
down on the farm after they have., seen Hewlett-Packard, and it is a'
problem; a very real. problem. We don't believe that you keep ''em
down on the farm by paying a differential to the teachers. We be-,
lieve that is a serious mistake.

The principals of the Nation have had to live for 25 to 30 years
with the differential in pay to the Vocational-Education teacher. It
creates a lot of difficulties. Are would much prefer an arrangement
for supplemental pay in the summertime, workshops with stipends
to attend those workshops, recognition, and most of all better work-
ing conditions for those teachers.

The third element we would urge you to include in legislation to
improve the Nation's position in math and science education and
in math and science ,technology is the provision for modernizing
and updating skills. he National Science Foundation in earlier
days, Mr. Chairman, as you know, was very successful in training
science and math teachers in summer institutes. The only`problem
was that that development came 'along at, the exact same time as
this Nation was establishing junior 'colleges, and far too many of
those high school teachers with NSF training went on- to teach in
junior colleges.

I submit we do not face that same problem today.
I think the fourth element of a comprehensive substaritial math

science program would include some provision for new /equipment.
You need high tech equipment, not only in factories and industrial
establishments, you need it back'in, the classroom as well.

6
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I realize that earlier some or this money was wasted, and some
supersalesmen pushed off some materials that Pe' rhaps should not
have been purchased by schools. But.I wouldrge that the commit-
tee,,subcommittee, as it looks at this legislation, look carefully at
providing for the replacement of obsolete equipment: Most of that
equipment is now a generation old. .I would urge you not only to
provide for new equipment, but also for the replacement of equip-
ment. We.don't only need fancy new science equipment in optics or
electronics; we also need in many canes better microscopes, balance
scales, et cetera.

The fifth element' I hope we would include, would be a' pr9vision
for private sector assistance, not only consultants and ixiterns and
that kind of personnel Help, .but also tax incentives, such as rtiaye,
been proposed in. H.R.,$36 and such as Congressman Mceirdy'dis-
cussed this morning. -

And finally, to get to the question that you addressed to me, 'Mr!'
Chairnian, we would urge that almost all of this money be provided
directly to school'. districts. We realize that it must be administered
through the Stares, and with all due respect to the very excellent
people, chief State school officers in this country, what we do not
need are more coordinators, more administrators.

We have 'sufficient infrastructure, much of it built by Federal
funds in State departments today. Let's use that infrastructure to
improve, our math' and science programs, and make sure that that
money gets to the classroom teacher and to the student,' because
that is where it will make a difference. It will'

'not
make a differ-

ence if we simply spend it on coordinators and advisers and
consultants. That doesn't help the student who will be the scientist
or the mathematician of the future.

So in closing, let me express my appreciation for this opportunity
to testify before you. And I do urge you to consider these six ele-
ments as you go about thinking and .working and drafting your
final legislation.

Thank you very much.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much.
Oftcourse, there is a sharp difference between you and the gen-

tleman who testified just before yoii.,He wanted to go direct to
school districts.

[Prepared statement. of Scott Thomson follows:] 4'

PREPARED STATEMENT OF SCOTT D. THOMSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, JNATIONAL
° ASSOCIATION OF SECONDARY SCHOOL PRINCIPALS fl

My, naiine is Scott Thomson. I am the Executive Director of the National Associ-
ation of Secondary School Principals, the largest school administrator organization
in the nation, representing some 34,000 school site administrators. I am pleased to
testify before you today .on behalf of NASSP's membership, which shares a growing
concern about the declining state of mathematics and science instruction at ell
levels of our educational process. 1-

Before expanding on the problems in mathematics and science, and the means of
addressing those problems, I want to applaud the leadership that you, Mr. Chair-
man, and your distinguished Committee are demonstrating by holding this impor-
tant hearing on the very first week of the 98th Congress. By moving expenditiously
on this critical subject, the n signals are being sent to your colleagues in
Congress, the Administration and e education community that action must be
taken now to reverse the severe decline in mathematics and science education.. You
can be assured that the nation's secondary school principals will assist you in every
way possible to expedkte appropriate legislation in this area.
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The need for action is clear. Our nation's labor market is rapidly changing as the
demands of an information society become more apparent. The demand for techni-
cal mathematics and science oriented skills is skyrocketing, while the demand for
labor in the smokestack industries is contracting. All sectors of our society will have
to play a part in addressing the challenges of these major changes in the nation's
work force, but without doubt schools will play the most central role. It is in our
schools that tomorrow's work force must acquire the flexikle skill( that will be re-
quired in a increasingly technical job market. And it is precisely" in this, area of in-
struction that we find the greatest disrepair in our elementary, secondary and post-
secondary schools. '

Even today the poor of workers sufficiently equipped with the skills to perform
technical work is insufficient. Industry, business and the military report that new
employees and recruits often lack the competence to. perform a broad range of in-
creasingly technical responsibilities, and projections indicate no 'severed in this
trend. The future strength and vitality of the U.S. economy, and our traditional pre-
eminence in high technology markets is at stake. Reversal of these ominous trends
must begin now, and must be triggered by a national commitment based on invest-
ment in our human capital.

The :State of Mathematics and Science Education in Elementary and Secondary
Schools.Today elementary and secondary mathematics and science instruction is
in disrepair. Recent surveys indicate that at the secondary level 43 states ha,ve a'
shortage of mathematics teachers, 42 states report a shortage of physics teachers,
and 37 states report a shortage of chemistry teachers. These shortages are rapidly
worsening as the rate at which teachers left out schools in 1980-81 amounted to
four percent per year. The exodus of experienced teachers is compounded by the
lack of new teachers joining the profession. Between 1971 and 1980 only one-half of
all secondary mathematics and science student teachers entered the teaching profes-
sion. This trend of fewer mathematics and 'science college graduates entering teach-
ing was so found in a survey done by the National Science Teachers Association
indica g that in the past decade we have experienced a 77 percent decline in the

r of secondary-level mathematics teachers prepared.
use of the dwindling number of experienced teachers, and the insufficient

s pply of incoming graduates into teaching, school principals have been forced to
lace unqualified or underqualified teachers in many of their mathematics and sci-

ence classrooms. The end result, of course, is self-evident, students are instructional-
ly under-served, and parent and community confidence in schools is compromised.
Ultimately, students will not be as well prepared for pursuing technical Jobs or a
mathematics or science major in college. The latter is well documented in a 1980
study of probable majors of entering freshmen in higher education: The study indi-
cated that in 1970, 52,400 college and university freshmen planned to major in
mathematics or statistics. The number declined in 1980 to 10,250. This amounts to
an 80 percent decline in the number of college freshmen planning to major in math-
ematics.
I Another telling statistic is the declining number of graduates with earned bache-
lors degrees in mathematics and science.

11

NUMBER OF EARNED BACHELORS DEGREES IN MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE

Mathematics Chemistry Physics , Biology

1970 27A42 11,519 5,320 35,743
1980 11,378 11,232 3396 46,370

As you can see,in the alcove -chart there has been a 41 percent decline in the
number of graduates holding mathematics degrees and a 63 percent decline in the
number of physics graduates(While chemistry degrees held steady, and biology expe-
rienced a significant increase.

These statistics place in perspective our long-range problem, the need to stimulate
more interest in mathematics and science amongst our high school students, and to
provide incentives to pursue degrees in these technical subjects.

RECOMMENDATION I

We urge that H.R. 30 address the shortage of mathematics and science teachers in
our schools by providing loans to college mathematics and science majors with a for--

I
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givenese provision that cancels 25 pertient of the loan for each year of teaching in
an elementary or secondary School.

Twenty-five percent per year ie Clearly more costly' than the ten percent allowed
in the NDSL program, but the rationale is clear. -Mathematics and science gradu-
ates are foregoing the teaching profession because starting- teacher wages are dis-
mally below comparable entry level jobs in industry which' require essentially the
same skills. If a new graduate can pay off one-fourth of his-or her entire college
loan (amotlritingto perhaps $10,000) for. each year of teaching, 'then the $14,500-first
year teaching salary coupled with the $2500 forgiven loan essentially, places him in
the $16,500 income bracket. This makes the teaching profession's, salary more com-
petitive with industry. Of course, if the graduate elects not to teach the loan would
come due much the same as other federal student loans.

The State of Student Achieverdent in Mathematics and Scierwe.While this past
decade has seen a decline in the quantity- of, teachers in mathematics and science, -
our schools have also seen a 'decline in the quality of that instruction as evidenced
by waning student achievement in matheinatics and science.

We have seen a steady decline, in SAT mathematics scores over. the 18-year period ,
through 1980, and similar declines in student achievement scores of 17-year olds in
three national assessments, 1969, 19'78 and 1977. The need for strellgthenillffl Bias
of our present cadre of teachers while increasing high 'school graduation require-
ments in mathematics and science is almost unively accepted. Only one-half of
all high school graduates take a mathematics or -science course beyond,,the 10th
Fade, and the average number of years that college-bound students take mathemat-

1 ics is 8.52 years. Collegebpund students take an average of 1.79years in the physi--
,--/ cal sciences.

, Our schools must begin to motivate students to becoine more literate in these
areas. In the long term, the negative effect of a continued decline in the understand-
ing of mathematics and science will result 'in the nation's not meeting the needs of
our armed forces, our industrial and high technology enterprises, and generally the
understanding of the role mathematics and science play in our ever increasing

quality. Our teachers must' be given the op.portimity to upgrade their subject-
and teaching methods skillsto reverse this declining 'student achievement trend.

,/
RECOMMENDATION it

We urge the Committee to include as a major component of H.R. 30 a program of
in-service training to enable all of our present mathematics and science teachers to

ade their teaching. skills.
age to authorize such a program must be carefully drafted to assure that

school officials will be given the flexibility to design a plan best suited to serve their
unique needs. The principal focus of sych a program must be locally based so that
the goals and objectives of local ad .e.nistrators, not state or federal bureaucrats,'
will be carried out. Local administrators must be able to establish cooperative pror,;

with local colleges and universities, and explore greater cooperation with
[Corrl a business and industry officials to achieve their goal of .upgrading their math-
ematics and science teacher skills and experiences. ,

Schools Must Re-Tool Their Classrooms and Laboratories.--Our efforts to thor-
oughly strengthen our Mathematics and science instruction would be incomplete
without a significant investment in curriculum materials and laboratory equipment.
If secondary schools are to expand their services particularly in chemistry and phys-
ics, resources must be available to purchase the tools necessary to provide an exem-

Mscience and mathematics learning experience to our. students. Since the
there has been a general deterioration of these materials in our secondary

school class rooms. A study done in 1977 found that only 45 percent of all secondary'
schools possessed some kind of science equipment, and those schools that did had
budgeted an average of only $5.50 per student. This is clearly an insufficient
number of schools with laboratory eqtiipment to enpbel our physics and chemistry
teachers to provide an enriching learning experience to their students.

szcosisammATiox IIl I

We recommend that H.R. 20 include a provision that enables administrators to
purchase needed equipment, materials and supplies for mathematics and science
laboratories-wid-cima-sw.ms. In _these times of very limited resources we recognize a
need for restraints in this. but a rekindling of mathematics and science in-
struction must be accompanied by investments in laboratory equipment.
--'New Incentives for Business to Cooperate with Schools.---As I testified last Septem-
ber, Mr. Chairman, greater cooperation between schooli and business and industry
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must in pursued if we are to strengthen our mathematic@ and 'science Istruction
and keep up with the rapidly changing technological advancements and applications.
of knowledge. While I understand that this. Committee hasono jarisdiction over the
tax code, .I feel strongly that this Committee's recognition and backing of a concept
of providing tax incentives to businesses which assisttchools will be most helpful in
subsequent Ways. and Means Committee deliberations.-

r
liEeOPOIENDATIC11

We bOlieve that industry and business must be encouraged to:assist schools in
stopping the exodus, of our niost talented mathematics and science teachers. The
Glenn/McCurdy tax incentive' bill is designed to stop this talent drain that schools
have been experiencing, .by addressing the tremendous diffeiential that, exists be-
tween the'Classroom and industrial work place wages.

The bill 'Would provide tax breaks to businesses which hire mathematics and sci-
ence teacherS'over the summer months in high technology jobs. In, his way, two of
the primary-Oases' of disrepair in mathematics and science instruction could be al-
leviated. ay mathematics and science teacher salaries would be supplemented, thus
removing some or all of the fmancial incentives to leave the class room for more
fmancially lucrative industry jobs. And (2) teachers would be given the opportunity
to learn the latest applied uses of technology in such diverse industries as comput-
ers, petro-chemicals, electronics, and agricultural technology, to name a few. Teach-
e would bring,these rich experiences back to the class room, thus strengthening
th 'r student experiences while knowing that school and industry officials have a
gr ater recognition of the vital role they Nay in the classroom. '

rthermore, we urge support of legislation providirig tax incentives to industry
share their employees who hold teaching certificates with the schools on a part-

t me basis. This would require little or no bureaucracy, just some negotiation be-"
t n sbhool districts and their local industries. The benefits would be great. Aside
from filling 'a Chemistry II or a physics or calculus class with qualified experi-
enced instructor for perhaps ten hours s, week, we envision schools taking advan-
tage of this increased cooperation with industry in a number of ways. The cumula-
tive interaction betimen school administrators and industry officirils would be un-'
leashed to the benefit of the students.

In concluSion, Mr. Chairman, the solutions to' reversing tilt decline in inathemat-
ics and science instruction and the national challenge of atrirsing the world's in-
creasing tectinologiCal demands are many. No one instittition, nor level of goven-
ment can do it alone. Be assured that the nation's school principals will assist you
in everyway to give schools the resources necessary to play their vital roles.

I thank the Subcommittee for the opportunity to share our views about how ou,
schools can contribute to solving this national crisis, and pledge our assistance to
both of thesadistinguished Committees-as you- move to fashion .a politically and eco-
-nomically feasible solution. Thank you.

I would be pleased to answer any of your questions.

Chairman PERKINS. We will nckw hear from Brookings Institu-
tion, Professor Roy.

STATEMENT OF RUSTUM ROY, BROOKINGS INSTITUTION
Mr. Ithy..9Mr. Chairman and merribeis of the, Education and

Labor. Committee, and other Members "of Congress, I, think not only
is the committee to be commended, but perhaps to be warned,be-
cause I am sure many of you realize, that the size' of the problem
you are addressing and its i rtan'c ',should be commensurate
with the bucks you are going put h hind it. Because in a pam-
phlet I have .written I call " e. T hnological Rearmament of
America," this Nation's defense will better served, I believe, and
I adduce evidence for, by helping i ustriallAtrainid, technologi-
cally literate citizenry, than by one more weapons system:

So I hope some of you will not lack the courage to see that the
importance 'of this problem is so great that it really needs°4 mueli
healthier and sustained economic base.
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Mr. Chairman, I come out of a community that is not highly rep-
resented in your committee hearings usually, the research scientist
community. I dirett a lab in which I get $4 million a year out of
NSF and other agencies. I am afraid to report that our community
has not had a distinguished report with respect to helping science
education at the elementary and secondary. level. We have niuch to

blamed for. We have felt that somehow , we would erect' oh a
pane of illiterate citizenry a flagpole of an elitist group of Scien-
tists: That model is simply not tenable any more.

What we need is. What the other nations have done; toL, erect a
pyramid wheie everybody has some tec o 'cal awareness, and
slowly build that up so that Mr. Goodlin PTA and the school
board is also concern-. , oncerned enough that they will support
science leachers. So e ne to have that kind of pyramid base in-
stead of our flagpo base.

Mr. Chairman want to inake only three points from my testi-
mony, and I pull them otit because they are rather different
from ,what my c eagues have been saying previously.

My first point what is the target audience of the new incen-
tive'? \

I submit there is a new target audience, and that it is different.
from the one that we went after' in the National Defense Education
Act to which you have referred: It was a strategic error I believe in
what we did, 1958. We went after making more scientists and en-
gineers and &Wing damned good ones. ,

Professor Conant, when he retired as president of Harvard, said
we don't need to worry about those guys, they are so good that
they will take education away from even bad teachers; what we
need t6 be concerned about is the rest of the population. So I be-
lieve that 1 percent of the population, the science and engineering
community, that is us, we don't need the ,Money. The people that
your bill should address are the 99 percent; We will float on top of
them. If the 99 percent of the population is technologically literate,
we don't need.to worry about the 1 percent.

Now, I think that that is, a very important distinction from
NSF's approach, which is trying to make better scientists and'engi-
neers. Let them worry about that. Somebody has to worry about
how you make a technogically literate population. I suggest this js
the right committee to do that.

My second point is, what Ere-we going to do that is different. ire
we just going to repeat the mistakes of NDEA, or is the content
going to be exactly the same, one more course in math and on in
physics. It is not going to cut .the mustard. There is something hew
in the field of education.

Let me propose to you this is the safeguard you wanted. I believe
that unless motivate students, canted will not cut the mustard
any more. J t content is not enough. Motivation on science and
technology the key. It is something we _have never done before.
How do we motivate young girls and boys to get interested in it?

There has been in the last decade a radical change in our under-
standing in the universities, on a thousand campuses across the
count a new subject matter field has come into the business:It is
called ad , technology, and society. It linkages, in Mr. Kissiger's
terms, technological activity .with our societal needs. Unless a local

6
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school board chairman sees that the pollution or the business is
connected with the math and science education, he is not going to
support it. So I believe what we have to do is press that linkage
science, technology, and society, abbreviated STS.' That is a new
subject matter on our campuses in the universities. It is slowly
coming into high-school.

Let me show you this is not an i yncratic idea of mine. Mr. F.
James Rutherford, former Assistant ecretary of Education in the

.last administration, has said precisely the same thing to all the lib-
eral arts colleges. The most important base that would verify this
is the National Science Teachers Association. They issued a few
months' ago a position statement on what they think should be
done. And their proposal is that 20 percent of all the science educa-
tion shoUld be in STS at the high school level, 15 percent a little
lower, 5 percent at the elementary level.

Who is going to make the textbooks, where is the material, if
that is true? And that is the consensus of a lot of teachers, not only
us academics and research scientists. In BritainI' have had sent
to members of other committees in the Congressthey have ,a
whole set of textbooks, of teaching science and technology through
science, technology, and society. I believe that is the motivational
key whie) unlocks a continuing interest in the subject matter.

My thirdt.point addresses your cost-effective related matter, how
do you make sure you get enough bang for the buck with these new
sexy technologies?

In your section 625, you ask for research on some of these new
technologies. I believe that is very important, Mr. Chairman. You
will avoid all the hype of the salesmen. Otherwise, we are going to
have all those dogs, alVhose secondary models which they palm off
on school districts. And the worst and most difficult thing is to
know which technology is going to be beneficial to education. We
are not' clear that finger-math from Korea is inferior to a calcula-
tor from Iewlitt-Packard. So you must continue research on find-
ing which technologies are really effective and which are just to be
brought in because industry wants to sell it to us.

On the research equipment section, Mr. 'Chairman, in 625 I be-
lieve you have an absolute secret weagon in section b(3). I would
urge you avoid the rest of it in providing equipment for universi-
ties I am now talking about. But in section b(3) you have done
something which unique, which is to provide a means for the
sharing of equipment, provide incentive for sharing.

The most cost-effective technology today is sharing. Every profes-
sor wants his own bath of equipment right around him. Let's
make sure that the incentive is there for the sharing of equipment.

Last but not least is your institutional problem you have been
addressing, Mr. Chairman, how do we go about this, the Depart-
ment of Education, NSF, and so on.

With respeet to the single point of academic involvement, univer-
sity involvement, may 1 suggest that Congressman Brown on the
National Technology Foundation not be ignored. It is a potential
move which would integrate the echnological balse of the country
with technological literacy, with the kind of trairffiig that we need,
the technical technician education, into a single agency. I believe
we may need a new agency to bring some of these things together.
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Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you for a good statement. We are

baying a lot of diversity of views here today, which is very interest-
ing, at this hearing.

[Prepared statement of Rustum Roy follows:j
PREPARED STATEMENT OF PROF. RUSTUM ROY, SCIENCE AND PUBLIC POLICY FELLOW,

THE BROOKINGS INSTITUTION

Mr. Chairman, your bill H.R. 30 tackles perhaps the most significant problem
facing American education today: the appropriate incorporation of additional math-
ematics, science and especially technology into every level of our educational
system.

I speak from the vantage pOint of an active research scientist and director of a
substantial research laboratory, but one which has been actively involved with sci-
ence and technology -education from the level of the American public-at-large to
graduate students in applied physical sciences. And Lear' t with an acute awareness
of the absolute requirement of cost-effectiveness in all the programs to be supported
under this bill, if $300 million dollars is to make any meaningful impact on the
problem. I will divide my remarks into three portions. First, what is the most impor-
tant target audience? Second, what is the novel content of the teaching or is it pist
more of the same? Third; -what are likely to be cost-effective aspects of the technol-
ogies (including advanced instrumentation) for education?

1. THE TARGET AUDIENCE

Approximately 1:percent of the population of the U.S. have been trained as engi
neers or scientists. I believe that science education in the U.S., partly under the mis-
guided influence of the academic research scientist community, has attempted to
erect as it were a fladole of high scientific/engineering competence which is a tiny
1 percent minority, built on a sand plain of a. 97 percent technologically illiterate
populace. Most other countries have opted for a more stable pyramid; with large
numbers having a modest acquaintance, and gradually decreasing numbers getting
correspondingly increasing competence in technological understanding.

After Sputnik, under the National Defense Education Act, we embarked on a
process to make an even better breed out of the 1 percent engineer-scientist cohort
group. We failed. The reason for this is that as President Conant of Harvard ob-
served decades ago, we do not need to, do much for the highly motivated, brightest
students. By the time they finished college they have extracted even from the worst
among us teachers the stuff they need.

American math and science education is grossly deficient not in the training of
engineers and scientists but in not training of those who wilrpay the bill for benefit
from, or suffer the ill effects from, the worls of this technical community.

I would therefore especially support those sections of the bill which tend in this
direction as against those that, seek to increase the numbers of scientists and engi-
neers. Thus I believe that Congressional fellowships would serve the nation best if
they sought out those exceptional students which, principally for financial, sex (or
other) i

dOidvantage, would be lost to the personnel pool. The others, especially at
the pos aduate level, have ample, indeed better, sources of support in the sciences
and engineering.

conclude therefore that the national interest will be best served by this bill if
iniplicit mention is made wherever appr,qpriate that the, target audience should be
the general citizenry who will not become professional engineers or scientists.

2. NOVEL CONTENT OF THE MATH-SCIENCE-TECHNOLOGY (MST) TO BE IMPARTED

It can easily be shown that the total expenditures in pre-college and college MST
education are so large that sinless the $200-$300 million in this bill were very care-
fully ,placed it would exert `virtually no leverage on it. Moreover, it can be argued
that the "technological illiteracy" of the American people has been caused by the
present system, offering a certain content in a certain way, NE.how can its expansion
help the problem? Clearly some combination of form and content in our MST teach-
ing turns off the vast majority of our studenta from the exciting venture of under-
standing and even changing our world.'

Over the last decade on a thousand college campuses across the U.S. completely
unplanned and unorchestrated, I believe; a most significant answer has emerged to
the question: What will it take to interest and hold the interest of the average
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American primary and secondary school student itlarMST? The answer is
matter which today focuses on the

unequivo-
cally: The
and Society ( ). Let me explain the reason' g behind this claim. It begins by de-

subsjilt field of Science and Technology

termining the optimum content of general ucation for school as well as college
students in the late 20th century. Edu from all over the world .whether in
Poland, in Britain, or in India recognize that to be an effectively functioning citizen
in the world of today requires an awareness and rudimentary understanding of par-
ticular aspects of applied "MST". . .

If interest in such subject matter is to be maintained throughout school and col-
, legethen that MST subject which is a felt need of the "citizeb" must be the con -

nettingn link. STS as it is now universally called starts *th the citizen in her/his
society. What does she or he need to know to function well, manage life and social
community affairs, vote intelligsently, etc? The linkage should always be madeYin
the following sequence: individual-society-technology-en eering and last of all the
abstract principles of science. This is virtually the reve e of what we often attempt
in our schools. Our new slogan is: "Tectulology-rela -to-lift" is "technology -re-
membered- for - life": This is what made the Americart.fa er the most technological-
ly balanced citizen in the world. The goal of -STS teaching of and about S&T is a
21st century version of that kind of understagrling.

I have written recently (see enclosures) that STS is the absolutely required core of
technological literacy. But this is no invention or idiosyncrasy of mine. Professor S.
Goldman, Mellon Professor of the Humanities at Lehigh University (Bull. Sci. Tech:
Society, 2) has described f he symbiotic relationship between STS and technology lit-
eracy. Dr. F. James Rutherford, former istant Direetor of the National Science
Foundation and Former Assistant Secre of the Department of Education, writ-
ing in "Forum", the journal of the smal li reral arts colleges, says: "The lesson of
Sputnik is its failure to catalyze a broad guaged and lasting reform movement in
science and technology education. Every student tr`mrds a good general education and
in these times such an education must pay substantial attention to science and
mathematics and their applications." The Editors of the same journal, in the editori-
al in the same issue, write: "In a world with increasing technological and scientific
complexity, science literacy must be more thin the understanding of a few basic
principles in the biological or physical sciences. Rather, it mustiencomPass the abili-
ty to apply an understanding of science principles, methodology, capabilities, and
limitations to the wide range of decisions students will face both as citizens and as
professionals." , ..-"'

Perhaps the &oat telling/ witness comes from the official position statement of the
National Science TeaChe Association which is even titled: "Science-Technology-So-
clay: Science Education in the 1980's." While some,other material may be called
STS - related this NSTA position statement calls explicitly for increasing amounts of:
5 percent STS material at the elementary level, through 15 percent at the junior
high level, to a "minimum of 20 percent of science instruction should be directed
toward science-related societal issues." (Emphasis added throughout).

The significance of this .kind of statement should not be lost. Remember that we
have 100 years of tradition, millions of textbooks; tens of thousands of trained teach-
ers in math, physics, chemistry, biology. Yet what many experienced individuals
and representative groups are calling for is at least 20 perceAt of the instruction
(say equal to all that in chemistry) to be given in a new field, STS. Moreover, it is
our claim that this is the kind of subject matter which will help most directly in
stimulating and maintaining the interest of the vast majority of our citizens in $&T
affairs. Clearly if STS is this important, as many of 11/3 believe it to be, it will need
to be singled out for attention. It is, in my opinion, the newly found key to cost- -
effective improvement of the technology literacy of the country. .

It is particularly important that especial attention should be paid in the bill to
, the training of teachers and the preparation of teaching materials at all levels in

this subject matter field. At the high school level the British are far ahead of us,
and some excellent material has been prepared. This material introduces the tech-
nology and science through the students' interest in food, or sewage treatmenWor
robotics, with an even-handed treatment of the potential good and harm that can
result. .

3. COST-EFFECTIVE EDUCATION-RELATED TECHNOLOGIEli

In Section 624 the Bill treats the, question of educational researih and mentions,
the efficacy of the use of new instructional technologies. However, while the se;
appeal of some of the new information technologies (e.g. the computer software) gets
them' attention, the real action may be elsewhere. The on-site reproduction and the
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use of modular text material has radically altered the science and engineering text-
book business in colleges. It will soon affect high schools. In pedagogical optimiz
ation strategies, the cost-effective preparation and dissemination of the teaching ma-
terials in short modular units in print (still the most used), video and computer for-
mats has been badly neglected. It-is the simplest strategy to be able to continuously
update material and, indeed, continuously improve and keep the content relevant to
industry's needs. The N.I.E. could provide a long -term national fund for matching

lupport of the production of teaching materials in mathematics, science and engi-
neering by national consortia, based in universities but involving industry and gov-
ernment personnel.

The research alluded to in this section should explicitly address the matter of
both positive and the potential negative aspects of the impact of computer usage on
reasoning ability such as those hinted by Kenneth Olsen, President of the Digital
Equipment Corporation in his NAE Founders Award lecture (November 1982). It
should compare, for example, the costs and educational benefits of Korean figer-
math as compared to calculator usage. It is far from certain that early introduction
to such instruments is good for reasoning or logic or mathematical

In Section 625 the bill addresses the matter of instructional and research equip-
ment. I have studied the topic and written extensively on it and append a recent
editorial from one of the leading scientific instrumentation magazines. I believethat
the danger of throwing money at problems is already proven here. First and fore-
most no one has established what level of equipment is optimum for what institu-
tion. Second, I have shown thaust adding high-priced sophisticated ($400,000?) in-
struments can financially andkintellectually cripple many departments. The recent
Defense department exercise proyides a total of $30 million in grants. In 1982 DOD
received 21 times as much in proposals as it had to give out. In effect this means
that 20, typically smaller, institutions have each transferred $5,000-$10,000
(irretrievably wasted in preparing prbposals) on one large university, which may or
may not really benefit. Of course, I support the DOD initiative. It is the absurdity of
the selection process that I believe can be improved. In this section it is my consid-
ered judgment that this bill'could make a unique contribution and be'maximally
cost-effective by restricting its (funding to Section 625(bX3)which makes it possible
to share well-established existing facilities. Costs per hour are driven down drasti-
cilly by increasing the usage of central facilities. If this bill 'encourages this sharing a
of facilities by any incentives, it will have struck a long overdue blow not only for
cost-effectiveness but for breaking down t Lie institutional barriers in many parts of
the science establishment.

THE SCIENCE ESTABLISHMENT FLUNKS

By Rustum Roy)
It has become fashionablewithin the space of less than six mounthsfor promi-

nent leaders among scientists to be concerned with science education as distinct
from research. On all sides we hear of the desperate straits of science education '
among the general American populace.

By and large, especially in relation to the developed nations, I believe, that the
U.S. citizenry and its leadership are indeed below the average elsewhere in a bal-
anced understanding of science and technology and their impact on society. Howev-
er, the main response of the science community to this situation is an appeal to gov-
ernment and to industry for more money. But nonscientist, politically astute obServ-.
ers detect a peculiar inconsistency in all this recently acquired concern for science
education by this community.

How can it be; they reason, that the university science and engineeripg communi-
ty should find itself in such desperate straits, when the Reagan administration has
been relatively kind to &Once budgets? For two or three decades, science was well
funded; indeed, the seeds' of this problem were planted during the plush years of
science's growth. Surely money is not the only problem. Isit not in the values and
priorities of.the scientists themselves?

Have they shown a colic:ern for the education in science Of the general public?
After all, the Public Understanding of Science program was judged by the science
community itself for many years to be worth one-tenth of 1% of the budget of one
agency (NSF) and zero in all others. Even the Reagan elimination of the National
Science Foundation's science education directorate amounted. to only 6% to 7% of
the total NSF budget.
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DO THEY REALLY CARE?

If, the critics argue, the science and engineering community felt so strongly about
any of these aspects of st ience education, it could easily have shifted, resources
during the many fat years of science funding to establish the level of activity that
are their new targets.

In the 15 years that the total budget for academic research was growing steeply,
the percentage of the NSF budget allocated to all science education had dropped
from near 50% to nearer 5%. For all thosein Congress and the agencypartly
responsible for this change to rediscover education is indeed a turnabout. For them
to make the charge that this was due to the "unimaginative" nature of NSre
ence education program is ingenuous, to put it mildly.

I believe there is a moet instructive lesson in our history of handling science edu-
.cation, and unless and until we in the science establishment radically change our
own values (heal ourselves), we will be unfit and unable to mount a meaningful
campaign to eradicate technological illiteracy and re-integrate science into 'the edu-
cation of all Americans.

The lesson I draw from the facts about our neglect of science education of the gen-
eral population is that the vast majority of the scientists who have made policy for.
this nation for ,the last two decadesas professors, deans, president, chairpersons
or members of 'National Academy committees or the National Science Boarddid
not have any philosophical rationale for or against "science education" for.the non-
scientist. Most simply didn't think about it or care.

The wholeness of the educational fabric of a technologically advanced culture,
from a citizeh able to appreciate and criticize technology and science; to the support
of esoteric astrophysics Ph. D.'s, was not manifest in 'the science community's reduc-
tionist world view. "More money for research" was the single goal of most scientists
and science-policy makers. And when it came to money for science education even of
scientists, it was a very poor relati,ou indeed compared to more money for research.

Therefore, it is my opinion that giving a little ($100 million) more money for sci-
ence education of the general public cannot possibly do any good if it is given
through this same community. Its gut-level attitudes simply cannot change that
fast. Perhaps a Solomonic test would be to ask NSF, NIH and the rest, in a zero-
based budget exercise, to see what percentage they would be willing to give up out
of research budgets for science education. The government should then match that
amount with additional.money for science education within that agency. This would
provide a mind-focusing exercise and a cathartic self-healing via repentance forlboth
the science-community and the nation.

To improve a very bad situation, I believe the executive or the,Cougress can move
fast, via a different program in a different agency, and one which has an excellent

-antecedent. I note first that it is genuinely inAine with the concept of the new (or
old) federalism.-A new initiative on nationwide technological literacy could be mod-
eled on former Assistant Secretary of Commerce Herbert Hollomon's invention: the
State Technical Servides Act (STSA).

I propose that an analogous State Science Foundation Act (SSEA) be enacted with
two cqmponents. One will provide (on the basis of a formula incorporating the
numb r of school students, highochool graduates, two-year technical graduates and
college degrees) a grant to be matched on a three-federal-dollars to one-state-dollar
basis, for state-run programs designed to eradicate technological illiteracy and up-
grade science education, for the non-specialist at every level.

VerEUNTEER CONTRIBUTIONS , t

The second part, somewhatalong the lines of thelpTSA, would provide federal
grants with an oven higher matching ratio to consortia, regional associations and
national groups, for programs agreed upon as being of value to any group of states.

Such programs might involve, for example, development of course content and
teaching materials for print or TV. Using block-funding mechanisms, perhaps a five-
person federal bureaucracy could run the whole office out of the egnmercb Depart-
ment. Moreover, by having 50 states run the SSEA program, we would move the
action away ,from the research-oriented Washington bureaucracy, toward the level
o government that in any case has the responsibility for mach of science and gener-)

education.. s
Due to the shortagef science teachers nationwide, the only mechanism fof rapid

improvement of the national posture is through the volunteer. route. The vast ma-
jority of our school districts could find in local industry, community college ttr uni-
versity, scientists and engineers who would. give up several hours a week to teach
science at the local school and help in local cable TV, newspapgr or other communi-
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ty programs,,$uch volunteer contributions would mint as matching Money iii kind,
to qualify for extra state grants. Moreover, this scheme would not disturb the basic
structure of the existing 'science teachers' employment, while permitting a gradual
expansion' of Ole personnel capable of explaining and interpreting technology-in the
context of welety. '

The bottom line comes down to this: in .an era Of fixed intellectual 'and' financial
resources, can the high science research community be entrusted with the science
education of the American people?

Mr. Roy is director of the materials research laboratory at Pennsylvania State
University, and 'chairman of the university's silence, technology and society pro-
gram. He is at present's science fellow at the Brookings Insttttion.

: .

zeroF TECHNOLOGICAL LITERACY

(By Rustum Roy)

Fads are always dangerous. But a.fad in an important area of long-term policy is
doubly so, because fads by their very nature are shortlived. The sudden hue and cry
being raised about "technological illiteracy" in the United States has all the mak-
ings of a faddish response to an extremely serious problem. The evidence that sug-
gests, this is simple enough: The same probIbm has been known for two decades.
How can it be that the very large number of distinguished scientists engineers, uni-
versity presidents and government administrators who now appear on various podia
to advocate the immediate abolition of "technological illiteracy" had never men-
tioned"the very same topic in the previous 20 years while they had control of money
and policies directly bearing on the issue? ,

What has caused this heightened response to the new "crisis"? In the U.S. two
major events stand out. The first is the virtual abolition of the National Science
Foundation's Science Education Directorate by President Reagan; and the loss of
revenue to many universities whether or not their work had any bearing on techno-
logical literacy. The second is the effort to explain the relative decline in.U.S. civil-
ian technological dominance of the world market& Causes and explanations of the
situation are often linked to.oversimplified correlations with either the cessation of
growth of basic research budgets or the 20 year decline in national average Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test scores. .

The faddish nature of this response is nowhere revealed more clearly than in the
inverse correlation of the, latter two variables. The decline in SAT scores (and
indeed the decline in Science Education budgets from 50 percent to 5 percent of the
total National Science Foundation) started 'while basic research funding was in its
heyday. Even more frightening, perhaps, is the nearly comical rush towards some-
thing called "computer literacy"presunably a kind of advanced` typewriting which
is supposed to create an understandiatof technology among the liberal arts stu-
dents, and similar disadvantaged minorities.- d

If technological literacy means effective linguistic ability in a world dominated by
technological impacts, then surely illiteracy must be blamed on those who know the

e and should. be concerned about the spreading its use: the scientists and
technologists. Proper diagnosis and assigning responsibility for the present state of
affairs is 'necessary in this case, else we may well turn to cures which are worse
than the disease. Already some scientists express the wish for another "Sputnik," so

'that in.a crisis niqde'the 'U.S. would pour more money into "science," including fel-
lowships.to attrathe best students into "acience." This is hardly reassuring since
it was the Sputnik kind of half-baked response which got us where,we are. F. James
Rutherford, former head of-Education for NSF, writing in the October 1982 issue of
"The Forum" points out: "The lesson of Sputnik is its failure to catalyze a broad-
gauged and lasting reform movement in science and technology education. Every
student needs a good general education and in these times such an education must
pay substantial attention to alience and mathematics and their applications."

Another datum of interest to those who would examine how well the research-
oriented science and engineering community, the only. technologically fluent arid po-
litically powerfill citizens around, attempteeto make their fellow citizens literate, is
the budget of the NSF'd program in the Public Understanding of Science. We note
that all the Federal agencies supported basic research in the universities to the tune
of over $5 billion in fiscal year 1980. Of these agencies only one, the NSF, had any
.programs to advance "'technological literacy" among adults; The funding of this was
$1 million, i.e., less than 0.02 percent of the total.
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Over a decade ago, a worldwide concern within the academic community foil
utechnology_literacY" crystallizedtallized into thetlmovement for Science, Technology and
Society (STO course work as part of the general education of every student: That
nearly one thousand programs (of one sort or another) on as many campuses in the
U.S. and Western EuroPe started at the grassroots level without any massive 'na-
tional efforts is the most eloquent testimony.to the early recognition of the need for
such education. This Journal and a half-dozen like it, form part of the support struc-
ture for those involved in advancing technology literacy among the college student
Population, One of the Most easily accessed populations. Our claim that STS is the
only proper framework-for technology literacy sterna from the nature of the case.
Clearly a nuclear physicist or molecular biologist narrowly trained in the typical
disciplinary, reductionist mold is no more technologically literate than the econo-
mist concerned with balances of trade, or a humanist interested in the ruins of
Crete.

"TechnologY literacy" sqrely cannot consist merely of standard courses in science
or engineeringhowever many are required. Virtually every college degree holder
has had they; They are basically left brain stuff. Technology literacy is inherently
relational, right brain Material showing the connectedness of science, engineering,
economics and ethics. Science, Technology and Society in its very name implies pre-
cisely that relational aspect of S&T on the one hand, with societal and human af-
fairs on the other. SurelY the technologically literate citizen is the one who cannot
only handle basic quantification and understand the rudiments of technology but
can appreciate the trade-offs associated with a third world country's decision to
build a nuclear reactor, or the exquisite ironies in the recent technological. successes
in "life Support" sYsteraS just when the movement for dying with dignity and hos-
pices is blooming.

Readers of thisjournal do not need to be reminded of the nature of Science, Tech-
nology and Society. Yet, they may need to play a more vocal role in providing guid-
ance for the now stirring movement for technology literacip Many of the insights; on
the content and form of Science, Technology and Society as part of general educa-
tion are identical with those that show STS' relevance to technological literacy. The
editorial in the issue of The Forum" cited above, summarized it this way: "In a
world with-increasing technological and scientific complexity, science literacy must
be more than the uriders 'tantling of a few basic principles in the biological or physi-

' cal sciences. Rather, it roust encompass the ability to apply an understanding of sci-
ence nrinciples, methodology, capabilities, and limitations to the wide range of deci-
sions students will face both as citizens and as professionals."

SCIENCEVECHNOLOOY--S0qETY: SCIENCE EDUCATION FOR THE 1980'sAN NSTA
Posrrrox STATEMENT

PREAMBLE

Science gad technology influence every aspect of our lives. They are central to our
welfare as individuals and to the welfare of our society. All around us are examples
of the impgrtanee of science and technology for production of food, water, shelter,
clothing, medicines, transPortation, and various sources of energy. There are an in-
creasing nuraber of science and technology-related .societal problems as well as in-
creasing societal benefits. Science and technology are central to our personal and
cultural welfare and to many societal problems. We must insure appropriate science
education for all citizens.

However, the quantity and quality of science education for all people are not com-
mensurate with the status of science and technology in society. When one would
expect budgets, time spent on science-related subjects, and support for science edu-
cation to be increasing they are decreasrng. At the same time these factors are de-
clining, societal problems continue to require an understanding of science and tech-
noloa. The burden of resPonse rests heavily upon the shoulders of all persons asso-
ciateZ with science endeavorsscientists, engineers, classroom teachers, other edu-
cators, and school administrators. Many of the problems we face today can be saved
only by persons educated in the ideas and processes of science and technology. A
scientific literacy is basic for living, working, and decision making in the 1980s and
beYond-

There is a crisis in science education. The following science-technology-society
problems detnand immediate attention: understanding of science and technology are
central to our Personal and national welfare, yet public appreciation of science edu-
cation has declined; increasing number of individual and societal problems which

0
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have an impact on the quality of life are related to science-generated technology; as
the impact of science and technology on .society has increased, the support for sci-
ence education has decreased; compared to its recent past the United States ha4
fallen behind in the production of scientific and technological goods and services;
and women, minorities, and handicapped persons are under-represented in nearly
all professional and technical roles in science and technology.

DECLARATION

The goal of science education during the 19800 is to develop scientifically literate
individuals who understand how science, technology, and society influence one an-
other and who are able to use this knowledge in their everyday decision making.
The scientifically literate person has a substantial knowedge of all facts, concepts,
conceptual networks, and process skills which enable the individual to continue to
learn and think logically. This individual both appreciates the value of science and
technology in society and understands their limitations.

The attributes listed below help to describe a scientifically literate person. Each
attribute should be thought of as describing a continuum along which the individual
may progress. The progress of the individual's science education should be equated
with progress along this continuum.

The scientifically and technologically literate person: uses science concepts, proc-
ess skills, and values in making respnsible everyday decisions; understands how so-
'ciety influences science and technology as well as how science and technology influ-
ence society understands that society controls science and technology through the

-allocation of resources; recognizes the limitations as well as the usefulness of science
and technology in advancing human welfare; knows the major concepts, hypotheses,
and theories of science and is WO to use them; appreciates science and technology
for the intellectual stimulus they provide; understands that the generation of scien-
tific knowledge depends upon the inquiry process and upon conceptual theories; dis-
tinguishes between scientific evidence and personal opinion; recognizes the origin of
science and understands that scientific knowledge is tentative and subject to change
as evidence accumulates; understands the applications of technology and the deci-
sions entailed in the use of technoragy, has sufficient knowledge and experience to
appreciate the worthiness of research and technological developments; has a richer
and more exciting view of the world as a result of science education; and knows reli-
able sources of scientific and technological information and uses these sources in the
process of deciaion making.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR II-12 GRADR LEVELS

Elementary School Science.Science should be an integral part of the elementary
school program. It should be used to integrate, reinforce, and enhance the other
basic curricular areas so as to make learning more meaningful for children.

A carefully planned and articulated elementary science curriculum should pro-
vide daily opportunities for the sequential development of basic physical and life sci-
ence concepts, along with the development of science process and inquiry

Elementary science should provide opporttnities for nurturing children's natural
curiosity. This helps them to develop confidence to question and seek answers based
upon evidence and independent thinking. Children should be given an opportunity
to explore and investigate their world using a hands-on approach, with instructional
materials readily available.

The focus of the elementary science program should be on fostering in children an
understanding of, an interest in, and an appreciation of the world in which they
live.

Middle/Junior High School Science. ,
The middle/junior high school science curriculum should be designed to accommo-

date the needs and learning les of the early adolescent. Students should be pro-
revided with daily opportunities explore science through reading, discussion, and

direct learning experiences in e classroom, laboratory, and field.
Middle/junior high school science should contribute to the development of scien-

tifically literate persons and not simply prepare them for the next science course.
National studies have shown that often middle /junior high school science is ..de-
signed to prepare students for high school biology with no emphasis on physical sci-
ence. In addition, studies show that fewer than one half of the junion high students
going on to high school take chemistry and physics. Therefore, it is imperative that
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an important thrust of middle/junior high school science be toward the physical and
Earth sciences. ,

Middle/junior high school students should continue to develop science process
skills and content. Middle/jUnior high school science' should emphasize the applica-
tion of troth skills.and content to the students' personal ife situations and enable
students to begin examining societal issues- that have a scientific and technological
basis. Middle/Junior high school students need to apply what they have learned
soon after their instruction to insure lasting vplue of the experience.

High school sc'ence

The high school science curriculum should enable- students to further develop
their scientific and technological literacy. Countries incorporating well-designed
laboratory and field work help to meet this need.

A balanced core of readers of science shbuld be required of all students graduat-
ing of one- year of life science and one year of physical scienceboth taught in a-
science-technological-society context. The courses 'should provide students with op-
portunities td develop skills in identifying science-based societal problems and in
making decisions about their resolution.

Students interested in exploring or preparing for careers in science, engineering,
or technical fields should have the opportunity to take additional discipline-based
courses in advanced biology, chemistry, physics, and Earth science. These courses
should be planned and sequented to take advantage of the students' increasing com-
mand of mathematics.

Time on science learning

Lower elementary level (grades. K-3); a minimum of 11/2 hours/week of science
should be required.

. Upper elementary level (grades 4-6): a mimimum of 21/2 hours/week of science
should be required.

Middle/junior high school level (grades 7-9): a minimum of 1 hour-day for at least
2 full years of science should be required of all students.

Senior high school level (grades 10-12): a minimum of 1 hour per day.. for 2 full
years of science should be required. The courses should represent a balanc,e of physi-
cal and life sciences.

Emphasis on programs for all students
In elementary, Middle, junior, and senior high school grades, science edtication

programs should .provide baSifi concepts for all students. Opportunities should be
available for students with diverse interests and commitments, including students
with exceptional interests-and talents in science.

Emphasis on science education for the adult general populations
Schools should provide educational opportunities in science for all the adult popu-

lation in their community. '
Colleges, universities, and national organizations should increase emphasis on sci-

ence education for adults through public lectures and seminars.
The ,important contributions of out-of-school education programs such as niuse-

ums, TV, planetariums, and zoos, should be recognized and utilized by all those in-
volved.

Emphasis on the professional development of science teachers through inservice
opportunities

Colleges, universities, and other agencies should develop, teacher education and in-
service education programs that are consistent with this policy statement.

School districts should provide opportunities, encouragement, and recognition for
teachers who maintain a high level of professional competence.

Emphasis of laboratory and field activities
Elementary level laboratory and field activities should stress the development of

basic inquiry skills.
Middle/junior school level laboratory and field activities should stress the applica-

tion and extension and inquiry skills as a measure of obtaining knowledge and re-
solving problems.
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High school loyal laboratory and field teachers should emphasize not only the ac-
quisition of knowledge, but also problem solving and decision making.

Science instruction Matches students' cognitive physical, social, and emotional
development '

, Schools should provide olpjectives, contents and instructional strategies that are
appropriate the student's stage of mental, moral, and physical development,

Varying strategies and materials should be provided at-all grades to accommodate
student with various levels of learning skills and mental development.

Emphasis on science-related societal issues

Elementary level, a minim' um of 5 percent of science instruction should be direct-
ed todard science-related societal issues.

Middle/junior high school level: a minimum of 15 perceit of science instructional
be directed toward science-related societal issues. t;

Senior high school level: a minimum of 20 percent of science instruction should be
directed toward science-related societal issues.

Chairman PERKINS. Now we will hear from Dr. Harold Patterson,
superintendent of Spartanburg, S.C., representing the American
Association of School Administrators.

Go ahead. , *

STATEMENT. OF HAROLD PATTERSON, SUPERINTENDENT, SPAR-
TANBURG, S.C., REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN. ASSOCIATION
-OF SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS
Dr. PA'PTERSOW. Mr. Chairman, after hearing this today, I think I

am a bit more optinistid than some of the speakers, and I may have
to intersperse some things into my comments because I think they
need to be said.

One is, I would like to take Professor Roy back with me to South
Carolina. I am very intrigued with what he had to say.

Jam also here as a member of the AASA Committee on Federal.
Policy and Legislation, and as president-elect of the South Carolina
Association of School Administrators [SCASA]. In those capacities I
have heard from many other school administrators concerning the
need to improve instruction in the areas of math and science. At
the January meeting of the AASA Committee on Federal Policy
and Legislation, we discussed the need to improve math and SCP
ence instruction at great length. Thus the hearing on I.R. 30
today, and subsequent days, is very timely.

We applaud the efforts of the chairman, the committee, and
other Members of Congress to address this growing problem.

While Congress is considering this new legislation, AASA be-
lieves it is important to maintain a perspective on the Federal role
and Federal interest in education. A Federal interest in education
has traditionally been defined as including those areas which affect
the entire Nation and where the entire Nation has a stake in the

, outcome. One such area.,is certainly instruction in math andosci-
ence at the elementary, secondary, and postsecondary areas.

The economy is Changing rapidly and in the next century the
major industry and source of employment will be the generation,
storage, and transmission of information and people employed in
that information society will need different skills and knowled
than workers have needed in the past. Some of those skills
knowledge concern improved education in math and science.
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However, a word of cautio' is necessary. Dr. Rey Forbes of the
Education Commission of the States has Worked with seholars and
industrial leaders to identify skills that future workers will need,
and his conclusion 14' that critical thinking and evaluation skill's
are'more necesary than simply improving students' 'ability in math
and science. AASA urges this committee not to be part of a stain:.
pede to alter the curriculum in ways that will not be beneficial to
our students in making cAtreer choices.

Therefore, we thank you, Mr. Chairman and your cqsponsors, for
introducing H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics and Science Edu
catten bill. In fact, we are approaching an emergency situation in
many school districts in math and science education, However, the
use of the word "emergency" also connotes that the funding pro-
posed in this bill is inadequate to the task of improving math and
science instruction. Because the budget deficits are so large, there
can be no contemplation of programs large enough to actually ad-
diess the total need.

The authorization for part A of H.R. 30, $250 million, is not
enough in our estimation to meet the total need. If there are ap-
proximately 50 million schoolchildren in America, that would be
only $5 per child if all the funds went directly to local education
agencies.

NEA std six, they probably are right. I have been thinking
about that since she said that.

Because funds are limited AASA recommends that the commit-
tee consider targeting the funds to needy school districts for specif-
ic purposes. First, we recommend that the funds be targeted direct-
ly to local education agencies. We do that because the research
shows that if inservice education is goirig to work, teachers have to
buy into that process. Teachers know what they need better than I
know what they need as a superintendent of schools, and better
than the Federal or. State Governments. So the inservice programs
have to be tailored to the needs of the teachers.

Second, we recommend that the funds support only two goals:
First, to increase the supply of teachers in math and science and,
second, to upgrade the skills and knowledge of teachers currently
in the field: There are several ways to meet our short-term needs
for an adequate pool of qualified teachers for math and science.

First, to retrain teachers from other areas who are losing their
jobs because of a decline in student enrollment; second, to review
the pool of substitute teachers and other persons qualified to teach
but who are not currently teeching; third, to provide incentives to
undergraduate and graduate students to train as math and science
teachers and actually go into the classroom instead of industry;
fourth, to work with the business community to identify qualified
and interested personnel from the private sector to teach on a part-
time or a full-time basis in the classroom and to provide teachers
with summer employment to cover the salary differential between
industry and education; fifth, to structure teacher certification in
the math and science areas to account for differentiated qualifica-
tions.

Right now you have to have 24 to 39 hours of science to teach
general math. That seems to me to be a bit unusual. We might not
have as much shortage If we could target people' to teach the sub-
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jects which they can do best. So' we need to-look very Much at how
we certify in differentiation. As a matter of fact, we do that in the
area of science.

'Because the amount of money available is relatively small, it
seems that spending funds on curriculum development, or curricu-
lum analysis is an. inefficient .use of these 'funds, because the cur- .

riculuM, no matter how good, is no better than the person provid-
ing. thb instruction. Therefore, funds should be used to develop the
most important element in the instructional process, the teacher.

The corollary to these recommendations is that not every district
should receive the same amount of funds.

I comeAom an unusual district. For example, my district cur-
rently belle no math teachers.or science teachers on emergency per-
tificat6. In fact, we have an excess of applicants in math and cer;,
taro science areas, that is, biology and general science. However,'
that is not true all over the State of South Carolina. There are
some districts in South Carolina in which a majority of the schools
have in excess of 10 percent of the total faculty teaching on per-
mits or emergency,certificates. Those districts need a greater pro-
portion of the funds than my district.

The task in Spartanburg is to assure an adequate long-te
supply of math and science teachers and to provide funds to u
grade .the skills and knowledge of -teachers currently in the
room. Therefore, AASA urges the committee to consider targ g
not only on the basis of the number of disadvantaged 'clul en,
which is a very reasonable criterion, but also the number of teach-
ers on emergency certificates or teaching out of their field as crite-
ria for distributing funds.

As an aside, we have just done two studies in South Carolina re-
ported to the State Board of Education 1 week ago last Friday. In
the math area, we had last year certified 50 math teachers that
were graduates of-colleges or universities in State. We had 57 that
were certified, issued certificates, that were from outside of the
State. The interesting thing about that, of that 107, only 42 went
into teaching. A third more of the out-of-State graduates went in
than did the. State education graduates.

Let me speak specifically about our high school.
We currently have 12 math and science teachers who could

remain with our district from 1 to 25 years. We have an advanced
placement biology teacher that will probably retire next year. Now
that may be difficult for us. But right now, out of our 19, they are
teaching a total of 1,195 students, that is 53 percent of our high
schools. Now, please be reminded that does not include basic math,
general science, earth sciencewe have another title that has a
number of sections which is less than the algebra 1 track.

We also offer computer scie e, and plan to this next year have
an advanced placements

to
r science. But these youngsters

are going from Algebra 1 to adv ced placement classes in physics,
chemistry, biology, and calculus, hich is a 5-year course. If we are
to retrain these teachers, we ust 'raise salaries, enhance, the
image, of teachers, and reestablisli, the importance of education in
developing the potential of the young people of this Nation.

I believe Congressman McCurdy, I would invite him to. Spartan-
burg High School, and any of you. But before you believe that
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American education is AO 'bad as some comments that have been
made here today, and' including Math and science, the next time
you are in your district visit a high school and visit some math-and
science classes. The are not as bad as I have hoard stated here
today. We have diffe'ulty, but not nearly what I have heard here
today.
a I 'challenge yoUito get into a few of those' classes and see if we

don' have so e:,.Competent teachers doing an exCellent job of
teac ing math?' rid science. Again, over the State of.South aroli-
xf/n / we ha people with minimal skills, even, those who were not
f ly cert' leclY were teaching math and .science. So we really need

be sur ofAvliat we are - doing.
The bill, should allow school districts the latitude to provide in-

/ ervice triOng within the district, to acquire inservice training
'From coOktia, or colleges, or to simply pay tuition for individuals
. to further their, education.

IikteiTilS of assuring a future supply of teachers, the congression-
I scholarship mentioned in part B of H.R. 30 is one method. An-

'oth44,'nfethod would be a loan forgiveness program which should be
Aellided in H.R. 30, although there are administrative problems

#11.that approach.
"'third method, which AASA favors, would be a direct grant
school districts to persons who would train to teach math or

4ance. The retraining and development grants might be Timed
41.ft,k 30 or its sponsors, similar to other Federal grant pro-
grams.

We have to establish some prestige back to education. Teachers
have to hitve some prestige restored. The great majority of them
are better than the public press which they receive.

Who weuVreceive the grants? Recipients could include students
in ,undergraduate school, persons who have a college degree who
would like to becoMe math, or science teachers, persons who cur-
rently teach in another area who would like to teach science, or
math or persons who have lost their jobs during the current reces-
sion.

The pool of recently unemployed' is mostly blue collar but the
educational potential of that pool is enormous. One can reflect on
the post-World War II era and the GI billcwhich allowed many per-
sons who, had never planned to go to college to receive a college
degree: The academic records of these students offer substantial
proof that the blue-collar worker pool has significant untapped edu-
cational potential. Extra effort should be made to attract women
and minorities into this grantiorograrci.

At the last meeting of the ;USA Federal Policy and Legislation
Committee, we heard that black colleges' in the South which had
traditionally provided large numbers of teachers were no longer
supplying a significant number, As a matter of fact, it could be
stated they are supplying an insignificant number. This has poten-
tial for long-term negative impact, especially in urban schools with
the largest majority of minority students.

H.R. 30 should encourage small school systems to work together
in consortia and/or with the StatdOepartment of Education to pro-
vide training and to provide an adequate long-term supply of math
and science teachers. AASA suggests that Congress encourage such
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cooperation by not making grants to schools or combinations of
schools with the enrollment below 1,000.

Evaluative criteria should be included in H.R. 80, and those crite-
ria should be related to the goals of the bill. Thus, AASA urged
that the supply Iof math and science teachers and the upgrading of
skills and knowledge of current math and science teachers be the,
basis for judging the success of H.R. 80. .' ', p '

Some May call for an increase in the ,number of units in math
and science as a basis for judging the success of a math and science
program.'That approach will introduce new expenses to schools be-
cause new science requirements require new labor and equipment.
For example, adding one science credit to the graduation require-

'ments of the Jefferson County, Colo., schools necessitated building
a new lab in every high school in the district.

AASA further believes that this committee should support sec-
tion 624 of H.R. 30 which directs the National Institute of Educa-
tiontion to study the, area of math and scienc4 to determine how many
math and science teacherg are required, what curriculum deficien-
cies exist in math and science, and to. determine how computer and
communications technology works best and with what students and
academic areas. .

Finally, for any advances to be mgde in American education,
Congress must recognize education as eie priority and avoid estab-
lishing the teaching of math and science as the priority. For the
past' several years, although Congress has been active on education
legislation, education certainly has not been a, priority either of the .
Congress or this administration. One of the key elements of the
survival of our Nation is an educated citizenry. Congress cannot
afford to ignore education. This does not necessarily mean massive
infusions of new money, it does require the consideratiod of the
role of education in the development of national fiscal, industrial,
and defense policies.

Thank you for the opportunity to address this committee. I will
be happy to answer any questions you may have.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Patterson. I pre-
sume you agree with the National Association of Secondary School
Principals that .the funds should be channeled directly to the local
school districts instead of going through the chief State school offi-
cers; am I correct?

Dr. PATI'ERSON. Yes, sir, I do. I would also say, Mr. Chairman,
Mr. Thomson served in a school which I served there prior to his
going. I served in one high school in Alabama, one district in South
Carolina, and another district cur ently that has for years provided
summer incentives, summer wor ops, and we currently have at
least five teachers who will be do' g,,,,that this summer. It is not
unusual for that to occur in many schools throughout the country,
but we all have money problems, as you pointed out, so this ;would
be an incentive for us.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Thomson stated we had the infractruc-
ture already in place. We would not have to set up any new agen-
cies at the State level or anything else. They could serve as they do
in title I, with the funds flowing. through the State agency to the
local State districts. .
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Dr. PArrgasoN. Yes, sir, I do of want to pick on the States. We
do n6t want any Inore Federal; either.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. G ing.
Mr. GOODLING. I thank everyone for being so patient this morn-

ing. I am sorry that'any colleagues took so much of your time. The
testimony that you offered gives us a lot of food for thought. As I
indicated from the beginning I got on the legislation as a start, not
that we had some kind of proposal that was ideal, but that/this was
a place to start to begin the testimony.

Mr. Thomson, when you said you do not want to get into the
business of a differential in salary, I trust that you were no includ-
ing a performance incentive in that statement. If so, I wolibgoing to
ask Miss Futrell for her organization to provide some leadership to
keep good teachers in the field. Contrary to what some of my col-
leagues think, their salary is not the only reason they leave. There
are many other reasons. Part of the reason they leave is btcause
Joe Blow next to them does not teach much but gets the same
salary they get. You do not want to say math teachers get such and .

such as a starting salary and science teachers something else?
Mr. THOMSON. That is correct, sir.
Mr. GOODLING. I want to also me that Professor Roy did not

mention this, but I want to mentiolrir liZHe is from the Pennsylva-
nia State University, and I.want to mention it to show you that we
are No. 1 in more than football, and I think he is a prime example
of that.

I do not have any specific questions because, as I said, I want to
digest all the suggestions and ideas that you have as to how we can
better write this particular piece of legislation, keeping in mind the
limited funds that will be available so that we can make sure that
when we report it out, it is not just something that has mhss sup-
port. As you people pointed out by your testimony, whenever we
try to bring a consensus, it is a very difficult thing to do. We want
to bring out the best piece of legislation we can. I think that all of
your testimony will certainly help us to do that, and I appreciate
it.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. William
Mr. WiwAiris. Thank you, Mr. Ch an.
I appreciate hearing the testimony from most of you. I apologize

to a couple of you for having to visit with some constituents in the
pther room during your testimony.
\ Mrs. Futrell, I bring greetings from John Board, your colleague
in Montana, and my friend.

We all agree that this problem is one that ought to be on the.
Federal agenda. We do not quite agree on the solution. It should be
on. the Federal agenda, we are An agreement with that. I am going
to have an amendment to this bill to solve what I think is ais
part and parcel of our problem e. I believe there is an insuffi-
cient understanding among the pub of the value of math and sci-
ence curricula, an inadequate apprec tion of the importance of ap-
propriate math and science education, excellence in math and sci-
ence instruction, and of the role played by mathematicians and sci-
entists in our society. My amendment will require the expenditure
of a givengum of money for the purpose of trying to heighten the
public's awareness of the values of math and science and the neces-
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sity of first-class math and science 'instructors. Mr. Roy, if that 1
percent is going to float or perhaps be the shock absorbers, the
other 99 percent needs a full awareness and apprecitition of *the
value of math and science, and perhaps one of the reasons that we
have come to this dilemma is because the public has not pushed us
to stop it from happening. I am hopeful that when you see my
amendment, and I will see that each of you have a copy of it within
the next few days, you will be able to lend your support to it.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Let me comment. Of course, if the public is

unaware of the math and science inadequacies in thiS country, es-
pecially in our schools, it is really difficult for me to believe that
they do not realize the full consequences of the inadequacy of these
courses. We have, been on this problem since 1958 with the Nation-
al Defense Education Act. We have deviated to some degree in the
sixties, when we tried to cover the waterfront with the National
Defense Education Act, broadening the programs to include the hu-
manities and everything else. But with such little funds here, and
Mr. Williams, I just dont know. if this is an appropriate -use, I have
got nothing against the wisdom of spending any money to advertise
the necessity in what we are trying to do throughout the country. I,
think every local educational agency is fully aware of it, and if the
leaders are not aware of it, this country is in terribly bad shape
anyway. If we had money, I would certainly afford to see some of it \

used in this way, but we are penny-pinching here in this thing \
anyway. Maybe Mr. Miller may know more about it than Carl Per-
kins. Let us let the gentleman from Brookings Institution
comment.

Mi. ROY. 11/9./ Chairman, may I suggest that the public is not as
sophisticated as the chairman of the Education and Labor Commit-
tee. The Members of Congress are aware of national needs, and I
am afraid that Mr. Williams is on the right track in saying that if
the public were made aware, they would generate the funds at
every level, they would do the pushing in order that we could get
the kind of attention.

Let me cite data from this morning's television program. The
taco industry of the United States, the Mexican fast food chain in-

. dustry increased to $1.25 billion in the last 2 or, 3 years. We have
among economists and the general 'public- an awareness that any
source of employment is equal to any other source. I submit as a
technologist, as somebody working in science policy, that the public
has gotten a very skewed view of the economic and technological
base of the Nation, and I. think that anything we can doI am
sure it is not. going to take millions of dollars, but the whole con-
nection of society's health with its technological base

Chairman PERKINS. The question is, is it worth it?
Mr. ROY. Beg pardon?
Chairman PERKINS. With the shortage of funding, is it worth $20

million to advertise?
Mr. ROY. I hope it would not be advertising. I hope it will be ma-

terial which goes into the high schools, as science, technology, and
society. The children's parents who see that connection, instead of
being baffled by the mathematics which the kids bring back-
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Chairman Piciims. What do the chief State school officers think
about it?

Mr. RAYNOWIL Mr. Chairman, I have been breathless about the
business of getting into an argument about whexe the money goes.
I would like to restate a view that I feel very Strongly about. If the
Association of School. Administrators or the principals or the teach-
ers are deeply concerned that Bailie of the money will get stuck in a
growing bureaucracy at the State l("ivel, I would like to make a sug-
gestion along those linesI made two in my testimonyto avoid
the concern that this is, just going to fill up a Nireaucilttic kind of
need; hiring more people, et cetera.

My.concernAS that in my State the great majority of the school
districts have fewer than 1,000 children. That meansand, this is
characteristic of many parts of the Nationif you .get $3,000 in
that district and yini have the option of doing the five things that
are listed as a range of concerns, including buying sonic equip-
ment, my real concern is that that may not really impadt very
highly. Likewise, a per capita distribution of dollars irons any of
our perspectives in effect going to Spartanburg where the gentle-
man says that the need for science and math teachers is not as
great as in some other areas of South Carolina does not impact
well.

So our two suggestions were, careful targeting of ways which will
,leverage. other money, $250 million we have all agreed is not
enough. So we need that as our No. 1 aim aside from all these
other issues. If there should be concern about the growing bureauc-
racy at the State leVel, I would piit a proviso on the bill that none
of the State funding can be used for the hiring of personnel, only
for the distribution toward ,grants and workshops, institutes, those
kinds of things. There would be an advantage for many of our
smaller communities if they had an incentive to -meet -with each
other and the State try to be the- convenor without adding to the
bureaucracy, those districts.getting $3;000--.

Chairman PERKINS. What is NEA's position?
Ms. FUTRELL. Let me respondI think in 1957 Sputnik -catapult-

ed us into the national crisis dealing with science and technology
and where we were dealing with that whole issue. My personal
opinion is that we probably would not get very far by spending $20
million orradvertising. I would prefer to see the money go into the
program so that it goes back to the schools and that the children.
and the teachers will receive it. I think the best advertising we can
get, and we got some of it last night, and it was about time, was
when the President included it in his statement and let the public
know, those watching, that we are facing a crisis in this particular
area. So my preference would be, and NEA has not seen this, so I
am speaking as an individual, put the money into the bill and use
it to help the children and help the students.

Chairman PERKINS. The Association of Secondary Principals,
what is your view?

Mr. THoidsoN. The public is more aware of the problem today
than 2 years ago. Every time you read about Japanese stealing
IBM secrets, that has raised the level of awareness on the part of
the public, but I do not think the public is as aware as it should be.
We are halfway, two-thirds of the way there, I do not know how
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far, but substantially along the way. It see i to mu that the pri-
vate nector.has a role Item Many people acrons the country, WM-
.ential people, receive annual reports from business and industry.
Perhaps the chiefexecutive officers of the corporations of the coun-
try ought to be talkitg'about this problem. Maybe some kind of
matching giant basin where private sector would put in as well as
the public sector. But by and large I think that the media has done
a goodjob of bringing this situation home to everyone.

Chairman PERKINS. As a public service for the Nation?
Mr. THOMSON. Yes..
Chairman Pritxtivs. Dr. Patterson.
Dr.' PArrEasoN. I see two different things. Advertising, I would

not want to spend that much money, but .I believe Professor Roy is
talking' about a different kind of an aw ness program or an
impact on curriculum. If we' are talking a ut .funing acme math
and science with the society realm, which I understoW him to say,.
I think there may be some need to do that. I do not know how
much moneY" would 'be needed to do that, but there probably is
something that heeds to be done with that.

Again, what the perception of the public about schools is simply
revolves around their child or children. One of our major problems
today is we aro down to where there are only 30 percent of adults
with children in schools. Wo are dealing with the patron question
where 70 percent out there do not have any involvement: They
not know what is going on, what schools are doing. If they perceive
itwe' all tend to perceive things in their worst light. We are criti-
ca of each other. That is .why I do not want to argue here about
whore things ought to go. We believe that there is not ehough
money and the impact has to be on teacherS. It cannot be on dis-
tricts or students, it has to be on teachers, because that is our cru-
cial issue.

Now curriculum, basiCally we have good math and science cur-
ricula. We can go back too, we still use certain pieces of curriculum
developed in 1958. Who does not use in some honor classes BSES,
and it was a part of that process. That does not mean it does not
need to be updated, too, but that can be an ongoing process. It is
not something this bill can manage in terms of the funds needed,
but I would support some.kind of fusion because I think it is neces-
sa

Chairman PERKINS: We better bring about all this public aware-
ness through public-spirited educators asking the networks and the
local radio stations and so forth to give publiCity to the value of a
program of this kind.

Dr. PATTERSON. The most logical way to get everybody's attention
is to put it on the Saturday morning cartoons. If. we can get 'some-
body to deal with that issue, we Will get it across to the youngsters
of this country.

'Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Williams. Excuse use for interrupting.
'Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, I appreciate the benefit of that interruption,

Mr. Chairman, and I will take the wisdom of the panel members
and of course the good wisdom of the chairman and assure you
that I will draft this amendment in such a way that it avoids huckL
sterism, and I will take thesuggestiOn, which is a good one, to en-
courage the privater sector to help us with dollars. I will be certain
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that the tanarahhant tamanta teachers, math and ecierwe teachers.
We will encourage the taking,advantage, an the,cliehninn has hug-
voted, of the public niedinentich as public radio Mid television. Of
course, I will accept the wisdom of Pie chairman who says $20 mil-
lion is too much and I will reduce' the amendment 'to $b
which its about 10 cents a student., leas than the price of alaco.

Chairman I ICItlitNti. All right.
Mr. Iloucherexcutie nut, the gentleman from Texas, Mr. Bart-

lett:
Mr. BA IMAM. Thank you, Mr. Chairtnan. I do have some ques-

tions. For some of us $1; million may be too much, also.
I appreciate the panel and the expertise that you provide hero

today. I urn a new member of the committee, and if you will in-
dulge me, I have several specific questions which I would like to
get in the recdrd and get your judgments on.

I assume this one would go to Mr. Itaynolds, or perhaps Mr.
Thoingon or Dr. Patterson might want to comment. In view of the
crisis and the emergency nature of the shorbige of math and sci-
ence teachers, as I recall last year sonic) $480 some -odd million wan
made available but was converted into a block grant back tq the
States. Using that block grant money and other resources do: you
have any way of quantifying how much additional funds have been
prioritized by States using those block grants into rttatli and sci-
ence?

Mr. RAYNOLDS. 'I have no way of making any nse to you
about the Nation in general. For ray State, which rtainly typi-
cal, the block grant which we took and used just segment to
the State, which we _used exactly as I suggested iot to =hire
personnel but to utilize for workshops, the amou ney that
we had, which was $200;000 roughly in the State of a ;generat-
ed a considerable amount of extra money because we used it to
make collaborative arrangements with the universities. The schools
in our State, for example, are spending $450 million, spend $5 mil-
lion per year on in-service programs. From mY perspective, much
of it is not well s ani not the person to make that kind of a
decision. They dec e that on their own.

My concern is ow do we put together the $5 million now ther
in local school b gets without 1 penny from Congress with the
$200,000 that we use to leverage some of that $5 million to put to-
gether ,projects which- we were able to get collaboration with the
ufilversity. That is the fine art of doing what we have to do, bring-
ing the various resources together and,working with them. I
cannot answer better than to say that probably the $200,000
mixingwith another $1 million from local school districts in the
State of Maine by way of example provided the basis for special
programs in such things as science, math, Engliah, the humanities,
teaching of writing, and so forth. That is what rtalk about when I
use the word "leverage."

Mr. THOMSON. Theincentive program that we acre interested in
in the last session of Congress and this session, to provide loan for-
giveness for and science majors going into teaching, and this
loan forgiveness would equal the tuition and room and board for
teachers. We estimatewe. estimate that the first year would be
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about $12 million for those entering 1 year, and after 4 rs it ,
would be approximately $48 million to $5 ('t million per year.

Mr. BARTLETT. I am aware that in my area, and I know in your
area also, school 'districts seem to be tackling rather handilyon'a
priority basisthe shortage of science and math teachers through
bringing --in private- sector. employees- and making other innova-
tions. Do you hays any way of quantifying what the school districts
that you represent have already done or are doing now?

Mr. THohtsoil.1 I do not have a figure.
Ur. BARTLEIT. I believe you have some very good recommenda-

tions in your testimony. As you read the current construction of
H.R. 30, are you suggesting that your recommendations are already
contained in the bill, that each of these recommenations such as
urging the committee to include a major Component for in-service
training and to enable administrators to purchase equipment and
to retool and to repurchase. incentives for business are permitted
under this bill the way it is constructed now?

Mr. Tnomsorq. Most are included in H.R. 30, but not all. For ex-
ample, H.R. 30 recommends I think a 10-percent forgiveness loan
or what amounts to essentially about less than one-half of the cost
situation of board and room. We suggest that full eimbursement
for board anol room be provided, for this reason, that that amount
of subsidy 'plus the salary that a teacher would get out on the job
the first year and the second year, together with the subsidy and
the salary would just about match what that person could probably
make in the private sector.

Mr. BARTLETT. Would you urge. us to construct H.R. 30 so that
when a school district receives this grant, the school district could
go and repay the tuition if they chose for new teachers, using its
own local discretion?

Mr. TIIOMSON. The individual would have to repay the loan if he
did not go into education.. The Federal Government would be re-
pa g the loan if the person did go into education.

Dr. PATTERSON. I happened to be in a committee meeting yester-
day where a teacher pointed out, she is an eighth-grade math
teacher, and she said that in order to meet new certification re-
quirements it was going to cost her $3,000 to go to school, because
she worked in the, summer and made. $1,500. She was going to have
to drive a long distince, like 100 miles either way, to get a course
required for certification. She said 'people must be dumb to think
that we are going to continue to do that when we can go to indus-
try or business and make more money than we are currently
making. That is the incentive. We need to make it attractive when
we need to upgrade skills. ,

Mr. BARTLETT. As we construct this bill, would you urge this com-
mittee to be permissive and allow school districts to use the money
to construct programs, to increase the number of math and science
teachers, to correct ,a shortage of squipment that is, just let the
school district decide how best to do that, or would you urge us to
establish specific directives on how school distritts should spend
their grant money?

Dr. PATrxxsoil. We want to target teachers, and we do want
leeway within that4realm. I personally do not believe there is
enough money to buy new equipment, because mentioning a school
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of 1,000 or a district of 1,000, you simply are not going to have
enough money to buy one computer and if you do you will not
haye software and you will not have ;3taff members .that know how
to use it, so it will become A to-y. We do not need to do that and
then be criticized for not doing valid math and science work.

Mr. THordsoN. I have made six recommendations for legislation
and did not say this, but they were in order of priority as I would
recommend them. I think the, most important step would, be to pro-
vide incentives for math and science majors to enter teaching, and
I think that the second most important step to take is for incen-
tives to remain in teaching, and that does include summer work-
shop§ and so forth as well as other forms of summer income.
( Mf. BAErrizrr. Would you structure the bill so the school district
could use this Federal money to supplement a teacher's income ,
pay additional salary?' 1-,..

Mr.. THomsoN. No; I am very much opposed.. The secondEiry
school principals of the country are opposed to having first-class
and second-class teachers. We think that they should be paid com-
parably during the school year, but we do support incentives and
additional salaries during the summer for work it l the field of sci-
ence or math.
VIr. BAErrizrr. That decision is to be made by the school district,
th

Dr. PATTERSON. We would support. that blcause we believe that
Ugh?

the money should be spent to either update skills or increase or
bring in new teachers.

Mr. BAirrizrr. Dr. Patterson; p.he wuld not let your school dis-
tricts buy equipment with that mond .Would you?

Mr. THordsoN. Yes; I disagree on at particular issue, although
it is slow- priority item for me, thel 'gher priority being recruit-
ment of teachers, training of teachers and retraining. I would place
equipment at the bottom-of the list. It is a problem, though. As
long as we all understand that then we understand there. may be
higher priorities for the money, then that is fine, but it is a prob-
lem.

Mr. BARTLETT. I thank the chairman and the panel.
Chairman. PERKINS. Mr. Boucher, go ahead.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to say that

I am very pleased that Mrs. Futrell could be with us today. When _I
first met her I was a newly elected member of the Virginia State
Senate, and she was providing very distinguished service as the
president of the Virginia Education Association. I guess I learned
education from her at that point in time. So I *ould like to join
you, Mr. Chairman, in welcoming her here today.

Chairman PEaxnqs. All right.
Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. One of the witnesses tes-

tified you have 19 teachers who would be with your school district
possibly 25 yearsdoes that mean all 19

Dr. PATTERSON. I said the 19 would average. One will retire next
year. The range is from 1 to 19, so probably the biggest problem is
the youngest teacher on my staff teaches two very competitive
courses and AP courses, and he is now being trained and will go to
school this summer to teach an AP computer: course. That is ad-
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vanced placement. As soon as he gets trained, look out. I will be
looking for another teacher, because he can is going to
offer him two or three times. See, one of the big problems -with
technology for schools now, we have hardware. Software is simply
almost nil at this point. That is one of the problems we face. If you
are- going -to -put- any - money; into the equipment-arena,- put-it-into
software development.

Mr. MILLER. Let me ask you, one of the questions I have is
whether this teacher leaves because he is going to be so well quali-
fied that industry is going to take him away from you in the pri-
vate sector. Assuming that we had these superqualified teachers
emerging from the better education system, I just wonder how
many you could absorb each year. You know, the NBA basketball
teams take 1.5 rookies. We graduate 50,000 people who would like
to play in the NBA. In a school district of "1,000 people, how many
new teachers would they absorb because of tenure loss, contractual
arrangements? It is a career, teaching, for those people who are
there. They may decide to leave, but I just wonder what we are
talking about in terms of matching part of the solution to part of
the problem.

Dr. PATTERSON. The State of South Carolina just completed that
study. We have approximately 33,000 to 35,000 teachers in the
State, and we estimate that next year we will need 170 math teach-
ers. That gives you some idea of the replacement that is going to be
needed and that probablyit may be large, because you know
small school systems and rural school systems have great difficulty
because; bey get a teacher that will come and teach for 30 years,
When t ey leave it is a real recruiting process to try to get anyone
to go, because they generally do not pay as good salaries and all
kinds of things.

Mr. MILER. The rate of turnover at which point you get 100-per-
cent turnover, it is a little like dealing with well, babies. Once the
pregnancy has started, you have a finite period of time. Children
have entered school. Now, so you have a level of time here. It
seems to me that if we wait for the superteacher with the superin-
centives to solve the problem in terms of new graduates, we are
losing children each year, and if you have thatif that is a typical
turnover, it would seem to me that the concentration of resources
as many of you have suggested is in-service training.. We have to
deal with the teachers we have nowI happen to agree, they are
better than they get credit for, but in- a political system, in an eco-
nomic system that continuously talks about the American system
where incentives drive, you on, they, have about hit the brick wall
in terms of incentives, and so I wonderwe go back to these fig-
ures in this legislation 6f $3,000 for this district oryou know
really it is a very small impact. It gets lost and we have differing
opinions,:

Then the question that was raised. by Mr. Goodling of the salary
differentials. I am very concerned that my child can read before I
am concerned they can do computers. But it seems to me we have
to talk about the system that is laid on top. I cannot change the
tenure laws, I cannot change the negotiated collective bargaining
agreements, I cannot change the politics of the district, but what I
am concerned about is that somebody, and I happen to believe
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strongly in the school-site principal, have an ability to nominate
people whom he thinks outstanding for a summer scholarship or
for 6 months away in-service training in advanced work and start
to try to make some of the roses bloom here. Just to put ,$3,000 in a
district, you can buy the Apple II and as you point out'you end up

with-no-software.-I-do-not know what -we -have done. I think Dr.
Roy's point, we need some steam--on f the things we are trying
to work in my district is if the school district can come up with
$2,500 for the summer can we get the oil refuieries in the district
to come up with the other $2,500, because this teacher will be
coming back to a voc ed program, allowing them to find people in
local districts.

Mr. MILLER. I am really concerned that we not shotgun with
very, very few resources, at least now we are talking aboutmaybe
the President's speech will help and we will get $1 billion quickly, I
doubt itthat we concentrate where we can do it with these kids.

It seems to me that loan forgiveness is very inipoitant to assure
teachers to take other teachers places, and that ought to be done
immediately, so-that students m g decisions who are already in
institutions of higher education can start working, figuring this
will be good for them for maybe 8 or 10 years.

But the concentration, it seems to me, has to be on the elemen-
tary and secondary teachers who are there. Teachers I knoi, don't
plan to retire. I read about everybody getting taken away. I am
sure the flowers are picked from among the weeds or something.
But I don't think it is the general rule.

The other thing, it seems to me, this idea of engineering. As I
understand it, having just sat down with the son making out appli-
cations to college, most of them are closed. They are running at ca-
pacity. Maybe they have had the capacity reduced because of fund-
ing problems..

But computer science programs are closed unless .yOu applied the
first week, and engineering programs are closed. That upper 1 per-
cent, I think, has already enrolled. Maybe forgiveness will get them
to go into teaching. But that doesn't seem to answer the question
for my other son, who is in junior high. I am more concerned about
the teacher that is going to be teaching him next year and the next
4 years.

To suggest that we are going to formulate this money out on
some kind of equitable basis per school district, it seems to me you
might as well drop it out of an airplane. I would love to have your
response. But I just think we have a lot of politicians running
around saying the sky is falling, and- I already see the parents
pus ng the kids.

I hink parents are already saying to young children, and young
children are becoming inters in computers, that that process is
going on. I see the universit full of engineering computer sci-
ence, computer related courses ing filled to capacity. It seems to
me that problem is being ad. .. We helm a void for the people
in the trenches who are dealing with the in-betweens, if you will.

Dr. PARSON. May I speak to that?
Mr. MILLER. Anybody.
Dr. PATTERSON. You are right. We are going to have to deal with

the current people. We are doing that already. What we could do, if
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we got some money, is do it much more quickly. As has been point -.
ed out, in Maine you have $5 million. Now, that $5 million is being
used. This is seed money. You have to understand. It will be used

The real problem is the teachtr<rthat we have 'three classes run -
ning

seed money.

ning now with a program, out of th6- sclidol district office: teaching
teachers, because we are moving into that ."Every administrator 22
going to have to go through a basic course of :understanding that,
because we don't know anything about it, we can ask tge right .
questions. So it has got to be done with major in-service 'kinds of
things.

I certainly agree, you are riot going to rock any boats with
$3,000. If you got all of the money in your state, you would not
have enough to provide very many full scholarships. There has got
to be some way that it reestablishesbut again the thing we have
got, we have spent a lot of money on bringing in the expert 50
miles away. What at we are finding in my school district is a good sci-
ence teacherlis doing a lot of in-service with other science teachers,
because that science teacher is up on that one thing that we need
at that point.

We are using the money to provide materials. We don't even pay
a consultant. We don't even pay an outsider. We use it where we
have it. Then when we have tb* we go to the State Department or
to the one, two or three universities near us, and we get the people
and pay them very minimally, to do what needs to be done.

Mr. ROY. Mr. Chairman, I would like to respond to this also.
Mr. Miller was going to throw the money out of the airplane. I

suggest what my colleague' just mentioned is a better solution.
There is one point. I studied the question of leverage in education.
One high leverage point is/in the materials.

I suggest I cannot help ,Chairman Perkins, but there is a jurisdic-
tional solution to the relationship with Mr. Fuqua, and that is in
the preparation of good /materials. You know you have no software.
You have a lot of leverage on the preparation of materials. Today
we need materials in all the-neik areas.

I want to suggest that what My colleague, Mr. Patterson said, is
termed diffusion into the curriculum. I don't want to advertise in
the newspapers. I am talking I about curriculum materials being
given to the teachers. That. is the highest multiplier we can possi-
bly get.

You get good people, b lug into them materials, which is a
national problem.

Mr. MILLER. Let me interrupt you there. I came on to this com-
mittee afterwards. have always been worried about it since then.
When the Federal GoVernment discovers a problem and puts
money into the system, you create an industry that tries to fill that
void.'

One of the things that real. concerns me is coming on after
.

with equipment. That was the big
boxes

to title I. I started, touring
schools where tape recorders Were in xes and audio visual equip-
ment and filmstrips and everything else. I don't want to go through
that again.

I don't think we can afford to, especially when there is such
promise in terms of new curriculum in this area, especially with
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respect to software. I really don't think this committee is interested
in creating an industry for the sake of creating the industry.

We are very interested in buildirtg upon some substance within
the new curriculums to be made available.

Mr. ROY. It is precisely the opposite. .I hope nobody is giving tape
_recorders_out. Our,,65ritiern-is all_public-doinain-informational-mg
terials, and by materials I Mean what is the nature acid substande
of a curriculum.

In my science, technology and society materials we have nothing
for the high. schools, .zero. The British Government has complete

_curricula. The Japanese material is complete. We have nothing.
Now, I think it should be all public, domain. I don't feel we

should create industries, I don't feel we want black boxes.
What are .we going to teach: What is the substance of ,what we

are going to teach. The software, as you say, for education, if it is
created with Federal funds I believe it should be put in the public
domain. The university professor shouldn't get any money out of it.
I feel if it is done with federal funds it should be done for the
public domain,

If the person takes the money and wants to use it, he 'should be
willing to put it into the public domain. _

Mr. BARTLETT. To follow up on that, what would this bill do? It
would redirect curriculum so the school boards would be told what
to teach, or just teach more of math 'and science?

Mr. ROY, The specific point I addressed was the new glue for in-
creasing public awareness, and I mean support, and for the high
school students and the elementary schools to retain their interest
is the subject matter field, which is brand new. It is called science,
technology, and society. It links that.

What I suggest the bill would provide, then, is provide, for the
preparation of the teaching materials, the content, the curriculum
materials. Now, when the local school board decides to use it or not
is always a local decision. That is never going to be mandated by
any group. But if the materials are not available, there is no way
they are going to use it.

Now the judgements this committee will have to make is, is my
claim, not my claim, but that of the National Science Teachers As
sociation, saying that you better have this new curriculum materi-
al. It is in the back ofmy testimony, their position statement.

I am not making this up. That is a nationally aware situation
that we have a gap us/our curriculum materials, the glue that links
the math and the physics and the computers together is how they
relate to us and society.

am saying that curricUlUm materials, teaching materials for
that area, are lacking in the United States, they are being . pre-
pared elsewhere, we should have that material; that is a Federal
responsibility, to make that kind of,stuff, nationally prepared, and
make it available.'

Mr. Biurrizrr. Mr. Chairman, if I might

BARTIX IT. Who would ordinarily prepare the curriculum for
Ms. FUTRELL. id I respond to that, please?
Mr.

this subject or o ers? ,

Mr. ROY. The material prepared and written has been prepared
by two national groups, a national group of university professors
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working' with a national group of school teachers. I think that is
the only way it can be done. So we need groups preparing, universi-
ty faculty and school teachers working together to prepare such
materials.

MS. FUTRELL I just wanted to respond that one of the things I
really -liked -about-what-I-read-in-the bill-was-the fact -that- we are
calling for an evaluation of the current situation in the various
school districts. That evaluation would be conducted by teachers
and by administrators "and members of the cornkunity. I t ink that
is very positive.

- We view this bill as a prelude. I would assume one of t major
factors we would consider is the whole area of teacher training,
those currently in the profession and those coining in, how do we
upgrade that training so those teachers are prepared to do the best

'job possible in teaching science, math, et cetera?
I had the honor of working with the Carnegie Foundation which

ust completed a study of the high schools throughout the Nation.
In that ,report they point out there is a very serious problem and
that in order to address the problem we really need to look at
teacher training, also the curriculum, what courses are required,
the materials we are using to teach the curriculum, and how we
work with the colleges and how we link the science, technology,
and math together. :

A lot of schools offer science and offer math, offer 'technology,
but is there a common linkage. We do not want the money to
simply be thrown into the school districts and no one really knows
what is going to happen; are we going to go out and buy a lot of
equipment and then not have teachers trained to use the equip-
ment? We want to make sure the whole situation is evaluated and
that wherever we go with this program, we are basing it on the
need of the school district and the needs of the community at large.

Mr. MILLER. It seems to me people perceive this is a problem at
the secondary level, if you will, the 9 through 12. Is that accurate?

Ms. Arnim.. I am a secondary teacher. I would say that it goes
into the elementary schools, and permeates the local schools and
up through the colleges. I would not say, let's just start there and
'then move forward. I would say, start at the elementary level:

Mr. MILLER. I think that, is very important, to keep our theory of
education, of educating the masses. It would seem to me that we
have got to keep one eye on the elementary teacher who hopefully
is competent enough so that the child will be able to exercise the
option when they are in high school.

One of my concerns of this problem is that we keep talking about
people who are in college, people who are in high school. I suspect
a lot of people made' decisions about science and math because -
their underlying education was not sufficient where they felt com-
fortable p g to the next rung on the ladder.

Again, trying to capture the generation, it seems to me that
some attention has got to be focused on those first 3 or 4 years in
school, so that that generation can then take advantage of the
teachers 9 through 12 who have gone- through in-service, and you
can kind of get a marriage there maybe 4, 5 years from now. It
seems to me if you don't do that, the marriage is put off until the
end of the decade and that is getting a little late.

,
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MS. FUTRELL. The Carnegie study pointed up the very issue you
raise. We do need to go back into the elementary schools and place
a major focus at the elementary level on science, math, foreign lan-
guages, technology, et cetera. I agree not only with what you are
saying but with some

Mr. You are saying we_need aid to education.
Ms. FUTRELL. Of course.
Mr. MILLER. It would seem-to me math and science will take care

of itself. Not to put down this legislation, because I think it is es-
sential. But math and science may take care of itself if we had a
good system of education. People will make logical choices accord-
ing to the demands of the marketplace, as the people on my right
say. What we don't have is the ability of the people to exercise
those options.

Ms. FUTRELL. What I am saying is that I concur with the concept
that we need to start at the elementary level. NEA as an organiza-
tion is not opposed to that. The Carnegie Foundation also pursued
that same point, that we need to emphasize the science and the
math at the elementary levels as well as the high school and col-
lege levels.

Mr. MILLER. We ought to go back to the old position, one-third,
one-third, one-third.

Mr. THomsoN. May I comment about the elementary schools.
Talking about competitiveness with other nations, we have to look
at their school system at the elementary level. For example, in the
Soviet Union, their math and science specialists are teaching at the
fouth, fifth, and sixth grade level, versus in this Nation a general-
ist teachers, maybe a teacher with one or two courses in the back-
ground.

So when we look at the whole structure of the thing you see that
our students` who are interested in math and science basically start
at a .disadvantage clear at the elementary school level. So at some
point down the track, this Nation is going to have to consider
whether it will need to move science and math specialists down
further in the school system than we now currently are operating.

Mr. MILLER Anybody else?
Thank you very much. I am sure this panel has stimulated all of

those who will testify after you this week. Thank you for your time
and preparation.

The committee will reconvene tomorrow, at 9:30 to continue
these hearings.

[Whereupoii, at 1:20 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at
9:30 a.m., Thursday, January 27, 1983.]
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HEARINGS ON MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
EDUCATION

Part 2

THURSDAY, JANUARY 27, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITPICE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,.

Washington, L) C
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:40 -a.m., in room 217

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Mario Biaggi, presiding.
Members present: Representatives Perkins, Biaggi, Miller, Weiss,

Kildee, Kogovsek, Boucher, Erlenborn, Goodling, Roukema, Gun-
derson, Bartlett, and Packard.'

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy L. Kober, legisla-
tive specialist; Richard

F.,
minority senior legislative asso-

ciate.
Mr. BIAGGI. The meeting is called to order.
This morning, the Committee on Education and Labor is continu-

ing hearings on H.R. 30, The Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act.

This legislation authorizes1300 million. for fiscal year 1984 and
such stuns as may be necessary for fiscal year 1985 for programs to
upgrade mathematics and science education and to address teacher
shortages in these subjects.

The bill would provide funds to local school districts for elemen-
tary and secondary programs of in-service teacher training and
modernization of mathematics and science instruction.

At the postsecondary level, H.R. 30 authorizes congressional
scholarships to encourage students to become mathematics and sci-
ence teachers in other activities.

I feel strongly that improving mathematics and science education
programs ought to be a priority of the 98th Congress. I am also
glad to hear the President say that it will be a priority of the ad-
ministration's this year.

Chairman Perkins will be returning shortly and in the interim,
we will proceed.

Mr. Goodling. iv

Mr. GOODLING. I have no comments at this time.
Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, sir, no comments.
Mr. B/AGGI. The first witness will be Hon. John' J. LaFalce, a

Member of Congress_ from' the State of New York.
(123)
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STATEMENT OF HON. JOHN J. baFALCE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Mr. LAFAacz. Thank you very much, 1Vjr. Chairman, it is really
an honor for me to be appearing before this committee today, and, I
want to applaud you and Chairman Perkins, Congressmen Simon
and Gooding, and really all the members of the committee, for the
work they have done so far on H.R. 80, theCEniergency Mathemat-
ics and Science Education Act. 't.

Rather than read from my prepared text, I would ask unanimous
consent to have the entire text included in the body of the record.

Mr. BIAGGI. Without objection, so ordered.
Mr. LAFALcz. And then let me just speak off the cuff very briefly

about 5 minutes and then you can hear the experts. I honestly be-
lieve that there is no issue more important in Congress right now
than addressing the educational deficiencies in the United States,
particularly in mathematics and sciences and forei,gn languages.

How we should do it is extremely debatable. Whether we should
do it cannot be debatable. Whether we should doIt immediately,
and with a large program, should not be debatable.

Yesterday I was elected chairman of the Subcommittee on Eco-
nomic Stabilization: I am extremely worried about the economic
future of the United States of America. Last night I went to a lec-
ture, Co essman Weiss was there, too, and the author of a best -
selling k right now, Megatrends, was there, John Naisbitt. He
said, it is not so much that we are in a recession or a depression,
he said, we are facing a revolution within our economy. We are
going from an industrial society to a service, a technological, an in-
formation age.

Now, one does not have to believe everything he has to say, but
there still is tremendous truth in that statement, maybe not totally
true, but there is tremendous truth there.

In my prepared statement, I would quote from a management
expert, Peter Drucker, who says that within 25 years, the propor-
tion of the American work force employed in manufacturing will
decline from approximately 20 percent today to as low as 5 to 10
percent.

Now, where will those jobs go? Well, I think they are going to go
into fields that will require a tremendous amount of expertise in
mathematics and science.

I could go on and on with the facts. Your committee and subcom-
mittee have probably received them ad nauseum. Yet, we have not
been addressing the problem. The lowering of the SAT scores over
the past decade or so; except perhaps for a minor stop this past
year, some horror stories about teacher illiteracy, the brain drain
that is existing, the inability to get adequate teachers, satisfactory
teachers in the math and the sciences and to keep them.

We need a massive, and yet a selective program, to address this
ptoblem. As we had the National Defense FAucation Act of 1958, I
think we should have the National Defense Education Act of 1983.
As Sputnik scared us, what made us move, made act, we ought
to be frightened out of our wits today at the dec productivity
rate in the United States. We ought to be frighten unbelievably
by the ascendency of other countries in the international market-
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place and the descendency of the United States insofar as interna-
tional competition is concerned. We ought to resolve to correct
that.

On my Economic Stabilization,, ubcommittee, I intend to do all
that I can within the powers of that subcommittee. But this com-
mittee, your committee, has to address the educational components
of that agenda. That is perhaps the' most important component of
the entire agenda.

What do we do? Well, you have got one approach here: I would
caution you, although we need fast action, it does not have to be
this week, it does not have to.be this mont It ought to be careful
action, it qught to be this year, but let's no act precipitously just
for the saltie of action.

Some other caveats. The President Tuesday night said, let's have
block grant money going to the States. I am 1.)ery wary of that.
Why? Because you don't know what the States 'Will do' with the
money given for math and the sciences?

We do not know that that money will suppleme;h the existing
programs; they might supplant them. Money is very fungible. And
the money that was already being used for math and science could
be used someplace else.

Mr. BIAGGI. Reinforce your concern, excuse me. Reinfoice your
concern about that. It is a valid concern to this committee,\and I
was a member of the committee at the time we interviewed \five
mayors who testified on behalf of major cities in our country whin
the CETA was under consideration. The members of this commit/7
tee expressed the same concern.

Would they be using those funds that CETA provided to supple-
ment or p p 1 an t? Each of them assured this committee that those
funds would be used to supplement.

The fact remains, and bitter experience reveals, that each of
them used those funds to supplant.

Mr. LAFALCE. Mr. Chairman, Congressmen are not expert about
very many things because we must be generalists rather than spe-
cialists. I suppose if we .are expert about anything, though, it might
be human behavior, because one thing we are pretty good at is
being politicians; we understand human behavior.

The only way we are going to make sure that a Federal program
or a State program supplements, rather than supplants, is to write
it into the law. It must be written into the law.

We must insure two things: That there are improvements in
math and sciences: quantitatively and qualitatively within the
United States. The mechanism to assure that must be in the law. If
it is not, the'bill does not deserve passage.

And something else. Teachers are so important and yet u get a
really good teacher of math or science, and that person i going to
be able to get a job outside of the teaching professio ause he is
going to be able to get double the money.

We are going to have to pay our math and science teachers more
money than other teachers. This might bring us into conflict with
..wt..gns, I do not know, maybe not. But wstjust cannot give money
wi out some strings attached.
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If we are going to keep our math and science teachers in the
classrooms, we are going to have to pay them more and it is going
to have to bonoro than other teachers are paid.

Peoplwart1 going to say, this is discrimination. My answer is, yes,
that" fe what life is all about, discriminating, discerning. That is
what we must do.

There are a, whole slew of other things, but
Mr. BiAaw. \If I may, on that point, you make the point, I think

what you really\ intend is .to provide some incentive to encourage
math teachers, one, and two, to have them retained in the educa-'
tional system.

Mr. LAFALCE. Correct.
Mr. BiAaci. The Method in which we do that has not been deter-

mined as yet. The proposal you suggest will produce exactly what
you said it might, resistance from the labor unions, and ultimately,
if we are to pursue that -proposal with math and science teachers
obtaining more salaries, there will be an attempt on the part of
labor unions to close that gap so there will be no differentiation.

What has been suggested by others, and this is the second day of
those hearings, people testified, yesterday, is that we provide those
math and science teachers with an opportunity to earn more
money. That would be to have them work during the summer peri-
ods, as well as perhaps provide same. fellowships for them. In any
event, incentives should be produced.

Mr. LAFALCE. There are many approaches that can be taken.
They are not mutually exclusive. We'can provide Incentives during
this summer. We can provide additional stipends during the regu-
lar year. We can offer loans which would be forgiven based upon
the length of service that one provides:in the clavromn.

For example, if we give a loan to study math sciences, and an
individual teaches 1 year, we could forgive one-seVenth of the loan,
and for 2 years, two-sevenths, it could be one- eighth or one-tenth,
too, depending upon the period of time.

I think Representative McCurdy has a / arralong those linestbill
and I am a cosponsor of' it. We ought also to consider giving incen-
tives for school boards to experiment with longer school years. We
do not -have to rely upon the agrarian economy that we had in the
19th century to guide us in our education system as we approach
the 21st century. I think we can have a longer school year and not
have an intellectual vacation for 3 months. Not that we should,
mandate that, but perhaps we should provide incentives for experi-
mentation.

Mr. Chairman, that will conclude any official remarks I have to
make. You have the entire text of my prepared remarks. I would
be pleased to either answer questions or have you go on to the
other expert panelists..

[Prepared statement of Congressman john LaFalce follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OP HON. JOHN J. LAFALCE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS

FROM THE STATIC or NNW Yoax

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee on Education and Labor, it is a
lemur* to speak before you this morning on a subject of great concern. I applaud

- Chairman Perkins and the Committee for your aggressive approach to the issue of
deficiencies in the mathematics and science training given our young.naving devel-

.
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()pod a deep interest in this issue, I hope to share a fow choice thoughts with you
this morning.

The problems confronting our nation dentinal it national a mroacli. Reliance on
piecemeal approaches has brought us this critical Jtincture; irther reliance, eel«.+ -
dally the midst of state and local overimunit financial crisis, will .guarantee a
worsened educational picture. I lipid d Chairman Perkins, my (tot! (Heads rued
Simon'and Bill (loodlittg and other embers for their work on Ii.lt. 30, '"ch. Emer-
gency Mathematics and 'Science Klacittion Act," I ant a cweponsor of that bill and'
hope that' it receives widespread support in the lloutie.

I wish to briefly explore two subjects in thin morning. First, I will give you it few
of my thoughts on the national educational problems that deserve immediate atten-
tion. Second, I will share it few thoughts on how we might address therm problems
legislatively.

Over theeptutt several yearn, I have spent a good deal of my time on productivity-
related issue, In the course of that work, it has become clear to mo that the work-
force of the ftiture will4be required to have different skills than our current work-
force. Specifically, tomorrow's workers will need increased math, science and techni-
cal training.

Management expert Peter Drucker estimates that within 25 years, the proportion
of the American workforce employed in manufacturing will decline from approxi-
mately 20 percent to as low as 6 percent or 10 cent. At the same time, however,
demand for other Jobe will increase. Members f e American Electronics Associ-
ation estimate that by 1986 they will have now job flings for 140,000 paraprofes-
sionals in such areas as engineering assistance an laser technicians, and for at
least 110,000 professionals, in such poeitions. as engineers and computer analysts,
The United States Department of Labor - estimates that between 1918 and 1990, the
demand for professional and technical' workers will increase 19 percentor almost
2.7 million new 4ob openings.

The handwriting is on the, New jobs in our economy will not be found in the
traditional manufacturing and heavy industrial sectors; the "brawn" industries will
be supplanted by the "brain" industries. While I intend to actively pursue moans to
help our basic industries regain their economic health, we must prepare our nation
for a new, highly technological age. The question that remains is the degree of our
preparedness.

The work of this Committee and other interested foundations, associations, and
research centers indicates that the United States has a poor, indeed weakening,
foundation on which to build a technological future. The National Commission on
Excellence in Education has been told a series of horror stories during its existences
ranging from declining SAT scores to teacher illiteracy. The most bizarre stories
have usually received headline coverage. Buried deep in most analyses of national
educational problems, after the stories about classroom violence and SAT scores, are
the hard, cold facts about declining levels of training and comprehension in the
maths and sciences.

A report by the NationalScience Foundation and Department of Education enti-
tled "Science and Engineering Education for the 1980's and Beyond" has noted. that:

After the 10th grade, only about one of three students takes chemistry and only
one in seven studies physics;

One-half of all U.S. high school students take no mathematics or science beyond
the 10th. grade and only one-half of the students entering college have had any
major exposure to math or the physical sciences beyond the 10th grade.

The American student's counterpart in the Soviet Union will face a much differ-
ent education regimen. All Russian high school graduates must have 2 years of cal-
culas, 5 years of physics, 4 years of chemistry, 6 years of biology, 1 year of astron-
omy, 3 years of mgchanical drawing, and 10 years of workshop training.

In early 1982; the National Commission on Excellence in Education was told that: ._
A survey 'of the 50 state science supervisors in 1981 indicated that over 75% of the

states are experiencing a "critical stortage" or "shortage" of physics, chemistry, and
mathematics teachers at the secondary level; and
. Up-to-date curricula in science appropriate for students not planning a career in

science are in very short supply.
This Committee has, as a result of prior hefirings, a wealth of documentary evi-

dence to supplement these few statistics I hai,e noted. The point that is well evi-
denced is the growing disparity between job-skills requirements for the balance of
the 20th Century and the training our youth are receiving. The challenge before the
Congress is how best to encourage the rapid improvement in training across our
'land.
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I believe lilt DO is good starting point fur the Congtesee'a work on this issue. Its
broad approach, encompassing elementary, secondary, and pesstsecondary hiltietthee,
is needed; for the problein creasers all levels of education and thus a solution must do
likewise.

flaying dismissed the issue of nstloael legislation t estlelreee this problem with
education hauler* from New York Mate and from other parts of the country, -I do
with to suimeet that the Onninittee co/Alder an alternative to is simple formula
method for distributing funds to school districts under the elementary and second -
ary portion of the bill. While I do not with to bunion either local or state ochoe`il
systems with unneceseary red tape, I believe that all or most, of the funding ought
to be contingent on the demonstrated achleiernent of certain established stantela.
If we are to provide a national. program for notional improvement of student gain-
ing inruch specific areas tiAl the maths and science's, we ought to require districts
receiving federal funds to have programs ready and capable of using those funds to
help our children learn these *kills. While I favor giving local officials flexibility, I
also believe that minimum standards will provide en incentive for tardy school dis-
tricts to speed up their work on these programs.

In the area of elementary and secondary education, I also believe the Committee
ought to examine the benefits of encouraging, through the availability of federal
funds, changes in curricula and school year pram to enhance the training proc-
ess. In the area of curricula, I hope that one ouWoct that will be explored 10111130 the
availability of biology, chemistry, and physics caution at different intellectual levels.
If we are to train large numbers of your youth in theme programs, we must take into
account different capabilities. School districts ought to be encouraged to take this
piegreasive and practical approach. In.the Ova of school year programs, I believe
we ought to encourage experimentation in the length of the school year. Our cur-
rent tradition of 9 months in school and 3 months out for an "intellectual holiday"
is based on the needs of an agrarian society. School districts that wish to rearrange'
that outdated process and use a new program to emphasize the maths and sciences
deserve to be encouraged. These are but two examples of my larger point: minimum
standards, when combined with Incentives for experimentation, can provide long-
term benefits for our national educational needs. We will save money waited on un-
organized, hastily-conceived programs and encourage experimentation that may pro-
vide us with now answers to these challenging problems.

In the area of poetsocondary education, I heartily endorse H.R. 80's provisions
dealing with scholarships for college students and for teacher education programs. I
have also co-sponsored Representative Dave McCurdy's bill, H.R. 6776 in the 97th
Congress, which would provide loans to college students who intend to pursue ca-
reers as math, science, or related field . teachers. This bill would forgive a portion of
the loan for each year the student serves as a certified teacher in the public schools.
If we truly wish to encourage outatimding students to pursue -these.careers, the
minimum we can do,is help pay for their Increasingly high college education bills.

To assist teachers in their efforts to keep pace with changes in classroom hnol-
ogy, new curricula, and other matters, I suggest that the Committee der
making funds available for inservice training during the school year as w II as
during the summer months. If our math and scienf:e teachers are to adapt to new.
trends and grow intellectually, "continuing education" can not and should not wait
for the summer break. We have to break our traditional patterns of addressing 1
these issues, for the challenge facing us is growing with each month and each year.

I thank the Committee for devoting several days to hearings on specific legislation
so early in the new Congress. It is a reflection, I believe, of the seriousness of the
problem and your resolve to address it as soon as possible. I hope that these few
observations have been useful. Because of my interest in and work on productivity
and jobs-skills issues, I have a limited expertise that I wish to offer to the Commit-
'tee during its work on legislative alternatives.

In his superb book, Excellence, John Gardner noted that "we cannot hive islands
of excellence in a sea of slovenly indifference to standards." This is the challenge
the Congress faces as it attempts to carve out national excellence as an alternative
to a sea of incompetency marked by a few, remote islands of technical and intellect
tual excellence.

Thank you for allowing me to speak before you this morning. .

Mr. BIAGGI, I want to thank you for your statement, Mr.
LaFalce. It is significant in that you place a special emphasis on
the needs for this approach or for an approach to resolying the
problem.
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Apparently we have at thii moment, we have sufficient nuktber
of teachers in science and math that are .qualified, but what we
have, what is being revealed in testimony, is that they do not stay
on because they are induced to leave because of the high technol-
ogy_ industries paying substantially more,money.

We had Mr. Fuqua, Congressman Fuqua, testified as the chair-
man of Science and Technology Committee and they are developing
some legislation. Our committee obviously is in the fKefront, but
there will be no single approach, it will be a multifaceted effort to
deal with the problem.

Mr. LAFALcE.. Let me just leave you with these thoughts as I
depart. First of if we are going to improve productivity within
the United States, if we are going to prepare ourselves to be a
great economic power in the future in the. technological age, in the.
information age, there is no more important thing that we can do
than invest in education, but invest appropriately.

We must write into the statutes a mechanism for insuring that
whatever assistance we give will improve math and science, and I
think foreign languages, too, qualitatively and quantitatively.

Thank you.
Mr. BIAGGI. Thank yOu, Mr. LaFalce.
Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. I appreciate your coming before us, Congressman

LaFalce. I agree with most of what you have said. We have to
insist that Federal dollars under this legislation are used to supple-
ment and not supplant State and local efforts. The extension of-
contracts to provide for summer employment for, math and science
teachers is probably the best way to go. Then yOu would hot have
to determine that a math teacher or a science teacher is so much
more important than an English teacher or a. history teacher or
somebody else because they are all very important. Any proposal
for an actual salary differential would not be viable.

Mr. LAFALCE. They are all very important, but we have needs in
society; we have to address those needs.

Mr. GOODLING. I think we can solve those problems with the, ex-
tended contract approach. Where labor has to give in is in the area
of there is no such thing as a $700 across-the-board or $1,000
across-the-board increase in pay, because there is nothing that
upsets a good teacher more than to realize that the teacher work-
ing next door, who does not do much of anything, is receiving the
same pay increase as the person who is knocking themselires out in
the next room, trying to do an excellent job.

We are way behind, I think, in the area of rewarding excellence
and that is over and above whatever the contract says in relation-
ship to a minimum salary. So there is an area where' they are
going to have to give in.

Mr. LAFALCE.. I will stay out of that. I will let you handle that
one.

Mr. GOODL1NG. As I indicated there yesterday, there is not a
shortage of people who are trained to teach math and science,
there is a 'shortage of good math andscierice trained' people teach-
ing math and science. They are other places, and we have to find a.

first of all to attract them; second, many of them who are
ified take jobs in industry instead. I have interviewed people
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and thought that I was hiring them for their very first teaching job
jonly to find out 2 weeks later they have taken a job with industry.

So, they have been trained, and there are a lot out there who are
trained. The real problem is how do we keep them and how do we
reward them for being outstanding math and science teachers?

The bther area that I am so much concerned about is that we
spent so much time for so many years talking about, secondary and
postsecondary. I have got, news for the world, we are never gomg to
change the situation unless we really do it on the elementary level.

Mr. LAFALCE. I agree. I do mention that point in my prepared
remarks.

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you again for testifying.
I just wanted to say, Mr. Chairman, that we are very happy. We

reorganized yesterday and we have people who are extremely inter-
ested elementary and secondary and vocational education that
are going to be on this subcommittee. Mr. qunderson was on our
committee last year, but not on the subcommittee. 'Mr. Bartlett and
Mr. Packard, also, will be new on this subcommittee and they are
all very much interested and have had some experience and exper-
tise.

Mr. BIAGGI. Mr. Weiss.
,Mr. Weiss. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, I, too, want to

express my appreciation to' our colleague for taking the time out of
his very busy schedule to give us the benefit of his thinking as we
are grappling with the most appropriate approaches and most fea-

, Bible and the most adoptable in as quick a time as possible.
I am sure that we will be taking many of their ideas into consid-

eration in that ,process.
Thank you. . (,1 .

Chairman PsitNs [presiding]. Let me thank you very much this
morning.

Mr. ,Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. John, I want to coin-

pliment you on your testimony. I read your transcript and was
trying to listen to you at the same time and I wish I had an hour to
sit down and discuss some of these things with you.

I agree with much of what you have said. Let me present the di-
lemma I have, and I wish I, would have been there last night sp
that I could have heard Mr. Naisbitt.

My problem, much like yours, is that I think there is no question
' we have got to do its the question is how. My concern about H.R. 30
is that we are giving money almost by population formula through-
out the country and I am trying to determine

Mr. LAFALCE. I do not like that approach.
Mr. GUNDERSON. That is exactly, what I want to ask you. How

ought we do it so that we do not provide a disincentive to schools
who are doing a good job right now, but also get the money where
it is needed. A .

If you have any recommendations I would like to hear them.
Mr. LAFALcE. I am trying to come up with some myself, although

I do not have the staff backup and the expertise, I have been work-,
ing with different groups.

One of the problems with working with different groups is they
- all have their own ax to grind,'and if you work with school boards

1 3 8'
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they want to make sure that the school boards are taken care.of; if
you work with States, they want to make sure the States are taken
care of; if you work with teachers unions, they want to make that
the teachers are taken care of.

All of them have legitimate, points of view. Mere is some truth
to all their perspectives, but I do not think that any of them really
represent the public interest, That is what we have to do. That is
what you have a special responsibility to do.

I do not think that just scattering the money out to the States, or
scattering the money out via population formula is the way to do it
because it does not insure what I think we have to insure that we
mandate in legislation that, you only receive money if you improve
education in the math and sciences qualitatively and quantitative-
ly:

MT. GUNDERSON. OK, thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for your appearance

here this morning.
Mr. LAFALCE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman 'PER.KiNs. Next we have a panel: Ms. Rayma C. Page,

president, National School Boards Association, come around, Ms.
Page; Dr. Robert E. Yager, president of the National Science
Teachers Association, accompanied by Mr. Bill G. Aldridge, Dr.
Walter S. Smith, and Ms. Jane B. Kahle, president of the National
Association of Biology Teachers; and Ms. Lois Rice, senior vice
president, Control Data Corp.; are you on this panel, Ms. Ride?

Ms. RICE. Yes, I am.
Chairman Prlancs. All right, come on around then, all of you.

We will hear from you first, Dr. Page.

STATEMENT OF RAYMA C. PAGE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SCHOOL
BOARDS ASSOCIATION

Ms. PAGE. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
I am Rayma Page and I am president of the National School

Board Association and I bring you greetings, also, from very warm
Ft. Myers, Fla., where I am chairman of the Lee County School
Board.

I am very appreciative and the National School Board Associ-
ation [NSBAJ is appreciative of the fact that both you, Chairman
Perkins, and Mr. Simon, are holding these hearings, as well as that
you have committed yourself to expeditious legislative action to ad-
vance the national interests of mathematics and science education.
It is time, I feel, that the Federal Government plays a strong role
in this.

Inasmuch as NSBA has testified last September on the full scope
of the role which ought to be played by the Government, I am not
going to present an indepth analysis and the paper you have before
you, even though I kripw your names are not Johnny, I am quite
sure all of you can,read-

I am just going to pick out some of the highlights that I think
that you might like. I am also going to give you the good news and
the bad news, and I think I will start with the bad news so we can
end on a lighter note.
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In recommending a responsive solution, the National School
Board strongly urges that a locally based, comprehenaive approach
be taken. The best programs will not be designed if Congress legis-
lates a series of piecemeal p that may or may not address
the Rrecise categorical needs- of particular, school systems, or whose
success depends upon the packaging skills oflocal grant writers.

Indeed, to date, Congress has not addressed educational needs of
true national significance on any piecemeal basis. For example, in
serving the needs of disadvantaged and handicapped students, the
Federal role, under chapter I of Public Law 94-142, does not re-
quire school districts to develop a separate,' single-purpose grant for
each aspect of educating those children, such as inservice taming,
equipment or special textbooks.

FragI1enting local pr.ogram development in this way'would be a
mistake. Ideally, the improvement Of mathematics and science
should be placed on the same footing, that is, there should be one
comprehensive maintenance. program ;rather than separate grant
programs for computers, for mservice training, and so forth.

It was for all of the above reasons that NSBA worked with you,
Chairman Perkins, toward the 'development of the NEED bill, H.R.
659, and it iB within the foregoing context that I would like to turn
to H.R. 30.

By limiting the authorization of appropriations in Wt. 30 to
$250 million for elementary and secondary education, if is clear
that funding levels will not be adequate to establish a broad, local
maintenance program in mathematics and science.

Any suggestion that a bill of this magnitude could underwrite
local maintenance needs will only result in a Federal promise
which school systems cannot deliver.

Accordingly, within the limi0 of a $250 million expenditure,
NSBA supports the basic thrust of H.R. 30, which is to broadly fi-
nance capacity building for those resource services needed to
strengthen programs such as in-service training and curriculumde-
velopment, as distinguished from classroom maintenance needs,
such as higher teacher salaries, new textbooks, or classroom
courseware.

From the standpoint of ordering prioritiesavoiding piecemeal
programing and avoiding overprommes of what' can be "delivered,
this approach represents the most responsible way, we believe, for
spending the $250 million.

We believe that to 'eliminate the adwiiicedIfunding is important.
Assuming the funds are' not used for maintenance purposes, it is
not necessary to have the funds available at the beginning of the
school year.

As the title of the bill does suggest, there is an emergency need.
Therefore, it is not necessary to have advanced funding for pro-
gram manager purposes. Why defer the commencement of any pro-
gram for 1 year? We believe there is a need to eliminate condition-
al clause permitting the maintenance expenditures.

Section 604(aX8) provides that where feasible, funds may be used
to implement local plans for, expanding and modernizing math-
ematics and science programs. Although philosophically NSBA
would usually support the breadth of this permissive language, we
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are troubled that the bill at this point begins to offer more than it
can deliver.

For example, the maintenance funding. Because the workplace is
changing at a rapid pace, it is crucial that the academic foundation
laid in elementary and secondary education be coordinated with
the skills and/or the higher education requirement by the market-
place, community colleges, and the 4-year schools. So that we dis-
agree with your idea of the improvement of data collection.

For example, there should be a research and data function to
show the connection between mathematics and science education
and the needs of business, defense, high-tech industries, emerging
occupations and the participation of women and minorities.

We believe that you should eliminate State certification of local
plans. The preamble, of section 604(a) provides that the State must
certify that local plans meet the requirements of the act. In effect,
the Federal Government is establishing an active State role for cer-
tifying local prog or aspects thereof in mathematics and sci-
ence, and while SBA does not object to an active State role in
curriculum development or instructional methods, we strongly
object to the Federal Government fashioning a State-local relation-
ship in those areas.

It should be pointed out that since this program deals with cur- °'
riculum, per se, it differs from other Federal programs that require
a State-to-local approval process.

An appropriate level of accountability can be attained if the
State role is limited to the disapproval of any local plan which,
one, fails to insure the Federal fiscal - audit requirements will be
met, or two, elm ions expenditures which are inconsistent with the
purposes of the eral act. Now that is really what I consider to
be the bad news.

Turning to the good news, we believe that 95 percent of the
funds should be spent locally, and given the limited dollar level in-
volved, and given that the thrust of the program is local capacity
building, the bulk of the funds must be delivered to the local level.

At the same time, NSBA supports the notion of providing the
States with a 5-percent setaside, thereby enabling the average
State education agency to reserve up to sg50,000 for those State
programs like tecimical assistance and those programs used for '
that purpose. .

We also believe that the local formula allocation and adequacy of
funding for small districts is very important. NSBA did a survey to
see if this was true. The survey supports a distribution 'of funds on
a local formula basis, and because H.R. 30 is seeking to solve a
problem of nationwide magnitude, and th.do it quickly, we do not
believe that project grants at the State level would be an appropri-
ate approach.' .

A local formula allocation provides school districts with a high
level of certainty and does not exclude those smaller districts who
do not have grant-writing resources.

One question which is raised is whether the smallest of partici-
pating school districts will receive an adequate formula allocation
for their capacity building needs. NSBA conducted a 22-school dis-
trict survey covering Montana, Illinois, Missouri, and Nebraska.
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These school systems have enrollments of 200 to 300 students
and would receive 'about $1,000 apiece under H.R. 80. We are con-
vinded from that survey, though, that small school districts can
participate and take advantage of these funds.

We also believe that inservicing of teachers, administrators and
local school board members is very important.' Financing inservice
programs is a main feature of H.R. 30. With respect to teachers,
because subject matter and instructional methods in mathematics
and science have changed dramatically over recent years, upgrad-
ing the skills of teachers currently in school systems must be a top
priority item.

We can place all the hardware, software, what have you, in a
classroom. But if we put it in a classroom with a teacher that does
not understand how to use it, it will not do us any good.

We are pleased that H.R. 30 includes, as I said, this inservice as;
sistance for administrators and school board members because
school board members need to know what they are speriding the
money for and the programs that they are approving, as well as
the teachers.

Again, referring to 'the National Science Foundation-sponsored
study, it is clear that the curriculum policy decisions frequently are
made without a full explanation 'of the facts and the value judg-
ments that ought to be taken into account.

If school districts are to assume the encouragement to promote
mathematics and science, purchaie computers and other expensive
equipment, and proceed in a manner which coordinates curriculum
with the changing standards of universities and community col-
leges and the workplace, educational policymakers will need man-
agement guidance.

The cost of error in these areas is too great to ignore the4iecessi-
ty for such programs.

We believe the evaluation of local resources and planning, is very
important and that it must be emphasized that as crucial as im-
proving the quality of mathematics and science and teachers may
be, that activity is only one element that needs to be considered in
the development of capacity building.

Like the need for inservicing policymakers, it is crucial that
schools systems must have management 'resources to evaluate their
programs and assets as well as to plan for change. Especially
where large commitments of public resources are involved, deci-
sions relating to the use and coordination of technology, the re-
placement of textbooks, and the expansion of program offerings,
should be well -man ged activities.

Accordingly, we are pleased to see that HR. 30 authorizes the ex-
penditures of these funds. As I indicated at the outset, NSBA has a
compelling preference for a Federal effort which provides sufficient
funding for implementing a program of comprehensive scope at the
local level.

It is for this reason that we urge the committee to pursue the
NEED bill, H.R. 659. However, within the framework of the $250
million activity we believe that H.R. 30 can result in a responsible
expenditure of funds.
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It is essential that a bill of this limited size does not over-promise
and that it focuses on first priority needs, without resulting in the
diffusion of segmentation of programs at the local level.

By emphasizing capacity building, H.R. 30 moves in the proper
direction. The bill will require a number of adjustments in order to
be fully viable from an operative standpoint, but within the context
of the 259 million measure, NSBA supports the effort that has been
made.

If some of the members of the committee believe that a program
of the scope suggested by H.R. 659 cannot be enacted at this time, a
capacity building program like H.R. 30 can set a responsive stage
for an extension to a large program at a later time.

In closing, I would like to note that just 2 days ago, we all heard
our President, in his state of the Union address, declarb math and
science education as a foremost priority. If we heed his direction, it
is clear that a bipartisan opportunity is presenting itself to act in a
major way on behalf of education.

Accordingly, I urge the members of this committee to consider
the nation significance of this issue and join with local school
boards to pursue the NEED bill as their preferred legislation.

Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, I appreciate your
attention. The fact is that you have the bill in front of you and can
read it at your leisure. Thank you for the opportunity to speak to
you.

[Prepared statement of Rayma Page follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF RAYMA C. PAGE, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL SCHOOL BOARDS

ASSOCIATION

INTRODUCTION

. My name is Rayma C. Page and I am President of the National School Boards'
Association' (NSBA). NSBA is the only major education. organization representing
local school board members. Throughout the nation, approximately 90,000 of these
individuals, through their state organizations, are association members. They are re-
sponsible for the education of more than ninety-five percent of the nations public
school children.

-Currently.marking-its forty-second year of service, NSBA is a federation of state'
school boards associations with direct local school board affiliates, constituted to
strengthen local lay control of education and to work for the improvement of educa-
tion. Most school board members are elected public officials. Accordingly, they are
politically accountable to their constitutents for both education policy and fiscal
management. As lay, unsalaried individuals, school board members are in the
rather unique position of being able to judge legislative programs purely from the
standpoint of public education, wi ut consideration to their personal professional
interests. -

NSBA supporta a major federal itiative in mathematics and science education.
At our annual convention in At ants last spring, our Delegate Assembly adopted
the following resolution:

"2.1.20 Mathematics, -Foreign Language and Science Instruction.NSBA shall
take a leadership role to develop appropriate legislative and public awareness iiro-
grams to meet the vital national interest to increase support, financial assistance,
and other incentives to encourage individuals to pursue and continue educational
careers in the fields of mathematics, foreign language, and science instruction; and
NSBA shall actively seek the cooperation and support of other organizations, both
public and private, m this endeavor."
A: Urge expeditioits action

, On behalf of the National School Boards Association, I wish to commend both
Chairman Perkins and Chairman Simon for holding these hearings, as well as for
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committing themselves to expeditious legislative action to advance the national in-
terest in mathematics and science education.
a Defining scope of national interest: Consideration of X.R. 659

In as much as NSBA testified last September on the full scope of the role which
ought to be played by the federal government, we will not present an in-depth anal-
yids of those points today.

However, I would like to briefly restate several guiding principles before addresti-
ing our specific response to H.R. 80.

First, there is a very strong relatiOnship between mathematics, science, and for-
eign languages and the emerging technological workplace. Business leaders, includ-
ing those engaged in national defense and the growing arena of international trade,
believe that the nation's economic prosperity and security will require increased job
skills, which, in turn, will be dependent upon a stronger academic foundation.

Second, student participation and interest in mathematics, science, and foreign
languages in declining. further, fewer people are electing to become teachers in
these areas, and many existing, qualified teachers are leaving for more lucrative
Jobs in the private sector. Meanwhile, school systems do not have the finances to
dramatically increase teacher salaries, or to purchase new technologies such as com-
puters or new courseware, or to provide inservice personnel at levels commensurate
with a true national effort.

Third, a well thougbt-out national effort in mathematics, science, and foreign lan-
guages should encourage school systems to utilize the personnel and educational 're-
sources of other agencies such as libraries, museums, and universities, as well as
those of the business sector. These "outside" services should also include efforts by
state and national government to conduct educational research, to operate exempla-
ry and targeted programs, and to analyze market trends and educational progress.

In sum, NSBA believes that there is an overwhelming need for the federal govern-
ment to assume a role which provides financial assistance and service/informational
resources to local school systems. ,

In recommending a responsive solution, we strongly urge that a locally-based,
comprehensive approach be taken. The beet programs will not be designed if Con-
gress legislates a series of piecemeal programs that may or may not address the pre-
cise categorical needs of particular school systemsor whose success depends upon
the "packaging" skills of local grant writers.

Indeed, to date Congress has not addressed edudational needs of true national sig-
nificance on a piecemeal basis. For example, in serving the needs of disadvantaged
and handicapped students, the federal role (under Chapter I and P.L. 94-142) does
not require school districts to develop a separate, single purpose grant for each
aspect of educating those childrensuch as inservice training, equipment, or special
textbooki. Fragmenting local program development in this way would be a mistake;
Ideally, the improvement of mathematics and science should be placed on the same
footing; that is, there should be one comprehensive maintenance program rather
than separate grant programs for computers, inservice training, and so on.

It was for all of the above reasons that NSBA worked with Chairman Perkins
toward the development of the National Education and Economic Development Act
(the NEED Bill, H.R...659).

It is within the foregoing context that I would like to turn to H.R. 80.
C H.R. 30: $250 million inadequate for maintenanceadequate for a nationwide ca-

pacity building program ...

By limiting the authorization of appropriations in H.R. 80 to $250 million for ele-
mentary and secondary education, it is clear that funding levels will not be ade-
quate to establish a broad local maintenance program in mathematics and science.
Any suggeetion that a bill of this magnitude could underwrite local maintenance
needs will only result in a federal promise which school systems can not deliver.

Accordingly, within the limits of. a $250 million expendittkre, NSBA supports the
basic thrust of H.R. 80 which is to broadly finance capacity building for those re-

. source services needed to strengthen programs (such as inservice t and cur-
riculum development), as distinguislried from classroom maintenance needs (such as
higher teacher 'es, new or classroom course-ware).

From the dpoint of ordering priorities, avoiding piece-meal programming and
avoiding ova romises of what can be delivered, this approach represents the most
responsible way for spending $250 million. -

The next section of our testimony discusses a number of shortcomings in H.R. 80
which NSBA feels must be corrected in order to provide a viable program.
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&Suggested corrections to H.R. 30: Eliminate advance-funding; eliminate condition-
al clause permitting maintenance funding. improve data collection; eliminate
state certification requirement for local plans

Eliminate advance funding. Presumably the advance funding provisions of the
General Education Previsions Act (GEPA) would apply to H.R. 30. Although NSBA
usually supports advance funding, we believe that it. Is unnecessary, and a mistake
to do so in this program. First, assuming the funds are not used for maintenance
purposes, it is not necessary to have the funds available at the beginning of the
school year. Inservice programs, planning, and curriculum developmentwhich are
the main purposes of the billcan occur at any time during the school year. Second,
as the title of the bill suggests, there is an emergency need. Therefore, if it is not
necessary to have advance funding for program' management purposes, why defer
the commencement of the program by one year?

Eliminate conditional clause permitting maintenace expendittifes Section
604(aX3) providep that "where feasible" funds may be used to implenient I plans
for expanding abd modernizing mathematics and science programs. Altholig 'philo-
sophically NSBA would usually support the breadth of this permissive language, we
are troubled that the bill at this point begins to offer more than it can deliveri.e.,
maintenance funding. If Congress intends to support 'program maintenance, it
should describe in greater detail the types of activities which would constitute such
a program and authorize adequate funds for the task.

. Improve data collection. NSBA believes very strongly that local school systems
should not operate in isolation from the rest of society in the areas of mathematics
and science education. Because the workplace is changing at a rapid pace, it is cru-
cial that the academicyfoundation laid in elementary and secon education be
coordinated with the skills and(or the higher education required by the market
place, community collegei, and four-year schools. For example, there should be a re-
search/data function to show the connection between math atics and science edu-

-"-tration and the needs of business, defense, high-tech ind tries, emerging occupa-
tiens, and the participation of women and minorities. ewise data should be col-
lected to demonstrate trends in student participation, st dent achievement levels,
teacher certification standards, and the supply and de and of teachers in math-
ematics and science.

Eliminate state certification of local plans. The preamble of Section 604(a) pro-
vides that the state must certify that local plans meet the requirements of the Act.
In effect, the federal government is establishing an active state role for certifying
local programsor aspects thereofin mathematics and science. While NSBA does
Snot object to an active state role in curriculum development or instructional meth-
ods, we strongly object to the federal government fashioning a state/local relation-
ship in those areas. It should be pointed out that since this program deals with cur-
riculum per se, it differs from other federal programs that require a state to local
approval process.

An appropriate level of accountability can'be attained if the state role is limited
to the disapproval of any local plan which (1) fails to ensure that federal fiscal audit
requirements will be met, or (2) envisions expenditures which are inconsistent with
the purposes of the federal act. ,

..

Having addressed our greatest areas of concern with H.R. 30, I would like to
make a few positive observations! about features of the bill which we believe must be
retained in order to hake an effective program.
E. Essential features already contained in H.R. 30: 95 percent of funds to be spent

locally; local formula allocation; inservicing of teachers, administrators and
school board members; development of plans to improve coui-ses

Ninety five percent to be spent locally. Given the limited dollar level involved and
given that the thrust of the program is local capacity building, the bulk of the funds
must be delivered to the local level. At the same time, the -states should have
enough funds to stimulate statewide strategies and to offer technical assistance pro-
grams. Therefore, NSBA support the notion of providing the states with a 5 per-
cent set-aside, thereby enabling the average state educational agency to reserve up
to $250,000 for those purposes.

Locall formula allocaton/Adequacy of funding for small districts (NSBA) survey.
NSBA supports a distribution of funds on a local formula basis. Because H.R. 30 Is
seeking to solve a problem of nation-wide magnitude, and to do so quickly, we don't
believe that project grants at the state level word be an appropriate approach. A
local formula allocation provides school districts with a high level of certainty and
does not exclude those smaller districts who do not have grant-writing resources.
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One question which Is raised Is whether the smallest of participating school dis-
tricts will receive an adequate formula allocation for their capacity building needs.
NSBA condycted a 22 school district' survey covering Montana, Illinois, Missouri
and 'Nebraska. These school systems have enrollments of 200 -800 students and
would receive' about $1,000 apiece under H.R. 30.

From the responses which we received, 16 school districts indicated that they do
not have a clearly structured and active math/science inservice program. In fact, 14
had no program at all (particularly in Montana hnd Illinois). Of those who were sat-
isfied with their programs, they relied on the following activities: inviting college
professors to speak; inviting textbook publishers, sending teachers to summer work-
shops, and teachers working with each other, Fourteen of the school districts stated
that they would be interested in receiving federal funds. Of those who were able to
estimate their inservice mks moat felt that the job could be done with $1,800 to
$2,800.

From the foregoing it would appear that school districts of 200-300 students can
only operate marginal inservice programs under H.R. 30. unless (1) they supplement
their federal grant with local resources, ) combine with other school districts, or
(3) participate in the 26 percent set-aside established for those purposes under sub-
section 603(cx2). Where Mime elements present themselves, NSBA believes that
even the smallest district can make productiVe use of these funds. Certainly, dis-
tricts of over 1,000 enrollment can operate viable inservice programs as well as
other activities authorized by H.R. 30.

Inservicing of teachers, administrators and local school board members. Financing
inservice programs is a main feature of H.R. 30. With respect to teachers, because
subject matter and instructional methods in mathematics and sciencehave changed
dramatically over recent years, upgrading the skills of teachers currently hi school
systems must be a top priority item.

For the most part inservice training 18 not a major cost and time investment on
an individual teacher basis. That is, the need is not so much one of financing the
coat of changing the specialty field of es few teachers, but one of upgrading and mod-
ernizing existing skills of many.

In this regard, the National Scien9e Foundation (1979) sponsored a study of math-
ematics teachers for grades 7 to 12 in which they were asked to specify those areas
in which they felt a need for inservice training. The following table demonstrates
the kinds of assistance needed by responding math teachers.

MATHEMATICS CHERS EXPRESSING NEED FOR ASSISTANCE IN GRADES 7-9 AND 10-12 .

(In percent)

7-9 10-12

Learning new teaching methods '40 42
Information on instructional materials 37 41

Implementing Stscovery/inquiry methods 27 35'
Using manipulative materials 33 35
Working with small groups 38 28
Articulation aaoss gal levels 33 33

Scurco: NSF SE780-9.

We are that H.R. 30 includes inservice assistance for administrators and
local sch& : members, as well as teachers. Again, referring to the NSF spon-
sored study, it is clear that curriculum policy decisions frequently are made without
a full explanation of the facts and value judgements that ought to be taken into

° account. If school districts are to assume the encouragement to promote mathemat-
ics and science, purchase computers and other expensive equipment, and proceed in
a manner which coordinates curriculum with the changing standards of universi-
ties, community colleges, and the workplace, educational policy makers will need
management guidance. The cost of error in these areas is too great to ignore the
necessity for such programs.

Evaluation of local resources and planning. It must be emphasized that as crucial
as improving the quality of mathematics and science teachers may be, that activity
is only one element that needs to be considered in the development of capacity
building. Like the need for inservicing policy makers, it is crucial that school sys-
tems must have management resources to evaluate their programs and assets, as
well as to.plan for change. Especially where large commitments of public resources
axe involved, decisions relating to the use and coordination of technologies, the re-
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placement of textbooks, and the expansion of program offerings should be well man-
aged activities. Accordingly, we are pleased to see that H.R. 80 authorizes the ex-
penditure of funds for those purposes.

CONCLUSION
4- -

As I indicated at the outset, NSBA has a compelling preference for a federal
effort which provide(' sufficient funding for implementing a program of comprehen-
aiye scope at the local level. It is for this reason that we urge the Committee td;
pursue the NEED BillH.R. 659.

However, within the framework of a $250 million activity, we believe that H.R. 80
can result in. a responsible expenditure of funds. It is essential that a bill of this
limited size does not "over promise" and that it focuses on first priority need's, with-
out resulting in the (Melon of segmentation of progranui at the local level. By em-
phasizingcapacity building, H.R. 80 moves in the proper direction.

The bill will require a number of adjustments m order to be fully viable from an
operative standpoint. But, within the context of a $250 million measure, NSBA sup-
ports the effort which has been made. If some members of the Committee believe
that a program of the scope suggested by H.R. 669 can not be enacted at this time, a
capacity building program like H.R. 80 can set a responsible stage for an extension
to a larger program at a later time.

In closing, we note that just two days ago the President, in his State of the Union
address, declared math and science education as a foremost priority. If we heed his
direction, it is clear that a bipartisan opportunity is presenting itself to act in `a
major way on behalf of education.- Accordingly, we urge members of the Committee
to consider the natiotial significance of this issue and join with local school boards to
pursue the NEED bill as their preferred legislation.

On behalf of the National School Boards Association, I wish to thank the Chair-
. men and members of this joint hearing for the opportunity to testify.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much. I think that to
conserve time, we will run through the panel. Our next witness,

om we would all like to welcome here is Dr. Robert E. Yager,
president of the National Science Teachers Association. You may
proceed, Dr. Yager, and witho ion, all the prepared state-
ments will be inserted, in the rtc

'Go ahead, Dr. Yager.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT E. YAGER, PRESIDENT,ATIONAL
ENCE TEACHERS ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED 1BY BILL G. AL-
DRIDGE, EXECUTIVE° DIRECTOR, NATIONAL SCIENCE TEAcH-
ERS ASSOCIATION; WALTER S. SMITH, ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR,
'UNIVERSITY OF KANSAS; JANE B. ICAHLE, PRESIDENT, NATION-
AL ASSOCIATION OF BIOLOGY TEACHERS; AND JOE P: MEYER,
PRESIDENT-ELECT, AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS
TEACHERS
Dr. YAGER. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, members of

the committee. The National Science Teachers Association is very
pleased to be invited to appear here to give views and recommenda-
tions concerning H.R. 30.

I would like to acknowledge another association and a colleague,
Mr. Joe Meyer, from Oak-Park-River Forest, Illinois, the president-
elect of the American Association of Physics Teachers, and of
course, as indicated, Dr. Jane Kahle is here representing the Na-
tional Association of Biology Teachers. We are very pleased that
we are in touch with these organizations and they have agreed,
have seen copies of our written testimony, and are here to support
it as well.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all of those statements,
will be inserted in the record. Go on.
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Dr. YAGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would call to attention a,
few additional points and emphasize some from our written state-
ment.

We feel very strongly that the committee should consider fore-
most the gravity of the mismatch as far as school science and
mathematics, the curriculum and the 'kinds of instruction that is
going on, because we feel that there is that mismatch for as many
as 95 percent of the students that are enrolled in the schools. cross
the Nation. -

So although there is much data and we have been a part of col-
lecting it as far as the scarcity of teachers, as far as the problems
of equipment and other things, we certainly place as the highest
priority this business -of quality and how, indeed, we can produce
science and mathematics programs that are more important for all
people.

Mr. GOODLING. Could I interrupt just to ask you to explain what
you mean, "mismatch of students'?

Dr, YAGER. Certainly; the feeling that the existing programs, es-
pecially in the secondary schools, were prepared primarily for col-
lege preparation, that the students enrolled are there so that they
can go to 4-year colleges gerrerally with the idea that they will
become practicing scientists and engineers.

I think that our position is that this is such an important issue
that we owe it to all students enrolled in K through 12 settings to
have a science that is appropriate for them, science for citizenship,
as it were, and that much of our efforts during the 1960's were di-
rected toward preparing materials to produce more scientists and
en eers more quickly.

So we are saying. that many of these courses and programs are,
very fine, but unfortunately, they seem to be appropriate for but a
few.

We are very concerned with some of the information that was re-
ported in the third assessment of science of the National Assess-
ment of Education Progress, which shows across-the-board, that the
longer the student stays in school, the less enchanted he or she is
with the kinds of science experiences that are there.

We feel that these data have not received a lot of attention and,
indeed, this is the kind . of thing that should affect our thinking
about programs and teaching within the schools. -

We feel that the data would suggest that' 90 percent of the high
school graduates are released to life essentially with less interest
than they had when they started in the elementary school with no
more knowledge, in other words, knowledge does not increase
across time, and that they do not seem to have the ability to
pursue the interest that is there or the knowledge that they have
attained.

These kinds of studies are very important and should affect our
thinking in terms of support and new direction in the field.

We see in H.R. 30 dollars to alter science programs in local edu-
cation units and we think that this is fine, but we raise the ques-
tion, how? What does it mean? Where are the criteria?

We see dollars suggested to increase supplies and equipment. But
we wonder if this means that whawill be done is to 'continue to do
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what is being done now, which in many respects DOOM inappropi-
ate. fitar

We see dollars for inservice education for teachers, administra-
tors and board members and wo say that this is good, but wo ask,
what kind of in-service, who will be providing it and what will bo
the goals?

We see a problem with the $250 million being proposed for use in
ways not specified. We see the Part B of the H.R. 30 suggesting an
emphasis upon research, development, .establishment of new crite-
ria, institutes and training for teachers, as well as the improve-
ment of college programs:

We see that these are very important elements in terms of set-
ting and correcting this mismatch that we have talked about, and
vve suggest that there may be a difference bf opinion in terms of
relative importance of the two parts of the bill.

We think that it is important to have qualified teachers, but we
ask the question, what makes a qualified teacher? Many of our
studies now show that effective teachers do not result simply from
more content preparation. There are problems with the kind of sci-
ences and the kinds of mathematics that teachers do receive as a
part of their training already.

We think that it is important that teachers have an inquiring
mind and that they are searching for more understanding and
searching for some of the very features that are basic to science
itself.

I would conchide with just seven overall comments that we have,
'and again, many of these are elaborated on in the written testimo
ny. We question the merits of $250 million in part A of the bill and
only $50 million for part B.

No. 2, we question who determines the merits of the SEA and
LEA plans. We question what is to be the focus for curriculum and
instructional improvement. We question- who is iewmg the cur-
rent litate of knowledge concerning programs approaches.

We favor national curriculum models, but, we favor. LEA choice
and adaptation. We feel that mhny options s 'ould be available.

No. 6, we favor applying the knowledg =j that has been amassed
about learning and teaching, and there f as been much that has
been amassed just in the last 5, or at most% 10 years.

And last, we urge caution regarding allocations to States and en-
titlements with the assumption that improvements will result..

Again, we thank you very much for the invitation to appear and
we certainly welcome the opportunity to interact with questions.

Thank you.
[Prephred statement of Dr. Robert Yager'followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OrROSERT E. YAGER, PRESIDRNT, NATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS
AssocisnoN

INTRODUCTION

It hardly seems necessary to document the pre-college science and mathematics
education crisis which is addressed by H.R. 30. As the primary source of data on the
crisis, the National Science Teachers Association has been deluged with requests for
detailed information and suggestions for solutions.

The data have been collected by NSTA through three different surveys conducted
over the past two years. As a consequence of this activity, and through discussions
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among leading science education experts, the crisis in elementary and secondary
school science and mathematics education can be summarized rAs follows;

1, There is a shortage of qualified secondary school 'chink* and mathematics
teacher*, The shortage La critical in mathematic* and physics;

2. There is a serious -mismatch between existing secondary school science and
mathematics curricula and the needs and Intervale of the vast majority of students:,

8. There have been few attempts to alter instruction In schools In ways consistent
with the growing body of new knowledge about learning/teaching science.

4. Supplies, equipment, and'other resource materials are severely limited or obso-
lete in most science classrooms and laboratories; these that exist are mote appropri-
ate to science curricula and teaching strategies of a previous time.

.6. Science Is nearly nonexistent in elementary schools. Teachers are Ill-prepared,
resources are lacking, and the focus is on the so-called "basics" which has tended to
Ignore science.
The shortage of science and mathematics teachers

The shortage of science and mathematics/teachers Is documented by looking at
supply and demand. The fall 1981 NSTA survey of 600'collegos and universities that
prepare science and mathematics teacheri showed a shocking ten -year decline: a 79
percent decline for mathematics and a 64 percent decline for science. (See attached
paper by Shymanaky and Aldridge.) Data from the fall 1982 survey show a further
decline. (See tittached graph)

The demand for science and mathematics teachers his been documented by Howe
and Gerlovich at Iowa State in surveys of state science supervisors. NSTA derived
demand data from surveys of secondary school principals. Our fall 1982 survey
showed that secondary schools employed 6 percent more science and mathematics
teachers in 1982-1983 than in the previous year. With widespread calls for increased
requirements for science' and mathematics in high school, we can expect further in-
creases in the demand.

Now, if the supply has dropped so drastically, how can the schools be finding
teachers to fill classes? They have been employing underqualified teachers. Hiring
such teachers is made possible through provisional, or emergency certification, or
through extremely low certification standards. The emergency measures have.made
possible the reassignment of teachers from physical education, home economics,

tasocial science, elemenry education, and other fields where surpluses exist. A more
common problem is: transferring teachers within science, that is, from biology to
chemistry and physics, without sufficient qualifications in those subjects.

When promising but underqualified teachers are taken from the elementary
school and reassigned to secondary schools, the situation is doubly tragic. The sec-
ondary school science or mathematics students are instructed by an unqualified
teacher while the elementary school students lose a teacher With promise in math-
ematics or science. The situation at the elementary school level is especially serious,
and we need teachers at that level with interest in and some knowledge of science
or mathematics.

Committee membbrs may be aware of an example in MontgOmery County,'Mary-
land, one of the wealthiest school districts in the nation. (See THE WASHINGTON
POST, January 16, 1983, page B8.) Their solution to the shortage of mathematics "I

teachers at the secondary level was to offer a quick workshop dealing with basic
mathematics for interested elementary school teachers. Then these teachers, so
badly needed at the elementary level, would be placed in secondary school math-
ematics classrooms, where they would be clearly underqualified. This. is a wealthy
school district! One can only lament what must be happening to students in poorer
districts in this country.

Principals are faced with an overall declining secondary school enrollment, a sur-
plus of teachers in some areas, and a shortage of science and mathematics teachers.
Who can blame a principal who reassigns a, long-time faculty ,member from a non-
science field into a science or math slot when no qualified teacher can be found?
Moreover, even if a qualified person were available, tight budgets and teachers' con-
tracts may preclude a principal from hiring a new Staff member, thus the principal
is forced to meet the need through staff reassignment.

The demand for science and mathematics teachers is even greater than indicated
by open positions. According to NSTA's fall 1982 survey results, for lack of teachers
and/or ° resources, some 32,000 classes in science and mathematics which were
needed, could not be scheduled in 1982-1983. Instead, some 640,000 children who
wanted to take science or mathematics were required instead to take courses in
other subjects for which no teacher shortage existed.
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The outdated curriculum
The lack of sufficient numbers of trained teachers is cornftelladed by the ram."

match between science and mathematics curricula and the needs and interests of
students.

The science and mathematics curricula in ,U.S. schools today are, for the most
only slightly modified versions of the spectacular curricula develod afterpart, 2_e

by teams of scientists and teachers. Yet, as Jerrold Zacharias, BUT physi-
cist, and ,originator and developer of one of the first National Science Foundation
curriculum projects, PSSC Physics, said,

"We had aimed only at the college-bound and colleEe students because We could
not do everything at once" (in testimony before the Sullombriff,ttee on Scierice, Re-
search, and Technology of the Science and Technology Committee on February 19,
1980): b

"These curricula neglect the apeds and interests of the vast Intliority of students.
They fbcus on pure scienceiandVre largely devoid of practical applications, technol-
ogy, or the relevancy of science to society's-problems such as acid rain, nuclear,
wastes and disposal, improper nutrition and so forth. They do not prepare People to
enter the myriad or non-science occupations which require technological knowledge
for which science is the base for real understanding. Nor do thee curricula Proper y
take into account the utilization of the computer and modern electronics. Technical-
ly well-trained people are needed by emerging or rebuilding industries -to solve the
economic problems we face.

The curricula in most schools are curricula of the 60's and they are obsolete!
New institutional strategies
\The last ten years have provided much new inforroation _concerning the way

humans learn. The current literature suggests exciting new information concerning
the adolescent mind, how it grows and develops. Information &Qin studies irt cogni-
tive psychology need to be applied in school science classrooms.

Further, new views of tWhature of Science and the many dimensions that can be
studied are being reported. These studies suggest new approaches to instraition,
neways for science teachers to approach their tasks.

Use of the current research is needed as teachers are retrained, and all too few
new teachers complete preparatory programs to gain certification.
Abbreviated description of H.R. 80

presentThe bill introduced by Mr. Perkins would address several aspects of the present
crisis. That bill can be breifly Summarized as follows:

H.R. 30 amends the NEDA of 1958 to authorize up to 250 million dollars for math.
ematics and science education in elementary and secoodary schools and 1-1P to 60
Million dollars for post-secondary institutions 'in fiscal year 198a. No money may be
appropriated if Block Grants are not funded at or 'above the Previous year's level.

Part A (elementary and secondary)All money for this part will go to State Edn-
cation Agencies (SEA'S) with 5 percent retained by the SEA_ ind the remainder
going to Local Education Agencies (LEA's). (75 percent of the 1.-wdk's money will be
allocated on a per capita basis of 5-17 year-olds; the rensajoirn 25 percent of the
LEA's money will be distributed on the basis of some equilization formula.)

LEA's may use money for
(a) Inservice education for teachers, administrators, and board tnembers.
(b) Evaluation of local resources for mathematics/science education.
(c) Developmemt of course improvement plans and, where possible, implercenta

tion of these plans.
(d) Development of curriculum materials.
(e) Involvement of community resources in mathematics /science teaching-
Two or more LEA's may combine forces.
Private school children will share equally (per capita) in the benefit :of funds.
Part '13- (post secondary)This money mill be administered at the national level.
Money for Part B will be used for: .5 ,
(a) Scholarships for potential mathematics/science teachers. 'Anis money in really

a loan, since it must be repaid if a person does not teach for five Years.
(b) Course improvement an colleges.. Ten, percent of fart 13 Money will be thus

spent.
(c) Course improvement in community colleges. TwentY-five Percent of Part 11

money will be thus spent. .

(d) Summer institutes for inservice teachers and supervisors,
e h in

will
mathematics/science education to be conducted by NIE. tip to 10

million do wi be ta uthorized for this purpose.
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0) Lab equipment purchaaes. All money for Part B (50 million dollars) could
used for this purpose. Cost sharing Would be required (up to 83,percent federal, Ynth
the remainder to be matched).

The Education Department will study the need for lab equipment and repott by

9/80/f34.
H.R. 80 also extends the General Education ,Provisions Act of 1980 (reg'ard60 Alt

nority institutes science improvement) through fiscal year 1985.
Analysis of H.R.

In examining the bill, the NSTA has several questions or concerns:
1. Funds under this Act cannot be spent if Block Grants are not continued of clah

rent levels or higher, but there iikno similar provision which precludas LEA.'0 141t1
SEA's from reducing their, owiy funding for mathematics/science education (poge
lines 10-12).

2. Funds willktigomatically pass to states and through them to LEA's Wii tip
competition on th%asie of the merit of plans to spend the money (pages 3-4), Puell
formula and entitlement programs are notoriously inefficient and ineffective.
criteria will be used in making awards?

3. An average LEA will receive $14,000 if all 250 million dollars are appropejstecl,
Thus, funds are diluted. (Formula on page 3; amount on page 11.) What can reriisell.
ably be accomplished with such a small amount? What are the intended iivrov,
meats?

4. The purposes of inservice education for administrators and board mesther Is
not specified as it is for teachers (page 4, lines 14f0. How will this inservice eauc e.
tion improve science and mathematics education?

5. How much money can be spent for the implementation of curriculum ebeniie
and how may this money be spent (e.g., on equipment, books, or salaries)? (poge 4:
lines 18-21.) .

6. Even though two or more LEA's may combine funds (page 6, lines 6-9), vet
likely each district will have to invent its own curriculum materials, if they cPots
to use money in this Way (page 4, lines 22ff and page 5). There is enormous isLett.
ciency irChavitig _every LEA re-invent the wheel by creating new curriculs. P°44s
aspects of the models tried during the 60's are worth reviewing and trying tine'. A
variety of curriculum models can be produced in a national project, with slcotifics,
tion for local. needs. It is especially important that curriculum developmelit be
joint effort between a national group' and publishers.

7. The scholarships for potential mathematics/ science teachers are really ic'eks
(pages 7-8) and must be repaid if dig recipient does not teach for five years. itbere 4
no provision for parthil forgiveness of the 'scholarship (i.e., loan).

8. There appears to be a conflict on who can use money to purchase equipfa,elit,
The findings on page 10, lines 22ff, indicate money should be used as part or feaert4 .

research proposa*- but the allowable activities on page 11, lines 1ff seem to in,00.-A,_ to
that funds are more generally available. Are funds for laboratory equipment iowItl.

both teaching and research, then what balance should be struck between rot'
ed primarily to support teaching, research, or both? If the intention is to soPpt,

. for the two activities? How will the equipment be related to improved plane fer ekt.
riculum and instruction?

9. Cost sharing (% federal; % matching) will be hard on poorer postsecondog h.
stitutions (page 11, lines 1-3). Such cost sharing fails to take into account offreii
tial wealth of these institutions. It helps to make the wealthier even more pie.L.N,
at the expense of the poorer institutions and: their students,

10. Although efforts to support and improve science instruction in commesich_e%
leges is appropriate, is the wide difference in level of support between four 41,0 gyp,
year institutions gserOpriate? What is the logic for the suggested levels?

11. The -Nationll Science Teachers Association is very concerned about sew/ cots.
ponents of H.R. 80 being lodged at the Department of Education rather thas A the
National Science Foundation (NSF). .

12. The National Science Teachers Association is also concerned with solyi0 4
aspects of the crisis rather than merely assuming that major expenditur 00, IN
result in improvement Will existing knowledge be used in setting criteria eri4 aepo

directions? .

Excellent features, of H.R. 80
If the concerns in'items 1-9 can be resolved, certain features of 1-1,1LI.A0

are excellent, and A would encourage their enactment,The specific items doNi
we favor are as follows:
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604. (a), (1XA), (2), (3), and (5). Under these provisions, LEA's could provide inserv-
ice training for mathematics and science teachers, evaluate their mathematics and
science programs, and work with the private sector.

604. (b). this would entibleEA's to cooperate in jointly funded efforts.
605. (a) (all). This component could be of great value to state science and math-

ematics supervisors. They have given much assistance to teachers and they have
helped gather and disseminate science education information. They need support for
these kinds of activities.

621. (all). This component of the Bilk is excellent in several respeets. It not only
provides scholarships for young people who would become science and-mathematics
teachers at the pre-college level, but it also provides a very high evel of prestige.
The image of mathematics and science teaching is low, and the Co ional schol-
ar concept and method of selection will greatly improve that i
Why certain elements of Ell. 30 should be lodged at NSF

The National Science Teachers Association is just as importanfLas you in' the
House of Representatives are with National Science Board policies and the resultant
lack of science education initiatives at' NSF. Yet we retain the strong conviction
that science and mathematics education programs that are to be administered at
the federal level must be lodged at NSF.

Jerrold Zacharias, in 'his testimony of February 19, 198N-stated the problem at
NSF well: -

". . . the Education Directorate [at NSF] is struggling against an almost impossi-
ble enemyan emeny from within. From its inception the Science Board [NSB] that
supervises the NSF has treated the Education Directorate as a trivial country
cousin. They have said that the government should give the NSF money for scientif-
ic research and never mind what happens to the two hundred million people who
don't do research. It is those very people whose lives, jobs, leisure, entertainment,
food, security, and everything else depend on a sound economy in a democratic soci-
ety. The Federal Government can no longer allow itself to neglect the schools, and
the NSF has in its charter the responsibility and authority to do something about
them."

That responsibility and authority is described in Public Law 507-81st Congress (64
STAT. 149, S. 147), Section 3.(2):

"The Foundation is authorized and directed(1) to initiate and support . . . sci-
ence education programs at all levels . . ."

In spite of lack of action on the .part of the National Science Board in carrying out
this statutory obligation, we in science education continue to believe firmly that the
original reasons for lodging science education programs at NSF are still valid and
important: We must develop science'and mathematics education materials and train
our teachers in a partnership with those scientists who create the knowledge. That
knowledge, and the methods used by scientists to acquire new knowledge, are con-
stantly changing. Science and mathematics teachers need direct, cooperative rela-
tionships with scientists and mathematicians, and involvement of research scientists
in science education is essential for many reasons.

Even though the National Science Board has been slow to respond to the prelent
crisis, as indicated by the lack of NSF ittitiatives scientists at universities and in the
private sector as well as those at the AAAS and the National Academy of Sciences,
have shoWn great interest and concern. Many of these persons are actively working
to improve the situation.

Apart from the fact that NSF already has authorization to carry out certain ele-
ments of H.R. 30, there are other compelling reasons why such programs should not
be administered at the Department of Education and should, instead, be placed at
NSF..The NSF is a small independent agency with a reputation for administering
Programs of very high quality and selected on merit, with a minimum of political
interference. The Department of Education is well-known as an enormous bureauc-
racy, where _awards are more often granted as allocations or entitlements, and
where political factors play far too great a role in funding decisions. It is especially
distressing that the present Administration has permitted the advisory and'mansge-
ment components of the Department of Education to become politicized, and not just
with members of their own party, or with conservatives, which would be understan-
dable. hilt allowing the agency to become politicized with ideologues of the far right
who often lack even the most basic education or experience relevant to,the job re-
quirements is very destructive of fair, proper, and efficient administration of gov-
ernment programs.
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The NSF has, for the most part, been able to retain its status as an independent
agency. Also, the scientific community would never permit NSF to be politicized like
the Department of Education.

For the several reasons already given, the NSTA would strongly recommend that
those components of H.R. 30 including summer institutes, research and development
in science and mathematics education, and in science laboratory improvements, be
deleted from the Bill. We would hope that the Chairman would exert his consider-
able influence, and, if necessary, testify before the Science and Technology Commit-
tee, to insure that these components are placed into the NSF science education pro-
gram where they belong, and at higher levels than currently recommended in part
B of H.R. 30.

The NSF ahs the staff, the organization, and the experience in each of these
areas. Even with the severe reductions of staff in science' education, many remain
who were associated with development, course improvement, teacher education, and
public understanding of science. The NSF has offered important programs through
TV (3-2-1 Contact, NOVA, etc.), science museums, and other media to inform and
educate both youth and adults in science education.

The H.R. 30 Bill has a number of excellent features, and those should be enacted
and implemented. The other elements of theBill, which belong at NSF where they
can be properly administered, are also excellent initiativesthough suggested fund-
ing for many of these is at a level too low for meeting the real needs (part B of H.R.
30). Under directives by the Congress, the NSF would accept their responsibilities
for the programs covered under their organic act. We urge the committee to assist
all of us in securing such directives by your colleagues on the. Science, Research,
and Technology Subcoiamittee of the Committee on Science and Technology.
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National Science Teachers Association Survey
of GOO Temper Placement Offices Dec. 1982
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The Teacher' Crisis in Secondary
School Science and Mathematics

Science and mathematics instiuction is deteriorating as Auer
Aydin' posse meets in these fields.

JAMES A. SHYMANSKY AND BILL C. ALDRIDGE

Our nation facts unprecedented
problems in science and engi-
neering education. thrh:nost se-

vere of which is the ctitical s stage of
qualifiedsdience and nuthanatics
leachers at the secondary klel: The
problem is not new. Studies by the
National Education Association 119811.
Howe and Cesknich 11982). and Akin
(19801 have carried this _message for
several years, Yet school pies on. Is the
problem not as severe as the data mg.
gat. or worse then we scaling

We reccialy conducted snivels of
seaman school science and math
teachers. seconden school administra-
tors. and placement directors at colleges
and tuthersitics to get another reading
on the science and math supply and
demand. '11w mutts of our surveys and
the highlights from some previous stud-
ies are reported here.

The Demand
to 1980 and again its 1981. Howe and
Galovich (1982) suncyed the in state
scietw- supenisors to assess supply and
&mind for secondary school science
and math teachers. thing a scale of I la
surplies) to 5 to critical shortage), the
found a shortage of physics 14.15). malls
(3.71). and chcmistiy 0.9(u) teachers in
1980. Shortages in physics and math
became more mien. in 1981 iplusits.
4.45: math. 4.281: Moreover, the short-
ages are nationwide. (hale two state
supervisors meortcd an?dcquate simply
of math teachers; four reported an ade-
quate supply of science teachers: six

Woes A. Shaw:shy b Pintestor c f Sciemt
Education. Tiss uninnity loin. haw
Car and Ban c. Aithisfee is Ergadir.
Marto. of Ow National Sciet ma Thicken
Anociation. Woshinston. D.C.

reported an adequate supply of challis.
try teachers.
, Aka§ (1980) findinp are C011111iLlli
with the llowe/Gerlovich report. In a
survey of teacher placement directors in
1981: Akin reported math and physics
as the highest-and second highest areas
of teacher demand. themistry teacher
demand was 7th and earths science 11111
of the 38 areas ranked. The NEA revisit
(19811 also ranked mathematics and
natural and physical. sciences as areas
where the supply of teachers is least
adaputc. .

'The data from these sources are er111-
incilig but not compelling because.

after all. science and truth c.intiniie to .
he taught. 111 order to provide (Luther
insight into the problem'. we cond mud
three surreys in Mx:ember 1981. Our
results are quite revealing.

The Supply
We surveyed 450 teacher platamictit
offices witionuidc to °titans ten -sear

data on the number of teachers receiv-
ing certification in a science or math
area and the number accepting teaching
positions. Figures 1 and 2 slimy the

-number-of persons-arailablc-forplacc-:
matt and the number accepting teaell
.ing positions in math and science front
1971 to 1980, Clearly these giaphs shOw
the serious decline its the numbers of
persons pursuing teaching degrees (79
percent decline its malls and a 64 per
cent decline in science) and an equally
serious. decline in rate at which those
prepared accept teaching hobs,

1981 NEA report indicates a erompara-i
Nit decline its persons accepting teach-
ing positions to persons prepared ai
teachers across all teaching fields fie,
hymn 1962.and 1979.

Who Is Teaching?
We also suncyed 1.000 secondary
school adhainistrators to find out who
teaches science and math at their

Figure 1. Student Trader Supply Index: MathBased on 1!71 Supply.

Student teachers available for placement
`umber accepting teaching positions

Student Teacher Index-1971 Base

1.0

.75

30

.25

00
1971 72 73 74 .75.76 77 711 79 ao

eased on National Sdenot leathers Aasociation survey tit college and university
PlaCenrir olikara Conducted by I. A. Sbyrnansky. The University of WW2, Igea.

Namara 1982 61
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schools, how many were retiring, how
many were leaving for other jobs, and
how many were hired recently. Admin.
istraton reported that 91 percent of their
science and math teachers were teach-
ing those classes exclusively in 1981-
B2--4 drop from 93 t in 1980-
81. They also about a I percent
rate of retirement in the science and
math teaching staff and a 4 percent
exodus to nonteaching jobs. Taken
alone, these figures are not cartluhak-
ing. But data on replacements' for the
retirees and the lob-jUmpers arc shock-
ing. Nationwide, &Ito( all newly-em-
ployed science and math teachers for
the school year 1981-82 were unquali-
fied to teach science or math. These
teachers were reported hired on an
"en..rgency basis." Figure 3 shows, by
region, the percentages of emergency
science and math teachers hired for the
1981-82 school year; the numbers are
staggering but not surprising when
viewed in tams of Figures I and 2.
There simply aren't enough new teach-
ers to replace those leaving or retiring.

What the Teachers Report
More than 450 teachers responded to
third questionnaire aimed at finding out
about their preparation, their anign-
numb; and their plans. From the survey
we know that 60 percent of the science
teachers report cuts in their budgets for
supplies ano equipment. These cub are
ocsturing at a time when school labs are
already obsolete and teacher morale is

low. Wish* learned that 79 percent of
these teachers have not completed a tot-
hour course or workshop in over. ten
yam 69 percent have never attended a
computer workshop. Finally. 40 percent
reported never attending an inscnicc
coupe or worbhop since they began
hashing -an average of 16 ycani

When asked about their plain for the
next five years, a startling 24 percent
indicated they plan to seek cmplopncnt
outside of education. Assuming only 4
percent actually leave the classroom for
nonteaching jobs (as the administrator
data Aggesta) and assuming the graphs
showing the new entries into science
and math teaching level out, the fore-
cast for secondary school science and
math is still gloomy. The mean age of
the science 'and math teaching popula-
tion is 41. As that mean moves up so

will the number of retirees and the
number of Demo-
graphic studies Offleveling of
school-age Ind even a alight
increase in the 80s. When there data are
mixed together, it is clear that the num-
ber of emergency teachers will go up
alsoand that the quality of Meth and
science Instruction will go down.

Surruany
Recent independent surveys all show a
severe shortage of qualified secondary
school science and math teachers.
There has been a catastrophic decline in
the number' of pawns preparing to
teach science and math and, of those
prepared, less than half take teae_ hint
positions. Secondary schools are for
to hire unqualified persons. In addition
as the mean age of the science/math
teaching force rises and more experi-
enced teachen_seck . employment
nonteachini jobs, the quality of instruc-
tion in opr secondary school science
and math classrooms will deteriorate
further. We cannot afford to wait for the
normal laws of supply and 'demand to
correct the problaru. A generation of
school -aged children is far too precious
a commodity. U.

Reformat

National Education Association. Teacher
Supple and Demand in Public Schools.
1980-81. W. S. Craybeal, Project Director.
Washington. D.C.: tune 1981.

Howe. T. C., and Calcnich.1. A. "Crit-
'kal Issues Dealing with the Supply and
Demand of Science and Mathematics
Teachers" Presented to the National Sci-
ence Teachers Association Meeting. Chien-
go, April 3. 1982.

Akin, I. N. ,Teacher Supply and De-
mand: A Recent &inv." Association foe
Scheel. College. and kinhersity Stiffing.
Box 4711. Madison. Wis.. 1980.

Minn, 3. Percentage of En;erlency Science and Math Teachers Hired In

Census lesion Pe'lrge reer'Y
Pacific States 41%
Mountain Rams - 23%

'Wea North Central slams 43%
West South Central States 63%
LotNorth Central States 46%
East South Genesi Stales 40%
North East Steles 9%
Atlantic States 43%
South Mantic Slates 50%
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Rosswr E. YAOZA

Robert Yager was prepared as a high echo! teacher of sciencegraduating from
the University of Northern Iowa in 1950 with a biology major and a teaching certifi-
cate. He taught science in grades 7-12 before entering graduate school at the Uni-
versity of Iowa. He earned an M.S. (1953) and a Ph.D. (1957) in plant physiology/
biochemistry. After earning the doctorate, -Dr. Yager decided against a life as a re-
searcher in physiology and opted for a career in science education while re
close ties with the active research team in physiology at the University of low .

ten in the U.S. He has advised nearly 100 Ph.D candidates, authored ov r 200 re-
Dr. Yager created one of the largest and most productive cen-

ters
reports, directed over 100 NSF, OE, and various foundation h, devel-

opment, and training projects. He has been active professionally having served on
numerous boards, commissions, and panels , he has been the president of the Iowa
Academy of Science, the School Science and Mathematics Association, the National
Association of Biology Teachers, the Association for the Education of Teachers in
Science, and the National Association for Research in Science Teaching. Currently
he serves as the President of the National Science Teachers Association, the world's
largest science education society with over 40,000 members and subscribers.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you for an excellent, concise
statement, too, Dr. Yager.

Ms. Lois Rice, please proceed. Is Ms. Rice here this morning?
Come on around, and the rest of-the panel, we will postpone our
questions until a little later. There will be plenty of questions, but
we want to hear all the panel first.

If you will proceed, Ms. Rice, in any manner you prefer.

STATEMENT OF LOIS RICE, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT FOR
GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS, CONTROL DATA CORP.

Ms. RICE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, my name is Lois D.

Rice and I am a senior vice president with the C,ontrol Data Corp.
For nearly 20 years, Control Data, a worldwide computer and
nancial services firm, has been the leader in developing computer-
based education and training programs. -

It is indeed a pleasure to return to this committee now in a dif-
ferent role, and to have an opportunity to discuss your commend-
able initiative, H.R. 30, the Emergency Math and Education Act.
The severe shortages of qualified math and science teachers in our
Nation's schools and the growing math and scientific illiteracy
among our students have grave implications for our society, for our
national security, and for our already eroding competitive position,
in world markets.

You have heard all the statistics underpinning these conclusions,
so instead of dwelling on problems, I would like to dwell upon the
experiences of my own company in addressing educational deficits
and suggest some proved solutions that you may -wish to reflect in
H.R. 30.

Solutions that involve fundamental changes in the relationship
between education and business and an increasing use of technol-
ogy to expand our teaching capacity. At Control Data, we believe
that education is everybody's business and everybody's respousibili-
V.Hence, there must be a much closer working relationship be-
tween corporations, schools, government, and other sectors, so -that

1 5 8
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in cooperative ways, the improvements needed in education are
viewed by all concerned as profitable business opportunities. Busi-
ness would benefit, education and society would benefit.

Control Data, in cooperation with academia, governMent and
other sectors, already addresses educational and other societal
needs as profitmaldng opportunities. We have committed major re-
sources to the strategy, more than three-quarters of a billion dol-
lars to the development of high-quality educational offerings.

Some school systems are beginning to adopt similar strategies to
form links with industry that are indeed, and in fact, businesslike
partnerships. Only the product is an educated, employable human
being, rather than a commercial good.

One notable example exists right here in the District of Colum-
bia. Control Data has entered into a partnership with the D.C.
public school system to utilize technology, namely our computer-
based education system called PLATO, to improve the reading and
mathematical skills of 400 students at Spingarn High School. Spin-
garn was very carefully cliosen as the site for this partnership be-
cause it is a school that trains both in-school and traditional high
school students, but it also has a program after school for the Dis-
trict's.high school dropouts.

If I am not mistaken, the school is open from about 8 am. until
10 p.m. at night. And that kind of environment, that length of the
school day, permits the maximal use of technology and the most ef-
ficient use of it.

Both the school system and Control Data matched their invest-
ment, about $200,000 each. William Norris, our chairman, founder
and CEO of Control Data, said at the outset of this important part-
nership, and I quote, "The program gives Control Data valuable ex -.
perience in a growing market and helps reduce our costs of hiring,
training, and developing our own personnel."

At the same time, Superintendent McKenzie said:
This partnership is based on a negotiated quid pro quo. We couple business inter-

ests with educational interests in ways that are beneficial to shareholders of both
companies and school.

She went on to say,
These arrangements put our heels to the fire so that we must be accountable in

business terms for hard and timely products, namely better trained students.

From its inception, PLATO has been a partnershipinitially be-
tween the National Science Foundation, the University of Illinois,
and Control Dataand subsequently a partnership, among over 40
universities, hundreds of courseware developers, secondary schools,
foundations, and big and little companies and individuals.

Through these cooperative efforts, we have developed over 8,000
hours of high-quality courseware.

PLATO began with a specially designed terminal linked to a
large central computer, but PLATO offerings are now also availa-
ble on our own microcomputer the. Control. Data 110and we are
beginning to adapt PLATO courseware to other microcomputers,
such as Texas Instruments, Atari, and 'Apple.

PLATO is an individualized approach to learning, allowing stu-
dents to master subjects and learn problem-solving techniques and
at their own pace.
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Studies show that this system has indeed worked, and especially
in the teaching of math and science. According to Francis Fisher,
Henry Luce professor at Haverford College, in the study that he
conducted and others, one group of college students used PLATO as
part of the physics curriculum, another group used only conven-
tional approaches.

Students in the PLATO group scored significantly better on a
common test, and 86 percent said they would prefer their next
physics course to include PLATO.

The Office of Technology Assessment, in a recent report to this
committee, and to the Committee on Science and Technology, sum-
marized studies of PLATO to date, and reported that most regard
PLATO learning as being exceptional; believe that its full potential
is still unrealized.

Before going into the various sections of the bill, Mr. Chairman,
and making some suggestions there, I would like to just mention
briefly a few PLATO programs that have proven particularly suc-
cessful in the training of students in math and science.

First is our basic skills program, it begins at the elementary
level in the fourth grade and continues through high school equiva-
lency. The curriculum requires a minimum amount of instructor
involvement, hence it offers both schools and colleges an economi-
cal and effective. means for students to gain competency in basic
skills.

And by competency., I do not mean minimal competency, but in-
stead, the skills required to begin to 'master more advanced math
and science programs, as well as other curricula.

Among elementary and secondary students with only average
motivation and low to average ability, PLATO has been able to
move many students up one full grade level in math in just 20 to
30 hours, compared with the 150 hours of traditional instruction
that is required to receive the same result.

These PLATO results were with students mostly in inner cities
who had, in many instances, previously failed in traditional class:
room settings. -

Second, to address the*tculty and financial squeezes in engineer-
ing schools, Control Data is participating in a consortium of univer-
sities to develop a PLATO lower division engineering program.
Members of the consortium include the engineering schools of the
Universities of Minnesota, Nebraska, Delaware, Arizona, Cal State,
and Florida State.

A complete freshman and sophomore curriculum is being devel-
oped, consisting of math, chemistry, physics, and computer science,
plus additional humanities, English, and writing courses. About 64
credit hours in all.

The first courses in the series are now in place for the 1982-83
academic year, and the full curriculum should be available during
the 1984-85 year.

Colleges will be able to combine classroom instruction and
PLATO instruction as they wish and deliver instruction at remote
locations, even at home for handicapped students.

Most of this lower division engineering curriculum can be used
at the secondary level, and we are encouraging our higher educa-
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tion partners to reach out to secondary schools in their communi-
ties and States with these new science and math offerings.

A third curriculum is computer literacy. This integrated curricu-
lum, which will eventually have 6 to 600 hours of teaching in this
vitally needed field, not Simply for people who are going into math
and science, but for everyone in this new technological age.

Each of these foregoing efforts is a partnership. Advanced tech-
nology can significantly reduce the amount of time and money re-
quired to provide highqualitkmath and science education which is,
after all, the whole point of RR. 30.

Throughout my testimony, I have used the phrase "teaching ca-
pacity" and quite deliberately. We must begin to think about new
ways of delivering math and science teaching to our young people.
While increasing the number and proficiency of math and science
teachers is critical, we now have available, unlike the late 1950'0
when we passed NDEA, new technopoe with enormous teaching,
capabilities.

To invest funds in an educational process that makes inadequate
use of these technologies is like investing in a nonautomated plant,
or one without adequate capital equipment. Surely, this bill can be
phrased so that approaches such as those I have outlined are en-
couraged and supported, particularly under section 604.

In section 1(a), for example, the bill authorizes funds for teacher
training and recertification in math and science. One of the key
challenges of the 1980's is to make teachers comfortable with tech-
nology.,

You will recall, Mr. Chairman, that in the late 1960's, there was
a push for the use of technology in the classroom. But many teach -:
ers had very negative attitudes toward technology, especially com-
puters.

Teachers feared that computers would interfere with their rela-
tionships with students or that the computers might even replace
them in the classroom. Even receptive teachers found that educa-
tional technologists spoke one language and teachers another, and
too often the technology was simply off the shelf programs, hard to
adapt to individual student needs.

In many instances, the technology that we provided, and in
many instances with. Federal funds, was simply stored in school-
room closets.

For today's teachers to learn to use available technology effec-
tively and efficiently, they must be trained, and much of that train-
ing could take, place in industries that are now training their own
workers and managers to use advanced technology. Approaches
such as this, however, are beyond the traditional recertification
process specified in the bill. I would therefore suggest a broadening
of the section that would allow the use of business resources for
training.

In section 2, funds were available f or the evaluation of local re-
sources in math and science educatioriNyould urge that such eval-
uations also include the training that business and labor now make
available to their own employees and members. Creative partner-
ships might even make it possible for students to participate direct-
ly in these training programs.
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In section 8, the bill provides for funds for plans for modernizing
and expanding courses of instruction. You may want to follow the
recommendation of the Office of Technology Assessment and con-
alder subsidies to expand and upgrade the availability of quality
software for computer-based learning..

Advanced learning technologies can do much to,modernize and
expand math and science courses, but we must avoid the tempta-
tion to simply put textbooks and rote learning on mechanical
teachers.

We need, instead, to invest in creative problem solving uses of
technology. I would urge, therefore, that funds froM this section
specifically be made available for the software development of so-
phisticated quality educational courseware.

In section 4, the bill speaks of the "development of innovative re-
sources, including the use of emerging technologies and the devel-
opment of curriculum." However laudable a concept, I would sug-
gest that the reference be to the "use of advanced learning technol-
ogy," the same term used, and quite deliberately, in the new Jobs
Training Partnership Act.

Otherwise, we could appear to be encouraging schools simply to
buy the newest piece of hardward, as the term "emerging" would
suggest, rather than to acquire the most appropriate advanced
technology.

I would also suggest that this section clearly authorize the use of
funds for technologies for recordkeeping management of competi-
tively based learning programs and other administrative tasks, so
that teachers in the future have the time to do what they dobest---
and that is namely teach.

Finally, section 5 calls for the use of community resources, in-
cluding. those in business. There are many opportunities for cre-
ative_approaches here, including, providing businesses with incen-
tives to loan employees to schools as teachers; we are part of the
problem, we have lured teachers trained in math and science away
from the schools, and I think we could be part of the solution.

Tlie section could also consider school systems funds to, enter
joint ventures with businesses, such as the orie I mentioned here in
the District of Columbia. In encouraging more businesses to create
new programs, as Control Data and other companies have done in
the Warren-Sherman neighbOrhood in Toledo, where we provid-
students with part-time employment in high-technology plant
during the school year and full-time summer employment.

These changes, Mr. Chairman, would in my view encourage the
kinds of creative public /private partnerships' that I think this sec-
tion and the bill itself intends to foster.

Unless it does, however, with specific language, fear the more
traditional approaches, useful as they may be, will ,dominate the
use of the funds.

Finally, I would like to comment on the postsecondary section of
the act, though here I am expressing my personal observations,
harkening back to some of the times when I was previously before
this committee in another incarnation, so therefore I am not really
here expressing the views of Control Data.
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First, I believe that the merit-based scholarships provided by the
act might more usefully be directed to teachers who are demonstra-
bly dedicated to teaching and in need of skills upgrading.

In many schools, there are outstanding teachers who need or
who would benefit from further education. Now they have few op-
tions except to spend four or five summers in obtaining recertifica-
tion and upgrading.

Such teachers for the scholarships could be nominated by their
peers, teachers know what teachers in their midst are good teach-
ers. The scholarships, using the limited funds available in this sec-
tion, the scholarships then could be directed to those recipients
most likely to become lifelong master teachers.

Funds could be apportioned in proportion to a State's representa-
tion in the whole Congress. School systems or States could pay one-
half of these teachers splaries possibly, while the recipients attend
graduate school, and the Federal Government the other half, 'thus
creating a very significant partnership in raising the quality of
training and teaching..,

These dedicated teachers would undoubtedly return to their
schools, they could help to train their peers, and of course, better
teach their students.

Additionally, or alternatively, you may wish to focus merit schol-
arship funds on graduate students who are pursuing teaching ca-
reers. It seems only fair that such students should be rewarded and
encouraged, especially at a time when so many graduate fellow-
ships have dried up.

In my view, merit awards for dedicated teachers or fromising
graduate students interested in teaching are fir morel justifiable
than merit awards to undergraduates who may or may not become
proficient teachers or even enter teaching.

You, Mr. Chairman, I, many others on this committee and else-
where, have in my view labored far too, long to develop and nur-
ture need-based undergraduate student aid programs rather than
merit scholarships.

However laudable the objective, I would urge you and this com-
mittee not to stray from the hard-won victories of the past -that
were.designed to expand equal educational opportunity at the un-
de aduate level.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, H.R. 30 is clearly fo-
cusing on a key problem, one that can be better addressed through
effective partnerships that encourage the effective use of bath
human and technological resources.

Once again I thank you for this opportunity and I would be de-
lighted to answer any questions you have.

Chairman PERK1118. Thank 'you very much for an excellent state-
ment.

I notice around the witness table, we do not have room for the
rest of the panel, and let me ask Dr. Yager to keep his seat and let
those accompanmg Dr. Yager take the seats immediately to the
rear there. Immediately to the- rear, and that will give us more
room and you will be within the reach if questions come up a little
later. If we do not have room back there, we will make room for
you, so you can pull up your chairs and be around close..
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Our: next witness is Mr. John Canteen, Secretary of Education for
Gov.4Charles Robb, Virginia, You go ahead, Mr. Boucher, and intro-
duce the gentlemen. Let' him'come around and take a seat here at
this table.

Mr. BOUCIIKK. Thank yoti, Mr. Chairman. It is my pleasure to
Join with you hero today in welcoming to the committee Dr. John
Canteen, who, as you indicated, is the Secretary of. Education in
Governor Robb's cabinet in Virgina.

Mr. Canteen is a. former professor of English at the University of
Virginia and at the University of California at Berkeley and ho
wan dean of admissions at. the University of Virginia. He is hero
today representing the Education Commission of the States Task
Force on Education for Economic Growth and it is my pleasOre to
Join with you In welcoming him hero today.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Boucher. Go
ahead, Mr. Cfasteen.

STATEMENT OF JOHN CASTEEN, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION,
FOR GOV. CHARLES ROBB, VIRGINIA; FLORETTA McKENZIE,
SUPERINTENDENT, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Mr. CABMEN. Thank you, Mr. Perkins, thank, you, Mr. Boucher.
Mr. Chairman, I have brought today a written statement which I

will not read---.-
Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, all your written state-

ments will be placed in the record in toto and you proceed any"way,
you want to; if you want to summarize it, you may. Go ahead.

Mr. CASTKEN. I will summarize it with yo9r permission.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. `1"

Mr. CABMEN. The statement begins with a brief description of
the activities of the Education Commission of the States Task Force
on Education for Economic Growth, the task force chaired by Gov-
ernor Hunt of North Carolina.

It describes three major tasks that the task force has set for
itself and describes the kinds of products the task force intends to
offer to State leaders in assisting them to formulate educational
policieti that address many of the issues that are before your com-
mittee today.

The three tasks include, first of all, an attempt to identify the
major needs of the States with regard to the kinds of graduates
that our schools ought to produce as ways of inducing further.eco-
nomic growth.

Second, recommending specific policies, programs and actions
State leaders can pursue in the service of those first purposes, and
third, an attempt to develop sound leadership, both in the private
sector and in Government to support the kinds of change in educa-
tion that I think most of us at this point agree are appropriate, es-
pecially changes havihg to do with the kinds of complex academic
skills m mathematics and the sciences and elsewhere that seem
best to support the kinds of occupations that will expand in oppor-
tunity as our economy continues to change.

The second part of the written testimony is a survey of major
educational initiatives announced by Governors in their recent
state of the State addresses. The point of that section of the written
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statement is to provide for the committee a sample of the kinds of
activity already in progress at the State level, and in particular to
dwell both on activities that already exist, that already have fund-
ing and programs attached to them, and at the same time to indi-
cate the shape of planinng for the corning year or 2 years, depend-
ing on the State's business cycle.

I think it is important to observe that in many States, Governors
have acknowledged critical needs with regard to mathematics and
science and, second, that they have attempted to relate those needs
to the needs of industry and business as we attempt to deal with
what many of us see as a new era in our technology.

Many of the States are working directly on the problem of deal-
ing with the shortage of science and mathematics teachers, a short-
age (that is not universally distributed across the country, but that
does\4ppear in one form or another in virtually every State.

Many Governors have also attempted in one way or another to
deal:with the problem of adapting computer software and computer
technology to the specific needs of teachers: I ilhink it is fair to say
that the efforts of several of the Governors, GoVarnor Kean of New
Jersey comes to mind as an example, parallel in many ways with
the kind of testimony the committee has heard earlier today.

Finally, at the end of the written statement, I offer three brief
suggestions concerning the legislation On which the committee has
assembled today to meet, and that is H.R. 30.

The first observation I have tried to make is that State gover-
nance of education differs dramatically from, one State to another
and that the ability of States to use dollars in a productive way
and to use Federal partnerships in a productive way, depends in
part on the peculiar circumstances of the given State.

In some States, the State's chief school officer is well able to co-
ordinata-educational policy. Indeed, in some States, that officer has
governance authority with regard to schools. In other States, in-
cluding my own, authority is deliberately distributed to the feasible
point that is closest to the place where we deliver the service so
that our State board of education shares governance authority with
local.school division bOards.
-Our State Council of Higher Education, to move to another area

of activity, coordinates and plans, but does not direct or govern the
specific activity of the boards that govern our several institutions.

The point that I am trying to make with that observation, and
the second basic point on page 5 of the prepared statement, is the
change in education is very, difficult to articulate from the national
point of view,. :at, in fact, change occurs in different ways at dif-
erent pac event parts of the country.

L-suppo .ohe way to paraphraSe my second >observation on
H.R. 30 t lie.committee may well want to spend some time
gauging the pr Ped of causing change, by any specific kind of Fed-
eral action'andperhaps also to attempt to involve the States, espe-
cially the leadership_ of the States-,responsible for State school
policy; in suggesting ways in which Federal legislation can achieve
the maximum kind of benefit in the national interest. ,"

Third, I have made a basic observation about a fear that we have
in education, that we not return taan.;era in which we believe that
pejtely directineat problems $iOuld:Solve them. The fact of the
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matter is that the structure of education in the States has from
time to time been an impediment to well-intended Federal initia-
tives that might in one State have worked, but in other States, not
have worked simply. because our governance systems in schooli re-
flect our peculiar local customs and activities. -

I guess what I am asking is perhaps the legislation in the end
'ought to contain some mechanism to see to it that States gauge
their own ability to drive dollars to programs that work, that
States engage in some kind of partnership with the Federal Gov-
ernment in designing programs that will, in fact, deliver dollars to
programs that work, and finally, that the intention of the Congress
m funding this kind of legislation be realized in the, end in the
form of local programs that do, indeed, improve our performance in
mathematics and science, improve the linkage between schools and
business, improve the prospects that this year's graduates will be
able to change in 5 or 10 or 20 years, to deal with economic condi-
tions that are changing- so rapidly now that no one exp9rt can say
with any real confidence what we will need to be doing in our high
schools in as brief a time as a decade from now.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

[Prepared statement of 'John Cast: eat folloWs0

PREPARED STATEMENT or JOHN T. CABTEMI III, S4CRBTARY OF EDUCATION,
ConnscorwEALTu or VniOINIA

Mr. Chairman, I am John Casteen, Secretary of Education of the Commonwealth
of Virgirua. In that capacity, I serve as a Commissioner of the Education Commis-
sion of the State (ECS), and I act as staff to Governor Charles S. Robb, who site as a
member of the ECS Task Force on Education for Economic Growth. As you might

e, I take great interest 'in the Conirnittee's effort to frame national policy on
mathematics anclacience education, areas of academic activity in which our erratic
progress in.recerit years concerns all of us in education.

Everyone now acknowledges, I think, that the national issue framing the debate
at the federal, state, and local levels for this year, for the Presidential election year,
and certainly for the remainder of the 1980's, is the economy. The members of the
'RCS Task Force on' Education for Economic Growth recognze that the quality of
education delivered in this country figures heavily in this debate. The Task Force is
addressing its attintion particularly to the responsibility of state policymakers and
business leaders in providing for our 45 million elementary and secondary school
students the opportunity to !graduate from high school with the knowledge and
skills they will need to earn livings and to practice sound citizenship in tomorrow's'
economy. We believe that the members of this Committee may moult to know about
the approach taken by the Task Force, and also about certain possible products of
the work done by the Task Force.

Governor James Hunt of North Carolina, current chairman of ECS, formally an-
nounced the creation of the National Task Force on Education for Economic Growth
on December 9 at a press conference here in Washington. Frank Cary of I.B.M. and
Governor Pete duPont of Delaware co-chair the Task Force with Governor Hunt. I
have attached to these prepared remarks a blue-colored information sheet that con-
tains a listing of all Task Force members. Our work, which will be completed, in
July, embraces three primary tasks:

that workers need to master in, order to contribute to and benefi y the new condi-
1. Defining neede-Ahat is,lidentifying the skills, abilities, and behavior

tions of a modern technological economy. Our conversations with usiness and labor
leaders hive underscored Judgments afready well, known to many of you. Some 85
percent. four high school 'graduates are now seen as lacking vital competencies in
one or in o e disciplines that' foster complex ability in problem solving, reason-
ing, pon.)!I (I analyzing. The business community uses the term "learn.
hugto competencies We in education tend to call then

many 4*- ALA in recent years. Attempting to define strat,-
;'higher- in .h thern from the "basics" about which

%Pee t -r"-- various,areas of enlieavor, the Task Force is
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addressing the peculiar roles of governors, state legislators, business, labor, scien-
tists, and educators generally in creating a national understanding of the need for
these skills.

2. Recommending policies, programs, and actions for state leadersthat is, ad-
dressing such questions as what changes should we make in delivering educational
services? How can we arrange, for students to spend more time learning math and
science? Should we lengthen the school day or year? Should the states certify new
kinds of teachers (business people or scientists employetrby industry or government,
for example) to serve in classrooms? Which states have already succeeded in making
schools more effective? -What are the problems, costs, and unknowns when local and
state leaders embark on programs to improve or reform their schools? who opposes
change, and why? Whicli,state leaders can make the most significant commitments
if schools are to be- improved? These and, other Similar questions will be before the
Task Force when it meets here in Washington on February 26.

3. Asserting leadership to Promote partnerships with business and industry, with
the private partner sharing some part of the cost, human and material, of improv-
ing schools. In this regard, the Task Force is collecting information on what kinds of
partnerships are already working,and where, and has begun compiling answers to
important questions that proponents of such partnerships must answer: What
framework is required if business is to remain an active partner with schools over a
sustained period to timeTWhat guidelines, regulations, and laws inhibit or encour-
age public/private partnerships of this kihd? What are business, leaders already
doing to improve education ?-Which companies are helping schools identify the math
and science skills needed for jobs (and future growth) in the new technologies? To
what extent are business executives lending their skills to school people who want
to improve management? Which companies are exchanging staff with schools, or re-
leasing mathematicians and scientists for servicein schools? And with what pay-offs
for both partners?

will
the Task Force holds itssfinal scheduled meeting in May,

these questions will shape the discussion.
Supporting this effort, the Education Commission of the States is collecting state-

by-itate data on initiatives either proposed or already in place. I have attached to
my prepared testimony a summary of state initiatives known to the Task Force in
November.

One can quickly grasp the significance to the states of the issue of education for
economic growth by examining the tests of the state-of-the-state messages delivered
this month in all of our state capitols. Almost every governor is asserting that the
states' own best interest requires that we succeed in this effort. Some typical exam-
ples: ,

Governor James Hunt of North Carolina, who as Chairman of ECS has asked
each governor to decliire 1982-83 the Year of the Public School, has based his legis-
lative program on a careful strategy of investing in education and economic growth,
in more jobs and better schools. His State-of-the-State message details a ten-step
plan for the public schools developed with the primary goal of preparing people to
work in a modern technological economy, and built on the following elements:

1. Continuing the state's strong kindergarten and primary reading program by
placing a teacher and full-time aide in every classroom in grades K-3.

2. Retraining teachers who are presently teaching' math and science out-of-field by
providing $1,000 retraining grants for high, school teachers to take college math and
science courses and by funding a summer institute program to retrain 1,500 teach-
ers in middle and junior high schools.

3. Strengthening recruitment of math and science teachers by redirecting the
state's Prospective Teacher Scholarship Loan Program to those who plan to teach in
these critical fields.

4. Providing funds for an additional six weeks of employment for one lead teacher
of math and science in each of North Carolina's high schools. This teacher would
work during the summer at improving science and math instruction for the entire
school for the coming year.

5. Developing examples of "true excellence" in math and science by establishing
model projects at elementary or secondary schools in each of the state's eight educe-
tion districts.

6. Gradually increasing the minimum standards required for passing the state's
competency tests, perhaps through the addition of questions in the science area.

7. Requesting the state board of education to increase high school graduation re-
quirements by including at least two units each in math and science.

8. Increasing emphasis on "maximum competency" in schools by implementing
the proposed North Carolina Scholars Program giving higher recognition to stu-
dents who complete a more rigorous high school curriculum.
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9. In-creasing the number of science and math courses required for admission to
the ertate'e college and universities.

10. Continuing to build on the success of the North Carolina School of Science and
Math in stimulating better math and science teachers in all of the state's public
schools.

Governor Pierre duPont of Delaware has called on his Legislature to establish a
state task force, under the direction of the state superintendent and state board of
education, to focus on the shortage of math and science teachers: He has also called .

for a major Jobs Initiatives Package that includes using unemployment compensa-
tion funds as "education vouchers" for retraining purposes.

Governor Richard Snelling of Vermont has proposed an "early education initia-
tives" to enable local school districts tb involve educators, parents, business, and
community volunteers in programs that will include intensified instruction in math,
reading, and writing, from pre-school through grade 8.

Governor Scott Matheson of Utah has proposed redefining the purposes of educa-
tion in the elementary and secondary grades, and emphasizing the need to teach
critical thinkingthe ability to define a problem, seek relevant data, weigh evi-
dence, and draw defensible conclusions, within the context of each subject.

Governor Robert Orr of Indiana in his State-of-the-State message presented "an
agenda for excellence in the public schools," based on the preliminary_ recommenda-
tions of his Select Advisory Commission for Primary and Secondary Education. The
Governor emphasized that this was an enrichment program, over and above the $2.8
billion in state funds recommended for public education. Governor Orr's agenda in-
cludes the following:

1. A requirement for a longer school year and a mandatory number of instruction
days for all students.

2. An expansion of existing early grades, basic skills development, and gifted stu-
dent programs.

3. A computer learning and training program to assist schools in evahiating com-
puter instruction needs, teacher training and purchases of computer hardware and
software for classroom use.

4. Funding to offset a critical shortage of math and science teichers through spe-
cial .financial assistance to students in schools of teacher education and to provide
retraining for teachers luesently qualified in disciplines in surplus supply:

5. Promotion of business and education partnerships through tax credits for
summer employment of shortage area teachers and for donation of computer equip-
ment to local schools.

6. A recommendation to reserve three-positions on the state board of education for
appointment of business leaders, to establish a greater linkage between public edu-
cation and the business community.

Governor Thomas Kean of New Jersey has created a new Center for Information
Age Technology at the New Jersey Institute of Technology in conjunction with the
Governor's Office of Management. The Center will asiiist all levels of government in
developing plans for computer applications, thereby providing increased services
with reduced dollar and personnel costs. The Center will also work with the aca-
demic community to improve productivity. The Govenor's Commission on Science
and TechnologV, established last year in New Jersey, has brought together thalead-
ership of the state's major universities and industries to recommend new policies to
stimulate development of research and educational programs to meet the demands
of the high technology era. Recommendations are expected this fall. A separate
Council on Math and ence Teacher Shortage has focused on how best to prepare
math and science teachers and on how to retain qualifiedmath itiad science teachers
in public schools and colleges. This group will make its report in May.

Governor Charles S. Robb of. Virginia has earmarked money in his proposed
budget for the next fiscal year to provide essential uate instruction for en-
gineers and technicians already employment in the Richmond area, which currently
lacks this service, and to make a state commitment to a proposed nuclear research
laboratory to be 'ointly administered by the member instituations of the Southeast-
ern Universities arch Consortium. In addition, he has proposed that the Virgin-
ia General Assembly .fund a new program of comprehensive guidance publications
that will stress the principles that students prepare themselves at each level of edu-
cation for success at the next level, and that schooling builds toward the world of
work. When fully implemented, this program will bring families and prospective
employers directly into the process by which students plan their schooling.

As the states move to respond to this challenge, it is also appropriate that federal
action be considered. With regard to H.R. 30, I can comment only from my perspec-,
tive as a Virginia official, but I am eager to offer these few observations.
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States will seek solutions to this problem through many different approaches, and
these approaches will vary in complexity. Differences in governance, funding, and
purposes guarantee that no one approach will work in all states. Sometimes the gov-
ernor will take the lead; inother states, the legislature; in still others, the Chief
State School Officer. In each state, the final recommendations and actions will
almost certainly require collaboration among state, business, and local community
leaders. I am not certain that your legislation in its current formaclulowledges and
builds solutions on the number of ways states are already responding or can respond
with your help and leadership.

How carefully is the federal dollar being leveraged? I am not certain that the fed-
eral money will get down to where the problem is, as defined by the states and com-
munities. Meaningful change ineducation, which I take to be one of your purposes
in considering federal action, inevitably involves both confrontation and collabora-
tion. The confrontations often pit education's own internal constituencies against`
one another. And the confrontations often find resolutions not in terms of goodness
or purity of intention, but in terms of what is practically possible. Without doubting
the Committee's awareness that opinions about how to improve education extend to
infinite numbers, I think that it is proper to observe that new programs rarely suc-
ceed without tangible goals and more-or-less quantifiable purposes.

In Virginia, I work with both the Board of Education, which governs our elemen-
tary and secondary schools, and the Council of Higher Education, which plans and
coordinates on behalf of the many boards that govern higher education, to define
responsibilities and to seek solutions to problems that touch all levels of education.
Tlus essential structure,exists in most of the statesone governing body addresses
elementary and secondary education, while another (or many others) addresses
higher education. We have realized in recent years that the two levels have Common
obligations and interests, that what was once seen as a natural animosity is neither
natural nor productive. Collaboration at the state level to consolidate planning and
to gain the greatest possible return on our education dollars has become common as
we have tried in our several ways to end the old conflicts and develop new unity. I
am concerned that the proposed legislation, with distinct pots of money for elemen-
tary and secondary-schools and others for postsecondary institutions, May inadvert-
ently retard the progress we are already making in these areas. I believe that our
times require thattatstea plan and coordinate strategiesa function quite different
from governing edurationfrom the perspective of each state's best sense of its own
economic and social futures. To fragment or seem to fragment the sole process that
seems to allow the states to deal with change as rapid as that of the last five years
or that projected for the next five years may well not be the Congress's purpose. I
hope that the legislation can eventually include safeguards against the random, un-
planned expenditures in countless uncoordinated local efforts that sometimes char-
acterized the federal efforts of a decade ago.

Finally, I believe that I can say for my colleagues in state governmeni that we
applaud your willingness to attempt to define the federal interest in this problem,
and that we look forward to working with you in implementing whatever program
you-eventually adopt. We believe that we are making real progress in many places
and in many ways. We share your optimism that our schools and colleges are ade-.
quate to the task of equipping Amencana for life and work in a new,kind of econo-
my.

NATIONAL TASK FORCE ON EDUCATION FOR ECONOMIC GROWTH-INFORMATION SHEET

Sponsor: The Education Commission of the States (ECS), under the chairmanship
of Governor James B. Hunt Jr. (North Carolina), current ECS Chairman.

Co-Chairmen: The Honorable Pierre S. duPont IV, Governor of Delaware Frank
Cary, Chairman, IBM.

Membership: Thirty-three national leaders, including governors, legislators, heads
of major corporations, education officials, and representatives from labor, media and
the scientific community compose the task force. Other business, industry, labor
education and government leaders will provide a network of knowledgeable advisors
to the task force.

PURPOSE

The task force will be action oriented . . . draw heavily on relevant data and re-
sources that already exist . . . focus primarily on strategies for improving the qual-
ity of high school graduates, especially those skills required for economic growth
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. . . and give momentum to the growing interest and concern among governors and
corporate leaders for the quality of our public schools.

Specifically, the goals of the task force are:
1. Create national understanding of the need for a better educated work force that

is necessary for economic growth.
2. Promote alternative policies, programs and actions to improve education which

may be used.by national, state and local leaders in both the public and private sec-
tors.

3. Promote partnerships among community, business; labor, government and edu-
cation leaders to improve education that will lead to economic growth.

Although the focus will be on education for economic growth, the task force will
remain cognizant of other equally important purposes of public education, e.g., citi-
zenship and personal growth.

Meetings: The task force officially meet in Washington, D.C. on February 26 and
in Raleigh, North Carolina on May 4, 1983. Additionally, planning sessions attended
by task force members or their designated staff will be held in late January and
early April, 1983. An initial planning session was held in Denver on November 9-10,
1982.

Reports: The business of the task force will terminate with reports being delivered
to the 1983 annual meetings of the Education Commission of the States (Denver,
July 20-23) and the National Governors Association (Maine, July 31-August 2).

MEMBERS

Thornton "Brad" Bradshaw, Chairman, RCA Corporation and Chairman, Confer-
ence Board.

Bruce Brombacher, Teacher of the Year, Jones Junior High School, Upper Arling-
ton, Ohio.

J. Fred Bucy, President, Texas Instruments.
Philip Caldwell, Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Ford Motor

JamesJames Campbell, President, MISSO Corporation; and Chairman, Education, Em-
ployment and Training Committee, U.S. Chamber of Commerce.

Frank Cary, Chairman of the Board and Chairman of the Executive Committee,
International Business Machines Corporation.

The Honorable Wilhelmina Delco, State Representative ofTexas.
The Honorable Pierre S. du Pont IV, Governor of Delaware.

- Dr. Calvin M. Frazier, Commissioner of Education, Colorado.
Dr. William C. Friday, President, University of North Carolina.
The Honorable D. Robert Grahain, Governor of Florida.
Dr. Anna J. Harrison, Professor Emeritus, Mount Holyoke College.
The Honorable James B. Hunt, Jr., Governor of North Carolina.
John H. Johnson, President, Johnson Publishing Company.
The Honorable Thomas Kean, Governor of New Jersey.
David T. Kearns, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Xerox Corporation.
Marvin 0. Koenig, Principal, Southwest High School, St. Louis, Missouri.
The Honorable Richard D. Lam, Governor of Colorado.
The Honorable Anne Lindeman, State Senator of Arizona.
Robert W. Lundeen, Chairman of the Board, The Dow Chemical Company; mid

Trustee, Committee for Economic Development.
The Honorable Scott M. Matheson, Governor ofiltah.
Dr. Floretta McKenzie, Superintendent ofScholl, District of Columbia.
Richard Monroe, President, Time, Inc.
Judith Moyers, Education Specialist, New York, New York.
The Honorable George Nigh, Governor of Oklahoma.
William C. Norris,. Chairman of the Board and Chief Executive Officer, Control

Data Corporation.
Bernie J. O'Keefe, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, EG and G, Inc.; and In-

coming Chairman, National Association of Manufacturers.
The Honorable Robert D. Orr, Governor of Indiana.
Dr. Frank Press, President, National Academy ofScience.
The Honorable Robert D. Ray, Governor of Iowa. ,

The Honorable Charles S. Robb, Governor of Virginia.
The Honorable Richard L. Thornburgh, Governor of Pennsylvania.
Glenn E. Watts, President, Communications Workers of America.
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Contributors: The following donors have provided support for the task force. Add
tional contributions would be moat appreciated: Control Data Corporation, Texas
struments, and Kellogg Foundation.

Additional information can' obtained from:
Dr. Robert Andringa, Execu ve Director, ECS (303) 830-3620.
Dr. Roy Forbes, Associate ecutive Director, ECS (303) 830-3768.
Ms. Betty Owen, Policy A visor, Governor's Office, Raleigh, N.C. (919) 733-6321

EDUCATION COMMISSION OF THE STATES

Origin: Created in 1966 as an interstate compact.
Current membership: Forty-eight states (all but Montana and Nevada) ph

Puerto Rico, American Samoa an the Virgin Islands have passed the necessary lei
islation to join. Each jurisdiction pays an annual fee to ECS and has seven votin
Commissioners, most often including the Governor, a member of the House,
member of the Senate and four individuals appointed by the Governor.

Purpose: Service to state political and education leaders to improve the quality
education at all levels.

Primary constituency served: Governors, legislative leaders and their senior polic
aides . . . chief state school officers, state higher education executive officers an
their senior policy associates . . state education boards . . . state leadership of loci
schools and campuses . . . and others who are not in these categories but who ai
appointed by governors as ECS Commissioners.

FUNCTIONS

1. Undertake policy research, surveys and special studies in response to the neec
of state policymakers.

2. Serve as a clearinghouse of information about state policies and proposals, st
tistical information, research findings, and other sources of data.

3. Organize forums at the state, regional and national levels for ECS primary col
stituencies to exchange views, explore new ideas and build relationships.

4. Offer technical assistance including training programs, for individual states an
defined groups of leaders.

5. Facilitate nationwide cooperation in education by providing information to ti
federal government and to national organizations, representing state interests in n.
tional forums, stimulating intergovernmental coorthnation and helping state oft
dais exercise leadership beyond their state roles.

Governance: A Steering Committee, consisting of one Commissioner from eac
member jurisdiction, meets three times a year and includes various committees 1
oversee and guide the Commission between annual meetings of all Commissioner

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE

Governor James B. Hunt Jr., North Carolina (chairman).
State Senator Anne E. Lindeman, Arizona (vice chairman).
Governor Pierre S. duPont N, Delaware.
Governor Robert D. Ray, Iowa.
Commissioner Sheldon H. Knorr, Board of Higher Education, Maryland.
Commissioner Harold Reynolds Jr., Education and Cultural Services, Maine.
Superintendent of Public Instruction WilsonRiles, California.
State Representative Gary D. Sharpe, Missouri.
Executive Director Harry M. Snyder, Council on Higher Education, Kentucky.

KEY STAFF CONTACTS

Robert C. Andringa, Executive Director.
Peggy Greene, Assistant to the. Executive Director.
Aims McGuinness Jr., Assistant Executive Director.
Susan Adler, Director, Washington Office.
Gordon Ziemer, Associate Executive Director, Administration.
Roy Forbes, Assobiate Executive Director, Programs.
Allan Odden, Director, Policy_ Analysis and Research.
Beverly Anderson, Director, ational Assessment Program.
Shirley McCune, Director, Technical Assistance.
RUBS Vlaanderen, Coordinator, Information Clearinghouse Services.
Rex Brown, Director, Publications Department.
John Aupnblick, Director, Finance Center.
,Patricia Lines, Dirtctor, Law Center.
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Donald Burnes, Director, Governance Center.
Louis Rabineau, Director, Leadership Development.
Gloria Frazier, Director, State Education Policy Seminars.
Bill Hilton, Director, Lifelong Learning Project.
Edtlj Petrock, Director, Energy Education Pro Loot!
Vioehte Serrano, Director, Migrant Education Project.
Budget: New grants and contracts are likely to alter the approved budget for

fiscal year October 1, 1982 to September 80, 1988:

BUDGET

Adrinittattd Men* Amount Petal

State membership fees and miscellaneous (unrestricted) .... ... ........ $1,433,478 25

Contracts with States. 316,735 5

Federal grant National Assessment (NAEP) 3,114,231 56

Odes Federal trartb/contruts 201,461 4

Foundations (5) 498,387 9

Other--....... 26,136 1

Subtotal 5,590,428 100

External NAEP 03111IEB 305,390

Total 5,895,818

WAIT LEW=

ECS has substantive staff capability to assist states in the areas of education fi-
nance, law, governance, education quality improvement, and assessment and evalua-
tion. Examples of the variety of issues on which ECS assists states include:

Finance (K-12 and postsecondary);
School improvement;
Nationwide trends in reading, mathematics, science and other knowledge areas;
Education governance;
Public policy and private schools;
Teacher quality and supply; and
Education of special populations (migrant, handicapped, etc.).

ornate
Headquarters: 1860 Lincoln Street, Suite 300, Denver, Colorado 80295 (303) 830-

3600.
Washigton, D.C.: 248 Hall of the States, 444 N. Capitol Street NW, Washington,

D.C. 20001 (202) 624-5838.

Morn the Education Commission of the States Teak Force on Education for Economic Growth)

PRELIMINARY RESULTS OF A SURVEY OF STATE INITIATIVES IN EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

One of the biggest challenges facing American education is the development of
policies and programs to help students meet the needs of a high technology econo-
my. Recent advances in technologies related to electronics, communications, infor-
mation transmission, and molecular biology will have a dramatic effect on the skills
students will need to be productive workers in a growth economy. Competencies in
the fundamentals of reading, writing and computation must continue to be the foun-
dation of a sound education. They need to be supplemented, however, by higher-
level conceptual, reasoning, analytical, and problem-solving skillsskills facilitated
by study of the mathematical, computer, natural, and biological sciences.

Unfortunately, sr many recent studies have shown, significant deficiencies exist
in the quality and quantity of science and mathematics education in our public
schools. Student enrollments and achievement have been declining over the past 20
years. Qualified teachers are in short supply. The curriculum and acilities are inad-
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equate to prepare all the students to work and live in an increlingly technological
society.

States, with the constitutional responsibility for elementary and secondary educa-
tion, must take the lead in redressing these deficiencies. Substantial human, institu-
tional, financial, and political resources will be required. They wijYbe obtained only
if governors and other state political and education loaders are joined in this en-
deavor by leaders of huffiness and industry, higher education, science and engineer-
ing, and the general community.

In recognition of the necessity of these partnerships for improving elementary
and secondary education, Governor James B. Hunt, Jr. of North Carolina, as the
new Chairman of the EducatiOn Commission of the States (ECS), has established an
ECS Task Force on Education for Economic Growth. The Task Force consists of gov-
ernors, huffiness and industry loaders, representatives of labor, the technical com-
munity, and all levels of education. The goal of the Task Force is to stimulate each

, of these groups to initiate activities, individually and collectively, aimed at improv-
ing the capabilities of high school graduates to contribute to economic growth.

The initial activity of the ,Task Force has been directed toward governorsBthem-
selves, as the officials responsible for guiding the state leadership that is required:
Governor Hunt requested all of the governors to report on programs and activities
underway in their states which ,u,ddress educational problems and opportunities.
This document is a summary of the information obtained. It is intended to assist the
governors in assessing their current programs, in designing new and improved pro-
grams, and in formulating their legislative proposals over the coming year.

The Task Force will obtain more detailed information on state and local initia-
tives in education for economic growth in early 1983. Additional Task Force activi-
ties will be getting underway in the next couple of months. Information on the com-
plete Task Force work program will be available at the winter meeting of NGA. If
you have any questions about the Task Force, please contact Roy Forbes at ECS
(303-830-3768), Betty Owen (919-733-6320) or Don Phillips (919-549-0671) in the
Office of the Governor in North Carolina.

SURVEY RESULTS

The governors were asked.to provide information on activities concerned with:
Improving student competencies in mathematics, science, computers, and other

academic areas;
Using computers to improve education;
Providing incentives for attracting, retraining and upgrading education personnel,

especially science and mathematics teachers; and
Involving citizens and business and industry leaders in education.
Almost forty states have responded to date. Although each state reported a

unique set of initiatives for each problem area, most of the responses fit into one of
three' categories:

Task forces to study the issues; define the problems, needs and opportunities and
recommend new policies and programs;

Programs to enhance quality and quantity of curriculum, facilities, students, and
teachers; and

Programs to encourage broader involvement in education by citizens, business and
industry.

A brief overview of the types of activities in each of these areas is presented
below.

TASK FORCES

The task forces reported in the survey dealt with nearly every conceivable educa-
tion issue facing the states. Task force agendas included consideration of:

Programs to achieve excellence in the high schools, including re-evaluating the
nature and'role of the high school, determining appropriatg goals and curricula for
various categories of students and revising high school grackiation requirements;

The structure of the teaching profession, the nature of teacher training programs
and the future simply an demand of teacheres, especially in science and mathemat-
ics; t

Computer literacy goal and curricula for students in grades K-12 and for teach.
ers and administrators;

A central state-wide advisory service for computer software;
Mechanisms to involve business, education and labor in educational planning and

policy, deciaionmaking and evaluation;
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Strategies to expand a state's economy and employment rate through improve-
ments in education and training; and

Manpower projections and vocational and technical education to meet the needs
of the state's Industrial.

ENHANCING PROGRAM QUALITY AND QUANTITY

Every state has implemented programs to improve educational quality. To in-
crease the effectiveness of its educational systems states are:

Developing new orrevised curricula, especially in science, mathematics and com-
puter literacy in grades K-12. Most states have develop curriculum guides, state-
ments of minimal competencies or curricula goals which students should meet upon
graduation. Many states are moving beyond minimal competencies and are requir-
ing "standards of excellence" and strengthening existing programs;

Emphasizing a shift in the curriculum to teach concepts, applications, problem
solving and critical thinking;

Providing technical assistance (using on-site workshops or regional centers) in
such areas as computer literacy, clarifying course goals, curriculum design, student
and program evaluation and the use of the results of reserach on effective educa-
tional practices;

Introducing college level course in high school (such as Calculus);
Introducing computer assisted instruction (CM) or national information systems

such as Porject BEST to increase student learning and achievement;
Purchasing new equipment, including computers and software;
Reducing The number of "at-risk" students by providing additional training and

job placement services; and
gAtablishing local pilot programs to develop strategies that can be effective on a

state-wide basis.

ENHANCING STUDENT QUALITY AND QUANTITY

States have attempted to increase the number of students taking science and
mathematics and to improve their skills, abilities and capabilities by:

Increasing high school graduation requirements so that students are required to
take 3-4 years of high school mathematics, 2-3 years of science, 4 years of English
and one or more years of a foreign language;

Increasing the entry requirements in science and mathematics in state supported
colleges and universities.

Lengthening the school year
Implementing student testing for assessment and minimal competency purposes.

Some testing is aimed at minimal competencies for graduation; other state assess-
ment programs cover a wide variety of learning areas and are used to locate student
or program weaknesses.

Creating special schools or specific centers to promote learning by gifted students
in area such as science, mathematics and computer literacy; and

Initiating child development programs for pre-school children; home-based pro-

Kgrams
for parents of pre-school children; and workshops for parents on early child -.

orl ° development.

ENHANCING TEACHER QUALITY AND QUANTITY

Issues regarding teacher quality and shortages are being addressed by:
Revising teacher certification requirements. Depending on the state, teachers may

be required to pass an entry exam prior to beMg enrolled in an undergraduate
teacher education program; pass a written examination before being certified as a
teacher, a pass practice teaching standards; take additional courses in the subject
area; successfully teach for two years after graduation; and obtain a certain amount
of additional training every five years to keep a teaching certificate current;

Providing tuition and scholarship programa. In some instances, states have set
aside funds to assist teachers in obtaining training in areas where there are short
ages of teachers, such as in science and mathematics.

Making student loans available to prospective teachers. Id many cases, the loans
are forgiyen if the teachers remain in the state to teach for several years;

Providing 12-month contracts to teachers in critical areas (science, mathematics,
vocational education). The summer months are used for curriculum development,
retraining, course preparation and special group instruction;

Providing internships to alleviate the teacher shortage in science and mathemat-
ics. In several states, science and mathematics teachers work for private industry as
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"interne" during the Summer, helping them to increase their 'salary and learn new
skills. On the other side, many largo corporations are allowing their qualified pro-
fessional), to teach science or mathematics classes several hours per week in local
schools;

Providing inservice programs so that teachers' skills can be updated and im
proved. Some states are initiating summer institutes at universities where teachers
can enroll to update their skills. Many states offer traveling workshop° to school
districts whore technical assistance is provided, especially in the teaching of com-
puter literacy;

Increasing teachers' salaries, either across the board or in areas of teacher short-
ages;

Working with high school guidance counselors to help recruit good'students into
the field of teaching; and

Assessing the present and future teacher supply and demand for future planning.

BROADER INVOLVEMENT OF CITIZENS, BUSINESS AND INDUSTRY

A number of initiatives have been undertaken at the state level to encourage par-
ticipation by broader segments of the community in the educational process. Initia-
tives reported are:

State-wide and local task forces involving business, industry and labor leaders as
well as parents and concerned citizens in all areas of educational planning, decision-
making, implementation and evaluation as mentioned above;

Adviwry councils for vocational education. programs;
Efforts to obtain input on educational priorities from a broad cross-section of in-

terested parties;
The matching of state funds with private sector donations to secure faculty, equip-

ment and up-to-date programs at state institutions;
Statutory changes to promote cooperative research and development efforts be-

tween colleges and universities and industry;
Training of school personnel by industry technicians to use state of the art equip-

ment;
Adopt-a-school and partnership programs with' business and industry; citizen vol-

unteer programs in schools;
Team teaching using. teachers and industry employees;
Customized job training to meet specific needs of industry within a state; and
Workshops to involve parents in helping their children learn to read.

Chairman. PERKINS. Thank you for the statement, Mr. Casteen.
Our next witness, Ms. Floretta McKenzie, Superintendene,,Dis

trict of Columbia Public Schools, representing the Council of Great
City Schools.

We are glad to welcome you here and you go ahead.
Ms. McKENEE. Thank you 'so much, Mr. Chairman, members of

the committee, I am very pleased to be here today to speak on
behalf of the Council of Great City Schools.

As the chairman knows, the council is an organization comprised
of the Nation's largest urban school systems, including the D.C.
public schools. This is perhaps the only education organization
whose membership is solely urban.

The council's membership serves 5 million inner-city young
people, 30 percent of whom live in families receiving public assist-
ance, and 75 percent of whom are minorities.

I will summarize my testimony in providing for you the council's
perspective on the issue of math and science education and make a
number of recommendations to the subcommittee on the, proposed

yH.R. 30.
I would like to let you know from the onset that the council

views the proposed bill favorably. A great deal of discussion has
been heard over the last years about the poor health of ,our math-
ematics and science instruction in the United States. The National
Assessment for Educational Progress has indicated a decrease in
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the mathematic scores of our secondary school students nationwide
and the College Entro-nce Examination Board, through the SAT,
has also documented a decrease in scores over the last 20 years.

As we look at a report prepared for the National Science Founda-
tion in 1980, comparing the education systems of the United States
and the Soviet Union, we find that the Soviet Union produces six
times more individuals in the engineering fields than does the
United States, and Japan, with half the population of the United
States, graduates as many engineers as we do.

A number of factors have been identified as responsible for this
problem: Teacher shortages, reductions in Federal and State educa-
tion funding, competition with the private sector for skilled person-
nel and others, including general student dislike, a perception of
general student dislike for science and mathematics.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight a special aspect of this
growing problem.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. -

Ms. MCKENzric. This has received little attention in any of the
currently proposed math, science bills, and that is the low partici-
pation rate of minorities and females in technical fields.

In a country desperately in need of technical personnel, of the
approximately 2.7 million scientists in the Nation in 1978, only 1.5
percent were black, and only 5.2 percent were female, according to
the National Science Foundation.

This low. participation rate of blacks and women in the technical
fields can be traced in part to differences among the groups in
graduate, collegiate, and precollegiate training. In addition, blacks
and women who serve as role models to undergraduate students
continue to be underrepresented on the faculties of mathematics
and science departments.

Much' of the problem begins in our elementary and secondary
schools. Data being gathered now by organizations indicates that
city schools are having a 'much more difficult time recruiting and
retaining math and science teachers than other kinds of school sys-
tems. We are often filling Slots with noncertified instructors.

New data are also emerging to' show that the tools needed to
train students for technical fields are lacking to a greater extent in
poorer school districts. Therefore, we are facing an equity issue in
instructing our young people, particularly using the newer technol-
ogy.

The situation that I 'have outlined has substantial implications
for city schools that contain large populations of minority youth
and, of course, we are well aware of this undeveloped human capi-
tal.

The, new legislation will only widen the gap between poor. and
noripecir schools, and consequently between poor and- nonpoor citi-
zens if we are not very careful.

There, is another aspect of the same issue that his national im-
plications and involves the changing composition of our population
and labor force. The National Ce l for Labor Statistics estimates
that between 1980 and 1990, the o rail Minority school age popu-
lation will increase by 4.9 percent, while the white population will
decline by 9 percent. By 1990, the youth cohort will be 30 percent
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minority nationally, and in States such as California and Texas,
that figure will roach 1U4 high as 46 percent,

At the same time, those groups move into the labor force, the
market will be asking for individuals more highly trained in tech-
nical skills. If the United States is to remain competitive in the
new technology on domestic and international fronts, then a larger
share of those who have not participated in tho past will have to ho
included.

In addition, a recent report by Hal odgeson points out, and I.
quote, "The secure retirement of today's 45 year old white worker
will be increasingly dependent upon the economy's ability to gener-
ate jobs for higher percentage of minorities and today's youth."

He goes oh to conclude, "Thus, for the first time, we are faced
with a two-nation perspective on educational policy."

The Council of Great City Schools has a number of general rec-
ommendations with respect to this issue, and I will summarize
those. I indicated already that the council recommends that the
now proposed legislation be favorably reported from committee and
the Congress as soon as feasible.

Second, the council recommends that the funding for the math/
science field be targeted on those districts with high need.

Third, the council recommends that the use of funds under the
bill allow schools to establish magnet schools or magnet programs
for mathematics and science and computer technology. We will not
only through this recommendation address the math/science needs,
but also assist in detegregation efforts.

Fourth, the council recommends that incentives be established in
the bill that would encourage the cooperation of local public school
systems, the private sector, urban universities, in designing cur-
ricula, filling teacher shortages, and guaranteeing jobs.

Fifth, the council recommends that the new program retain its
local base, that is, distributin,g funds through to States to local
school systenis in an attempt Co grapple with this'Problem.

And, last, the council recommends that the bill's resources be
used predominantly to meet the goals and objectives arrived at
through local planning and needs- assessment fdentified in the first
year, and that strategies for retraining teacheis to close .the appar-
ent shortage be detailed in such plans.

The council would like to commend the chairman and the com-
mittee for its leadership in addressing this national problem so
swiftly. The Great City School Council stands ready to assist you in
this effort.

Thank you so much.
[The 'prepared statement of Floretta McKenzie follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF FLORETTA MCKENZIE, SUPERINTENDENT, DisTRicr OF ,
COLUMBIA SCHOOLS

My name is Floretta McKenzie and I am the Superintendent of the Washington,
DC, Public Schools. It gives me great pleasure to appear before you on behalf of the
Council of the Great City Schools.

As the Chairman knows, the Council is an organization ,comprised of the nation's
largest urban school systems including my own. On its Board sit the Superintendent
and one Board of Education member from each district,'making the Council of the
GreaCCity Schools the only national organization so constituted and the only educa-
tion coalition whose membership is solely urban. The Council's membership serves
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heady 5 million iriner,city you$g people, 30 percent of whom live in families receiv-
Inv public assistance and 76 percent of whom are minoritlee

In this testimony I would like to share with you the. Council's perspective on the
issue of math and .science education and to make a number or recommendations to
the Subcommittee on the proposed Emergency Mathematics and Science Education
bill, 11.1t. 30. 1 would like 'to state that the Council views the propeeed bill favorably.

A great deal of discussion has been hoard over the Ind year oriso about the pen.
health of our Science and Mathematics establishment in the United States. The evi-
dence Is straight forward and convincing. Tife National Assessment of Education/4
Progress has shown a marked decline In the Mathematics scores of secondary school
students nationwide, and the College Entrance Examination 'Board has reported
steady decreases in Math Korea over the last twenty years on the Scholastic Apti-
tude Tests (SAT).

The problem appears worse in compariSon with other countries with which we
compete. Japan, for instanee,..which has a population half that of the U.S., gradu-
ates as many engineers as does this -.nation. A recent study by SRI
International showed that U.S. elementary schools.devoto fewer total hours of in-
struction to Matbernatics, teach fewer students in these subjects at the secondary
grades, and have lees, well-developed technical curricula than, does the U.S.S.R. The
problem is more etident at the post-secondary level where the Soviet Union gradu-
ates unto 6 times more individuals in the engineering fields than does the U.S.

The situation in the U.S. has been listed as partially responsible for a variety of
national problems: trade deficits, defense manpower shortages, lower .productivity
levels, and growing pools of undeveloped human capital.

The causes of the new shortages. in the Math ipd Science fields have been placed
-at the doorstep of a number of factors: teacher shortages, reductions in federal and
state education funding, the competition with the private sector for skilled person-
nel, the drain that the military puts on goods - producing industries, reductions in
monies for research and development in technical fields, the lack of cooperation be-

tween schools and industry on the skills needed for fast-growing occupations,*gener-
al student. dislike for Science and Mathematics; and alleys.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to highlight a special aspect of this growing problem
that has received little attention in any of the currently-proposed Math/Science
bills.: the low participation rates of minorities and females in technical fields.

In a country desperately in need of new technical, personnel, minorities and
women' continue to be shot out of scientific fields in ordinate numbers. Of the ap-
proximately 2.74 million scientists in the nation in '1978, only 1.5 percent were
Black and 5.2 percept were femaleaccording to the National Science Foundation.2
These percentagee were reached after, a 25 percent increase in the participation of
racial minorities between 1974 and 1978 and a 32 percent increase in the participa-
tion. of women. Even within the scientific fields, Blacks receive an average salary
that is almost0 percent less than Whites. In combination with the present 20 per-
cent unemployment rate for adult Blacks, a large number of racial minorities and
women are being excluded from a chance to break onto one of the scientific or tech-
nical occupations. ... ,

.

This lower participation rate of Blacks and women in the technical fields can be

traced in part to differences among the groups in graduate, collegiate, and pre-colle-
giate training. In 1979, BlUcks earned 6 percent of the Bachelor's degrees in the sci-
entific fields, .4 percent of the Master's degrees and 3 percent of the Doctorates. By
contrast,.about 11 percent of high' school graduates are Blackani 50 percent are
female. ,

At the collegiate level, only 9.3 percent of the total higher.education enrollment is
Black, -and nearly 37 percent of all Blacks in college were in traditionally lack Col-

leges or in. two-year colleges, which tend to have fewer financial reso rces than
other higher educational institutions. Studies of career and academi paths for
Blacks,and Whites at the collegiate level indicate that -Blacks continue to favor
health and 'social science tracks while Whites favor more technical fields. In addi-
tion, Blacks and women who could serve as role -models to undergraduate students

. continue to be Und,Orrepresented on the faculties of Mathematics and Science de-.
partments. tz

' SRI International. "A Summary Report on the Educittional Systems of the United States
and the Soviet Union: Comparative Analysis," prepared for the National Science Foundation;
Washington, D.C., 1980.

I Cited in Scientific Manpower Commission. "Professional Women and Minorities: A Manpow;
er.Data Resource Service." Washington, D.C., April 1982: Table G-WF-37, p. 100.:
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Mich of the problem begins, however, 'at the elementary Ind, secondary iichooi
-level. The Natiotial Longitudinal -Study has found, for insta
Let= ,studenta take fewer courses in Algebra and Geometry

iii fewer advanded or honors Mathematics classes.
the SAT's wh'., are ?enro

..Inittorit$- studenta take the advanced portion o
:- needed. radthission into science majors at the col a level. -..- ..'.,:':-.-. : -,,

The cases . of these disparities' are varied, some 'thin the ptir:Vie4;rtr;this Suh-
cOmmittee-ind some `not. Racial and gender diecrithinationtontinues ris 'Payr-at-1in-
fortimatkt but eignifidant- role in who saCietk accepts for Which occUpatioris. A major

part of the problem,:,however, is one of resources.s ority's udents.rematn concen-7

`'terns
in school systems with the 0064-- financial AlieLthirtY ichoOl,.ay

'tains that comprise the Council of the Great CitiSclioo 11: alio :55 pence; Ylf,7:

all The Bleck arid Latino students in the nation, and contijue,49. 've-r near
brink of inielyency. Data being gathered now by the organiz4OA'Wiaites th ,lie

City schools are having-amuCh more difficult;tinie ,recruitink.iiii retairdh tht.,- :..

Science teachers than o er kid& of school systemk arafilli slots. rtio Pidly

with nonertified instru rs, and have older inore'out-dated ence-teXt!,
.

be-

cause

..

1 New.data sie.alid emerging thapilhavrtrat the tools. needed train. studen 'Tor ,,of. ndirci shortages:- . -. -..,.- r .:;,'.. ;,;

the technical fields are lacking to a greater extent in poorer.sc ., l iliitricts.: A study.

by Market. Data Retrieval new shows that microcomputers are':i,,increasingly avails-
ble to Americalrmehool children, but that schools. with the larketitnumber or,clii1, ...,,.

dren in poverty has% substantially fewermicrocoMputers thari:schootswith'feweV. .
such child see chart). The-Educational Research Service has, found; that urban',-

(13-,Choiiiti,11 r computers available-for instructional use.than:other kitids cif)dui- -:-;

tricta. 's owii, survey .of its membership also fin at the!. city.. schoolti.,

are less ikely to spend its new Chapter Amin:ilea on mic p

-- schools differingAnd.conflicting needs. : .

ce, that Rlack, and
driWhiteit,l'find
addition; feWer,

,,,speree are often
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.,,The situation that We have outlined nas subaWitial implications for city schools
that contain such large proportions of mInority'Ytifith. Our fear is that the new leg-
islation will only widen the gap between poor and nonpoor schools, and consequent-
ly between poor and nonpoor citizens. . e:7'''
:There is another aspect of the same however, that has national implica-

tions, and involves the c compoaitio of-our population and labor force
needs. The' National Center or ucation Stet 'cs estimates that between 1980
and 1990 the overall minority school age , .pula on will increase 4.9 percent while
the White will decline 9.0 percent. By 1 !.. 1 the uth cohort will be 30 percent mi-
nority nationally, and as high as., 45 percent' some states like California and
Texas. Enrollment in private two-year colleges d four year colleges is expected by
NCES to drop by the late 1980s while the enrollment in two-year public institutions,
where many 'minority students attend, will remain tonatant. In general, the student
coh9rt will increasingly be from minority backgrounds, from single- parent families
(normally female-headed), and others that have traditionally had lower participa-,
Lion rates in society's benefits.

At the same time that these groupSAge into the labor force, the market will be
asking for individuals more highly trahiled in technical skills. The Monthly Labors
Review estimates that the most rapidly growing occupations in the 1980s will be in
the high technology fields: data processing mechanics (148 percent increase by 1990),
computer analysts (108 percent), programmers (74 percent), computer operatois (88
percent), and office machine service personnel (81 percent).

'If the United States is to remain competitive in the new technology on the domes-
' tic and international fronts, then a larger share of those who have not participated
\ in he past. will have to be included. In addition; a recent report by Harold Hodgkin-

Ben of the 'National Institute of Independent Colleges and Universities points out
'that "The aecure retirement of,today's 45-year-old White worker will be increasingly

.2'. depende* upon_the economy's ability-to generate jobefor a higher percentage of
minorities among today's youth." He goes on to conclude that "Thus, for the first
time, we are faced with a 'two-nation' perspective on educational policy . . .".

The CoUncil of the Great City Schools heti a number of general recommendations
for the modifications of H.R. 30 but pleads with the'Committee to take serious con-
sideration' of the issues raised here and to continue to press for legislation aimed at
improving Math/Science ciipabilities.

COUNCIL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR. H.R. 30

1. Theouncil recommends that the new piesiti:Sedlegislation be faVorably report-
ed from mraittee'and the Congress as soon as is feasible.

2. The.Council recommends that funding for the Math/Science babe targeted on
districts with high need. We would recommend that funding for the entire pmgram
be based on a national formula similar to that under Chapter 1 (ECIA), and ftt the
25 pereent set-aside for in-state distribution be determined by a Congionally-set '
forrnulajor'schools -with`the highest concentrations of needy childrenThe most
recent legislation that allowed the Secretary of Education ,to establish criteria for
the distributionAg funds was Chapter 2 and the result was severely detrimental to
poor and urban school systems. 4r

3. The Council recommends that the use of funds under the/bill allow schools to
establish m et schools or magnet programs for Mathematics, Science, and com-
puter. techn gy. Among the many problems of the urban schools; the issue of
school d ation continues to be paramount. One possible strategy for address-
ing both desegregation and Math/Science needs would be to design open-enrollment
specialized progranis in city schools that would enhance the curricula and would at-
tract students of all races throughout the metropolitan area. ' `

4. The Coun'cil recommends that inCentives be established in the bill that would
encourage the cooperation of the local P.ublic school system, the priirate sector, and
the urban universities in designing curneula;.fillingleacher shortages, and guaran-
teeing jobs. New pilot programs in Washington, Boston, and Milwaukee are moving
in this direction and might provide.4cellent,nindels for the legislation. The private
sector has been particularly instninientat in designing technical, curricular in some
cities that would match the needs of lotskenniloYers. .s

5. The Council recommends that the new program retain its local base, i.e., dis7
tribhte funds through the states, to local school systems that are now attempting to
grapple with the problem..

6. The Council recommends that the bill's resouicers be used predominantly "to
meet goals and objectives arrived at through local phurning and needs assessments
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identified in the first year, and that strategies for re-training of teachers to close the
apparent Shortage be .detailed in such plans. We believe the bill should focus on
problem identification at the locallevel.

The Council would like to commend the Committee, and its esteemed Chairman
Carl Perkins, on the leadership it has taken in addressitig this national problem'sq
swiftly. Our office stands ready to assist:you in any way as the bill works its way
through Congress.

Chairman PEiuUNS. Thank yoti very much.
We will go on now to Mrsi Joanne Goldsmith, president of the

National AssociatiOn of State Boards of Education. We are glad to
welcome you here this morning; Preceed in any manner you prefer.

STATEMENT OF JOANNE T. GOLDSMITH, PRE IDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF STATE HOARDS OF DUCATION

Ms. GOLDSMITH. Thank you;- Mr. Chairman. It is nice to be here
this morning, Mr. Chairman,-,members of the committee, and dis-
tinguished panel menibers and old friends.

My name is Joanne Goldsmith, I am president of the National
Association of State, Boards? of Education, which represents*educa-
tion policymixIdng bodieS in .nearly all States, the District of-Colum-
bia, and U.S. trustOrritoriee: r am also president of the Maryland
State Board-of Education) ; ,r.

I am extremelyaleaseiVtObe here this morning and have the op-
portunity to testify behalf Of NASBE member boaids on .4.R. 30,
the Emergency Matheinatics and SciendeEducation Act:'

I would begin, .Mr. Cbairinan, by heartily endorkriglour choice
of the word "emergency'.' AlthoughJhete le.rnuch' talk these days
about the needs to prepare 'the coming generation for the increas-
inglY technical and scientific WOrld'in..,WIfich they will live and
work, we haVe yet to ha4k upiOur word ivithedeeds. If, we do not
act, and act swiftly and Ivisely; we believe., that we will forfeit ouv
future. -"

n

I am reluctant to recite Ter yoti.bnce more thefamiliar litany of
the sorry stateof odi-preparatioicin'thislerea, the, severe shortages
of qualified mathematics, science( ands; colnputer teachers, the uae...; )
in many States ofi.,unqualifiect personnel because no one else is
available, the lore achieVentent. of American' Students in science
and .math.-coMpared viritirOur ,counterparts in the Soviet Union,
Japan, and other liationS4. wiirefiSing needs of AmeriCan business
and the military: for,: hematically _and scientifically trained
youth. .

To doCument this -Olstorbinetrend, I am attaching evidenee at
the end' of my statementIor your perusal. By now, nobody should
need convincing .that the problem we are facing is a very serious
One. We know,.for, instance, in the State in which I live, last year,
this ,past Juns,..tie,graduatZd only eight math teachers, only six of
whoni were going, to enter into the public school system to teach '
mathematics That is:Irightening when we look around the Nation
and look at' the num4re and the needs. 4

The question' whether 'we will have the will and 'the wisdom to
act and tOact together ay, all levels of government, Washington, the
States, the local schooVsystems. We believe we must work together
in Orderto reverse this-trend once and for all.
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We know that a nuMber of States have already cave
seriously on this problem. Your own State of Kentuy r-
Man, has created a student loan forgiveness Kr .......1 attract
future science and math teachers. Other States aite-begu reform-

`'"YAiecutriculums, forming regional cooperatives to share s ch mate-
ale as computer software* programs and creating_ su er insti

iites,orWoikshOps for instructors in math and science.
_:)/140;local school systems are also taking whatever steps their

':baAlgets permit to meet this challenge, and we know that it is very
diffickilt for them: 'a!' .'

, w

. . The5,dimensions of the ptoblent and the consequences for our na-
- tional economy and our national defense far transcend the capaoi7
ties or the responsibilities of any one State or lacal schoirl system.

We believe the need for math and science teachers is a national
problem, an even larger one than has been generally imagined. It
must be remembered that in the area of trained personnel, we are
not merely tal 'ng about the immediate needs of the schools; we

are talking ab t the competing needs of business and our defense
establishment, booth military and civilian.

It is now commonplace across the Nation for the best mathemat-
ics and science teachers to be lured away from the classroom by
business and industry, adding to the already severe shortages in-
;th* schools. 4,

.:,.

We must train enough people for both the teaching profession
and for business, industry, and the ,military. We believe we must, .

because if we do not, we will be limiting our investment in our
future, and we will not have a guarantee of a future life. We really
think that we are guaranteeing ourselves to failure if we do ,lot
work with business ..and industry with our teachers of science arid
math.

We believe it is essential, therefore, to begin a substantial 'Feder
al investment in this area.' We recognize that in light of current.
Federal 'budget restraint, it is unrealistic to expect this investment
which will ,eventually requite billions of dollars to be,forthcoming

1 at once, but We can make a.decent start this'year at the Federal
evel. T.' ,, .. r ., - , ,.. ., ,,,,_.

Chairman, .fOr, the 'tial beginning reprefiented by your pleas-
: I therefore wish,26i;belittlf of INASBE,..toL cftarnend .you, Mr.

ure. If enacted; as Fbehev,0 it -Must be, it can provide the kind of
momentum necessary to sta't the whole country .moving in the
right direction, and hopefillislead to tlie larger Federal investment
that will be needed to achieve the excellence that we believe we
can attain. , .

Your immense 'store.,of expertise in the education 'area shows
quite clearly in this bill:41e measure coveri,elmod,eyery area Fof
critical need related to science, math and coniputer hiStruction. p,

All the permissible funding areas are, vital: Fresh training fortex-
isting math and science teachers, congreSsional scholarships to!"
help attract. outstanding new teachers, the promotion of computer
literacy, assistance in acquiring new equipment 'and many addition-
al efforts, all of which are essential.

I would, however, raise one question. Given the very limited
funding necessarily proposed, is it wise to spread the aid so thinly
among every school system in each State? Or would it be more ef-

,
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festive to allow States to concentrate the funds, where they are
most urgently needed and where they can produce the most re-
sults?

At the elementary and secondary level, for example, the measure
would authorize a maximum allocation of $250 million. Qf this
sum, $178 million would have' to be divided among all local school
systems according to 'a formula based on student population.

With approximately 16,000 school districts in the Nation, this
means that ,an average school district would receive little more
than $11,000. I need scarcely say that $11,000 would not allow that
school system to' accomplish much if anythhig.

In addition; a maximum of about $60 million would be distribut-
ed according to regulations established by the Secretary of Educa-
tion.' If this were divided among all school districts, it would mean
amaverage of only $3,750 more .per school district.

The sole criteria for these regulations, again, ii3 student popula-
tion with the number of children from low-income families the only
example ,cited. Neither of these provisions appear to have as its pri-
ma ,cOiiiideration ,the areas of each States with the most crucial
nee . .

In which areas do employers have the most pressing need for'
iriathematically and scientifically trained graduates? I understand
fUll well the commendable _desire to- see that no local school sys-
tems are neglected, and particularly that disadvantaged, students.--,v,-1,
are not shortchanged. . '" ...----
: Indeed, if it were possible; I personally would like-tcv 'lee assur-
ances that female students who have been too often discouraged_
from entering scientific fields will also receive equitabl ' reatrnent 1

+.1,under the act. - _

The National Center for Education' Statistics estim
ple, that onlyi,26 percent of female high school stud ".. 7.:

emetics for -3,AOr more years. Yet women will make' iii
two-thirds of new 'workers entering our iliereasinglyAeO
ented work force in this decade. 4, .

Chairman PtaxiNs. Let in terrupt just a mome
Ms. GOLnsmrni. Yet:3i, sire" 't+

-
Chairman PERKINS. I'd. , v al ''cif-the members :will _take

exception to what I ani g _!.. f', 1. -1-nivelot-such a vari-
ety of- viewpoints about. t Ii04,0f2heSe funds, because
there 'is such a little ant* .11.1 :sit thlitleiii:' want' the State.,44, ....

boards to make the anaa ff...7tthili:'the;Sta,te, and I take it that'4.c,

the lady preceding you froar: e;Gkeater-i.Cittei, fl. I understood her
correctly, she said that even'. VO'ilidtild.:be:of .tremeildous:beneflt
to the inner cities. -

Now, hoW can we reconcil this difference between you two
ladies sitting right there? Wh don't you express yourselves--

Mr. GOODLING. You do not ve to stop ladies. You can go
right down.the linemnd ask all three lOdlea-.Sit together. .

Chairman PikaKiNs. All three ladiestn.;: a ......,I you want to corn-,
ment on it, just briefly. .:-:1', 'It$11'I.:......,,,-.

' NIs. GOLDSMITH. They claim that fools 1h: in where angels fear
to tread and I will attempt an answer. , .,

We think that the State boards' of education have constitutional
responsibility for looking at total education responsibilities in each

. )
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State. We think that there can be an equitable formula that will
take into account the needs of 'each school district, including cer-
tainly the large cities.

We think that it can be worked out, taking advantage of student
counts similarly to what we are doing with ch4pter I and chapter
IP of the block grants where we are in some cases giving weighted
numbers to handicapped, to disadvantagedll We obviously would
like to include women and minorities. We think equitable formulas
at the State level would, in fact, give us some maneuverability.
_Frankly, $1,000 for in-service in a small school district is not

going to give us an awful lot of milage. We do not think that there
is one way to teach young people. With all due respect, to computer
teaching, we think you need a classroom teacher. We do not think
$11,000 is an adequate salary for a teacher. We think working to-
gether with our economic development people, we can develop

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. McKenzie said the opposite there a while
ago. Let's let the lady from the Greater Cities comment on that
just briefly and we will let you go ahead and finish your testimony.

Ms. MCKENZIE. Thank you so much, Mr. Chairman, very briefly,
the 'council recommends that funding for the math/science field be
targeted on districts with high need. So. I guess we are closer to
Mrs. Goldsmith's point of view, in that these decisions should be
based on assessment and planning. So we believe in targeting to
highest needs.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, finish your statement.
Ms. GOLDSMITH. Thank you, Mr. airman.Cl
I forgot where I was. I think I as saying that rather than

spread so thinly that every district would receive very little, we
think it would'be better if States could target the funds now' for the
districts most in need. This would not only ,proinise better -rgstilts,
it would also permit` much better coordination of the Federal aid
with the State'Et own efforts.

Moreover, States are in the best position to pool .,finds for two or
more districts. I would like to emphasize thg
changed as we proposed, we, would also urge tha
be given to the special needs of the disadv
handicapped, andclanguage-minority students, an
quired by statute or regulation.

ifikthe were
ite.miSideraiion
a;' women; the
that this be re-,

The State boards of education are eager 'to do "' ='ir pa , in'this
crucial national effort,: and I would remind you that the States
which have the constitutional responsibility for education have a
remarkable record in meeting national emergencies.

During World War II, under the National EiKergency Productionv
Act, State Department of Education received hiore than $300
lion from , Washyigton, a far larger =sum in . thOse- days, to tram
workers for defetise-related industries.'
,Between 1940 and 1945, this emergency action produced an

anishing 7.5 million skilled workers, popularly.- symbolized
"Rosie the Riveter," and I know most of us remember her.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of NASBE and the State boards of edu-
cation, I want to thank yoU fqr the opportunity to be involved with
you this morning. We think you have tackled a very crucial issue:
It is lear. that there,are differences in how we fund it, but there,

185
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are no differences in the uhderstanding of the need for funding and
to move ahead with the kind of legislation you propose. (-

Thank you so much. ,

[The attachment to Ms. Goldsmith's statement follows:]
(From the National Association of State Boards of Education]

ATTACHMENT

1. "Classroom Crisis In Science and Math," Paul De Hart Hurd, Professor of Edu-
cation, Stanford University, Chemical and .Engineering News, July 19, 1982: "Cur-
rently, for example, only 34'percent of U.S. high school graduates have completed
three years of mathematics; only 8 percent have taken calculus, which is taught in
only 81 percent of U.S. high schools. Fewer than 20 percent of the gradtitiUs have
had three years of science. Most seniors have had a course in biology, but only 19
percent have had physics."

2. "Classroom Crisis in Science and Math," Sarah E. Klein, retiring president of
the National Science Teachers Association, Chemical and Engineering News, July
19, 1982: "She cited a 1981 survey of state science supervisors by Trevor Howe and
Jack Gerlovich of the University of Iowa Science Education Center. That survey,
based on the response from 43 states, disclosed. a 'critical shortage' of chemistry
teachers in 10 states and a 'shortage' in 27. For physics and math eachers the situ-
ation was even worse."

3. "Math, Science Teachers Are in Short Supply; One Solution.NIVInneyVI-National
Science Teachers Association, the Wall Street Journal, December 21, 1982:."Accord-
ing to the National Science Teachers Association, 43 states reported. shortages. of
math teachers, 42 were short of physics teachers and 25 percent of the math and
science teachers surveyed by the association said they were planning to leave teach-
ing for better paying jobs in industry.",

" 4. Education USA, January 10,, 1088, 'report from the National Academy of Sci-
ence/National Academy of Engineering: "The academic preparation of science and
math teachers typically does not inciSde the courses they need to do &good job of
teaching in high school: University science departments and schools of education
must recognize their responsibility in reforming teacher education."

. 5. Education USA, January 10, 1988, report from the.National Science Founda-
tion:
::Xost teachers are dissatifieci with community attitudes, treatment of education

bYthe media, student attitudes toward learning and status;
'About 67 percent of the teachers said they needed help in getting information

about new instructional materials, but only half received any assistance. Mainte-
.nance of equip:dent was the most frequently cited (60 percent) need;

"Availability of lab assistants or paraprofessionals and money to buy supplies
were seen as major needs;

"Math teachers said the lack of materials for individualizing instruction was their
largest problem;

'Science teachers perceived three, serious problems: inadequate facilities,' not
enough funds to buy equipment and supplies, and a scarcity of materials for individ-
ualizing instruction; and

"Only 22 percent of elementary school teachers feel "very well qualified" to teach
science, and 16 percent feel "not well qualified." Sixty percent feel "adequately
qualified." "

6. American Federation of Teachers Preliminary Report on the Math/Science
Teacher Shortage. "The number of newly issued certificates being issued in New
York State are going "down dramatically. For example, between 1975 and 1979, the
number of needyissued certificates declined by the following percentages: Math-69

cone:, liitiligy-:,,i-43.Lporcent, Chemistry b4 percent; Physics-50 percent, and
Sciences:-,!:49 peOent."

Suraniary.Repart on the Educational Systems of die Usilied States and the
Soviet Union: Comparative Analysis," Catherine P. Ailes;.Frarpiii W. Rushing, Na-
tional Science Fothidation, February, 1982: "Science and the development of critical
thinking skills in social studies and math have assumed a low priority in the think-
ing of school administrators. An increased emphasis on the basic learning skills,
such as reading, arithmetic, and spelling, is preempting time previously available
for the study of science, social studies, and mathematical concepts, especially in ele-
-mentary schools. The NSF case studies observers found that in must schools natural
sciences, mathematics, and social science inouiry were seen as having a rather lim-
ited value for the student body at large, and that providing a strong K-12 program

4.
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In science for those students who will become the nation's future scientists was not
a high priority in most of the school systems."

8. Mathematics-Teacher, March 1981: "More than 5,000 of the school's districts
have "no` certified math or science teacher at a time when we are emphaaizing those
subjects." The same article reports that Dallas had 150 current vacancies, most of
which were in math, science, industrial arts, and special education at the secondary
level."

9. "The State of School Science." The National Research Council, June 1979: "The
Soviet secondary school curriculum is quite accelerated in science and math as com-
pared to U.S. high schools. The entire school population is exposed to the math-sci-
ence oriented curriculum in Soviet secondary schools rather than only selected stu-
dents as is the case in the United States. Thus, in general, the Soviet secondary
school graduate has a far better training in math and science than does his U.S.
counterpart."

10. "Education for a High 'Technology Economy," Material prepared for National
Governors' Annual Meeting, August 8-10, 1982, by the Education Commission of the
States:

"Between 1960 and 1977, the proportion of public high school students enrolled in
science and mathematics courses declined; the number of students enrolled in sci-
ence declined from 60 to 48 percent;

"Despite recent increases in mathematics and computer science enrollments, one
half of all high school graduates in the U.S. take no mathematics or science beyond
the tenth grade;

"Mathematics and science achievement, as measured by successive national 9121-
sesiimen ts thrughout the 1970's have shown a steady decline. This decline haS been
least for 9 and 13-year-old age groups with increasing deficits for 17-year-olds;

"The effect of insufficient quality of mathematics and science preparation in the
elementary and secondary schools is revealed by the fact that remedial mathematics
enrollments at 4 year institutions of higher education increased 72 percent between
1975 and 1980compared to a 7 percent increase in total student enrollments for
the same period; and

"Scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Teat (SAT) for approximately one million chl-
lege-bound students have declined over an 18-year period through 1980. The mean
score in mathematics dropped from 502 in 1963 to 466 in 1980."

11. "Education .for-a-High Technology Economy", material prepared for the Na-
tional Governors' Ahnual Meeting, August 8-10, 1982, by the Education Commission
of the States. Material cites a deficiency in the math and science areas due to lack
of educational geida*nong various state, education agencies and negative attitudes

-of students. This is highlighted by the following data:
"Admission requirements'Jfor postsecondary institutions have generally reduced

the number of years of pre-college matheniatics and science instruction;
"By the end of the third grade, nearly 50 percent of students would like to take

more science; by the eighth grade, only 20 percent have a positive attitude, toward
science;

"Time devoted to academic activities is closely correlated with achievement. The
typical school year in the United States is 180 days; with students attending 51/2 to 6
hours each day. The average number of clays of school attendance is 161 because of
absenteeism. This compares with a 240dazaahool year with' 6 to 8' hours per day, in

'the USSR, Chitia,. East Germany, and9Japan where absence from school is minimal;
"Students who report doing the most homework scored higher on the national as-

sessment in mathematics; those students who report not doing homework and
watching television scored lower"in mathematics; and

"Although 21 statea have established or are considering mandates for computer
literacy and.the applicatiOn of technology for improving instruction, the barriers of
the cost of hardware procurement, the cost and lack of availability _of qualify
courseware and the lack of trained teachers makes the implementation of;this goal
a long-term, difficult process

12. Sarah E. Klein, President of the National Teachers Association, Testi-
mony before the Senate-Committee on Labor and Human Resources, 1982: "Only 55
percent of the graduatesAgepared to teach mathematics actually entered, the teach-
ing profession. Almost KV-elates more science and mathematics teachers left teach-
ing in 1980 for employment in nonteaching jobs than left due to retirement. If the
present "exodus of qualified science and mathematics teachers from secondary
schools continues, the nation will have a net loss of 35 percent by 1992. The declines
in qualified 'science and mathematics teachers have already exceededs4efirollement
declines by a factor of three."
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18. Ronald Reagan, at the Convocation of the National Academy of Science and
the National Academy of Engineering, May 1982, was quoted by the National Coun-
cil of Teachers of Mathematics Fact Sheet: "The problems today in elementary and
secondary school science and mathematics education are serious enough to compro-
mise America's future ability to develop and advance our traditional industrial base
to compete in international marketplaces. Failure to remain at the industrial fore-
front results in direct harm to our American economy and standard of living."

14. Education Week, 81 March 1982: "Since 1972 there has been a 77 percent de-
cline in the number of secondary level mathematics teachers prepared in 600 teach-
er-training programs nationwide. Among newly employed science and mathematics
teachers, 50.2 percent were judged by principals to be unqualified to teach in lIaise
fields, but had been emploYed on an emergency basis because school officials could
not find qualified teachers. In the Pacific states, the ratings of unqualified personnel
jumps to 84 percent by the principals."

15. "New Study Shows Decline in Math, Science Levels," Detroit, Michigan News,
November 14, 1982, quote by Fletcher Byron, Chairman of the Board of Trustees of
the Committee for Economic Development: "While the need for scientific and tech-
nical skills is growing, many studies now indicate the general level of scientific
knowledge in this country is at an all time low."

16. U.S. News & World Report, 15 February 1982: "Alleviating the math-teacher
shortage is one of the most immediate and pressing tasks facing colleges and and
school systems."

17. National Spence Teachers Association, 1981: "The quality of science and
mathematics instruction is deteriorating further as a result of budget cuts. Sixty
percent of science teachers have had their budgets for supplies and equipment cut,
at a time when school labs are already obsolete and when computers and other
modern electronics are essential to an up-to-date curriculum."

18. 'Edocation for a High Technology Economy," Material Prepared for the Na-
:1.1fonal Governors' AssoCiation Meeting, August 8-10, 1982 by the Education C0111111is-
'sfonof the States:.

"In the period 1971-1980,-a survey of 600 colleges and universities with teacher
training programs revealed that there was a 64 percent decline in the number of '
secondary school science teachers being prepared Ixnd a 78 percent drop for math-
ematics teachers;

"Twenty -six percent of all mathematics poeitions are filled by teachers who are
not certified, or are only temporarily 'certified, to teach mathematics. This pool ap-
pears to be expanding, for among the newly-employed secondary mathematics and
science teachers, 50 percent are uncertified to teach science or mathematics;

"Of elementary school teachers, 51 percent report they received no undergraduate
training in science;

"Not only is there a shortage of qualified science and mathematics teachers, there
is also a shortage of summer institute and college programs to educate them. The
extensive programs of the National. Science Foundation during the 1960's for the re-
training of teachers after college no longer exists;

'The average salary of beginning mathematics teacherswith a bachelor's degree
is now only 60 percent. of the beginning salary offered by'private Indus.* to bache-
for degree candidates in mathematics and statistics; and

"High school seniors specifically bound for teacher education programs scored, on
the averare, 48 points help*, the national average in mathematics skills and 35

..points below in verbal skills7on the,ScholEistic Aptitude Test (SAT)."

..,Chairman PERKINS L Thank you. very much.
Knox, we will now:heat-froth you; Director, Project on Equal

ucation Rights. Go ahead. _

STATEMENT OF HOLLY KNOX, DIRECTOR, PR9JECT, ON EQUAL
EDUCATION RIGHTS, ACCOMPANIED:: BY PAMELA'
PRESIDENT-ELECT; ASSOCIATION FOR WOMEN IN SCIENCE

Ms. KNox. Good morning. I represent the Project on Equal Edu-
cation Rights of the NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund atid
several other organizations this morningi-the American Association'::
for University Women, the Associatio0 for Women in Science,' the
Women's Equity Action Leagueand Width' ,OPportunities for
Women.
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I would like to pick up on the theme that has already been
sounded by the last two witnesses, which is the need to bring
women and minority males into technological fields that ,they, are
now drastically underrepresented.

There has been considerable testimony about the shortages we
already have in computer fields, in engineering, in the physical sci-
ences. Those shortages are getting increasingly serious.

Where are our future skilled people power going to come from?
With the drop in the birth rates since the postwar baby boom, we
have a much smaller pool of workers to fill those jobs. We are
going to have to bring more and more women and minority males
into technological fields if we are going to meet. America's needs.

The growth Of technology poses a particularly challenging situa-
tion for America's women and for.the young women who are now
in school. First of all, women are now dramatically underrepresent-
ed in technical fields, there are only 1 out of 100 engineers, there
are 13 percent of the workers in math and computer and physical
science fields.

The fields in which women are now concentrated are undergoing
rapid technological change. Many women workers will be displaced
over the next decade because jobs such as bank tellers, secretaries,
and telephone operators are being automated so the traditional
fields that women have gone into are shrinking and will be shrink-
ing drastically over the next decade.

You can see the roots of the underrepresentation of women in
the education system today. We are seeing that girls have a much

. greater tendency to avoid advanced,math and science courses than
their male peers.

For example, 4 out of every 10 girls going to college drop out
before taking 4 years of math. Let me correct that, 6 out of- 10'
never get to the 4th year of math in the high school.

Our Michigan PEER project ,Ite.Tbeen; looking carefully afthe 'ar-
rangement of boys and girls in math and science courses in Michi-
gan and I would like to insert the results of that study into the
record.

Chairman PERKINS. Without objection, go ahead. Summarize it in
about one-half a minute.

[The Michigan PEER math report follows:]
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MICHIGAN PEER

Math
cp Wel wcytTg

eport
Pisbilalwd by The Michigan lhaMct on Equal Eaucabon Rights A Protect of OW NOW legal Oolense and Education yang

ollifis se

PEER STUDY SUMMARY
Too few students in Mkhigan schools are receiving the math educa-

tion they need 10 prepare for the high technology society of Oa him re.
Without the math they need, the option* and oppominliles of &wands
of school children tee automatically limited and the Impact Is particular
ly hand on girls.

.
The most disturbing findings of the study of math participation

in 113 Michigan school districu revealed:
Then is a precipitous drop In math enrollments of over 50% titer

Indents haw conyneted Algebra I, usually in the 9th grade.
By the twelfth grade only 36% of the girls and 43% of the boys

are taking math, and nor an of these Indents are Madvvrect math
COWS/1.

The tool!,, the dentin the smaller the proportion of students In
advanced math course,.

These patterns of decreased math participation were consistent
throughout the study.
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30,000

25,000
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15,000
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5,000

Michigan PEER Study
MathmatIcs Enrollment 1981-82

(113 Districts)

Total enrollment
Male students

- Female students

44,

Too few student, are getting ate high school math they need, GOO
are not completing math sequence, al the PINY level as are boys in
Michigan schalni.r.

MATH OPENS DOORS TO JOBS .

How well Will our children be prepared for the world of robotics,
biotechnology, 'ad le lecOmmunicwions slated for Michigan's Rune?

' Math related Jobs In technical, kientifIc and business areas will
experience the mod growth in the 1980's nationwide.

Jobs for engineers. life scientists, data processing personnel, and
business manages will increase by 25% to 54%,

Clerical and a/leapt', are undergoing :an technologkal change
in areas such as checkout systems, inventory control, and quality

By 1990 owe 1.5 million workers will be needed to Instruct com-

puters according to one lawn forecast.',E
The worker who Is comfortable with math and the new ami.

conductor based technology will be In increasing demand.

Computer Math
The gender gap was w Jail' in Computer Math, Of .Computer

Science an it Is also called. The gap was 28 points.
PEER.' study found Computer Math is expanding rapidly with

more students in CompUter Math than in Chiculus.

About half of the 113 districts In the study offered Corimuter
Math.
Almost all districts (89%) with over 4030 students offered Com-
puter Math. . .

Only 32% of the districts under 4000 students offered Computer.
Math,
Girls wer only 36% of the Computer Math participants.

Two district,' in the study were far ahead in erndrm enrollment in
computers: Birmingham (1108 students) and Ornate Pointe (673
students). Girls were only 35% and 34% of these progrims
respectively.

The seeming computer shyness on the per of girls is not weals-
tent with young women's enrollments in computer-related vocational
classes. Girls nuke up 59% of the Business Data Processing Classes
and 60% of the Computer ()pennons classes. However these com-
puter classes are located in Office vocational ptograms, which cultural-

ly carry female stereotype while math sierra to carry a male
stereotype.

'The outcome of this stereotyping in schools is that student' In cam -
purer vocational classes are channeled into lower paying Jobs while
computer mash students strenghten their options to find Jobs in higher

...paying fields.
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THE GENDER CAP IN
The dun whir h mot iinonaturnify showed the J(fferent In moth

eduntrrim ofgoir taw/ boss mu the raulerrualca mtrallmera tiara liver.
1, ormle 1..1

I'or aid 40 Marti, Is omplying glade level enrollment data we found
only 51 %cif the I lilt grads gala end lb% of the 12th souk girl. tak .
ing math, at unnpaud to 01% of 1114 I I th glade boys and 4)% of
the 12th grab boy. Dime Nines do not take into antrum the level
it drill. ulif 44 the math thin taken.

Male and Female Meth PerlIcIpellon
ar by Grade Level.

90

60

u

tai rr0

40

(i."

lit

Girls like math.
Two mint stutlle, fount atutilat ilt.2,to la no Ilifterme In

math preference between gifts and boy' awl Men I. malting intrinsic
In mathematic. that makes it mom ancaling or erijoyahle to one ace
then to Ow tither. ;

The ea isie nu of rile models to entourage young potpie m.1..
Ire luiponam, yet with ores like inability only 35%. of the math
masher. AM 31% of live science teacher, am women IN cordios le mere
data.

Recent Malice oho tells w the role 6f Mt father, his expettatIon.
and encouragement. playas large role In detettnintrig daughter', or
Inn's participation in math and dunce of nnihrelated carter

fleetly he get at the problem of declining math enrollment. we

LJ Mole b ortiwi increase the participation of birth girth and boys In rivalries' math
programs

Female

101h 11th 121h

Grace Level

The 11,1,1, rat joinaleparti,ip Iron in us monied math tonnes eiists
erg...nest of the wee of the dons r, though there new ,10.111011, awn
Mow. In Computer Math we found, or es ample.

District 'Few stedent. % Percale

1):inrr4,,,
. 54 47%

85 47%

Trenton 72
2%

re 22%
Ann Arbor. .. 172 3

Pmpomonarely suds were SF of the Algebra II students, but Sr
w nd as wide as if 1420% in some distncts
The fast that many di Isis are doing well holds out the hope ¶hat

.4t& . wish some effort the uler gap can he closed in all districts as we
urns e to Improve th panicipition of all students in math.

WHY 1.1E111T L/I'TIONS?

Research met the last decadhas disproved many cnrninonly held
asaumptionIthat sieve- rot limit girls' options. We now know for
example .

CiliS need math.
Nine out of 10 high school girls will need to work (an average

of 25 yearns yet lower pay and job status for women 01.11 cuhums,
and particularly for ethnic minority women, is a worsening fay of life.

If young women shy away from the more advanced course., they
Ure that off from sareers in ouch fields as accounting, medicine,
engineering. computers and the sciences.

. . ,

, Girls are,good in 'rriallf. .

The results Of the Michigan f5,1utatiohif Assessment Program over
the past five yerrsshowferoalefteagristently higher than males in both
math and readIng at all tVijeglevela (4th, 7th, and this grade.).

STUD1' FINDINGS tie COURSE AREA
Mort districts require math in the Stir and 4th gtilde SO student.

usually take Griieful Math and Algebra I. The decrease in math
enrollments is In pan due hr the Arne yio high whnd tooth require-
ment in minl district and low college entrance rcgrdtnnent.

The duly finding by maim coune arras, in the tinier they arc
taken. showed

Slightly low er girls, 47%, than boys were in the General /sled, .a

At Ibis course leveL only 6% of either boys or girls take con-
sinner or liminess math, refuting the notion that yids arc not in
atlsanceirmath heeause they start off in other math uqurnce..

A roan/ drop tsecur. in the number of siudents.enroll,d
Getifocify, just 65% of the Algebra I enrollment..
Alge hnt II ennillments were only one MIN she number of students
in Algebra

Senior course. in Trigononetry ON:lotting analyttc &conicity and
precalculm) were 43% female.

Calculus was offered in only one third of the districts and was
only 40% female, a gentler gap of 20 point..

Declining Enrollment by District Size
The problem of decreased math enrollment was further clarified

when I I th and 12th grade enrollments were examined (or Algebra
Trigonometry, Computer Math and Calculus..

Smaller &wins offer fewer. advanced.math
While the larger districts had a greater pc:tentage of students gal,

ing math the patterns of decreased math ennshmein remained the same.

ADVANCED MATH ENROLLMENT
FOR 11th and 12th GRADERS

00t70

60
30+
4 0
3 0
Z 0
I eY

S
4000 2000. 500

DISTRICTS BY SIZE
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STUDY RE.C(11S, lEN1.1AT1()NS
towe this chit... Initiated ottani will raise the isooninets of

w haaluto of the need rot betty math ptcommtion In our elementsty
and aexoodaty mxtundm and will de itionst rote nut concern and tole aop-
pint the following meets:'

I mikthetnt Ma lot high K hool gradeecIoil Nom be uploaded.

. 2. Student. should boa ilv.ly moiled Into oda &mai torah coutscl
. with torn given pr conning chef peniciprkin of rem& tnatanla.

8. The Ikprurnivant of Education sod loin1 school diank is thould
rolled. Anil vt&ond rejent math pink trothin dots by cootie soda

'level, Hi and rue annually.

110w1 YOU CAN LIEU, .

Yoe ran be influerilni in helping the student of today loony math
skills. A wog sitniy.'of facto.a affecting women's penicipation In
natienatica indeatee They en! !blinder tot both girls snd boys. FIN '
hIrs. rooked In mitt; are theta

Knowing how math will be useful,
Elbe well tandems do in ninth n,1 how nosh they like tt

What ninth teachers snd parstIt think.

What the kilted counselor thinks,
Whether (fiends take math anti whether clsistineetappntve.

These Won and the shave recommendation. an help um develop
andegiet for nateasing math panicipasion of all students. Mint
rd dal end sulliestions grc visitable in the tconmes listed below.

Compilation of the Report.
77a dab for the study we. coiectest by the American Ass,/ciatirin

, of UniVentry Women with help from the Church Women 1.1nited'and
voluntary sithrnission of the data Boni local school districts in lesportse
to request In PEER', newsletter "Michigan PEER Perspectiae."

The form used wits ileveloped try the Nstkosal Council of Teacher .
of Math and is aysllable from the Council or PaR.

'1110 total mottle.' of &Alicia in die Hudy sou I I 3. Ofilteati diatticia
10 went able to pnivIde both enndlitteni data by god. Inv el anal cows/
is well as by son,

'The mote Itepartment of Itilucation has connoted not the study's
BO districts annalltulet1 a valid of the *taut

Copies of the I2 page enalyelo of 198112 debt {moored by
Michigan director, Is available for 82.00 roan Michigan

OPT/011/1

OPPOIGUNITIVI

by limit your choices?
Math opens doom to jobs."
iiiqn fly... end p000ioloo oro nowt. .ono Ihnits1 orobo non

o.,..ir,ley toll., n. Fou ow. of mgrs towel moth . nmtocl
to tuory ,r1 On. your tkolos, 11.1° tlouloo toluo"< ..

tuf e In 1.10 Ileon. orla wInnr.n.. ^,o1,. "1,1. toll,.
oftooncoo I n161.1.1 for torn.. in boon... 0000,poon, nd ea woo.

MATH AND SCIENCE RESOURCES
Achinernem and Participation of Women in Matheniatic... An Over -
New. lone M. Armstrong. 1980. An update on the panicipation of
girls In high school math. Suggests ways to improve girls' math

4achievement:Education Commission of the SIVet 1860 Lincoln St..
Suite 759 Denver.. CO 80295. 35,pp. Free.

Are Girl. Too Facho For Math' ?Atchison Project on Equal Educe- .
lion Rights. Math opens doors to jobs, 00y, this cyc.catching 11*
07" poster. (Rhymes with macho.) PEER 211 East Commerce,
Milford, MI 48042. $1.00, single copies, 5.75 multiple copies.

Expanding Your Horizons in Science and Afathematict. Joanne
Kohn., 1980, How to plitn. conduct and evaluate conferences to
increase young women's interest in math and sCience. Education
Development Center, 55 Chapel St.. Newton, MA 02160. 44Fp...
52,50. . )
Helping Able Young Womeh Take Math and Science Serimuly
School., Patricia Lund Casscrly. 1979. Reprinted from New Voi
in Counseling the Gifted. Has mcotrunendations for helping gifted girl
achieve 'hots &II potential in math and science. Fqr parents, teachers
and administrators. College Boatel Publications Orders, Box 2815,
Princeton. NJ 08540. 15Fp, Free.

192

Owrcorning Minh Anxiety. Sheila Tobias. 1978. Explores the causes
and consequences of math avoidance; psniculany among girl, and
women. Offers some suggestions for conquering It. W. W. Nonon
& Co., 500 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10036. 278pp. $12.95.

The Problem of Woman and Mathematic.. Lynn H. Fox. 1980. Ex-
plains fsctors influencing the study sod learning of oath and has nag-
stations for remediation, intervention, prevention of sex- typing in
moth: The Fold Foundation, 320 East 43rd Street, NY, NY 10017...
40pp.

1.1tesEQUALS to Promote the Participation of Warners In Afathematict.
Alice Kaacberg. Nancy Krtinberg, Diem Downie. 1910. For ad-
ministnttors and leachers. A model workshop on math avoidance pm-
blcms. Shows teachers how to involve students in math through in- ,
joyable non-threatening games. problems and activities. Lawrence Hall ,

of Science. University of California. Berkley, CA 94720. An,:.
EQUALS, 134pp. $5.00. Nevoid.,

Michigan PEERim Math Report. Elleabeth tf. Giese. 1982. Summary
of Michigan high school math study. PEER. 211- E. Commerce,
Milford, Ml 48012. 51.00 single copict. S...75 Multiple copies-4pp.
Prepaid:
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Ms. KNox. What we have found is very interestingwe found
that in computer science courses, out of 113 school districts, girls
are outnumbered 2 to 1 by boys.

In calculus and trigonometry courses, boys substantially out-
number girls. We have also found that the numbers, the percent -
age of girls, vary 'a lot from school district to school district which
suggests that things that the school district are doing and 'can do
can make a difference.

We found, for example, that in some school districts, girls are
outnumbered' 4 to 1 by boys in computer science classes and in
trigonometry' classes. In other school districts, the numbers are
about equal.

have also seen over the last few years that you really can
make a difference in course taking and other educational

critical.

attain-
ment of girls by encouraging ttem thro-tigh teachers and parents.
Parentwer'e

A recent study has demonstrated that the single most influential
factor in the math and science courses girls-take are fathers, their
father's expectations. So parents, particularly fathers, are very
powerful influences on the courses that their daughters will take. .

We have Etlso found that teachers can make an enormous differ-
ence, and in one. Michigan school. district where PEER volunteers
raised this issue to a level of consciousness, both among parents
and teachers; and teachers started talking to. young women about
why they needed tib take advanced Science and math courses, they
made a dramatic difference in the enrollment, not only of girls, but
of boys:

In one high school, those ,efforts resulted in increasing physics
classes from 2 to 5' in 1 year. Sir we know that-we can make a dif-
ference. '

Our recommendations for this legislation, first of ill, I want to
say that all of the organizations I represent this bill and commend
your leadership in bringing this issue forward. We also are con-
cerned that the bill needs to build in provisions which deal with
the particular barriers; that women and minority males experience
in going into these fields.

If we do not do that, everything that we do here through this,leg-
islatibriWill continue to increase the gap between white males and
the rest of .-the _population. So we suggest a number of provisions.

For instance, in teacher, 'training, vital, we suggest that provi-
sions be built in that make sure that in all of the teacher training
efforts funded under this bill, we train teachers to reach out to
those special populations. .

There are already, effective training programs that do that and
:those techniques can be built into teacher training under this bill.
We also recommend strongly that \you build in provisions to involve
bents in all aspects of these programs fot several reasons. One is

use of their powerful influence on the behavior of their own
kids. We need to educate them and get them involved.

Two, we need broad community support for the measures that
school districts are going to have to undertake now to strengthen
science and math education. We have got to involve parents in
those efforts in order to build that broad kind of community sup-

,port.

r 20-201 0-88-13 193
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'And parents are already be g to lead the demand for com-
puters in schools-for more tec 'cal education for,their kids. 'They,
are an enormous resource and that needs to be recognized in the
legislation: /'

We also recommend that- you build in incentives to' school dis-
tricts which succeedsucceed in increasing the percentage of young women
and minority males in advanced science and math courses that can
actually show-that they are increasing those numbers.
Finally, we recommend that you build in national development

and dissemination into this program. Clearly, there will be develop-
ing a lot of interesting programs at, the local level through dispers-
ing money to the.,,t:chool. districts.' The best of those need. to, be
picked Ur, and dissinated around the country so we do not have
16,000 school districts inventing the wheel for.themselves.

Also, there are already some.very, effective programs that need
to be disseminated nationally, some things that work, have been
shown to work in individual school districts or States that could be
used around the country. This bill needs to recognize that.

And finally, there are new and emerging prbblems in which we
have developed very little effective intervention techniques. An ex-
ample are the computer science courses which are -So new we are
just beginning to deal with the problems that women and minority
males have in thOse fields. We are seeing that there is a real differ-
ence in seeking of those courses among women and minority males,
but there has been, very little developed to address that problem, so
we also need national developthent to deal with some of the emerg-
ing issues.

Finally, we recommend that throughout the bill that there be an
awareness built in_ that it is going to be critical to address the
needs of those underrepresented populatio

Thank you.
[Prepared statementOf Holly Knox follows:
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HOLLY KNOX, DIRECTOR, PROJECT ON EQUAL-EDUCATION

RIGHTS, 1
C. Good morning Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee. My name is
Holly Knox. I am the director of the Project on Equal Education Rights of the NOW
Legal Defense and Education Fund. With me is Dr. Pamela Surko, president-elect of
the Association for Women in Science. In addition to PEER and AWLS, Dam also
representing the American Association for University Women, Wider Opportunities
for Women and the Women's Equity Action League.

These groups all share a grave concern about the quality of math and science edu- .
cation. We are all grapppling with the same pioblems: How can we ensure that our
educational system adequately prepares all children for a future is which uutth and
science knowledge will be essential tools for success in the workplace? And 'how do
we guarantee that traditionally-underrepresented groups, 'such as women' and mi-
nority males, are 'not locked-out .of tomorrow's workforce because they lack a back-
ground in math and science? . -

I would like to begin by saying that -We support H.R. 30. Legislation aimed at up-
grading math and science education is critical and we commend you for taking lead-
ership on this' issue., We would like to share with you our views on the legislation
and offer a feesunestions about how it could he improved. -

Never before in history has there been such a great need. for persons skilled in
mathematics and 'science. Yet our educational system is singularly ill-equipped to
serve this need at the present time. For example, there has ben a drop in math-
ematics and science course-taking over the last two decadesbetween 1960 and
1977, the proportion of public high school students enrolled in science Courses de-
clined from 60 to 48 percent. There has been a parallel drop in achievementmath

o.
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SAT scores for college-bound students have declined steadily over the last 18 years
through 1980 and only recently has this trend begun to reverse itself. The National
Science Board Commission on Pre-College Education in Mathematics, Science and
Technology reports that in 1981, 50 per ent of teachers newly,omployed nationwide
to teach secondary science and mathematics were actually uncertified to teach those
su'ects.

Experts predict critical shortages in the fields of engineering, computer science,
mathematics and the physical sciences. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics,
there will be a shortage of over half a million computer operators, systems analysts
and technicians by 1990. The National Engineering Manpower 'Project of the Elec-
tronic Industries Association predicts that the demand for electrical and computer
engineers will exceed supply by ahnost 40,000 by 1985.

Yet the absolute number of high school graduates in 1985 will be 15 percent lower
than in 1975,'according to. the Southern Begional Education Board. Where will the
high technology workers come from? Given that the niajority of workers-60 per-
centare women and minority males, it is clear diet ,any substantial increase in
high technology workers will emerge from the very whps that Jhave historically,
been underrepresented in math and science fields. . -

The National Science Board Commission in their report, "Today Problems, To-
morrow's Crises," stated that "to meet the country's needs for'excellence; creativity;
and innovation in its scientific work, we must develop and utilize the talents of all
Americans, particularly women and minorities, now currently underrepresented in
the ience and engineering professions."

. Cora Marrett, the Chair of the National Science Foundation's Committee on
Equal Opportunity, couched the problem in even more urgent terms during the De-
cember meeting of the National Science Board Commission. "Mithbut 'access, with-
out equality of opportunities, the very health of the scientific enterprise of this
nation i/3 threatened and the health of the nation in general . . . (T)he focus of the
problems of access of the underrepresented is a focus on enhancing the scientific
manpower of the nation."

In fact, the very jobs that are increasing the fastest are the very jobs where
women have not been employed. Jobs like machine mechanic, computer systems an-
alyst, computer operator and computer programmer are among the Department of
Labor's list of the 30 most rapidly increasing occupations for the 1980's. In the criti-
cal field of computer science, women have consistently been underrepresented. In
1976, while women were 40 percent of the labor force they held only 13 percent of
the jobs in math, computer and life science. Women have historically been missing
from other expanding career fields; in 1976 women held only 7.5 percent of the jobs
in the physical sciences and one percent of the jobs in engineering.

Judging from the educational programs that prepare future professionals in these
fields, women are likely to stay substantially underrepresented in scientific and
technical fields. While the trend has been slightly upward over the last decide,
young women are still enrolling in education for these fields in dramatically smaller
numbers than men. For example, in 1965; women earned only 22 percent of bache-
lors degrees in science and engineering. By 1981, the proportion had increased to 37
percent. In 1970, only 14 p6rcent of all.college graduates specializing in computer
and information sciences were women. In 1980, 30 percent of these graduates were
women. There have been modest recent gains, but women are still a small minority
in educational programs in these fields.

At the same, time, traditionally-female occupations are undergoing enormoujt
change. An estimated 80 percent of working women are now concentrated in occu-
pations which are rapidly declining or becoming obsOlete as a result of technological
advances'. Jobs such as bank teller, telephone operator and clerical worker are un-
dergoing major changes which will result in dramatically fewer jobs available in
fields which women have traditionally been concentrated. This revolutionary
change in the nation's labor market will have a devastating impact on women. Not
only will. women face job displacement, but they-also will facelong-term or even
permanent unemployment because few will have the resources or opportunity to
acquire the necessary skills to enter and advance in the technical job market.

SPECIAL BARRIERS FOR YOUNG WOMEN

Perhaps the greatest barrier to the achievement and participation of young
women in mathematics and science is the persistent cultural bias that these fields
are properly in the male domain. The consequences of this perception are-severe.

In 1972, sociologist Lucy Sells conducted a systematic study using a random
sample of freshmen admitted to Berkeley that fall. She found that 57 percent of the
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boys but only 8 percent of the girls had takaa:four full years of high school math.
The situation had changed in 1981. In that.year, one-half of college-bound girls com-
pared to two-thirds of college-bound boys had completed four years of high school
math. Despite this improvement, the gap in enrollments, especially in &Wanced
courses, persists.

PEER's own study of math enrollments in 113 school districts in Michigan in the
fall of 1981 confirmed this pattern. Boys outnumbered girls two to one in computer
math.courses; in one school district the percentage of girls in computer math was as
low as 22 percent. Girls were '40 percent of the Students in calcillus and 43 percent
of the students in trigonometry. We also found advanced science courses with enroll-
ments as low as 19 percent female.. .

This difference in course-taking is chiefly responsible for the lower achieiement '
rates of girls that many studies have reported: While boys and girls tend" to do
equally well in math at elementary school levels, girls'.math scores drop behind in
,junior high and fall further behind at the high school and pollege level, These find-
ings are consistent across numerous studies mcluding those of the National Assess=
ment of Educational Progress and the SAT.,

There has been, a great deal of research undertaken in the last decade aimed at
understanding what factors influence students' choices concerning math and science
education. Much of the research points to two key groups as powerful influences on
young people's career choices: parents and teachers.

A 1980 study funded by the National. Institute of Education to look at 'what fac-
tors influence the achievement and participation of women in mathematics turned
up some interesting insights as to why children of both sexes choose to take math
courses. The study found that three most important considerations that go into the
decision to take math are: °

Positive attitudes toward mathematics;
Perceived need for mathematics for future career and educational plans; and
Influence of significant others, including parents, teachers and counselors.,
Parental encouragement and support is important for both boys and girls, accord-

ing to the study. The best predictor of what courses girls would take was their per-
ception of their father's educational expectations. In general, the study leads to the
conclusion that girls receive less encouragement than boys, have less positive atti-
tudes towards math and see math as less useful for their future careers.

Teachers also play a pivotal role in a girl's choice to pursue math. In her paper,
"Mathematics Education Research: Implications for the 80's,"-Dr. Elizabeth Fen-
nema points out some ways that teacher behavior can have the unintendedffect of
discouraging girls from taking math classes. Some teachersbut not all-have
higher expectations and demand more from boys than girls. Teachers interact, both
positively and negatively, more with boys than girls. Teachers ask more questions
and more difficult questions of boys than girls. Other research has shown that these
differences in teacher behavior are more extreme with high ability children.

On the other hand, teachers can have a tremendous positive influence. Many
women who haye become successful in scientific fields report that it was the influ-
ence and encouragement of a single teacher that 'made the difference. SuCh- things
as exposure to same -sex role- models, sincere praise for a job well done, and tadvice

on the value of math and science far future careers, all tend to make-a big impact
on girls' choices, accordmg to research.

PROGRAMS THAT WORK

Over the last 15 years, intervention programs have been developed aimed at re-
moving some of these barriers to achievement. In 1980, the American Association
for the Advancement of Science prepared an inventory of programs for women and
girls in math and science between 1966 and 1978. They found 315. Intervention pro-
grams for minorities include the National 'Association of Pre-College Directors, a
network of 14 programs aimed at increasing minority participation in math, science
and engineering. These programs pursue a variety of intervention strategies, iiclud-
ing career awareness programs, inservice training for teachers and administrators,
parental involvement and remediation of students. The striking thing' about many
of these programs ie that they workand they are often inexpensive to implement.
Some examples include:

EQUALS.Located at the Lawrence Hall or Science in Berkeley;
EQUALS is a low-cost training program designed to provide practical assistance to
teachers, counselors and administrators, serving grades 5-12. Since 1977, 2,000 eau-
cators in California and 2,Q00 educators in 25 other states havi) participated in the
EQUALS program. Evaluations show that in schools where 'the EQUALS program

1 9 6 _
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has been Used for two or -more years, therm is an increa,sed.participation of girl's in
advanced math class,. and the students of EQUALS teachers (both boys and girls)
have improVed attitudes towards"mathematics andincreased interest iri mathemat-

, ics-srelated career fields. . , st
_Mathematics, engineering, science achievedaent (MESA).-r-Since it began in, 1970,

. MESA hail delivered -a variety of educational services aimed at stimulating enroll-
' ments,and ethicess of minority sttideints in college preparatory high schools in Cali-

fornia. Approximately 500 ,MESA' students now ,graduate per year with the educe-
tion,a1 backgroundthey.need to ,succeed,in mathematics, engineering' and the phy.si-
cal sciences. More than two4hirds of MESA's graduates select math-based majors in
college - 4 _

Career oriented mbdulee to _explore topic in eicence (COMETS). The, COMETS '
project,at the University of Kansas focuses on using role models

of
encourage sci-

ence career interests among female high school, students. Each of 24 lessons de-
scritedscience activities which role models can use to arouse interest in a particular
science'concept and to explainhow the science Concept is applied in her career field.

PEER community, campaigns.PEER is `currently `working with community
groups in four states in an eftort to improve access to quality education, particularly
in the math- and science,,,area. Reports from the Michigan project, PEER'S longest
running project, demonstrates the kind of impact community involvement, can have
at the local level: The increased community awareness ,of dal importance of-math .

'end siceride education to girls! futures has resulted in concrete changes. Citizens in-
terest generated a pioneering study of math enrollments; now being used 'extrensive-,,
ly by Michigan's teachers, administrators and Parents. Community groups in two
towns have initiated programs aimed at improving attitudes and increasing aware-
mess among both teachers and student condemn* math and science education as a
result of the study. Educators, having Perceived the need to make changes, use corn-
-munity interest and involvement in the study as evidence that parents support

,these changes.
One significant effect of these programs is' that they benefit boys as well as girls.

Programs focused on career awareness scan capture the interests of both sexes. Both
boysang_ girls can 'benefit from programs to ,reduce math- anxiety and avoidance.
The EQUALS program equips their participants with creative, imaginative andTun
ways to teach mathematicstechniques that will stimulate boys as well as girls.
One Michigan, high school teacher reported that when,- as a result of the Michigan- ,
-project, the school started encouraging girls to take physics; they got more boys too.'
They increased the number of physicifclattses from two to five. The result:Of these
intervention programs offer solid support for Dr, Marrett's statement that "It is tb
our advantage to start' with segments that seem to have-the greatest,problerns, be-
cause if we can solvethosg; we can solve anything." ,

1 A

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE "EMERGENCY MATHEMATICS AND.SCIEN9E.kae)
TeaCher'' trainingeGiven-that there are4differentials I riIn the educational ex

of boys and girls, any inservice training must include components that help
teachers reach out to and involve women, and minority males. AwarenessIs key.
School administrators, school board members, counselors and teachers all 'need basic
awareness training about the special barriers womem and girls encounter in math
and science. education. We recommend that the 'techniqes and models already pio-
neered and proven in successful' intervention program be incorporated into inser-
vice training and-retraining. Both boys and girls would benefit. ,

Teacher retraining is a short-term solution to two problems: an oversupply of.
English and humanities teachers and 'the shortage of math and science teachers.'
-But teacher training shouldle,of high quality and intensive. These teachers need to
be motivators as well as instructors; they cannot. motivate 'without a 'strong back-
grciund in their fields.

In addition; there shoigd be. some effort made- to, recruit part-time teachers, re-
tired teacheis and.teachers Who have left the teaching field and want to return for
retraining- and certification.

Involemierit of groups outside the fOrnal education system.Many successful in- .

tervention programs, such as EQUALS, are iodated outside the formal educational
s tent More emphasis should be put on involving and supporting local_ programs

t na r eaduleveloped some, solutions to the problem,,particularly in the area
of involving girls and women in 'math and science pregame. It is' particularly im-
portant that the "Summer Institute" section of the Pro Posed legislation be broad-
ened to include 'non-profit and community groups as possible 'recipients.
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Parental involvement.As I have said before, Parente are a key group. Because
parents have such a great influence on their children's career choices, it is' critical
that parents become aware of the problem and if possible become involved in the
solution. One of the purposes of local funds should be developing parentschool part-
nership programs.

Incentivefi.A basic weakneds of this bill is that there is no built-in incentive for
schools to actually improve the quality of educationand there is no way of track-
ing how well the law has fulfilled its purposes. We recommend that some method of
tracking and evaluating the implementation of the law be incorporated into the bill.

. In addition, since increasing the participation of women and minority males in
math and .science; programa is key to increasing participation in general, we rec-
ommed that incentives be given in the second year to schools that can show in-
creased participation of women and minority males in their math and science pro-
grams.

The need for a national effort We are concerned that there is no funding for
national level development, dissemination and evaluation of materials and model
programs. In fact, this kind of centralized effort is sorely needed. Too often local
school districts operate in isolation and are unaware of what resources are availa-
ble. There are scores of programs already in existence with proven track records but
they are not widely known. it is duplicative, costly and inefficient to have some
16,000 school districts all inventing some version of the wheel.

As I have mentioned, there are many fine intervention programs already in exist-
ence. But rapid technological and societal change mandates a continued commit -
ment to,developing new programs to help solve, those problems that are just begin-
ning

..

to surfacesuch as inequities in microcomputer use in schOole. ,

Curriculum development Existing science and mathematics textsoften omit and -to R)

stereotype women and girls. For example, the pronoun "he" might be used exclu-
sively in word problems or the work problems themselves might describe tradition-
ally-male activities that girls may be unfamiliarowith or disinterested in. "Children,
Television and Science: An Overview otthe Fcirmative Research for 3-2-1 Contact"
produced by the Children's Television Workshop showed that girls preferred shows
with female leads, that depicted relation@hips between people and that focused on
animals. This give a clue to developing a science and math curriculum that interests
both', sexes, not just boys. At the very least, any curriculum that is developed for
math and science classes or for cuter use must.be free of sex stereotyping and
sex bias. .

ENCOURAGING EDUCATION LINKAGE TO THE LABOR MARKET

Community-based employment organizations shouldi an, allowable grantee
under the-Steamer Institute program. Such, groups have pi eared classroom train-
ing and other methods to quickly provide individuals with th math and science lit-
eracy they need to be competitive in the, job market. These ups, have demonstrat-
ed effectiveness (particularly in working with populatio ch as women, minor- °

ities, and the handicapped who are underrepresented in Math/science-related, occu-
pations). They can develop Summer Institutea which (1) provide teacher training
about the emerging technologies 'and changing labor market and (2) offer a genes of
dccupation-specific math and science sessions for educators. >,

STATE EXTORTS
,

One of the uses of state funds should be to develop state-wide programs and strat-
egies for increasing the participation of women and minority males in math andsci-
ence courses.

...RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

The Natio liuitit of Education has already dOne`a fine job of funding re-
search to id tify the barriers women face in math and science edtication.
More research needs done on solutions, Additional research should explore the
emerging issues involved with ,the growth of computerized instruction. Very little
research has been done equity in computer use for example. Some anecdotal evi-
dence suggests that"boys ,tray use computers in schools more than girls. This could
have serious implications. We recommend that one of the prioritiefilfor research and
development be investigating and finding solutions to those factors that might dis-
courage women and minority males from pursuing math and science education.

°
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CONCLUSION

The legislation is a goodlytart toward improving the quality of math anc science
education-but much more needs to be done. We expect, also, that the funding level
that is proposed for this legislation will not be sufficient to accomplish all that
needs to be done.

Opening the doors to Math and science careers to women and minority males is
not simply an issue of fairness 'and equity. Women and minority males,are now the
majority, of, our workforce. Unless we tap this pool of worker's, shortag.cs in skilled
workers will only get more serious. Legislation, aimed at'improvIng math 'and sci-
ence edueation must take into account the lower participation rates of women and
minority males in these programs and take steps to ensure that our educational
system better serves their needs. This is absolutely crucial. ,

Again, I cominend you for taking leadership on this issue. Thank you for giving us
the opportunity to share our views on this important piece of legislation.

Chairrpai PERKINS. Thank you very much for an excellent state-
ment.

M Cliarles°Cooke, Federal programs, coordinator, California De-
ment of Education. We are glad to welcome you here. Go

ad.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES COOKE, FEDERAL PROGRAMS
COORDINATOR, CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. COOK.E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

I will attempt to summarize 'my testimony. We in California, of
course, have a mSjor.problem with regard to science and math and
computer teachers. We estimate that we are probably losing about
1,000 teachers a year, and it may be higher than that in the outgo-
ing years.

We see the teacher supply problem as sort of in the three R's: as
the retraining and upgrading of current teaCherSi the recruitment
of new teachers; and the retention of the current steachers. I think
this- bill addresses somewhat the problems of retraining and up-
grading and, to a lesser exteht, the recruitment of new teachers.

It does not really go into the problem of retention of current
teachers and I will have a recommendation later for that effort.

The funds in the bill are extremely limited, given the size of the
problem. Therefore, it would be our recommendation that there be,
some matching requirements in this bill. We would make recom-
mendation that perhaps as high as 50 percent matching and that
that matching should be ,bate, local, and Federal dollars.

It seems to us to make sense that vocational iication money,
chapter I moneys, special education money' whichs being usedto
pay for teachers in the math and science aress,:.particularly math-
ematics, that those kinds of funds being devoted 6 those purposes
could indeed serve as matching d011ars for the dollars in this bill.
We.think both part A and part 13 should have a matching require-
ment.

In addition, we think, though, in a way what' we \ are saying is
you are making this a 'challenge grant; you are challenging school
dist?icts and States and institutions of higher education to find
some more dollars and to help do this.

As I pointed out, we would recommend that you consider having
the funds received from local businesses and industry tied to per-
formance bonus. If the business and industries in the area contrib-
ute a significant amolint of matching 'funds, that school district

1
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woul receive perhaps a 10-percent bonus in this grant. This would
provide, we think, a fairly heavy incentive to school districts to
talk with and work with their local businesses and industry to get
more money to deal with this problem.

We also think that you need to insure in the' bill that you ,get
high-quality inse 'ce teacher training:' In the State of California,
we have in p l a t a result of,,the initiatives last year, $19 million
which has developed 16 science and technological centers through-
out the State.

We believe that a regional approach to inservice training and the
utilization of these regional teaching institutions or teacher. train%
ing 'institutions and/or institutions of higher education, should be
required in the bill-for the money that school districts are going to
expend. . ,

We do not believe that it is necessarily good for. single school dis-
tricts to develop their own in-service training programs without
regard to statewide standards and criteria. Therefore, we recom-
mend that there be some tie' in the legislation requiring that
statewide standards and criteria are net in any in-service pro-
grams to which the-district is going to dedicate its money.

Finally, I would say that even in the congressional scholars, you
may be able "to work an incentive thing there. Each Member of the
House could be allowed more than two candidates if the business._
and industry located in their district donated half of .the rkholar-
ship for-an individual. For each half scholanthip donated, another
candidate could be nominated by the member. i

We think that, again,'could expand the size of that program and
I address the problem in a morein-a larger fashion. I

Finally, I would.recommend that to deal with the retention prob-
lem, that a fellowship program be authorized. A specific amount of
funds, perhaps as high as 10 percent of the entire State grant,
would tie designated to go to the State board of education.

These funds would provide fellowships for secondary school
teachers in. math, science, and computers, who had taught in the
secondary schools for a minimum of 5,years. The fellowships would
provide for tuitionq,per diem, and district 'stibstitution costs for a
period of up to .10 weeks for upgrading in teaching skills and in-

.. structional techniques in science, math, and computers.
Upon successful completion of the 10.week course, the teacher

would be given a certificate of graduation and become a member of
the fellowship and a voucher or bonus of $2,000. That voucher of
$2,Q00 can only go back to the district with the teacher and would

-be expended for the purposes of upgrading the instructional mate-
rials or the equipment in his or her. classroom.

We think that would provide a significant incentive to teachers.
We also think it would help in the-retention and we think that it
could have a positive effect on students Making decisions to become
teachers in these fields.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, having discussed some of the substantive
issues of the ill, I regret I have to turn to a major difficulty with
it, that we Wave with the ail, and that is the formula. We hope
that the committee will be-able to revise this formula to one that is
significantly more equitable to those States with the largest stu-

,-:.>
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dint population and thus the likely major suppliers of science,
math and computer-trained personnel.

I have attached a table to my testimony highlighting the prob-
lem. Many ,gf the large industrial States do not receive their equi-
table share. California, in particular, receives. significantly Tess
than ifs share of the student population. New York, New Jersey,
Connecticut, Massachusetts, Illinois, Pennsylvania, Colorado, Wash-
ington, and others are Statee that are shortchanged by this formu-
la.

As usual, in formula fights, equity is defined by the eyes of the
beholder. However, I believe it can be shown that the H.R. 30 for-
Mule, as currently written, is clearly inequitable. The attached
table I have makes a comparison in terms of the percentage of
school -age' population, the gains and losses to each State, as a
result of the formula tlt is currently in the bill, and also looks
into how much each State gets in terms of its dollars for education
from the Federal Government. Finally, the per capita 'State and
local expenditures for the local schools, including capital outlays,
in each of these States.

What the table basically shows you is that the H.R 30 formula,
as it currently exists, penalizes those States that hay the highest
cost V educatioik such as Alaska, New York, California, and
others. It penalizes those States which-receive the smaller shares of
their educational funds _from the Federal Government, and it pe-
nalizes those States '..which provide a greater- than - average per
capita State and local expenditures for their schools.

Further, the formula clearly penalizes those States with the most
severe unemployment problems, those States which are most in
need of major retraining and upgrading to retool their work forces.
And those States which have the larger number of high-technology
indUstries most in deed of science, mathematics, and computer pro-
fessionals.

We believe the forinula must be Devised, Mr. Chairman, and we
would suggest that you look at--

Chairman PERKINS.' One of the reasons, we had enacted Federal
legislation all through the yearswherrr came to Congress in 1949
and 1950, all the good teachers in my State went to California and
everywhere else. That was the problem that brought on this situa-
tion, trying to hold some of these teachers in the- poorer States.

Go ahead, you are,maldug a 0od statement.
Mr. COOKE. I would submit, Mr. Chairman, that even the golden

State of California has trouble retaining its teachers today and 1
suspect Kentucky and other States have the same problem, too. We
basically believe that the formula rould be revised and it could be
revised torreflect the magnitude orthe problem in giyen States-. -

You could also use' a formula which has been recommended by
some of the people up here today that recognizes disadvantage or
by recognizing unemployment. Any of those formulas would pro-
vide a more equitable distribution than this formula does.

With that, Mr. Chairman, I will end my testimony. Thank you
very much.

[Prepared statement of Charles Cooke follows:)
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF CtIARLEB M. COOKE, FEDERAL PROGRAM COORDINATOR,
CALIFORNIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the opport4mity to
appear before yotr to discuss this important bill, H.R. 30, the Emergency Mitherriat-
ice and Science Education Act!' My name is Charles M. Cooke and I dm the Federal

P n
Coordinator for the California State Department of Education.

tfrearelis no doubt of the necessity to upgrade our nation in the disciplines of sci-
ence, mathenatics, and computers so as to meet the challenges of the future and
increase the nation's productivity. We are now in the throes of a classic supply and
demand problem. That problem Is simply not enough science, mathematics, and
computer teachers. Lack of adequate numbers of teachers thus,forcW many schools
to use untrained teachers.

Untrained teachers, beside the likely poor instruction, help to exacerbate the
Problem 'of not enough science and mathematics majors. Which, in turn, leads to
feWer science and mathiinatics teachersthus, we have a wonderful catch-22 going
on.

This bill and others are trying to break up that circular problem and address the
major issuethe supply of qualified science, mathematics, and computer teachers.

In California, the supply problem may be described as follows:
It is estimated currently that the secondary public school system has approxi-

mately 20,000 science and mathematics teachers;
The current retirement rate of teachers from the public sche6treystem is about 5

percent per year; thus, it is estimated that nearly 1,000 science and mathematics
teachers leave the public schools annually;

The large nurn>er gf teachers who joined the system 25 years ago 'because of the
postwar baby-bogin will be retiring this decade, which will up the rate of retirement
from 5 percent; \

Additionally, the high ddmand for science antr mathematics professionals in busi-
ness, industry, and the military creates further erosion of the teacher supply in
these areas;

Thus, the annual loss of science and mathematics teachers in the public second-
ary schools in California; alone is more likely to be 1,500,-and increasing as we ap-
prolZh. 1990;

In the same time frame, declining enrollment in secondary schools will reverse in
1989; and

'Thus, by the end of this decade we are likely to have more secondary students at
a time when the shortage of science and mathematics teachers is likely to Er at its
greatest.'

All of the above indicates that the problem this bill addresses is a significant one
and that ,it is a problem which cannot be solved by State an3, local efforts without
Federal assistance.

The teacher supply problem has three, major components:
Re-trainirig and upgrading of current teachers , recruitment of new science, math-

ematics, and computer teachers; and retention of current science, mathematics, and
o computer teachers.

Analysis of H.R. 30 indicates, while it addresses in some degree true problems of
re-training and upgrading the current teachers supply, and, to a lesser extent, the
recruitment of new teachers, it does not address the problem of retention of current
teachers.

Further; the funds authorized by H.R. 30 do not appear sufficient to support a
large-scale attack on any of the three problem areas. As pointed out above, in Cali-
fornia alone, the teacher attrition in these Critical areas is likely to be 1,500 teach-
ers annually for the near future and higher than that diming the last years of this
decade.

It is our belief that the bill could have greater impact if the Federal funds author-
ized in this bill.could leverage other Federal, State, or local funds to assist in devel-
oping and maintaining our teacher supply in these areas. We think that the Com-
mittee shoo 1d consider requiring matching funds from other sources in both Part A
and Part ,B of the bill.

In Part A, a matching requirement of 50 percent would not be out of line and
would double the impact of funds devoted to this problem. Federal funding, such as
Chapt6r 2/ECIA, Vocational Education, Chapter 1/ECIA, and -Special Education
could be allowed to be counted as matching funds. Additionally, State and local

I am indebted for this analysis to Dr. James Guthrie of the University of California, Berke.
ley.
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'unds dedicated to these purposes would serve as matching funds. Finally, funds re-
reivecl from local business and industry would count as matching funds.

In the last category (funds received from local business and industry) a perform -
mce bonus might be desirable. If a district was able to obtain a significant percent-
age (perhaps as much as half of its matching funds) from local business and indus-
ry, such district would receive a performance bonus of perhaps 10 percent of its
otal grant (counting both matching and grant funds).
A further area which might enhance the effectiveness of this bill would be to

Insure that the funds provided by this bill only support the highest quality inser-
rice teacher training. In particular, inservice teacher training which is not tied to
urriculum and instructional standards which have been set by the State or the
ocal educational governing body is less likely to bring about the improvements in
eacher knowledge and effectiveness that one desired.
The so-called information society, which many say our society has now evolved

nto, provides enormous amounts of information which is difficult to sort out and to
nake use of. One of the many functions of state education agencies is to carry out
hat sorting function and provide useful information and research to the local dis-
rids.
To ensure that the highest quality teacher inservice training occurs, we believe

hat such training must be explicitly tied to standards accepted by the State (al-
hough perhaps selected by the local governing board) and would recommend Sec-
ioh be amended to reflect that requirement.
1urthermore, in many States (California is one) there are existing regional laser-

ice teacher training and upgrading institutions mandated by State law and fov-
rnecl by State standards. It would make sense to ensure that the school districts'
xpenditures for inservice training go to such regional centers and/or institutions of
tigher education that are providing quality inservice training in science, mathemat-
s, and computers.
Section 604(aX1XA) could be amended to provide that school districts should

xpend the funds for inservice training at the regional inservice teacher training
nd upgrading centers and/or institutions of higher eddcation. If such institutions
o not exist, funds provided to school districts could be pooled as allowed under Sec-
ion 604(b) to help create such regional institution and that section shOuld be
mended to allow such purpose.
With regard to the provisions governing the State use of funds received uqer this

itle, the bill does not appear to provide State educational agencies the authority to.
se the funds they receive to. carry out (either on their own or through contracts)
rograms to upgrade or retrain teachers.
State educational agencies can and do have the capability to inaugurate Statewide V

rinovative programs and such capability should be encouraged and supported. Sec-
ion 605(a) should explicitly allow SEA's to use these funds to develop and conduct
it contract for) innovative projects to upgrade and train teachers, administfratons,
nd others in these critical areas.
As in Part A, Part B does not authorize sufficient funds to operate a program of

ufficient magnitude to meet the problem. Here, again, a matching requirement
ould be required for Sections 622, 623, and 625, perhaps as high as 50 percent, and

performance bonus for institutions of higher education who receive a significant
ortion of their matching funds from business and industry could be rewarding.
It might be possible to have a similar incentive with regard to Section 621, Con-

ressional Scholars. Each member of the House or Senate could be alloWed to nomi-
ate more than two candidates, if the business and industry located in their district
onate half of the scholarship costs. For each half scholarship donated, another can-
idate Itould be nominated by the member.
[If the candidate is not selected, the funds donated could only be used to fund

ther candidates who were nominated by other members from the same State.]
The one major issue this bill does not address is the retention problem. We would"

Liggest that a fellowship program be authorized in the bill. A specific amount of
Inds (perhaps 10 percent of the entire grant to State) could be designated to go to
he State Board of Education.
These funds would provide fellowships for-secondary school teachers of mathemat-

z, science, and computers who had taught in secondary schools for a minimum of
ve years. The fellowships would provide for tuition, per diem, and district substitu-
on costs for a period of up to ten weeks of upgrading in teaching skills and instruc-
onal techniques in science, mathematics, and computers.
Upon successful completion of the ten-week course, teachers would be given a cor-
ficate of graduation and a bonus of perhaps $2,000. The $2,000 bonus could be used

hi )
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only by the teacher to buy necessary equipment and/or instructional materials to
upgrade instruction In his or her classroom.

Selection of the teacher fellows would bp done by the State Board of Education
acting upon nominations from regional educational institutions such as county of-
fices of education and/or regional inservice teacher training institutions. Criteria
for nominations would be established by the State Board of Education based on
Statewide standards and competencies required.

Wetbelieve such provisions in the bill could significantly enhance tthe capacity of
the education system to retain our current qualed science, mathemhtics, and com-
puter teachers. They co also have a positive effect upon students making deci-
sions to become teachers these fields.

Mr. Chairman, that plates my discussion of the substantive issues of this bill;
it is with regret that 1 t rn to the major difficulty we have with the bill as current,.
ly proposedthe formula. I would hope that the Committee Will'be able to revise
this formula to one that is significantly more equitable to those States with the larg-
est student population, and thus the likely major suppliers of science, mathematics,
and computer-trained personnel.

, .

The table I have attached to this testimony highlights the problems of the current
formula. Many of the large industrial States do not receive their equitable share.
California, in particular, receives significantly less than its Mara of the nation's stu-
dent population. New York, New Jersey, ConAectieut, Maisachusetts, Illinois, Penn- ,
Sylvania, Colorado, Washington, and others are -similarly shortchanged by the for-,
mula. -

As usual, in formula, fights, equity is defined by the eyes of the beholder. Howev-
er, I believe that it can be shown that the H.R. 30 formula is clearly inequitable.
The attached table shows for selected States: .

The percentage of school-age population and each State had in 1980;
The,allocation of $250,000,000 on the basis of this percentage;
The allocation of each State if the H.R. 30 formula is used; -.

The percentage the H.R. 30 formula allocates to each State;
, 4\

The gain or loss to each State comparing the H.R. 30 allocatiod to the allocation ,

of percentage of school-aged popiAation; . ,

The percentage of public elefnentary and secondary school funding which each
State receives from the FederaLgovernment; and

The per capita State and local expenditures for local schools (including capital
outlays) for each State. ..t

higher
The- tab demonstrates that the H.R. 30 formula penalizes those States which'

have the her costs of education (such as Alaska, ,,New York, California, and
others), which receive smaller shares of their ethicational funds from the Federal
government, and which provide greater than average per capita-State and local ex-
penditures for their schools.

Further, H.R. 30 formula clearly penhlizes those States with most severe un-
rneployi4

to re-tool their work force; and those States which have the larger num-
bers

problems;.those States which are most in need of major retraining and
upgradi
ben of high technology industries most in need of science, mathematics, and com-
puter professionala.

Finally, in the case of our State, the H.R. 30 formula penalizes a State which Is
already making a significant effort on its own to address the science, mathematics,
and computer problem. In a time of significant budget, crises, California has none-
theless dedicated $19,000,000 to upgrading its teacher corps and to stimulating stu-
dents to pursue science, mathematics, and computer careers.

Mr. Chairman, we believe this formula must be revised. The most equitable solu-
tion would be a formula which recognizes the proportion each State's school popula-
tion represents of the nation's school population. Other variables which. .could be
considered are the numbers of unemployed in a State and/or the costs ofedii4ation
in each State. However, to avoid a complicated formula, the easiest solutionwould
be to eliminate the factor of personal income per child currently in the formula as it
is a misleading comparison is assessing the cost of education.

In summary, we would recommend H.R. 30 be amended to;
Require matching funds for both Part A and Part B; ..
Provide a "performance bonus" to districts and institutions who receive signifi-

cant contributions from business and induStry;
Enhance the role of the State education agency in requiring high standards of

training;
. Provide for a fellowship program to enhance retention of current sienceomath-
ematics, and computer teachers; and
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Provide an equitable fOrmula recognizing States with the major shortages of. Bei..
ence, mathematics, and computer. professionals and the greatearsneedfor retrainingand u.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, for this opportuni-
ty to express our views and recommendations on, this important bill

Attachment
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Chairman PERKINS. Let me put a few questions to you, now.
We cannot enact legislation of this type without some controver-

sy. There is no way to do it. We would like to get your suggestions
and I would like to askall the panel to respond to it.

We can begin with the gentleman from. California,.1 would like
to ask you, do you believe that the States should determine which
school districts receive funds within the State or should the Feder-
al law set out a formula going on to the school distrid level within
the State?

Now, the reason why this is so important, I know you know we
do not have the fuss that' we should have. If we had -adequate
funds, naturally we would channel it into every local school district
in the country, and that may be what we should do anyway_

What is your answer to that question?
Mr. COOKE. Well, Mr. Chairman, in some ways, I am very attract-

'ed by the 'notion that you let the States determine how they would
allocate money out to the districts. I understand that school dis-
tricts are not exactly in favor of that process.

do- not haye any real problems with the formula allocation. I
think, however, you may want to think about doing some kind of
minimum requirement, a minimum amount, similar to what was in
old title I, whereby -schobl districts that do, not receive x number of
dollars because-they are small, will not participate in the program
unless they get together with other similar small school dii3tricts in
their area and by putting their formula amounts together, reach
that minimum. amount and therefore participate in a sort of con-
sortium across. several districts.

I think that is a useful notion. I do belieVe there is a finite
amount of'money that is needed in order to be able to provide any
kind of a meaningful in-service training program. For instance, the
kind of recommendation I was making for a fellowship in this bill,
my guess is to do that correctly would cost you about $7,000 a
teacher.

Now, if you run a formula on the basis of .phe $250 million in this
bill, there is not going to be a lot of districts that have $7,000 to
spend, so I feel like you need to put a minimum amount if you do it
by formula, and I think you can have an equitable formula which
flows to the district on the basis of need, and that can either be a
straight school-age population or -it could take into consideration
disadvantaged students, rates of unemployment in the area, or.
whatever.

I think the formula is all right. As I say, as a State' official, one
always likes to have the flexibility to do whatever they want to do,
but I understand there are a lot of people that would not like that.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Casteen, you go ahead and answer the
question.

Mr. CASTEEN. Mr. Chairinan, I am in kind of a strange ,position
with thii because I work closely with local school officials, and I
feel that their' interests are important ones. But I think I would
like to argue for the largest possible State role in determining how
the funds are to be committed and for several reasons.

One is the matter of perspective.. It seems clear to me at this
point that the pace of change in recent times, and particularly the
rising need for persons trained in newer kinds of technology that
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are based on niathematics and science, has made it very difficult at
any level of education to gage what the from

in
are om day to day.

The fact of the matter is, I think in recent. years, the dialog
about changing needs and especially about the needs for more com-
plex academic skills in our average graduates, that dialog has oc-
curred primarily at the level that involves Governors and leaders
of industry and business and States.

I should point out that in the course of the' work of the ECS task
force, we have come to realize that two dialogs are in progress. I
have to oversimplify to represent the two dialogs, but one dialog
takes place at the level of Goiernors and the business leaders with
whom.tbey deal. And in that dialog, the interests asserted are basi-
cally those addressed in the bill; that is to say, the need for average
competence at a much higher level with regard to mathematics
and science.

There is another dialog. That dialog typically takes place at the
level of the local school or the local school division-in which em-
ployers whose primary interest may be in workers who are best
able to work on an assembly line or to do other kinds. of work that',
do not require these higher order of complex skills, will be the in-
terest most represented.

I think the point to be made is that if it is the interest of the
Congress to try to see to it that our people are in general more
competent in the next generation to deal with the different kind of
economy than we are at the present time, there is a good argument
for dealing with the level of government that has the perspective
necessary to assign goals to set qtiantffiable measures Eurthto try to
see to it that we deliver dollars in places where we can meet that .
specific end.

Second, .I need to make another, observation, and that is that sev-
eral speakers today have talked about the need for collaboration
between higher education and public education.

The fact is that in most States, that kind of oollaboration is possi-
ble only at the highest level of the executive structure in the. State.
It seems very clear that collabbration between the academic de-
partments in our major :universities and the schools of education
comes about primarily as a result of pressure from the State politi-
cal establishment.

But, it should be clear, also, that the 'major needs that we _need to
address require 'a close kind of collaboration between Our secondary
schools and our middle schools and our colleges and universities,
and coordinating that -kind of collaboration is very difficult if the
funds are vested primarily at the local level.

The State has a kind of interest in seeing to it that it gets the
maximum return on all. of its educational activity. Ciinsequently, I
think I have to argue that the State must be..a y of some kind
lilt is, indeed, the purpose of the Congress in he end to enhance
our capacity in mathematics and science.

Otherwise, there are structural features tha make it very hard
to achieve the purposes that the committee is ddressing.

Chairman PERKINS. Dr. Yager.
Dr. YAGER. I think as indicated in our previOus testimony, I

would have to respond to this question saying that we see it very
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important to target what the specific goals would be in the -yarious
categories in the existing bill.

I think that we stand very much in favor of tatiet, in faior of
specific proposals and in favor, then, of a judgment in terms of
funding upon merit, a peer review kind Of thing, and it almost
makes it immaterial, I think, from our standpoint as to whether
the funds are administered through the State or certainly it seems
difficult at the local level, unless we, are just saying ,funding will
result in improvement and it will make a difference without spe-
cifically spelling Out the kind of improvements 'that we are after.

Chairman PERKINS. Ms. Page.
11 Ms. PAGE. Chairman; I think you are asking di* panel a ques-
CASh that goes like the little boy who went to the doctor and the
nurse took him into the room and told him to strip to the waist.
When the nurse came back in, he was standing there naked, and
she said, "I only said strip to the waist," and he said, `!You did not
tell me which end to start at."
, I think that all of us have that problem. You are asking us
which end to start at. The important thing is that the doctor As"
going to be there to take care of that need and we hope this bill is
going to take care of all our needs.

I will have to refer° back to my paper, also, what I said. NSBA
did a study; including areas of school systems that had only 200 to
300 students, .those school districts indicated, and demonstrated to
us, that even a small amount as $1,000, would definitely benefit

. 'them.
They have the capacity, they have the capacity to pool their re-

Sources, to use their university systems i their States, and that
they could use that kind of funds. Again, referred earlier by Mr.
Goodling, the three women with the different opinions, we do be-
lieve the piogram is better designed at the local level to fit that
local school district, with it being reviewed by either. a State panel,
a university pane', possibly a Federal-level panel.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. ,

Ms: Knox. I am. Happy to say that the organizations I represent
are not going to

d eliminating thean emphasis on meeting the needs

jump into this State-versus-local debate. And our
concern is that wherever the control over the is vested, that
there be
barriers that women and minority males have. .

Ms. GOLDSMITH. Mr. Chairman, the State Boards of Education
clearly would believe that theitates should be involved in the de-
velopment and the distribution of any funds that come into the
States, because State boards of education do, in fact, have the ad-
vantage of the long view of what is happening, what the needs are,
where a local school district does have to deal with more immedi-
ate problems.

We do know that there is 'a great deal more cooperation today
between higher education, elementary and seCondary education,
than there was even as short a time ago as 5 years, there are sever-
al State examples across the country that we would be happy to
share in terms of cooperative efforts that we know did not exist in,the past. ,

We would say if 'there° are to be Federal moneys, that clearly if
they are going to be directive, there ought to be set criteria, they
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ought to inclu\ e some accountability. Any Federal fund should be a
supplement d should not be allowed to supplant money that ieb
already being spent in the States. , '

With those brief remarks, we look for the State involvement and
through the State boards of education.

Chairman PERKINS. Greater' cities, go ahead.
Ms. MoKENziE. Mr. Chairman, the Great City School Council

schools believes that the money should be distributed under a for-
mula, perhaps similar to title I. Often when the money is distribut-
ed on loose criteria, urban and poor school district's suffer.,

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead.°
Ms. RICE. Mr. Chairman, this is an argument I would prefer to

'stay out of and I am representing only my own past interest in
educatio9. I think we have a very uneven problem. We have heard
a lot of. Atatistics about the decline in the number of math and sci-
ence teachers in the aggregate.

We need some more statistics on what the nature the problem
is in certain districts around the country. I tendapd we also have
a very uneven problem and we have relatively modest, funds. to
spend on it. I tend, just from my 'own past, to be highly in favor of
targeting money to directing .it at the problem areas, and there
were several criteria that one could use to target.

Indeed, Mrs. McKenzie has cited the severe problems of the
inner cities. Targeting by 'disadvantage is one way, targeting, as
has s gested earlier, by levels of what the employment needs
are in he community, also, I think in this instance, since you are
trying address the need to improve the, number and the quality
of teac L g, it could well be targeted by what that need really is,
how many teachers does that community, have they lost, how
many do they need, and what retraining needs do they require.

Chairman PERKINS. I want to ask one more question, I do not
want to take up too much time here because we have so many
Members who will have numerous pertinent questions. I recall
back to the one time when I was a classroom teacher. I am wonder-
ing how we are going to get around problems of jealousy if we in-
crease the salaries of math and science teachers above the salaries
of the regular school teachers?

Some people would argue that is discrimination, but at the same
time, they think their subject matter in the arts or in the human- .

ities, history or anything vise, is just as important as your math.
But be that as it may, we all know from a realistic standpoint that
industry is pulling these better science teachers and math teachers
out of the classroom.

Now how are we going to hold them, can we hold them through
seminars or something? Pay them stipends in the summertime? I
want you people to comment on this question, I will go back to the
gentleman from California again and come around the table.

Mr. 'CooKE. Mr. Chairman, we attempt to address this issue
somewhat in my testimony. One of the reasons why that fellowship
notion that I discussed, I t it does provide some incentive to
the teachers to stay in the g me. It gives them some rewards, and
using a voucher of $2,000, and I am not fixed to that amount of
money, but $2,000 for the teacher to take back with him or her to
the classroom to improve their classroom, I think gets around one
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, of the issues that you have with 'differential pay. It is not differen-
-tial pay, but it is a reward, and I think that could be done without ,

the opposition you get when you get into differential pay -issues.
I think the notion of sumther, institutes is helpful, but I think it

is not enough. Dthink.,the other incentives that are built into this
bill are good ones, also, but'again, I do 'not see it as .enough. That is
why I was suggesting the "fellowship notion.

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Ali'. Casteen.
Mr. CABTIliEN. Mr. Chairman, likrthe problem of linking State

and local interests, I have a feeling this particular problem may be
. more apparent than real for this reason:iIn other sectors of educa-
tion, differentiated pay and merit 'pay are fairly common instru-
ments. I have served for a number of- years, as a trustee of inde-,
pendent college preparatory schools in which both types of pay are
commonly used to retain teachers for whom there is competition or

. for whose services there is competition. With regard to math and
science teachers, we have for a long time addressed th6 need' in

'that way.
Second, in higher education, it is important, to observe that both

merit and the relative value of one's discipline have' for 'a longtime
turned up as salary factors in calculating ..salades ill our most
prestigious institutions. ,

And the alleged controversy within the faculty; Old-Melted creat-
ing of a 'secondary pecking order, those side efacts simply have not
developed in the institutions where I; have taught. It is a fact of life
that values in the labor market vary somewhat from one party to
another.

Third, I make the observation that at least in the State in which
I work priniarily,the organized teacher groups have been far less
adverse to this idea in recent months than they were previously,
and the reason very simply is that the membership at the .local
level watched the departure of colleagues and realized the extent
to which the labor market is indeed making it difficult for schools
to maintain .the kinds of services and functions that all teachers
agree they should.

I think the fact is that the progress of the recession has created a
kind of economic realism that may not have existed 2 or 5 years
ago when the discussion began. The conditions supporting a solu-
tion haVe become much more prominent in recent months than
the might have been previously.

an PERKINS. Dr. Yager.
Dr, YAGER. I have some verymixed reaction about the question. I

think as a person, I could support the concept of differential pay,
but I do not really want to get into that and if I am speaking for
my association, it seems that it would beinappropriate.

Chairman' PERKINS. I agree with you, I do not think that part of
the question is worth 10 cents. I hate to say that, but that is my,
honest opinion.

Go ahead.
Dr. YAGEri..0K. We would be against increasing the pay of sci-

ence and math teachers over and above- other' teachers. However,
we do feel that there are ways within existing policies that recogni-
tion could be given. We see, for example, that this would be a
opportunity for partnerships with industry where programs were
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set niin i community that, science and math teachers could .per-
haps work in resea laboratorips, gaining in a sense, extra pay,
butat the. 'Blithe time, tra experience. . .

It Would bring a mor practical kind of science and mathematics
..., - Wthe classroom. We see that there could be various kinds of en-

richment 'programs for. students. Again, when we talk about test
,:liebres, when we.talk about the lack of involvement, the lack of in-
"'merest in science and mathematics, that the summer again would

1-," be an ideal kind of time, for teachers to be involved with gifted 'Btu-
dents and perhaps studdilits at the other end.

V' Again, it would make the !profession more attractive. It would be.
a way of increasing the pay, but increaselffvolVement 4

We see a concept of 'science teaching particularly being experi-
-ence based, and if there simply is not time in the regular school
day to involve students and with their students in direct 'experi-
ences in the community. even during the academic year. In some
communities, for example, I ran into this in Wyoming where they
are experinienting with the concept of science coaches, much: the
same way that people in athletics get extra pay for extra work and
extra involvement.

We .seesee this as a very fine kind of response, instead of not just
raising the .pay because they are science and math, but for specific,
functions. .

Ms.. PAGE: Mr. Chairman, putting on my other hat as a local
school board member, Florida has been doing an indepth study
over the last 2 yearsitind I serve on that panel' on this very subject.

We have' been taking testimony from all of the large industries
in the State, and their recommendation find the recommendation
of the Commission is based primarily upon more cooperation be-
tween business and industry with the educational system.

"N.
We have found that the interaction between the practitioner in

the field, the profession, and the practitioner in the classroom is
very important.

e word "merit" raises the hair on the back of my neck because
I come from a State with a collective-bargaining law. The term
"merit pily" gets very, very sticky when ou start doing that.

I think there,are many, many resources for using what you were
referring to, I would call a master teacher. Is that what you were
referring to?

This is what .we are looking at in our State, where the teachers
that are the best, the "master teacher," then, could receive a differ-
ent salary level and, in turn, be the teacher that is responsible for
the other teachers beneath them. That could easily, fit into a collec-
tive-bargaintig situation for those States that have to deal with
that, but, yoThimow, if you do not have to deal with it, you just stay
out of it. )

But it is putting on and speaking -nationally, I would have to say
I think our answer would be not a different pay scale, but definite -
ly more cooperation and particularly beginning at the postsecond-
aryit is not just K through 12, but the postsecondary area, look-
ing at those people entering those fields to teach.

Ms. KNox. The organizations I represent do not have a point of
view on this issue, but I do have some personal comments. One is
that the shortage of math and 'science teachers is an extreme ex-
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pression of a problem, an overall problem in education, in that we
do not pay teachers well, anywhere.

Since women have been the majority of elementary and second-
ary public school teachers, with a lot of new opportunities opening

t up in private industry to women, women who would have been
teachers in an earlier time are seeking jobs in industry and that is
an overall problem in the education system.

The other thing I want toiaay is that if studies in indus ry are
any example, pay is not the primary factor in worker satisfaction;

'teachers are workers, and industry is beginning to realize that the
way to hold and develop skilled rieople and solid emPloyees, is
through involving them in improving companies and, in the devel-
opment of a work environment that is satisfying and works for
them.

A lot of math and science teachers are <teaching 'with textbooks
that are out of date, they are teaching techniques that many of the
young people in their classrooms' cannot relate to, and in the proc-
ess of revamping the curriculum, teaching techniques, 'rind bringing
the modern world into the classroom, I think we will be offering
teachers satisfaction in their jobs that many. of them are not now
experiencing, and that is going to be at least as important as pay.

Ms. GOLDSMITH. Mr. Chairman, I would like to associate our asso-
ciation with what Ms. Knox has had to say. Certainly we would
agree with what the comment she has made about teacher salaries.

We would certainly think that setting teacher salaries is not a
Federal responsibility,.and ought,to be worked out through the con
tract negotiations that go on through local school systems and their
local teachers associations and do think that merit pay, master
teachers, is something that ought to be handled at the negotiations
table.

We think within 'that, there are room for, pilot project's and we
know. that there are programs going around the country, one that
comes immediately to mind is the city of Houstori, where they are
doing some changes in the marketplace and doing some things like
some bonus pays, and there are ways to look at the problem which
we have not looked at in the past 25 years that we' might want to
look at again, but I do think it is something that State and locals
can work- out, maybe with some Federal encouragement, but cer-
tainly that is not one of the places that we think that the Federal
'Government ought to be involved.

Thank you.
Ms. MCKENZIE. Thank you. As a school superintendent, at this

point in time, I do not beheve that a salary differential is appropri-
ate. I support Holly. Knox's comments with respect to job satisfac-
tion. I think, however, we can provide other incentives and some
we have tried in the District.

For example, in preparation for preengineering programs at one
of our high schools, four teachers went to the General Motors Insti-
tute for 6 weeks this summer in Flint, Mich. They were paid a
salary and General Motors threw in things like a car for- use on
weekends, with money for gas, and these teachers were very ex-
cited and rewarded by that .experience.

Others worked in the Potomac Electric & Power Co. here and
other private-sector companies were involved in this preparation
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period, as well as our administrators participated in these kinds of
experience, and it seemed to bring excitement and enthusiasm to
the teaching the subsequent year.

I would also be in favor of extra-duty pay for cocurricula activi-
ties in science and mathematics that would enrich the curriculum
and these activities would perhaps be carried out in an extended
day or an extended week.

Thank you. /
Ms. RICE. Mr. Chairman, I think it is a vexing concern, but

maybe this bill does not have to address the issue. As has already
been suggested, in business, we do rewar performance , I mean,
there are salary ranges for each type of, esponsibility, but there
are incentive rewards for outstanding pe ormance. It is not simply
the outstanding performance of math and science teachers that we
might want to address; it is the outstanding performance of being a
teacher.

I think that there could well be these kinds of bonuses or per-
formance incentives. On the other hand, I think that the market-
place is going to have to determine the level of salaries for any dis-
cipline, and I think at we are only going to begin to resolve some
of these problems school systems become competitive with in-
dustry for the same ypes of talent.

Chairnian PERKINS. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, "I would just like to

make two general observations and then a couple specific ones. My
general observation, first of all, would be that I hope that this co
mittee would never get in the business of determining differen *al
pay for certain teachers.

You can say all you want about the private schools and so n,
but when you talk about private education, of which I was a p rt
for a long time, let me tell you, first of all, that the social studies
teacher and that English teacher envies that math and science
teacher who may have 8 or 10 in their class, and not only that, but
8 or 10 people who want to be there, while they have 35 in their
class, 30 of which do not really want to be there.

So I would not want us to get caught in that in any way, shape,
or form. However, I agree with Dr. McKenzie and others

are so many other ways to do this and the involve ent of
saidi

industry with these math and science teachers is a must.
We have to make sure that in anything we do to encourage the

private sector to get involved, we also have something there that
says they may not steal that teacher for a certain amount of time
because I have seen that happen too. I have had too many who
went to work in the summer for a private firm and loved it so
much and were paid so well that they forgot to come back, some-
times with not very much notice.

The second general observation I would like
Chairman PERKINS. Let me say to my friend that I, am a great

fellow for local control. I have been all through the -years, but I
think it was well to get the reaction so that we put some language
into the report about some of these problems. I know some of the
unions may raise some nuestions, and we ought to have compre-
hensive hearings along that line. That is the reason I have gone
into it.
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Go ahead.'
Mr. GOODLING. 'Oh, well, I agree with you. I was not questioning

your line of questioning. I may have been throwing a comment to \
the gentleman who did so well this time, and who 'did so well the \
last time he was here for tlitivin testing. In fact, we have a couple \
familiar faces hero on that particular issue.

The other general oblerAition I would like to make, is that
unless we find some way to break down this business of where the \
money should go, who should have the control, who should have
the power. Both from being in education Enid in 8 years, .we hear
this testimony over and over again that the State' chief school ad-
ministrator would like it to ,tome his way; the State board says, no,
We had better bring it to us, and some State.school administrators
would not like that. Then the local school boards say, hey, we do
not trust the State; you had better not send anything there. Then
the 1061 administrators say, wp11, now, be sure to include us be-
cause our school boards might not do that, and on down the line.
T t just deters us from doing the kind of things we have to do in
e ucation.

As I said,I realize the situation is improving, but listening to the
testimony yesterday and listening to the testimony today, it has a
long way to go and I would hope that w uld continue to try to
remedy that particular situation.

One third, general observation I shou d make is that we hake to
be realistic. I realize that what we are talking about sounds like an
awful little for an awful big program, but I also know that Senator
bomenici, for instance, has introduced his bill. I do not know what
the bill is, but I know his bill calls for $200 million on elementary
and secondary and $21 million for postsecondary.

.When we talk about compromise and conference and all that, we
are going to have to be realistic. I do want to say that your testimo-
ny- was very valuable because. as I told the chairman originally
when I became a part of introdticing this bill, I looked at it as a
shell and I realized there is a lot we must put inside that shell.

The testimony that you are giving is t d of material that we
need to put in that shell so that we co e up wi h something that is
truly worthwhile and no matter how little th financial amount
may be, it is going to make a difference

That is what we are here for. I will forego all the questions that I
wrote on these pages as you were testifying because, so many
times, the people sitting down further do not get a chance. So I will
yield back any additional time that I might have.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you. Mr. Miller.
Mr: Boucher.
Mr. BOUCHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have just a couple of

questions of Mr. Casteen, if he would be so kind as to answer.
In your discussion in your prepared testimony of Indiana Gover-

nor Orr's agenda for excellence, you mentioned retraining of teach-
ers that are presently qualified in other disciplines to teach math
and sciences.

Are you aware of any programs in the country today where
teachers qualified in, say, English or history, are being refrained
for these skills?
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Mr. CARTREN. Mr. Boucher, I doubt that I could put my hands on
a specific program, but the committee may be interested in a pair
of yellow sheets, three yellow sheets attached to tho written testi-
mony, surveying Stato initiatives.

You will find references to such training programs about. specific
States indicated. One thing that may interest you is that in meet-
ing with my own mathematics teachers in Virginia, I have.discov-
ered that in some districts, we have marginal surpluses, not major
surpluses, but marginal surpluses, of teachers who are qualified to
"teach mathematics and science at the middle school level.

Their local districts are often able to provide funds that will
allow them to take additional courses and become certified to teach
at the secondary level. We have identified teachers who are doing
that successfully in the city of Richmond, Henrico County, which is
the adjacent jurisdiction.

I. think the, point to be made about that is that retraining any
adult is a cornplicated.problem, and that as we face the fact that in
general, teachers define themselves-in part in terms of their dieci-
pline, that is, their vision of what they are professionally, has to do
with the disciplide. That is an approach that requires a very per-
sonal articula,tion. It depends on the teacher and the circumstance
and th'e demaiid for the service and so on.

But I think it is fair to say that with proper leadership, and this
is a local matter, with proper local leadership, there are instances
of success in that very enterprise.

Mr. BOUCHER. On page 5 of your testimony,,,you point up the
need for, and I will quote, "tangible goals and quantifiable pur-
poses." By that, do you mean that Congress, through this legisla-
tion, should set some sort of timetable for teacher training, or if
not; do you believe that those timetables would be better set by
State governments?

Mr. CASTEE14. Mr. Boucher, let me come at that in a more gener-
al way, What I am-trying to say is that if, indeed, it is the .will of
the Congress that we improve performance in our schools in math-
ematics and science, at some point, and I think this is a response in
part to Mr. Goodling's very useful suggestions on the same observa-
tion, we have to set some hard goals and achieve them.

The process of brokering or leveraging virtually every effort to
improve education, sooner or later dilutes the purpose. So essential-
ly, I am saying that if the purpose is to improve mathematics and
science, we need to identify ways in -which we have done that suc-
cessfully, and there are many such ways.

Again, the yellow sheets elaborate a few that had to be State ini-
tiative, and having done that, I think it is in the best interest of
the Congress for the dollars to be directed to activities that demon-
strably work and measured in terms of very hard standards as to
what is the purpose of this particular expenditure tuid how do we
verify that the effect was achieved.

The kind of grant that simply distributes dollqrs without the in-
tention of measuring and labeling success and the opposite of suc-
cess sometimes has the effect of perpetuating the worst of what we
do and not encouraging the best.

Mr. BOUCHER. So you would suggest that we not have specified
timetables in this legislation?
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Mr. L'AirrzEN. I have had a lot of problems with goals and timeta-
bles both lately, Mr. Bouher:

Mr. Bouemot. 'Just one final question. hi previous teiltimony
bolero committee, it has been indicated that the shortage in
math anti science teachers is not uniform tuitionwidt% and indeed,
it may not even be uniform in a given State.

Can you give one some indication of how Virginia ranks in associ-
ation with other Staten in terms of this shortage?

Mr. C,ASTEEN. We are somewhat better off than other Staten with
regard to both mathematics and science. Like many southern
States, our shortage in the sciences clusters in chemistry. It is not
that we have a surplus in physics, we have an even greater short-
age of students there at the 4ondary level. In biology, least in
Virginia, we are keeping pret inuch even with the demand.

In mathematics, the shortage is 'most severe in the urban'areas,
and the reason obviously is that competing employers are most nu-
merous in the urban arena....

In the areas where we have the best teacher salary schedules,
and here I think I can ths'idersCore the validity of other comments
made today, we have the best record in. keeping science and math-
ematics teachers in the schools.

So in northern Virginia, for example, which is our most prosper-
ous region in terms of school finance, appears to be somewhat
ahead of the State in retaining top-end teachers in mathematics
and science.

Mr. BOticitEn. Thank you, Dr. Casteen. Thank you, Mr. Chair-
man.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Panel, I want to apologize for not being here

during all of your testimonies. You are a very distinguished panel,
unfortunately we are organizing in another committee for the next
2 years and that has a great deal, of importance for me. I can
assure you that I will be going over your testimony this weekend.

The chairman brought up a couple of key points that I wanted to
probe, but I would like to follow up on one that has not been dis-
cussed yet. That is, what comes first? It is sort of like the 'chicken
and the egg, but we have got a limited amount of money, and
under a wonderful Pollyanna world, we would like to have updated
curriculum; we would like to have upgraded in-service; we would
like to have better equipment; and we obviously would like to have
more programs to train, retrain or maintain teachers.

But I think we need to determine where we begin. Do vie begin
with the personnel, is that the major problem? Is the curricula the
major problem, is the equipment the major problein, or is it some-
thing other than one of those three?

I would be happy to hear frOm any or all of you on that .issue.
Ms. MCKENZIE. If you do not mind, I will just start. Very quickly,

I think that it is not an either/or. Some school districts are ahead
when it comes to equipment, some are better off with respect to
training of teachers. Others might have curriculum materials.

So I think that a needs assessment would determine what a
school district or a State needs, and having the flexibility to deal in
any of the three areas.
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Ms. PAtix. I would have to agree. We have found that sans)l syn. e
team Individual school syseeni around the United Staten, are
taking long, hard' looks at their own curriculurn requirements for
graduation in high tichool, They have increased their math and sci-

, ettee Mid language requirements. -

I think it really begins there. And then I think it goes into post-
ti rvondary. The requirements of, people going into teaching have
>eon very lax. The university system, the colleges of education are
very hard to change. And they have recognized that there have to
be lu)nu made there.

Thel those people that go into the cheinroom, we come back to
the question, that was asked earlier. Ilow do we keep them in the
chuiarooni once we get them there? But it. is the same as Ma.
McKenzie said, which &mow first, the chicken or the egg?

Hut I believe .we start with them in K through 12 with a good,
solid background and then urge theta to go on, because it in very
easy not to take a math course and take something that is much
simpler to get your CPA up so that you can graduate.

We have got to make our young people understand that it is im-
portant to take those courses and they are going to have to be man-
dated. ) ....

Dr. YAGER. I would say,'Mr. Gunderson, that in myopinion, the
first thing that we need is to decide and to define more carefully
what the problem in. We nay that there-) is a shortage of teachers;
well, I think there is a way if w ally want,literally, more teach-
ers that are certified and qualif

I think we might get into s it of a debate in defining what
a qualified teacher is like. It to me that it is worthless to
talk about, for example, equip !ley- unless we are talking

,

about equipment for a certain k n oof program, I think there is
clear evidence that we have done an outstanding job during the
1960's in both science and mathematics with getting people ready
for careers in science and mathematics.

As I mentioned as a part of my testimony, and there is even
more in the written statement, it seems to many of us that the pri-
mary concern is a population which some have set as high as 90
percent, which is 'incapable of acting in today's scientific and tech-
nological society. .

If that is 'a major goal, to improve the general literacy, under-
standing what science is,. we probably need a vastly different kind
of teacher, vastly different kinds of an instructional program, cer-
tainly different kinds of material.

So it seems to me that the first thing is to set the agenda. It is
pretty easy to say that we have gotia problem. It is alio pretty easy
to say, give us more money, the problem will go away.

We have a, long history that problems do not go away simply by
sending money out someplace to solve the problem.

*Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you,.Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. The, lady there wants to say something.
Ms. KNox. Yes, I do. My associate is here with me today. Dr.

Pamela, Surko is president-elect of the Association for Women in
Science, and I want to say on her behalf, and on the Association's
behalf, that we all feel that it is essential to have teachers who
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khow science and who know math and are excited about those sub-
jects.

Without that, we are not going to get far.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Miller.
Mr. MILLER. I have no questions at this time, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Bartlett;
Mr. BARTLET. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and my compliments

to the panel for providing a great deal of information to this com-
mittee in a well-organized way in a short period of time.

I would especially note to Ms. Rice of Control Data that I did ap-
preciate your approach of the involvement of industry, and I would
detect from your testimony, you have some specific suggestions for
ways that this bill could be structured to be more'permissive in al-

, lowing school boards to structure their programs to involve local
industry.

I would suggest to you that as you see this bill developing, if you
have additional suggestions to make the bill more permissive to
allownot to require, but to allow school districts to involve indus-
try. :

I believe that that is the correct approach, and I hope to pursue
it.

,_Ms. RICE. Thank you very much, I shall.
Mr. BARTIXTT. Mr. Casteen, your testimony provided really an

outstanding listing, and by no means comprehensive, of all the
ways that many school boards, both at the State and the local
level, have begun to place math and science education as a nation-
al priority.

Whether Congress acts or not, I suspect that that national prior-
ity does exist and exists at the educational level right now even as
we speak, .and of course what this committee is determining is
whether *there is an additional role for the Federal Government in
which we can be helpful in enticing education, - and I guess my
question would beand I detect it from your testimony, then, but I
would like for you to elaborate if you wish, and if you agree, as to
whether you would urge this bill to be written in more of a block,
grant approach to permit school boards or the State board of educa-
tion, whoever is making the decision, to make their decisions about
how to structure their own program and to use this bill as a vehi-
cle, butt by no means a mandate in specific "areas ?,

Mr. CASTEEN: Mr. Bartlett, I have to answer that in two pieces to
begin with.

It seems clear to me that the Federal interest in this issue differs
substantially from the several interests of the States. There arena
tional priorities and issues with which mathematics and science
are intertwined. It may not necessarily be those of .the given State.

When we start to differentiate between the interests of the
States and the local school boards, let me say first of all that I
think experience of recent years as school finance has become taut,
as we Shave had to trade off one good for another because we could
not afford everything, rather than showing us a history of increas-
ing factionalism within education, has shown us that we do, to a
large *xtent, develop ways to collaborate that in past times we
would not have predicted.
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I think in more prosperous times, we tended to fight more over
the pot than we have in recent times. The collaborations between
higher education and- public education in many States result in
part from the realization that there is not enough money at this
point to fund everything that everybody wants.

have suggested that the State interests ought in some way to be
represented in the bill 'because of what I tried to describe earlier as
two perspectives that I am perceiving with regard to the ,purposes
of education in math and science.

I think that the committee and the Congress, if it is your will to
encourage math and science education, will -find a closer kind Of
Collaboration and a more immediate sort of receptivity at the State
level and perhaps will turn up in all localities. -

I will not deny thatin, many localities, the conscienceness that I
think this panel represents is common. On th her hand, I think
that it is necessary by building in measures rperformance and
specific ways to see to it that high-need populations receive re-
sources to see to it that the program doe's not become a mechanism

. by which State government might increas its governance authority
over local activities. That is not my purpose.

So whether the mechanism is fa block grant or something else, I

ftguess
what I am suggesting is that the interests of the.Congress are

likely to be best served by some kind of carefully articulated col-
laboration between State planners who in general will perceive the
problem as the Congress probably does and local school districts
that face a vast variety of different *local circumstances,' different
local priorities.

It must clearly be able to respond to those, but in the context of
a large assertion of national purpose, a separate assertion of State,
purpose with State priorities that I suspect will parallel yours, and
finally, local conditions that will drive dollars to specific local pro-
grams.

Mr. BARTLETT. Thank you.
Ms. Page, in your tm, you had some similar, but from a different

perspective, direction in terms of talking about whether this bill
ought to specifically mandate specific programs or be permissive to
school districts.

You 'suggested, for example, that advanced funding not be re-
wired so we can get on with the emergency of it You heard Ms.
Rice talk about additional ways to involve industry. I wonder if you
see from the school board perspective additional ways that this bill
could be structured to permit school districts to set their priorities.

My colleague had asked earlier about which is best or which
comes first, which of the three, four or five different aspects of this
should we start with. I think you all answered, well, the answer is
different for different places.

I wonder if you would have us give that authority to the school
boaids? .

Ms. PAGE. Naturally, I would. I do not think there is any school
program that can be designed for any single student or any school
district from the Federal level. There are no school districts that
are identical. . .

I think that the program is best designed at the' local level; and if
there needs to be a meeting of the minds of local school, boards and
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State school boards, and, by the way, we do meet and we do talk"
and we are friends. It would be possibly a review-type of thing, but
that the responsibility should lie with the local school district and
with the needs represented there.

The needs are varying everywhere, but it has become, and I
would have to agree 100 percent, I think, with what Dr. Casteen
has said, it is a major concern right now of all of us everywhere.

Mr. BARTIXIT. Thank you.:
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, thanks to the panel.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Boucher, any further questions?
Mr. BOUCHER. No further questions; Mr. Chairman. Thank you
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Goodling.
Mr. GOODLING. Just three other comments and one question, Dr.

McKenzie.
First of all, when I was listing to the groups that we have got

together, I left out a very important one and that one is the par-
ents advisory groups. Yesterday, when one of my colleagues was
testifying, he was talking about the merits of the Japanese system,
and I told him I have a lot of questions about how it is organized,
et cetera. I was also wondering how many grievance commit*
they have and how many parent advisory groups they ha* t
have made their system so excellent.

Holly, I merely wanted to say that you gave me some ammuni-
tion for when I talk to my daughter tonight, because after all of
her years in school, including 2 years in college, she asks me my
opinions, as my wife does, and neither of them ever take them..So I
was glad to hear that you said we have a real influence on our
daughter's course selection.

Seriously, we talked a. lot about secondary and postsecondary
today, too, and I made the statement yesterday, and the whole time
We were trying to put this bill together, that I do not see any
changes coming about unless we really put a lot of emphasis on the
elementary level.

I do not see how you 'are going to postpone a youngster's enthusi-
'asm for math and science until sometime in junior and senior high
school. We have those teachers out there who have to teach all sub-
jects, and probably have had one course in college on science and
maybe one on math, and it was probably a methods course or some-
thing of that nature; and there they, are trying to encourage little
youngsters to get all enthused about math and science.

So I would hope thatIu3 we put this bill together, we really put
some emphasis on the elementary level.

Dr. McKenzie, one question. At the bottom of 6, the bottom of
page 5 and ithe to of page 6, you made a statement and Rich
looked to find whether it was in your testimony because I thought
maybe I had misunderstood.

It says:
The situation that we have outlined has substantial implications for- city schools

that contain such large proportions of minority youth. Our fear is that the new leg-
islation will only widen the gap between poor and nonpoor schools and, consequently
between poor and nonpoor citizens.

I did not quite understand that. Certainly this would not be the
case through the chairman's formula.
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Ms. Moira:Num Right. I think my comment there pertained to
the fact that if the legislation is not targeted, then that possibility
does exist.

Mr. GoonwrG:OK, I am a strong pusher for targeting, We will
work that out.

MS. MCKENUE. Thank you. .

Mr. GOODLING. Thank you. I have no other comments. Again,
thank you very much for your excellent testimony.

Chairman PEmxuvs. Let me thank all of you. This has been a
very constructive hearing, and you have all made a greatcontribu-
tion.

Undoubtedly, we are.going to get a bill. It is a question .of hOw
much money we are going to put in the bill. I understand that the
Senate now has rated their sights up to about, $221 million.

So we will get bill and we hope it will work out fine and
strengthen science land mathematics throughout the Whole country.

Thank all of you.!
[Whereupon, at 12:28 p.m., the committee was adjourned, to recon-

vent subject to the call of the Chair.]
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HEARINGS ON MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
EDUCATION

Part 2

FRIDAY, JANUARY 28, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to Call,-at 9:35 a.m., in room 2175;

Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Carl D. Perkins, presiding.
Members present: Representatives Perkins, Simon, Miller,

Kildee, Goodling, Petri, Craig, Gunderson, Bartlett, and
Packard.

, Staff present: John F. Jennings, majority counsel; William A.
Blakey,. counsel; Lisa Phillips, majority staff assistant; Betsy
Brand, minority legislative assistant; and Richard DiEugenio, mi-
nority senior legislative associate.

Chairman PERKINS. This morning the Committee on Education
and Labor is continuing hearings on H.R. 30, the Emergency Math-
matics and Science Education Act.

This legislation authorizes $300 million for fiscal year 1984 and
such sums as may be necessary for fiscal year 1985 for programs to
upgrade mathematics and science education and to address teacher
shortages in these subjects.

The bill would provide funds to local school districts for elemen-
tary and secondary programs of inservice teacher training and
modernization of mathematics and science instruction. At the post-
secondary. level, H.R. 30 authorizes congressional scholarships to
encourage students to become mathematics and science teachers,
and other activities.

I feel strongly that improving mathematics and science education
programs ought to be a priority of the 98th Congress. I am also
glad to hear the President say that it will be a priority of the ad-
ministration's this year.

Mr. Simon.
Mr. Salmi [presiding]. ThaA you, Mr. Chairman.
Today, the third day of hearings -held by the Committee on Edu-

cation and Labor, will concentrate on the second section of H.R. 30
which deals with postsecondary issues. The pOstsecondary sections
address various needs of the higher education community in at-

. tracting and preparbig education majors to teach math and science
in elementary and secondary schools, and focuses on the capacities
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of colleges and universities to upgrade teacher skills through
A summer institutes for those currently in the profession of teaching.

In addition, the legislation provides for funds to upgrade instruc-
tional equipment at postsecondary institutions for students of edu-
cation and allows for competitive grants to 2- and 4-year colleges
and universities to provide fo program dAvelopment to address
curriculums which have di: bearing on 'training or retraining
for today's high technology loyment market.

H.R. 8() also provides moneys for educational research to support
the development of knowledge and information resources for the
improvement of teaching and learning in mathematics and the sci-
ences as well as research aimed at improving instructional materi-
als and basic research on the scope of the problem and student
achievement.

The critical need for foreign language capabilities among the
business, technical and international trade communities, points to
foreign language study as equally important to the economic well-
being of our Nation, as is a technologically literate work force. I
plan to offer at lease one amendment to H.R. 30 to add foreign lan-
guage studies as a discipline which can receive funds under this
emergency act.

I might add, I have some concerns as we move ahead here, that
Congress and the Nation should not be saying that math and sci-
ence, important as they are, are niore important than having good
second grade teachers, or good teachers of English literature, or
good teachers in any other field. I have some concerns as we are
moving ahead on this. I am not opposed to recognizing the very
real problems in math and science, but we have problems in other
areas, also. I hope' we don't lose focus on those things.

I'm not going to read the rest of this statement but will simply
enter it into the record.

[The opening statement of Congressman Paul Simon follows:]

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. PAUL SIMON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
, THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, JAN. 28, 1983

Today, the third day of hearings held jointly by the Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary and Vocational Education and the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Edu-
cation will concentrate on the second section of H.R. 80 whichs deals with postsecon-
dary issues. The postsecondary sections address various needs of the higher educa-
tion community in attracting and preparing education majors to teach math and sci-
ence in elementary and secondary schools, and focuses 'on the capacities of colleges
and universities to upgrade teacher skills through summer institutes for those cur-
rently in the profession of teaching. In addition, the legislation provides for funds to

cation -
upgrade instructional equipment at post-secondary institutions for students of edul

and allows for competitive grants to two and four year colleges and universi
ties to provide for program development to' address curricula which have a direct
bearing on training or retraining for today's high technology employment market.

. H.R. 30 also provides monies for educational research to provide for the develop-
ment of knowledge and information resources for the improvement of teaching and
learning in mathematics and the sciences as well as research aimed at improving
instructional materials and basic research on the scope of the problem and student
achievement

The critical need for foreign language capabilities among the business, technical
and international trade communities points to foreign language study as equally im-
portant to the economic wellbeing of our Nation and .a technologically literate
workforce. I plan to offer an amendment to H.R. 30 to add foreign language study as
a discipline which can receive funds under this emergency act

"1,
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Along this line, there are critical areas of study which have appeared at different
times in our Nation, and which have been addressed through specific legislation
such as the National Defense Education Act. We may, in the future, find ourselves
with a shortage of quality English, history or social science teachers. While it is
clear that the present critical shortages are mainly in the areas of math and sci-
ence, L believe that targeting Federal assistance in these areas should not lock out
other disciplines where shortages may exist. I also believe that it is as important to

' have quality instruction in the humanities, social sciences and arts as it is in tech-
nological fields. The funding of summer institutes in H.R. 80 may well apply to
teachers in concentrations other than math and science, if not within the focus of
this particular bill, but in any extensions, revisions or reauthorizations in the
future. In an article from the January 24, 1983, publication of the American Associ-
ation of State Colleges and Universities, a recent National Science Foundation study
of industrial firms points out that the demand for college graduates with science
and engineering degrees fell in 1982. While math and science training is an acute
problem, fluctuations in demand, and what may be the beginning of decreased
demand, point to a requirement that we should not look to math and science train-
ing alone as pivotal courses for elementary and secondary students. The structure of
summer institutes for teachers aimed at math and science in H.R. 30, should also
allow for study' by other teachers in order to create a well qualified corps of school
teachers in all fields so that responses to changing needs will not be on an emergen-
cy basis in future years.

Rather than concentrate on the math and science problem highlighted by wit:
nesses in previous days and in hearings in the 97th Congress, I would' encourage our
witnesses who are leaders in the fields of education, science, mathematics and engi-
neeringto make specific recommendations about ways to improve or modify H.R.
30. I want to underscore, however, the importance of recognizing the Committee's
budgetary limitations in enacting this new law.

Mr. SIMON. I will yield to my colleague from Pennsylvania for
any remarks he might have.

.Mr. Gooni..mq. I only want to say that I have some of those same
kinds of concerns. However, in a math and science approach, I _..

think we really could help elementary teachers if we gave them an
opportunity to understand a little more about math and science
and gave them some courses that prepared them to teach math and
science, because what happens now is that the youngsters reach
the junior high or senior high school level and then someone is
going to try to encourage them to be interested in math and sci-
ence. They probably had more interest when they came to kinder-
garten than they have when they get to junior high school. So this
program, if we work it out right, at least might give those elemen-
tary teachers that opportunity:

As I have said to Congressman Sim , I also have some concerns
about which people participate in e postsecondary program, be-
cause you can't really tell whe her someone has a snowball's
chance in Hades of becoming a teacher until after you see them in
student teaching. They may be the best math and science students
in the world, but the lousiest teachers. I think we have to concen-
trate a lot on retraining those who are in the field of teaching and
encouraging them to comp with us rather than go into industry.

SO I think I will agree with Congressman Simon. We have a lot
of work to do. We, have a shell and we want to fill in that shell and
have something that will really do the job. We have to be very
careful. We have limited funds. We can't spread those limited
funds too far because then we will really do nothing. As the Chair-
man said yesterday, the Senate has introduced a bill that talks
about $221 million. If we're talking about $300-and-some million
and they're talking about $200-and-some million, you know we're
not going to $500-and-some million, apparently, so we have a prob-
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lem there and have to be careful that we don't spread ourselves too
thin, as we did eventually to the whole NDEA thing. You know, we
kept adding and adding and adding without correcting the problem
that existed.

Unfortunately, I won't be' able' to hear a lot of your testimony,
but I will read it and my staff will give me the input in the ex-
change, because before this hearing was set up, I was setup back
in my district to meet some very irate farmers at noon today, and
it takes me 2 hours to drive there. Now, we're going to ask Con-
gressman Brown to solve all those farm problems and I won't have
to go back and meet with them. But in the meantime I have to face
them.

Mr. SIMON: Let me yield to the chairman of the full committee.
Chairman PERKINS. Let's let these gentlemen testify.
Mr. &mow. All right, we will accede to the wishes of the chair-

man and hear from our distifiguished colleague from 'Missouri. Itis
a pleasure have you here, Congressman Ike Skelton.

STATEM NT OF HON. IKE SKELTON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
NGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MISSOURI

Mr. SKELTON. Thank you, Mt. Chairman. It is certainly a pleas-
ure to be with you this morning.

Mr. Chairman and membeirs of the committee, I appreciate this
opportunity to speak with you regarding the future of science, engi-
neering, and technology education in the United States, and the
impact deficiencies in these areas will have on our economy and on
our national security.

As a member of the House Armed Se' ;vices Committee, I have a
particular concern over the effect. s1-44rtages of technically trained
manpower, will have on the various military services, and also the
impact of shortages on Department of Defense civilian personnel,
the defense industry, and the defense. industrial base.

Because of my concern in this area, I introduced legislation last
year to establish a National Commission on Science, Engineering,
and Technology Education. The bill which we are considering
today, H.R. 30, also acknowledges the need .for a national coordina-
tion of efforts to improve science and engineering education in the
United States and to maintain the technological edge which has
kept our country a step ahead of the internatit:sal community for
generations..

Today, Mr. Chairman, we are on the brink of a "technological
revolution" which will demand a broad expansion of requirements
for engineers and other technical manpower. Statistics reveal that
50 new electronics companies have been forming each month in
our country.'We are approaching a new and exciting frontier, but
as the President said in the state of the Union ddress on'Tuesday,
we must be prepared to make these changes w rk for us and not
against us.

Early last year I released scstudy which I had uested from the
Library of Congress on the status of science and gineenng educa-
tion in the United States. I would like to submit a copy of this
report for the record. Shockingly, the report reveals major prob-
lems ahead in meeting this country's needs for scientists and engi-
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neers in several critical areas. A shortage of trained technical per-
sonnel would have serious implications for our defense posture,
which relies on sophisticated ships, planes, ax tanks. It also would
have a negative impact on our economy which depends on the
skills of scientists and engineers for advances in agriculture and in-
dustry. Mr. Chairman, if shortages of scientists and engineers are
not recognized now, and not acted on now, we are going to find our-
selves. in a technology gap that will be far more serious than the
"Sputnik Gap" of the fifties.

While there has -been an increase in the number of undergrad-
uates enrolled in engineering and computer science in,recent years,
the supply of graduates will still fall short of anticipated demand
in several vital areas. About 1.4 million scientists and engineers
are going to be needed to fill anticipated growth` and replacement
demands by 1990. The Air Force, however, predicts a 114,000 total
shortfall of engineers between now and then. Shortages of trdined
personnel are expected in industrial engineering, aeronautical en-
gineering, chemical, electronic and nuclear fields, computer science
and statistics.

This . situation has particularly serious implications for defense.
U.S. ships, planes, and tanks have become increasingly more com-
plex and reliant on high technology. Both the armed services and
the Department of Defense, however, are experiencing problems in
recruiting and retaining technicallx trained personnel. Almost 10
percent$22.7 billionof the fiscal year' 1983 Department of De-
fense budget is for research, development, testing, and evaluation.
The Department of Defense employs 61 percent-53,712of all en-
gineers employed by the Federal Government. None the less, the
Air Force reported that 57 percent of its present civilian vacancies
are for engineerb, and in 1980 the Navy reported that it needed to
hire 1,950 engineers at the entry level, but was unable to fill only
53 percent of its needs.

All three services report shortages of qualified personnel in the
scientific and engineering fields. The Air Force has been the most
concerned about the situation and. reports a current shortage of
about 1,100 engineers. Additionally, the Armed Forces report great-
er retention problems with officers in science and engineering dis-
ciplines. The Air Force, for example, reported that for the past. 5
years the loss rate of engineers completing their initial 4-year
active service obligation is twice that for other nonflyirig officers.

.All of this is in contrast to the status of technical education in
other countries, and the Soviet Union in particular. Since the
Soviet Union launched a comprehensive campaign to upgrade its
educational system 15 years ago, Russian schooling has taken .a
giant leap forward. Today, young Soviets graduate from secondary
schools in much greater numbers than their American counter
parts, and devote much more study to the hard sciences.

Consider these statistics. Each student in the U.S.S.R. must take
the following compulsory courses to qualify for a secondary school
diploma: 5 years of physics; 4 years of chemistry; 51/2 years of biol-
ogy; 5 years of,geography; 8 years of mechanical drawing; 10 years
of workshop training; and 1 year of astronomy.

In addition, Russian students are required to complete 5 years of
algebra, 10 years of geometry, and 2 years of calculus. According to
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a National Science Foundation study of our own high school gradu-
ates, only 9.1 percent receive even I. year of physics; 16.1 percent 1
yeanoof chemistry; 45 percent 1 year of biology; and 17.3 percent 1
year of general science. In addition, the Soviets have raised their
secondary school graduation rate from a scant 4.9 percent recorded
in 1940 to 97.7 percent in 1978. By comparison, only 75 percent of
all students in the United States complete high school.

Dr.. Isaac Wirszup, a professor at the University of Chicago, and
an expert on Soviet science education, stated that:

The disparity between the level of training in science and mathematics of an
average Soviet skilled worker or military recruit and that of a non-college bound
American high school graduate, and an average worker in one of our major indus-
tries, or an average member of our all-volunteer Army, is so great that comparisons
are meaningless.

In 1979, the Soviet Union graduated more than twice the number
of scientists and engineers than did the United States, and almost
five times as many engineering students. The United States ranks
third behind the Soviet Union and Japan when comparing the total
number of engineering graduates. and also when considering the
number of engineering graduates relative to the size of the total
population. There is also evidence that the standard of undergrad-
uate study in these countries is comparable to that of a master's
degree program here in this, country.

Another problem which will affect the long-term scenario is the
large number of professors in these disciplines who are leaving alca-
demia for better paying jobs in industry. The report cites 2,000 en -.
gineering and 200 computer science faculty positions currently un-
filled nationwide. This problem is not expected to improve because
newly graduated baccalaureate students are similarly drawn away
from pursuing advanced degrees and eventual teaching positions.
Only 15 percent of the top engineering graduates enroll in gradu-
ate programs. The figure should be at least 35 percent. Those who
do stay are non-U.S. citizens. A National Science Foundation study
reports that if current trends continue throughout the eighties,
almost 100 percent of all petroleum engineering graduate students
will be foreign nationals and non-U.S. citizens will comprise over
50 percent of graduate students enrolled in most science and engi-
neering fields. This situation creates concern for the Defense De-
partment which must hire U.S. citizens and poses a technology
transfer problem which troubles tjie military.

Finally, Mr. Chairman, atte on must be given to the growing
shortage of trained personnel the skilled trades which threatens
to undermine our national efense preparedness. In December
1980, a special panel of th House Armed Services Committee
found after an extensive study that skilled manpower shortages are
prevalent throughout the defense industry. One study indicated a
shortage of 250,000 machinists in the next 5 years. The tooling and
precision machinery industry cOuld hire 60,000 journeymen now if
they were available.

And listen to the projected shortages in other critical occupations
by 1990: Impression diemaker, 42 percent; die designer, 34 percent;
trim maker, 33 percent; and industrial engineering, 49 percent.

Between now and the year 1990, the U.S. Department of Labor
estimates an annual average of 31,009 new skilled' labor openings
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for machinists and machine operators. Yet only 2,300 new workers .
qualify for such Jobs each year.

This situation has serious implications for our national defense.
Our defense policy has long depended on technological superiority
to counter the numerical superiority of the So Viet military. But,
Mr. Chairman, our edge may be evaporating. We may soon find
that our quality is no longer so superior that it compensates for the
Soviet superiority in numbers.

So what can be done about this most serious problem? Unfortu-
nately, I don't believe there is a single, simple solution. Those who
look to Government alone to solve this problem will be disappoint-
ed. Rather, what we need in this area is a coordinated national ,

effort. Government can help to focus national attention on the
problems and provide some funding for training and education pro..
grams, and provide oversight. But the educational community, par-
ents, and private industry, those that are closest to the problem--::'
and its solutions, must be full participating partners in this effort.
We simply must not fail to tackle this problem now. We must up-
grade the quality of education offered in our American high schools
so that our graduates are not only better prepared for college, but
also better prepared for vocational training programs leading to
employment in the skilled trades. We must also be prepared to up,
grade our physical facilities, our training equipment, and our labo-
ratories.

Mr. Chairman, if we fail to meet this challenge and fall into a
"technology gap," we will find our position as a world leader in ag-
riculture and industry threatened, and also, our national security
endangered. There are those who say we cannot afford to take the
steps necessary to redress this situation in today's tight budget cli-
mate. Mr. Chairman, I say that, in the interest of our economic
well-being and our national security, we cannot afford not to do so.

[The attachment to Mr. Skelton's statement follows:]
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1, INTRODUCTION

The impact of the current and future supply of U.N. scientists and

angineere on the Nation's economic Productivity, among other lesueovecently

hoe become major concern of many educators, industrial administrator*, as

well 04 Members of Caner.... The current and future condition of the Nation'.

scientific and engineering manpower may affect significantly the country's

scientific and technological capabilities to produce new and effectual inno-

vations, economic competitiveness with other major industrial nations, and to

the same degree, have an impact on national security in regard to military

preparedness.

This report provide. an overview of the status of the United States

supply and demand of scientists and engineers. It discusses the latest

.college and university enrollments and degrees awarded in these areas of

study, and the current demand to fill available scientific and engineering

occupational positions in the workforce. The science and engineering enroll-

went and subsequent employment of foreign national students also are dis-

cussed. Information is provided regarding the impact of foreign nationals

on the Nation's available supply and demand of scientific apd engineering

personnel. Information also is provided about science and engineering

education, enrollments, and graduates of various other major countries in

comparison with the United States. In addition, a ten-year projection is

presented of the possible future supply and demand of U.S. scientific and

engineering manpower.

A selected bibliography is included.
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U. EMMY AND DEMAND OV delk111011 ANTI 1E1411114M
1

IN T01 UNITED fiTATt0

4, NOMIllta 9.7%e0tWfqeAno,m1 _T!, qr,TERTIPul, t1ATyo,..r

The chart below *hove the number of bechelor. or domicil awarded in 19)9

and 198010 the biological and phyalcal science, mathematics, onginearingr

and the /racist sciencon 4$ a mean, of comperison.

TABLE 1

Total 1979 and 1910 Science and Engineering
Bachelor's Degrees Awarded

1979

1/

1980

Biological Sciences 48,846 46,370

Physical Sciences 23;207 23,410

'Matheadrics 11.806 .11:378

Computer Science / 8,769 11,213

Statistics a/ 214 247

Engineering 62,375 68,893

Social Science 108,342 103,870

a/ Vetter, Natty and Eleanor liabe'o. Professional Women and

Minorities; Manpower Data Resource Service. Washington, Scientific

Manpower Commission, Feb. 1981. p. 126, 128, respectively.

1/ Provided by the National Center for Education statistics by a
spokeiman during a telephone conversation on Oct. 19, 1981.
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,Undeigraduate,enrollments in engineering.schoole,have almost doubled

in seven years. '2/ In tall 1973, there were 186,705 total fulltime under

graduate.engineering students enrolled.in the United States. In fall 1980,

the number had grown to 365,117, a 95.6 periiiii.itcrease.
-
3P'As a result,

there appears to have been a notable increase in recent engineering graduates,

at the bachelor's degree. level.. The National Center for Education Btatiatics_,..

notes that, 4:1.1979, 62,375 engineering students received bachelor'erdegrees,

and in 1980, 68,893 bachelor's degrees were awarded to engineering students;

a 10.4 percent increase. 4/

This growth has been attributed to the relatively large salaries being

offered.by industryto'these graduates. 5/ In petroleum engineering, as

data from the Engineering Manpower ComMiseion.show, a recent graduate with a

bachelor's degree may be offered a starting salary of $23,868 per year. 6/

For'chemical engineers with a bachelor's degree, B24,360 per year may be

offered. 7/

2/ Peer,-Elizabeth'ana Lucy Howard. Neap Wanted: Newsweek, v. 96,
ow. 17,' 1980. p. 87.

3/ Vetter, Betty, and Eleanor Babco. Professional Women and Minorities,
p. 150.. The,1980 figures were provided Specifically by Eleanor Babco.

.

4/ ibid., p. 139.

5/ Maeroff, Gene T. Today!s Needs Threaten Future of.Engineering.
New York' Times, Nov. 4, 1980. p. Cl.

6/ Ibid.

7/ U.S. eraduate Salaries: Engineers Ahead. Nature', v.' 292, Aug. 20, .'
1981. p. 663.
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An aspect of the relative attractiveness to prospective students of

science and engineering curricula vis-a-vis other curricula is educational

counseling, an area on which little appears to have been written, One re-

port, by the kmerican Electronics Association, indicates that educational

counseling for prospective engineering students seems to be inadequate.

.
An example was given of the number of lawyers that graduated in 1979 (30,000)

compared with the only 16,093 students who received electrical engineering

degrees. The issue is not whether there should be a-large number of lawyers

graduating, but the possible lack of priotity for career guidance'relating

to the field of engineering. 8/

B. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING GRADUATES IN THE UNITED STATES PURSUING

ADVANCED DEGREES

With industry offering large salaries to the science 'and engineering.

bachelor's degree recipients,'these students are discouraged from seeking

advanced degrees. 9/ In addition, some engineering university faculty

,melibers are leaving academia for jobs in industry for salaries that some-

- times double the -amount paid to them as .'engineering profeasors. 10/There-

fore, a shortage of faculty to train future engineers appears to be developing.

8/ American Electronics Association. Technical Employment Projections

of Professionals and Paraprofessionals, 1981 -L983 -1985, Results. Palo Alto,

Calif., May 1981. p. 181-182.

9/ Peer, Elizabeth, and Lucy Howard. Help Wanted: Engineers, p. 87.,

10/ McCurdy, Jack. Faculty Shortage Perils Engineering School's Growth.
Chronicles of Higher Education, v. 22, June 29, 1981. p. 1.
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Pat Hubbard, Manager of_Technology Training and Careersof the American

Electronics Association, has stated that "nationwide, there are currently

2,000 unfilled engineering and 200 computer science factilty positions.,

Acide00ilariesare 25-30 percent lower than industry's and edutation cannot

attract teachers from the small and available supply of Ph.D. grAduates." 11/.

Ag a procedure to attempt to improve the situation in California, Ms. Hubbard
S.

reports that a salary plan, approved by the California State College and

Uniyersity trustees, "tO pay professors in business and engineering more than

'professors in other fields, so that college could compete with industry and

other schools in hiring professors and reward merit, met with-strong

opposition from tWO major facuity unions." The-unions claimed that such a

plan would start a "spoils system," be "demoralizing," and "would give pre-

. ferential treatment to some professors." 12/

According to Daniel Drucker, President of the American Society for En-

gineering Education, "the need for 'engineering Professors 'is going to get

worse and the quality orinstruction will continue to degrade.' . The

problem is not just that too few engineers are going on to graduate school,

but that 'far too many of the best graduates are not going on.'" Drucker

,estimates that "15 percent of the top engineering graduates (enroll] in

gradua rograms. The figure should be at least 35 percent," he concluded. 13/

11/ -American Electronics Association. Technical Employment Projection
p. 181.

12/ Ibid.

13/ McCurdy, Jack. Faculty Shortage Perils Engineering Schools' Growth,
P. i. 5.
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The table below shows the number of science and engineering graduates

that received master's: and doctorate degrees in 1979 and 1980.

TABLE 2

Total 4979 and 1980 Science and Engineering Master's
and Doctorate Degrees Awarded

Master's

1979

Master's

1980

Ph.D.Ph.D

Biological Sciences 6,831 3,542 6,510 3,636

...

Physical Sciences 9 5,451 3,102 5,219 3,089

Mathematics 3,036 730 2,860 724

Computer Science a/ 3,055 209 3,647 b/ 240 b/

Statistics a/ 532 165 99 b/ 115 b/

Engineering 15,495. 2,506 16,243 2,507

Social Sciences 12,887 3,360 12,181 3,225

a% Vetter, Betty and Eleanor Babco. Professional Women and

Minorities, p. 126, 128, respectively.

b/ Provided by the Scientific Manpower Commission. during a tele-

phone conversation on Oct. 19,'1981.

FOREIGN NATIONAL STUDENTS IN U.S. SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING FIELDS

1. Number and Percentage of Foreign National Students Studying Science and

Engineering in U.S. Universities

It has been reported that currently there are Mbout 286,000 foreign na-

tional students enrolled in U.S. colleges and universities. Entrollment data
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show that they are enrolling mostly in engineering, business, and management.

fields. 15/
*

There has been a particularly noticeabclie growth in recent years in foreign

science and engineering graduate students in the United States. petroleum engi-

neering seems to be the area in which the most remarkable growth has occurred.

If such trends continue throughout the 1980si a recent National Science Founda-

tion (NSF) report has stated, almost 100 percent of all petroleum engineering

graduate students will be non-U.S. citizens and non-U.8. citizens will com-

prise over 50 percent of graduate students enrolled in most science and en-

Q.Ong fields. 16/ The table below compares U.S. science and engineering

full-time graduate students with full-time foreign graduate students in the

United States all enrolled in institutions granting doctorate degrees.

TABLE 3 '17/

Comparison of U.S. and Foreign Full Time Graduate Students
In,Doctorate Granting Institutions '

Field of Science Fiscal Year 1974 Fiscal Year 1979
or Eng. , U.S. Foreign % Foreign U.S. Foreign 2 Foreign

Petrol. Eng. 98 163 62% 117 250 68%
Elect. Eng. 5,249 2,401 312 4,549 3,709 458
Neeh. Eng. 2,775 1,438 341 2.754. 2,241 45%
Comp. Sci. 2,957 819 221 3,685 1,590 301
Math & Appl.

Math 7,082 1,305 161 5,204 2,066 28%

Source: "Academic Science Graduate Enrollment and Support, Fall 1079,"
p. 48, 64. *NSF Document 80-321.

15/ American'Eleztronics Association. Technical Employment Projections,
p. le r:

16/ National Science Foundation. Situation Report--.Selected Federal
AgencWs R&D Budgets. Report to Dr. M. Kent Wilson, Director OPRM. IBy)
Syl McNincy, Jr., Executive Assistant for Budget Policy, Washington, June 22,
1981, updated, July 6, 1981. p. 9.

17/ Ibid.
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The Department of Defense (DOD) is greatly concerned about the in-

crease of foreign national students, the NSF report notes, because the DOD

must hire U.S. citizens. Due to significant increase in the number of foreign

national students in some science and engineering fields, it is believed that

in the near future, very few U.S. citizens in these fields will be ivailable

for hiring. In addition, "foreign etudents pose a technology transfer prob-

lem that is particularly troublesome for the military." 18/ As a result,

DOD has reportedly devised a plan to implement a special fellowships program

for study in specific science and engineering areas that,are important to

the Department. Funding for the program would be on about the $3.0 million

level in fiscal year 1983 and increase to $5.0 million by fiscal year 1984

and fiscal. year 1985.: Eligible students would receive a $15,000 subsidy

under the plan. 19/

2. Number and Percentage Graduating in Scientific and Engineering Fields

A mammon problem that seems-to be the concern:of boCh U.S. industry and

U.S. universities Is that "there is a dearth of American-bOrn students pur-

suing advanced degrees in engineering, and in related research and technical

fields. The results are a dwindling pool of U.S.-born talent from which

18/ Ibid.

19/ Ibid., p. 12.

238
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(various] companies can drawtheir R&D staffs and universities can obtain

faculty, and a troubling export of know-how to other:countries." 20/

The following table provides the number of percentage of all engineering

_degrees awarded to foreign national students (P.N.S.) in1980,

TABLE 4

Total 1980 Engineering Degrees Awarded
Foreign*National Students, Number and Percentage By Level of Degree 21/

Total
all degrees P.N.S.

Percent
F.N.S.degrees

Bachelor's 58,742 4,895 8.33

Master's 17,243 4,512 26.17

Ph.D.'s 2,751 982 35.70
.

Total 78,736 10,389 13.19

3. Number and Percentage Pursuing Advanced Science and Engineering Degrees.

According to data compiled by the Scientific Manpower Commission 22/

in fall 1980, a total of 44,335 full-time engineering students were enrolled

in graduate school. Out of this number, 16,120 or 36.4 percent were foreign

national students. Students enrolled part-time in graduate engineering school

totaled 23,250, of which 2,690 or 11.6 percent were foreign nationals.

20/ Wanted: U.S.-Born Graduate Students. Chemical Week, v. 128,
June 24, 1981. p. 44.

21/ Vetter, Betty and Eleanor Babco. Professional Women and
Minorities, p.'144.

22/ Ibid., p. 150.
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The National Research Cceincil(NRC) reports that in 1980, 46.3 percent

of all doctorate degrees awarded in engineering went to non-U.S.'citizens'
.

(1,149 'out of a total 2.479 awarded; these data differ slightlrfrmn those in '

table 4 immediately above).. 23/ Of those foreign national students, 299

(12.1 percent) hold permanent visas, while 850 (34.3 percent) hold temporary

visas. 24/,

In general, the report .found the following regarding foreign national'

engineering Ph.D. recipients: 25/

- While the number of foreign citizens with permanent visas

earning Ph.D.'s from U.S. universities has decreased by
38.62 from its peak year in 1972, the number of temporary
visa holders has increased through the,1970's, reaching
an all-time high of 3,632 in 1980;

- Foreign doctorate recipients are Largely concentrated in
science fields about one-half of the engineering doc-

torates (46.3%) and one-third of the Ph.D.'s in the

agricultural science's (36.52) in 1980 were foreign

citizens.;`

.8

- From 1960 to 1980, the geographic f Eastern and

Western Asia were the sources for the largest number,

of foreign citizens earning doctorates in the U.S.

' In 1980, the Asian geographic areas accounted for

'nearly 442 of the total number of foreign doctorate

recipients;

In. 1.980, the three sources of financial rapport ad-
ministered through the university--University Fellow-
ship, Teaching Assistantship; and Research Assistant-

ehip--represented the primary support for 39.2% of
the Ph.D.'s, with foreign citizens reporting- greater

dependence on support from these. sources than their

U.S. counterparts.

23/ National Research Council. Commission on Human Resources. -Summary

Report 1980: Doctorate Recipients from United States Universities. _Washington,

National Academy Press, 1981. p. 12.

24/ Ibid.

25/ Ihid., highlights (inside cover of report).
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4. Number and'Percentage of Foreign National Scientists and Engineers

Employed b7 the U.S. Corporations and U.S. Military

The NRC reports that "for foreign citizens, the planned employment lo-

cation following the doctorate is'highly dependent on visa status--87.42 of

permanent visa holders and 25.82 of the temporary group have firm commitments

to remain in the U.S. for employment." 20 .t1;1e7riljority of those with tem-

p

porary visas, however, 67.7 percent, indicated that they would be employed

in another country. '27/ The remainder of temporary visa holders (6.5 per-.

cent),based on a diagram in the NRC study, 28/ probably did not report

any particular location for future employment.

The'type of position that most of the non-citizen Ph.S.i recipients

expected varied between the permanent and temporary visa groups. Of those

holding permanent visas with firm employment plane, 45.8'percent were an-

ticipating jobs in industry or business while only 41.8 percent indicated

commitments to work in the academic environment.. 29/ Of the temporary'

visa holders with definite employment plans 61.1 percent intendedo work

in academe,

Paul Morris, Jr., Head of Chemical Process Industries (CPI), who re-

.

cruits for the Fox Morris Company of Wilmington, Delaware, has stated that

"foreigners who decide to remain in the U.S. are forced by the marketplace

26/ Ibid., p. 21.

27/ /bid.

28/ Ibid., p. 19.

29/ Ibid., p. 21.

241
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to get higher degrees to compete with citizens for the same jobs. The

majority are of a very high caliber, among the best their country has,

and graduate in the top fifth of their class." 30/

In the academic area, Yatish T. Shah, professor and chairman of petro-

leum and chemical engineering at the University of Pittsburgh, has observed.

that'"it is difficult to get.top-quality American graduate students. We have

to take foreign st41ants to work on research projects at Pitt, and placement

'aftertarde is a problem. Sixty to 70 percent of Pitt's full-time graduate

enrollment in chemical engineering is foreign." 31/

Whether there are foreign nationals with degrees in scientific and engi-
.

neering fields who seek employment in the U.S. military could not be deter-

mined for this report. A spokesman at the Scientific Manpower Commission

suspects that data on such employees do not exist. 32/ A spokesman at the

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, Division of Employment and Unemployment

Analysis, stated that such data are not collected because they would be

diffCcult to obtain. 33/

30/ Wanted: U.S.4orn Graduate Students, p. 45.

31/ Ibid.

32/ Discussed during a telephone conversation with a spokesman at the
Scientific Manpower Commission on Oct. 20, 1981.

33/ Discussed during a telephone conversation with a spokesman at the

U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics on Oct. 20, 1981.

242
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5. Number and Percentage of Foreign National Scientists and Engineers
That Return to Their Homelands

According to the report by the American Electronics Assocfition, about

one-third to one -half of all foreign national graduates of technical areas

return to their native lands. 34/ The study points out, however, that there

are benefits to having these foreign 'atudents in the United. States. 35/

They are:

- (Playment of badly needed non-resident tuition dollars to
universities and colleges;

- ['Indirect assistance to help third world countries develop
"as graduates return home; and

- (Glraduates who do return to their native countries . .

remain sensitive to Western ideology and U.S. products
within the international marketplace.

On the other hand, the report also lists some disadvantages:

- iIin some cases U.S. students with adequate grade-point
records are being excluded for college entrance in favor
of foreign students with high records;

- [N]on-resid
on acadtmii

. which are dlr
level; end-

residents--are putting a strain
aculty, classrooms, and equipment

ill4Jipacity and perhaps near - stress

- . . (Wle have.a large number of senior faculty in our
colleges today who are at or near retirement age.. Who
will teach the technical students tomorrow? Foreigk stu-

'. dents who cannot or do not wish to remain in the'United'
iStates are lost as either teachers or as employees. 36/

34/ American Electronics Association. Technical Employment Projections',

p. 184.

35/ Ibid., p. 183-184.

36/ Ibid.
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D. CURRENT DEMAND

The current demand for science and engineerin ersonnelhas been an-

d in the report coauthored by the National Science Foundation (N810 end.

the Department of Edgcation. This appraisal is based on such indicators as

"unemployment rates; judgment by employers of the difficulties in filling

job vacancies; changes in relative salaries for new entrants into particular

fields; and the mobility of periSonnel within science and engineering fields,

and between science and engineering and other fields." 37/ The following

conclusions were drawn about the market conditions to date for science and

engineering personnel:

Tliere are current shortages of computer professionals at all
degree levels and tight markets 38/ at all degree levels
in most engineering fields;

University engineering schools and schools and departments
which train computer professionals are unable to fill existing
doctoral faculty positions, a condition that reflects the
strong industrial market to these fields. Moreover, the
American Society of Engineering Eduitation reports., that engi-
neering and computer departments are also experiencing dif-
ficulties in retaining both their junior and senior faculty.
In contrast, openings for Ph.D.'s in the academic sector are
scarce in all fields of themathematical, physical, biological,
and social sciences;

Employers in the industrial sector report that there are more
than enough qualified physicists, chemists, mathematicians,
and biologists. Trends in mobility data, however, suggest
that the demand for chemists may be increasing faster than

37/ National Science Foundation and Department of Education. Science

and.Engineering Education in the 1980's and Beyond. Washington, U.S. Govt. .

Print. Off., Mar. 1980. p. 24.

38/ "Tight market" and "strong market" indicate that employers might
have difficulties in finding qualified individuals to fill existing job
openings.
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the supply. Despite the adequacy of personnel in these broad,
fields, spot shortages (particularly at the Ph.D. level/ are
rePorteein several subepecialtiss, notably solid -state and
plasma phyaics, optics, analytical and polymer chemistry, and
toxicology;

The Department of Defense reports problems in recruiting and
retaining both civilian and military engineer. because 9f the
generally auparior career opportunities in nonmilitary employ-
ment; and

Many secondary schools report vacancies for teachers in mathe-
matics and the physical sciences, despite ample'supplies of
people with bichelos and master's degrees in these fields, 39/

An example of the difficulty in filling current job demands for tech-

nical parsohnel that is not directly related to supply is in the area of

mathematics and physical science econdaryteaching positions. A large

number of unfilled teacher positions in mathematics and physical science

at the secondary school level is reported to exist. 40/ The reasons for

these unfilled positions are believed to be "a lessening in the attractive-

ness of science and mathematics teaching careers and from opportunities for

more desirable employment outside of teaching. The supply of degree-holders

with majors in these fields is high," the NSF/Department of Ed6cition study

Torts. 41/ Additional information that may be relevant to the mathematics/,

physical science teacher shortage,is the fact that the average salary for

beginning teachers with a bachelor's degree in mathematics was "73.1 percent

of the average beginning salary offered in 1978 by private industry to bache-

lor's degree graduates in mathematica-statistics. In 1975-76, this ratio was

79.7 percent." 42/

39/ National Science Pourklation and Department of Education. Science
and Engin ering Education, p.

40/ Ibid., p. 49.

41/ Ibid.

42/ Ibid.
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A. THE SOVIET UNION
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AND ENGINEERING GRADUATES IM,OTHER COUNTRIES

In the Soviet Unioa, ecdosrding to the NSF and,DepsitMent of EducatiOn

report, engineering education is considerid io be the standard libergLerts

education. 43/ SRI International reports that in 1976, the Soviet Union

graduated almost six times as many engineers st.,,theundergraduati level to

the United Stater'. 44/ Furthermore, the SRI study states that although

"training is variable, at the bettor inotitutions the first Soviet degree

in engineering represents a content level closer to our master's than to

our bachelor's degree. In 'tabor sciences," it continues, "the Soviet Union

produce, fever chemists and biologists than we do, about,the same number of

physicists/mathematicians, and a few more environmental scientistA." 45/'

On the graduate level, about 75 percent of the Soviet student enrollment is

0 science and engineering areas. In contrast, percentages for science and

engineering master's and doctorate enrollment in the United States have been

steadily declining since 1960. In 1974; graduate enrollment in these areas

) .

43/ Ibi4., p. 60.

Ailes, Catherine P., and Francis W. Rushing. A Summary Report of

the Educational Systems of the United States and the Soviet Union: Compara-

tive Analysis. Final Report. Prepared for the National Science Foundation.
a.

Arlington, Virginia, SRI International, Mar. 1980. p.

45/ Ibid.



was about .20 percent of the total.U.E. enrollment.' 46/ Statistics for 1976

show that graduate enrollment in science and engineering was about 14.4 per-
-

cent of the total U.8. .graduate enrollment 47/ and for 1978, 1245 percent. 48/

See table 6, below which compares 1979 science and engineering graduates of
P

the United States and the Soviet Union.

V

B. CHINA

Information about college graduates in science and engineering in the
o

People's Republic. of China (PRC) is not4available, according to spokesmen

at the PRC Embassy. 49/ It is known, however, that China has, been a tech-

nologically underdeveloped.country and has only recently begun to develop

technological capability. As discussed by .,Edward Miler, a phyiicist and,

senior %search fellow at the Hoover-Institute, the historical roots of China's

.underdeveloped status go back many'centuries. The Chinese civilization was

the first to make substantial progress in technology--"it developed printing,

46/ Ibid.

47/ Computed from table G-E-12, Enrollment for Master's and Doctor's
Degrees, Selected Fields,, 1969, 1972, and 1976, in the statistical report
by Vetter, BettY, and Eleanor Babco. Professional Women and Minorities,
p. 13.

48/ Provided by the National Center for EdOcition Statistics during
a telephone conversation witti a spokesman on Oct. 20, 1981.

49/ Discussed with spokesmen-Vat the PRC Embassy during telephone donver-
sations on Oct. 20 and 22, 1981. Data specifically for graduates in science
and engineering are not available. 'Ate is obtainable only for all, students
who are enrolled in graduate school, in general, from the Minister of Educa-
tion in Peking,. China.
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gunpowder, and rocketa; ". . revolutionized European agriculture by in-
/

venting "a harness designed so that horses could 'draw plows;" it also

"developed the magnetic compass for navigation. Five hundred years ago,"

Teller states, "China was on its way to explore,and enrich the world.

Then a change occurred." In 1448, an imperial edict declared that China,

the technological leader of that time, would "concentrate on traditional

subjects=-Confucian philosophy, calligraphy, and ceramics." As a result,

"four hundred years later, when the West made contact, China had turned

into a technologically underdeveloped country." 50/ Teller defines this

,situation as the "China Syndrome"--"the event begins with a rejection of

science, and technology; the effects are that the standard of living for

the average man deeeriorates and the nation becomes defenseless." He

believes that the United States is experiencing this syndrome. 51/

In addition, Paul D.-lurd, Profeasor'Emeritus in the School of

Education at Stanford University in his 'as yet unpublished study, Science.

Education in the People's Republic ofChina, reporis that during /the period

of the Chinese Cultural Revolution, 1966-1976, an "anti- intellectual" sys-

xem of belief existed. In order to "restore educational and scientific

vigor," he states, "new educational and science policies were announced in

late 1977 and in 1978. The.new policies called for rapid developments in

scientific research, technology, and industrialization and a national re-

formulation of school and college science curricula that will make them

50/ Teller, Edward. Is U.S. Repeating a Chinese Mistake? Chicago

Tribune, Section 3, Jan. 9, 1981. p. 4.

51/ Ibid.
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.supportive of national interests." 52/ Dr. Hurd also notes that the

Chinese Constitution was rewritten and adopted, in 1978, to include

policies concerning scientific education. Articles 12 and 13 in the con-

stitution declares specifically:

Article 12: The state devotes major efforts to developing
science, expands scientific research, promoies technical
innovation and technical revolution and adopts advanced

'techniques whenever possible in all depaitments of the
national economy . . .

Article 13: The state devotes major efforts to developing
education in order to raise the cultural and scientific
level of the whole nation . . . . 53/

C. FRANCE

The' engineering schools in France ajpear to,be designed to-attract the

most talented students. ,There are over 150 schools in engineering that have

usually 10 to 20 applicants for each available space. 54/ The "grandee

ecoles" are considered to be the most prestigious engineering schools in

France. These schools "primarily train professionals-to serve the needs

of the state and of society." Relatively small, their total enrollment is

usually only about 500 studentskin each school. 55/ Admission to the

52/ Hurd, Paul D. Science Education in the People's Republic of China.'
Prepared at the Request of the Science Education Directorate of the National
Science Foundation, Oct. 1981. 14 p. With appendicea. Unpublished.

53/ Ibid.

54/ Engineering Our Future. Report of the Committee of Inquiry into
the Engineering Profession. Sir Montague Finniston, Chairman. London,
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, Jan. 1980. p. 214. This study is re-
ferred to as the.Finniston Report and will be ,so called in this report.

55/ Trilling, Leon. Technological Elites in France and the,United
States. Minerva, v. 17, Summer 1979. p. 227.
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grandee ecoles is very competitive, according to Leon Trilling, and usually '

draws only the elite. He also reports that, in 1977, there were a total

of 37,000 students enrolled in engineering and applied science programs in

France. 56/ In the ten leading grandee ecoles engineering schools, there

are about 4,000 total student; enrolled. Only 1,000 students are admitted

annually for all of the ten leading engineering schools combined, out of

about 13,000 applicants. 57/ In 1979, a total of 11,447 engineering de

grees were awarded in France from 154 engineering schools. The graduating

students basically would have received at least five years of training

beyond the baccalaureat. 58/ Of the 11,447 engineering graduates, 7,026

f graduated at the level equivalent to the U.S. master's degree. The remaining

4,421 included among them, the United States equivalent of undergraduate

engineering students. 59/

D. WEST GERMANY
)/c

The basic,Setondary school education in West Germany seems,to be so

complete' that stUdints who specialise in such diverse areas as classics,

56/ Ibid.

57/ Ibid.

. 58/ The baccalaureat is an examination required before entrance to a
'university' at the end of the French high School. TheAlnd of high school

in France, however, corresponds to about the completioS of two years of

college in the United Statei.

19/ Provided by the French Scientific Mission by a'apokesman in the
office of the scientific attache, during a telephone conversation on

Oct. 29, 1981.
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mathematics, or modern languages may pursue a degree in engineering at the

higher educational level, and thus compete with students who have a more

technical background. 60/ There is a standard curriculum in West German

schools that stresses science and mathematics for all students through the

tenth grade. Onc' a student has reached the tenth grade and has maintained

adequate grades (B, B+), the student may continue through the upper secondary

schools -- grades 11 to 13. 61/ Approximately 75 percent' of graduates from.

the upper secondary schools go on to universities. Also, about one-third 4'

of these graduates seek degrees in science, engineering, or mathematics. 62/

The most current data available reveal that, in 1976, 1,569 post-grad-

uate degrees were awarded to West German students in the natural sciences;

224 bachelor's degrees in mathematics and computer science; 11,241 bachelor's

degrees in engineering, and 8,058 post-graduate engineering degrees. 63/

E. GREAT BRITAIN

The image of the engineer in Great Britain appears to. be one of low

estate. "Engineering education," reports Simon Watt, "because it ignores

questions of economic philosophy and purpose, leaves engineers in a poor

position to articulate the needs of the work they are responsible-for.

60/, Engineering Our Future,- p. 219.
, -
61/ National Science Foundation and Department of Education. Science

and Engineer4ng Education, p. 59.

62/ Ibid., p. 60.

.. 63/ ',Statistical Yearbook, 1978-79. Paris, France, the United Nations
sifiicarroiliq Scientific:and Cultural Organization, 1980. p. 573.
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In Consequence, engineers embrace a doggedly pragmatic and anti-intellec-

.., tual imagE" 64/

Up to the late 1960's, according to the Finniaton report, "most engi-

neers obtained their formal education through part -time study or block re-

lease while they were working in 'ndustry." 65/ Lees.than one-fourth Of':

engineers took full-time degree c rims. In 1971, however, the Council of

Engineering Institutions (CEI) declared that a degree would be necessary

for all future "Chartered Engineers." 66/

Engineering degree-level courses are offered in Great Britain at 48

universities and uflivereity colleges, 28 polytechnics, and 12 other insti-

tutions. Some schools have 50 or even fewer students enrolled each year,

while larger schools have over 600. Eighteen of the largest universities,

formerly called Colleges of Advanced Technology, which graduate over 200

students per year, provide about 70 percent of the total output of en-
.

gineers. In 1978, over 16,300 students were enrolled in engineering-re-

lated degree courses. In addition, about "11,000 students graduated in

engineering and technology from U.K. universities, polytechnics and

colleges, representing an increase over previous years." 67/

4

64/ Watt, Simon. Britain's.Engineering: Shadow of the Past. New

Scion et, v. 91, July 9, 1981. p..192.

65/ Engineering Our Future, p. 81-82,

66/ Ibid.'

67/ Ibid., p. 49.
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According to Michael W. Kirst, a professor of education at Stanford

Unive'rsity who recently visited Jipan at the invitation of the Japanese

Ministry of Education, "in the 1980s, the Japanese educational system is

much better equipped that its U.S. counterpart to produce workers with

the high levels of skill in math, science, and engineering that the economy

of the future will require." 68/. The NSF/Department of Education report

states that Japan's secondary school system emphasizes mathematics and

scientific fields more than does the U.S. school system. Also, its mathe

matics instruction seems more advanced. Seventh, eighth, and ninth grade

students are taught geometry; trigonometry is taught to ninth graders;

calculus, probability, and statistics are offered in high school. 69/

Although the United States awards more college and universitylevel

degrees per year than Japan because of a larger population, Japan bestowed

20 percent of all bachelor's and about 40 percent of all master's degrees

to engineers. These figures have been found to be about stable for the

past ten years. In comparison, about five percent of engineering degrees

are awarded in the United States at each degree level. 70/

68/ Kira, Michael W. Japanese Education: Its Implications for Eco
nomic Competition in the 1980s. Phi Delta Rappan, v. 62, June 1981. p. 707.

:69/ National Science Foundation and Department of Education. ScienOe
and Engineering Education, p. 59.

70/ Ibid.
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In 1976, Japan awarded 2,529 mathematics and computer science bache-

lor's degrees; 191 mathematics' and computer acience.poet-graduate degrees;.

68,126 bachelor's degrees in engineering; and 6,216 post-graduate engi-

neering degrees. 71/

G. SUMMARY

Available data (see table 5 below) showrthat for 1976, the United State.

had the largest number of graduates in all fields of academic study, followed

by the Soviet Union, Japan, West Germany, and France. The Soviet Union,

however, had, in total and relative to.all graduate., the'largest number of
p

graduates in science and engineering, with the United States second in ab

solute number and last relatively. Japan wee third in the number of science

and engineering graduates, but second in the number of.engineering graduates

per se.

Data for 1979, as shown in table 6, available only for the United States

and the Soviet Union, indicate that,,the United States continued to surpass

the Soviet Union in the total number of graduates for all ,fields. The soviet

Union, however, continued to graduate more than twice the number in science

and engineering than did the United States, and almost five timee as many

engineering student.. In the physical, life science, andmathematics areas,

the United State. continued to award almost twice aa many degrees as did

the Soviet Union, but lagged behind in the agricultural sciences. The

Soviets graduated over two times the number of U.S. graduates in this field.

71/ Statistical Yearbook, 1978-79, p. 560.
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TABLE 5

1976 Science and Engineering Graduates:

Total, 86E SiE Graduates As
All Yields Graduates Percent of Total

All Countries Discussed a/

Physical, Life Sri.
b/ and Mathematics Engi. Agri.

U.S. b/ 997,500 164,400 16.52 98,200 46,700 19,300

CHINA N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

PRANCE_._:_ 175,384 54,221 30.92 53.717

W. GERMANY- 207,719 71,659 34.51 49,738 19,357 2,564
-

G. BRITIAN N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 11,000 c/ N.A.

JAPAN 504,638 133,561 26.52 30,182 89,673 13,706

U.S.S.R. b/ 734,600 383,400 52.22 46,300 280,400 56,700

N.A. indicates-that data is not available.

a/ Statistical Yearbook, 1978-1979. Unless otherwisenoted. Data only available

for 1976.

b/ Received from SRI International during telephone conversation with Staff member
on Oct. 27 and 28, 1981.

c/ From the Pinniston Report.

d/ Calculated from columns 1 and 2.

e/ This figure taken from the UNESCO Statistical Yearbook, 1978-79, is incorrect
accorTling to a spokesman at the French Scientific Mission during .a telephone conversation
on Oct. 29, 1981. In 1979, the most recent data available shows that there were 508 chemi-
cal engineering graduates alone, and about 2,500 electrical engineering graduates, the
spokesman reported.
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TABLE 6

1979 Science and Engineering Graduates:
United States and the Soviet Union a/

Total, SSE SSE Graduates As nysical, Life Sri.
All Pielde Graduate. Percent of Total b/ and Mathematics Engl. Agri.

U.S.

U.S.S.R.

1,000,600

790,000

119,700

416,900

17.9%

32.9%

93,600

49,800

62,800

306,600

23,200

60,300

a/ Received from SRI International during telephone conversation with a staff

member on Oct. 27, 1981.

b/ Calculated from columns 1 and 2.

The data in table 7 belov 72/ also reveal that the Soviet Union had

the largest total number of engineering graduates, plus the largest percentage

of engineering graduates relative to its total population, while Japan ranked

second, and the United States, third, in both categories.

72/ The data shoving the number of engineering graduates in table 5
(colt= 5) differ slightly from those of table 7 (column 5), but are con-
sistent enough for the broad conclusions suggested here.
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TABLE 7

1976,1979-4980
Engin @ring Degraes'Awsrded
for All Countries Discussed

1 9 7 6
0

Bach, Master Doctor Post-
Degree Degree Degree Graduate

U.S. b/ 38,774 16,021 2,791

CHINA N.A. r N.A.

FRANCE e/ N.A. 484

Total Percent of
Total Population

57,586 0.27

N.A. N.A.

484 0.0009

W. GERMANY 11,241 8,058 11;299 0.03

0. BRITAIN N.A. N.A. 11,000 0.01

JAPAN 68,126 '6,216 7 ,342 0.67

U.S.S.R. N.A. N.A. 280\400 e/ 1.09

1 9 7 9

Bach. Master Docuir Post- , Total Percent of
Degree Degree Degree Graduate Total Population

U.S. d/ 62,375 15,495 2,506 80,376 0.37 '

CHINA N.A. N.A. N.A. N A.

PRANCE 4,421 7,026 N.A, 11,447 0.0

W. GERMANY N.A. N.A. N.A.

C. BRITAIN , N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

JAPAN N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

U.S.S.R. N.A. N.A. 306,800 c/ 1.16

A
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(TABLE 7 cont.)

1 9 8 0

Bach, Master Doctor Post- To al Percent of

Degree Degree Degree Graduate Total Population

U.S. d/ 68,893 16,243 2,507 87,643 0,38

CHINA N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

FRANCE N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

W. GERMANY N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

C. BRITAIN N.A. N.A. N.A. \N.A.

JAPAN N.A. N.A. N.A. IIA,

U.S.S.R. N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A.

a/ Statistical Yearbook, 1978-79, unless otherwise. noted.

b/ Vetter, Betty and Eleanor Bebe°. Professional Women and Minorities,

p. 139.

c/ Received from SRI International during a telephone conversation with

a stiff member on Oct. 27 and 28, 1981.

d/ Received from the National Center for Educational Statistic!` during s

telephone conversation with a staff member on Oct. 19, 1981,

e/ According to the French Scientific ?Haitian, this figure is incorrect

as previously stated in footnote ele table S.
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IV. TEN-YEAR OUTLOOE4FOR U.S. SCIENCE. AND ENGINEERING PERSONNEL

A.' DEMAND

The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) developed two sets of

projections of the demand for scientist" and engineers at all degree levels

in 1990 for the NSF/Department of Education study. These projections are

based on assumption' regarding economic conditions and Federal policy goals

during the 1980s. The first projection (referred to as baseline assumptions)

assumes that there will be a decrease in unemployment to 4.5 percent by

1990, and a yearly "increase in labor productivity to 2.4 percent by 1985:

1990 above the currant rate." Based on these assumptions, the %LS made 'the

following projections concerning the demand for scientist and engineers in

'1990: 73/

. ....(The employment of scientists and engineers in
science and engineering occupations and in all degree
levels will grow by about 40 percent between 1978 and
1990;

-' This growth would create about 180,000 new jobs in the
mathematical, physical, life and social sciences,
about 480,000 new jobs in the computer professions,
and 250,000 new engineering jobs during the twelve-
year period [1978-1990];

- . . . (Tlhe moat rapid growth, about 110 percent, is
projected for computer professions;

73/ Ibid.

a
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. - Employment of all engineers combined is projected to
grow by lee. then 21 percent, with the most rapid
expansion formining (elmoot 50 percent) end petto
leum engineers (40 percent);

Estimated growth in all other major suhfields [in
enginserfnejirenges between 19 and 28 percent; 74/

e Among the sciences (occupational) growth is put at
40 percent for psychologists, geologists,f4tatisti-
ciansi and economists;

A^:

Occupations' with projected'slow growth include Ativol-
'phkstic scientists, physiciets and astronomers, and
mathematicians, all of which are projected at tan
percent or leas. 75/

Thi second set of BLS projection. were baled on three Federal policy

goals -- (1) "a sharply augmented defense budget"i. (2) "large-scale de-

'velopment of synthetic fUele"; and (3) "a balanced Federal !midget." The

effects chit each policy goal would have on the demand for scientists and

engineers will be discussed separately below.

(1) A Sharply Augmented Defense Audget. (Under this suFP9-
sition),' defense expenditures. (excluding payment of
military personnel) rise. by 14 percent, or 96 billion
in 1972 dollars; between 1978 and 1990. The assumption
of a more rapid expansion of 43 percent, or $18 billion
in 1972 dollars, has a small effect upon projected em-
ployment [of scientists end engineers) except for -o

aeronautical engineers . . . Illiequiiements for aero-
[ities! engineers would expand by about 40 percent
over the twelve-year period . . . .; 76/.

74/ Many computer professionals, the NSF/Department nf Education report
points out, receive their degrees from electrical engineering departments.
Therefore, if demand for this particular group of computer professionals
were combined with electrical engineering, employment in the electrical

engineering field would probably grow at faster rate.

75/ National Science Foundation and Department of Education. Science

. and Engineering Education, p. 27.

76/ Ibid.
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(2) LargeScale Development of Synthetic Fuels. To deter

.mine the impact of this assumption on the occupational

.11.
demand for scientists and 'engineere in 1990, the BLS

.Consulted with the Department of Energy. Sdbsequently,

it created a theoretical program that called for' the

"construction and operation of new facilitier,for'COalcoal..

and gasification and oil shale: develoPment."

This hypothetical,program:Would produce about three

quadrillion BTUs. This would be "about three percent

Of the tOtal'energy supply, including imports, projected'

by BLS to be available in 1990, and equivalent to 1.4

million'barrels of oil per day (MMBPD)." Based upon

such,a synthetiC fuels program, the BLSsuggests that

there will be only a small impact upon science and

engineering employment. in 1990 and would not. change

their market assessments made'under their first set

of projections 77/ The impact of a larger. synthetic

fuels program, (reportedly "aliguseSenate. conference

synthetic fuels bill sets a 1987_goal of 0.5 MMBPD and

a 1992 target of 2.0 'MMBPD"), the `BLS "assumed` that .

existing technology would,be used in production facili

ties installed over the next ten years." Additional

77/ Ibid., p: 28.
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employment, therefore, would be for the building and

operating of new plants, requiring only limited numbers

of scientists and engineers; 78/ and

.(3) A Balanced Federal Budget. With the assumption that the -'

Federal Budget will be balanced by 1983 and continue to

be so through 1990, the BLS predicts that this would have

"no major effect upon-projected 1990 science and engineering

'.employment, since the assumed changes in-fiscal-policy would

affect the economy As a whole and have relativelY little

. -

effect on those industries with high concentrations of

scientists and eggineers." 79/.

The demand for science and engineering graduaies be

tween 1978 and 1990, the report states, was determined

from.1990 employment estimates. This demand would be for

"trained but inexperienced personnel who would. die or

retire and to fill the new jobs created in the twelve-

year period." Under both sets of BLS projections of the

demand, "about 360,000 scientists and over one million

computer professionals and engineers, or a total of about

1.4 million scientists and engineers would be needed to

fill growth and replacement demand (excluding openings

in academia.)" 80/
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B. SUPPLY

By 1990, the supply of scientists and engineers should be adequate to

sleet thi demand in all fields except the computer professions, statistics,

and industrial engineering according to the NSF/Department of Education

reporc. 81/ There is a possibility of shortages in some areas of aero-

nauticalengineering as well, especially if there is a rapid expansion of

defense programs. 82/

The table below, prepared by 'the National Science Foundation and De-

partment of Education, provides an overall view of the projections for the

science and engineering labor market in 1990.

81/ National Science Foundation and Department of Education. Science.
and Engineering Education, p. 26.

82/ Ibid.
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TABLE 8 83/

Projected Market for Scientists and' Engineers in 1990

by. Field and Level of Training

(all scenarios)

Beecalreates
re! Matters Doctorates

rIpladSsiimmar Mawr Magmas

Ammaikek Oakum
Chanield Magma
aseloglad Afkqua
PhysicandAstoecany.: Megan

BlikatIMS Malaga Woman
hamemakel Belauc-3aultare (Ptatible dawn

woe fields)

Clexecal Adtgaste

0.11 Adtgaste

Eisateleal AARom
lettesWd Stomp
Machmket Albsimm

Miabtecsi Nkcsasm

Mblqi Adequate

node= Bala=
Odur Mews,

elothieeeleslletegote Moque' Adequate;

MatumetieWo Allegan

StalskWle Weals

Omemeamteedom !Mew Samar

UteSeitamos Mkgsaft Adequate

Aedathutei Moque* Adequate

Noto0cd Adequft ' Adeqtate

SoSdSdemss Akquft Adequate

Perialoe0ft itukesma

-000 Adequate

Ail PM. Magma Adequate

. . sew.earsoarore weftPwemb.
lals -.~a^ Ws Or 61 me* erode poled 64

bialiliepr It dor is pmermem .° Yaw
NM hien I= Talmud *sr& "Llouvie we tar earel aim,
Wham Elmo" Imp in I Mom SU pyres deIP k ale&

SOUROM Own. of Law Sulibil, led alOW tar WNW said
Sawa Posielo

83/ Ibid. The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics projections regarding

doctoral engineers differ from NSF projections as to whether there will,be

a shortage or an adequate supply in 1990. The BLS foresees a shortage.
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i

jrt ons.

There are several implications'that have been drawn from these pro

They.are:,

The number of new science graduates should widely exceed
the number who will be able to find jobs in the disciplines
in which they were trained;

Vm.,projected excess of graduates over jobs implies many
with'science degrees will take employment not directly
related to science and engineering;

L.)7.

. . . implied is a continued upgrading of the level of
training of the technical labor force. Baccalaureates
would fill jobs once held by high school graduates and
doctorates would fill Positions formerly held by those
with less training often in positions unrelated to
teaching or research and development; and

. Projections indicate that for engineers with
bachelor's or master's degrees, the labor market in
1990 should (have less favorable employment possibili
ties for scientists and engineers) than at any time since
the early 1970e as a result of faster expansion in the
supply of qualified, personnel than in demand for their
services. '84/

These projections, as explained in the NSF/Department of Education

report, may seem optimistic becpse they are based on the assumption that

colleges and universities will have the necessary capabilities to educate

all qualified undergraduate and graduate level students who will be seeking

various iscience and engineering degrees. 85/ Skeptics, however, suggcst

that thii assumption may be unfounded, especially for engineering colleges

becauseiof "rising undergraduate enrollments, falling levels of Ph.D. pro

duction, and faculty shortages (which) indicate that these colleges may not
.44

84/ Ibid.'

85/ /bid:, p. 27.
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be able to train all qualified applicants." 86/ "In this casi," the study

concludes, "there would be fewer engineers available in 1990 than the pro-

jections indicate, possibly resulting in continuing tightwarkets in most

specialities and, perhaps, serious personnel shortages in a few of them." 87/

C. SUMMARY OF POSSIBLE SHORTAGES

The following table, prepared by the BLS and the National Center for

Education Statistic's (NCES), compares estivates of employment openings by

occupation (the BLS contribution) with NCES projections of supply of bache-

lor's and slater.s degree graduates from 1978 through 1990 in each scientific

and engineering field. The NOES predicts that between 1978 and 1990, there

will be about 3.4 million graduates, receiving bachelor's degreep in science

and engineering, and 630,000 science and engineering master's degree'reci-

pients. 88/

86/ Ibid.

87/ Ibid.

88/ Ibid.
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The comparisons indicate that there are likely to be large shortages

of people with bachelor's and master's degrees in the computer professions

and statistics. Large numbers of individuals, however, with mathematical

training may be attracted to these fields, the NEP/Department of Education

predicts, thus probabl

0
creaeing the projected shortage.

In engineering fi , as mentioned previously, industrial engineering

may have fewer graduates than available job openings; and the fields of

aeronautical engineering may experience a' small deficit in 1990 if the de-

fense program is accelerated. Nuclear engineering may have future shortages,

according to the Department of Energy, because several universities are

eliminating nuclear engineering departments and more are planning to do

so. 90/

A study, sponsored by the Department of Agriculture concerning current

and future supply and demand in, occupations that may require agricultural

or natural resources training, other than agricultural science, has found

that in 1985,'"there may be shortages of workers with training in several

job categories such as agricultural engineering and food end agricultural

chemistry:" 91/ '

In general, the report concludes that for the overall engineering labor

market in 1990, employers may have greater difficulties in locating qualified

individuals to.fill existing job openings than is indicated by the numbers

in the table. 92/

90/ Ibid., p. 28.

91/ Ibid.

92/ Ibid.
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INTRODUCTION AND SACKROUND

This taper is not a definitive study of the perceived shortage.of scien-

tific and engineering manpower confrcnting the U.S. as a whole and the Depart-

ment of Defense in particular. It is, rather, a survey of the current situa-

tion at the national level and within the Department of Defense (DOD). Sinc'e

the current discussion focuses almost exclusively on shortages of enginers,

this paper treats only that problem.

It is safe to state that there is no "definitive" study of the precise

nature of the engineer manpower problem. There is, however, widespread concern

among industry, government, academe, and scientific and engineering professional

societies that the problem could endanger U.S. world leadership in technology.

Although the supply -vs- demand side of the issue may lach clarity, there is

widespread agreement
that[thejU.S. technical education is in trouble and needs

correcting if the long-term manpower problem io to be solved.

While the engineer manpower problem is described in terms of numbers and

quality, its scope is of vital national significance since it embraces both

the economic wellbeing and national security of the U.S. Thus, a concerted

national effort is needed to address what is clearly a natic.nal problem. Our

survey indicatps that while there is much concern, efforts at s:Autions hr,.ear ,

fragmented

The Department of Defense (DOD) has an interest in an adequate supply of

engineers both from an in -house and national perspective. To illustrate: Almost

10 percent ($20 billion) of the FT 1982 DOD budget is for Research, DeVelopment,

0.
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Testing and Evaluation (RDT6I). Ab:,..3t a quarter of these funds will be spent on

in-house RUM performed by DOD .and other government agencies. The remaining'

three-quarters will go'cocivilian industry ($14 billion) and U.S. universities

(8.1 billion).

It has been a lens-standing tenet of U.S. defense policy to counter Soviet

military superiority in numbers of men and equipment with technologically

superior veep:me and supporting systems: ::U.S. ships, planes, and tankshave

.tecome increasingly more sophisticated and reliant on high-technology.

But there is general concern that uhatevel edge the U.S and its allies have

enjoyed is evaporating. John Collins, noted defense analyst with the Congres-
-,

sionsl Research Service, in his massive study of the -U.S.- Soviet military

balance concludes:

U.S. technological superiority shows signs of perish
ability. The qualitative yreeminence of deployed products
is generally less pronounced than in the past, and in many
instances has already disappeared. 1/

This view is shared by the prestigious International Institute for

Strategic Studies (11SS). In its summary of the 1981-1982 military balance

between the Warsaw Pact and the NATO Alliance I1SS concludes: \

The numerical balance over the last 20 years has ... moved.
in favour of the East.. At the same time the West has,largely
lost the technological edge that allowed NATO to belielie.that';
yielity could substitute for numbers. 2/

1/ Collins, John, H. U.S.-Soviet Military Balance: Concepts and
Capabilities 1960-1980. McCraw -Hill, 1980. p. 401.

2/ The Military Balance: 1981-1982. The International Institute for
Strategic Studies. London., p. 123
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Although defense has a vital claim on the national alrocotion of scarce

trgineers, So does the non-defense sector of the U,S. economy. Lester Thurow,

noted econznist from thi Masaachusetto Institute of Teehnology, warns that

these competing demands will be unfavorable to the non-defense sector. He

believes that defense spending will cause defense contractors to entice skilled

persons away from civilian, industry by paying nigher wages. Even if wages Were

,1

identical Thurow thinks the most highly qualified persons will tend to move

into defense jobs because --

(t)he military is willing to pay almost any premium to have

a superior product.- The civilian economy is not. As a result

the most skilled technicians and scientists will move into

defensts. 3/

Since the defense and non-defense sectors of the U.S. economy have com-

pering demands for the same resource it is necessary to describe the national

engineer manpower problem as seen by the people who are working it. The next

two sections will summarize the supply/demand problem and the education prob-

lem from the national perspective. Following that, a section will treat the

DOD problem. °

THE NATIONAL ENGINEER SUPPLY AND DEMAND PROBLEM

In general, the supply/demand problem for the decade of the 1980s has not

4 not yet bi-en fully sorted out. There is a plethora of data but, as one Congres-

sional staffer familiar with the issue noted, there are no accredited numbers

3/ Thurow, Lester. Now to Work the Economy. New York Review. May 14,

1981:- p. 4.

2 72



that accurately
define the *npoyfermand NeveettelesS, tht fsrethl

opinion seems to be that the
ti.g. is on the frontier Of 4 brood tN;',17.,:on ef

requirements for engineer* ^li.

The tendency hal been

d caber technics' InanPower

tofescribe the supply/demand problem in universal

terms vten it appears alit t!,ere are sLortages in some engineer field, and not

in others some fields May
' in fact,bsve a

surplus of supply), and that

problem differ, by degree. by region, and by 1°"6t7' pt. Leo Young, Director

of Research and,
Technical /nforre,inn, Office of the Prider Secretary of Deitnse

for Research end Engineering
is concerned

over this
Bituation. He thinks that

the tendency to generalize the need for "sincere and the concenmitent tendency

to generalize scholarship 'and

that the w.
o S. could.,

Lave serious impli-

cations

assistance could

cations tor the future. He

the early 1970s

find itself in the same

situation as it was to the -- "with Ago many
4 engineers of One

type and not enough of anther." 4/

The National Science Foundati on (NSF), through its Division of Sciences

Resources Studies, has conducted a survey of
several hundred

employers' in

order to clarity some °t th'ene The results this study are beingquostions.

evaluated.
Pre)Aminary re-.. in the electronic,results indicate severe

computer, and chemical field*.

The current and neat-- term d=read for engineer's
is strong as evidenced by

t
4/ Paper based on a talk riven by Dr. Young a ..ovember 17, 1981 meeting

Electronic*
convened by the Institute of Electrical and ..ngineers on the subject

of "Engineering to and Demand Examining Relationships."

20-201 0-83-10



the 'cnispetitive biding
among indno.,..7 tor engineer*.

Wend J. Uelhar, Preel

dent of the Accreditation
80ard

I- "gineeriiig and
Technology, Inc., .4.0,%t.4

that in MI !students with engineering degrees represented 7 ,rteue of ell

degrees conferred, yet they recelm" job 71ii,

kind of competition has
cauerd 10.,,,_'

P inr ###### in strut:4 ralar:to for a..14::,rs

with If.i, degrees and no
osperleoce: fur exempt* the Engineering !fehprwer

Commiesim of the American Aeocietion of Engineering Soeieties, rel.rned chit

the 1981 median
starting Wiry Lid iNncreased by 11.7 percent over its 1980

survey. 6/

The American Electronic Associst.06,
i e (AEA) recent survey of 617 member

companies with 1980 sales of nearly uto billion projected need for 113,000

technical
profeeltional over the five_year period 1981-1985 The.AEA survey

projected 55,000 requirements in the electronic and com;uter sci.,

ence fields, 7/ The AEA elite tratimetes that 50 new elecrycnic co:7.panies

era formed each month in the U.S. el

5/ mony of Dr. Robert A. Froach: President:

EngirWerine

Testi
Societies, to the House

Amerizan Associati

3
(Unpublished!

Oct. 6, 1981. p.

on

Committee on Science and Technology,
of

6/ Ibid. p. 3.

the Acting.ntpty 5",ecretary of Dcfenet for Fesearch
igcscarch end Advanced Technology) to the :'rder

a of the Problic:f1ts

7/ Ne,,orandom

and
ZTe.11;gi;::rF::rch and .Ergineering. Vhice Paper on the Status

ginsering Personnel in the United States: An gnalysi

3:::Ipaet on DOD, and
the Sole of Deron.e

1,of the.White Paper.

of the Mike Paper

in the National Arens.,
Fept

4/. Ibid.



Dr. Frank Press i' President of the fiiC3ota1 Academy
g7ienFes, tis ILL'

Eying before the ffnuseOmmmirtee'Mn

dtCde or the " ''Wit nesi i revolut: gr,5i4h.out,(

of high techno.oby. Dr..Dres\f'."
,

eni,ineers.:.to surv,ive

.

:41:1 rilaiot ,:'And,tthqpi,ress,

lusid,rhese demands 7haVe;nevr-been alley ix fad'ilir. _into.
Pr°iPeci3Onti.oe;:

i,
futu(rentecs :or engineers." 596

a The .5ures0i, ' ' r Staristics.LBLS
i ss projecdeCisii

930300 50 openill.gs for engineers for -..th7,8-1990time \Lreme The
. . , .

-7 estimated thaa 27.percent of these jobs ioonfebe,the re'saleet4:':git;

rage anna40 supply of engineers o`tuffd appr

....., andrransfers. to other Cuparions ibU4
Q .

.

,,.

annul? sh.dicfaP of about 16,00D, 10/ ,,

.o tne-liouse committee on Sc ence:and T6chnbl

* .f ' -i

W/ Tesrlmony of Dr., nkeress, Fire".

' i I --7

. 1

fE"
>

i4,"' -,1' - - , ,

ic;lie :It:

i, .,P

'7::;51i'dV:

, '1'4 W . '--'

''. 1U/ IL'S, :,Dept', of Labor. SureSuof:LaWk jri*tiMa.' 9F6)DaiiOnal 41.1'

TraiTirrTvData, 1980'.gditiofl. iulletin',2052ghingrOn. u;s''''G"..',PrinC.;

, Off. ';,' 198D: p. 55. ;':,:,,,, "Y.''''' 4/'

' .',t.re

,,SLS report estimatecri

.

hr PiM ximaVely.131','400engin!Tyivk, ,4chelor
drgrees--Vou4 te 'conlerreo eadyettueWisezl:ast peliicO;0'average e
ot.,bepercent.(21c?c 0,000) of the ridus. engimer

-714

rime3nder of the innuft Or41y*Sild_Co'si4rof Person,, sP*iitli
related:fieldi such as physics ard'ailimit eg (7,000n611irin

Iglri,g

, reids and:imxigranrengineers f5;000), .
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A "deliberateloptimistic" prrjecIicm done by the Air Force nonethe.

Ilessilestimatea i'totiti Shortfall of 114,01 engineers over the 10-year period

1981-1990. 11/: 4

The National Science Foundation,ard the Department of AUcation (DOE)

have estiMated that there 11.11 be a gradua1.decline in the engineering man-

power shortage until 4990, at which time the'sopply/demand situation will

for the most Part 'be in balance. 12/

As we indicated at the beginning of 018 section, the people CRS talked

to who are "working the problem" agree that the data describing the scppi.ed

the Supply- vs-demand issue lacks clarity. Perhaps the pending NSF study will

be more definitive. 13/

.

. .

.
:

11/ Briefing by Lt. Colonel .Jim Graham, Office of the Deputy Chief ,of,

Staff for Personnel, United States Air force.

... 12r U.S. Vational.Science Foundation, and the Department of EduCation.

Science and En8Neeting Education.for'the'1980's andAleyoncl. Wg'shington, U.S.

Govt. Print. Off., 4980.' pp. 16, 27,,

9.? The report noted;' however, that "the'adeqvacy of ,PpDt.engine,c1. i 1990
,

is problematic" and that "shortages ,of computer. profeiaIonals.a0, :de red .

,levels is expected to persist beyoncl 1990, +.1.7: .-4. .t.. `' -.-.4,

4

132 There is also the opposite' probleM of. the. iffget'milita O.app04erV:.

'..reclucT7mints, will have on the future suPply-ofScientisliand'eAei*NiT149,
piohlem is ?articulacy important in yiew, of the 15 percent drop in :1B yeirdfa.

nales forecast during the 1580s... is p5oblem was,the,subject of :*;study by

the-,toi,ifsion on Niman Resources f the .Natiimar Research Council.' In its',

OctoheP,1981 report the Commission, encluded :. "military personnel requirements-

, '.nder less than major increases in rce levels or mobilization conditions .will-,

not have a heavily negative effect the output of- scientists aril engineer*.

IddegAlonder soMe .combinatiens of 46-'alternatives, military : personnel

PolititrMight increase this 'Supply." ii.

, t .

,.4.1 v,



From:our perspective, perceived deficiencies e U.S. 'tdutscian

system (see below) appe to_ seriously fault long-term supply predicti =is.*

Perhaps the bottom Ii e' on- the supply/derand ivue,vas draun by .Jr.

Robert A. Fro sch in his Oct ber 6. 1961 testimony to' the lioUse aimittee

on Scien:e and Technolpg?:

Mile we can make 'extrapolating models which use the esti-
rates made by the consumers of engineers, their employers and
the parts .of'Vic,econony in which they wink, we can by no means
be sure of :t Stability of these predictions in the faCe of

actual and probably unpredictable, events. 14/.

Dr. Frosch then concltided:

'We can only be sure, however. that if the society is to con-
tinue more or less in the nature of its past performance that
there will be a continued strong demand for engineers. 15/

THE U.S. TECHNICAL EDUCATION PROBLEM'

The de:trinrSting quality of A.S: technical education at the univer-

.
sity 'and 'secondary .schpol levels is cause for anxiety among these concerned

over the engineer manpower problem. Perceived defects in U.S: technical'

education effect both the future number's of engineers that can be graduated

_from university cemptises, but, more importantly, the quality of thoge who enter

engineering lields. Indiee,', DOD's Dr. Leo Young 'believes that U.S, 114.4.L4/

14/ Testimony of ,Dr. Robert A:. Frosch, Preside; , American Association
of Engin'eering Societies, to the liouse COnmrttee on cience and Technolbgy,
lUnPublishedY:bctober 6, 1981. p.5.

.

15/ Ibid. p. 5.

te.

qr.

(0,
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education should concentrate on producing relatively small num-

' bets of high q0aAy, and dedicated engineers. 16/

M i timevtien. 'undergraduate enrollment in engineering and related
. 1

technical disciplines is reported.lat record levels there is fear that the

quality ,of infrtrikiiOn: is deteriorating. 17/ A general .shortage of faculty --

curi7ently estinseed'M:8-10 percent f total U.S. engineering, faculty positions

-- and obsolete insiinCtional equip ht at many universities are considered
'..q

the .priteary reason', for this situation. In his testimony. to the Nouse
.;:..;

Seienee and. Technology Committee. Dr. Press said that the equipment- problem

has existed for c dedde and the Federal government luid only recently "become,

involved in a'dttic.pretrive, effort.? to ,teplice "inadecruate and outmoded equipment."

,j.H.S'wentArt,.0,.;say -howeyer, that the trend toward reduced Federal spending has

Or al.tipret'ieiil, puiPoite,s; atio4ed. this ieft'd4''n.,18

st.

; I I a,.

. . . 16/ '',PaPer based on/ riaik. iivenwri. Young at a November 17, 1981
ieeting,,tonveped by the AttCtiqe,of.Eldctrical and Electronics Engineers on
the subject of "EngineenInfitrpoWer,PuPpry and Demand -- Examining Relation-
Ships...... Alio,' infoiiiat cIrs Bei/on-,with Dr, Young,on December 9, 1981*:

.....- 4( .o!..
1 //.:.:RePortectly, engineering . enrollments heye increased by approximately

hair7in,c4 1975.: 'Aisderg`tedUate eiiiiiieering effollment at the Sani Diego
campus "of .,tho/liersiitY- of.Cilifornia rose final 7 percent 0

". Meats to', i(rPnrcent.!:., Sauelaon. Robert J. Scllools Shrink, teed For Engineers
Groin.' i Vashingt.onSamuelson,At's Pedember 15, t9181. p 0 7/10.

, . . F -z.

There is al4;tAcncern. thA many institutions ray' be reaching their capacity
to,:absortajiniderg dubte engineering enrollments., In his article Samuelsog ,
reported 'that eh' Caiyersity of Illinios, (Champaign-Urbana) is reducing enroll-

\ ,,,,,itq 20 parse t. 0 relieve overworked; facility and Crowded laboratories.
., ' '',, ,i;,:k-,/,1: '., , ', . "/ , ......: .

j,; ' 18t Wibnassf t tement 'of tbr. Preis. 'i) 3-4....

2 7 8,:



education should concentrateci-, proCuci,g,relatively small nuar

bars of,high quali{y'ind'dedicated engineers. 16/..

At a time when undergraduate enrol:=ent in,,e4infering and,related

technical disciplines-is reported at record levels there is fear that the

quality of,instructdon is. deteriorating. 17/ 'A general shortage of faculty --

currently estimated at 8-1D percent of total U.S. engineeringtiaculty position's

-- and obsolete instructional equipment at rang universities' are considered

the pricary reasons for situation. In his testimony to the House

u

Science and Technology Committee, Dr. Press said that the.equipment problem

has existed for a decade and che.pederal.Rovernment had only recently "become

involved in cooperative effort" to replace "inadequate and. outmoded equipment."

He vent on to say, however, that the trend toward reduced Federal spending has

"for all practical purposes, aborted this effort.' 18/.

16/ Paper based on a talk giVen by Dr. Young at a Rovember 17i 1981
meeting tOnvened by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers on

the subject of "Engineering Manpower Supply and-Demand -- Examining Relation-.

ships.': Also; informal discussiod with Dr. Young on December,9, 1981. .

11/ Reportedly, engineering enrolls:lents have increased 'by approxiMately

-haIf-iTince,1975. Undergraduate engineering enrollment at.the SanADiego
alopUs of the Uoversity of California rose from 7 pereent of total enroll-

, cents to .70 percent. Samuelson, Robert .3;%lebools Shrink,-yeed For `Engineers

Crows. Washington Post, December .15,

There is also concern that many instiiutiOnstsay. be reaching their capacity.
to atsntbl,undel-graduate engineering enrollments.. In his article Samuelson

reported that te Univeisity of Illinios (chaimpaign-Urbana) is reducing enroll-
ment 20:0erS.ent to rlieve overworked faculty'and crowded laboratories.

18/ W}tne.P $ statemthtof Dr. Frees- . 3-4.



ttany Universities have been required to increase Class size to accom-

modata:the larger humbers of undergraduate engineering students and faculty

4

shortages. The combination of larger classes and ftwer faculty is perceived

4 not only lowering the quality of instruct ion',but, hecause'of heavy student

demands on professors, lowering the perct;a ion of :he SUanty of academic life

as well. The chief cause of the faculty shortage is attribpted to high salaries

offered by industry which tend to draw engineirimg students away from further

aeadeoie 'pursuits and teaching careers. The faculty shortage at some camPusee

has been partially alleviated by hiring foreign engineers. There is a question,'

however, at to whether. the use of foreign professors provitles long-term of only,

temporary relief. Dr. Trosch told the, House Science and Technology ComMittee

that not much is known about the proclivity of foreign- eog ineers to' ;elsain

permanently .in the U.S. or to return at sore time-to their homelands.. Moreover,

there is some oncern about the effect culture1.40441enguage differences have

On the quali.ty of instruction and student motis tdn . 19/

Besides the neer-term- technical education proh1em':'"Dr:.'Press warns of

an "impending crisis" in ,,the next decade because of widiiitp,od.,detOrior7

at ion of mathematic -and science IdUcat ion, in U.S it)/

contrast to the U.S.., the major industrial cougfP:ie

'774.4

19/ witness statement of Dr. Frosch.
'although. he considered foreign lngineers to be
was conceined,-ab' hak.Ahilit to motivate unrftt

_

that

ate students.'°1., tt;"

20/ vit1+4A' t' of Dr reds.:., p. 10;
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the Soviet union place strong em7.-,asison mathematic and scien:e instructict

.

for their youth. Without major im?rovemyll:s the mathematics and science

programs at the secondary school leyel, Dr. Press believes that D.E. wr,":.1

leadership in technOlogy is,injeopardy.

There is considerable activity under:ay am:ng industry, educators, and the

many engineering professional societies, to restore the 4bality.of engineering

instruction in the U.S. To illustrate:

-- Exxon has announced a $15 million grant to 66 schools to provide

living expenses to'graduate students and to supplement faculty salaries. .

In January of 1982, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers along

with other engineering societies will .be conducting on action fortim with par

ticipants from government (including the military) andindustry,

The National Research Council, the operating arm of the National

Academy of Science and tie Nacional Acadmey of Engineering, has been engaged

in wide-ranging study of engineer.manpower problem.

-- Eight U.S. corpouitionSATE,T, du Pont, Exiccin General Electric,.

General Motors, Generalqelephbne'l. Electrdnics, IBM, 'and Unioncarbide) are

sponsoring a two-year project to solve the engineering faculty sh.drtilli

A National Engineering Action Gonfeere with representatives from

academia, industry, professional SnC3ei. K 'd- government will*Se'convenea

in April 1982:4. .

r
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Tur rNOIN""R MANPOWER PROBLEM IN THE DePARTMEh OF r EFF.NSE

DOD's requirement for en gineers is unique in that the Department uses both

civilian and military engineers. Moreover the DOD is stayer se, just one

employer -- each of the military departments and separate DOD agencies compete

among themselves for engineers. . .

This section discusses military engineers first at;d1ilian enginietels

second. 21/

2Military. The Air Force has teen the most concerned of the services ay,ut

shortages of engineers. For the past 2-1/2 years Air Force personnel managers

have been aggressively pursuing measures that; would,. relieve shortfalls. Neither

the Army-or the Navy have been as acutely c8ttVned., ,h1".1?:,doele not mean that

only the Air Forcehas problems in filling engineer, re'sitiirements;it probably ..

is more indicative 15fdifferentes in personneli...anament concepts and priorities

among the services:- Nonetheless, it is significant that n;y Cri Air Force

plans to use 'the recently enacted continuation pay authority for scientist and

engineer skills dcritically short supply. 22/

21/. This section is based on data supplied by each of the military depart-

and nd transmitted by letter bf November 27, 1981._from the Office of the

Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpoljer, Reserve Affairs andLogistiCs), and

through informed discussions with p=rsons within DOD who were knowledgeable on

the subject.
.

.

22/ In general, the Ilniformed Service Pay Act Of 1981 (P.L. .:::;0)041,0,:

pleetrio'al

vided, among other things, acthoiLity for each military, service to

cation pay to officers serving in scieniifie and engineer7.ng skillS determined

to be'critically short of requirements. The '',..P to

MOOD for eacbOyear of .service such officers agree to serve on active' duty.

The Air Force actively sought this authority and

engineers.
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CI,

The Army stated in its response to CRS that it was ex; riencing shortages

in the "scientific and engirieering fields," but the "gravity of the ?retie= is

not as acute as the Air Force or the Navy." The Army has, however, undertaker

an "extensive" study to determine the technical disciplines that must be pro-

cured at the entry level (i.e., newly commissioned officers) to better support

its long-term requircients for engineers and other technical specialities.

The NavY,sin its response, did not volUnteer an evaluation of its current

or projected manning status in military engineers. We were told informally

that the Navy's,priorities have been focused on meeting its officers require-

ments in other specialties.. The Navy his, for example, been heavily engaged

in resolving shortages of nuclear qualified officers. 23/ CRS was also told

that the Navy is beginning to examine billets that require specific technical

disciplines in order to better assess requirements for officers to fill these

The Air Force reported that it is currently about 1,100 engineers short of

requirements but it would achieve full overall numerical manning'/of engineers in

she "ry 84-85 time frame." This prediction however, was hedgeeWith,conditions:

that is, numerical requiiements would be cut if (1) losses of engineers with

23iThe-ravY.flas acnntinuing problem. in'attracti4 and retaining nuclear-
qUaliiTer:NffiCer9 to4nin its nuclear-powered ships and submarines. The Nhvy
ix critically :short of such officers and.maintains 100-percent manning of its
nuc:ear-powered submarines by "over - touring" (i.e., keeping officers on sea duty
longer than desired) and by using more junior. officers-thap desired.. Congress
has authorized the ravy to pay continuation pay to such officers as a recruiting
and retention incentive.
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a

4-11 years of service do not exceed,10-12 percent a year; (2) production of

engineers from universities and other sources achieve at least 75 percent of

expecteCtotals; (3) industry dose not bid up.incentives too significantly;
. .

(4) growth in Air Force requirements for military engineais does not exceed 3

percent annually; and (5) the economy does not "boom."

Even though the Air F4ce expects to satisfy its numerical requirements,

it anticipates two significant problems: its engineer force will be laking in

experience since over 50 percent will be lieutenants; and it will continue to

obe ihort of electrical engineers. 24/

In the aggregate, the Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) supplied about

57 perCent of the 7,938 officers with scientific and engineering disciplines

?who entered tke armed forces in FYs 1980 and 1981. Military academies supplied
a

about 29'percent and other sources (i.e.; officer candidate programs, and vol-

untary 'recall of reserve officers) contributed the remaining 14-percent.

Accessions fromiheseqoaces varied significantly -among the services.

Army data showed that for FYs 1980 and 1981,'73 percent of the total number of

officers accessed with scientific and engineering degrees was through ROTe0k.:.

.

comparable figures for thejir Force and Navy were 44 percent and 40 percent,

respectively.

With respect to the military academies, data for the sane two fiscal

yearsshowed that'43 percent of the!Vavy's input of scientific and engineering

24P The Air FerCe .ieperted that it is about. 20 percent short of its
requirement for-electrical, engineers. which constitute 35: percent of its

total requirement fOi engineers`.'
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officer. came 'roc the Navel Academy; the figures for the Military Academy and

Air Force Atademy were :6 percent and 12 percent, respectively. The percentage.-

of accessions from other sources were: Army, 1 percent; Navy, 17 percent; and

Air Force, 44 percent.

Because the military services view ROTC is ptOductive source for offiCdis'

with engineering and other technical disciplines, thliare expanding their ROTC

scholarship programs. In 1980, Congress authorized the Army an additional

5,500 ROTC scholarships fbr maximum total of 12,000. The recently. enacted

Uniformed Service. Pay Act of'1981 authorized 3,500.more ROTC scholarships

(for a maximum of 9,000) forthe'.Air Force and 2,000 more (for a maximum total.

of 8.000) for the Navy. Each service is planning annual incremental expansion,

of its scholarship programs, provided funds are appropriated by Congress.

9:1

\ The Air Force adopted a policy in 1979 that 85 percent of its ROTC scholar

ships must be awarded to students pursuing scientific, engineering, and technical

degrees. 'The Air Force expects ;its ROTC program to yield 473 engineering gred

uatee in FY 1982 and 600 in TY 1983.

In 1976, the Navy established a goal that 80 per.cent of its ROTC entrants

would be pursuing majors in the technical disciplines. The Navy reported it

was having no problems in meeting this goal.

The Any has niti4W:esiabl.ished a similar poricithlrespect to the .

award of ROTC scholSrships. The Army indicated, hcaever, that it plans to

dedicate some of its additional ROTC scholarship.spaces to students pursuing

scientific and engineering degrees as deter Tined by the results of its require

ments study above.
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In general the loss of officers in the scientific and engineering disci-

plines tend to be above the norm. For example, the Air Force reported that

for the past five years the loss rate of engineers completing their initial

four-year active service obligation is twice that for other non-flying officers

-- 33 percent versus 16 percent. Likewise, the loss rate for engineers with 4

to 11 years of service has averaged about 12 percent. This ccmpares to 8 per-

cent for other non-flying officers. 25/

Recent raises in basic pay averaging 11.7 percent in FY 1981 and 14.3

percent in FY 1982 plus a host of other compensation improvements enacted by

Congress in the last two years should have a positive effoit on retaining

engineers. Of course, other individual considerations betides compensation

-- e.g., job satisfaction, advancement opportunities, disposition land that

of the spouse) toward military service -- also affect proclivities to continue

a military career or seek civilian pursuits.

In thefinal analysis, the major, determinant in the ability of the military

.services to attract end retain engineers in a volunteer recruiting environment

(i.e., no draft) will depend largely on Private sector demand as well as the

capability, of the U.S. education sytem to produce engineers.

Civilian. The DOD employs substantial numbers of civilian engineers.

Office of Personnel Management statistics for_1980 show that the DOD employed

25/ The Army provided extensive data indicating -a similar experience as

that ZT the Air Force. The Navy said it'does not track retention data by

technical background.
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61 percent (53,712) of all engineers employed by the Federal governmeot: The

Same data revealed 'that the Department of the Navy.was the largest emplOyer of

DOD civilian engineers; 44 percent of the DOD total.

The Air Force reported that 57 perleent of its present civilian vacancies

are for engineers (in raw numbers. about 1,700). The Navy Las similar problems;

In 1980 the. Navy reported it needed to hire 1,950 engineers at the entry level

(GS-5 and GS-7) but filled only 53- percent of fts need.. A sample.of Navy

entry -level recruiting results for certain engineer specialties for the 12-mcnth

period MaY 1, 1979 to May 1;14-980, ranged' from a high of 76 percent for civil

engineers to a low of 21 percent for electronic engineers. The Air Force ton-

firms an acute problem 'in hiring electronic engineers: 40 per-dent of its:oaten-

cies are for engineers in this field.

DOD officials point to "money'''. 'as the chief cuhrit for the poor recruiting

results. March :981 datil cocpiled by ghe Navy show that aversse annual Federal

salaries paid its engineers lag behind wages paid private sector engineers by

$3.'000 to-$6.000. The rigidity of the Federal pay structure and pay caps are

cited as the main reasons for the unfavorable pay comparifons. 26/ A study

released in Ocober 1981 on recruiting, retention, and-utilization of civilian
.

engineers in the Joint. Logistics Commands (JLC) (employ:is of nearly 38,00 0

26/ CRS learned that the Office of Personnel Managez.ent (OMB) ruled that
'specirT1 pay" civil service employees -- in this instance k engineers would
receive a 1.6.percent pay raise insteadof 4.8 percent granted other General
Achedule employees. The DOD appealed the decision but OMB so'far has not
changed its position.
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engineers ) said that "the most frequently stated advice from college plaCement

officisle'to federal employers was !pay more. mgneyq..%," 27/

Retention of qualified engineers. is also a problem, .A September 18, 1981

DOD "White Paper" of the status of manning of engineers, scietttits, and other.

iechincal personnel throughout the DOD noted7tkat "... highly q.:slified scien-

tists antrengineers at both the journdymen and middle managirae4 levels are

leavinng at an alirming rate.028/ The yy )Lp study also noted a

substantial portion of DOD's ciViliate'4ienlific and engineer force is or

soon will be, eligible to retire. For example ..the White Paper stated that

over 1/3 of,the engineer losses in Navy. Research and Development Centers over

a "rpcent 18-mtnith period" vereithiough retire.ment. The JLC study reported

that by 1985, 19 percent of JLCengineers will be eligible to retire. 29/

27/ U.Sp, Dept. of Defense. 'Joint Logis 'es Commanders 141 joint Panel

on Civilian. Personnel Management. Civilian ineii ReCruitmanc, Retention and

Use ThrpughoUt the Joint Logistics Comman . Washington D.C., Oct. 30, 19810

p. 5. COD acknowledges that other facto such as inferior laboratory facil-'
ities and equipment and lack of opportunities for groWth and advancement can
also adversely' effect retention of highly qualified engineers.

,28/ Memorandum from the Acting Deputy Under Secretary of Defense for Re-
search and Engineering (Reiearch and, Advanced Technology) to the Under Secretary

of Defense for Research and Engineering. White Paper on the Status of Scien-
tific and Engineering Personnel in the United States: An Analysis of the

Problem, Its Impact on DoD, and,the Role of Defense in the National Arena.
Sept. 18, 1981. p. 4 of the White Paper.

o engineers. p. 7.
'29/ ,U.S. Deg 8. of.Defense. JLC study

afx
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In 'order to make civil ierVice pay more competitive with private'sector
. .

`pay in recruiting engineers as well as ;other skills in short supply in DOD or

otherlPgderStagenCiesw the Navy has proposed legislation that would authorize

the payment of a "recruiting bonus." The bonus, which would be administered' by

the Office of Personnel' Management, would be in an amount. that would make up

the differeine'between starting salaries paid by the private sector and starting

'salaries permitted by Federal pay scales. The Navy also was granted authority

to conduct a five-year demonstration study, that experiments with different kinds-

of pay schemes. 30/

7,/
The DOD acknowledges that there has been "little unified policy-level

commitment atia;_actin" toward solving its problem of recruiting and retaining
:

civilian scientists and engineers. 31/ To that end, the Office of the Under:
a

Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering has established a Personnel

. and Manpower Working Group. This group is [asked to arrive at a common under-

standing of the problem, establish a role which DOD should play with respect to

the national problem, and achieWe a consensus on approaches to solving its

internal problem. The group will concentrate initially.on the problem as it.

Pertains to civiliar'scientists.Ind engineers eMployed in DOD laboratories.

ra a ni aa

ties.and.engineers-eMployed-in-4;;Llaboratories::2

30/ DOD White Paper. p. 5.

31/ DOD White Paper-. 2 p. 5.

20-201 0-88-7-19
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Mr. SIMoN. Thank you very much for your testimony. It empha-
sized particularly security aspects, and you mentioned the Soviet

Union.
Let me just mention the other area where we have major prob-

lems, where I will have at least one amendment to this bill, and
that is with foreign languages. In the Soviet Union you start either
in 'the first grade or fourth gri.ade, wherever you live, and you go
froin there. Secretary Weinberger has now spoken several times
about the problems that our *Armed Forces face in this area.
Former Deputy Director of the CIA, Adm. Bobby Inman, I am sure
you know, his words literally were, "The United States is creating
a major, long-range security hazard for this country by creating
problems in foreign. languages, and the military intelligence agen-
cies have testified before our Committee that we have a major
problem, But you emphasize a very real problem that we have, and
we appreciate your testimony.

Mr. SKELTorr. If I may respond, Mr. Chairman, to your com-
ments, I think they're right on point. Not only from one point of
view but from a national defense point of view, it is very necessary
I think for us to become more bilingual and trilingual much more
than we are now.

Also in the area of trade, we find ourselves speaking English
when those who wish to trade with us come to our country and
speak English very well. The proportion of the Japanese who trade
with us speak Engliiih far greater than those of us who speak Japa-
nese. Conseqiiently, it gives a trading edge as well; which is an eco-
nomic edge.

Mr. SIMON. It's pretty hard to sell if you can't. speak the' lan-
guage of your customer.

Mr. SKELTON. It's pretty hard; that's right.
Mr. SIMON. Mr., Perkins.
Chairman PERKINS. I have no objection to my colleague'Namend-

ment, but I personally feel that given the situation that confronts-
the country today, science and math is more important. From my
own experience in World War(II, I make that observation.

After the war was over had a chance to visit dozens Of schools
in Germany. All of those youngsters in the elementary, secondary
grades could speak fluent English. It was just amazing.

I don't know how far they followed-it up after World War II, but
I'm just telling you they, could speak the English language, fifth,
sixth, and seventh grade youngsters, during the World War II.
years, 1944 and 1945.

The original National Defense Edusation'Act addressed the need
for modern foreign languages, but we have not concentrated on it
like we should have. Perhaps we did not conduct the 'oversight that
we should have after we enacted the National Defense Education
Act. Then the Act was expended to cover the whole waterfront; and
that's where we fell behind on some of the things that we should
have concentrated more on, like the modern foreign languages and
math and science. So we see ourselves in a position today where we
have got to'make up that lost ground, to put it bluntly. Naturally
we want to try to do it. ,

Mr:Srmori. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett.
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Mr.. BARTLETT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Skelton, we very much appreciate your testimony and the in-

formation that you provided to us, particularly on 'national, deense
issues and how this relates to national defense.

I was particularly impressed and wondered if you' would elabo-
,rateI was particularly impressed by your attention and your
focus on the fact that, in fact, there is no one solulion to this prob-
lem, that for' Congress to just simply say "Congress should pass a
bill and set the national priority," I know in my area and in yours
I would suspect that school districts, and universities and communi-
ty colleges and private industry has figured out over the last sever-
al years that this is a national priority and the country is making
it a national priority, and Congress and the. Federal Government
should do its part, but our part should'be that of a stimulator and
an enticer and not a magic wand.

I wonder if you would comment on that.
Mr. SKELTON. Yes. Thank you, Mr. Bartlett, for your comments.
I do have a thought and a reconimendation. As matter of fact, I

introduced legislation last year along this line, to establish a tom-
mission that wand have a 30-month existence and would make a
midterm final report, a commission composed of Government,
which would also be the Department of Defense, private industry
and education, as to first how serious the problem is and then what
might be done to follow through and help close the so-called tech,
nology gap that I.have described.

All three areas are going, to have to hale input into this, all
threeprivate industry, Government, and_the educational commu-
nity. All three are going to have to do something.

I would hope that this committee would take a look at the pro-
posal that I have introduced and incorporate either all of it or part
of it to this end, because we have to take the first step and the first
step is to find out how serious it is through the eyes not only of the
Department of Defense, which I have already given you, but
through the eyes of the educational community and through the
eyes of the industrial or private sector of our nation.

I would urge that as part, of your consideration today, Mr. Bart,-
t(ett.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Miller.
Mi. MILLER. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Craig.
Mr. CRAIG. NO.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Petri.
Mr. Perm. Noquestions.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. No.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you very, very much.
Mr. SKELTON. Mr. Chairman, I have already delivered the Li-

brary of Congress study and report to which I referred, and I would
ask that it also be incorporated.

Mr: SIMON. It will be incorporated in the record.
Mr. SuKurox. Thank you so much.
Mr. SIMON. We thank you very much for your tItimony.
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We now are pleased to have another colleague who has beeii a
-leader in the whole science and technology area, our colleague from
California, Congressman George Brown.

STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE E. BRAWN;JR., A REPRESENT-
ATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA '

Mr. BROWN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate
the opportunity to be here this morning. I should like tocomment

'that I served on this committee 20' years ago under the able tute-
lage of Chairman Perkins and it is a pleasure to be back before the
committee again this morning.

I also would like to take note of the fact that you, as the chair-
man of this subcommittee, are in a position to bring about some' of
the linkages or couplings that are so important in approaching this
subject, because of your assignment to the Committee on Science
arid. Technology, and I want to commend you for the interest and
leadership that you have given in this effort to strengthen the na-
tional posture with regard to education.

I have come to the conclusion myselfand I think it has, been
reiterated by other witnessesthat there is no single solution to
this. It is going to have to be approached cooperatively, both in, the
Congress and in the country as a whole. We cannot solve the prob-
lems of the cou
can give cons
should be d

I noted,
hearings

or example, your comments, Mr. Chairman, in earlier
n your legislation about some of the inadequacies of the

ry as a Concetr as a Federal Government. We
cove leaders 'p d guidance, and this is what .we

approach of the National Science Foundation in the past, and I
agree with that. It is a mistake to think that the National Science
Foundation can solve the problems of science education in this
country. It breaks down in many important ways, as you have indi-
cated. It does not reach the bulk of the educational activities going
on in the country, particularly that going on in the schools which
serve the poorer students,, the poorer States.. It tends to focus on
the restige institutions of the country, the,ones that are doing pre-
emiribnt science, and this is worthy and very important. But' the
key problem today is creating the Linkages-between those institu-
tions and the world class research that, they're doing and the world
class scientists that they have and the bulk of the people in this
country who need to move into a new technological age, which we
frequently refer to today as the "New Information Age", which

Chairman PEitims [presiding]. I cannot refrain from compliment-
ing the gentleman. We cannot win this battle starting at the tip of
the iceberg, just as you "sdre so clearly stating.today. We have got to
reach down. The National Science Foundation was created for top
level research, and it has done 'a wonderful job. But still, we have
got to bring science into the classrooms where we have disadVan-
taged youngsters and let all young people have the opportunity to
study these areas: Some of these students may make great scien-
tists, but we have not given them the exposure.

Go ahead, George. Excuse me.
Mr. Bnowx. Thank you for that comment, Mr. Chairman.
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What I seek to emphasize in my -,statementand I will go
through it quicklyis the need for a cooperative approach to this
in which we utilize all of our resources to create that posture of

-leadership which this country so badly needs.
I' am on the Scienc-Committee today. I am concerned about the

support that is directed to science and science education, through
that committee. I am also on the Agriculture Committee and I
chair the subcommittee that 'deals with agricultural research, with
agricultdral education and ektension. .I am 'concerned about the ,
quality of that activity, also., and will be working intensively to
insure that we =upgrade and improve the level 'of knoWledge, train-
ing, education available to the-rural population of this country.

But again, I emphasize that we have to look at this picture as a
whole, what is good for the country and how we can work together
in achieving-that, and I know we have the capability of doing that
here in the Congress.

When we talk about the crisis in mathematics and science educa-
tion, I think the underlying concern is that we have not been prop-,
6rly training and educating the American public and workforde for
life in a technological economy and society. As President Reagan
pointed out in his State of the. Union address, the education and
training needs of our society are changing as we move to an econo-
my based more heavily on services and information. While im-
proved mathematics and science education is an important first
step in meeting these new educatidnal needs, the real need, is for
improving our national technological literacy. In other 'words,'
we re talking about changes that irv(rolve the whole society.

Technological literacy refers to the foundation of skills required
for living and working productively and humanely in a' technologi7
cal age, One of the important skills required to be, technologically
literate is the ability to use and control new technologies, luch as
computers and word processors. This requirement applies not only
to 'those who are ..students today, but also to aslults and even to
Members of Congress. 4'4 '

Oue.".cifildren are, our future, but adults will proVide the transfi-
tion to the technolOgical society: Even more impertant than the
'ability to use or program one of today's computers is the ability to
continue learning and adapting throughout one's life. As the rate
at which new technologies are introduced continues to accelerate,
the high, technologies of today will bereplaced by even higher tech-
nologies of tomorrow. Therefore, we need to concentrate on creat-
ing a foundation of skills upon which more specific training needs
can be built.

) The education and training needs of our adult. population are
1 critical. This reminds ire, Mr. Chairman, that the first bill .that I-

think I introduced in that 88th Congress 20 year's ago dealt with
adult education, and I know that was in part inspired by the work
which you had been doing even then, in that field ',think we need ,
to continue to maintain our interest in that. °

These are the people jamming unemployment offices and being
left behind' as our economy its course. It is a matter of the
highest national' priority to elp these eople find a place in a soci-
ety which demands new skills. It is also 'critical that we be aware
of the potential for-these new technologies to further divide 'society.
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Those who .canno t co with our current society will be left e en
further behindAmless

pe
we make up for our past inadettuacies in edu-

cation and training. 0

The other important skill required of a literate person in a tech-
nological' society. is the ability to process, organize and ,use informa-
tion. As- we enter the im-calledinformation age, we are in danger of
beingdrowned in a sea of'paper and computer printouts. We in the
Congress could be used as a case study of that problem. .: .,

, It is an especially acute, problem, in a, democratic system such as
ours. Ci izens must know where to go to get information; ho* to
select fr m all the information available, and how to use that infor-

/ffia ion to make democratic decisions. Many Of the decisions they
will be asked to make will require an understanding of science and
technology: ..

I think we need to look at today's problem in the more compre-
hensive framework of a total technological literacy for, the public of
this country. If we adopt this overall approach, rather than think-
ing about 'just mathematics and science education, I think several
more' points become obvious. Clearly, we need to tackle the prob-
lem at a number of different levels, from elementary school educa;
tion through 'adult education and retraining and through the uni-
versities. It is alsq clear that innovative curriculums and new edu-
cational structures may be needed. Although directing most of our
energy toward science and mathematics education does serve as a
stopgap measure for the immediate emergency, it will nor he a
coinplete long-term solution. As part of our response to the emerg-

g national consensus4 on mathematics and science .education
needs,4vhfCh was reflected in the President's state ofjhe Union
message, we can" use this opportunity to resin a huger. Kate on
education and the future of our country. .

The magnitude and urgencY of the problem is something that we
can probably all agree on. The primary issue for Congress to dis-
cuss is determining the proper Federal role. I think the Federal
Government, as I have indicated befoie,,haEr an important leader-
ship role W play in this field. It involves more than just dititribut
ing money to local school districts and colleges, although providing,
these supplementary funds is critically important today. The Fed-
eral Government -should Support educational research and curricu -,
lum development to improve the teaching in'this field. The Federal ,
Government can support and reward models of excellence, whether
they be outstanding teachers;outstanding curricular programs, or
outstanding schools. The lessons learned from the models of ex-
cellence will benefit each student, teacher, and school in the Coun-
try. The National Science Foundation has in 'the past supported
these types of programs, and I think NSF can continue to have a
role in this part of the need that we face. /

The most crucial part of the Federal role it to ring,together and
encourage linkages between all the 'segments, 1, our society that
should be concerned about the science education problem. A part-
nership approach, involving industries, universities; lore' schools,
and parents is the only effective long-term solution. 'Cooperation
and resource sharing between these various groups can help to .

solve, some of the problems caused by, such things, as, obsolete in-
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strumentation and by the pay differential between the schools and
industry, whether at the secondary, level or in engineering colleges.

Finally, the Federal Government should insure that prOgrams
begun now in response to a surge in public interest will be main-
tained over time, and I should also add that they should be dis-
seminated widely throughout our society. I hope that we can do a

'ing the Sputnik roar of 20 years agO.
better job in sus4ining the effort than we did in the years follow-

In 1959, the Committee on Science and Astronautics, as it was
called then, held hearings very similar to _those we are holding
today. The Committee on Education and LaBor, of course, was also
holding many hearings at that time while working on the National
Defense/1 Education Act. In looking , through those Science
Committee hearings, I came across qu :Lion which I think has
even more relevance todaythan i d in 1959 when it was quoted,
and more than it did in 1916 wh it was first said by Alfred North
Whiteheadand I quote the sta went he made then:

In the conditions of modern life, the le is absolute: The race which does not
' value trained intelligence is doomed. N t all your heroism, not all your social,

charm, not all your wit, not all your vi s nes on land or at sea, can move back the
finger of fate. Today we maintain ourselves. Tomorrow science will have moved for-
ward yet one more step, and there will be no appeal from the jucpment which will
then be:pronounced on the uneducated.

One additional thing, Mr. Chairman. I was looking back over
, some of the hearings in the, Science and Technology Committee,

and I would like to include in the record, at this point a couple of
pages devoted to; the exploration. of this problem in the committee
report, in the 97th Congress 2 years ago. It has an excellent discus-
sion of this field and the need for creating some of these linkages
that I have described. °I would like to submit that portion for the
record.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working with you cooperatively
in meeting this challenge and helping to create a sense of urgency
about meeting this problem within the entire Congress.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Hon. George Brown follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. GEORGE E. BROWN, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman,J want to thank you and Chairman Perkins for allowing me to tes-
tify before your subcommittee on .this very important subject of mathematics and
science education. I congratulate Chairman Perkins for his efforts over the years on
behalf of science education through the National Defense Education Act. I have
good memories of serving under the able chairmanship of Mr. Perkins in the 88th
Congress when we were both Members of the General Education Subcommittee of
the Committee on Education and Labor. Today, I am serving on the Committee on
Science and Technology. We on the Science Committee share your concern about
the state of math and science education in our county. I am confident, and I know
you share this confidence, that our committees will be able to work together and
,formulate an appropriate federal response to the crisis we are now facing.

Whenever Congress is faced with a subject that doesn't fit neatly into o-just one
committee's jurisdiction, we are required to look at the issue from more than one
perspective. Although the legislative process seems to be a barrier at these times, it
can force us to synthesize creative solutions instead of applying old solutions to new
problems and changed conditions. For this reason, I am looking forward to working
with the Members of this Committee and with the Administration during the 98th
Congress.

IN
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When we talk about the crisis in mathematics and science education, I think the
underlying concern is that we have not been properly training and educating the
American public and workforce for life in a technological economy and society. As
President Reagan pointed out in his State of the Union address, the education and
training needs of our society are changing as we move to an economy based more
heavily on services and information:While improved mathematics and science edu-
cation is an important first step to meeting these new educational needs, the real
need is for improving our "technological literacy."

"Technological literacy" refers to the foundation of skills required for living and
working productively and humanely in a technological age. One of the important
skills required to be technologically literate is the ability to use and control new
technologies, such as computers and word processors. This requirement applies not
only to those who are students today, but 'also to adults, including Members of Con-
gress.

Our children are our future, but adults will provide the transition td the techno-
logical society. Even more important than the ability to use or program one of
today's computers is the ability to continue learning and adapting throughout one's
life. As the rate at which new technologies are introduced ^continues to accelerate,
the high technologies of today-will be replaced by even higher technologies oftomor-
row. Therefore, we need to, concentrate on creating a foundation of skills upon
which more specific training needs can be built. .

The education, and, training needs of our adult population are critical. These
the people jamming unemployment offices and being left behind as our econo
shifts its course. It is a matter of the highest national priority to help these people
find a place in a society which demands new skills. It is also critical that we be
aware of the potential for these new technologies to further divide society. Those
who cannot cope with our current society will be left even farther behind unless we
make up for our past inadequacies in education and training.

The other important skill required of a literate person in a technological society is
the ability to process, organize and use information. As our society moves into the
so-called Information Age, we are in danger of becoming drowned in a sea of paper
and' computer print-outs. Congres8, as you are all aware, could be used as a case
study of this problem. It is an especially acute problem in a.democratic system such
as ours. Citizens must know where to go for information, how to select from all the
information available, and how to use that information to make decisions. Many %of
the decisions they will be asked to make will require an understanding of science
and technology. ,

I think we need to look at today's problem in the more comprehensive framework
of technological literacy, or education for a technological society. If we adopt this
overall approach, rather ,than thinking about just mathematic§ and science educa-
tion, I think several points become more obvious. Clearly: we, need to tackle the
problem at a number of different levels, from elementary school education through'
adult .education and retraining. It is also clear that innovative curricula and new
educational structures may be needed. Although directing most of our energy
toward science and mathematics education does serve as a stop-gap measure for the
immediateamergency, it will not be a long -term solution.. As part of our response to
the emerging national consensus on mathematics and science education needs, we
can use this opportunity to begin a larger debate on education and the future of our
co ry.unt, .

Themagnitude and urgency of the problem is something that we can probably all
on. The primary issue for Congress to discuss is determining the proper feder-

role. I think the federal government has an important leadership role to play in
science education. It involves more than just distributing money to local school dis-
tricts and colleges, although providing supplementary funds is very important. The
federal g.overnment should support educational research and curriculum develop-
ment to improve the teaching of science, mathematics and technology. The f oral
government can support and. reward models of excellence, whetlict they be out-
standing teachers, outs curricular programs, or outstanding 13chools..Th les-

sons learned from these mode of excellence will benefit each student, teacher and
school in e country. The National Science Foundation (NSF) has, in the past, sup-
ported th typekof programii, and I think NSF can continue to serve an important
role in the ture. .

The mos crucial part of the federal role is to b together and encourage link-
ages be een all the segments of ow society that ould be concern

ce

about the
science education Problem. A partnership approach, nvolving industries universi-
ties, local schools, and parents is the only effective long-term solution:- pecation
and resource-sharing between these various groups can help to solve sonie tif the
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problems caused by obsolete instrumentation and by the pay differential between
academia and industry, whether at the secondary school level or in engineering col-
leges.
, Finally, the federal government should ensure that programs begun now in re-
sponse to a surge in public interest will be maintained over time. I hope that we can
do a better job in sustaining the effort than we did in the years following the Sput-
nik uproar.

In 1959, the Committee on Science and Astronautics (as it was called then); ield
hearings very similar to those Ike are holding today. TheCommittee on Education
and Labor, of course, was also holding many hearings at that time while working on
the National Defense Education Act. In lookingcback through those Science Commit-
tee heartigs, I came across a quotation which I think has even more relevance
today than it did in 1959 when it was quoted and more than it did in 1916 when it
was said by Alfred North Whitehead. Whi head said:

"In the conditions of modern life, the ule is absolute: The race which does not
value trained intelligence is doomed. ,N t all your heroism, not all your social
charm, not all your wit, not all your vi nes on land or at sea, can move back the
finger of fate. Today we maintain ourselves. Tomorrow science will have moved for-
ward yet one more step, and there will be no appeal from the judgment which will
then be pronounced on the uneducated." '.

Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working together in meeting this challenge. I
thank you again for the opportunity to testify'this morning.

[97th Congress, 1st Session, Reporao. 97-34]

AUTHORIZING APPROPRIATIONS TO THE NATIONAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION

II. VIEWS ON PROGRAMS AND POLICIES

1. Science and engineering eduqation

The committee is strongly concerned with the present state of science and engi-
neering training at all levels within the nation's educational system. The need for
engineers and experts in certain other scientific disciplines has reached crisis pro-
portions on a national scale. Maintaining technical skills and science understanding
in the nonspecialist public is also crucial to our nation's competitiveness and good
judgment in a technical-industrial world. It is the committee's view that the Science
Foundation plays an instrumental role in establishing priorities and providing key
catalytic programs to address the problems in this area. The Foundation is both au-
thorized and required by its enabling statute to strengthen scientific and engineer-
ing education at all levels. Any change in that basic policy should be accompanied
by appropriate Congressional action and deliberation and not through bureaucratic
expediency. The Committee strongly feels that the reasons for, the Foundation's.
charter in science and engineering education remain valid and that adequate fund-
ing for science and engineering education must continue.

While recognizing the need for budgetary stringency in Federal spending, the
committee feels that the elimination of the Science and Engineering Education Di-
rectorate as proposed by the Administration is unwise and unwarranted. It is the
committee' view that the Directorate should be entirely', reorganized to address
areas of highers priority and to provide for effective flexibility in allocating funds
made available in this legislation. Though such funding is at a much reducod level
from current spending levels, it is expected that reorganization and consolidation of
certain programs will allow for the priority problem areas to be addressed at ap-.
proximately the same level. It is not the Committee's intent that such reduction in-
dicate lack of support for. the. Foundation's science and engineering education pro-
grams. Rather, it is intended that the reorganization and funding flexibility open
the way for renewed emphasis and creativity in akcating.resources to this area
critical to national welfare and security. In forming its own view of the future of
this Directorate, the Committee will rely heavily on the judgment of the foundation
management as well as National Science Board recommendations derived from an
orderly analysis of or.patational alternatives and opportunities.

C r"

A combination of circumstances has brought the national level of engineering and
certain areas of science education to a crisis state that will continue to'worsen
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unless strong and immediate measures are taken. The following statistics noted at
the hearings outline some of the parameters of the problems:

1. Only one-sixth of secondary school students take science or math beyond the
tenth grade.

2. Only one-third of the Nation's 17,000-school-districts require more than one
year of mathematics or sciences. Meanwhile, admission stands to colleges and
universities have declined.

3. There are 40 percent more undergraduate students in e ring today than
10 years ago. There is correspondingly 10 percent fewer faculty.

4. Laboratory, instructional, and research equipment has degraded to the point of
obsolescence, and competitiveness with the teaching standards in Japan, Western
Europe, and even the Soviet Union has eroded.

5, It is estimated that $1-$2 billion is necessary to remedy only the instructional
equipitfight problem. -

6.1ffcreasingly, salaries, particularly in such fields as computer sciences, have at-
tracted qualified faculty away from the universities and into industry thus decreas-
ing both the quality and the quantft of potential new faculty entering graduate
schools.

7. The Soviets, as well as nations such as Japan; West Germany, and others, are
accelerating all of their science and engineering programs. The Soviets are 'also
turning out over-1 million technical specialists from secondary schools annually.
The United States,has no comparable program.

As noted in testimony, a high level of performance of the scientific and engineer-
ing professions is essential for our continued' industrial vitality and for our national
defense. The quality of life and the economic well-being ofthe country depend on
many factors but they cannot be maintained, much less improved, without an ever
increasing U.S. engineering and scientific competence.

A recent survey of all Federal programs, including the Department of Education
and the National Institutes of Health shows only $37 million for'any supportof en-
gineering education. Most of these programs address only special concerns, such as
bio-medical engineering or marine engineering for the merchant marine officer
cadets program. Only the Foundation supports broad, comprehensive engineering
education programs. The same is true of basic science education where the Founda-
tion's current effort approaches more than one-third of the estimates available. As
well, the Foundation supports better than 60 percent of all Federal precollege sci-
ence education .programs.

Initially, during its early history, the Foundation was reluctant to take the lead
national role in science and engineering education. Yet, these programs were-found
to be necessary in order to promote the high quality ofscience and engineering that
is the basis orIthe Foundation's research responsibilities. In the past the Congress
has added subelements to the programs which; while important in addressing specif-
ic concerns, complicated the flexible and efficient management of the oyerall goals
of the directorate. Such subelements have also made it difficult to redirect resources
as priorities and concerns have shifted. ThuS, a reorganization would allow for
greater flexibility in addressing areas of greatest concern while providing the most
effective means of allocating funds made available for this program.

Consultation with various experts as well as testimony received on the problem
indicates that reorganization should focus on the entire range of education to in-
clude: precollege science education.' undergraduate Atucation; graduate education
and general science education, and technical literacy.

It is the view of the committee that such'reorganization should include the follow-
ing important elements:

Fellowships and traineeshipa at the graduate level,
. Instructional equipment for undergraduate education, particularly in the fields of

engineering and computer science,
Teacher training programs for faculty development of under graduate and second-

ary school faculty,
Student science programs at the pre-college level to attract greater consideration

by young people of science and engineering as a career, particularly women and mi-
norities,

Policy develOpment and research aimed at information analysis.and collection, as
well as research and development oriented specifically to practical solutions of prob-
lems in education in the sciences and engineering, and

Programs designed to provide more effective communication of general science
and enginseemg ideas to the public at large.

The committee believes that there are a number or effective ways in which the
concerns outlined above could be adequately addressed. An example of one of the
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progrs which the Committee feels has been particularly successful is the resource
centers for science and engIneeeriffk. The centers are regional in nature and focus
on a number of concerns across the spectrum of science and engineering education,
including precollege, college and poet - graduate activities. These centers have also
proven to be highly effective, in providing access to training and careers in science
and engineering for minority and low income students. The committee supports the
regional strategy used, which allows the effective coordination and mutual rein-
forcement of efforts in the community, schools and undergraduate institutions of a
region: The Committee believes the Foundation should look to continued emphasis
on,programs such as the resource centers taking particular are in maintaining an

"equitable geographical distributitin of such centers to take adequate advantage of
potential talent throughout the nhtion.

It is expected that the Foundation will establish suitable priorities using the
above concepts as guidelines. A final program reorganizational plan should be sub-
mitted to Congress no later than December 1981.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me compliment my colleague from Cali-
fornia for his testimony here this morning. We worked together for
several years before you left the House- Committee on Education
and Labor. ,

-

We need the National Science Foundation to continue, perhaps
on a much greater scale, the high level research which they have
done throughout the years; if appropriations permit, many more
higher educational institutions can be.funded than in the past. But
we must not forget the overall situation existing throughout the
United States. The disadvantaged must not be, neglected in our ef-
forts to develop better scientists and mathematicians and modern
foreign languages.

It is my hope that all of us can get together, without any friction
anywhere. The only problem that I see facing us_is the shortage of
funds, the inadequacy of the funding. That is the big problem, and
it is qur hope here on the committee to move this bill next week if
we can possibly do it.

I certainly want to thank my colleague for -coming here this
morning, Mr. Simon. .

Mr. &moil. I thank you for your.testimony and have just one
question.. 9 -,

You speak about the need for a more comprehensive framework _

of technological literacy or education for a technological society,
and you say we need an overall approach rather than thinking
about just mathematics and science education. ,

We're going to probably be marking up this bill within a couple
of weeks. As you look at this bill, are we moving in that direction,
or are wel--if George Brown were just to sit down and write an
ideal bill, how would,that compare with the product that we have
before us?

Mr. BROWN. Mr. Simon, I'm a supporter of this bill. I think this
bill is very badly needed.

I don't know that, I could,offer any suggestions. I think that if it
is broadened to include the foreign language emphasis that you in-
dicate, it would be'a further improvement. But as Chairman Per-
kins indicates, the problem is taking realistic amounts of money.
that will be available and spreading them in such a way as to get
the maximum effec .

The thing that bothers me a little bit is that I don't think this
bill, by itself, meets the whole problem, because it doesn't go' far
enough in bringing about those linkages that I referred to, where
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we have to get these great elite institutions involved in the process-
es' of education. They do not turn out the teachers, for example,
that teach in the elementary schools. They may turn out the ad-
ministrators who head up the teachers' colleges, but they don't
turn out the teachers. We have to put some emphasis on improving
the teachers' colleges, the teachers themselves in high school and
elementary schools, and we have to see this as a web in which
every part has to be given consideration and work together.

Mr. &mob?. Thank you very much.
Chairman Pintxxxs. Mr. Gunderson.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is always a privi-

lege to work with Mr. Brown. I had the privilege of working with
him not only on the Ag Committee but with his particular subcom-
mittee as well.

In reading over -your statement, I have one particular question.
You make the statement, "The most crucial part of the Federal
role is to bring together and encourage linkages between all the
segments of our society that should be concerned about science edu-
cation problems."

I agree. My question is, how do we legislate that?
Mr. BROWN. Mr. Gunderson, I don't think' we're going to be able

to do that by legislation. But let me say in an optimistic-note that I
think we're ahead of many other countries, maybe most other
countries, in bringing about that condition because we are a democ-
racy in which all the people are involved, and we haye a multitude,
a pluralism, of approachesNto meeting a problem like this.

For example, today there has been an explosion of material
aiiiRd at creating a better understanding of science in-the mass of
the pul3lic in this country, done without Government programs I
might say. Time magazine is devoting more efforts toward. it. Sci-
ence magazine is devoting more efforts 'to it. Natidnal Geographic
is devoting more attention to public education and creating an
,awareness of the significance of science.

What we have to do is to provide guidance as to the overall sig.,
nificance of this and its importance to the national 'welfare. And in
critical areas, where needs are not being metand I think this bill
addresses those critical needswe have to give special ttention.
But we do not by olirselires have the total answerto it.

Me. GUNDERSON. I note in going over your statement that- you
really do not make a great deal of comment about teachers. You
get at the supplementary funds; you get at the curriculum, et
cetera.
, your studies, how do you think we best can handle the prob-
lem of maintaining quality teacherrin the profession?

Mr. BROWN. Well,. I deliberately didn't approach that question,
proposing to focus instaeon one or two other saliant points. But I
don't think I have an answer to that. I just finished yesterday talk-
ing to the president of a major teacher training college in my
region about what they are proposing to do there. They are propos-
ing a new emphasis on science, math, technological literacy, and
they are proposing to do that by-supporting an-upgrading of the

-r" science curriculum in the' schools. They are proposing new and
more imaginative and innovative programs in the college to attract
hekter_people into the science teaching arena. They are thinking in

.
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terms of how to secure additional incentives for_ these teachers
when` they move; into the school system, where there are no addi-
tional incentives at this point. But where incentives might be ar-
ranged.,,forexample, by better linkages, the .poirit that I have been
making, betivegn. the, schools and local industry, where opportuni-

. ties for summer jobs could be provided for science teachers m the
high schools that would allow them to move liack and forth, both
the industry and the schools could benefit from that.'

- But I think this committee is the proper place to -give the ,de-
.tailed consideration to that question and. to come up with inrio-
tive solutions. And while I doubt if,-we will completely solve fife
problem, we will be making progress on it.

Mr.. GUNDERSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairthart.
Chairman PEJuaNs. Mr.. Miller. .r

Mr. MILLER Thank yOu, Mr. Chairman. I want to thank you, Mr.
Brown, for your testimony.

I ath.delighted to see that on page. 4 you propose some considera-
tion of the National. Science Foundation moving to the forefront in
an attempt to reward models of excellence, whether they are indi-
vidua teaching efforts or curricula or outstanding schools. I have
been in Congress :8 years and.in 8 years I have seen the politicians
take shots at the National Science Foundation. If' it hasn't, it has
come very close to completelY crippling that organization, and wel
may be paying some of the price for that. To the extent that we'w
have discouraged -research in certain areas because we haven't
liked the'way the scientists have labeled that research; so we have
taken the political response. .

But I would hope we would give consideration. in both your legis-
lation Emd the legislation before this committee on looking for ways
that the Federal Government can, either through the prestige of
the National ,Science Foundation, or other organizations, to 'work
With local business and industry to reward people who are doing an
excellentjob, to reward people who are interested in advancing in
terms of .their teaching abilities, so that we can in the most imme-
diate fashion' possible get theaepeople the additional necessary ex-
perience or training because the children are already in the
schools. We are not holding up this 'population waiting to get this
supertrained group of teacher& They are in school and progressing
on a year-by-year basi& I would hope,ihat,we would fashion in this
legislation on some kind of matching basis contributions by local
government, public entities, the Federal ,Government, and perhaps
industry, so that we could make-a4sUmmer experience for an inter-
ested and well-trained,teacher; meaningful, that they could bring
back to that classroom, back, their enthusiasm, and let it rub off on
another 100 'or 150 students during that 'year, and we could.start
building on the successes and give teachers who are willing to put
in the additional work.and time the 'knowledge that they very pos-
sibly can be reWarded for that effort, because I don't ithink, that
exists in our school systems today'because of all the financialprob-
lems that `we're'illl so aware of

I would hope that the National Science Foundation, that we
could work out a way that they could move to the forefront in that
effort.
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Mr. BROWN. I think that might be' a reasonable allocation of
roles. The trouble with a focus exclusively upon excellence is that
it sometimes leads, in the normal human 'way, to the creation of
what ou might call elitism, which requires that we give the focus .

thatan Perkins has to making sure that we don't let the
neediest be muffled because we are trying to encourage the very
highest quality. We need to do both. In fact, it is the accomplish-
ments of the geniuses of our society, those who are most qualified,
that frequently .inspires and stimulates those in, say, the elemen-
tary schools to a career in the field of that genius.

I, have an interesting example of this. In Californiaand you
may be well aware of thisthe university system is looking for an
outstanding global-class science project that they can support them-
selves without Federal aid. The thing that they have set on is to
build the world's finest ground-based telescope, a 100.ineter tele-
scope, twice as large as any that exists in the world today, and to
capitalize on that and the high quality of 'astronomers already.
there to inspire in California a, new interest in the significance of
that grandest of the sciences, astronomy, which explores the outer-
most reaches of the universe.

Now, that could do a great deal to stimulate interest amongst
the children of California in a. career irk science or technology,
while at the same time promoting the finest science research that
exists anywhere in the world.

,Mr. MILLER. Lest my remarks'not be misinterpreted, wfren I talk
about rewarding excellence, I would hope that. we would have the
ability to recognize excellence in fourth and fifth grade math
teachers and in reading teacherik who are building the foundation,
so that the children will be able to read; so they can exercise their
options to go into astronomy or physics or advanced mathematics,
whatever it is, and that we will understand that they are a very,
very important part of that component, not simply rewarding the
elite 'researchers of our society, but recognizing the role that these
individuals play hopefully so that they will then ;recognize in a
manner of self-esteem and importance the role that they play in
the so-called new technical society, that they, in effect, provide the
launching pad for these young people.

But it is a Matter of providing the esteem and the standing in
the community,. and I think that comes through re-cognition of the
daily task that they have in that classroom. I would just encourage
that kind of joint effort that I know is being, tried in California
with industry and local school districts.

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Craig.
Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Brown, I appreciated your testimony. I guess one question

that Concerns me, as we head in this direCtion toward assisting' in
the area of math and science and hopefully furthering that cause,
is .the construction of this particular piece of lislation following
along the old NDEA funding formula base. My concernand I
think it lends itself to some of your statementsis the act can be, I
think, characterizea as relatively untargeted.

Do you see the need to target, if we are to bring about some
degree of specialization? In a limited funding situation, where do
we target first, let's say in the first 2 to 3 years? Are we going to go
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after echicators specifically in training-programs, or are "going to
toaden the base and dilute he general effect of the funding that
ay come in this? .

Mr. BROWN. Well, I'm not sure. "I have a -very good answer to
that. The total amount of money involved in this bill is really not
very large compared to the education budget of this tountry. In
effect, to pass a bill of this sort focusing just on science and math
education is almost symbolic more than anything else. It indicates
a congressional concern, and as the President indicated, a Presiden-
tial concern, in his state of the Union message, for improvement :
here. What we have to hope for is that at the local school board
level and at the State level this will encourage some of the 'target-
ing needed to meet the particular needs of that State or that school
district.

In one situation it may be that they need targeting on, we will
say, educational equipment, lEiboratory equipment or something of
tat sort. In Another it may be a shortage. of -adequately trained

. They may be usinguncertified math o5, science teachers. I
think- it is up to the local school board and to the State to deter,
mine what the targets are in that State, even perhaps what area of
science it must focus on that meets the needs of the people of that
State. So you run into that problem in trying to define a specific
rsf at the national level,.and I think I would prefer to leave it in

little more general form with the discretion to focus at the local
evel.

Mr. CRAIG. Mr. Brown, don't we run the risk, though, of sprin-
kling some money across the education system of this country ? I
would have to agree it relates to the total scope of education in this
country and what we may be after, but this is a smaller amount
than some would like to see. Don't we run the risk of just sprin-
kling money and accomplishing very little and, a couple of years
down the road after upwards of a billion or better is spent, saying
"Now where are we" and "We've got, a piece of equipment here
that is better and a piece of equipment there that's better, and an
educator here or there;" but in the general thrust we have not ef-
fectively lifted the level or the quality of science and math educa-
tion as we were hoping to do? .

Mr. Baowist. Yes, you do run into that problem. In looking spe-
cifically at the bill, which allocates $50 million to five different pro-
grams for postsecondary education, you take $50 million and divide
it up amongst five programs, and spread it out over the entire
country, you have nothing but driblets. There is really nothing to
sustain there, even though each of the five programs, in itself, is a
valuable program.

I'm concerned about that, but I don't know how, in these times of
stringent economies, we're going to be able to resolve it. If we go
this route, we have to look at these splintered programs as proto-
types. We have to choose and make each of them a demonstration
and hope that it will spread with local, support, or State support.
Otherwise, you're quite correct, when this program funding ends,
the programs will probably end.

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much. -

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Kildee.
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Mr. Kunst.' I want to thank Congressman BroWn for his testimo-
ny and his leadership in this flea I have no questions at this time

Chairman PEMuNs. Mr. Petri. ' , .

Mr. PErRI. No questions.
Chairman PERKINS 'Mr. Bartlett from Texas. Any questions, Mr.

Barlett?
Mr. BAnmirrr. No
Chairman PERKINS. Let me ask you aquestion, Mr. Brown. I un-

derstand, ithe. administration* is still up in the air as to whether to
target the funds toward developing math and science teachers or to,.
give the States block grants. Yesterday the White House was favor-
mg the block grant approach, and then made ,a 180-degree turn
from what I understand.

We have here $300 million for 1984, and the President is talking
about $50 million. Over in the Senate, the leaders over there, even
the Republican leaders, are up to $251 million. So we are in the
ball park here with $300 million, which is very limited. If we had
ample funds, we would not have this problem.

But I'm asking you if you are recommending that we expand the
focus to include the technology education, but still leave the limit-
ed amount of funds the same that I referred to?

Mr. BROWN. I'm not sure I understand the final thrust of your .
question, Mr..Chairmap. Is it is this an adequate amount to include
technology education?

Chairman PERKINS. Yes, to add that on.
Mr. BROWN. Well, in my, opinion, no. I don't think this is an ade-

quate amount. You know as well as I do that 10 times this amount
of money could be easily used to meet the educational needs of this
country, in the overall or even in the science and engineering field.
I perceive this as an indication of congressional priorities more
than anything else, or 'national priorities, not as a solution to the
education problem or the science education problem.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much for your testi-
mony. It has been most help_ful.

Mr. ,BROWN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Stokes, did you have a statement at this

time, or are you with the panel?
Mr. SimoN. He has a witness that he wants to introduce.
Chairman PERKINS. All right. Let me call the panel around, and

then I will let you introduce your witness.
Stanley 0. l&enberry, president of the University of Illinois;

Morris. Norfieet, president of Morehead State University; Nolen
Ellison, chancellor of Cuyahoga Community College; and R. ev. Wil-
liam J. Byron, S.J., president, Catholic 'University of America.
That's the first panel.

Mr. Stokes, you go ahead first and introduce your gentleman, and
then we will take them in order. We are delighted to welcome our
colleague from Ohio.

Mr. SToKES. Thank you very much, Chairman Perkins, Chairman
Simon, and members of the committee. It is always a pleasure, Mr.
Chairman, to have the opportunity and privilege of appearing
'before you and this distinguished committee.

I have the privilege and high honor this morning of presenting to
this committee a very, distinguished educator from the city of
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Cleveland, Ohio. Dr.° Noli% Ellison, who appears on this panel to
represent the 1,200 community colleges nationally and to testify on
their behalf on this legislation before you, is a very distinguished
educator who as chancellor of the Cuyahoga Community College lo-
cated in Cleveland, Ohio, a three-campus institution now celebrat-
ing its 20th anniversary.

Mr. Chairman, you would- be interested in knowing that Cuya-
hoga Community College has 28,000 credit 'students, $16 per credit
hour tuition, and is open to all persons in CuyahOga County. We
are proud of the fact that it is now the third' largest higher educa-
tion institution in the State of Ohio.

Under Dr. Ellison's leadership, this institution has become rele-
vant to the entire community; that is, he has brought this institu-
tion to the community and made the two a part of one another.

We are particularly proud of what Dr. Ellison will testify about
this morning. Even though he represents all 'the community col-
leges throughout the Nation, Dr. Ellison will tell you about some-
thing we are very proud of in Clevelandthe Cuyahoga Communi-
ty ,College Center for Science and Technology. Dr. Ellthon's institu-
tion has brought about a linkage between NASA, the Cleveland

,

public school system, 4nd h iis nstitution, whereby our young people'
are now exposed through the Cleveland public school system to sat-
ellite communication technology, aerospace technology, and I un-
derstand that they are now planning a future course that would
deal with energy utilization.

This is just a part of the innovative approach that Dr. Ellison
has brought to this institution and to our city. I am just delighted
to be here with him. He is a man who even before coming to Cleve-
land had distinguished himself greatly. As you know, Nolen Ellison
is a former All-American in basketball, football, and baseball. But
beyond that, at 31, he was the youngest college president in Amer-
icathat was some years ago, of course, too. [Laughter.]

It is indeed a pleasure and honor for me to be here with this
very distinguished educator.

Chairman PERKINS. Let me thank you very much, Mr. Stokes.
We will .defer the testimony. You don't have to remain, but we ap-
preciate your generouS introduction.

Mr. SroxEs. Thank you.
Chairman PERKINS. At this time I want to call on Mr. Simon.
Mr. SIMON. Mr. Chairman, I was just about to tell Dr. Ellison

how well represented 'he was and what a great diplomat and Con-
gressman he has, until he got to the point where he said, "that was
some years ago, of course, I knew that Lou Stokes was, slipping.
[Laughter.]

Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Mr. Simon. Do you want to intro-
duce Dr. Ikenberry?

Mr. SIMON. I would be pleased to introduce Dr. Ikenberry. He
has not been at the University of Illinois too long yethow many
years now?

Dr. IKENBERRY. About 4 years.
Mr. SIMON. Four years.,But he-has been providing solid, substan-

tial leadership, and we are very proud of Dr. Ikenberry,
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Doctor.
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Dr.' IRENBERRy. Thank: you, Mr. Chairman, RepresentatiVe
Simon. I am pleased to be here today and honored to. appear before
this committee.. I speak with the endorsement of the Ameridan
Council on Education, which is the targe umbrella group of postsec-
ondary education institutions in this country, but also with the en-
dorsement of the -American' Association of Universities, whiph is
c. prised of the major- research miiversities, graduate and:re-
earch universities, in this "country, and the National Association of

State Universities and Land GrantiColleges with which I am sure
you are also familiar..

I will file a statement for the record,. but with the permission of
the chairman I will not read that-----

Chairman PERKINS. Without 'objection, .all the prepared state- .

ments will be inserted in the recOrcl, every one of them. -

Dr. IRENBERRY [continuing]. Btit I will not take the time of the
committee, with your concurrence, to read that statement.

I would also like to submit for the record, Mr. Chairman, a copy
of a report which I found quite helpful on this topic,. entitled
"Today's Problems-Tomorrow's Crises? It's a report of the, Nation-
al Science Board commission on Precollege Education in Math-
ematics, Science and Technology.

If I could just read a concluding paragraph from jhat report, it
states that "Apparent17, no consensus has been reh&I- that the
future prOsperity and international position of the United States
depend critically upon broader public attainment in mathematics,
science, and -technology. In addition, there is no consensus that
high quality mathematics, science; and technology' education is a
matter of national concern, transcending State and local interests'
and responsibility."

I hope those conclusions, Mr. Chairman, are too harsh or prema-'
ture, but I do think they reflect a growing national concern about
the status of science and mathematics and instruction in teclmol,
ogy in this country. 7

The question remains, is there a problem, and after having lis-
tened only to the brief testimony that has been presented before
this committee this morningand I know you have had prior days
of testimonyI would join in support and associate myself with the
testimony of those who have gone earlier, to testify to the existence
of a very severe problem in our Nation's schools and colleges at all
levels, in the area of mathematics, science and technology.

The other question Is, does it make a difference, does it make a
difference in the life of this Nation? I think the answer to that is
also unequivocally yes, it makes a very substantial difference. Ulti-
mately, it could make all the difference in terms of the health of
our economy. It has a very direct bearing, as was stated earlier this
morning, on our national security, and ultimately it has a very
direct bearing on the quality of life in-this country.

The recent assessment of the problemand it is difficult to find
statistics that will adequately convey the dimensions of the prob-
lembut there was a recent national assessment of educational
progress in this country that showed that for 17-yearzolds in the
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United .States, that, for example, 38 percent were unable ta, read a
thermometer, that 58 percent were unable to find the area of a
square once one of its sides' was given. Eighty-four percentand I
tried this Problem out on my 14-year-old son-84 percent' were
unable to solve the problem "6 is whit percentage of 120."

While such findings and °then) strongly suggest that our educa-
tional system may t be teaching the basic skills necessary to par-
ticipateticipate successfully in this society and the economy of the present,,,,
and the future, the e are other signs that we are not producing the .

essential scientific and technical specialists that we need in this
country. There are many thousands of jobs even now itt the techni-
cal areas that go begging, even while this country has unemploy -.
ment at record high levels. The number of Ph. D.'s in engineering,-
for example, awarded in 'thisis country to U.S.:U.nationals has declined
by 54 percent since 1972. The number of baccalaureate, degree engi-
neers produced by the United States, for example, is substantially.
below that of Japan. Japan produces twice the number of engineers
than the United States, with one-half the population of this coun-
try. Indeed, the United.States lags behind in terms of the ratio and
its population. We lag behind not just Japan, which I think would
not came as a surprise, but it may come as a surprise to some that
we lag behind also the United Kingdom, Russia, and West Ger-
many.

There are many dimensions to the problems, but certainly the
one that has been talked about before this Committee relates to
teacher shortages. One-half of the teachers in science and math-
ematics are being graduated from the colleges and universities
,today as compared to one decade ago. Ai the University of Illinois
specifically, Mt. Chairman, of the 8,1L4fi accalaiireate degrees that
we graduated last year,' only, 49 of those students were certified to

, teach in the area of science and mathematics. ."
Chairman PEI*INS. Out of 8,146, only 49 4

Dr. IKENBERRY [continuing]. Only 49 were certified to, teach in
the area of science and mathematics.

Chairman PERKINS. That's practically nil.
Dr, IKENBERRY. It's practically nil, particularly in a State the size

of the State of Illinois. . ,a ,
In engineering faculties, there are an estimated 2,000 vacancies

across. the 'country. The practical implications of that, Mr. Chair-
man, in the case of the University of Illinois, we happen to have
One of the largest, if not the largest, colleges of engineering in the
country, and it was necessary for us to cut, last year our admissions
to that college by 10 percent simply because of the inability to find
and pay for teachers and to provide equipment and laboratories to
accommodate the number of students enrolled. We do have severe
equipment problems, quite apart from the teachers,' at the elemen-
tary and secondary and college and university levels, severe equip-
ment problems.

Again, just using our university as a single exampleand other
universities across the country could cite their own statisticsin
our instance we believe we should be investing $20 million annual-
ly in equipment replacement. We are now investing $5 million, so
we are failing far short and getting, farther behind each year.
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Salaries are a very seyere problem' fOr teachers in science and
mathematics, maybe the single greatest problem at the elementary
and secondary level, in the ability; to both attract and retain quell-
fied teachers. Our curriculumtneeds, attention in science and math-
ematics. Outdated content,/Thadequate offerings in our public
schools, again an example from the University of Illinois, we have
generally a very high quality student body; we are fortunate to
have good students and hi competition for admission; And yet, of
the students admitted at i 'e;University of Illinois, one-half of those
students coul have en,=certain of the course work in mathemat-

les that'theyitake at 1 e'University of lllinois. They very well could
'gave ,take at, , course work at the elementary or secondary

level prio co g;t67:the University of Illinois. Remedial instruc-
tion,,,in emetics ORhis country, for example, has increased by
72 rcen ver theSlatit decade. .

n:,sloWlii. education to adopt innovative instructional
lee es to teaching science and technology. For example, in

illarAiinlyersity, 20 years ago the university developed a
, , c.' for automated teaching pperations, or a system

t was one of the first computer-assisted instruc-
the country. It now has 20 systems in operation

ld, with 200 remote sites, with some 13 million
date. But most of this teaching has been at the

: ogegig, l'university level and in industrial and government set-
0,!AVit very little teaching through the PLATO system being

,, a co phshed at the elementary and secondary level, primarily be.
/.14-'eause' we have not taken the time and pxpended the resources in.../.; ,

v ,Ur Nation to develop the courseware, the curriculum, that can be
taught by a computer. But there is no technological reason why,

Vhor is there any 'pedapgical reason, why we cannot effectively
.,' apply technology to assiithig the instruction and the improvement

- of competencies in science, math, and technology in our Nation's
fichosgs and colleges.
' The solution, it seems to me, Mr. Chairman, must begin with a
national determination to address and resolve the problem. Many
speakers have spoken here yet this morning abOut the importance
of joint action, and it is true there is no single agency of State gov,
ernment or Federal Government that can alone address in a sig-

. nificant *ay this problem. There is no single level of education, not
the University of Illinois, or Morehead State Teacher's College, or
the public schools at the elementary and secondary level, no single
level of education in this country that can alone solve the problem.

One .of the very special aspects of H.R430 that I think is to be
commended, it is the single piece of legibetion that does link to-
gether our elementary and secondary schools and ouit universities
and colleges in a concerted, joint attack on this problem. It is a

Education
attack. I just finished a few days with , the Business Higher

Education Forum, which is composed- of 20 or 30 of the Nation's
corporate leaders, and 20 or 30 representatives from the higher
education community. A great portion of that session, two-thirds of
our discussion during that 2-day period, wast_devoted precisely to
the problem we are discussing this morning, the implications of
this Nation's dwindling manpower position in the area of science
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and technology, the problems of inadequate preparation at all
levels of education in this country.

The State of Illinois has recently formed a commission on science
and technology, again bringing together , leaders from education
and industry and government to address this problem at the State
lawel. At the University of Illinois we are attempting, through a
reallocation and a readdresaing of our own priorities, to, make. a
major attack' on the problems facing engineering education' at our
particular institution, to try to shore up our equipment budgets
that I cited to you earlier, to try to improve and expand our ability
to train teachers in science and mathematics, including the use of,
summer camps, involving teachers and supervisors and students,
high school students, to bring together the resources of the univer-
sity on that problem. 4 °

The goals, it seems to me, should include a broadening of the
pool of students who are well prepared in the fields of mathematics
and science. And I might pause just a moment,to distinguish be-
tween mathematics and science. The reason I tai nk mathematics is
so terribly important is competency in mathematics is fqndamen:
tally important to further competency in almost any branch of sci-
ence, so the two must go hand in hand. But to broaden the pool of
students, prepared at the elementary, secondary, and higher educa-
tion levels in science and mathematics, to improve our curriculum,
to expand the number of teachers at all levels available in this
area, to modernize our equipment; to apply technology- to the
teaching of science and mathematics and technology, and to in-
crease the general societal literacy in this area and the quality of
education in this country.

As we approach this, and in whatever piece of legislation that is
finally endorsed by this committee and, adopted by the Congress, I
hope there will also be, as there is in this bill, a provision for re-
search and development to assess the effectiveness of the efforts
that are already being made to strengthen the quality of science
and mathematics education in this country; and also to develop
new approaches and. more effective approaches to teaching in this
area.

Mr. Chairman, I think you should know that you certainly have
our support, the support of the education community, as you ad-
dress what is a' terribly significant problem for the life of our
Nation, and certainly a vety central problem in the life of Ameri-
can education.

I thank you for the Opportunity to appear here.
[The statement of Dr. Ikenberry with attachment follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. STANLEY 0. 1KENBERRY, PRESIDENT, UNIVERSITY OF

ILLINOIS

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I am Stanley 0. Ikenberry, Presi-
dent of the University of Illinois. I am pleased to have the opportunity to appear
before you today to discuss the state of science, mathematics, and technology in
American education and to comment specifically on H.R. 30 as it relates to postsec-
ondary education. The 98th Congress will face no issue which will have a greater or
longer-term impact on the economic health of the United States than preserving the
preeminence of American science and technology.

It is quite distressing that the importance of the issue has heretofore not been
fully recognized. I quote from the National Science Board's Commission on Precol-
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lege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology July 1982 report entitled
"Today's Problems, Tomorrow's Crises":

"Apparently, no consomme has been reached that the future prosperity and inter-
national position of the United States depend critically upon broader publiA attain-
ment in mathematics, science, and technology. In addition, there is no consensus
that high quality mathematics, science, and technology education'ie a matter of na-
tional concern, transcending state and local interests and responsibility . . . The ab-
sence of a national consensus on the importance of mathematics, science, and tech-
nology education for all citizens may be the central cause of the, critical problem
facing our educational systems. A broad national effort is essential."

Fortunately, there are encouraging signs that recognition of the problem as a sig-
nificant n' al issue is expanding rapidly outside the educational community to
ove ent, in , and the public at large. This legislation with these prominent

so early in he Congressional session follows a flurry ofactivitydlate in the
th Tigress. Matheihatics and science education were mentioned specifically in
th President Reagan's State of the Union message and the Democrat's response.

Business and industry have become alarmed with implications of the problem for
productivity and expansion. The Business-Higher Fducation Forum, of which I ama
member, devoted almost the entire agenda-of its semiannual meeting this past
weekend to industry's growing unmet needs for scientifically literate, technological-
ly sophisticated personnel.

It is critical that we as a nation and you as key policymakers move quickly to
agree on the dimensions of the problem and todevelop consensus on the major com-
ponents of a comprehensive strategy for its solution. I woul like to describe the
problem as seen by my colleagues in postsecondary education suggest some broad
goals for national action, to review some ideas that are w g already, and to
comment on the specific provisions of ' H.R. 30 as they relate to colleges anduniversi-
ties. f

THE PROBLEM

The growing scientific and mathematical illiteracy of our general population is
perhaps best illustrated by some findings of a recent study. The National Assess-
ment of Educational Progress showed that for 17-year-olds in the United States: 38
percent were unable to read a thermometer; 58 percent were unable to find the area
of .a square given one of its sides; 84 percent were unable to solve the problem: 6 is
what percent of 120?

While such findings and others strongly suggest that our educational system is
not tea hung the basic skills necessary to participate successfully in the society 'find
econo of the near future, there are other signs that we are not producing the
essentiat scientific and technical specialists either. -

Tens of thOusands of technical positions go begging,even as unemployment ex-
ceeds 10 percent nationally.

iThe number of Ph. D.'s in engineering awarded to U.S. nationals has declined by
54 percent since 1972.

Japan produces twice as many engineers as the United States with half the popu-
lation; the Soviet Union produces four times as many per capita. In fact, the United
States produces less engineers per capita than the United Kingdom, West Germany,-
Japan and the, Soviets. Despite this alarming fact, the University of lllixpis College
of Engineering, rnong the largest and best in this country, was forced lit,budgetary
constraintsito reduce its entering enrollments in the past two years by mere than 10

percent.
The reasons for these problems are far, less complex than their solution. First, we

are not putting enough good instructors in the classroom and keeping them there.
I'm certain you heard yesterday about the extreme shortage of ,quolifi.ed math and
science teachers in our elementary and secondary schobls. I'm sorry to report to you
that there is no relief in sight in the near term. Nationally, math,alid science teach-
er training enrollntents in our colleges and Universities are less than half what they
were a decade ago. Of the 8,146 students who received baccalaureate degreei from
the University of. Illinois in 1982, only 49 chose to be certified to teach high school
math or natural science.

Faculty shortages exist in our colleges and universities as well. In engineering
alone we estimate more than 2,000 unfilled faculty vacancies nationally. Many of
our best students leave for industry rather than enter advanced graduate study;
those who stay to complete a Ph. D. are often lured away from teaching. This situa-
tion is easy to understand in the contest of current Rotary differentials. This past
year the average engineering graduate in Illinois with a four-year Bachelor of Sci-
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once degree began his or her career at $24,800. At the same time we were offering
$30,000 to beginning Ph. D.'s on the College of Engineeringlaculty.

A second cause for our national problem is the sorry state of scientific equipment
in our classrooms and laboratories. The need for more and bettor. state -of -the art
equipment at all levels of education has been well-documented:In times of contin-
ued fiscal distress, however) equirfament needs are often sacrificed to keep faculty
and students in the classroom. The University of Illinois has an accumulated equip-
ment defiCiency well in excess of $20 million but has an annual' equipment,budget of
less than $5 million.. The deficiencY is now growing at an annual rate of nearly $10
million. Deficiencies in the. sophisticated research equipment which: are an impor-
tant component of graduate training in the sciences and engineering are even great-
er than those in teaching eqiiipment. A 1980 study by the. American Association of
Universities found that the median age of instrumentation in ten research .universi-
ties was twice that in two leading industrial laboratories:. Althotighhe obsolescence
of scientific equipaient has been recognized ns,a critical national problens.by the Na-
tional Institutes of Health, thb National Science Foundation, the Department of De-
fense, and others, budgetary constraints have severely hampered attempts to dye'
with- it. . t

A third problem is that high school curricula often fail to equip their graduates
with adequate mastery of basic skills in matheinatics and Science.. It is of flakier con-
cern to those of us in postsecondary education that high school curricula have
proved to be inadequate preparation for many students who chbose to pursue .ad-
vanced scientific and technological study in college. Thus, basic education Must be
provided by colleges and universities. Freshman matheinatics students at the Uni-
versity of Illinois tend to be quite bright and highly Motivated; they rank on the
average in the 89th percentile or bettor in their high school class and in Ltieir:scores
on standard national examinations. Yet nearly half of them take courses in college
which could have been 'offered in high school. Nationally, according to the National
Science Board-Precollege Commission, "Remedial mathematics enrollments at four-
year institutions of higheeeducatio9 increased' 72 percent between 1975 and 1980,
while Iotal student enrollments Increased by only seven percent. At public four-year
colleges, 25 percept of the mathematics courses are remedial;, at community 42
percent are:" The most damaging effect of the growing. lack'.0.adeqUate precollege
preparation even among bright students' is the diversion of;fiicarpu resources from
advanced work to remediation.

Fourth, and finally, many. students witii*U demonstitited interest, in science are
turned off by instructional approaches which.lacji innovation er'imegmation. There
is little real applicationi, for instance, of computers; or other'advanced. technologies
to the precollege classrOomYeVen though their potential for teaching and raising in-
terest levels is enormous. The same students whO profetisAlislike for'school Science
ironically can be ,frequent visitors to our most interesting 'science museums, and
spend hours with video games. We are losing them 4121. future seientists and engi-
neers before they even enter high school.

NATIONAL GOALS

We must move quickly to improve the mathematictili.:Scientific and technOlogical
`knowledge of all citizens and we must keep a healthy proportion of excellent stu-
dents flowing into our doctoral prpgrams. As stated by- he National Science Board
Commission,. we need a national consensus which tranitc;earls interests and responsi-
bilities at all levels. I urge the .adoption of the Commission'slgoals as national objec-

.tives: To. continue to develop and to broaden the pool of students who are-well pre-
.,'pared and ,highly motivated for advanced careers in matheinatics,. science and engi-,

neering; to widen the range °of high qUality educational Offerings in mathenatics,
, science and technology at all-grade levels, so that more students 'Would be.prepared

for and thus have greater options to choose among technically-oriented careers and
professions; and to increase the-general mathematies,. science:and technology liter-
acy of all citizens for life, work and full participation in the society-of the future.

POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION RESPONSE

While mathematics and science educatior problems require-a concerted response
froth the Federal government, this is not to suggest that. Congress alone can solve
the problem. All levels of government and all levels of education must cooperate
among themselves. As stated by the American Council on Education, .America's
pp ndary institutions have a definite role to play: "Their.resources should be
directed to the most critical problems that beset the science education system so
that adequate numbers of qualified mathematics andscience school teachers will be
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trained; education for technology and science-related careers will be provided; the
proper 'research environment, experience and tools to rain the next generation of
scientists, engineers, Idol researcher's will be encouraged.; and resetirch to improve
instruction and the educational' uses of information technology will be supported."

It is important for the members of this committee to know that the postsecondary
education community is not merely wringing its hands waiting for Congress to act,
but rather has begun implementing strategies aimed at solving at least part of the
problerp..At the University of Illinois, we have long been noted as a preeminent de-
veloper of computer-assisted instruction hardware and softviare. The PLATO educa-
tional system now marketed nationwide by the Control Data Corporation, for exam-
ple, is the product of University of Illinois researchers. These same researchers are
now exploring other *keys to Apply technology to teach technology better. Other fac-
ulty are working with 1°01 schools on micro-computer applications.

We are continuing a tfitccessful program for gifted high school students interested
in careers in engineering. We are establishing summer camps. for the brightest high
school students to expand theirknowledge in mathematics and the natural sciences.

We are working with the State of Illinois on a multi-year, multi-million dollar
plan to upgrade the University's science and engineering equipment. The plan is
being given a sufficient priority to survive all but the most Draconian budget cut-.
backs:

We are establishing an extended engineering program to allow engineers and
technician. to,receive continuing education off campus, during Working.hoUrs to up-
gradethe skills as technology advanced rapidly. The program was requested by in-
dustry and will be partially supported by the employers of the students in the pro-
gram. We could develop similar programs for math and science teachers.

We are fictively considering raising the entrance requirements for the University
of I11 ois to three years mathematics and two years of science in high school. Al-
though the new requirements would have to be phased hi rather than be effective
immediately, we can send a message as to the importance of these subjects.

All of these efforts and others can be intensified and broadened with a renewed
commitment to invest in building our strengths as the world's leader in math, sci- °

ence, and technology.

COMMENTS ON H.R. 30 .

I wish to begin my specific remarks on H.R. 30 by commending Chairman Perkins
and the other members of this committee for their strong support of math and sci-
ence efforts in the 97th Congress and for the introduction o and early hearing on
the "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act." I wholeheartedly agree
that this is an emergency which requires immediate attention even as we plot
longer-term sbategies. My remarks are confined primarily to "Part BPostsecond-

,, ary Assistance" which applies most directly to my own university and its sister in-
stitutions.

We were especially pleased to see included in the bill Section 624, "Strengthening
Educational Research and Development." Further research is absolutely essential to
better define the reasons for the problem and provide feedback to Congress on the
outcomes of some early efforts at solutions. This would permit targeting of Federal
funds more precisely in the years ahead. You may wish to include in Section 624 the
creation of a national center (or centers) for the study of math, science, and technol-
ogy education probletns at the elementary level in particular. H.R. 30 quite correct
ly recognizes that improvement is needed at the elemetftary school level. We at the
University of. Illinois are encouraged by the prospects of such a center because our
own Center for the Study of Reading has been so successful in identifying problems
in reading comprehension and is becoming quite influential in changing
education methods throughout the counti7. I would also suggest that you amen
paragraph a(2) of the section to include "the development of instructional technol-
ogies' in addition to "research on the use of instructional,' technologies." The Na-
tional Institute of Education could become a valuable source of support for the de-
velopment of new software teaching packages.

' I also commend your support for incentives to get more students into math and
science teacher training programs as represented by the Congressional Scholars pro-
gram. As we know more about what is .deterring young people from entering the
profession and failing to hold others there, we wiillll want to attack this problem on a
broader front with a. variety of strategies. For the present, I would suggest that the
Scholars be identified earlier than three years into college. That is almost tho late
to influence students to choose a career in math or science teaching and, therefore,
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would mono likui) reward them, who haye already made the decision rather 1111111
add to the pool of Writers.

I am also please/1 to see Soction 623 supporting sunuaor institutes and worksluipe
for teachers. Our 'experience Is that dime can be effective n1041111 of upgrading tench.
lug skills end expanding kno-wItslge of subject gnaw. We have found that summer
programs are most effective when they are cle ly linked with activity throughout
the school your. Thus, I would suggent some progrtuunat.la linkages in ll.it. 210 be-
twoen Part A fund uses and the Summer Institutes.

Finally, I would suggest that some support be given in the bill to special programs
for gifted precollege students in mathematics and sciences. Successful programs like
North Carolina's special school and our plapnod summer programs are critical to
the supply of our future scientists and engineers.

CONCLUSION

Some of the problems I have discussed hero today are not addressed in ILK SO,
but they also are outside the jurisdiction of this committee and the De{ moat of
Education. I recognize that you as a committee are somewhat constrain in your
capacity to respond. The problem is so pervasive that it will not he solved by A
single agency or committee anymore than it can be solved by a single college or
school or single level of education. Its successful solution requires cooperation on a
broad front.

In Washington jargon, its solution is also largely in the out years. American sci-
ence has become prominent in the world as the result of years of s ed invest-
month which can be traced back to our principle of university access* le' free
schools; to a national investment in basic research and more recently, to the Nation-
al Defense Education Act. There are no quick fix solutions to the gradual erosion of
those efforts, only a long-term, comprehensive sustained effort.

We commend you for beginning that process through these hearings of yesterday
and today.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my remarks. I would be pleased to respo'nd to ques-
tions.
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About the National Science Board Commission on
Precollege Education in Mathematics,

Science and Technology

In response to the current decline in the quality and quantity of precollege mathematics and
science education in the United States, the National Science Board (NSB) established the
Commission on Precollege EdUcation in Mathematics, Science and Technology. The NSB
Commission is composed of 20 personi from .a,wide variety. of fields and is co-chaired by
William T. Coleman, Jr. and Cecily Cannan Selby. .

The purPose of the NSB Commission is to define a nationalagenda for, improving mathe-
matics and science education in this country. It will develop an action plin that wills include

,;a definition of the appropriate roles and responsibilities of federal, state, and local govern-
ments, professional and scientific societies, and the private-sector in addressing this prbblem

of national dimension.

The Commission will be active over a period of 18 months and will issue interim reports on its
findings. The Commission is charged to:

Examine the existing evidenceon the.quality. orprecollege (all classes, K-I2) educa-
tion in mathematics and science;

Identify where current practices and policies fail to ensure the entry, selection, educa-

tion and utilization oPthe full range of potential talent in science, mathematics and

engineering;

Identify and analyie 'existing mathematics and science programs, teaching materials
and teaching techniques whose success may justify imitation or adaptation;

Develop an understanding of the roles that all systemsgovernment and private organiza-
tions, professional groups and individualscan play in improving mathematics and

science educaiion;

Establish a set of principles, options and strategies which can be used to improve the
quality of secondary school science and mathematics education. ,

About the National Science Foundation .

The NatiOnal,Scienbe Foundation (NSF) was established on May 10, 1950, as

an independent agency, of the Executive Bran6 of the Federal Governinent.
Public Law 507 of the 81st, Congress states that the "Foundation shall consist
Oa National Science Board (NSB) anda Director." The NSF Act assigns policy-
making functions fo the National Science Board and the administration of the
Foundation to the Director. The policies of the Board on the support of science,
,development of scientific manpower and, improvement of science education are
generally implemented through the various programs of the Foundation.
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Dear Dr. Branscomb:

, -

We are most pleased to transmit to you the
first formal report of our Cannission,
"Today's Problems, Tomorrow's-Crises."' This
report represents the Dannission's assessment of

the condition'of precollege education in.
mathematics, science and technology.-in this

'country. ,

The problems summarized in our report--if left .

UnresolvedWill escalate-in the years ahead.:
Thus, all Americans need to recognize the broad
importance otmathematics, science and technology .

in the education of our youth. .We hope,
accordingly, that our report will receive wide
dissemination.

The seriousness of the current situation
underscores the Commission's resolve to develOP,
during the remainder Of its life,'an agenda for -

action for all.sectOrs of. society.

Sincerely,

William T. Coleman, Jr. . 'Cecily Cannan Selby
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Today's Problems, Tomorrow's Crises

Introduction Across the United States, there is escalating awareness that our
educational systems are facing inordinate difficulties in trying to
meet the needs of the Nation in our changing and increasingly
technological society. We appear 'to be raising a generation of
41/4mericans, many of whom lack the' anderitanding and the skills
necessary to participate fully in the technological world in which
they live and work. Improved preparation of all citizens in the
fields of mathematics, science, and technology inessential to the
development and maintenance of. our. Nation's economic strength,
military security, commitment to the democratic ideal of an in-
formed and participating citizenry, and leadership in mathematics,
science and technology.

To meet these ends, our formal and informal education systems
must have the commitment and the capacity to achieve three equally
important goals:

to continue to develop and to broaden the pool of students
who are well prepared and highly motivated for advanced
careers in mathematics, science and engineering;

to widen the range of high - quality educational offerings in
mathematics, science" and technology at all grade levels, so
that more students would be prepared for and thus have
grekter options to choose among technically oriented careers
and professions; and

to increase the general mathemitics, science, and technology
literacy of all citizens for life, work and full participation in,
the society' of the future.

The first goal needs little explanation, since maintenance of U.S
scientific and technological- capacity requires superbly educated
mathematicians, scientists, and engineers. As the total number of
18-year-olds in the population continues to decrease into the 1990's,
the percentage of high school graduates entering preprofessional,
college-level courses fn science and engineering must increase to
meet future manpower needs. In addition, to meet the country's
needs for- excellence, creativity, and innovation in its scientific
work, we must develop and utilize the talents of all Americans,
including women and minorities (now-currently underrepresented
in the science and engineering professions).
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The critical valub of the second goal has became widely recognized
during the past few years. The current gap between opportunities
for those with and without credentials in Mathematics, science
and technology will increase dramatically as the technologiCal
complexity of U.S. society increases. Industrial leaders have iden-..
tilled the current shortage of trained technicians as a serious
barrier to increased productivity. Military commanders echo this
concern about their manpower requirements for meeting national
security needs. In such professions as laW, journalism, and buii-
ness management, there is also a growing demand.for menand
women with backgrounds in mathematics, science, and tech-
nology. The current and increasing shortage 'of tizens ade-
quately prePared by their education to take on the iiisks needed
for the development of our economy, our culture, and our secu-
rity is rightly called a crisis by leaders in academe, business, and
government.

The third goal is rooted in Thomas Jefferson's familiar dictum
that an educated citizenry is the only safe repository of democratic
values. The life and work of Jefferson and others make clear that
abroad understanding of the relationships between science and
society was considered by early Americans as integral to the ideal
of the Republic. To lead full lives and to participate with confidence
in contemporary American society, citizens need an understand-
ing and appreciation of mathematics, science and technology.

This report reviews the status of math, science and technology
instruction in our educational systems and explores some of the
key problems and challenges facing thqse systems. The central
conclusion to be drawn is that, in .the aggregate, the U.S. edu-
cational systems currently are not satisfactorily achieving the second
and third goals, and they will need assistance, although perhaps to
a somewhat lesser extent, to meet the first.

Data from a number of sources have documented declining student
achievement in mathematics and science, as indicated by declines in:

science achievement scores of U.S. 17-year-olds as measured
in three national assessments of science (1969, 1973, and 1977);

mathematics scores of 17-year-olds as measured in two
national assessments of mathematics (1973, 1978); the decline
was especially severe in the areas of problem-solving and ap-
plications of mathettiatics;

mathematical and verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
of students over an 18-yeaeperiod through 1980; and 4

students prepared for post-secondary study. Remedial mathe-
matics enrollments at four-year institutions of higher educa-
tion increased 72 percent between 1975 and 1980, while total
student enrollments increased by only seven percent. At public
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four-year colleges, 25 percent of the mathematics courses are
remedial; and at community colleges, 42 percent are.

The proportion and qualifications of high school seniors who will
major in mathematics, science, and engineering have remained
roughly constant over the past 15 years, although college engi-
neering enrollments have increased steadily since the mid-I 970's.
Some students are also receiving more advanced experiences in
secondary school science and mathematics as indicated by per-
fornilOce on advanced placement tests.

Nonetheless, adequate mathematics and science course opportu-
nities are not available for all talented and motivated students.
As many as one-third of U.S. secondary schools do not offer suffi-
cient mathematics to qualify their graduates far) admission to.
accredited engineering schools. Only one-third of the 21,000 U.S.
high schools, teach calculus, and fewer than one-third offer
physics courses taught by qualified physics teachers.

The evidence on student participation and achievement indicates
a wide and increasing divergence in the amount andquality of the
mathematics, science and technology education acquired by those
who plan to go on to college and study in those areas and by those
who do not. Students in the latter category generally stop their
study of mathematics and science at a relatively early age, per
form considerably less well on achievement measures than .the.
career-bound, and do not have opportunities to pursue appropriate
courses in contemporary technology. Only nine percent of the
students graduating from'vocationally oriented secondaiy school
programs in 1980 took three years of science, and only 18 percent
took three or more years of mathematics. Hence, it is clear that
while the first goal stated in the introduction presently is being
fulfilled reasonably well, the second and third goals are not. In
fact, the educational system may actually have carried out these
latter goals better 20 years ago: the proportion of public high
school students (grades 9 to 12) enrolled in science courses has
declined since that time. Thus, the principal concern with student
participation and achievement is with those who do not plan
careers in mathematics, science, or engineering.

In addition, wide differences persist in achievement and partici-
pation levels among students from different social, groups. Women
have traditionally participated less than men in science, and members
of various minority groups (specifically, if not exclusively, Ameri-
can Indians, Black Americans, Mexican Americans and Puerto
Ricans) have participated less and performed less well on stand-
ard science and mathematics achievement tests than their white
counterparts. Approximately 20 percentage points separated the
mathematics achievement scores of 17- year -old black and white
students on national assessment tests in both .1973 and 1978. Ap-
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proximately 15 percentage points separated 17-year-old Hispanics
and whites in both years, Between 1973 and 1978, nine-year-old
black students showed a definite improvement in performance on
mathematics achievement tests, while the average performance of
nine-year-old white students declined and that of Hispanics re-
mained constant.

Specific Studies and analyses of conditions in the U.S. educational system
Contributory including both its formal and its informal componentspoint
Problems to four problems that contriliBte to declining student participa-

tion and achievement levels.

Teachers

Individual teachers have considerable discretion in the selection
of course content and instructional approaches and, therefore,
play a pivotal role in the education of students. Superior teachers
of mathematics, science and technology can motivate students to
do well in their courses and can stimulate students to take more
advanced courses and consider technically or scientifically oriented
careers. Mediocre and poor teachers may dampen the enthusiam
of good students and fail to recognize and stimulate the devel-
opment of potential talents in others. Therefore, the documented
shortage of superior teachers must be considered a prime contrib-
uting cause of decreasing student participation and achievement
in mathematics, science and technology.

There is also a growing shortage of qualified secondary school math-.
em atics and physical science teachers. 1j1 1981, 43 states (of 45
responding) reported a shortage of mathematics teachers. For
physics teachers, 42 states reported such shortages. In the same
year, 50 percent of the teachers newly employed nationwide to
teach secondary science and mathematics were actually uncerti-
fied to teach those subjects. From 1971 to 1980, student teachers
in science and mathematics decresed in numberthreefold in sci-
ence and fourfold in mathematicsand only half of them have
actually entered the teaching profession. ki addition, 25 percent
of those currently teaching have stated that they expect to leave
the profession in the near future._

Some of the problems that affect the participation and achieve-
ment of students at all grade levels are:

Among certified teachers of high school mathematics and sci-
ence, very few have had the formal educational preparation
required to provide students with an understanding of modern
technology,

There.are few available opportunities for certified mathematics
and science teachers to update or broaden their skills, and
backgrounds. Such training opportunities are essential due to
the rapid advances taking place in mathematics, science and
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technology and the need to introduce new types of upper
level courses for nonspecialists.

Thefeare few inservice programs to certify teachers who are
presently not qualified to teach mathematics and science.

Most teachers in the primary and middle school grades have
not had training in science and mathematics or courses in
methods to teach these subjects.

District-level supervision has been reduced as a result of finan-
cial retrenchment or has been shifted from instructional to
administrative support. As a result; relatively feW people are
available outside the classroom to provide quality control or
to assist teachers with pedagogical problems.

Classrooms

Deficiencies in the numbers and qualifications of mathematics
and science. teachers are exacerbated by classroom conditions,
including inadequate instructional time, equipment, and facilities.

The time available for adequate instruction in U.S. schools is far
more limited than in other advanced countries. In the United
States, the typical school year consists of 180 days, as contrasted
with 240 days in Japan. This is further reduced by absenteeism,
which amounts to an average of, 20 days per school year. The
typical school day is five hours long, compared with six- or eight-
hour days in other countries. In addition, many periods of varying
length throughout school days and weeks are devoted, to non-
academic pursuits, both reducing the hours available for instruc-
tion and diverting the time and energy of teachers to noninstruc-
tional duties. Problems associated with student discipline and
motivation, which are severe in some schools an d affect the
general learning environment, have been well publicized.,

Many science courses in schools throughout the country are being
taught without an adequate-laboratory component or with no
laboratory, at all. In some cases, laboratory apparatus is obsolete,
badly in need of maintenance, or nonexistent. In other cases, such
apparatus is not used because of a lack of paraprofessionals/ or
aids to set up and maintain equipment, a condition that has
become increasingly important -,due to the greater concern for
safety in the schools.

Curricula

Curricula in mathematics and in several scientific disciplines wale
developed with federal support two, or more decades ago to pro-
vide rigorous, modern course work for high school students inter-
ested in careers in mathematics, science and engineering. These
curricula, and several generations of privately-deyeloped'successors,
continue to serve their purpose; Though many need to be revised.

3 &I
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Mechanisms must be developed to incorporate effectively into the
curricula changes associated with advances in the disciplines and
evolving contemporary technologies.

Another curricular concern is that upper level high school courses
based on these curricula are too abstract and theoretical for most
students. In fact, serious doubts exist about whether many of the
commonly offered mathematics, science and technology courses
in the secondary schools are, iryheir present form, of much value

to students planning careers outside of mathematics, science or
engineering. Few courses or widely accepted curricula are avail-

able with the explicit aim of providing such students with ade-
quate preparation in mathematics and science. In addition,
courses associated with modern technology are not available;
most courses, in fact,.make little reference to technology at all.

In the lower grades, mathematics courses emphasi4e basic tompu-
tational skills rather than interpretation and application. Science
courses at those levels often are empty of content and, generally,
do not build upon the work of previous grades.

Appropriate courses in modern technology are noravailable.Few'
systematic attempts are made to integrate learning in mathematics,
science and technology. As a result, little coherent preparation is
offered for the disciplinary courses (usually earth science and biology)

encountered for the first time in the ninth and tenth grades. This
condition is particularly unfortunate, because a wealth of infor-
mation supports the conclusion that students who dislike mathe-

matics and science courses in the early grades, or who receive in-
adequate instruction in those grades, are unlikely to participate
effectively in upper level courses.

Instructional Approaches

In general, precollege mathematics, science and technology instruc-

tion has yet to take advantage of the advances in technology and
behavioral science of the past 20 years. For example, computers
provide an immqnse opportunity to,develop curricula and instruc-
tional approaches that might motivate larger numbers of students

and increase the flexibility of the programs available to them.
Computers and other modern technologies are available in many
U.S. schools, and imaginative uses are made Ofittenstructional
aids in individual classrooms. However, computer software is gen-

erally inadequate, and the full potentialt4 these technologies for

instruction has received little attention."

Considerable progress also is being made in research in math and
science education. The cognitive sciences are providing .a wealth
of informatin on the way mople learn. For example, knowledge
is now available about tVe relative degree of abstraction that
students of a particular age can be expected to grasp. However,
such information has yet to be systematically applied either in the
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development of mathematics, science, and technology curricula,
or in the training of teachers of these subjects.

Finally, there is evidence that many students who have an interest
in mathematics, science, and technology are not being reached
through instructional approaches currently used in the classroom.
Whereas many students do not like school science-.--and form this
opinion by the end of third grademany do like the science and
technology that they see on television. They also like what they
encounter at science and technology museums, planetariums,
nature centers, and national parks. Many of these institutions
facilitate science and technology education with their own after-
school, weekend, and vacation blasSes. In addition, many school'
classes make field trips to such institutions. Because these, pro-
grams are apparently more appealing than school science offer-
ings, the innovative instructional approaches used in them should
be examined and, where possible, applied to the classroom setting.

Largely, public schools reflect, rather than determine, publiver-
ceptions and priorities. The condition of mathematics, science
and technology education reveals an apparent misperception by
the public that adequate course work need only be provided to
students preparing for college-level study in these fields and that
these courses are unnecessary for other students. This is consis-
tent with the broader perception that excellence in science and
technology is vitally important to the Nation but that it can and'
should be left to the experts. Thus, its pursuit has little to do with
the day-to-day concerns of most peopleexcept when major .
news events such as a nuclear reactor accident or a space shuttle
launch intrude. This misperception about the mathematics, sci-
ence and technology training needed.by, students in our schools is
tragic for our society as a whole.

Yet, a reasonable fraction of the adult public is interested in
scienceand technology. This is evident from the recent popularity
of science magazines for nonspecialists, quality televisfon and
radio programs (particularly in the public media), and science and
technology museums. Although a large fraction of the public
enjoys science and technology, it appears that many consider
school mathematics, science, and technology as isolated from
the real world and.not essential for most students.

That misperception is part of a public, view that the aims, sub-
stance, and quality of public education do not reflect the consid -.
erable economic, social, and cultural changes that have occurred
in this country since the late 1960's. TodaY, an increasing per-
centage of the work force is concerned with the retrieval, processing,

'hand transmission,of information. Yet, public school mathematics
and science courses are, at best, only peripherally concerned and
preparing students to work and live in a society that concentrates
on such tasks.

7
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Apparently, no consensus has been reached that the future pros-
perity and international position of the United States depend
critically upon broader public attainment in mathematics, science,
and technology. In addition, there is no consensus that high quality
mathematics, science, and technology education is ,a matter of
national concern, transcending state and local interests and
responsibility. Mathematics and science requirements both for
high school graduation and for college entry have generally
declined over the past IS years, Although there are some encour-
aging signs that this trend is reversing, only about one-third of the
Nation's 16,000 school districts require more than one year of
high school mathematics and one year of science for graduation.

National Science The absence of a national consensus on the importance of mathe-

Board matics, science, and technology education for all citizens may be

Commission the central cause of the critical problem facing our educational
systems. A broad national effort is essential. The National Science

Board Commission on Pre&illege Education in Mathematics, Sci-
ence and Technology has been established to address this condi-
tion. The Commission will define, over the next year, a national
agenda that should provide an action plan for all sectors of
society to uje in the achievement of the three important educa-
tional goals outlined in the introduction to this report.

Sources The data appearing in this report have been drawn from the
sources that follow. Specific citations and additional references
may be obtained on request fromthe office of the National Sci-
ence Board Commivion on Precollege Education in Mathe-
maas, Science and Technology.

I. National Science Foundation and Department of Education.
Science and Engineering Education for the 1980's and Beyond.
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, October
1980, primarily Chapter V. .

2. National Science Foundation. Science and Engineering Edu-
cation: Data and Information 1982. A Report to the National
Science Board Commission on. Precollege Education in Mathe-
matics. Science and Technology (NSF 82-30).

3. Papers presented at the National Academy of Sciences' Con-
vocalion on Precollege Education in Mathematics and Sci-
ence, particularly Paul DeHart Hurd, "State of Precollege
Education in Mathem atics and Science," (May 12-13,1982),
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Chairman PIERKINE4. Thank you very h.
We will withhold our questions until hear the entire panel.
Dr. Norfleet, let me welcome you here today. Dr. orfleet is

president of Morehead State University, which happens to be in
my congressional district. Ho is doing a wonderful job there as
president. lie built the institution up considerably. He has been
very much interested in better math and science courses ,through-
out the years; and I am delighted to welcome you here today, Di.
Norfleot.

STATEMENT OF MORRIS NORFLEETPRESIDENT, MOREHEAD
STATE UNIVERSITY

Dr. NORFLERT. Thank you, Congressman Perkins, for the invita-
tion to appear, and thank you, as members of the committee, for
your efforts in addressing a problem that I feel is very acute. It is
an honor to be here with my distinguished colleagues and express
my concern along with theirs.

I have a prepared statement. I will not read it in its entirety but,
rather, I would like to read portions and submit the statement for
the record.

I am President of Morehead State University, an institution lo-
cated in eastern Kentucky, ,enrolling 6,504 students, with approxi-
mately 48 percent of those we graduate going into teacher educa-
tion.

We have a concern for the math and science area because we
have seen it coming for a long time. Morehead State University
was founded to address the problems of preparing teachers in the
liberal arts programs, and we have responded to the technological
education opportunities by developing a wide array of 2-year and
preprofessional programs.

At the present time the shortage of certified teachers to teach
the science and math students and the shrinking number of stu-
dents entering these technical fields of study certainly threaten to
undermine what my institution is attempting to achieve in eastern
Kentucky. But iJ Is also threatening our economic development
throughout this country, the industrial base and the national secu-
rity, as has been addressed here previously this morning.

As President Reagan has previously stated at the Convention of
the National Academy of Science and the National Academy of En-
gineers in May of 1982, "failure to remain at the industrial fore-
front results in direct harm to the economy and the standard of
living."

What is the problem? I see the problem taking at least 10 years
to resolve to the level of satisfaction that I think has been ex-
pressed here this morning. As stated in the findings, Section 601,
part A of this Emergency Act, the problem is twofold. We need to
increase the level of achievement of students at the elementary
and secondary levels, as well as increase the supply and qualifica-
tions of teachers of math and science at the elementary and sec-
ondary level.

We can focus on the teachers at the high school level and do
some immediate good, but there is a tong-range impact that must
come about, and it must start at maybe the first grade. Students
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must be taught the love of science, the love of mathematics, in ,
order to get them to go into those fields. if we do(pot Witch that
love of the sciences, aro we, in fact, forcing morn dropouts by put-
ting requirements on them at the high school level because they
aro afraid of the subject and they don't want to take thorn and
they'll take an alternative path? Implicit in the goal to increase
the level of achievement of our grade school children is that more
of these students will pursue academic and/or career goals in math
and Hciendo, thus providing us over the next decade and decades
hence an-adequate supply of well-trained teachers, scientists and
engineers.
- Part B of this act attempts to address the more short term prob-

lems of getting qualified teachers in those areas immediately to
begin increasing the competency of those students. If we want to
have an immediate impact, I am firmly convinced that we should
provide funds to enable teachers to go back to school during the
summer months to become qualified in the math and science areas.

Other areas of need have been identified here this morning. Cer-
tainly there aro needs in those areas. But if you. don't have enough
money to do the total job adequately, then let's focus on a problem
that we can handle. I have seen very few quail killed when you
shoot at the covey. You have to focus on the bird, and that's what I
think needs to be done in this particular act.

The current shortage of science and math teachers was predicted
in the midseventies. We are now responding in the eighties. I feel
two things primarily contributed to the current shortagea trend
that began in the sixties and carried into the seventies to down-
grade or liberalize secondary school curriculums which reduce sci-
ence and math requirements,, and second, the low pay associated
with teaching at the high school level.

Yes; we have had a problem. I have been involved in teacher
education and I saw modern math come on the scene. I saw it
taught at the university level, and I saw- it rejected. I'm not sure
how fully we ever made the transition to modern math, and I raise
the question but I don't have the answer. Are we still half way be-
tween something end we don't know where we are in the teaching
of mathematics? I think Dr. Ikenberry very clearly pointed out the
need for curriculum-revision and evaluation in these areas.

As relates to curriculum liberalization, colleges and universities
are not blameless, either. We also weakened our curriculum to
permit students more freedom of choice in course selection and pre-
electives. More times than not, students opted for courses other
than in science and mathematics. I can recall when we added a re-
quirement that teachers had to take an additional 3 hours of math-
ematics to become certified in elementary education, the great hue
and cry went up in our institution that we were forcing them out.
They didn't want to take the additional course.

The increase in the number of students we have in remedial sci-
ence and math courses attest to this fact, and Dr. Ikenberry ad-
dressed that.

There has been numerous times over the years when we have
been criticized for teaching remedial courses on our campuses. It is
my contention that if a student comes to college our job is to take

'him from where he is to where he should be at the time he gradu-
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atm That has meant providing remedial education to those ate.
dents. In our country we call it putting the jam on the shelf where
the student can reach it. But the reality of the need for these reme.
dial courses is evidenced that the achievement level of science and
math students we receive from the secondary sehools is not ode.
quote for them to do college level work. Those students who want('
to enter a course of study in college that requires somewhat more
than just minimum competency in science and mtheinitticii take
our remedial courses. Many students, though, try to avoid only but
the minimum science and math requirementn.

Thin trend must be reversed, and it can be done so with concen-
trated, cooperative effort on every front. We in Kentucky, as have
other States, have now taken steps to. upgrade our academic re-

4quirements for unconditional admission to a public institution,
whereas before graduation from high school got you into .college.
Beginning in 1987, high school students must complete a minimum
of 20 high school credits with a prescribed curriculum in the ad.
once and ninth areas. Our State Board of Education only this
month approved the increased number of high school credits rec.
ommended as the precollege curriculum. The State Council on
Higher Education also, in January of this year, approved these new
precollege standards as a minimum admission requirement for the
State's eight public 4-year institutions.

The irony of these increases is that we in Kentucky, with our
much needed public policy on precollege curriculum, have at the
time of a teacher shortage in the science and math areas actually
increased the demand not only for more science illist.math teachers
but. better ones, also. However, regardless of tffe5).Mmediate prob-
lem this poses for our State, the alternative was \ to'bio nothing and
continue the present trend of having college fikeshmen with less
than a basic competency in the science and math \field.

The second reason .for this shortage is tha,lew pay associated
with teaching versus private industry. Technology has changed the
way we all work and think, and it is absorbing many of the science
and math students we do produce, and understandably so; The
President of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics is
quoted as saying:

Math teachers coming out of college already realize that $12,000 paid to a begin-
ning teacher is a lot less than,$20,000 they could earn in the first year at some com-
puter firm. In addition, the public's indifference to the plight of teachers, the low
pay, the crowded classrooms, the poor facilities, is a sign for many students to stay
away from the teaching fields.

In a National Science Teachers Association survey conducted in
,

1981, among .newly employed science and math teachers, 50.2 per
cent were unqualified, and the results are particularly bad. in
States where high technology industries require the best trained
science and math teachers. . .

I could go into the:teacher shortage facts State by State, but I
want to address specifi y our problem in Kentucky. In Ken,
tucky, over the 10-year riod from 1971 to 1981, 905 science
majors and.786 mathemati majors were certified to teach at the
secondary level. This represents production from 8 public and 15
private institutionsin the Commonwealth. In 1971; the Common-
wealth of Kentucky certified 153 science teachers. In. 1980-81, it
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dropped to 53. In math, the. Commonwealth certified 137. teachers
in 1973-74, and only 44 in '1980-81. As a result of all these short-
ages; school districts are forced to use unqualified secondary teach-
ers to teach science and mathematics classes that their students
must have. When one looks at the declining leVel of achievement
scores of secondary school pupils in the field of, science and math-
ematics, the results of having uncertified teachers is obvious,. .

Here is what is happening in other States: 55 percent' of the
teachers of mathematics in North Carolina were certified% teach
mathematics in 1981; Missouri, 40 to. 80 percent of the proSpective
teachers graduating from the Missouri Teachers' Institute will be
certifiedand on and on showing the shortage.

It was estimated by the Kentucky Academy of Science thitt ap-
_Proximately 35,000 youngsters are being taught in the Common-
-wealth of Kentucky by uncertified teachers in the science and
math fields. The State of Maryland estimated that 50,000 students
were being taught by. teachers out of their -field. A review of the
facts of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics will
quickly give you a true picture of what is happening in our second-
ary schools. Is there any doubt why the achievement level in sci-
ence nd math has declined?

I eel that H.R. 30 is a step in the right direction. For whatever .
reason, the achievement level of etudents in the math and science
competencies have declined. .I think the emergency act will assist .
the State and itklocal school districts in developing plans and im-
plementing programs that will lead increasingly to the achieve-
ment level of our elementary and secondary students in science
and math. However, part B, as it relates to postsecondary, educe-
tion and assistance, is as important as part A. As dritical as the
need to get more current teachers certified to teach in the science
and math competencies is the need to modernize and upgrade the
facilities and equipnient in our postsecondary laboratorieS and
classroom not as great. Dr.' Ikenberry spoke to this point, and .I
would not suggest we get all the technologies involved with this
bill, but I think this is an issue that must be addressed immediate-
ly because we are teaching our prospective .and ft:turd students and
engineers to go out in a field where they will face equipment that
they have never had any instruction on at all in, the classroom;
that we cannot keep abreast of the change of 'technology..

This coming summer 'Morehead State University,' in an effort to
remedy the shortage of teachers in math and science in the Com-
monwealth, is initiating a two-summer sequence of courses leading
to a minor in mathematics and certification to' teach mathematics

-at the secondary level. The sequence, however, will not all be taken
in one summer. It consists of 23 semester hours of math and 3 se-
mester hours of programing in the basic languages. The summer
institute portion of part B will assist us in developing similar types
of programs.

In addition, Morehead State University developed special inserv-
ice teacher training programs in conjunction with our local school
districts to upgrade the quality of education. Part B of the act that
relate the su,. mer institute really excites me. I feel it is proper-
I3, foc Le prepare those teachers who are already in the
field an retr them because they are there, and some of them

, .
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may desire to go into this area.,Some are already in the area. This
will help them do so.

The Commonwealth of Kentucky has also made available loans'-
of $2,500 to students whom, upon entering their sophomore years,'
enters a math teaching certification curriculum. For each year
taught after graduation, 1 year of the ban will be' forgiven. Certi-
fied teachers in other fields who attend the summer school to
become certified to teach mathematics will qualify for up to bne-
third of the loan amount to be forgiven.

If I have one concern about the Emergency Act, it relates to the
relatively small amount of funds authorized for strengthening edu-
c,ational research and development and upgrading laboratory
equipment and facilities.

If I could identify the area in my institution that is 10 years
behind in the State of the art of equipment and facilities, it is in
the area of science and mathematics, particularly in the computer
sciences., -

When we talked about salaries a while ago, I cannot keep in-
structors in the area of computer science. I cannot compete with
business and, ridustry for those individuals. When I get a good pro-
fessor, he is with me for 2 to 3 years and he immediately leaves for
a salary in excess of $10,000 more than I can pay that individUal.

Federal programs in the past enabled us to keep up in the tech-
nologies in, the many' areas, and since many of.-these have been
eliminated or cut back, our capabilities' to keep up have dimin-
ished. We had the old title VI, part A and parpart A referred
to media equipment and part 13 to scientific equipment. The Na:
tional Science Foundation had an equipment program that has
been eliminated. Therefore, we have no access to thoge funds.

I think I can safely say that many of my fellow college and uni-
versity presidents support H.R. 30. I have talked to many of my
colleagues in the American Association of State Colleges and Um-
versities, which has a membership of 350 regional universities, like
Morehead State, and I know the association is firmly behind this
legislation. The 'results will be tangible,' and if I could summarize
by saying, No. 1, focus on training and retraining of those already
teaching, the, high school and elementary teachers, and encourage
more to go into the field of teaching.

There is a provision in this piece of legislation for teachers to be
on leave of absence, to be associated with a research laboratory,
where they can get firsthand knowledge of what is happening in
the field and take it back to 'the classroom. We are divorcing our
classrooms from those research laboratories and they do not know
what's going on.

Do something for facilities and equipment, so that we can ade-
quately train the teachers. We need to be encouragedsome way to
get more scholars on our campus, scholars from business and in-
dustry to bring the real world on s,ampus and into the .classrooms
of our public, elementary and secondary classrooms.

We need to develop this awareness program, and one of the
things that I am working on at the present time is to develop an
awareness programand it will piobably start, at the second grade
level, inviting a group of elementary teachers to campus for a
period of time, simply to acquaint them with the new scientific ap-

.
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proaches in all fields. It will .be a shotgun approach, but it's an
awareness attempt only. So that when .they, go back to the class-
rooms, and that second grade student comes in after having
watched Nova the night before, that teacher can be at least coher-
ent-in talking to the student about what he saw on television. This
will be an awareness attempt that will go on for a period of time,
year by year, bringing in a small number' With intensive instruc-
tion in the total, area.

COngressman Perkins and memberSOfthe committee, thank you
for giving me au opportunity to address this important issue.' More-
head State University stands firmly behind any attempt that this
committee and the legislature envisions in acting to remedy the

Thank you
[The statement of Dr. Norfleet follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MORRIS L. NORFLEET, PREHDENT, MOREHEAD STATE
UNIVERSITY

INTRODUCTION

I'm Morrie NOrfleet, President of Morehead State University. MSU is a public in-
stitution of 6,600 students located in eastern Kentucky. We serve primarily twenty-
two northeastein and eastern Kentucky counties. Twenty-one of these counties are
in Appalachia. I'm here today to speak in support of House Resolution 80, the Emer-
gency Mathematics and Science Education Act. The legislation is an attempt to pro-
vide assistance to improve elementary, secondary and post secondary education in
mathematics and science.

MSU was founded as, and is still, antinstitution primarily focused on providing
teachers to our service area. Along with our other Liberal,Arts programs, we have,
of course, responded to the demand for technological educational opportnities by de-
veloping a wide array of 2 year and pre-professional programs. We in eastern Ken-
tucky are acutely threatened. by the shortage of science and mathematics teachers
and the relatively small number of students matriculating in these fields today.

The shortage of certified teacheis to teach the sciences and mathematics students;
and the shrinking number of students entering these technical fields of study, cer-
tainly threatens to undermine what my institution is attempting to achieve in east-
ern Kentucky, but is also threatening to the economic development, the industrial
base and national security of this country. As President Reagan has previously
stated at the Convocation of the National Academy of Science and-the National
Academy of Engineering in May of 1982, "Failure to remain at the industrial fore.
front results in direct harm to the economy and standard of living."

PROBLEM

AB stated in the "finding" Section 601, Part A of this Emergency Act, the problem
is twofold. We peed to increase the level of achievement of students at the elemen-
tary and secondary level as well as increase the supply and qualifications of teach-
ers of mathematics and science at the elementary and secondary level. Implicit in
the goal to increase the level of achievement of our grade school children is that
more of these students will pursue academic and/or career goals in the mathematics
anchiciences, thus providing us over the next decade and decades hence an adequate
supply of well-trained teachers, scientists and engineers. Part B of this Act attempts
to address the more short-term problem of getting qualified teachers in these areas
immediately to begin increasing the competency of these students.

The current shortage of science and math teachers was predicted in the mid
1970's. I feel two things primarily - contributed to the current shortage: (1) A trend
that began in the 60's and carried into the 70's to downgrade or liberalize secondary
school curriculums whibh reduced science and math requirements, and (2) the low
pay associated with teaching at the high school level.

AB relates to curriculum liberalization, colleges and universities are not blameless
either. We also weakened our curriculums permitting students more freedom of
choice course selection. More times than not, students opted for courses other

ithan in science and mathematics. any students coming to us from the secondary
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schools lack the basic skills to deal with college level science and mathematic
courses. The increase in the number of sudents we have in remedial science and
math courses attest to this fact. There have been numerous times over the years
when we have been much criticized for teaching remedial courses on our campuses.
But the reality of the need for these remedial courses are evidence that the achieve-
ment level of the science and mathematics students we receive from the secondary
schools is not adequate for them to do college level work. Those students that waht
to enter a course of study in college tht requires somewhat more than just the mini-
mum competency in science and mathematics take our remedial courses. Many stu-
dents though try to avoid only but the minimum science and math requirements.

This trend must be reversed. The students entering our colleges and universities
must have stronger science and math backgrounds; not only to matriculate normal-
ly but to enter teaching fields in the sciences and mathematics or the non-teaching
science and mathematic fields to meet the demand of government and industry.

Quoting John B. Slaughter, Director of the National Science Foundation, "only
about 54 of high schools require more than one year of math or science for gradua-
tion. Colleges and universities have reduced the number of subjects they require for
admission. Continuing to quote: What is so -worrisome about this trend is that stu-
dents who take no math or science after their tenth school year have effectively
eliminated science or engineering as careers. Moreover, as society becomes more de-
pendent on technology, technically illiterate students may be forsaking the ability
to be fully productive citizens in many ways of life." End quote.

We in Kentucky, as have other states, now have taken steps to upgrade our aca-
demic requirements for unconditional admission to a public institution. Whereas
before, graduation from high school get you in college. Beginning in 1987, high
school students must complete a minimum of 20 high school credits with a pre-
scribed curriculum in the science and math areas. Our state board of education only
this month approved the increased number of high school credits recommended as
the pre-college curriculum. The state Council on Higher Education also in January
of this year approved these new pre-college standards as the minimum admission
requirement for the state's eight public four-year institutions.

The irony of these increases is that we in Kentucky, with our much needed public
policy on pre-college curriculum, have at a time of a teacher's shortage in the sci-
ence and math area actually increased the demand for not only more science and
math teachers, but better ones alai However, regardless of the immediate problem
this poses for our state, the alternative was to do nothing and continue the present
trend of having college freshmen with less than a basic competency in the science
and math fields.

The second reason for the shortage is the low pay associated with teaching vs.
private industry. Technology is changing the way we all work and think, and is ab-
sorbing many of the science and math students we do produce, and understandably
so. Max Sobel, president of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, is
quoted as saying, "Math teachers corning out of college already realize that the
$12,000 paid to a beginning teacher is a lot less than the $20,000 they could earn in
the first year with some computer firms. In addition, the public's indifference to the
plight of teachers, the low pay, the crowded classrooms and the poor facilities are a
sign to many students to stay away from the teaching fields."

In a national science teacher's association survey conducted in 1981 by James
Shymanaky of the University of Iowaamong newly employed science and math
teachers, 50.2 percent were unqualified, and the results are particularly bad in
states where high technology industries require the best trained science and math
personnel.

TEACHER SHORTAGE FACTS

This is not a fabricated shortage. While the nation's colleges and universities are
producing enough secondary teachers in other areas, we have not been able to meet
the demand for science and mathematics teachers, especially in the science fields of
physics, chemistry and earth science. As college administrators, we know we've been
producing more elementary and secondary teachers than are needed in today's
market because of declining enrollments. But, the decline in science and math
teachers has already exceeded the enrollment decline by a factor .of three, according
to testimony given by Sarah E. Klein, President of National Science Teachers' Asso-
ciation, 'given before the Committee on Human Resources of the U.S. Senate.

If I may take the time, I want to use a few facts prepared by the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics. Since 1972, there has been a 77 percent decline in the
number of secondary-level mathematics teachers prepared in 600 teacher-trainer
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programs nationwide. Among newly employed science and mathematics teachers,
1;0,2 percent were judged by principals to be unqualified to teach in those fields, but
had been employed on an emergency basis because school officials could not find
qualified teachers. In the Pacific States, according to the principals, the ratings of
unqualified personnel jumped to 84 percent. (Education Week, March 31, 1982.)

To again quote from the testimony of Sarah E. Klein, "only 55 percent of the
graduates prepared to teach mathematics actually entered the teaching profession.
Almost five times more science and mathematics teachers left teaching in 1980 for
employment in non-teaching jobs than left due to retirinent. If the present exodus of
qualified science and mathematics teachers from secondary schools continues, the
nation will have a net lees of 35 percent by 1992.

STATE-BYSTATE ANALYSIS

A 1981 study by Trevor G. Howe and Jack A. Gerlovich, titled "National Survey
of the Estimated Supply and Demand of Secondary Science and Mathematics Teach-
ers" indicated that in 43 a the 45 U.S. states reporting, there was a shortage or
critical shortage of secondary mathematic teachers in 1981. This study also indicates
that 40 states had shortages or critical shortages of physics teachers, 37 states had
shortages or critical shortages of chemist and 31 states have a shortage
or critical shortage of earth science e

In Kentucky over the 10 year pen , 1971-72 to 1980-81, 905 science majors and
786 mathematics majors were certified to ,teach at the secondary level. This repre-
sents production from 8 public and-15 private institutions in the Commonwealth. In
1971-72, the Commonwealth of Kentucky certified 153 science teachers; in 1980-81
it dropped to 53. In math, the Commonwealth certified 137 teachers in 1973-74 and
only 4t in 1980-81.

As a result of all these shortages, school districts are forced to use unqualified
secondary teachers to teach the science and mathematic classes that their students
must have. When one looks at the declining level of achievement scores of second -
ary school pupils in the field_of science and mathematics the result of haying uncer-
tified teachers teaching is obvioUs. Here's what's happening in a few of your own
states. Again, from facts compiled by the National Council of Teachers of Math-
ematics.

In North Carolina: In 1979-80 only 55 percent of the teachers of mathematics in
the state were certified to teach mathematics. (Mathematics Teacher, December.
1981.)

In- Missouri: Only about 40 bf the 80 prospective mathematics teachers who will
graduate from Missouri's teaching institutions are expected to be teaching the fol-
lowing fall, although at least 200 vacancies are expectO in the state. (Kansas City
Times, 21 May 1982.) There was a 43 percent increase in the issuance of eme ncy
certification in 1979 vs 1978. (Mathematics Teacher, March 1981.)

In New York: The nation's second most populous state had only 32 college du-
ates planning to teach junior or senior high school mathematics in 1982, do from
715 in 1975.

In New Hampshire: Only one college graduate in the state in 1982 is plat g on
a career in mathematics teaching. (Christian Science Monitor, 12 July-1982.)

In California: Of the more, than 400,000 students in California's public four -dear
institutions in the spring of 1982, only 97 were preparing tope secondary mathemat-
ics teachers. (Phi Delta Kappan, September 1982.)

In Connecticut: Cortnecticut's 14 teacher training programs produced only 28
mathematics endorsed candidates for the State's 161 mathematics vacancies. Only
59 percent of the teachers in grades 6-8, 7-9 and 7-8 mathematics departments pos-
sess a 7-I2 mathematics endorsement. (Department of Education, State of Connecti-
cut, "A Narrative Summary of the 1982 Questionnaire Regarding the Need for
Mathematics Teachers.")

In New Jersey: The State Department of Education has declared an emergency
shortage of mathematics teachers in 17 of New Jersey's 21 counties. This emergency
designation permits districts to use unlicensed teachersSome without bachelor's
d to teach the subject. (Star-Ledger, September 1982).

It was estimated by- the Kentucky Academic of Science that 'approximately 35,000
younsters are being taught in' the Commonwealth of Kentucky by uncertified teach-
ers in the science and math fields. The State of Maryland estimated 50,000 students
were being taught by teachers out of their field. A reveiw of the facts from the na-
tional° council of teachers of mathematics will quickly give you a true picture of
what's happening in our secondary schools. Is there any doubt why the achievement
levels in science and math have declined?
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MAMA= AND CLOSE

I feel House 1Reeolution 80 is a step in the right direction. For whatever reasons,
the achievement levels of students in the mathematics and science competencies
have declined. I think the emergency act will assist the State and its loW school
districts develop plans and iMplement that will lead to increasing the
achievement level of our elementary an secondary students in science and math-
ematics. However, part B as it relates to post secondary assistance is as important

,' as part A.
As critical- as the need to get our current teachers certified to teach in the science

and math competendes: Is the need to modernize and upgrade the facilities and
mkipment in our poet secondary laboratories and classrooms.

mis coming summer, MSU in an effort to remedy the shortage of teachers in
mathematics in the commonwealth is initiating a two summer sequence of courses

to a minor in mathematics and certification to teach mathematics at the
secon level. The eequence (not all in one summer) consists of 23 semester hours
of mathematics and 8 semester hours of programming in the basic language. The
summer institute portion of _part B. will assist us in developing similar type pro-
Fams..In addition, MSU is developing special inservice.teacher training programs
in conjunction with our local school superintendents to upgrade the quality of
instruction.

Part B of the act that relates to the summer institute really excites me. I feel it is
properly focused. It is focused on a segment of our populationthose people who
have already chosen teaching as a careerwhere results are, in my opinion, assured
and immediate.

The Commonwealth of Kentucky has also made available loans of $2,500 to stu-
dents whom upon entering their sophomore year enters a mathematics teaching cer.
tification curriculum. For each year tau after graduation, a year of the loan will
be forgiven. Certified teachers in other &Ids who attend summer school to become
certified to teach mathematics will qualify for up to Of the loan amount.

If I have one concern about the emergency act, it relates to the relative small
amolint of funds authorized for "stre.figthening education research and develop
meat", and "upgrading laboratory equipment and facilities." If I could identify the
one area in my institution that is I() year behind in state of the art equipment and
facilities, it's in the area of science, mathematics, computer Science and the other
technologies. Federal programs in the past enabled us to keep up; since rean of
these have been eliminatedor cut back, our capabilities to keep up have ed.
Without the pro r equipment and facilities, we still face an uphill battle to allevi-
ate the ' of section 601 of this act.

I think I can safely say that many of my fellow college and university presidents
support House Resolution 80. I encourage your support of this legislation. The re-
sults will be tangille and will be obvious to us all.lhank you for permitting me to
appear here today.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Dr. Norfleet, for
giving us your excellent testimony.

Our next witness is Nolen Ellison, chancellor, Cuyahoga Commu-
nity College. We are delighted to welcome you here. You have al-
ready been introduced by Mr. Stokes.

STATEMENT OF NQLEN M. ELLISON,.CHANCELLOR, CUYAHOGA
COMMUNITY COLLEGE

Dr. &wort. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
committee, my colleagues at the table. I will try not to repeat a
good many of the facts that you have heard from my. colleagues
that really represent the entirety of higher education in America
today and our broad-based concern about the condition of science
and math education and the condition of the public education
system with respect to future directions in the country.

I am here today speaking on behalf of the Joint Commission on
Federal Relations, however, the American Association of Communi-

ligeJsunior Colleges, and the Association of ,Community College
. Additio lly, I am this year on a half-year sabbatical
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leave, funded by the Kellogg Foundation, to help the 1,280 commu-
nity colleges and technical colleges across the country to reassess
our resources as institutions and the great challenge of putting
America back to work as soon as possible. So I. represent a ,unique
sector of higher education today, and I should begin with a couple
of facts that I would suspect the committee is aware of, but I want
to reiterate them.

First of all, I would point out that a community or technical
junior college today in America ig. within reasonable commuting
distance of more than 90 percent of all Americans in our country.
Second, that community and technical and junior colleges are low
cost, with an average tuition of $501 a year in the public sector.
Representative Stokes mentioned $16 a credit hour at Cuyahoga.
That fee is about average, a little more than average across the
country today.

Seven point one percent of all U.S. adults 18 years old and older
are enrolled in community, technical and junior 'colleges in the
1980-81 year; 4.9 million credit enrollments in the fall of 1980; 2.4
million m other semester and tri-mester and summer sessions.
Forty percent of all undergraduate students in colleges were en-
rolled in community, technical, and junior colleges in the fall of
1981. I imagine if "I were to add the enrollments at the branch cam-
puses, the university branch campuses of Ohio, which does not
have a comprehensive community college system, and the branch
campuses in Kentucky, that figure would even be much greater.

Community and technical and junior colleges prepare people for
iemployment in over 1,400 different occupations, 263 alone in the

allied health field. Community, technical,, and junior colleges pre-
pare people for transfer to the 4-year colleges and universities, and
many of them, like my institution, match perfectly with Case West-
ern Reserve ,University and with Cleveland State University in
What we call two-plus-two programa that provide the bridge oppor-
tunity for many people who cannot afford to go on to the universi-
ty immediately but come to us because of our broad based pro-
grams in the science and math areas and because we provide tre-
mendous support services for those students who need extra help,
who came from the high schools ill-prepared. .who

facts then lead me to 'suggest a couple of things. When
Representative Skelton talked about the skilled trades, when Rep-
resentative Brown mentioned to focus on the tip of the iceberg,
that the National Science Foundation was not enough, that in this
country today we must be concerned about the broad base of our
citizens and the ability to function effectively in society as we know
it, and certainly as we move to the high technology areas.

I listed several areas of major projects underway now in commu-
nity and technical colleges across the country that relate specifical-
ly to the tSpic we're talking about: advanced computer applica-
tions, microelectronics, medical technologies, advanced manufactur-
ing, CADCAM systems, advanced office technologies, many of these
are progran3i, a part of the 252 job titles listed in the handbook on
occupations, where more than half of those titles will not require
in the years ahead a 4-yeak college degree: And yet the technician
base for training, the technician base to support business and in-
dustry, the technician base in our country today will be educated
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probably, at least step one in the 2-year community, junior, and
technical colleges. .

It is gratifying to know that the committee has focused this issue
in terms of how H.R. 30 addresses the question of critical shortages
in teacher education- and training. Our concern would be also that
the improvement of science and math education generally, not just
the question of teacher training, and the utilization of business in-
dustry resources, as one of the key links:to meeting this scientific
gap that we now face would be a part Of our thinking and your
thinking here today.

In my testimony that will be entered into the record, in table one
of that testimony of facts, you will note that a number of2-year
community and junior colleges reporting on critical shortages or
shortages suggests that over 90 percent of our colleges are hurting
for computer instructors today. Some 433 responding schools to a
most recent survey by our president, Dr. Dale Parnell, who is the
president of the AACJC, of 433 responding schools, roughly one-
half of the public 2-year colleges in America, some 77 percent are
also hurting in the area of electronics instructors, those who can
function effectively in the training programs that we have.

Shortages run 40 percent or higher in both math and physics,
and 38 percent reported shortages in the other high-tech areas. In
the breakdown of computer science instructor shortages by region,
table 2 in my summary, all the responding colleges in region II
New York and New Jerseyshowed they need critical help in
those areas.

The testimony that is entered into the record is buttressed by
statements from Peter Blake, the Director of the International Ro-
botics Institute; that points out that unless we are able to provide
both the manufacturing base and the technological research base,
and also the technician operation base for that industry, that we
will continue to fall even further behind. You had the facts
brought before you this morning:

In the community colleges, we look at this crisis with the same
sense of urgency and gravity that TRW economist Dr. Pat Choate
ascribes to it in his penetrating monograph, "Retooling the Ameril
can Work Force: Toward a., National Training Strategy", in which
he observes:

The speed and force of . . . change will be awesome. Consequently, millions of jobs
and workers will become obeolete. . . In this decade virtually Wall of the nation's
workers, most of whom are now employed, will need to be retrained or have their
skills sharpened.

We contend that much of that training and retraining is going to
go on in low-cost, close-to-home community institutions that are
stationed now all across our nation.

We hope that every Member of Congress would have access to
that document, because we believe that it represents very strongly
a view that ,2-year community and junior and technical colleges
support-A commitment to human capital and skill development on the
scale we are talking about ought to take the form, we believe, of a
broad national policy by which the currently fragmented Federal
programs, that foster employment and skill development, including.
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the Vocational iducation Act, can be more effectively focused on
the Nation's critical skill shortages.

Governor Pierre S. du Pont, IV of Delaware put the challenge
aptly last week at the National Press Club when he saidand I
quote". . . a comprehensive national employment policy must
reach the same level of priority in the eyes of government as na-
tional defense." So, the bridge between the comments made by the
Representatives earlier today and the comments of this panel with
respect to not only science and math education but, indeed, train-
ing people to go to work in our businesses and industries today, are
bridged in the concept that, indeed, a national human resource re-
investment must be made.

Mr. Chairman, your bill, H.R. 30, points no in the direction of
building such a policy, I believe, toward building the two-pronged
program by which the crisis in productivity in this Nation can be
met. One prong must be the revitalization of math and science in-
struction in the elementary and secondary school levels, as pre-
scribed in your bill. The second prong must be an equally vigorous
initiative at the adult education level, focused on the, demand side
of the employment market.

We have listed in the testimony, and we will attach to the testi-
mony, a number of specific examples that, your committee can be
led by, examples that are working today in bridge institutions
called community, junior, and technical colleges.

Representative. Miller's bill of the last Congress, H.R. 5820, ad-
dressed the challenge from the demand side, and the Association of
Community College Trustees provided written comments to your
California hearings which support the concept addressed. If indus-
try is given incentives to offer the first piece of the training dollar,
then taxpayers will have stronger assurances that displaced work-
ers and the unemployed are being trained for real jobs.

In your December markup of H.R. 7130, Mr. Chairman, you
voiced alarm that the National Science Foundation was not respon-
sive to initiatives in community colleges, technical colleges, and
smaller universities, and that it had done little to advance the de-
velopment of technician training. We echo that concern. NSF can
and should do much more to expand the. Nation's technician skill
base. Just as the U.S. convetitive advantages in industry have
dwindled away over time because of the neglect of the skill. base,
any edge we may still enjoy in technological and scientific discov-

also will be lost over time unless we rebuild the skill base that
operate the systems that are now being put in place.

In revitalizing the science and math programs at every, level of
education, the community colleges already are a strong partner,
and a natural partner, between public education, elementary and
secondary, and most of our 4-year colleges and universities, and in-
creasingly between business and industryjust one more example.

Representative Stokes mentioned the NASA [Lewis], Case West-
ern Rerve, Cleveland State Univen3ity, Cuyahoga Community
College, and the lo "dal public school (3,ystem bridge. That project is
working because have asked NASA scientists and scientists in
business and industry in the greater Cleveland communityto come
into our classrooms, directly, and they provide now a large cadre of
our part-time faculty .in hard-to-fill full-time jobs. That project is
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working and it is one that will be an example across the 'country,
of business, industry', research center, university, community col-
lege partnerships.

Dr. Ikenberry mentioned the PLATO project. Mr. William
Norris, chief executive officer of Control Data Corporation, a com-
pany that still handles at least the marketing end of the program
logic machine called PLATO. We have entered into a 3-year agree-
ment that we are at the end of now, in which that company paid
half the cost for the continued R&D development and utilization of
the PLATO system. Mr. William Norris is a member of the Presi-
dent's Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives, and on his visit to
Cuyahoga Community College less than a mocreeago, where we are
now in the process of defining a new 5-year went to do many
of the things that President Ikenberry mentioned, but which needs
expansion at this point, it is the bridge relationship and those kind
of partnerships that will help us bridge the gap that I believe and
we believe to&y exists in our country.

Let me conclude, Mr. Chairman, by saying that we view H.R. 30
itself and the support of your committee as an essential element in
the overall policy on human resource development. The more
pressing needs of community colleges are concentrated largely in
two 'areasequipment and professional developmentand those
have already been mentioned.

We applaud your program offering matching grants to help col-
leges acquire state-of-the-art equipment. We urge you to consider
more than what is in that bill today, in part B. That has already
been stated.

It is our earnest hope, Mr. Chairman, that you and this commit-
tee can work with the Ways and Means Committee to legislate tax
benefits to industry that would encourage them, indeed, to help
education on three frontsand I would conclude with these three
points:

By expanding their fits of state-of-the-art equipment for use in
occupational programs. We will never be able to acquire state-of-
the-art equipment in all of our institutions today. Much of that is
going to come through cooperation with business and industry.

Two, allowing professional personnel released time, on a system-
atic bails, to serve as adjunct faculty in math, science and high
technology courses. And Fin not so sure, from our example of our
NASA agreements and relationships in the greater Cleveland area,
that that kind of partnership bridge ought not be built into the act,
so that government workers in the research area and in the pri-
vate inchfstry area . might see themselves being part of the solution
to our massive education problem in the short run.

And third,providing summer or off-term employment for math,
science, and high tech instructors, so that they stay with their
teaching careers while they attempt to stay versed in the state-of-
the-art equipment and new programs.

If you wish further comment, Mr. ChairmanI regret belaboring
the point, but we think this unique sector of higher education
today and the partnerships that we are beginning to buildbe-
cause turf is not our problem today. My college is a county institu-
tion/Taxpayers pay part of the bill for running our institution, and
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we can afford to be partners in the turf and not defenders of the
turf.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Nolen Ellison:follows:3

PRaPARro STAyllisiNr or NOUN M. ELLI80N, CUAlvorLIL0a, CUYAHOGA COlimmory
Commas Drraicr, CLaVILLAND, Omo

Mr. Chairman, it is gratifying to the education community to see you and this
Committee moving with such dispatch on legislation that addresses some of the root
causes of our national crisis in productivity. If oun,Nation is to overcome relative
and competitive skill slippages that threaten our global leadership in technology
and industrial production, then the kinds of initiatives you are formulating in H.R.
30 must move to the very top of our national agenda.

I ho all of us here do agree that these slippages constitute a national crisis. Our
declinirng skill base clearly is a central factor in the current recession, and if the
slippages are not reversed, they could lead to aserious erosion of both our standard
of living and the traditional American way of life.

Of course, to rebuild the skill base, we must overcome the crippling shortages of '
qualified teachers in science and math. These shortages are hurting the community
colleges, as well as the elementary and secondary schools. Dale Parnell, President of
the American Associaton of Community and Junior Colleges, has been making a
survey to gauge these shortages. The two tables that follow show the severity of the
problem. .

Adding together on Table 1 those that report either "critical shortages" or "short-
ages, we see that nearly 90 percent of the colleges are hurting for computer in-
structors. Of 488 responding hchoolaroughly one-half of the public two-year col-
I me 77 percent also are hurting for electronics instructors.

ortages run 40 percent or higher fn both math and physics- -and 88 percent re-
ported.shortages in other "high tech" fields. In the breakdown of computer science
instructor shortages by region, Table 2, all the responding colleges in 'Region 11
(New York and New Jersey) show they need help.

TABLE 1.INSTRUCTOR SHORTAGES IN COMMUNITY

(Total name by mbied, lb permed) k

Cdtkal
shortage Shortage kkquate Surraus. Other

Computer Sciences ..... ....._. ..... _ ... 52 37 8 0 No response, 3.
Electrode technclotry 3-1. 36 15 1 No response, 13; not applicable,. 4.
Mathematics .7 35 47 3 No response, 8.

'1 9 63 6 No response, 18; not applicable, 3.
Ftysics........__'......_.........._..-._ 6 34 44 2 No response, 14; not applicable, 1.
Chentlobi------------ 3 24 60 3 No response;10.-

3 27 55 6 No response. 9.

Nab. Otkr: 31 molt of its ramparts Motel *oars In 'odor" Oft& Xining-28 went; Other gad kWh aft-20
pxoad;'Ifredr fields 38 permed; 0910r-14 Plug

Soot MM.

TABLE 2-- RESPONSE BY REGION

male

Oro& Wow Critical
abortaga Stortalle AdoInto Surplus

111160n I (Connecticut. itintach1=111, Maine, New
. !bop:hire, Rhode Island, Vemarit/550 1
Region II (New Jersey, New Yale 7 %)'_.. .

Region III (District of Columbia, Maryland, Pennsylva-

Ma, Vklinia, West Vlaginla/9%)1.
Region IV (Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, MS-

sisstipi, North Dirolina, South Carolina, Tennezee/
. 20%)I.

45

70

54

63

45

30
41

29

9.

9
5

7

. 0
0

0 No response,
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TABLE 2RESPONSE BY REGIONContinued

Most)

°rotor risici WOW Short* Mop* Sol los Other

.

Region V (Illinois, Indians, Maim Minnesota, Ohio,
Wisconsin/19%) '.

Re On VI (Annus, Louisiana, New Mexico, Ok Isho-
as, Tues/9%) .1

bike VII (lows, Kano, Missouri, lisixaski/7%),
Ration VW (Colorado, %oases, North Dakota, South

Dakota, Utah, Winning/4%)1.
Radon IX (Massa, California, Hawaii, Nersis/11%) '
Region X (Alaska, Idaho. Oregon, Washington /6 %)'

51

40

38
44

54
33

37

48.

47
44

33
48

9

10

12

6

II
11.

' 0 No response, 4%.

0 No response, 2%.

0 No response, 3%.
0. No response, 6%.

0 No response, 2%.
0 No response, 7%.

_114. Numbs( of region rooponwitotal ragout

Some

We have learned from Peter Blake, Director of the International Robotics Insti-
tute, that his industry alone expects in the next six or seven years to grow from a
$140 million a year business into an industry grossing $2.5 billion annually. He
notes that this means a tremendous displacement of workerafand heavy retraining
for jobs, nearly all of which will require a math base and technical skills but not a
bachelor's degree. He also reports .critical shortages of instructors in programa feed -
ing those job needs.

What our Nation needs today more than anything else, in our judgment, is a
"moon shot" commitment to the development of its human capital.

Looking back on the boost that Congress gave the sciences in the wake of Sputnik,
it seems a terrible irony that now, barely a generation later, secondary schools in
almost every State are searching in vain for teachers qualified to give their science
and math courses. Though that booet undoubtedly has been responsible for keeping
the United States in the forefront of technological and scientific discovery, we now
need initiatives that will mobilize our larger skill base.

In the community colleges, we look at this crisis with the same sense of urgency
and gravity that TRW economist Pat Choate ascribes to it in his penetrating mono-
graph,. "Retooling the American Work Force: Toward a National Training Strat-
egy," in which he observes: "The speed and force of . . change will be awesome.
. Consequently, millions of jobs and workers will become obsolete. . . . In this
decade virtually all of the nation's workers, most of whom are now employed, will
need to be retrained or have their skills sharpened."

We hope every Member of Congress will read the Choate monograph.
The Association of Community College Trustees and the American Association of

Community and Junior Colleges have in the past 18 months launched several initia-
tives aimed at bolstering American productivity, _and at encouraging more sharply
focused national policy. ACCT and AACJC last July closed ranks in the policy arena
by forming their Joint Commission on Federal Relations, chaired by Judith Ma-
donia, who also is Chairman of the Board of Lincoln Land Community College in
Springfield, Illinois. The foremost need in legislation, in the view of this Commis-
sion, for which I am privileged to testify here, lies in focusing federal initiatives to
form a cohesive national policy on comprehensive human resource development.

The two Associations also are working together to promote public-private partner
ships. In fact, we are doing it on several fronts, as the accompanying brief on "Put-
ting America Back to. Work" will show.

We emphasize that these initiatives spring as much from the grassroots as from
the Associations. 'In the last decade, scores of community and technical colleges
have been reaching'outto local industry to 'devel and staff what we call "employ-
er specific" courses.' Such courses provide training tailored to each company's de-
fined skill needs.

The .Business-Industry Community College Coalition, led by ACCT, has been work-
ing closely with the White House and the President's Task Force on private Sector
Initiatives to make community colleges sail more proactive in responding to the pri-
vate sector and to the skill needs of industry, labef and government alike: Colleges
are encouraged by BICCC to establish local Business - Industry Councils, to ensure
themselves of continuing guidance from the private sector..,

In sheer numbers of learners served, the community colleges have in the last
decade become the largest branch of American higher education. Of-the more .than
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five million learners enrolled In the credit and degree programs at two-year col-
lative, almost two-thirds, or well over three million, are taking techical and occupa-
tional courson. Although it is harder to gauge the non-credit population, the number
of adults taking community college courses .without credit could be equally great,

In some state., like Washington, the community colleges have more students bold-
ing bachelor's, master's or even doctor's degrees who pro learning a Job skill than
are enrolled in any graduate school program in the State. An analysis of the com-
munity college program data collected by the National Center for Educational Staz
tistics suggests that the total population pursuing vocational courses in the two-year
colleges exceeds 4.2 million.

A commitment to human. capital and skill development on the scale we are talk-
ing about ought to take the form, we believe, of broad national policy by which the
currently fragmented federal programs that foster employment and skill develop-
mont, including the Vocational Educational Act, can be more effectively focused on
the Nation's criticalskill needs.

Governor Pierre S. du Pont IV of Delaware put the challenge aptly last week at
the National Press Club, when he said: ". . . a comprehensive national employment
policy muat reach the same level of priority in the eyes of government as national
defense . ."

Mr. Chairman, your bill, H.R. 30, points us in the direction of building such a
policytoward building the two-pronged program by which the crisis in productivity
can be met. One prong must be the revitalization of math and science instruction in
the elementary and secondary schools, as prescribed by your bill. The second prong
should be an equally vigorous initiative at the adult level, focused on' the demand
side of the employment market, by which we caii turn out the technicians that in-
dustry must have to meet global competition. Our point about demand is this: Up to
now, the federal programs have been largely oriented toward the supply side,
toward recylcing the needy and the unskilled into training for so-called "entry
level" jobs that in many cases prove not to exist. The Choate monograph makes the
point graphically in these passages: ". . . the first step is to ensure that almoet all
the' money goes directly into training activities. The second step is to ensure that
the training offered relates to the specific needs of specific employers."

He goes on: "The basic responsibility . . . must reeide with employers, who know
' beet their own training needs and most often are best prepared to provided them."

Repreeentative Miller's bill of the last Congress, H.R. 6820, addressed the chal-
lenge from the demand side, and the Association of Community College -Trustees
provided written comments to your California hearings supporting his concept. If
industry is given incentives to offer the first piece of the training dollar, then tax-
payers will have stronger assurances that displaced workers and the unemployed
are being trained for real job%

In your December mark-up of H.R. 7130, Mr. Chairman, you voiced alarm that
the National Science Foundation was not responsive to initiatives in community col-
leges and smaller universities, and that it had done little to advpnce the develop-
ment of technician training. We echo that concern. NSF can and should do much
more to expand the nation's techician skill base. Just as the United States' competi-
tive advantages in industry have dwindled away over time because of neglect of the

, skill base, any edge we may still enjoy in technological and scientific' discovery also
will be lost over tune, unless we rebuild that skill base.

In revitalizing the science and math programs at every level of education, the
community colleges already are a stung partner, and a natural partner. Vast
amounts of applied math and applied science are being generously imparted to mil-
lions of adult students through the technician courses that range from the health
sciences to management systems.

These factsaurely-contributed to General Motors' decision to disperse its techni-
cian training into a community college network that eventually will span more than
60 colleges scattered throughout the country and to the* partnerships on training
which the United Auto Workers and the minor auto makers are building with com-
munity colleges. A National Center for this program is now being erected on the
Henry Ford Community College campus. These are not isolated initiatives. They are
prime examples of the working partnerships that the community and technical col-
leges are btulding with the industries they serve. Such initiatives are spurs to math
and science education both directly and indirectly.

Community colleges have been moving ahead on their own, as a matter of necessi-
ty, to beef up their math and science programs: As they respond to exploding tech-
nology and open more and more technician courses, they find it imperative to offer
better and better math and science instruction.
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Many face a demilbd for computer training that they cannot always serve. In
computer science and In many other new technologies, the community collo& use
adjuect instructors from industry to give courses.

Rend Lake College In Ina, Illinois, for example, has reidatered 80 percent in-
creases in science and math couroes,in Just the last two years. -Harry Bruen. Presi-
dent of Rend Lake College, offers these observations:

"These Increases have been attributed to several reasons includieg the require-
ment for students planning to transfer to four-year institutions being computer lit-
erate, the Increased general interest in computer science, science and math, and the
need for math and computer literacy In vocational-technical programs.

"The college has been requested and has provided computer edecation for area
elementary and secondary teachers. In addition we will soon be involved In training
100 teacher aides for special education. Many of the specialized techniques in tots
training will involve computer-related instruction."

As President Braun illustrates, community colleges are reaching out to their local
school districts to provide assistance in improving math and science instruction.
Next door to our Nation's capital, Northam Virginia Community College is cooper-
ating with both the local schools and George Mason University to provide advanced
courses for the math and science teachers in the school system.,

Similarly. at Kern Community College District in Bakersfield, California, a
number of the Physical Science faculty spend one afternoon perweek at local high
schools to counsel students about science'programs. And the Kern faculty also help
to instruct the advanced math classes In at least two high schools. To give the Com-
mittee a sense of lenghta to which community colleges are extending themselves to

,man of the Physical Science Department at Bakersfield, Dr. Robert Allison, detail-
help meet this challenge, I would like to offer for the record a letter from the Chair

mg the variety of the initiatives.
North Carolina is at the point where 21 percent of the high school diplomas, or

their equivalent, *are being awarded through the State's community and technical
colleges, which have become by the Governor's decree the "presumptive" delivery
system for all the adult employment training.

As we view H.R. 80 itself, Mr. Chairman, your support (or fellowships that foster
teaching careers in Math and science is most commenciable.

The more pressing needs of community colleges are ,concentrated largely in two
uipment and professinal development. And these are not mutually exclu-

sive e The colleges that are heavily programmed toward "high tech" fields
almost all have dire needs for state-of-the-art equipment in some or all of their tech
and science courses. They also need assistance in professional development which
would help them two waysencourage their instructors in math, science and tech
fields to stay with their teaching careers, and at the same time provide honing for
their skills on etate-of-the-art equipment by working in industry.

Thus, we also applaud your program offering matching grants to help colleges ac-
quire state-of-the-art equipment. We urge that you consider funding this program at
$200 million..

It is also our earnest hope, Mr. diairman, that you and this Committee can'work
with the Ways and Means Committee to legislate tax benefits to industry that
would encourage companies to help education on threw fronts:

1. Expanding their gift of state-of-the-art equipment for use in occupational pro-
grama.

2. Allowing professional personnel released time, on a systematic basis, to serve as",
adjunct faculty ininath, science and "high tech" courses.

8. Providing summer or off-term employment for math, science and "high tech"
instructors, so that they stay with their teaching careers while they also stay versed
in the state- of- the-art through such I ant.

If you wish further comment on we would gladly respond. We thank you
again for this opportunity.

Bsiunismaxi Commix,
Baherefield,Calif, January 24,1985

Mr. Desks Mauna,
Vice Praident/Director of Federal Relations, AACJC/ACCT, One Dupont Circle

NW, Washington, D.0
DZAR Ma. Moon= Dr. Jim Young asked me to write to you regarding the science,

mathematics, and technol' programs at Bakersfield College and the possible
impact of future federal fun for science education on them. I will de-
scribe some of our current orta, how we should be responding to current and
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heAitureping
technological changes, and ,how the federal government-cSn and should be

l us. ,

Because the time available for the preparation of this letter was very limited, it
should not be assumed that it is a comprehensive description of either our science
and mathematics activities nor our needs in those areas. Rather,, it shguld be consid-
ered a representative sampling of those activities and needs.

USE OF LOCAL FUNDING IN SCIENCE/MATHEMATICS EDUCATION.

The following are some of the ways in which the District has committed its own
resources to science/mathematics needs in recent years. s

1. In 1976 the District made a commitment to instructional computing by purchas-
ing a computer and associated equipment for Bakersfield College. This computer
wasand isintended for instructional -use only. Including its purchase price, more
than $800,000 in local funds have been used sin en for futher equipment, sup-
plies, maintenance, and personnel Costa. CiirrentlyVthe computer...is used for instruo-
tion in data pr awe, computer science and izicemputer_ assisted izthuction.
proximately 2500 students use it regularly as part of their instructional activities,
and a large proportion of these are' science/mathematics majors.

Since 1976 we have received three National Science Foundation grants, all intend-
ed to promote the use of the computer in science instruction. One grant allowed Us
to develop instructional software for use in physical science and engineering. courses
and to purchase equipment, the second provided funds for equipment only, and the
third was for a summer training program in computer assisted instructional tech-
niques for community/college instructors. The latter, operated in cooperation with
the League for Innovation in the Community College, included participants from all

-over the United States. All of the grants required local doptributions, totalling
about $180,000. These grants had a profound effect on our abihtirto offer up-to-date
instruction in science/matheniathe and computer science.

The increased instructional computing 'act IV and -capacity resulting from those
grants had the additional effect of interesting a large number of additional science
and non-science) faculty in computer use. #s a result, the College has funded two

inservice workshops on computer assisted instruction in the past year. Instructional
computing is now to be found in such areas as English and political science as well
as the sciences. ," -

2. In Spring 1982, the bistrict Board of Trastees approved spending $75,000 from
the District reserve funds to partially ameliorate the critical equipment problems in
the Life and Physical Science. Departments. These funds were used to replace worn
out an_ ,d/or obsolete equipment. The situation requiring this special appropriation
arose because inadequate state and local funding, especially since the passage of
Proposition 13 in 1978, had forced the elimination of most equipment requests from
our budgets.

3. Even with budget restrictions, the College and the District have provided con-
tinuing' support for quality programs in science/mathematics. Our engineering pro-
gram, I or example, is one of the best to be found in any community college. One of
the very few positions authorized for filling in the past year. was that ctf a new engi-
nearing instructor. .

4. At Bakersfield College, the Professional and Organizational Development Grant
program has provided expenses and stipends for faculty who wish to develop new
courses and/or programs. One outstanding outcome of this is the Nature Study and
Science Program, a series of short courses designed for the of elementary
school teachers. It has been very successful and is one of the wa 'in which Bakers-
field. College is attempting. to improve the level of science education its com-
munity.

SCIENCE EDUCATION NEEDS BEYOND LOCAL FUNDING CAPACITY

Below I will list some of the areas in which outside funding will be required if we
t are to continue to meet the demands of current and future technology.

1. Three of the disciplines included in my department are architecture, engineer-
ing and industrial drawing., All of these areas involve drafting,and the technology
of is in the/process of radical change.. It has been estimated that within the
next few years, virtually all drafting will be done using 'computer assisted drafting/
design CAD. In order to find out how we should be respondmg to this, recently we
conducted two surveys. In the first,, we asked all. California community colleges to
describe their CAD curriculums, if any, and their plans in that area In the secoand,
we asked 76 local firms about their current and future use of CAD. The results of
both indicated that we should have a CAD program in operation at Bakersfield Col-
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lege witliin the near future.' In order to accomplish this, however, $75,000 to
$100,000 will be needed initially for the instructional equipment. -

2.The instructional computer has grown in use and amount of associated eqni:
ment, but the demands on it continue to increase. Some of the current needs in-
dude: terminals for the life sciences laboratories, current language compilers in
FORMAN, Pascal, and RPG, communication equipment to better serve remote ter-
minal areas and increase capacity, projection terminals for instruction in computer
science, plotters, and a new line printer.

8. In the past, the National Science. Foundation funded workshops, continuing'
education institutes, and academic year fellowships for college-teachers. I am the
graduate of three of these, and I found them to be some of my mostvaluable educa-
tional experiences. In fact, my education in comptitiescience began at an NSF insti-
tute in 1967. My involvement in computer assisted instruction activities and the fact
that I now teach computer science:w4directly attributable to that 1967 experience.
The CAI workshop referred to abo",f which Lwas the project director produced,
in turn, thirty enthusiastic faculty users of CAI. As technology changes, even niore
faculty will be in need of the kind of updating provided by these pogr For
some faculty the need is for retraining, not simply Updating, as the requirements of
our students change. For example, the need for more computer science faculty is
growing while the enrollments in some areas are decreasing. Thus, a federal pro-
gram of such updating/retraining programs would be very beneficial.

4. As mentioned above, the funds available for science equipment purchases, even
for replacement of worn out or obsolete items,. are very limited. In the past, NSF
science equipment grant programs recognized the importance of good equipment in
science instruction. Those programs, now discontinued, will inevitably cause us to
fall behind as technology advances. MITA the special grant received from the

helpedDistrict last year hel considerably, cant needs still exist. These include
equipment for instruction in computer science, electronics for engineers, anatomy
and physiology laboratory' equipment, chemical instrumentation, engineering test
equipment, and, as mentioned above, computer assisted drafting/design stations.

To summarize, then, our needs, as I see them, are in three categories: equipment
for new programs (e.g., CAD), 'updating/replacing equipment for existing programs,
and faculty updating/retraining.

TECHNOLOGY TRAINING FOR COMMUNITY,NERD8

Most of our science students intend to transfer to a four-year university and
obtain a bachelor's degree. But some programs are for those intended to attend for
two years or less and then enter the job market, usually locally. We have a large
number of technologically° oriented programs for these students, six examples of
which are listed below.

1. Geologic technology.Training in geology and related subjects for employment
iin the oil industry (primarily) as geological or engineering assistants.

2. Industrial /architectural draw.ing.Employment in a large' variety of local busi-
nesses, including oil and engineering:

3. Solar technology.Traming of installers and contractors in principles and ap-
plications, including design and installation, of active and passive solar equipment.

4. Machine technology.This is beginning to include training in computer assist-
ed manufacturing (CAM). The equipment currently available for use in CAM in-
struction includes two computer-controlled machine tools and a microcomputer.

5. Petroleum technology.This is not a single program but includes a variety of
courses designed to meet the .special needs of various segments of the petroleum in-
dushy All of the courses are taught by outside instructors recruited from the indus-
try. %kersfield College now has an rig on campus donated by the industry for
instruction in the Floorman Training (roughneck) School. This is a four-week school
totally funded by the industry. Graduation from the school is a very important
factor in obtaining oilfield jobs in this area.

6. Data processingThis program trains people for positions as programmer
traineesjunior programmers or computer operators.

These programs represent some of our efforts to serve the technological needs of
the community. All of these require highly specialized knowledge and equipment,
and all of them are expensive. To be useful, the equipment must be similar to that
actually used in industry. Currently an effort is being made to upgrade our instruc-
tional equipment. So far, equipment donations from corporations and some grants
have been received. At this time, the most immediate equipment needs for these
programs are a computer controlled machining center, an industrial robot, and com-
puter and telecommunications equipment.

,
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COOPERATIVE ACTIVITIES' WITH FEEDER SCH00111

Bakersfield College is engaged in a number of activities involving the K-12 grades
in the schools of our service area Some of these are listed below.

1. A regular program of vistitations to local high schools is designed to acquaint
students and teachers with the programs available at Bakersfield College. These
often involve discussions about curriculum and articulation.

2. The Nature Study and Science series mentionedebove has resulted in a greater
awareness of the importance of science education in the elementary grades and is
resuting in an ifiaprovement in the quality of science teaching in those grades.

3. The Physical science Department operates a planetiirium program which is ex-
tremely popular with K-12 students.

4. Our science and technology instructors have served as consultants to the local
schools in the areas of articulation and curriculum. One of our chemistry instruc-
tors became, in effect, the science curriculum consultant for a small school district
nearby. Our instructors regularly serve as judges in science fairs and similar events.

5. The Life Science.Department has aided the schools by donating or exchanging
live specimens used in school laboratories.

6. The Industrial Education Department regularly invites high school teachers to
visit and to discuss curriculums.

7. One member of the Physical Science Department spends one afternoon per
week at a local high school to provide information to students about our science and
other programs.

8. The new engineering instructor referred to above has been regularly visiting
high schools to explain to science classes what engineering is, what engineers do,
and how they should be preparing themselves if they want to major in engineering.

9. We are in frequent communication with the local science curriculum coordina-
tor for K-12 and.will be hosting the February meeting of Kern Science Educators
Association. One of our physical science faculty will be the featured speaker at that
meeting.

10. Next month the college will be hosting a workshop for junior high school girls
on the subject of women in science. The purpose of the workshop is to interest these
girls in pursuing science/mathematics careers. This was arranged by one or our
mathematics instructors.

11. A workshop in instructional computing for high school teachers this Spring
and one for K-12 this summer most likely will be presented by college faculty.

12, The director of the College Instructional Computer Center is very much a part
of the local program to bring instructional computing to grade K-12. He has served
on, a number of committees, ,is acting as consultant, and he will be a speaker at the
K-12 Computer Fair to be held next month.

Probably the most important factor impeding more involvement with our feeder
schools is lack of adequate staff time. If funding were available, released-time could
be granted fot the purpose of:helping the schools improve their science and technol-
ogy programs. Currently, individual staff members working on their own time ac-
count for most of what is being done. '

I hope this material will be useful in your testimony beforeVie House Committee
on Education'hnd Labor. Please feel free to telephone me if you have any questions.
My number is (805) 395-4224.

Very truly yours,
DR. ROBERT D. Au.ISON,

Chairman, Physical Science Department.
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PUTTING AMERICA BACK TO WORK BRIEF
American Association of Community and Junior CollegeslAssocletkon of Community College Trustees

Toward a Comprehensive National Policy on Human Resources Development:
Prcdects and Initiatives

AMOSIMMESSERIMEIMES

arazoao LIADZIRRNIPmanna
Purpose: To undertake a major corporate
"friendrabsing" and networking project by
Informing businees/Industry executives about
community college capabilities for employee
training, and to facilitate business- labor-
.couege partnership&
Bigwig:ow A national resource network of
public/private organizations involved in
economic and human resource development Is
being established, effective models of partner-
ships identified, and guides for forming such
partnershipe developed. This project is sup-
ported by a W.K. Kellogg Foundation grant

and directed by Nolen M.
Ellison, a community col-
lege president on leave,

lisma X. silicon

JOB TRAINING PAR PROGRAK
Purpose: To enable oommunity; technical,
and junior colleges to participate in training
programs for one million workers to be fund-
ed by the $3.8 billion authorized by the Job
Training Partnership Act of 1982, effective
October 1983.
Highlights: Laurenoe tenth,
college president on leave, will monitor U.S.
Department ot'Labor development of the rules
and regulations to implement the Aot. In early
spring he will conduct regional workshops to
help local colleges take full advantage of this
program and close the gap between job train-
nig (formerly CETA) and
vocational education.

2118/19ESS-INDUSTRY
OCepturrrn COLLEGE
common mom)
Purpose: To make community
college staff and trustees more proactive in
working with employers to train a skilled
work force.
Nlithlights: Working closely with the Presi-
dent's 'Task Force on Private Sector Initiatives,
a national steering committee, chaired by
Wilfred L. (Bud) McMahon, a Corning Glass
Works vice president, Is tapping senior cor-
porate leadership to help guide colleges In
their responses to emerging technology and

. changing needs of in-
dustry. Ilightech skill
shortages and "employer
specific" college courses
are being cataloged. BICCC
vTits organized by the
Association of community.
College Trustees.

AACJC/ACCT

Joint Cornmiselon
on Federal
Relatlons

W.L. (led) YallfAtica

..411ream. .

r.

1`, NATIONAL SMALL DUBIN=
TRAINING =WORN
Purpose: To help reduce the
failure rite of email businesses

through a network of community, technical,
and, junior colleges providing high-quality,
low-cost small business management training.
Highlights: 251 colleges in 47 states are in-
volved. In 1981, some 80,000 persons received
a total of nearly one million person-hours of
training; in 1982, 58,000 have been partici-
pating. NSBTN is funded by the U.8, Small
Bueiness Administration and directed by Carol
Ellason. Over 98.peroent of respondents in a
survey reported program
participants were "highly
satisfied" with the quality
of their training. .

!XCOND ANNUAL liO4C-811J MEDIA MITI= AWARD 7111008.8.11
for cooporstion bchrem community. tacfmlocir junior collegta. end businomploslustrj. Moo Nor.AA AACJC Lotter for Award nor/gnarl° n form.)
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Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much for a good statement.
Our next witness is the Reverend William J Byron, president,

Catholic University of America. We are delighted to welcome you
here today, and you may proceed.

STATEMENT' OF REV. WILLIAM J. BYRON, PRESIDENT, CATHOLIC
UNIVERSITY OF AMERICA

Reverend BYRON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the
Committee. I would like to add also I was a one-time mathematics
teacher in high school, and I also shared the Chairman's experi-
ence. I was in Germany at the end of World War II and was im-
pressed with the ability of the young Germans to speak English
and negatively impressed with the inability-Of-young Americans to
speak German.

I think the world moves on words and numbers, and if we want
to be involved in moving the world and moving it toward justice
and peace and a better world to live in, we have got to be really
serious about preparation for the management of both words and
numbers. fi

We have got two issues here, but I am here this morning to
present to you the views of the higher education community re-
garding the current crisis in mathematics and science education,
and I will be limiting my remarks to that. I have a statement for
the record and on the face page of that statement are listed the
higher education associations for which I speak today, They join
me, Mr. Chairman, in commending you for the timely introduction
of H.R. 30, right up front, right at the beginning, and for putting it
early in the legislative agenda of this committee, because we think
rapid action is needed to begin to prevent further deterioration of
our scientific education system.

However, while arresting the erosion in our current system, we
must also address the need to build capacities for the future. As
this committee builds on the timely and the very necessary legisla-
tive initiatives contained in. H.R. 30, we'urge you to give considera-
tion to the broad areas outlined in our proposal and to work coop-
eratively with other committees of Congress so that effective solu-
tions to this crisis can be developed.

The purpose -of my brief testimony is to share with you a paper
entitled "Higher Education's Agenda in Mathematics, Science and
Technology Education," and then to acquaint you with the propos-
als that it-contains. The agenda was developed as a collaborative
effort by the 18 higher education associations that have endorsed
the document, and on whose behalf I am speaking today. Together,
they represent the Nation's 3,000 2- and 4-year colleges and re-
search universities. So, Mr. Chairman, I respectfully request per-
mission to introduce that document into this record.

America's postsecondary education institutions, like their ele-
mentary and secondary education counterparts, face a unique di-
lemma with respect to the current crisis in our scientific education
system: the Nation's colleges and universities are themselVes vic-
tims of the crisis, while at the same time they hold major promise
for its solution.
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One thing that delights us about H.R. 30 is that it is a piece of
legislation that covers the whole spectrum, elementary, secondary,
and higher education.

We believe that higher education's problems must be addressed
to enable its resources to be directed toward the most critical prob-
lems that beset the science education system training adequate
numbers of qualified mathemcs and science school teachers; pro-
viding education for science afid technology related careers; encour-
aging the proper research environment, experience and tools to
train the next generation of scientists, engineers, and researchers;
and finally, the final part of that challenge, conducting research to
improve instruction and the educational uses of information tech-
nology.

Our paper, which will be part of the record, "Higher. Education's
Agenda in Mathematics, Science and Technology Educatidn" sug-
gests a comprehensive set of proposals designed to assist colleges
and universities realize their potential for helping to solve the Na-
tion's science, mathematics and technology education crisis.

In addressing the broad dimensions of the' problems, the agenda
incorporates the view of the higher education community that both
the Department of Education and the National Science Foundation,
which has been mentioned several tines in the earlier conversa-
tions today, that both of those entities have important roles to play
in supporting a revitalized Federal commitment to science educa-
tion. Therefore, the agenda proposes the establishment of five new
programs, two to be administered by the Department of Education,
and three by the National Science Foundation. We believe that
each program is an essential component of the total effort needed
in this area. .. -

Irwin just describe with a' line or two each of those programs and
that will be the conclusion of my testimony.

For the Department of Education, we propose a grant program
for schools, colleges, and universities to encourage the linkage be-
tween colleges and universities on the one hand, and public and
private elementary and secondary schools on the other, a linkage
in the improvement of science education. We want teacher training
initiatives.

Next, we also 'Prpose, within the Department of Education, a
new program,- adnimu3tered by the National. Institute of Education,
to strengthen research in both teaching and learning, and to: do.
that through grants foeused on the identification of successfurin:
struction and the applicdtion of cognitive research to improved in-
structional programs. We are interested, in other words, in educa-
tional research in the very problem areas that are creating the
crisis this legislation is trying to deal with.

Third, for, the National Science Foundation, we would propose
the establishnient of a series of new and expanded programs to pro-
vide fellowships, traineeships, summer study support, research in-
centive awards, and faculty renewal awards to increase the produc-
tion of scieptists, engineering faculty, researchers, and science edu-
cators, and to upgrade teaching faculty. We want to produce more
scientists and engineers, and we think NSF should be asked to help
toward that end.
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We also propose for NSF a new program to improve undergrad-
uate instructional programs and to develop school and college ma-
terials for mathematics, science, and technology education.

Finally, at NSF, we propose a two-part program for the acquisi-
tion and installation of moderii instructional equipment for use in
teaching and training for teaching; and for sharmg scientific equip-
ment among institutions regional y and between the academic and
business sectors. Of course, we stand ready to assist the committee
in any way we can to bring these goals toward realization.

If I were to summarize my personal feeling here, I think the em-
phasis should be on the development of quality teachers at all
levels. There simply has to be the ability to communicate that en-
thusiasm for scientific and mathematical learning. That is not
going to happen unless we have quality people doing the comununi- .
cation.

To go back to what I said at the beginning, words and numbers
move the world, words in a variety of languages, not just our
native tongue, and numbers as expressed in mathematics and on
through the implications of science: We simply have to address our-
selves to the basic problem of heightening this Nation's ability to
manage a n

.

d understand words- and numbers. If not, we will just
fall behind

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to take any questions.
[The statement of Reverend Byron, with attachment, follows:]

HIGHER ZDUCATION'll AGENDA IN MATHEMATICS, SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
EDUCATION

BACKGROUND

America's productivity, economic welfare and national defense are threatened by
the growing crisis in our education system. Awareness of this problem manifested
itself during the 97th Congress in numerous legislative proposals, reportsof the Na-
tional. Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science
and Technology, the proliferation of private sector programs, and widespred media
attention.

The dimensions of the problem are multifaceted and permeate our educational
system from the precollege level to the community college, the undergraduate class-,
rooms and the graduate universities. There is considerable evidence of the decline of
our scientific educational system:

Documented declines in student achievement in mathematicsand sciences. Aver
age science and mathematics scores on standardized college entrance tests have
been dropping steadily for 20 years;

A serious shortage of qualified mathematics and science teachere. During the
1970's the number of secondary school mathematics teachers being trained declined
77 percent; science teachers being trained declined 65 percent. Some 50 percent of
newly employed teachers nationwide are currently uncertified and unqualified to
teach mathematics and science. This situation is exacerbated by the rapid departure
of trained classroom teachers for better paying jobs in industry;

At least 2,000 vacant faculty positions in university engineering departments.
iThese vacancies have resulted in enrollement Jimits which, in turn, impede the

training of adequate numbers of B.S. engineers;
The obsolescence of much of the instrumentation and equipment used in college

and university laboratories has been well documented;
Tens of thousands of technician openings are going begging even as the national

rate of unemployment anrftchw 11 percent. The Congressional Budget Office pro},
acts that new technolo will make 3 million more jobs obsolete by the end of this
century;

Secondary students are taking fewer courses in math and science than in years
past, and fewer courses are being offered. Half of all US. high school students take
no mathematics after the tenth grade, while in other industrialized nations, particu.
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larly Japan and Germany, increasing emphasis is being placed on science and math-
ematics education;

Since 1972 there has been a 64 percent decline in the number of Ph. Vs awarded
in engineering yearly to US. nationals, while Ph. D's in engineering awarded to for-
eign students have more than doubled; and

Japan, one of our primary competitors in the world marketplace, produces twice
as many engineers as we do even though their population base is half ours. From
1970 to 1977 the number of engineers per 1000 workers increased by 48 percent in
Japan and decreased by 9 percent in the United States.

There is bipartisan recognition,of this growing crisis. President Reagan, in a mes-
sage to the 1982 National, Academy of Sciences Convocation on Science and Math-
ematics in the Schools, declared: "The problems today in elementary and secondary
school science and mathematics education are seriousserious enough to compro-
mise America's future ability to develop and advance our traditional industrial base
to compete in international marketplaces." The Special Task Force on Long Term
Economic Policy of the House Democratic Caucus observed in its report Rebuilding
the Road to Opportunity: "In -the future, a well-educated, well-trained workforce
will be essential to sustained economic growth . . . The future will be won with
brainpower . . The research we must undertake to produce new technologies re-
quires talentyet we -are not graduating sufficient numbers of scientists, engineers
and technicians."

THE FEDERAL ROLE

Although there in now general agreement on the dimensions of the problem, there
is no consensus of the solution. The higher education community views the current
crisis with alarm. Constructive actions at the institutional, local, state, and national
levels are necenary to forestall a further deterioration.

We believe the federal government must play`a central role in providing leader-
ship and support for a variety of initiatives outlined in the following pages. Sus-
tained federal inveitment is required because the problems are national in scope
and because failure to resolve them would have grave implications for our national
well-being and defense capability. These investments will maximize the return on
scarce federal resources, encourage local and individual initiatives, minimize federal
control of these effor ttss.. and provide incentives for collaboration among all sectors.

America's poetsecondary institutions two-year, four-year, and graduate Fall have
a major role to play in restoring our economic health and bolstering our national
defense. There resources should be directed to the most critical problems that beset
the science education system so that adequate numbers of qualified mathematics
and science school teach rs will be trained; education for technology and science-
related careers will be provided; the proper research environment, experience and
tools to train the next generation of scientists, engineers and researchers will be en-
couraged; and research to improve instruction and the educational uses of informa-
tion technology will be supported. With such steps students will be sufficiently sci-
ence- literate to live in an increasingly technological world and have the opportunity
to prepare for careers in the sciences; and currently employed teachers, engineers,
scientists and researcherswill have opportunities to upfcrade their skills.

Thus we urge the 98th Congress to enact major legislation that will enable col-
leges and universities to further fulfill their mission as a vital force in solving the
current science, mathematics, and technology education crisis. The higher education
community recognizes the interrelationship among all levels of education in resolv-
ing the crisis and supports the efforts of the precollege sector to solve their own
naive and compelling problems. However, this paper attempts only to address the
crisis from the perspectives of higher education.

PROPOSED FEDERAL PROGRAM

The higher education communitycollectively listed at the end of this paper
supports the establisment of five new programs to be administered by the Depart-
ment of Education and the National Science Foundation. These programs represent
the top priorities of the higher education community regarding science, mathemat-
ice and technology education. Each is an essential component of the total effort
needed in this area.

For the Department .of Education, we
improve

two programs: a $200 million pro-
gram for teacher training initiatives to improve science, mathematics and technol-
ogy education, and a $25 million program to strengthen educational research in
these area&
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For the National Science' Foundation, we propose three programs: a $100 million
providing opportunities for 'teachers, young scholars and researchers

Mgullittliii expanded graduate fellowships, new traineeehips and faculty research
awards; a $50 million p to upgrade and improve instructional programs on
all levels; and a $200 on program to upgrade instructional equipment and its
utilization.

" The total $575 million dollar 'Adore! investment .propoeed provides a significant
number and variety of new awards to individuals, schools, and colleges. Coupled
with local, state and private sector initiatives, these programs will make a substan-
tial contribution toward the revitalization of the science education in the nation.

In embarking on this new federal effort in sciences, math and technology eduction
we must acknowledge the importance of a sustained national commitment to basic
research. Without quality research programs, the education entemrise will wither.
Our proposal for new federal support of science educattion should be viewed as an
integral part of this commitment Both research and education are necessary for the
economic vitality and defense strength of the U.S. Neither should be funded at the
expense of the-other. ,

Title: A Program for teacher training initiatives to improve kience, mathematics,
and technology education

cy: Department of Education
Au orization: $200 million
Target: 8,000 grants at up to $200,000 each to schools and colleges.
We propose the establishment of a grant program for schools, colleges and univer-

sities to be administered by the Department of Education with proposals to be eval-
uated through a peer review process involving consultation with NSF to identify
field readers. The purpose of these grants is to encourage, col-
leges and universities and public and private elementary and secon schools in
the improvement of science education. Grants would allow maximum tuitional
;flexibility to be responsive to local needs, and would be awarded according to plans
developed by the recipient institution in collaboration with one or more public or
private schools or school districts and other appropriate agencies or councils. Prior-
IV activities might include, for example.

(1) Summer institutes and workshops and a parallel program of inservice educa-
tion, conducted by higher education institutions across all states and regions to pro-
vide practicing teachers and supervisors with up-to-date science and mathematics
information and pedagogical concepts;

(2) Projects to enhance the capacity of schools and colleges to meet the profession-
al needs of both new and practicing teachers, including faculty development activi-
ties,. and

(8) Support for exemplary state, local and institutional efforts to attract, retain
and motivate teacher's to pursue careers in precollege mathlmatics and science edu-
cation, as well as identification of teacher training projects providing nationally sig-
nificant examples of campus-based inservice, school site staff development, and the
integration of substantive knowledge in mathematics and the scienceswith effective
teaching strategies, and the dissemination of information about these programa.
Title: A program to strengthen educational research in mathematics/science and

technology education
Agency: National Institute of Education, in consultation with the National Sci-

ence Foundation.
Authorization: $26 million.
Target: New grant corn. -Mimi for specific research yielding 10 major program-

matic awards, and up to ,11 individual research grants.
Research on student learning and school and college instruction in math, science,

and technology education (particularly focused on secondary schools) is an essential
resource for other federal, state and local programs for improving math and science
education..

We propose a new program to strengthen teaching and learning research through
grants focused on the identification of successfid instruction and the application of
cognitive research to improved instructional program& The program will support a
large scale research competitions dealing with:.

(I) Research an thinking, teaching and learning related to instruction in math,
science and technology;

(2) Research; on the uses of modern instructional technologies; the status, means of
assessment!, and selection of instructional software and other mathematics,science
and technology education materials;
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(8) Research on local, state and institutional policioa enhancing or inhibiting the
recruitment, retention and professional development of school and college math andN
science faculties; and

(4) Research on school, institution and state needs and operations as they relate to
the development and support of remedial programs at all levels of education.
Title :. A program of opportunities for teachers, young scholars, and researchers

through expanded fellowships, new traineeshipa, research incentive awards, and
faculty awards for summer study

Agency: National Science Foundation.
Authorization: poo million.
Target: $15 million to expand existing graduato fellowships and to create 600 new

graduate fellowships; $15 million for new institutional traineeship programs; $50
million for 1,000 new faculty research incentive awards; $20 million for faculty
awards for summer study sabbaticals and special research opportunities.

We propose the establishment of a series of new and expanded programs to pro-
vide fellowhipe, traineeships, summer study support, research incentive awards, and
faculty renewal awards to increase the production of scientists, engineering faculty,
researchers and science educators, and to upgrade teaching faculty.

Four programs should be supported in this area:
(1) An expanded-Graduate Fellowship Program. The structure and effectiveness of

the NSF Graduato Fellowship Program, once a premier symbol of the nation's com-
mitment to excellence, has diminished steadily over the years. The NSF fellowship
program should be expanded by increasing the number of awards and the amount of
the stipend. To achieve this, we propose at least doubling the amount of money
available for these fellowships (from $16 million to $30 million) and increasing by
approximately one-third both the number and size of the current awards (from 1,400
to 2,000 and at least $16,000 rather than $10,900 per award).

(2) A new $15 million Traineeship Program for science, technology and mathemat-
ics educators. Awards of up to $150,000 would be made to colleges and universities.
Trainees would be selected by participating departments, schools and institutions
from among individuals with demonstrated potential to excel as science, technology
and mathematics educators at elementary/secondary and undergraduate levels. In-
stitutions receiving traineeships would gather education specialists and faculty from
departments of science, mathematics and technology to create for the trainee a new
or improved quality program for preparing the next generation of science educators.
-- (3) A new $50 million Young Faculty Research Incentive Awards Program. The
challenges facing young faculty who seek to establish their first research
are almost overwhelming. A program offering stable support (averaging $grrer
year per award) to assist them in starting academic research careers would help to
sustain the quality and flow of individuals into key fields of science, mathematics,
engineering and technology. 1,000 awards would be authorized to average $50,000
per year.

(4) A new $20 million program of Faculty Awards for summer study, sabbaticals,
and special research opportunities. This program would provide. 3,000 awards at
$5,000 each for summer support to permit currently employed faculty to take advan-
tage of upgrading opportunities; and a $5 million program for experienced faculty
for six- to twelve-month periods at salary equivalent to current levels to: (a) permit
revitalization, and experience with new research techniques and advanced research
discoveries for those who have been isolated from research institutions and centers
for six or more years; and (b) provide for intensive development of teaching tech-
niques and materials in problem areas. A total of $20 million authorized in this area
will provide awards on a competitive basis to individuals whose institutions certify
that the applicant's principal function is undergraduate teaching in a science-relat-
ed discipline.
Title: A program to upgrade and improve instructional programs in mathematics, sci-

ence and technology at all levels
Agency: National Science Foundation.
Authorization: $50 million.
Target: 1,000 instructional improvement projects at up to $200,000 each.
Continuing demands are placed on science educators to keep pace with evolving

technological innovations. Updated instructional materials are needed to enhance
student motivation and to advance the lagging state of science learning. The need
for new instructional materials is particularly acute at the undergraduate level for
both general students and science and engineering majors.
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We propose a new program to improve undergraduate instructions rograine and
develop school and college materials for mathematics, science and too ti logy educa
tion.

Priority areas include:

ea and the needs of undergraduates;
(1) matter science courses 'to reflect state-of-th technol.

(2) Applying ng and learning research concepts to the developm nt of math.
emetics, science and technology instructional materials for schools and 11 and

(3) Stimulating collaborative educational institution/industry efforts the devel-
opment of improved programs for schools and colleges.
Titk: A program to upgrade undergraduate instructional equipment and all Utiliza-

tion
Agency: National Science Foundation.
Authorization: $200 million.
Target: Grants to colleges and universities.
The outmoded condition of the instructional equipment in the nation's col ages

and universities is well-documented. The absence of state-of-the-art equipment and
facilities has immediate consequences in the preparation of today's students, d
farreaching implications for the nation's ability to remain scientifically and tech co-
logically competitive.

We propose a two-part program for: (1) acquisition and installation of modern
etructional equipment for use in teaching and training for teaching; and (2)
science equipment among institutions regionally and between the academic an
business sectors.

We fkirther suggest that a balanced program is needed involving all federal /igen,
des that support research and related education programs to make the acquisition

and renovation of laboratories an allowable component of research
pro

.R: Existing laws and recent legislative proposals have attempted to utilize the
mechanism of tax incentives to encourage a corporate response to the science educe-
tion crisis, We regard these proposals as one aspect of the total effort needed to re-
solve the urgent problems faced by higher education institutions. These proposals
are uniquely well-suited to bringing private sector resources into play. Since this
paper addressee only the n ry role of the federal government in the direct pro-
vision of support, we have omitted references to these tax incentive proposals.

This proposal is submitted on behalf of the following organizations:
Ame tion of Colleges for Teacher Education.
Ame _.. bon of Community and Junior Colleges.
Ame r% tion of State Colleges and Universities.
American cif on Education.
American '4. cational Reeeerch Association.
Association of Affiliated College and University Offices.
Association of American Colleges.
Association of American Universities.
Association of Catholic Colleges and Universities.
Association of Jesuit Colleges and Universities.
Association of Urban Universities.
California State University.
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States.
Council of Independent Colleges.
National Association for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education.
National Association of College and University Business Officers.
National Association of Independent Colleges and Universities.
National Association of Schools and Colleges of the United Methodist Church.
National Association of State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.
State University of New York.

Chairman Pinucms. Let me ask all of you one question.
The bill authorizes $300 million for all levels of educationele-

mentary, secondary, and postiecondary. The funds are limited to
improving math and science education. But do you believe that
with thisI will say a meagerbeginningi-me should look forward
in the future to greater funding, so we can train more math and
science teachers? 1 think we can pretty well hold with $300 million,
which is, to my way of thinking, very limited.
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) Just how do you gentlemen feel? Let me commence with you,
Reverend. What is your opinion about the funding?

Reverend BYRON. I certainly agree with you, that it is limited,
that much more is needed to match the need and the dimensions of
the problem.

In tho face of limited resources, my inclination would bo to put
the emphasis on the development of the persons who are going to
be communicating in the classrooms. We simply have to attract
and retain quality people in classrooms at all levels in science and
mathematical education. Money. will help in that total task of the
attraction, the training and the retention. We have got to create a'
good environment for them.

I think it is the love of teaching that is going to keep people in
the classroom against moving off to higher paying opportunities
and industry. A better environment within which teaching can
happen is going to at least assist those who really do love teaching
axed want to stay in that profession.

I really think the most important thing going on in the United
States at this hour is what is going on in classrooms across the
country, and it is going on mostly by people who are not well
known and almost universally by people who are not well compen-
sated.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you.
Dr. Ikenberry?
Dr. IKKNBERRY. I think you are quite correct, Mr. Chairman,

when you imply that the amount of money that is likely to be able
to be devoted to this legislation this year and perhaps in the imme-
diate years to follow may be quite limited and, in a certain sense,
totally unequal to the magnitude of the task at hand.

I think it is important, however, for a first step to be taken. I
think it is important; both practically and symbolically.. I would
hope it would provide, and I would hope the legislation could be
reviewed, with the hope that it would stimulate a comparable in-
vestment by State and local governments, by our own universities,
public and private, by business and industry, and perhaps the col-
lective magnitude of that investment would, over time, have some
direct impact on the problem.

I would associate myself with the earlier remarks in terms of fo-
cusing limited resources on the teacher and the materials of the
teacher, but I would also hope that some fraction of our resources,even

Chairman PERKINS. On that point, let me interrupt you.
We discussed. matching funds, and Perhaps the administration's

bill will provide for matching. But are there other ways to develop
interest from the local level, to get business and other people to
contribute without requiring matching? What is the best way to do
it, with your experience and background?

Dr. IHENBERRY. One possibility, Mr. Chairman, might be to re-
quire, ask, encourage States, as they submit their proposals for
these funds, to outline not just their request to the Federal Govern-
ment but to outline 'also the steps that they are taking indepen-
dently and such support as they believe they either can develop or
already have developed from private industry to devote to this
problem.
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I believe there is a very substantial conpern within the private
sector to improve the quality of science and mathematics educa-
tion, and I believe it is a concern that is shared by the public lead-
ers at the State level and certainly our Colleagues at the elemen-
tary and secondary level. 1 don't think the Federal Government
can do the whole job, and I think the spirit of the legislation,
whether it technically, requires matching or not, can at least set
forth the clear expectation that the Federal Government cannot do
the total job and it is going to require a more concerted attack.

Mr. SIMON. Would the chairman yield?
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead. 0
Mr. SIMON. I am concerned on this specific area, because I think

this is going to be one of the areas *her we may have some dis-
putes. I think we ought to encourage the States, the State of II li-
nein, and the private sector, to come up with the money that they
need. My concern is that the very areas that need it the most are
going to be the very areas that cannot match, and that is true for
States, even if I may say the State of Illinois. We have the re-
sources. Whether we have the will to do it, I don't know..

The same in the private sector. You have some areas that really
need help. If I may be a little provincial here now, coat-for exam-V
pie. Coal is 'down, We need much more work in this field. Coal
ought to be moving ahead. But the coal industry probably. isn't
going to come up with any kind of matching funds because they're
in a real Eitruggle.

I guess I'm really not addressing this to the witnesses but more
to my colleagues. I think we have to be very, very careful in that
we want to encourage the States, we want to encourage the local
governments, we want to encourage the private sector, but let's not
end up concentrating our resources in.the already well-to-do areas,
and not the areas that need the help the most.

I don't know if you care to reetiond, and I thank the chairman
for yielding.

Chairman PERKINS. Are you through, Doctor?
Mr. SIMON. He didn't get a chance, Mr. Chairman. I don't want

to be putting words in his mouth and he may want to respond.
Dr. UK:MARRY. I didn't .come prepared to advocate a matching

requirenient for this program, and I don't think any of us are testi-
fying to that effect.

I would not, however, minimize the symbolic impact of this legis-
lation and the potential for this legislation to stimulate the com-
mitment on the part of State governments and local school systems
and the private sector, nor would I minimize the possibility that
out' f an imaginative national effort will come new, different, fresh
approach% to the problem of teaching science and mathematics in
the Nation's schools that will many times over be greater than the
amount of $300 million that will be invested in this legislationor
whatever that final figure might turn out to be.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman PERKINS. Go ahead, Dr. Ellison.
Dr. ELLISON. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my

response could really rest on the comments already made. The
amount of money in the entire bill, and certainly that portion in
part B right now, is inadequate to do what we know needs to be
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done in our great Nation today. -I think there are some shortrun
initiatives and incentives that are going to have to be put in place,
and.they are in place now in .many instances. My comments again
with respect to the re-definition of teachers of science and math in
the short run is something that we have investigated in our own
institution. We have gone to NASA. We have gone to TRW. We
have golle to: some of the research operations in the private sector.
We brought back to our institution part-time instructors who had
left f6rmal education and the formal classroom, and many of those
people are good and excellent instructors. In fact, we are using
them now to fill some of the shortages and gaps that we have.

That is a stopgap measure to get us where we really want to be.
What we want to be in the long term is an adequate supply of good
teachers who will want to teach in elementary and secondary class-
rooms, who will be committed to the technological programs that
bridge between technical applications in 'factories and businesseS
and classroom learning.

The longrun answers in terms of improving research and science
in Our _great research universities is clearly a key part of the equa-
tion. The point is that the dollars in the bill are probably not
enough and you, have indicated that, Mr. Chairmanbut it is a
start in the right

you_
and we support that..

ChairMan PERKINS. I would like to address one brief-question to
all of you. We all know that we have this shortage of math and
science teachers, and we have got to do something about the situa-
tion. But as we develop the math teachers and science teachers,
with all the shortages that have been referred to here today, you
and I know that industry is going to come along and offer them
greater salaries.

How are we going to keep these math and science teachers in the
classroom? Go ahead. and answer that questionconsidering the
fact that all over the Nation today we have got financial problems,
and States are cutting back on their educational programs and
even cutting salaries-in some 'States. Go ahead and answer that
question.

Reverend. BYRON. I don't think anybody goes into teaching with a
monetary motive as a primary motive. I think they recognize there
is a gap between other market alternatives and what they can get
through a profession of teaching. The question is, how wide can
that gap get.and how can we prevent the gap from getting wider. I
think we are at a critical point right now of that gap getting so
wide that people whO very much_ want to stay in the profession
sim ply cannot and they move out." <,

Well, one way of closinOfthatLgap for some teachers would be
through .stimmer program that you :suggest. ManY
teachers will do.'.variottett s in the summer jupt make money,
and sometimes.- it is teac .!the summer when thy don't really
want, ,t4i, be teaching. What Vwould like to see would be available
stipentnnoney to, in effect, "bribe" them away from other occupa-:
tions se' that they-Can have renewal programs and they can have
the leisure that any good teacher needs.

1 think to the extent that a science teacher has better students in
the classroom, then he or she is going to be more likely to want to
stay in that classroom. I thinkaa lot of the reason that teachers are
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leaving has to do not so much with money but to do with the fact
that it is a very difficult environment within which to work. So to
the extent that something like your congressional scholars-program
or other,programs like it could attract better and better prepared
youngsters into the science and mathematics classroom, its going
to be a joy to teach there-andpeople will stay.

So I think it is wrong to look at perfect parity with the private
seder. It is never going to be there. There are other advantages
which are nonmonetary and we have got to heighten those and pre-
serve those.

Chairman PERKINS Dr. Ikenberry.
Dr. TIKENWIRRY. The, question you raise could be the most central

issue, or certain' one of the most central issues, in attacking this
problem effectively on a national basis. I certainly don't have the
answer to your question except to note that, unless some answer or
some collection of answers is found to that problem, simply train-
ing more teachers will not ultimately turn out to be the answer be-
cause those individuals will simply rotate through the schools and
on out into the private sector, and wee. will end up 5 or 10 years
from now with the same problem that we have today.

I think the 'options that have been. outlined earlier are certainly
workable ones. We need to come to grips with being more market
sensitive in our compensation, plans for teachers. At the -higher
education level, we simply have to- pay engineers, for example, and
computer scientists, a more competitive salary on out faculties to
be able to attract and ,retain them. If we don't, we simply cannot,
employ them. So differential, market-sensitive compensation
terns in our school systems I think need to be looked at more re
tically and more carefullysummer institutes, part-time employ-
ment with business and industry, either on a summer or dnring
the academic year, for not only salary supplement but for intellec-
tual supplement. , .

I think that is why also I would encourage the exploration of the
use of technology in teaching science and mathematics. We may be
able to put, for exaraple, a computer terminal into a school where
ultimately over the long term we are simply not going to have ade-
quate numbers of science and mathematics teachers to, handle the
load of instruction, and...the skills of the teacher can be extended
through technology.

But the question you raise is a very Rey question.
Dr. Euisorr. Mr. Chairman, I would. say "all of the above ", plus

the potential of making the learning environment, not just the
'classroom, a more exciting place for dedicated teachers to be.

I happen to believe that the question that President Ikenberry
raised of the application of technology in the classroom, the learn-
ing laboratory really` being more than that classroom as we havt
known it in the-past, I think .-our abiliti)in the education field to'
help faculty memberir ,to have the kind of nurtured environment.
Salary and compensation as it is today is not the only issue that

keep them there signalwill ;Z _development opportunities, the'
r4opportunity to have, of .uipment and, the kind

of environment that !LA "ling refasin -a ,reinforc-
ing, exciting adven titl. Hung that -one might71-1o, i ;

learn or begin' to be -
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The application of the compUterand I go back to the PLATO
experiencewe have not moved fast enough in that area, so that ,

faculty members could have opportunities to allow students to dis-.
cover and learn. in the most 'reinforced environment, which. is a
one-to-one environment, a self-paced kind of instruction opportuni-
ty where teachers are -managing a learning environment as op7
posed to have to teach that environment. I think. our Jong-term
ability to reexcite the climate, which is'a responsibility and a chal-
lenge that we're going to facer in education, is probably one of the
issues.

Reverend BYRON. May I add just ones wordand this would be
from the perspective of the independent, 'tuition-dependent institu-
tions. Without adequate student aid, we're not going to get the tu-
ition revenue that is going to enable us to compensate our faCulty
members and thus hold them in the clEissroom. What we are talk-
ing about today is all reinforced, if you will, by the available stu-
dent aid that will enable the students to keep coming to both the
public but particularly the independent institutions.

I would also like to take a moment to thank Mr. Sin6n for all of
the effort that he put forth in the last session to pr test that stu-
dent aid. .

Chairman PERKINS. Mr. Simon, we will start with you, and you
take the chair.

Mr. SIMON [presiding]. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. .

First of all, Mr. Chairman, before you leave, I was pleased to
note we're going to hold at $300 million: The administration, ap-
parently, is coining in with $50 million, and we're holding at $300
million That is encouraging.

Chairman PERKINS. They have introduced, I think, a bill for $251
million, or agreed to that on the Senate side, and if we don't hold
at 300, we'll be bad conferees. ,

Mr. SIMON. All right.
Let me comment_also on this question you just responded to, be-

cauie I think that whether it is science' or math or whatever field,
the whole question of quality teachers is a very fundamental ques-
tion in our soCiety. As we have problems in the elementary and
secondary schools today, inevitably, justas heat rises, tboie prob-
lems are going to permeate the colleges and, universities and I
think we have to face up to those-problems much more than we
have.

I have already indicated I am going to be trying to amend this to
include foreign languages because I am concerned not simply with
the problems that the Secretary of Defense and Secretary of Com-
merce have called to our attention, but I am concerned' that we get
the scientists who can build 'bigger and better bombs 'but we have
fewer and fewer people to communicate how to pre.rent the use of
the bombs. So, we should expand the bill to include foreign lan-
guage.

I still haveand I am a supporter of the billbut I do it with
some..imease. I had to leave,-President lkenberry, -while you were
estifying to meet with 'some people from my district, including a
first grade teacher from Mound City, Ill , in Pulaski' County, with
29 percent of the population of that county on welfare today. .I am
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concerned net only with the math and science teachers but with
those first grade teachers in Mound City, Ill.

Can you address my unease on this bill in that connection?
Fathei 137ron, Vwill start with you, since you're a counselor here
as 'a Jesuit.

Reierend BYRON. I share the concern. All I could say is that if
we get exciting classroom teaching in elementary, secondary, or
higher education in mathematics, that going to have a ten ency
to spill over into other areas.

As a liberal arts dean at one time, I used to say that we had the
task of not only humanizing the scientists, which we are all. trying
to do and continue to try to doana I think there is a. lot of evi-
dence that we have failed in our efforts to try thatnot only do we

y to humanize the scientists, but we also have air obligation totry
the humanists and to make them literate in the issues

that they 'ire going to have to reflect' on philosophically or in lit-
erature or whatever else. There is a great deal of ignorance about
scientific reality in our. society, and that ignorance is being protect-
ed, if you will, in many humanistic quarters, simply because, they
have not opened themselves, up.

So, although, as you know, I agree with you very much in your
effort to get more language study, and in all of the efforts you have
for higher education throughont, I also see a value-in the emphasis
that is in H.R. 3( at this time with the hope thererwill be a ripple
effect out into other areas of education.

Mr. Spam., Dr. Ikenberry.
Dr: IRENBERitli. I don't know that I-can add much to what I think

is a very thoughtful response to your question.-The quality of edu-
cation generally, at all levels; 'is" a keen concern 'in this country, I
think, a growing concern. It is condern,that you cite.

In this particular instance; it' seems to Me that it is justifiable to
begin a first step to focus on science and mathematics, indeed in
fdreign languages as well, if that were the will of the Congro:s, to
begin 'to target certain areas that are Most severely in need, not
just in our school syptems but in terms of the national' interest-in
those areas.

I believe, toO,' the assertion that the improvement hereirn-
proved teaching, improved quality of teachersand increased
public attention to the problems of science -and mathernatice,-(.the
problems of inadequate foreign language, both, in the breadth of
coverage and extent of study, that that will have significaiitespill-
,over effects that will improve the quality ofeducation geneially.

Mr. SIMON. Thank yob.
Dr. .

;Dr. Emisori. I was not as familinr with, even though I" read the
section 'A -part of the Unease that I sense your comments relating
to really has to do with the use of tands by local education

is
agen-

cies. I think we are suffering today, I think society generally. suf-
fering, a lack of a sense of community in a lot of our. efforts, a lot
of a sense of pride and understanding where, we're going together,
not individually. I think that is probably the'root of this problem of
salary and compensation, evenmy share.

I think summer institute program that is in section B Tied
very strongly to that core of people that we have now in creative

.7.
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uses of. section 604, which is the use of funds by local education
agencies. We initiated team teaching as a' way of having faculty
members rekindle a sense of cooperativeness in the education en-
terprise, that is, in individual classrooms; we even built classrooms
in the public schools where team teaching is encouraged.

I think part of your uneaseand that's the only thing I can add
to the comments of my two colleagues here, to build stronger
bridges between teams of faculty in the areas that we are talking
about, that really are reinforcing to both the work of individuals in
the classroom, but also the larger sense of cooperative effort in the
larger, problem, whether it's in the local school district, cooperation
between the local community college, the local 4-year university,
the cooperation not only in the summer training sessions, because
-there was money available, but the real exchange that is going to
have' to o on between the classroom teacher and the university
faculty, the real training and encouragement that is going to go on

iin the internships in business and industry and the optional leave
program or plan that is created..

It seems to me that there will be no real magic in rekindling the
spark that you're talking about, except it is going to be done with
some creative approaches, it seems to me, in those two areas. It's a
process question as much as it is a structural one, in the bill.

'Mr. SIMON. If I may follow throughand I would appreciate all
three witnesses responding to thisas I look over the bill, and we
will be amending it some, or we will be having some informal dis-
cussions on where we go on amendments, the summer institute
provisions that you talk about are a way of moving rapidly into the
school systems to really upgflide teaching. But it depends on the
higher education community providing leadership on this

Is this something that you areif you can just speak for your
three institutionsif Federal funds are available for summer insti-
tutes, is this something your three institutions would welcome and
move on and provide leadership on, or is itwell, let me just leave
the question there.

Dr. ElusoN. Not only would we probably do that, Mr. Chairman,
but we would probably sit down, as I indicated earlierand you
would be interested in seeing the little monograph that describes-
something called a "Center for Science and Technology" at a com-
munity college. We probably would sit down with Cleveland State
University people first; we would probably sit down with Case
Western University people first; we would probably sit with some
of the NASA people that are on our faculty teaching part time; we
would sit with the school people. We would try to define together
what it was we could do cooperatively to reinvigorate the thought
of the development process of individual faculty members, whether

ithey are in our institution or whether they are in partnerships and
relationships with the other institutions that I named.

It seems to me that your section 604, thht is in Part A, the use of
important community resources to achieve the purposes of the act,
including, teaching universities, the business sector, public agen-
ciesyou list libraries and museums, but you don't list the great
research laboratories of the Federal GovernmentLewis NASA
and Ohio, the Air Force Base, the research center at Wright-Pat-
terson and Illinois., the great research centers there, where I be-
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lieve thUt part of the creative spark that we're talking about ought
to go beyond some of the areas that are mentioned here into part-
nefrships where the sense of colleagueship and teamwork can be re-
inorced.

I would simply say that that's probably how we would do it, and
not only be a creative partner in that kind of summer institute
that is more than an institute.

Mr. SIMON. That sounds great. I think you have an excellent sug-
gestion on amending the bill, too.

President Ikenberry.
Dr. IKENBERRY. Certainly, the University of. Illinois would re-

spond affirmatively to the summer institute program. .I think I
would judge correctly that the great majority of universities and
colleges across the country would respond affirmatively to that.

I would hope there would also be the flexibility within the legis-
lation for high school students to participate or be involved in the
summer institute, that would be focused, albeit most directly on
teachers and supervisors in the public schools,, but the opportunity,
for high school students to spend a portion of their summer pro-
gram advancing their knowledge in science and mathematics also
seems to me needs to be encouraged in this country.

We launched a pilot effort on this very score last year and fo-
cused on high school students who were ready to begin their col-
lege career but who did not have the competencies in mathematics
that would allow them to enter directly into calculus. We provided
a two-week intensive summer program for those students and
fottnd that 80 percent of them, as a result of that instruction, could
be brought up to a level of competency that would allow them to
enter_directly into calculus at the University of Illinois rather than
to have to take a year of remedial work after coming to us.

I would simply say that I think yes, I think the higher education
community would respond affirmatively to the institutes, and yet I
think there is a lot of room there for creativity and experimenta-
tion to reach directly the students themselves.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Father Byron.
Reverend BYRON. We would be delighted to participate at the

Catholic University of America As for the potential participants,
the teachers, I think the record shows thity are sufficiently estheti-
cal to survive a summer in WaShington, so we would be happy to
host them here.

Dr. ELLISON. Mr. Chairman, in section 604 of your bill, lineI
have a preprinted copy and I'm at section B. It says, "Two or more
local education agencies are authorized to combine the funds they
receive under this part for jointly operated programs in carrying
out the purposes of this part" It seems to me that that portion of
section A, combined more appropriately with portions of section B,
where there is not only the opportunity to do that but' even in
some of the experiments of pilots that might be implemented under
this entire act, that they might be encouraged in B to create thee
kind of partnerships or links not only between two local education
agencies but between the colleges and universities and local busi-
ness and industry, in the kind of creative partnerships that we're
talking about. In other words, the sections are there. It seems to
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me they should be more explicit in terms of the kind of creative
opportunities for resource sharingI use the term resource sharing
directly, because the problem that we have is not going to be solved.
with more Federal dollars alone. It is going to be solved when we
indeed move beyond turf and move beyond some of the more
narrow constrictures that we have developed, both in education, in
business, and in the government sector, to begin the real process of
resource sharing and team building toward some answers that we
can do, not by more money but by a different kind of dedication to
an end, and sharing the resources that we have.

Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTirmrr. Thank you Mr. Chairman.
To pick up on a great intro into my line of questions, and ques-

tions and comments, I want to in a lot of ways think out loud with
you, along the same lines that Chairman Simon was commenting
on a little while ago, back on to the subject of need and targeting
and to focus it into the question of matching, because one of the
things that is not in this bill and I would like your comments on is
any sort of matching requirements from the local governments.

Mk concern is that without matching, every witness here today
and every witness all week long has stated, without exception, and
without equivocation, that the number of dollars that could be in
this bill, whether you take the House version or the Senate version
or 'the administration version, or add them all up together, the
number of Federal dollars that could conceivably be in this bill is
inadequate to meet the task of setting this as a national priority.
So my concern is that without matching we automatically cut or
reduce the commitment as measured by dollars in half.

Going back to Dr. Ellison's precise point a moment ago, we do
more than cut that commitment in half; without matching, we
eliminate or we in some' way leave the potential to eliminate the
involvement in the community and the resources from that com-
munity. I wonder if Dr. Ellison or Dr. Ikenberry would want to
elaborate as to whether that approach towards matching is one
that would, in fact, leverage these Federal dollars to a greater com-
mitment.

Dr. IKENBERRY. I guess we're paying courtesy to each other, so I
will jump in here and go first.

I personally believe that the problem is of sufficient magnitude,
as I stated earlier, that there is no question but that participation
on the part of local educational-agencies, State governments, the
private sector, and business and industry and our universities and
colleges, will be required. Personallyand I speak only on behalf of
my own perSonal views now, -'not necessarily on behalf of the associ-
ations that we representmy personal view is that I would have
no 'bjection to the incorporation of appropriate matching provi-
sio the bill. I think the problem is of sufficient magnitude
that rhaps could benefit from that.

If : matching provisions were not incorporated, at least
some .mpetitive provision within the bill that would encourage
State education and local education agencies and others that would
submit proposals under the provisions of the bill to look for other
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sources of support in addition to the Federal support it seems to
me is a positive and constructive first step.

When one looks at $300 million, in terms of the scope of Ameri-
can education, it really is more of a motivational device and an op-
portunity to get some things moving on an experimental basis than
it is a national attack on this problem.

Dr. ELLISON. I would concur with those comments.
I would add that the opportunity to leverage along those lines I

think also exists with other Federal programs that currently exist.
I was last before this committee to testify on TRIO programs.
Upward bound, talent search, and student speci rvices are all
support systems, theoretically, to the same kind urriculum en-
hancement and motivation programs that woul support the stu-
dent end at least of the formula that we're talking about. So I see
the question.of not only looking to find ways to force applicants to
answer some fairly direct questions and respond to this potential of
matching, but also to define and describe ways in which they have
used other Federal resources that normally have operated in a
vacuum in the very area that this program is designed to impact.
My own statement would be that I think the committee would-do
well to, if not in this act as an act, but certainly the guidelines for
application, to have the local people think through very clearly
what the interrelationship is of this kind of pkvgram to existing
programs that might be operating currently.

Revernd BYRON. I tend to want to be careful about a matching
requirement, particularly if the requirement would be made of an
already financially strapped school district or local governmental
jurisdiction. I say I want to be careful of that.

I think perhaps about opening up provisions for the use of com-
munity development funds under other legislation. Perhaps if this
is perceived by those in charge of local governments to be a good
way of developing human potential in a district, then perhaps
other funds already appropriated under other titles could be used. I
am not prepared at the moment to say'what they might be.

I think you might rely on a demonstration effect. If something
like this by virtue of a direct grant works, then perhaps the private
sector could say "we would like to participate in the same kind of a
thing."

Finally I would say that, to the extent that a match would be
necessary, I would suggest it be used only on a second-time grant.
The first time would be direct full, and if you want to come back
the following summer or subsequent times, you would have to come
back with a proposal that would contain. a match.

Mr. BAirrurrr. Thank you.
To follow up on that, I would suggest to the committee and to

Chairman Simon, as much as to the witnesses, that perhaps the
way to resolve the dilemma of some school districts and agencies in
areas not having the match potentially available is that this com-
mittee could write the match in a way to include chapter 1 of edu-
cation for the disadvantaged or other highly targeted Federal
grants that do exist today, that poverty level schools, in the schools
that don't have that tax base, do have available that Farmers
-Branch,, Tex.' for example, does not, and to include chapter 1 or
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other existing Federal programs as allowing for that match might
be a way out of the dilemma.

I would have one shorter question, Mr. Chairman, with your per-
mission, and that is to go back a little bit to the need, leaving aside
the match question, because that iB one that the committee is going
to have to' resolve.

Going back to the need, though, I think I heard all of you say,
and the witnesses from today and the day before say also, that the
need seems to be of a shortage of math and science teachers, the
need of an increased national commitment. The need seems to be
widespread and is not limited to whether it's a poverty area or an
area of high`"'employment or unemployment. The chart that you
provided us; Dr. Ellison, seems to show a shortage, a critical short-
age, in all parts of the country.

In California, for example, you show a 54-percent critical short-
age of computer science teachers( and in Connecticut, Maine, Mas-
sachusetts, New Hampshire, and Rhode bland only aI say "only"
with tongue in cheekbut a lesser shortage of 45 percent, a critical
shortage, and in the Texas regiori you have an 88-percent shortage
combining critical and general shortage. So I would ask if you
would concur or object as to whether the need is widespread or if
somehow the need itself is any greater in an area of high unem-
ployment as an area of high employment.

I know tip mayor of Farmers Branch, for example, who is sitting
here in the! audience, he has told me, and we aif know, that even in
that city, which has relatively high employment, the problem of a
shortage of math and science teachers is just as acute as anywhere
else. ,

Reverend BYRON. I tend to respond in terms of my own experi-
ences, as a prep school math teacher when Sputnik went up, and
there was a flurry of interest. As you were asking your question, I
was thinking of where did those young men go, the ones that I was
teaching. They're all over. They're in California, they're in Texas. I
taught in the Northeast and, of course, a lot of them are there and
are in their professions.

So when you are looking at a national problem and you're lOok-
Mg at the development of human potential to deal with that prob-
lem, you have got just to assume portability. So to target it by
region for the development of persons I think might not be good
national policy. To target by region for the development of facili-
ties might make better national policy, because the facilities don't
move around.

Mr. SIMON. Mr. Williams.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the testis

mony of the witnesses today, and I can't help but notice these last.
couple of days of math and science hearings our questions have
been answered with unique precision that we don't no rally
find.

Because we have another excellent panel to go, I will confine
myself to posing just one question, Mr. Chairman.

ently a report was completed by the National Science Board
and National Science Foundation. The title of the report is
"Today's. Problems, Tomorrow's Crises, a Report of the National
*Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathemtics,
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Science and Technology." The report, tells us that we have found
that jn mathematics, science, and engineering wide differences per-
sist in achievement and in participation levels among students
froth different social groups. Women have traditionally participat-
ed less than.men in the sciences, and members of various minority
groupaand out my way in Montana we have a growing concern
about participation and the education level of the Ameocan Indi-
ans, but there are other minority groups as well, including, of
course, black Americans and Mexican Americans, and Puerto
Rican Americans.

The report has found that these and other minority groups have
participated less and perforrited less well on standard science and
naathematic achievement tests than their white counterparts. Ap-

. -proximately 20 percentage 'points separated the mathematics
achievement scores of 17-year-old black and white students on na-
tiori tests in 19'73. In 1975, we conducted the national
assessment tests again and found that the disparity was still as
great, if not great&

We have heard from this panel, as we have from many other
padels,:that perhaps the Federal Government cannot do all things.
Bdt this is one area in which the Federal Government has acted, in
my judgment, in a fairly significant way, to establish some equality
Of opportunity for education among all our people in the land.

Well, if it is true that the Federal Government can't do it all, let
me ask what I hope is not an unfair question: What is the educa-
tion community' and your universities and colleges in particular
doing to help reduce this great disparity which this Nation simply
Cannot. afford?

Reverend BYRON. I think it would take a long time to answer
that in detail because you get into program by program. I think all
of us would agree that there is an ongoing commitment in the . .

higher education community, institution by institution, to deal
with the problem.

I just want to make sure I've got 'the protlem. You're just saying
the disparity as shown in test results of theI'll put it this way,
that 'the white children of the Northeastern part of the United
States are doing' a whole lot better in SAT scores than black and
Hispanic youngsters elsewhere in the country. The data are show-
ing that. As I am . hearing you, you're saying what is the higher
education establishment trying to do to close that gap.

Mr. WrwAnis. And to close what, is, of course, the resultant gaps
of the participation level betWeen 'these various groups as math-
ematicians, scientists, and engiiiieers.

Reverend BYRON. Let me give you one concrete example and
then I will yield to the others.

Here in Washington, at Catholic University, I just started there
on the 1st of September. I asked that an initiative be taken toward
the private sector institutions, co rations in this area, in what
we called a partnership program. " e said it is to educate minority
studentsof "course, in this community it would be primarily
blacks and Hispanics. We went to major corporations and entities
and said, "If you will commit yourself to a youngster at the lev'el of
$3,000 a year for 4 years, the institution will match that commit-
ment at $3;000. And we will give support services, but we want to
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bring youngsters in from the minority community." We aren't ,get-
ting a very enthusiastic response to that. We're getting some but,
frankly, it is quite disappointing.

We do have a so-called partnership program in place, but we find
we're the sole partners. We are putting up the entire amount, and
that is coming out of tuition payments of other kids. That sort of
thing simply cannot go on. It is unfunded student aid and we're
putting it out in that direction.

Now, once the youngster is there, that is, of course, just the be-
ginning. What do we do when they are there? We find that if we
give them the opportunity to get into the normal pattern, that they
will catch up. They get additional help, but we don't set them aside
as a special category. We are making a conscious effort to try to

. have a retention program of minority youngsters in engineering,
science, and engineering, in our School of engineering, and we are
asking another major corporation for assistance in that regard. But
this is a tilOw ,process, and for every youngster who stays in there
for 4 years and gets the degree, you have got a victory. There are
some small victories, bait the-task ahead is a whole lot larger than
we are able to deal with.

Dr. IxErmininv. I would jtist cite quickly three specific examples
that the University of Illinois is involved with:

In the field of engineering we have what we call a principal
scholars program that is designed at the high: school level to identi-
fy promising minority youngsters who are interested in pursuing
ultimately a career in the' field of science and engineering. We
work with them at the high schOorlevel during the, academic year
and during summer programs and so forth to make sure that; their
basic preparation moves along rapidly enough so that they are able
to enter as freshmen at the University of Illinois, or other universi-
ties and colleges. They don't necessarily all come to us. We 'work
with them early in the secondary sehools and with the local school
system to identify promising young people and make sure that they
get the special help they need to jump the hurdle.

A Second program is along the same lines but is in the field of
the health care professions. We are working with school systems,
particularly in the city of Chicago, to identify particularly Minority
youngsters who are interested in pursuing careers in the health
professionsmedicine, dentistry, pharmacy and so forth, nursing.
And Students, if they fail to gain adequate competence in Math and.'
science at the secondary level; and in th6ir baccalaureate prepara-
tion cannot then go on to pUrsue profeSsional programs in, let's
say, medicine or dentistry, again we are working at the high school
level to identify these students early to introduce them into the
health professions and to counsel them and help them get the basic
science and mathematic competencies that they will need to pursue,
careers.

A third area that we are working with is with the Chidago City
schools generally to provide special enrichment" programs, not just
for minority students but fOr all students,, who have special giftsin
science and Mathematics, to provide the weekencl4and summer pro-
gram enrichment programs in cooperation with t Museum Of Sci-
ence and Industry and other _cultural and educational institutions
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in the Chicago area to try to develop the human resource of that
city to the highest level possible.

Those are just three examples that come to mind.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you.
Dr. ELLISON. Mr. Chairman, Mr. Williams, I would just give a

couple of examples, also, of the approaches that we take, and they
are similar to those that have been described by President Iken-
berry.

I did pass out, and I think you have it in front of you, the specific
program that, I was making reference to. The Cleveland Space Od-

r, which was a joint partnership arrangement with NASA
], the. Center for Science in our college, that is a cooperative

mechanism that will allow us to systematically work with the 32
school districts the county.

With respect specifically to quality, however, and minority stu-
dents and students who tend to achieve at a much lower level than
those who have obviouily taken advantage of opportunities and
who are scoring better on SAT tests and other measures, we have a
huge institutional commitment to developmental education, which
is an area of institutional programing that as a community college
we have not turned out backs on because we have maintained and
do maintain the commitment to an open door policy.

With respect to developmental education, we have sought out
partnership arrangements, as the father was mentioning a few
minutes ago, with business and industry. My comment about the
PLATO system, the application of computer technology in both
basic skills education as well as in general scientific understanding.
The computer and the computer application in the clatisroom
probably one of the most appealing tools that we have now, that
will help young people be reexcited about discovery and opportuni-
ty for learning. Indeed, the Center of the Space Program with the
schools and with NASA was based around the questions of comput-
er technology and the things that are happening now in that broad
area

So, on .the quality side, we are maintaining as many institutions
are a commitment to developmental or basic 'supports to enhance,
to stimulate, to motivate students forward.

On the participation side, our efforts are to keep tuition as low
as we can so that students who come fi=om the public schoolsinci-
dentally, the 28,000 students that were mentioned as being enrolled
in our institution, a local community college, the average age is 28
this year. So, when we talk about students in the community col-
lege arena, we are talking about adults, in large part, who are
coming back to our institution.

We have articulation programs that were described by President
Ikenberry with not only local school districts but with the universi-
ties, so there is a career sequence that students, hopefully, will
enter, into and move forward. Our biggest commitment, however,
had 6 do with location. In 1968 we made, in CleVnd, the largest
single commitmentI think it's on recordin Amtkica, to locate
new institution downtown. We spent $40 million, the largest single
investment in our city for a new institution in the middle sixties.
We are located downtown. We are in the middle of the ethnic and

41 .
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minority communities, so we put our money where our hearts
wereand that is before I arrived at that institution.

We have a now $9 million high technology skill training center.
that is going up on that site today. That will be both a motivator
and stimulator at the quality level, of what can happen if a student
will simply aspire to move with us in that environment. We are
moving with a now sot of agreements with private industry to
make sure that those facilities and those commitments to the city,
where largo numbers of minority students who are not achieving
well, where large numbers of women are coming back to the insti-
tution, large numbers of single parents, displaced homemakers,
who are single parent breadwinners now, that are going into the
automated electronic offices of the future.

Our program in word processiong and data processing and office
administration today will be manned or peopled by and large by an
awful lot of women today who are looking to be and are sole sup-
porters of households. They are going to learn those skills on our
campus, close to home, capable of operating out of that environ-
ment.

I cite mine as an example. I suspect We have thousands of them
across the country. I think has to do as much with will and com-
mitment as it does to, specific examples.

Mr. WILLiAms. In concluding,/ Mr. Chairman, I would say what I
have said before in this committee hearing room, and that is that
we are quickly approaching a math - and science crisis, and in
trying to resolve it we should- not ignore thic.great, virtually un-
tapped load of potential mathematicians and i4cientists who are out
there as women and other American minorities. They may well be
the midterm and then longrun answer to this shortage.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
I don't want to prolong this, but one quick question to Father

Byron. One of the suggestions you make that is not part of our bill
is the faculty renewal award idea. I have to say it has some appeal
to me. But you are suggesting a $20 million program. For. the -pur-
poses of this proposal, we would have to scale that down apprecia-

. bly.
If that were, scaled down, say.even to 10 percent, so you're talk-

ing about 300 awards every year instead of 3,000, when you scale it
down that much is it still a meaningful thing? Is it still something
that ought to be done?

Reverend BYRON. Yes; it is. I would say it still should be done,
that it carries with it prestige; and at least they will get a little
psychic income if the stipend is just barely adequate. I think it is a
good thing and it can always be built upon.

Mr. SIMON. I thank you, and I thank all three. You have been
very patient and we appreciate it.

Revevend BYRON. Thank you very much.
Mr. IKENBERRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. SimoN. Our final paneland they deserve an even greater

patience award than the three witnesses you have just heardare
David Moreau, E. Walter LeFevre, Charles Ruch, William Kelly,
Robert Gaither, and Stephen Willoughby.
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I am going to inodlly, the order of the panel as it is listed hero in
order to give our colleague from Montana, a very respected
member of this committee, and now a member of suddenly new
power because he hi a member of the Budget Committee, also. I am
going to call on our colleague from Montana, Pat Williams, to in-
troduce the dean of the college of letters and sciences at Montana
State University.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I appreci-
ate that kindness and I am pleased to welcome a follow Montanan
to this panel, the immediate past president of the American Associ-
ation of Physics Teachers, Dn William Kelly.

Bill Kelly has served for the past 4 years as the demi of Montana
State University's, College 9f Letters and Sciences, and ho was pre-
viously the chairman of the, physics department at Michigan State
University. We are always pleased at this distance to have a Mon-
tanan, Bill, and we are particularly pleased today to have one of
your stature.

Mr. KELLY. Thank you, Pat. I appreciate that very much.
Mr. SIMON. I think what we will do, we will call on you first,

Dean Kelly, and then proceed with the, other. panel members and
hear from all the panel. We will then have questions.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM KELLY, DEAN, COLLEGE OF LETTERS
AND SCIENCES, MONTANA STATE UNIVERSITY, ACCOMPANIED
BY JOHN W. LAYMAN AND JACK M. WILSON

Mr. KELLY. Thank you, Mr. Simon, and thank you, Pat, and
thank you, members of the committee.

I am .a little disappointed that Mr. Perkins left early because I
wanted. to compliment him on some of the initiatives that are heing
taken in his State to solve this problem. Kentucky is One of the
leaders in that.

Au Pat Williams just mentioned, I appear wearing two hats, one
a a representative of my university and college, and the other as a
representative .of the American 'Association of Physics Teachers.
The AAPT, as we call it, just completed its annual meeting in New
York this week, and as a pari of that exercise, we had a number of
sessions dealing with the crisis in engineering and mathematics
and science teaching. You might be pleased to know that the coun-
cil of that body voted unanimously a resolution of appreciation to
the sponsors of this bill, and I wanted to relay that information to
you and commend you for the, stands that you are taking. '

This is, indeed, a very serious problem. I was struck this morning
in listening to the ether testimony, I don't think I have ever been
in a room hearing testimony and participating in which I have
agreed more with more people., It is something that we really need
to give a lot of attention to. ;

I think the bill that you are proposing here is one that is moving
in the right direction: I do have some problems with it, though, and
let me turn to some of those problems.

Mr. &moil. Incidentally, for all the witnesses, we will enter your
lull statements in the record, and then you may proceed informally
or however you wish.

Q -1 a" U
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, Mr. KELLY. What you. will find, if. you take my verbal rem rks
and the written remarks, you will.get more for themoney than
would by themielVes 4. ,

As I 'mentioned, .t ,e problems are great. Now,let`me give yon,an.
example,of how e naive the problem is and how it deMpares, with
some or our foreign neighbors', some of our .foreign competitors; if

We learned just this last week thate-magazine that we .p lisli- '.
called The Physics Teacher, which we distribute to somet like ._...

) 9,0O(' teachers in this country, also goes to the Soviet Union: '''..."the
Soviet Union they translate a number of the articles' from ea:wk.kJ r .,
the journals and then distribute those along :with a similar journ
to something like 150,000 peoplee-Th&timpact of that can be V
great. '

Another example. 'We _had a small dele -Of our associa
that attendtd a conference, an Internet' conference, in,the
ple's Republic of China, and as a part of that activity they visited
eight of the major universit,lies in China: They saw the classrooms ,, .

,in action; they saw the teaching laboratories, and so on. They came; '

you will.

back with. the inform
the students are'
tory work, than the
''';jit addition, when
they found that th
some ways is mare
techniques that are
terns.

You mentioned yours
forthe foreign lang-uag

thatin the average of those universities
icantly more exposure to the 1

ding students in thikcountry_
k a loop at the apparatus that there;

eq ment is, better, is more modern, and' in 6
aginative,, 'a ble iMagiriat've use "of all het
olved. Se, I we have ome real

lf, 1411:..01fairman, thiS mo
'agree, with you Avholehe

g a'conce
?dly

is akissu thatzis' a very Serious one;.it is one that is going
gro *th tithe: I t ., we do need, to addresslhat..

$u I think; .what we 'are in no' 4in a situation where we haVel-2,
some g like a perion 'who, has been injured, has had one of
limbs ,nikired in. an accident. All these' limbs are import .t,` aid;
they altneed ,td be taken care of. &it the ones that, need tO)3e-aih.6.:

....dressed are the. Ones:that are hurt' the most seriously: I think that
is the situation we are in. ,

the: prepared testimony that I have, here for you, we indicate a
number of priorities that we would like te,.see-', and let me Mention
some of these: Teacher training and're-traming, aideciAhrough for-
givable lodnii;;for,atudente'. planning to be teachers. S er aca-

. demic institutes. SupPort for the modernization and m tenance
of equipmen& And then, also, I think in eider" ttack this w ole
problem, there needs to be- a very coordinated pproackanvo g
not just the edUcational'community but the 'oNitite educational com-
munity, industry, and so, on. -

I was very pleased to see the amendment thde'Pat Williams has
introduce& calling for support of public awareness programs in *,.1.

ence. I would like to urge the support-ef that, because n
"educate thepublic much more ,with regard to t4p importance of sal-

. .

ence and, mathematics education with.the .importance of education
generally, So, I would like. to'encourage that kind of support.

I do, have one reservation regarding that amendment, though,
and that is it calls Ter matChing funds: This kind of a program,
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where it existe,:is a ve low priority kind of a program in the non-
-profit institutions. Weiave a .omail program at* Montana State, a
very small one. It is on the endangered species list because of an-
ticipated budget cuts. To come up with matching funds I would
hay** literally cut classes in some of the areas we're talking
about "here we need to make .preparation. That's a difficult choice
to have tb make.

. To givp you an example as to how, large the modernization of
equipment problem ia, I did a survey in my own college of just the-
science areas only. asked the department heads to give me the
information as to the total amount of-dollars it would take to; mad", '

ernize their laboratories so that they would be teaching state-of-'.
. the-art concepts with state-of-the-art equipinent. That total esti-

mate was $2.5 million.
Now, if have to come up with' the money fcithat from my own

budget, it will take me 50 years to do it."With the matching kind of
requirement that you are mentioning here; that number gets re-
duced to 34 years. So I have a real problem. with it. Somehow, with
the way knowledge is advancing, I think my eq,uipment will be out
of date before it can be replaced again. So, I would like to call at-
tention to that. °

I'm: about the possibility that the block grant ap-,
proac will be used in 'the distribution of the money to. the precol-
lege institutions. 'The difficulty there is that the total amount of
money that is available is very, very small. If you consider the
average dollars per school district, that's going to.turn out to be'.
abotit $14,000. If you then say we're going t6 divide. it amongst the
half a dozen different scientific, disciplines, then you're 'talking'
about a couple of thousand dollars. Then if you talk about dividing
it amongst the different schools, the different number of high 11.,-<3

schools, the different elementary schools, different junior, high ,
schools, you're down to just a few hundred dollars per school, pet

'disciplin,e. That's Just not enough to really make an impact.
I think we would be well advised to devise a better way o -target-

log the money $o specific programs,where the decision to upport
the program would be based upon Vthe qualities of the pro
the qualities of the program to be developed, and the quality
output that is likely to come out. To achieve that, one woul
to develop a system of peer review, peer evaluation, involvin
perts who are known for their expertise in the areas of teac

t, and the. areas of the disciplineI cannot emphasize areas of the ,
discipline too muchand also who are known for the quality of4
their judgment and for their ability to be objective. Without that
kind of peer review and eyaluation, I think that the programs 'are
doornedlo.failure at the very beginning.

ain, .I.Commend you for the steps that you are taking, and I
would like to 'Offer whatever services I can give and that the
American Asgociationlotl'hypics Teachers can give .to help you
solve those problems.::

I would like to. Calc yeSur'attentioria4"the appendix that is in our,, report, which lisE3 approximately a couple: of-dozen possible solu
lions to the 'Problem. We will -be happy to-diseuss those with you at
some time if you would like. -

Thank you. ,

of the
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e prepared statement of William Kelly follows:]?,:
PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM H. KELLY, PAST PRESIDENT, AMERICAN

ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS TEACHERS

The Anierican;Association of Physics Teachers expresses I appreciation to the
members of Congress who have sponsored H,R. 30 (Mr. Per s, M. Simon, Mr.
Goodlitig,. Mr. 'Ford, Mr. Biagg.i, Mr. Willitiriiii;;MF`Weiss, Mr. man, Mr. Ober-
star, Mr. Smith, Mr. Bahian, Mr. Bevill and Mr. Boucher).

We appreciate their recognition of the desperate situation th t exists in the
United States today, in regard to pre-college and postfecondary edu tion and train- .

ing in science and mathematics and their perception of the criti impact that the
present shortages of qualified teachers implies in terms of the long-range improve-
ment of our national technical leadership and industrial productivity.'

Recogning the stringent budget restriction8 currently necessary at the national
and 'local levels, we urge that appropriations be well focused to ensure that the
,funds reaching local programs be sufficient to have an appreciable triggering effect
for local, effort. To achieve _this concentration of effort iikiffe mathematical and sci-.
entific areas where there now .exiskcritical shortages, ONtialified teachers and edu-
cational efforts, v7e recommend strong federal support: of nationwide programs o

1.- Teacher training and retraining aided through (a) forgivable loans' foratuden
training to be teachers; (b) summer academic institutes at universities designed tom
hp r ye and update the knowledge and abilities of practicing teachers;

apport for the modernization and maintenance of instructional equipment;
4itforming .the :public concerning the impoi-tance of mathematics and science.

The'Associaticin hopes th4all members of Congress will recognize that national
eiCellence in education in haathematies, science and technology is a major fohnda-
ihra upon which the United States can build a secure future. We hope that the Con-

will see that'Strong .fiidhral leadership in,this area ja essential to our national
tinctiveness and survpitii.

INTRODUCTION
,.
.,.

The. American As of PhysicsQTeachers is a professional' organization con-
eisting of teachers in high school, tvio-year, iihd.four-year colleges and universities.

. Its approximately 9,000 members are actively engaged in the improvement of the
teaching of physics and astronomy at all levels ranging froth elementary school

:through graduate work M the universities. The Association hba;'been concerned
about the shortages of science and mathematics teachers for several' years, and has
been searching for solutions to the resultant problems.

The AAPT has been cooperating with the National Science Teachers"Association
i,ndata surveys to determine the-magnitude of the teacher shortages and some of

. tfi impacts of those sttortages. We are familiar with the wirtten testimony present-
ed by,the NSTA on January 27, 1983, and are' in general agreement with most of
the points made in thedcianment. However,'We do differ with some of their remarks
concerning the :NSF and believe that, portions of the:H.R. 30 bill might be adminis-
.tered out of the Office of Educaticift under certain'brcurnstances: We share the con-
cerns about the apparent lack of sensitivity of the National Science -Board tb;1 he
problems, of science and Math' educators. However, in the .pest the Department of:

..Education. has also been insensitive to many of 'the same problems. ,

I Will also be testifying as the Dean of the College of Letters and Science of Mon-
tana State University Which is in the District of Representative Pat Williams, one of
the Sponsors of H.R. 30 and the initiator of an amendment to that bill. I will also
testify in support of that amendment.

Much data have been published recently concerning the shortages, and some are
summarized in the written testimony of NSTA. These.,:data. will

of
be repeated

here, instead we will present additiOnal data specific OS. a Veiiple of states and other
information concerning the situation in the USS13;and'The...People's Republic of ,
China as compared to that in the U.S.A. These will help;t0,hiiiphasize the enormity
of the current situation. . .

There is a very strong need for a broad coordinating pregtzuk.;, a problems haVe
to be attached at all levels, .including major programs 'pt-i'vclUeating the public con-
terning the importance of education and of teachers of skienbe end mathematics es-
pecially. At the same time we cannot overlook the humanities and foreign lan-
guages. SCience and mathmatics have to be placed in perspective, and the interac-
tion with peoples of other languages and other cultures will be increasingly imPor-
tent with time. The problems are gigantic and the costs are enormous. however, the
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problems and costs of not acting will be even greater, . As a bumper sticker on a
Bozeman, Montana car says, "If you think education is expensive, wait until you see
the cost of ignorance."

Education in science and mathematics is absolutely, essential to the 'defense and
security of this nation. It is probably more important than most of the different
weapons systems and should be viewed as such.

The commitments made by Congress will have td..-be: long-term commitments.
Turning, on a program for a few years and then turning!it off will be devastating.

THE PROBLEMS or TEACHER SHORTAGES

As an example of the magnitude "of the problem,,consider the case in Texas.There':
are approximately 3,000 teachers of physics and physical science in the Texas School
system. About 500 of these leave teaching 'each year are 150 institutions jn
Texas that produce teachers. In recent years therewere on the average only 10 stu-
dents each year graduating prepared to teach physics. Of these, six do not go into
teaching because of competing salaries in industry and business.

Approximately 70 percent of all junior high physical science teachers in Texas
lack-certification requirements; they are teaching on emergency permits. A survey
taken about 10 years showed that abOut 60 percent Of these teachers, had taken
no further course in physics or chemiatry since the ninth' grade (which they were
teaching at the time). . ,

This situation in Texas,is fairly typical of those in other' states. A national survey
of college programs for the preparation of elementary 'school teachers showed that

of the programs require no science in the curriculum.
In the spring of 1981 the Texas section of the AAPJ' decided to honor five high

school physics teachers for their outstanding tear -of physics. When they tned to
contact these teachers in the -fall of 1981, three :the five had left teaching for
better paying jobs in business and ind ;

The publishes a magazine :The Physics Teacher, which has ap rod.
mately 9,000 subscribers. It is designed to, be of Most help to the h &haat physics
teacher.- We have recently learned that -in the USSR a substan number of, arti-
des have been translated- into Russia and distributed in or their ,equirlene,
journal to approximately 150,000 physics teachers-

The AAPT 'recently sent a =sill delegation of pllersica faculty rberel*ri to the Peo-
ple's Republic of China. The delegation visited eight major es in that coun-
try and learned that thephysics majors have much' more lab we; ain students in
this country arid have equipment that in often better than that in our college
and university instructional laberittoried. In 'addition, 00 'student/1 are taught much f,
more math and, science in their high school programs. -'

In .the January 24, 1983, issue of The New Yorker, the 'widely known American'
investment banker Felix George Rohatym is :quoted as/saying, !The thingbabout
Japanese'competition, by the wayovas brought-heine ta*e tn. it corriersation had
with the physicist I. I. Rabi. He said that'we wouldn't; berable to citimpsite with the
Japanese for the next twenty years, becanse we:idn't a teachers who knew hoW
to teach technology. From what I have, been reading, ve come to the conclusion
that Japanese , productivity seems to .hiiVe most tq with their primary-,and.sec.
ondary-school systenis, and not at all ;with then quality-control circles and labor
rates. -

I recently surveyed the, instructional equipmen& needed by the science and math-
einatics departments in ray own College o tra m .and. Science at Montana State
University in order to,moderire their prograiiind, to ihysent the essential expen- _
ments as they should be clone: The total arnefunt- needed in over $ . h
the current equipment icobsoIete, 10-20,' old. A significan fraction of that
equipment is not working properly. With present. budget it would take approxi-
rnately 60 years to replete that equipment ( years if the proposed matching grant
requirement in H.R. 30 is held). Frora'our observation as we have visited other eel-
ente departments in other universitiee, atir.situation is more typical then it is un-

anAeorte POW THE TEACHER sHoaTA9if iitoalams

are enormous., Let me cite some other ns.:The following is a fairly accurate
Teachers' salaries are a bigicqntributn.rf#the curryint problems and the problems

description of the conditionii under Whic the-average teacher operatesand the
problems are worse in the lower grades:

1. The teacher does not .understand adequi the concepts being taught;
2. The teacher lacks knOWledge of applications of the material;
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8. The teachers often cannot modify the axiomatic treatment in the text to nid

experimental approach that would be more easily understood by the students;
4. The school budget does not provide adequate materials and equipment to

the modifications that would be needed for,the more experimental approach;
5. The a; has no time for such modifications if he/she were capable of .

making them aoli of their time goes to filling out endless forma for one govern.'
ment agency V9ler;6. The teat e .tivall not be ,able to. get the funds from the school adminiBtration
even if he/She Mid illatimit and the knowledge to do to; :

7. The teacher '*1.11 tot receive adequate salary recognition even if he/she com-
pletes the certificalitilit requirements for teaching; . z x

8: There is little chance for advancement as a rfcientle teacher, but they do ad-
vance if they move out of teaching into administration, etc.

The Universities and Colleges contribute to the problems. In most institutions
there is very little interaction between those faculty teaching the subject matter -

courses and those faculty teaching the education methods courses. The demands on
the students majoring in _education and the expectations of them are often conflict-
ing. The faculty in the subject matter areas tend to look _down upon the students
going into teaching, and this attitude is felt by the students. this faculty attitude is
simply a manifestation of the attitude .of the public toward our teachers. The low
salaries, the low school budgets, and expressed opinions by the public are other
manifestation& There is a strong need to educate the, public to the fact that teach-
ere are very important and should be,rewarded accoraingly.

THE BILL: H.li. 30

t. Part AElementary and Secondary AsIs" tance
We generally support the bill, but do have some reservations concerning it. The

total amount available after subtraction of 6 percent for administration, is
$237,500,000. This amotmta to an approximate average of $14,000 per school district.
This is to be divided among physice; mathematics, chemistry, biology, earth sciences,
and perhaps others. (The bill is vague about the eligibility of the social sciences.)
This means an average of about; $2800. per 'subject- area.. Most districts have more
than one high school, several junior. high schools, and even more elementary

-schools. Let us assume two of each school for the` istrict, on the average. There will
then be betWeen $400 and $500 to spend in, each school in each subject area. f .,onsir14.
ering the current' state of affairs' in most school districts, this is an unreasonably.:.
small amount to "accomplish anything significant. Consequently, the focus of the
program shonta not be broadended. In fact, one might consider narrowing the focus
to mathe taco and the physical sciences.

Tbeief nun.). d that a fe* programs t,hat will have a significant impact
be targe t bl grants based uponAhe niiieberof stddente.be keplayed by
a gran m based upon the merits of 'aPecific 'proPoaeci'Vrograms: alit the
merits of e people involved.: Thq'grants a ed'should be determined'.from the
reviews of the proposed pregranis, made li"; peers`.:_who :are experts the subject
areas and method areas involved and who are resPeCted for the quality' and objectiv-
ity of their judgment

This peer! review approach will give more asetgante.of quality control than the
block grant system. As a result, faculty ana;blic °punting of the programa will be
higher. This' kind of support will be urgently` needed. For School districts where the
needed expertise for the development of strong programs ia absent; a.systein involv-
ing special consultants can be developed as an ternative.

Inservice training and retraining programs'and the modernization oCtiquipment....
should be given the higher .priorities. The training programs must invefie'expeits
from the subject matter areas, since the teachers often lack the necessary confident*
that mastery of the subject matter gives. (In fact, many of these teachers lack confi-
dence in science and mathematics; and this is often communicated to the students.)
Use of the emerging technologies should be included in these programs.

It must be kept in mind that the need for teachers is more critical in physici,
mathematics, and chemistry than they are in the other science areas. Priorities
should be de'veloped accordingly:
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Part B-4ost-Secondary Assistance

Congressional scholarships ' . ,

The Congressional Scholarships Program is an excellent way to prOdeed..With
proper publicity this can be made a prestige program that can be attractive to pro-
spectiye teachers. These funds should be supplemented so that many more teachers ,

can be reached. Six hundred scholarships per year is a;drop in the bucket compared
i to the needs: However, five years of teaching for two years of tuition and fees is out
of line as far as costs are concerned. A year's service for a year's tuition and fees
would be more within reason. Partial forgiveness of this loan should be possible
with each year's service. A teacher who learns that he or she is unsuited to teaching
should not be forced to stay in teaching. No one gains under such circumstances.
Summer institutes

Summer Institutes and Workehips for teachers of mathematics and sciencuire
important and should be funded. The offering of such institutes and workshops must
involve university and college faculty from subject matter areas. The teachers need
information and skills that would be provided and the confidence that they would
gain from having bOth the skills and the information.

The actual selection of Institutes and Workshops should be based upon the quality
of proposals and faculty as determined from reviews by peers who are familiar with
the subj matter and the methods to be used and who are known for their qualityoe
and obj vity of judgment:;'

There ve been some exciting and interesting developments in recent years in
determining how students learn science and mathematics. These developments can
have important impacts on how we teach different students at different levels. Most
of these results have been obtained by research groups in universities. This research
is important and should be encouraged. The moniss designated for the National In- :,
stitute of Education should be available in part tusupport these. kinds of program.
as ,well. kfA :19:t,,

Much research needs to be conducted into curriculum' development and in the-aPi;,...:
plications anew technologies; in teaching. These must be supported if progress is tO'.
be made. ..
Upgrading laboratory equipment and facilities

.,.This is an extremely important need. However, the two in three matching fun
.requirement will exacerbate the inequalities that now exist. The richer univereiti
and colleges will have th'e matching funds and will be able to participate. At thb"::,;,,
other extreme, where the needs 'are more critical, the least affluent colleges and't v,
universities will be unable to participate. Many institutions are in' budget-cutting :-,,f:
situations because of the state of the economy and, as a result, will-find it diffi
to participate if they can participate at all.

engs grants imply the participation of induct :business. These orgam- !,
rations tend to "give where they live." Rural,statO -ulation states, such'
as Montana, do not have many such opportunitiea ',' NOMA needs are
large. Businesses and industries are limited in di h 11410;that-they7L7
can give. Tax incentives forusinesa, industry, an d;_belrelpful.
,. At Montana State Univeraity for example I vtif kallY,:yedyne, the
number of classes to be offered in these areas 6f s ; r-to 'partiCipateat --
a meaningful level. Montana State University 'iii n miltirhilbli idtuatuion: The .:
financial condition of the majority of the other tytionfrothiglier education is
similar. There is very little, if any, budget flexibilitly ., .. oc ..,,z ;'-- .::: : .2

the states to act. State l tors might be susceptible making unusual alloca-
Large matching grant p with the states would be a strong' incentive for

Aloes if they were convinced oftlie needs and if they co d see how their allocations
''' could be leveraged; ' .

( '-" t ... .....,

AMENDMENT TO ma: SO OYFRIIFM BY MR. WILLIAMS OF mortili*J"'
Tki'%,.,'".The amendment offered by Mr. Williams of Montana calls for the doii, * .saint of,, ,

a grants program for public information'. programs about science-4n f-rat 4 ,
1,

.. ,,
.0

atics
in contemparary society. We are very strongly supportive of this: , ent. The
public must be educated more concerning the importance of science and,inethemat-
ics so that it can be better ready to deal with the increasing technologies and to
become 'more productive in the future. The public also-needs this program in Order ,
to become more supportive of the needs of education.

,ola-

3 76
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The proposed use of a review panel involving eminent and experienced advisors is
essential to assure high quality, accurate, and objective programming.

We have one serious reservation regarding the amendment, however. Very few
non-profit institutions, if any, will have the resources needed to participate in this
kind of activity if matching funds are required. Where this activity still exists now
in universities and colleges, it is of low priority because of critical needs in other
areas, and is thus an endangered species. A one part institutional to five ,parta fed -
eral grant would be more appropriate.

OTHER PROPOSED SOLUTIONS TO THE CRISIS FROM THE AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF PHYSICS
TEACHERS

° The American_Association of Physics Teachers hasa Committee on the Crisis in
Science and Engineering Education (Chaired by William H Kelly). In its meeting of
January 24, 1983, the Committee developed a last of Potential Solutions to the crisis.
The more general of these solutions are included in Appendix A. The solutions are a
preliminary attempt at focusing activities, and we continue to develop others.

The AAPT is strongly committed to do everything it can to solve. the problems
that exist in science and mathematics teaching. It will willingly and happily work
with other professional associations to achieve these goals.

AAPT HIGH SCHOOL TEACHER SHORTAGE, POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS, RANKED IM4AL LIST

The American Association of Physics Teachers feels that the crisis in science and
mathematics teaching is well documented and that the time has com`kfor the AESO-
ciation to purpose some solutions for this crisis.

An.original list of Proposed Solutions and a rating sheet were mailed to all mem-
bers of the Crisis Committee, the High School Committee, the Executive Board, the
Section Representatives, and others in advance of the New York national meeting.

At the New York meeting these Proposed Solutions received widespread discus -
sion with input from all interested and concerned parties. These Proposed Solutions

. now stand as AAPT Propoaed Solutions. They are ranked in order of their perceived
importance but this-is not, absolute. Each Potential Solution wil9nive to be judged
according to the local science and resources.

All persons have some responsibility for adopting some of the Proposed Solutions.
Some are amendable to Association responsibility, some to local, state, and national
efforts. No singular solution will be the cure all. -4' These Potential Solutions will be useful for those preparing testimony for Con-
gress and ,may be given to the, National Science Board's Commission on Precollege
Edudation in Mathematics, Silence, and Technology, which is beginning Phase Ell of
its work which involves providing specific suggestions for solutions for the problenn#
addressed by, out Potential Solutions set.

The AAPT CrisisZommittee will still elaborate on each of the solutions pro
more detailed suggestions. -

None of the original Potential Solutions were eliminated since all fell abova-
3.0 level. Some Potential Solutions were added to. the list but were not subjected
the ranking/add valuing procedures of the originaset.

.The Association must have evidence of solution attempts and level of 'Success'
you know of such efforts please send appropriate documentation to Dr. John W.
Layman, Physics Department, University' of Maryland, College Park, Maryland
20742.

AAPT Ranked Potential Solutions Set: Each Potential Solutions value on the
scale of 5 (Top Priority), 4 (High Priority), 3 (Neutral), 2 (Low Priority), 1 (Eliminate)
is also

1. Sho term intensive summer workahops. (Value 4.6.)
Imm to upgrading of underprepared teachers and modernization of the eqiiipz

ment and technological background of tlie'prepared teacher are both needed. Short
term workshops that don't consume a Whole summer may be an excellent solution.

-Layman suggesteda three tiered format. A two week intensive workshop for the
well prepar& teachogis to upgrade their laboratory equipment and skills, perhaps-
including the area of microcomputers ad well as other types of equipment. The next
two Weeks could be a workshop for underprepared teachers with support coming
from the 'prepared group. A buddy system' of a prepared teacher with each under-
prepared teacher would offer long term support after the close of the. workshop. If
there are any pre-service teachers in training, they should receive summer support
for serving as assistants and as informal participants in the summer program.

2. Retraining programs:, (Value 4.55.)
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A finite number of programs should be established to allow critical masses of un-
derprepared teachers to come together for retraining in subject matter competence
and teaching skills. Physics teaching differs to some extent in'character from areas
such as chemistry, biology, and mathematics, When a. physics teacher retires from
teaching or goes into industry, someone with training in another area in frequently
selected to cover-the one or two physics classes that must the taught. Help must be
given these persons to improve their subject matter competence and teaching skills
and enable them to achieve certification.

However, if much of the physics teaching is done by underprepared persons04
filling in, most ,of the professional concerns expressed nationally and within
are not going-to be addressed. A supply of teachers who have majored in physics
and preparW themselves for teaching must be provided if future generations of stu-
dents are to benefit from the insights arising out of this type of commitment. This is
especially true if we are to have advanced programs, or if we are going to increase
the number of students enrolled in high school physics.

States in conjunction with professional societies should determine- the qualifica-
tions required for proper instruction in science and mathematics, monitor the quali-
fications of all teachers, and require that those underprepared, undertake course
work in the field in which they teach. ,

3. Student loans. (Value 4.2.)
Full tuition and living expenses could be provided with student loans. These loans

would be forgiven on a year for year basis if the student then enters teal
Monies the this could be provided by a statet the federal government, or thra
industrial support. Some states have begun to introduce such programs and this,wak-
a feature of recently introduced bills in the House and Senate that were not pawed.

4. Enhancement of teacher Salaries. (Value 4.1.)
Local, state, federal, or industrial funds could be provided to extend the physics ,

teacher's teaching contract to eleven months with a concomitant increase in salary.
This would provide additional support for the teacher's-curriculum and laboratory
development offdits; for equipment construction and repdir, and for joint planning
on the part of a number of teachers in larger districts or regions. Some summer
periods might be spent working in industrial or acadanic laboratories to sharpen
the teacher's awareness of and participation in the real world of science. Salaries
would then bo more competitive with industry.

The AAPT could certainly supply summer professional programs for teachers
with extended contracts.

One.other suggestion was that we create the postition of Science Fair Coach, so
that enhancement bf pay could occur within present systems.

5. Better equipment and laboratory facilities. (Value 4.05.)
Little money has been available in recent years for laboratory equipment or for

improvement in facilities. Laboratory work is the backbone of a strong physics pro-
m and -good teachers would become less discouraged if this kind of support

e available. Industrial support would be most welcome in this area.
6. S regional centers for training/retraining of teachers. (Value 3.9.) ,

Re eh r: than each institution trying to mount small programs for training ,or re-
training leachers, regional centers with appropriate resource and faculty could be

Suctilearefully planned moderately sized programs would perhaps insure a
:,-quality level not possible in small and scattered programs.

7. Tax incentives. (Value 3.85.)
Special tax incentives should be made available to industries who in some way

support physics teachers, through summer jobs, equipment support, endowed chairs,
etc. This too was a part of some of the legislation that was introduced but not
passed by the 97th Congress.

Tax relief could also be offered teachers -who devote some of their personal re-
,eCnirces-to equiping and supporting their own laboratory program. Many teachers do
this now without such tail advantages:-

Improved artichlationo£.exit and entry skills of physics students- (Value 3.8.)
The Temporary ColUnittee,compoeed'of members of the High School and Higher

Education Area COmmittees manor Working on both a high school physics
bus, as well as entry level knowledge and skills needed by students planning to take
introductory college physics courses,

9. Liaison with professional school board associations, etc. (Value 3.8.)
Jhe RAPT has not in the past attempted to create a formal relationship with es-

t aociationa of school boards, science supervisors, school principal,,, or other outside
did sciences groups that set policies affecting physics teaching. This could become
an avenue of influence in the future.

10. Professional fund for teachers. (Value 3.8.)

(.0 id
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Even skilled and experienced teachers of physics rarely find support for participa-
tion in their own professional societies at the local, state, or national level. One ele-
ment that would help keep such teachers in our classrooms would be to provide
such support. Monies for substitute pay should also be provided as part of ouch a
fund. Sourcelocal industry, chambers of commerce, etc.

11. First aid kit for theunderprepared teacher. (Value 8.8.) ,

The High School Area Committee is now working on a First Aid Kit for the Un-
derprepared Teacher. Help must be available for the underprepared teacher who is
often pressed into service much against his or her better judgement and preference.
Once this has occurred however;-thie person should be able to turn to AAPT for .-
suggestions and help in physics teaching.

The best mechanism -for dissemination of such materials would be a regional
workshop conducted _through a cooperative effort between a school district, a local
college, and experienced high school and college teachers. The buddy system should
be one of the services available through the workshop. The AAPT Sections through-
out the country could play a major role in tide process.

12: Buddy spitbm--High school/college. (Value 3.7.)
The APS/AAPI` Education Committee has already launched the College High

School Interface Project (CHIP) to try to improve the relationship between local col-
leges and high schools. These are informal contacts but did not go so far as-lo en-
courage a one to one relationship between a high school and a college teacher. Such
a system might be an improvement on the present system.

A buddy system between experienced and underexperienced high school physics
teachers *ould be Just as valuable.

13. Increased respect and sensitivity for the high school physics teachers. (Value
3.65.)

Recognition must be given .to the crucial role that may be played by teachers who
deal with physics in the schools. In spite of differences in background and level, we
are all colleagues sharing the effort to educate persons in physics. Poor teaching
occurs at all levels and in all institutions. The conditions for physics teaching have
probably deteriorated more in the public schools than in most universities. Recogni-
tion of this must be made and support for local improvements given.

14. Minority oriented programs. (Value 3.45.)
Access to programs in physics and .many other areas still remains a major prob-

lem for many minorities. Special efforts are in order to insure that all students have
-access to physics courses. The AAPT has a major federal grant to improve access to
AAPT and APS meetings for facidty;Inembers from minority colleges. Little has
been done at the 'high school e

Perhaps "e- project aimed at recruiting. minorities to teach physics would be appro.:.
Priate. A;'1 .

15. Posters. (Value 3,45.)
There is a great need for posters and other forms of student incentives for consid-

ering the role of physics in many careers. Many students are now locked out of
career options due to the lack of an awareness of this.

°Montana State has produced an excellent brochure showing careers that require
physics among other thinv as a backgroutid.

16. Endowed chairs. (Value 3.4.)
These could be supported by industry with endowment funds. The monies could be'

used tOP.provide Both additional -salary as well as monies to be used by the teacher
for partagipation in professional activities, subscriptions to professional journals, and
perhaps money to purchase newer equipment. -

17-iDepartmental physics teaching groups. (Value 3:4.).
Major physicai departments could form ,physics teaching groups within their facul-

ty. Such groupe, even informal groups composed of persons whose sole duty is not a
concern' for teaching, could enhance and -Isupport the -departmental concern for
teaching. This group could also be concerned with the high school physics problems
in the area of that institution. Too often, departments have one person who is reluc-
tantly supported in these concerns; but no long term commitment shared among
even a small set of the faculty is evident within the department or to otherphysics
Mechem in the region,

18. Computer supplemented program& tie-3.35.)
Microcomputers are finding their way into the schools in ever increasing num:

hers, but not into the science classrooms and laboratories. This device is exciting to
both teachers and students. Skilled use by the teacher can bring about enhancement
of labortories and demonstrations often showing phebomena that cannot be ob-
served in normal laboratory experiments. It can also serve a support tool for record
keeping and the production and modification of writtenteaehing materials.

3 /9
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19. Research In physics education. (Value 8.8.)
Research in physics education must be supported to allow the profession to con-

stantly strive to improve the teaching/learning of physics. This support for research- 't
is a major obligation of the whole physics community.

20. Public literacy in science and in science education. (Value 8.2.)
Public literary still remains a major concern Of the profession. The AIP probably

has the best track record in this area at this time. Underprepared teachers will not
help solve this problem. The public needs to understand why science is important,
and perhaps better understand role that physics can play in a technologically
based society.

21. Improved working conditions. (Value 8.15.)
Regardless of all other solutions, the physics community has an overall responsi-

bility for the working conditions in the high school physics classrooms. If these are
poor, and teachers feel that once they are in the classroom no other help or concern
will be forthcoming, many wilL not stay in teaching even withEimproved salaries.

The Association should create a Working Conditions Check List that corresponds
to the AAPT Guideline?, for High Schools document so that teachers or others might
rate a local program and work to bring about improvements, for teachers and stu-
dents.

22. Incentive programs for retired physicists to teach. (Value 3.05.)
incomencome provisioin could be modified to allow retired physicists or en-

gineers to contribute to the teaching of physics. The APS Education Committee is
spearheading an effort to involve retired physicists in such a program. Some might
simply help support an underprepared teacher rather than assume teaching duties.

, Imam= ADO= SOLUTIONS

23. Industry, as well as. Colleges and universities could' make their instrument.
re facilities aVailable et redueed or net costfor Bence equipment repair.

24. Local diStricticould supply paraprofeisional aids to support physics (science)
teachers.

25. Make use of advanced technologiCal communications means to reach isolated
physics (science) teachers with courses and other teaching; help..

26. The AAPT should maintain a syllabus collection so'that teaChers could refer
to the work of others for guidance, especially in, seeking information or models for a
wide variety of courses.

Mr. SIMON. We thank you.
I also have 'a note here that you are accompanied by Dr. John

Lityman; the past president of the American Association of Physics
Teachers, and Dr. Jack Wilson, the executive officer of that organi-
zation.

Mr. David Moreau, the acting dean of the College of Arts & Sci-
ences, University of North Carolina.
STATEMENT OF DAVID MOREAU, ACTING DEAN, COLLEGE OF
ARTS & SCIENCES, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL
HILL
Mr. MOREAU. Mr, Chairman, other _members of ithe committee, I

would like to',,Vilte this occasion to thank-you for the opportunity to
focus your attention for a few moments on one particular aspect of
science edution; namely, the poor state of our, tock of-equipment
that exists '02 iligher education. Others on this panel, and othertk

,:before us, 'have spoken, very eloquently to the general Aature of the
decliningg health of our science education in the United States. I
,weilldlike to call your attention to one particular aspect of that

As a university administrator, I am almost-daily confronted with
a broad -range- ofproblems in science education, including salaries,
equipment, buildings, cu.rricultim. As a parent of twitk -children in
the public schools, and a vice president of a local PISA, I am con-
fronted with it as a community problem. gat for the moment, let's
concentrate on the question of scientific equipment
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With the recognition that North Carolina shared the Nation's
problem in science education, the general administration of the
University of North Carolina system was successful in securing a
special State appropriation over the past 4 years of approximatel.
$500,000 a year to upgrade this equipment in the two flagship insti-

y

tutions in the system, North Carolina State and the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.

The State legislature did what it could, but it recognized that
that was only a bare start in addressing the problem. As such, and
at the direction of a legislative research commission, the North
Carolina Board of Science and Technology, again in September
1982, surveyed the status of equipment in all institutions of higher
education in the State. That study produce4ian analysis that indi-
cated that it would take $25 million simply to replace the 5 highest
priority items in 174 departments and in only 11. institutions. The
estimate was over $50 million to meet all of the needs that were
reported in that study.

If you account for the effects of inflation, we are probably talking
in the vicinity of $20 million a year simply to replace that stock.
The average age of an item in that stock is about 8% years, which
is higher than the national average. Eleven percent of the equip-
ment in the engineering disciplines is over 20 years old.

A second effort was made as a result 'of a special study of engi-
neering and science education by a distinguished panel, of consult-
ants to the university system. As a result of that study, the board
of governors has put before the current session of the legislature a
special request of $5.5 million to be spent over a 2-year period in
four of the institutions that are the most significant in their re-
search equipment needs, research, and instructional equipment
needs. ,

But that special request is in doubt in a period of revenue short-
falls. Just last week' the Governor announces:Ft-tat. the only item
that ha could recommend at this time in the expansion budget was
the removal or the lifting of the freeze on salaries for all State em-
ployees which has been in effect for over a year, and that includes ,

the salaries of the university faculty members.
Let me bring this now a little bit closer to home in terms of the

college of arts and sciences, which-undertook a study in support of
that study-by the North Carolina Board, of Science and Technology.
We did an item-by-iteni survey within the college of all pieces of
equipment costing over $1,000. The purchase price Of that stock is
about $11 Million. About half of it, 47 percent to be precise, 'Vs .,
purchased with Federal. research grants, and approximatelyquilf
was bought on State funds, and approximately half of it by non-
State funds. We estimate the depreciation rate on that equipment
at about 16 percent a year,.some in computer science' running
higher than that, and other disciplines somewhat more than that.
That implies-we deed about $2.5 million a year simply to replace
the existing stock.

The additional needs to upgrade those laboratories to reasonable
standards are estimated at about $870,000 a year for the next 5
years, leaving us with a total annual need of approximately $3.5
million a
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Our current funding levels are at approximately $700,000 a year,
approximately .20 percent of the need. And even if we add to that
another $700,000 from external sources, we are still meeting' less
*than half thd need for equipment. There is one iirticular point
about that funding that concerns me particularly, the fact that 17
or 18. percent of that was generated frdm student laboratory' fees.
We are now- about student laboratory fees for chemistry,
physics, biological sciences, in the area of $30 a 'course. We are as-
suming that if we continue at that, pace we are going to price
people out, of taking the science courses simply because of the labo-
ratory fees.

If I may 'take just a couple of more moments, I would like to
relate to you one particular illustration of the problem of funding
the scientific equipment.

In 1880, the university began a long, tradition of excellence in
teaching in the field of chemistry. Dr. Francis Venable came to the
University- of North Carolina in 1880. Two of his early students
proved to be great benefactors to the university, William Rand'
Keenan, Jr., and John Motley Moorehead. After a long and distin-
guished career in, teachinglin chemistry, Dr. Venable became presi-
dent of the university, and in.1925, when a new chemistry building

, was completed, it was dedicated in his honor. Fifty-eight years
later we are still teaching basic chemistry in Venable Hall.

After the centennial of Dr. Venable's appearance on the Chapel
Hill campus, the State legislature in 1981 appropriated nearly $8
million to build ,a new modern facility for the teaching of under,
graduate chemistry. By the time the bids' had been received'on that
in the fall of 1982, we were a million dollars short, primarily in the
area of instructional equipment. The university faced two choices
either build a shell for the building and wait to equip the laborato
ries, or reduce the scope of the project. After reaching the conclu-
sion that we weren't going to get another million dollars out of the
State legislature, and we would not be likely to get a grant for in-
structional equipment of that magnitude anywhere in the near
future, we reluctantly made the decision to cut out one floor of the
bUilding, including a third of the freshmen labs, and a fourth of the
sophomore chemistry labs. The building was not designed for ex-
pansion to start with; it was simply a replacement for those facili-
ties. So nearly 60 years after Dr. Venable worked at placing that
building in operation in 1925, we still are not 'able to replace that
with a modern facility.

I am aware of your broad range. of public needs before us in a
time of insufficient funds, and I would not suggest, that one can di-
rectly tram/fad an investment in scientific equipment into reduced
unemployment; I would hate to try to calculate the transfer coeffi-
cient, if you would, to make that translation: But I do it can
'be reasonably argued that unless we invest in scienaintiuipthent
as well as the other factors of scientific education, we are)likely to
impede our economic progress and the generfition of a larger. pool
of employment. 4.6,4 $7.

Thank you, sir. .r

[Prepared statement of David Moreau follawsl
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Plummy /a) Sir Amshottrr or DAVID H. MORRAU, ACTIN° DrAN, COLUMN or AUTO AND

i &IMAM UNIVILROITY or NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPLL HILL

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee, let me take this occaelen to thank
you for this opportunity to focus your attention for a few minutes on one particular
aspect of science education in, the US, namely the poor state of our stock Of scientif-
ic equipment in institutions of higher education.

The general problem of the declining health of science education in America has
been eloquently. addressed by others on this panel and by other witnesses appearing
before this Committee. Some of the problem is unique to higher education; some of
it is Clearly linked to problems of science education in the elementary and second-
ary schools. As a teacher and administrator in a state university with significant
investments in science education, I am confronted with the problem almost daily in
terms of salaries, equipment, buildings, and curriculum. As a parent of two children
in the public schools and vice-president of a local PISA, I am confronted with it as
a community problem.'Nsnvever, in the few minutes I. have here I would like to
share with you some particular problems of funding needs for scientific equipment.
The problem i8 a national problem, but I will draw Upon our recent experiences in
North Carolina, particularly our experiences at the University of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill.

With the recognition that North Carolina shared the nation's problem in science
education, and particularly the problem of worn-out and obsolete equipment, the
general Adminuttration of the UNC system was successful in securing a special
state appropriation of $500,000 per year for scientific equipment over each of the
.past four years for its two flagelup research universities, NC State and UNC-Chapel
Hill. The legislature did what it could; but it knew that that appropriation would
barely begin to address the problem. Therefore, at the request of a Legislative Re-
search Commission the North Carolina Board of Science and Technology undertook
a study in September 1982 to assess the status of scientific equipment in higher,
education (see attachment D. The study produced an analysis based upon an item-
by-item survey of 374 departments in all institutions of higher education in the
state. Results of that study indicated an initial cost of $85 million for the existing
inventory in the 16-member UNC System. To meet only the five highest priority
items in each of 174 departments in only 11 of those institutions would require an
expenditure of $23.,million. Filling all the needs would require an expenditure of
over $50 million. That study also indicated that the average age of an item' of equip-
ment in the inventory is 8.3 years, implying an average replacement rate of 12 per-
cent a year. Over 11 percent of the stock located in the engineering disciplines is
over 20 years old. If we aceount for the effects of inflation; the estimated annual
replacement cost for that stock of equipment is in the vicinity of $20 million per
year. That level of funding is clearly beyond the state's resources.

As a result of a special study of engineering and science education by's diatin-
guished panel cif outside consultants, the UNC Board of Governors put a special re-
quest before the current legislature for a one-time expenditure of $5.5 million for
scientific equipment over a two year period in four institutions having the greatest
problems (see attachment ID. However, in these days of revenue shortfalls the fate
of that special request is in doubt. Last week the Governor stated that the only item
in the expansion budget that'could be.rtscommended for funding at this time is the
lifting of a year-long freeze oq salaries of state employees, including faculty.

I can bring the analysis a little cleisir to my own domain. In a study by the Col-
lege of-Arts and Sciences at UNC-ellaped Hill of scientific equipment, undertaken
in support of the study by the Board of Science and Technology, we made a survey
of the inventory and needs for scientific equipment for all items costing over $1000.
The total purchase. price of that inventory was approximately $11 million (see at-
tachment BD. Approximately half of the value of- that inventory was purchased
with non-state 'funds, mostly from `federally-funded research projects. Replacement
coat for the inventory was estimated at $16.4 million, indicating that the average
coat of items in the inventory had increased-by 54 percent since the time of pur-
chase. Annual depreciation rates for t,he inventory were estimated to be 15.8 per-
cent, resulting" in an annual replacement need' of $2.6 million. New equipment
needed to upgrade laboratories to reasonable standards were estimated to cost $870
thousand over. each of the next five years. The total of needs for upgrading and re-
placement comes to $3.5 million per yearin one division of a large research uni-
versity,

Funding from state sources to meet needs in all departments in' the °Wage, not
just the science departments, has averaged $705,000 per year over each of the last
five years, and during the 1981-82 academic year 17 percent of those funds- came
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from student laboratory fees. That rate of landing is. only. 20 percent of the estimat-
ed need.

If I may take Just a bit more of yoUr time I would like to-give you a particular
illustration of the problem of funding scientific equipment. Under the leadership of
Dr, li)rancis Venable in 1880 the University began a long Widely of excellence in
teaching and ,research in the field of chemistry. Dr. Venable later became president
(*the university, and in 1926 the new chemistry building woe. dedicated in hie
honor. Piny-eight years later we are still teachirig basic chemistry in that building.,
111.1991 the legislature approved a $7.7 million capital improvement project to re-

. place that building and itistontents with a now modern' facility. However, by the
time bids were received in they fall or 1982, inflation in the coat of laboratory equip.
went` left us with a shortfall of $1.1 million. The options Were to construct a shell'
and equip only a few of this labe or to reduce the scope of the project. After reaching
the conclusion that an additioant state appropriation or q grant to fund equipment .

needs was.not a likely prospect, the decision was made to eliminate one floor of the
building including one third of the freshman labil and one fourth of the sophomore
labs. Thus, after nearly sixty years the University has been unable to, fully re lace
the facilities in Venable Hall. 1,

As an academic administrator and a public official serving on the board of's peal
utility, I am-painfully aware of a broad array of public needs in a time ofinsuffl:
cient financial reeourcee. But I am also aware of a fundamental change that'll oc-
ciirring in American industry and related employment opportunities. Our economic
future, both at the state and national levels, is strongly related to scientific and
technolegical. advances. I do not suggest that investments in scientific equipment
can be directly translated into reduced unemployment, but it can be reasonably .

argued that failures to invest in scientific equipment, as well as ether factors of sm.-
once education, can impede our economic growth.

ATTACHMENT I

STATE Or NORTH CAROLINA,
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR,

rori Itmesxy,
Raleigh, N.C, December 10,

Hon Lis
Hon. W. CILUO LAWING, ,

Cochairmen,' Legislative Research Commiseion,'orth Carolina General Assembly,
Raleigh, N.0

DEAR SENATOR Lamm and REPRESENTATIVE RAMSEY: The North Carolina Bob
of Science and Technology herein submits its initial report to the Legislative Re-

search Commission- on the status of scientific and technical equipment in the insti-
utiona of higher education in the state. This is in accord with the' agreement set

forth in your letter September 15, 1982 directing the Board to create an inventory
and analysili of scientific in cooperation with the LRC Study Committee on College
Science Equipment.

As requested, the Board is providing you with the following material:
1. A summary of the findings of the Board.
2. A compilation of 3-5 priority equipment needs of 44i department in the re-

sponduig tutions.
3. An inv ntory of equipment items, by department, from the responding institu-

tions. r

4. An ventory, of equipment by item from each of the responding institutions.
The terial collected' and presented to you is an important first step in an analy-

sis of the status of scientific and technical equipment at the institutions. It enables
ymkto,examine, in a comprehensive manner, the quantity and quality of the equip-
ment within individual institutions and departments, within certain geographical

-fregiotis, and statewide.
It must be noted that certain qualifications are necessary before any final conclu-

sions can be drawn from examining the data The data are useful for determining
where certain shortages exist, and what types of equipment are needed to u
the level of teaching or research .at some institutions. However, because the re-,
sponse to the survey was not 100 percent, and because institutions did not indicate
the degree of seventy of their equipment needs, the data do not represent a com-
plete picture as to why certain. situations exist. The Board, therefore, will 'continue
its examination of the equipment lime in cooperation with the Colleges and univer-
sities which participated in the survey in order to develop a comprehensive analysis
of the issue and identify potential solutions to the problem. We anticipate an opppr-
tunity to work with members and staff of the General Assembly in determining ap-
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propriate steps to increase the quantity and upgrade the quality of equipment in the
institutions.

The data do reveal some significant findings which should be highlighted, and
which merit your partiCular attention:

1. Meeting just the three to five highest priority equipment needs of the. 374 re-
sponding departments at all levels (public and private colleges and universities as
well as the community collTg ) would require more than $35 million. In the UNC
system alone (eleven reepond' institutions, 137 responding departments), meeting
no more than 5 of the highest priority needs per department would require in excess
of $23 million. The 185 departments in 58 responding community colleges have
equipment needs (3-5 priority items) which require more than $6.7 million. It must
be noted that this represents only a fraction of the priority needs of the institutions.
Meeting all of their equipment needs at a reasonable level would require millions of
additional dollars.

2. Very few of the high priority equipment items are currently on order, meet
likely due to inadequate funds to purchase new scientific equipment. For example,
only about 2 percent of the high priority items needed by the community colleges
are on ordei, according to the survey. If this situation is not alteredthat is if the
institutions are unable to obtain new equipment to upgrade their laboratoriesthe
quality of.research and education at North Carolina's colleges and universities will
be adversely affected.

8. The mean age of all scientific and technical equipment in the institutions our-
veyed is 8.3 years. This is 1.3 years higher than the average age of equipment at 16
public and private research universities nationwide surveyed by the National Sci -.
ence Foundation. Significantly,, the mean age of equipment at UNC-Chapel Hill,
Duke, and N.C. State Universitythree of the states premier research institu-
tionsis 8.8 years. Thia indicates that, in the agg te, North Carolina% promi-
nent research institutions may be facing inoased obsolesence with their equipment
to a greater degree' than similar institutions across the country. If the state is to
maintain preeminence in scientific and technological advance, it must develop suit-
able methods for making state -of- the -art equipment and facilities accessible to its

;education and research institutions.
4. The data indicate that the greatest percentage of items of equipment were less

than five years old (40 -rcent of all equipment). However, 94 percent of that equip-
ment cost less than $5,111. Less than 1 percent of all equipment less than five years
old cost greater than $50,000. (Note-51 percent of all equipment costing greater
than $50,000 is less than 5 years of age). While colleges and universities frequently
purchase new equipment, they appear to be unable to make frequent purchases of
the more expensive equipment items. Laboratories which rely heavily on smaller,
less expensive items may not,, therefore, be facing' obsolescence to the same degree
as laboratories which require the more expensive, more sophisticated items.

5. The engineering 'disciplines indicated that approximately 11. percent of their
equipment is, more than 20 years of age, which is a much higher percentage than
the other disciplines. The mean age of equipment in the engineering disciplines is
also highest among all the disciplines.

6. As might be anticipated, nearly 85 percent of all equipment items are located
in institutions in the Northwestern Piedmont and the Northeastern Piedmont. A
number of factors contribute to the large concentration of equipment items in these
regions, all of which should be taken into account in any analysis. The Board urges
caution in reaching any conclusions based on these data.

7. For all institutions, the purchase of new equipment was rated higher priority
than the maintenance of existing equipment. More than half of the departments of
public institutions, it should be noted, rated purchase and maintenance of equal pri-
ority. On the whole, while institutions indicated that the maintenance of existing
equipment was a serious ongoing problem, an even greater priority was placed on
the purchases of new equipment.

8. Many institutions indicated a willingness to sell, share, or donate some of their
equipment. Most institutions indicated that certain conditions would have to be met
in order for such transactions to be satisfactory. For example, institutions indicated
that their. own staff and students must have first priority on the equipment, and
that there must be assurances that the shared equipment would be used by properly
trained personnel. Any maintenance problems- that arise while the equipment is
being shared would have to be promptly repaired at the user's expense, and any
materials and supplies used would have to be paid for by the user. Donated equip-
ment would have to be picked up by the receiving party, and all donated equipment
being received would have to be functional.

20-201 0-83-25 85
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A problem facing institutions of higher education in North Carolina and through-
out the United States is chronological and technological obeolesence of scientific
equipment used in teaching andfibr research. Chronological obeolesence is related to
age and wear, while technological obselescende is related to the state-of-the-art of
the equipment. Chronological obsolescence can occur 3/hen parts are no longer
available, when cost of re wir becomes prohibitive, or when the frequency of repair
becomes unacceptably A point will eventuallyhe reached where it is no longer
worthwile to repair the piece of equipment

Technological obsolescence is more difficult to define. Estimatee of the age at
which point technological 'obsolescence occurs range from 5 to 10 years. Technologi-
cal obsolescence can occur when equipment is developed that has greater sensitivity
and/or speed of operations. Some newly developed instruments have a"10 ,000-fold
increase in ispeed and a 100-fold increase in sensitivity of measurement over eimilar
instruments produced 10 years' ago. Not all instruments, however, have had such a"
dramatic increase in sensitivity and speed of measurements, although this is the
general trend in scientific equipment development Increased sensitivity and speed
of measurement produce more accurate results from a smaller sample in a shorter
time period as compared to results produced using equipment 5-10 years old. The
older equipment, therefore, can be considered as technologically obsolete.

The problem faced by the North Carolina institutions is a lack of access to the
most recently developed equipment. Technological innovation has resulted in a
much greater variety of equipment today than was available even 5 years ago. This
equipment is essential to state-of-the-art research. The absence of this type of equip-
ment may force researchers to produce data of marginal value. Some areas of re-
search, such as surface chemistry, are not pursued in many institutions because the
instrumentation required is not available at these campuses.

It is therefore clear that many of North Carolina's institutions possess equipment
which may properly be labeled obsoleteby either of, the above clasaifications. The
data indicate that failure to take appropriate steps toward increasing the access of
the state's institutions to more and better quality equipment will result in further
exacerbation of the equipment problem. The data in this report provide a compre-
hensive contour "mar of the status of scientific equipment in, the state, and should
serve as a point of reference in fully analyzing the equipment problem.

The Board of Science and Technology will continue its study of the equipment
needs of the state's institutions, of higher education. The Board would appreciate an
opportunity to pursue this effort in cooperation with the General Assembly. A .4rmt
deal more analysis will he required to fully understand the nature of the problem
and the types of solutions which aught be recommended. The Board will move rigor

ously during the next several months to continue this effort, and will do so m con-
"Junction with officials representing those institutions participating in this study. We
would be pleased to prepare for you, at a later, date, and in cooperation with your
staffs, a more comprehensive analysis as well as a set of recommendations for ad-'
dressing this issue.

We are grateful for the opporttinity to work, with you on this important effort.
Sincerely, jorrn4

. Lums14,
true Director,

North Carolina Board of Scie and Technology.

COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES, Urnyensirr or NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL

SIC EQUIPMENT: INVENTORY AND NEEDS; NOVEMBER 1982

(Prepared by Davie)a Moreau, Associate nese)

The purpose of this document is to report the inventory of scientific equipment in
the `College of Arts and Sciences and to estimate annual funding necessary to main-
tain our laboratories at a reasonable level of scientific capability. The document was
prepared in response to a request from the Legislative '.rch Commission trans-
mitted through the President of the University. Estimates repkrted here are based
on two surveys of departments in the College. The first was iMertaken in Febru-
ary, 1982 in which departments were requested to inventory all significant scientific
equipment -costing over $1,000 per item. That survey listed over 1,500 individual
items. The second was based on the form supplied by UNC's General Administra-
tion entitled, "Equipment Profile: Sophisticated Scientific Equipment" On that
form all departments were requested to list individual items coetang over $10,000.
Thoee forms were submitted to General Administration on April 9, 1982.
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A and analysis of those results are shown in the attached table. The
ini cost for all significant items costing over $1,000 is approximately $10.6 mil-
tea while the\ inventory. 9f items costing over $10,000.is $5.8 million. Thus, approxi-

.. thately half of the value of the inventory is in items costing between $2171000 to
$10,000.

In the first survey we asked departments to indicate how much of their equip-
ment was.purchased with state funds and how much with non-state -funds. With
that information we estimate that appproirimately ond-haif was purchased with
state funds:

Of course those items cannot be replaied at their initial purchase price. Inflation
has increased the average price of an item by 54 percent since its time of purchase,
resulting in an estimated 1982 replacement ;met of $16.4 million.

Our annual equipment needs consist of two part& First, there is a need to replace
worn out and obsolete equipment now in the inventory. The second part of that

- need is to aeqnire'new,kinds of equipment, items that we have been unable to pur-
chase in the past.8.;,and Ow products which are becoming available on the market for

° the first time. .
Depreciation rates, on scientific equipment vary. from. field to field, depending on

the rate of technological inneVation. The estimated range for the College is 10 to 20
percent.; the average rate, weighted by the value in each department is approxi-
mately 16 percent. Thus, at present prices, we estimate a replacement cost of $2.6 '
million per year. New product needs are estimated at approximately $900,000 a year
over the next five nars. The result is an estimated annual need of 3.5 million.

It is unlikely thit under preseneFederal research funding that we will be able to
maintain a non-State share of equipment cost of over 50 percent, but if that share
could. be maintained, our needs from state funds .would be approximately $1.75 mil-
lion per year. That figure is not unreasonable. With the special allocations for scien-
tific equipment and instructional equipment over the past two years, totaling less
than $600,000 per year, we have been able to address only the most pressmg needs.
Much of that money has gone to replade basic equipment is more than 10 years
old, some 20-30 years old. The scientific equipment money has been used in most
cases to match federal grant money, thereby multiplying its effect on departments.

ATTACHMENT II

1983-85 Budget Request---Board of Governors of The University of North Carolina

PART 1, UNIVERSITY OPERATIONSEXPANSIONS AND IMPROVEMENTS

Research and Teaching in Engineering and Science, Schedule of PriortitiesCurrent
Operations

Line 5-1983-84: $4,059,022; 1984-84: $4,059,652.
The request on Line 5 is'for funds needed to correct deficiencies and to provide for

needed expansions and improvements in programs in engineering and in some relat-
ed programs in science in four consitituent institutions: North Carolina Agricultural
and Technical State University, North Carolina State University at Raleigh, The
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and The University of North Carolina
at Charlotte. The request continues and broadens in scope a major effort to improve

in engineering and the sciences that was begun by the Board of Governors
iPrric'fr94tr with Abe high priority requests for equipment for the engineering and sci-
ence laboratories at these four institutions. The importance of strengthening and ex-
panding programs of teachineiwd research in the sciences and in engines has
been a national as well alt a State Concern for some time. A recent editorial Sci-
ence (August 27, 1982) cites North Carolina's efforts as a model, and notes th im-
portance op.he relationship between education and research in these disciplin d
the economic development of the State.

This request also responds directly to the findings and recommendations
panel olconsultants in a special study of engineering education made for the
versity during' 1981-82. There are three schools of engineering in The Unive
The largest is at North Carolina State University at Raleigh,,which offers 11
laureate programs, nine master's, and eight dodo_ ral prwrams. North Carolina &
T State University offers five programs at the baccalaureate level and three
ter's programs, and additional needed programs at both levels are being plann for
the immediate 'future. The University of North Carolina at Charlotte offers three
baccalaureate degree programs and one master's program in its College of Engineer- .

ing. Each of these three engineering schools has its distinctive mission, and they

4.
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also have in common with on another and engMeering schools across the
nation some serious problems. There are, in ad on, specialized programs at the
master's and doctoral level in environmental : =nces and engineering and in bio-
medical engineering at the University of North Carolina at 'Chapel Hill. The only
doctoral program in the University in computer science is also at this institution,
and problems in that discipline are very similar to those in engineering. All of these
programs, and the related graduate program in the physical, bioligical, and math-
ematical sciences at North Carolina State University at Raleigh and at Ithe Univer
city of North,Carolina at Chapel Hill are of great importance to the success of the

.blicroelectronics Center of North Carolina and the entire course of the future eco-
nomic development of the State.

Undergraduate enrollments in engineering have grown tremendously, while .the
output of Ph.D.s has fallen, and the schools are finding it difficult to attract and to
retain faculty members. Technology and inflation have combined to create an addi-
tional set of major problems both for the en,gineeking schools and the science labora-
tories. Equipment in the research and teaching laboratories is rapidly becoming ob-
solete in comparison to the research and development equipment in private indus-
try, and the educational programs are feeling serious adverse effects. The panel of
engineering consultants, after visiting the three schools, strongly redommended that
laboratory equipment be, improved and that additional resources be made available
for maintenance of instructional and tesearch equipment.

The high costs of engineering education, and the difficult 'problems that the Uni-
versity faces in this area, have contributed to a decision, by the Board not to estab-
lish any additional engineering schools. Doctoral study and advanced research in en-
ginnermg will continue to be concentrated at North Carolina State University, and
engineering clearly must be made an area of higher priority in the overall utiliza-
tion of resources by the institution. It is also important that the work of the three
engineering schools proceed in coordination with one another. Some research sup-
port, for example, is a critical element in faculty retention in all the schools and
funds for cooperative research and training projects are therefore requested. Re-
search professorships for The University of North Carolina_ at Charlotte and North
Carolina A & T State University will enable these institutions to provide released
time to members of their engineering faculty to pursue research activities, in coop-
erative arrangements with North Carolina State University. Similarly as recom-
mended by the engineering study, there is a need for the schools to work together in
continuing education programs for the benefit of the engineering profession and of
industry across the State and efforts are underway to expand cooperation in this
area -

The problem, of faculty salaries is not addressed in this Line, but it is a crucial
one especially in engineering and in such disciplines as computer science. New bac-
calaureate graduates in engineering, for example, currently are receiving offers
from industry for starting salaries comparable to the beginning salaries being of-
fered to new faculty with the Ph.D. Sutially greater salary resources for the
institutions, and greater support for faculty research and teaching are necessary if
there is to be a solution to the increasing difficulty many engineering departments
have in competing for both junior and senior faculty. Each of the three engineering
schools is seeking greater help from industry through endowment and other funds
to assist in resolving the salary problem, and the future of engineering educationin
Mirth Carolina will depend in part on the support provided for faculty salaries and
research by the major industrial employers of graduates of the engineering schools.
To address another important recommendation from the engine.ering. panel, it is

here that two DietinguishedProfessorships in Engineering be established
rtl°1474hd Carolina State University in 1983-85 from State funds, to assist the school
in its efforts to attract outstanding researchers to the campus and help to build the
supportive environment that draws promising faculty and students.

Doctoral study in engineering and in certain critical scientific disciplines such as
computer science is another area of need that is addreised in this request. The need
to increase the production of doctorates in all of the-engineering disciplines and in
the natural sciences is an urgent requirement. Competitive doctoral study fellow-
ships for U.S. citizens are of 'cular importance to the success of this_ endeavor,
and funds are requested on bebnif of each of the major research universities for this
Purpose. 4

1983-84 1984-85

,

North Cantata A & T State UnlvellitY: °

Enineett& laboratory equipment
"

1550,000 1550,000
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198344 198445

laboratory eplipment m_
Engineering faculty research support

Total

North Carolina State University at Raleigh:
Engineering teaching laboratories equipment
Engineering research equipment

laboratory equipment maintenance

Distinguished professorships in School of Engineering (2)
Doctoral felloships in engineering

.

S50,000
50,000

$50,000
50,000

650,000 650,000

900,000
500,000
100,000
149,022
150,000

.

900,000
500,000
100,000
149,652
150,000

1,799,022 1,799,652Totai...

The Universiry of North Carolina at Chapel Hill: ,

Science laboratory equipment 800,000 800,000
laboratory equipment maintenance ,. 60,000 60,000
Doctoral fellowships in sciences 150,000 150,000

Total , 1,010,000 1,010,000

Engineiling laboratory equipment 500,000. 600,000
Laboratory equipment maintenance , 50,000 50,000
Engineering faculty research support *.*; 50,000 50,000

Total $600,000 $soo,boo

f.
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Mr. Szmorz. Thank you very Much for your testimony.
Dean E. Walter Le Fevre, dean of engineering, University of Ar-

kansas.

STATEMENT OF E. WALTER LeFEVRE, DEAN OF ENGJNEERING,
UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

Mr. LEFE4B.E. Thank you, Mr. Chairman., I am here representing
the' National Society of Professional Engineers as well as the. Uni-
versity of Arkansas, and keeping with my constituents, my wife,,
who is a remedial elementary teacher, and my son-in-law, who is a
junior high math teacher. That takes care of my constituents, and
now I will proceed with my" statement [Laughter.]

You and the committee are to be commended for your efforts to
address this very pressing problem, that of inadequate math and
science education. 'The National Society of Professional Engineers
shares these concerns fully. We are concerned about two groups of
people, howeverthose who will use technology and those who
must lead technology.

Those who will use the technology need to have a great familiar-
ity with math and 'science. ,Those who are to lead technology, the
engineers, must have a superior training in math and science. Al-
though most of niS remarks will be on part, B, the postsecondary
provisions, I would like to make some Vet' remarks, however,
about part A. -

Too much of the State higher education budgets are spent on ree4.-
medial course work during the first year of college. Basic math,
ence, and communication skills, your foreign languages, must
developed at the local school level and then enhanced during I-

Jege. The way we are doing it now, where we're having to do so
-Much remediation, is simply economically unsound

In the past,, private industry has limited its involvement with the
education community primarily at the postsedondary levels. As
technology gains significance, the demand for a technically trained
labor force is growing dramatically.

Now, NSPE, the National Society of Professional Engineers, be-
lieves that precollegeeducation should primarily be a local govern-
ment responsibility. We do, however, encourage private sector ini-
tiatives.

As an example, microcomputer manufacturers have determined
that hands-on interaction with elementary and secondar students
is a wise investment for them. There are many examples of private
industry-public school programs in computer literacy for both stu-
dents and teachers. The primary difficulty lies in the enormous
magnitude'of this and the resource limitations.

I would like, however, to talk to one of the ways that-the Nation- .
al Society of .Professional Engineers is meeting this rensibility.
In conjunction with the National Council of Teachers of. Mathemat-
ics and the CNA Insurance Companies, we are sponsoring a pro-
gram called Matlicounts. The purposes of Mathcounts are to ele-
vate the prestige of mathematics achievement among etudents, to
increase awareness of tfitnmportance of mathematics, and to gen-
erate improvement in curricula. This is at the junior high. level.

3
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The National Society of Professional Engineers, particularly
those of us in education, feel that the seventh and eigh gr:.,_,
matheniatics problem is very severe, and we are not go' to wait
for the Federal Government, sir; we are going ahead. We ould ap-
preciate your cooperation, of course, and those Feder agencies,
but it is too serious to wait any longer on it.

Mathcounts is just one of the new partnerships t t are being
forged in response to the widespread consensus, that cooperation
between government, education, and industry is ease ial to this
problem. It simply will not work for the Federal Government to do
it all, because at some point the Federal Government must remove
its funds and then the program ceases.

We feel not only should the Federal Govertunent form partner-
, ships with these outside communities, such as industry and educe-,

tion, but with each other. The National Science -Foundation and
-the Department of Education should work very closely together.

. Both of them have,important and complementary roles.
I would like now' to address part, B, the postsecondary education

provisions. Section 621,eopcerning attracting students to the teach-
ing provision, is a verfa,ble one. I appreciate and support the
aims of this program, but I hope you will consider alternative vehi-
cles to accomplish the goals, such as those proposed in the earlier
panel; from my colleagues in the higher education 'community,
which -*ould provide direct grants to colleges and universities for
precollege teaching training programs. .

In section 622, I strongly endorse the provisions of this seCtion.
But I would request that you add more specificity to the purposes
of the grants. 'Engineering should be explicitly included with math
and science improvement, and I also urge you to add a requirement
for matching anon- Federal funds. I know this is not in keeping with
what you,have heard from my colleagues in higher education, but I
fee) the partnership aspect is extremely important, that it must be
the Federal Government, the local government, and induatry in-
volvement, as well as associations such as ours.

Section 625 is one that is, extremely important, the ope on equip-
ment. I have submitted for -the record a copy of our recent study,
"Engineering Education Problems: The Laboratory Equipment
Factor," which addresses the extent of obsolete instructional labo-
ratoiies and facilities in our engineering schools. This was done
solely by the National Society of Professional gngineers. It shows
that the cost ot modernizing just the engineering labs to take care
of the 1981 enrollinents is about $2.2 billion. It would be unwise for
the Federal Government to put $2.2 billion in. It is a partnership
effort. We are more' concerned about the quality of our instruction
and the quality of our product than we areof the quaiitity,.

I commend the committee for their efforts and interest in this
particular area. I feel likeSnatching is very essential-We dc:. recog-
nize the responsibility of the Federal Government to insure that all
students have equal access to quality education, and this has been
a goal of the Departnient of Education for all of its life. We ap-
plaud them for the job they are doing and support the efforts of
this, bill to 'extend this' principle to they ssues that are being ad-
dressed today.
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We feel that cost-shared programs are the most effective to solve
these problems of math, science, and engineering educbtion.

Thank you, sir.
[Prepared statement of Walter Le Fevre and httachments follows

A
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PTURPARSD STAMM:ENT OP THE NATIONAL SOCIXTY 07 PROFISSIONAL ENGINILERS

Mr. Chairman, Members of the Committee, I appreciate having the

opportunity to coMment this morning on H.R. 30. My name is E. Walter

LeFevre, and I am here representing the National Society of Professional

Engineers as a Vice President of that organization and chairman of the

Professional Engineers in Education division.. The National Society of

Professional Engineers (NSPE) represents 80,000 members nati6nwide,
1

including engineers in government, private practice, industry and

",constructign, as well as in education. The Professional Engineers in

Education division incVdes 3,000 professors and deans from all engineer-

ing disciplines,

3 9 4 4
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I am also representing-the University of Arkansas, where I am the

Dean of Engineering, The University of Arkansas is the land-grant

:institution with five'major. campuses. The College of Engineering is

located at Payetteville with 2,300 engineering and engineering-related

students. However, outreach activities to the 75 counties and 370

public school systems are a priority natter in the economic and tech-

nological health of the state.

Mr. Chairman, you and the committee are to be commended for your

'efforts to address one of our nation's most pressing problems, that of

inadequate math and science, education. I share yowl concerns fully, and

would encourage you to include engineering education as an explicit

component of both the problems you describe and the solutions you
1.

propose. While certainly it is imperative that the-future users of

technology, those young people not preparing for technical careers, have

greater math, science and technical familiarity, it is equally essential

that those'students who are preparing-for.technical careers have superior

skills. It is this groUp of students, the engineering students, whO will

be developing thekteehnology upon which our nation's'economic,vitality
v-

end continued international competitiveness will depehd. Thus I urge

you, Mr. Chairman, and the Committee, to focus on both the future leaders,
1

as well as the. users, of technology in this session of Congress:

Though I will 'focus my remarks.on Part H, theopostsecondary provi-

sions of H.R. 30, I would like to make brief remarks supporting your

efforts to improve elementary and secondary math and science education.

395
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Too much of the state higher education budget is spent on remedial,-

coursework during the first year in college. Basic math, science, and

communication Skills must be developed at the local school leVel and

then enhanced during college. To do otherwise is economically unsound.'

In the past, private industry has limited its involvement with the

education community to providing assistance to colleges and universities.

As technology gains significance in all sectors of our society, the

mand for atechnically trained labor force is growing dramatically. Yet,

Ilas you know, our young people are.shockingly illiterate in both'nath

IS

and science. Business leaders around thecountry are becoming increasingly

concerned aboUt the quality of elementary and secondary education: While

NSPE believes precollege education should primarily be a local government

responsibility, we encourage private sector initiatives.

Micro-computer manufacturers have determined that hands-op interaction

with elementary and secondary students is-a-wise investment. There are.

examples of private industry-public school prograns'in compUter literacy

for students and teachers alike., The primary difficulty lies in the,

enormous magnitude of the situation and xesource limitations.

.

I think everyone here today agrees that the issues we are discussing

are multifaceted, and warrant a multifacted solution. We all recognize

the to one group or piece of legislation can solve the. plethora of pro-

blems we face. All of us have important roles to play. I'would like to

share with you one of the ways NS1!E 0 meeting this responsibility.. NSPE.-

hap committed itself to a cooperativproject for our ;51#4400 Junior high

3 9(3



school mathematics students thit we%feel ie particularly appropriate.

The project, MATHCOUNTSJ involves a partnership between,NSPE and the

CNYOULailranceCompanies, who currently haVe contributed $100,000. 'With

the e-cooperatian ofbtherrajor organizations, we are sponsoring and

developing.a nation*Ide.Math"contest for seventh and eighth graders,

to be launched'in SepteMbercl963. The purposes of UATHCOUNTS are to

elevate the Prestige ofMathematics achievement amang students, to
-'%

increase awareness of the importancaof mathematics, and to generate

improvement in curricula. I have .sUbmitted.detailed information for

the record, andWill be happy to answer any questions.

tiATHCOUNTS is.juat one of many new Partnerships that are,being

forgedin response to the:aiddespread.consensus, both in .Washington and

around the:-eountry, thA cooperations betWeen government, education, and

industry,is.eseential. But while conferences, articles.and even new

.

associations recognize the need for externalgovernment. cooperation,.

little attention has fallen an internal Federal activity., NSPErbelieVes
, .

that government agencies should,not only form partnerships with outside

communitiesi, but also with each other.'. !

Mr. Chairran, the 'Department of Education and the National Science
.

Foundation both have important and. complementary roles to play; just as

the education and the engineering communities do. I urge you to consider

the importance of-both agencies to successful upgrading of'math,: science,

and engineering education.

I will now turn my attention to Partp-of 30, the Postsecondary

assistance provisiOns...-
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Sec. 621. 1r. Chairman, while we agree that something must be done

to attract more.studentsto the teaching profession, I am concerned that

creating a. new scholarship program such as that described in Sec',. 621

. -

is not the most efficient use of lindted federal'resources. As the

conmittee knows, the federal government has'a long and successful history'

Of providing financial assistance for,postsecandary.education, yet in

today's climate of fiscal austerity there is great pressure to decrease

federal expenditures under these programs.' ..Establishing another Milan-
/

cial aid program would, I fear,'divert limited fUnds from these _Most

.worthwhile prOgrams. Further, other targeted scholarship progilims to

Meet special needsexist.. For example, the NSPE Educational Foundation

awarded $354;000 to 134 high school seniors for engitmerfFii study during

= the 1982-83 academic year. We'encourage otherProfessiOnal-soCieties

and. industries to set Up eindlar programs directed toqbeir interests.

The limited amount of scholarship that could be provided under section
,f

621 will not have a substantial impact on current shortages of teachers

but will require a substantial amount of. administration.. I appreciate and

support the aims of this program, but hope you will consider alternative

vehiclee to accomplish' your goals, such as those proposed by my collegues
. -,

in the higher r-education community which would provide direct grants to

. .

colleges and universities for precollege'teaching training programs.
4/

Sec. 622. Mr. Chairman, I certa-fnlY endorse the provisions of this

section. I.,would 'suggest that/you add more specificity with respect
, .

the purposes of the grants'. .7Engineering should be explicitly included

-'

with math and science imprOv/ement, andralso urge you to add a require-

ment for matchingnon7-Federal funds. Since activities funded finder this
/ :,

/
/
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section relate to the needs of industry, matching grants are pertichlirly

appropriate.

Sec. 623. NSPE supports the concept of summer institutes,

Sea. 624. NSPE encourageW.the investigation of effective methods of

instruction,, and.endorses orersight,by the National Institute of Education.

Sec. 625. Yr. Chairman, the. problems you address here are of critical

importance to the engineering profession. I have submitted for the re-

cord a copy of our recent study Engineering Education Problems: The Labora-

tory Equipment Factor, which documents the extent of obsolete instructional-

laboratories and facilities in our engineering schools. According to the

study for 'laboratory equipment over the decade 1911,1981 should haVe'been

$580,900. Actual annual expenditures averaged only $152,600 per year

for the decade.' The cost of moderhizing just engineering labs to accomodate

1981 enrollments is $2,195,417,000.. We cannot afford to let:our labs become

even further antiquated. NSPE is more Concerned about the quality, not

qumatityi of tomorrow's engineers:

I commend you, Mr. Chairman, and the Committee for your'interest in

this important area. From my experience, requiring.e 2/3 non..Tederal,

retching contribution is an appropriate response to-the necessity for

shareciresponsibility,.. However, we strongly believe that .in programs

directly related to science, technology and'engineering activities, the

proven. expertise of the National Science 'Foundation in thehe areas should

be utiliied.. Rather than placing the programs with DoEdas in H.R. 30,
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Large you tOuse the.NatiOnalScience FOundatian for these purposes.

Participants in the'lmagrans would greatly benefit'from association

with-the expert.rbearch community of N&T. Further, NSF has a long

stiulding history of involvement with basic research and is familiar

withi!rattersOf laboratory equipment. NSF also works closely with the

technology related, industries that will be called upan to participate

inthteprogram.' It seems clear that NSF is the appropriate agency to

administer technical programs.

,

That isnot to say that the Department of,Education does not have a

vital role. As I said:before, both agencies are essential and complimen-

tary in the contributions-they can rake in solving these problems.In

particular, the Department of 'Education should continue t,;--Provide a base

level of on-going support to maintain and improve. the quality of education

in our primary and secondary .school classrooms. We also recognize the long

standing and important responsibilfty of the Federal government to insure

that all students have equal access to quality edueation. The Department
. 0

of Education is to be applauded for the fine job it has done in this re-

gard, and we support your efforts, W. Chairman,-to extend this principle

to the issues we are addressing today. This is especiaikTrelevant since

not all.schoois have access to sufficient non-Federal resources needed to

Participate in programs that require cost-sharing. While we believe copt-

shared.program°s are most essential to solve the problems of math, science.

4
and engineering education, broad based programs at the primary and secondary

school levels are necessary as well.

1

The Department ofEducation ie, the appropriate agency to administer

those programS.

Thank you very much, 1,11,. Chairman, for the opportunity to testify

here today. I will pleased to answer any questions.

0
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Wilmington Delaware News, November 72, 41982;

Adding up an Answer .0.
WHAT.. able industrial and commercial.

LIES BEHIND,Jatutres remark-

accomplishments? That (pie:Ilion
has been baffling American business people,
and they have 'come up with all kinds of
answers. Among the more frequently heard
are things like loyalty to -one's employer;
employers' paternalism for their employees;
scrupulous attention to detail in the manufac-
turing process; a work ethic.

Now comes the latest study of the Japanese
industrial system, this one dolie by William
Freund, chief economist for the N. Y. Stock
Exchange, Mr. Freund found that the "single
most important factor" in Japan's high produc-
tivity lies in the high quality of primary and
secondary education. Anyone familiar with the
amount of time and effort Japanese children
are expected to devote- to their studies (in
school and at homeland to the careful manner
in which many Japanese parents supervise
their children's sttudies will not be surprised by
Mr. Freund's conclusion.

If American bust nessnien concur that a well
educated work force can be a crucial factor in
improving productivity in- today's technologi-
cally advanced work places that often include
computers, robotics and other sophisticated
production aids, what can and will -L- they do
to improve the depressed American educa-
tional system?

Education Secretary T. H. Bell has one good
answer in mind for an area that is most fear-
fully neglected nationally: Promote instruction
in mathematics by qualified mathematics
teachers. The secretary has sent up trial bal-
loons about federal' unding for summer insti-
tutes to train teac rs in the fields ofA
mathematics and scie currently the two
fields suffering from t e most significant
shortages, Secretary Bell believes that the nec-
essary funds for thli purpose can be shifted
from a projected $500 million savings achieved
by lower interest rates in1he Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan program.

Congress will have to authorize this shift of
a

20-201 0-83-26

resources, but it is hard to imagine that It
...would-not since there are already several bills
dealing with the need to upgrade mathematics
and science instruction before Congress. But
the task of overcoming the current shortage of,
qualified math and science teachers should not
fall completely. on the public sector. N. Y.
Stock Exchinge Chairman William hi-Batten
says that the purpose of the Freund study was
to raise the awareness of American business

leaders of their stake, in improving primary
and secondary education.",

Ithas been customary, for industry to bet-
involved in the promotion of ,university educa-
tion in those fields, but traditionally it has
had little to do with primary ind secondary
education. But that's where the ,need begins,
and that's where American education requires
strengthening.

Business people can work with educators to
help them develop appropriate curriculums;
companies can "Adapt" a school and send their
personnel in to tutor students, hold workshops
for teachers; teachers can be hired'for mean.
Ingful stunmer jobs that enable them to enlarge
their experience in the field they:are teach-
ing. Business can also urge Congress to adopt
legislation helpful to education. D.

In Delaware, significant cooperative pry-
jects between business and the schools a
in place. They include Junior Achievement,
support for instruction in economics, the Jobs
for Delaware Graduates programs, and more.

But in the specific areas of scienciand math
'more needs to be done, both to attract qualified
teachers (right now, for instance, into the third
month of the school year there are a couple of
openings for math teachers) and to ensure that
the curriculum is appropriate for the 19805 and
beyond.

Delaware Industry has been generous in lend-
ing its talents to aid the economic development
in the state; now It should turn its attention to
the underpinnings of the economy the educa-
tion of those who are expected to keep 09
economy bumming.
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Washington Posts August 8, 1982

Raise AC.ademic Standards,
Virginian AskA Governors

By Den Bab
Worm Per OW '

aron, Okla.. Aug. 8=41.raining
thit decisions made In junior high
school can affect whether a student
Is likely to graduate from college,
Virginia's secretary of education
today called for political support for
rigorous educational standards to
end 15 years of "academic uncertain.
ty" in the United States. .

Appearing at the annual meeting
of the National Governors Associa-
tion. John T. Goren M said high
school students now tend to avoid
rigorous mathematics and science
courses and, without underitanding
the ramifications of such an ap-
proach, as thus determining what
colleges, if any, will admit them and
their eventual chances of graduating
from college.

cussion an education for a h tech-
nology

was part of a db.

nology society. The group seed
the growing technological challenge
from Japan and other nations and
said that the United States must im-
prove the technological skills of its
citizens to compete successfully in a'
world economy increasingly domi-
nated by electronics and computers.

O her panelists warned of the
Cwidivision among those in the

elitet States who are technological-
ly proficient and those who are not
The number of high school students
taking advanced plummy teats In
math and science doubled during the
1970s, for example, while o:o. erall test
scores for students in those subjects
were declining.

'The danger is a society of two
cultures," said Edward E. David Jr.,

Sintird Exxon Research and caw' to:the liberal arts;. Only In
Co.

n odd that students who
the YaststhehatsastodasAissZ

complete the most rigorous currlo' dime to be competent in math and
ulum in MO school la. as wtal Pre- WM. Of fn With [but not in

both).
Citroen called for political sup.

port for simpler standards of accred-
itation that focus on performance
rather then 'numbers of laboratories
end doors." He said standard4
should be. established that rev.-erd
ernellence rather than 'inertia"

Buie education in this counMY is

not the problem; Cuban said. 'This
is not an appeal to go back to ba.
eke he said. They aren't good
enough." Insteail he called for 'sup.

for school 'curriculums, in junior
school that help students

up their skills in Increasingly com-
plex MU.

pared as any students in the world
today and probably better equipped
than their predecessors.

But that accotusts for only about 8
want of all students, he said, add.
Ing,`After that, it drops off rapidly'

Casteen, who previously served as
dean of undergraduate admissions at
the University of Virginia, said stu-
dents who do not take introductory
algebra In the eighth grade virtually
preclude their admission to the bet-
ter colleges in their region. About
four-fifths of all students do not
elect to take beginning algebra in the
eighth grade, be said

Those who fall to take introduc-
tory algebra by the end of the ninth
grade have put themselves on a
track that makes it less likely they
will graduate from college, even if
they enroll in an algebra course after
high school, Casteen said.

. He also said it is increasingly dif.
Oath to find teachers for math and
science courses, in pert because op.
porttuilties in

courses,.
Industry are

more attractive.
Calton blamed these Problems is

part on 15 years of "academic uncer-
tainty about schooling,' adding that
during that period fads 'replaced

endemic rigor" and there was a
rapid loss of academic unity in uni-
versities.

'We have seen the assertion .
that math and science are opposed
to the liberal arts,' he said 'That is
not correct Math and science are





THE TIME HAS COME.,,FOR MATRCUUNTS

,

Chicago Sun-Times , Tuesday, December ,28;, 1,962

Math-science crisis
Americo heavy industries will never

recover °completely from the reossdon, and
mesa of it lo- skilled unemployed
workers will' never get their old jobs back.

Our Income* future Use in computers,
robotics, biogentios and other hbr
technical fields thst unIteat;:trkerir
'mined in science and

But when will ',those waken come
bow motion's schools are totally

13171to mast the need.
8 Nool-third . of the nation's school

districts require more than one yaw of
high school animas and one of math. Only
10. potent of high school students take
pb,yeice. A Jamie. or Rtimsdazi high school
student takes' two to Hued. times m much
math and whim as an American student.

At the can d the problem is the short.
we of qualified teachers. According to the.
National Science Teachers Asmocistiori, 43
maim my they are it of math teachers
and 42 are short of physics teachers.

The amigo university, according to the
amochdioa, hom -only 'four students learn-
ing to teach math and seven_preperhog to
'teach science. Noce at the University of
libmesota's 50,090 students Majosed in

. o and Chicago'
We 'don't lave to look fax for as a:ma-

ple of this country's 'Wing Mute to train
fn science cud mathematics.

There enthrtunetelY, the Chicago
- public school velem.

it has a cos physics hasher for awry
two high seboohs. std. most of them Mach
"Mos cab pert-tinse. A =maim ust
schools have darocalatry
sad advanced

daqpped
math eithrldy.

,
g

Minces S. Wade:wart, one of the sur-
viving Obiamgo high school SCIONS teach.

plaposed Imo sowed nomadism a few
months ego in a Pommel View.

13usintes and civic hems should pres-
sure the School Sand to put wee re-

4

Meth educatioit this Year and only one
graduated in science Oluoation.

at Ai
Ant why would any scheme.=

enter high school Meshing
salary in the $15,000 range, when private
industry pays around 127,000? As many as
26 percent of thaw who now teach science
or meth plan to jump to industry, the
science teachers' group says.

The solution is obvious. Sway other
Industry pays higher Werke to employees
whose skills are in the mutest demand;
the public schools must, too. According to
the Wall Street Journal, Waste sad math
Mechem already get a pay bonus in Sous-

togeeklshoma City and Riclunond, Va.
skit* admittedly have week or

nonexistent teachers unions. Unions 'have
fall14.t diffetentieli with a vengeance,

theyM simply have to stop. Tespeyers
Cannt afford to raise all teacher selesies
'to the level mammy to attaactuand keep
the ones who teach science and math.

But the alternativepaying modest

nWaW 'never
t ewaicl h

have
wenokuegnh s usrce

ienhtifih
ly skilled workers to compete with foreign
industry. We certainly can't afford that.

s dismal example
sources into whoop and With teething.
with up-to-date Methods. And parents
*odd prdd children to these masses
Instead ct *my ones no hammock
band

entla efforts will be pointless it the
ethool system -. doesn't have qualified
Medea: That lauds us back to the prob-
lem we discussed shove: the need to
pranfuns pay to teachers of special skill
and training. .-

is Able any point in even suggeating
this to teachers union wedded to archaic.
um/fordable practices, an easily intind-
dated School Board and a msym who
rehase to think about nest yeer's bile?
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THE CNA INSURANCE COMPANIES
s.

02"

The CNA Insprance Companies, headquartered in Chicago, is one of the

nation's laigest insurance organizations. It provides:all-lines
'insurance coverage for individuals, businesses, groups and associations
in 50 states, and has close affiliations with insurance groups in
.Great Britain, Switzerland,- Japan, Puerto Rico and the Caribbean.

CNA operates through its home office, 33 branches and more than 70 Other

field locations. AlthOugh comprised of several companies, CNA is a
single busiCess entity, marketing its consumer-oriented insurance products
through independent agents.

CNA Financial Corporation, with more than $9 billion in assets, is the
parent company, of the CNA Insurance Companies. The majority of CNA.

Financial stock is held by the LOews Corporation headquartered in New
York. Subsidiaries of CNA Financial include. General Finance Corporation,
American Casualty, CNA Casualty of Puerto Rico, Continental Assurance,
Continental Casualty, Modern America, National Fire Insurance Company
of Hartford, Transportation Insurance and Valley Forge Life Insurance

Company.

CNAlis committed to meeting the entire range of consumers' insurance
needs and being the single source of insurance for an ever-growing
percentage of peOple. In its achievement of these goals CNA places
importance on its role as community citizen in the name of its employees.
Its programs have expanded, reflecting the'company's desire'to respond
positively to community needs.

CNA aids minorities by funding agencies and organizations which promote
',legislative equality and improve housing, school and other city and
community conditions.

In healthmatters CNA funds a variety of public programs and agencies
devoted to health protection and maintenance. The company has responded
to mental and physical rehabIlitation-projects,-as well as programs for
hospice'in the,home.

One of the'most exciting programs recently developed by the company uses
the arts - music, theater,*dance and visual stimuli - as communication
tools in the classrooms of Chicago's inner city schools. Through
performances and workshops for elementary and high school students, CNA
and arts groups work with teachers of math, language, arts, history,
music and drama to relate the arts to classroom subjects and improve
comprehension and retention of basic curriculum.

' 405
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CNA meets community youth concerns by aiding local youth center?} urban
leagues, boys'. and girls' clubs and educational projects. It has adopted
a public school for the multiply handicapped in Chicago, and personnel
work closely with school officials in the implementation of training
programs for blind and visually-impairedstaBilts, and counseling in
insurance-related careers for the school's classical component,

CNA's greatest single philanthropic commitment is improving math literacy
among elementary and high school students. Currently the company sponsors
the country's largest statewide high chool math contest, the IC1l Math
Contest, created by the Illinois Council of Teaches of Mathematics.' Each
year thousands of the state's best math students compete for scholarships,
calculators and trophies in college-level regional and final competitions.
The company anticipates this contest will foster a greater interest in
professional math careers for students.

CNA also Sponsors a special math program with the Chicago Urban League
in Chicago's inner city public high schools. The program promotes. math
excellence through tutoring and competitive practice, so that talented
math students are able to .compete in the ICTM contest and can take
advantage of.accelerated math courses available in the city.

CNA'Fa collaborative effort in this national math'contest, MATHCOUNIE.
Turkpr indicates the company's koncern for-the nation's technological
future,and its continued.interest in better math progiams ifor students
at Ages where career guidance is ess ntial. Because MATHCOUNTS is
an immediate response to math illit racy, CNA is pleased to be a part
of this national effort which will nfluence and encourage millions of
students to become more responsive o'math and its related career
opportunities.

4
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NAilOrglE SOCIETY Of POOFESSIONAI ENGINEERS

111111 6w

Dr. Edward A. Knapp
Director
National Science YOundation
Boom 520.
1800 G Street, N.W.
:Washington, D.C. 20550

Dose*, KnapP1

\

\

January 7,\I803

any Or
aMeamve =010/1

The Purpose of this litter is to regueet.the particiation of the National
-sc4ence ftundaticm insa broad-based mathematics education project whiCh ad4r
a problem of critical natianal.importance.

V While it is clear that basic math, science.,and computer familiarity are
'essentiil'to participation in our technologically advanced society; our educational
system is not currently providing 'as- strong foundation in these.areas as is
'necessary to insure a technically literate population. A major weakness of particular
. concern tcthe engineering profeeslon.is mathematics and science achievements of

..pre,i6llege age students. To meet that concern, the National bociety'of professional
`Engineers in cooperation with the CNA Insurance companies of Chicago,'., has made a

'. ppent to conduct a nationalamthematics contest for students ein grades
se d eight titled NATNCOUNTS. -NATHCOUNTs is a unique approach tO'a critical
'national problem and no comparable program for grades seven and eight is either
planned or in operation. MATHCOUNTS has three main objectives;

to .elevate the.prestige of achievement in mathematics
among student' in grades seven and eight

.
,

.- To increase awareness of the importance of mathematics
among Parents, educators, and the general public

To bring about improvement- in mathematics curricula
and instruction in grades Seven and eight

MATHCOUNTS will be conducted on four levels utilizing'sivoral contest modes.
It will stress both individual and team competencies utilizing progressively More
difficult mathematical concepts and applications. Threi of the four levels of
competition parallel the permanent structure of NSPE's 535 local chapters, 54 state
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and territorial societies nut national had otg8ntsation The fourth level Le an

inttw-oclus,1 to petition I. is conducted awl (tom the oxre formal chapter, mint*

and national col, ste. At the intra.schoollovel, teachers will have the opportunity

to gAterate inbet t and to select the best candidates for the team* that civil-mt.( in

the "chapter level" contest. The entire program Is being developed to encourage full
student participation and will involve basin...,. induotry, and professional entities

at all levels. Attractive awards will be smile to individual', schools, teams and
coaches( at each level. The competition* will be designed for audience appeal ao that

maairMam public interest may be generated.

MATHCOUNTS is being developed and implemented with the age/stance and coopsiation
of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, (t(CTM) th8 Mathematics Association

of America (71A) and the National School Boards Aesociation (NSDA). Other organization.
from whom. professional support and inpUt are being solicited are the National Association
of Secondary School Administrators, National Coculcil of Mathematics Education Supervisors,
and the Nationa1,8cience Board's Commission Oh Precollege Education in Mathematics,
Science and Technology. The Program has also been discussed with and received Strong
support from other science, engineering and education group* including the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.

The design and conduct of MATIICOUNTS ill being guided by a Task Force and a Work -
.'; Group, both of which are comprised of representatives of the involved organizations.
A nohedule of critical events for the Tvisk Force and Working .Group and a prelimihary
budget are attached for information. Excellent progress has been made to [hie point

and we are now turning to funding the "start-up" phase of MATUCOUNTS which includes
itcm* I, II. and /// of the preliminary budget with a total estimated.direct cost of

$361,000. That will take us through the initial competition cycle now scheduled for

1983-84.

. .

Once the first competition cythle (school, chapter, state, nationaI) has been
completed, we expect the program will become essentially self Supporting through
c,,ntributions of money and /or volunteer effort from CNA, local.businesses and
Industiy,' the National Council for Teachers of Mathem#tics and NSPE. CNA has already

made a firm commitment of $100,000 to help cover expenses for 1982 and 1983. NSF'S

and NCTH will provide the personnel to orgesIze and conduct the chapter, state and
;,,1111 level competitions including obtaining contributions to cover the direct

dollar costs of conducting those competitions, However, for this start-up cycle,
we do not anticipate having arrangements in place to cover the entire $361,000 which

.ucludea the initial awards inventory and contest materials and support for the firit

round of competition.

HATIICOUNTS is in keeping with President Re4gan's emphasis on private sector

initiatives' to deal with national problems. It will eventually be fully sustained

by private sector resources. In keeping mith an appropriate governmental role for

o
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su,h undettakinm, we owek only or.dt (.natal NO. to A...let to the ottit-op
[.hare. Mote levotently, we seek the fmwel eonoisowent of Ninf rot thie vltelly
iftwntent 113twiree,

Mrfmt. , we 1 ily1113 1 he set Iowa No lets foundation I.I. 144,.... 1'01 oponaot
of itaTIWNN/iffil. Additionally, we request a 4.11.:!1404 Intent of S200.000 to covet' the
anticipated slwritfoll in the tart-op stpenses. A copy of the ItATIKAANErd Organisation

booklet and brochure thet describe wetly details of NA1101'00NTS *t ttached to
provide eddltional information to eyelet you In you evaluation Of this inquest.

I two; the National Science foinnlatitm to loin with the Netirwial Nkkliety of
Profeantional Engineers And CNA in making maTticomas ovallaW In the kinefice's
wevorith and eighth grad. students. At your earliest 'convonlance, reproaentetlye
4 1,1PE and CNA Would like to meet with you and epproprieto members of your staff
Co di.cuss the HAMM/NTS prograM. We plan the first public announcement ril*mt
MATNCOUNTS during National Engineer. Week, rabruty 20-25. 1901. We feel that the
announcement will have greatout effect It the Not is identified as A full sponsor.

I sly,

a
4r t!2

Executive Director

DGW;g1

Encl.

cct Dr. Donald Latutenberg
Dr., Gillespie
Dr.' Nicholson
Dr. Sanderson
Dr. Hall
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rerliMiNANY SUOCtT
0,1", two VINO(il Of AttiVitY)

Akt-Or yi!?+3t.

ritintlngullolln Board rosters (100,000 al .09) $ 9.000
Vtintint'llto4hures (100,000 et .14) 14,000
rtIntingComporlitun Inittuctionn (11,000 at .21) 1.1)0
Art WorU/Typosetbsic. 5,000
roarags 11,000
Printing-)1146ollaneuue 1.000
Printing-Tears, 10,000
Advertisements 1.100
Long Distance Telephone 2.000
Staff Travel 1.000
Committee Travel snd\titoting /spans.. 10,000
Hlotellonanua Item. '',,,-.... .......!A.900.

11. AtJARDSINVENTPRX

Artibesigu
Engraving Trophl\\4 (National Leval Only)

NA)

printing C rtiric4tea (11,000 at .31)
Trophies $tste Winnars and Runner Vpa)(3.600 itens

at ..,2)

Trophies (National Winners and Runner Ups)(1,200 items
at $10)

Rect./tiling Materials

Postage

CONDUCT INC COHTETITIMS

Initial
Teat Expanse

Intrastate
Room Use Contingency
Transportation Contingency
Janitorial Contingency
Liability Insurance

State
----Hall Rental Contingency

Transportation Contingency
Janitorial Contingency
Liability Insurance

National,
1(1111 Rental

Transportation (4 persona per state X 50 masts* X
($500 air t $150 Hotel and saals

Entertainment/lours
Awards Banquet (500 persona X $20 each)

Equipment Rental

Miscellaneous,

I 2,000
3.000
4,630

21,200

12,000
2,100
3.000

510,000

$ 5.000
10,000
5,000
1.000

510.000
20,000
10,000
3.000

$ 5.000

130,000
5.000

10,000

2.000
S. 000

19.250

5 51,910

$230.000

GRAND TOTAL 5361 200

`I 0
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SCHEDDLE&OF CRITICAL EVENTS - WHCOUNTS WORKING GROUP

1.: September 15, 1982 - Identification ofworking group members.

2. October 1982 - First working group meeting (develop detailedwork
schedule)..

'3. October 1982 (same date) - Letterhead stationery for. PrOject
aMMTHCOONTS7 available and promotional brochure developed. t

4: January.1983 - Second meeting of working group - development of
program details and materials.

,

5. May'196 -Third meeting of working group - continue development
of program materials.

6.. August 1983 - Producelnitiail supply of program materials.

7.i-September 1983 National press coa5erence in Washington,D.C.:-
- announoirg program: '

. 8. October 1983 = Administer initial test.
; -

9. February1984 - (Engineers Wee() - Chapter level Intrastate competitiOns.

10. April 1984 - State levelcompetitions.

11. May 18-19 1984 - First annual National MATHCOUNTS competitien,.
Washington, D.C.
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MATHCOUNTS ORIENTATION FOR

NSPE STATE SOCIETIES AND CHAPTERS

PREFACE

Mathematics achievement levels of precollege students
A4rectly affect the engineering and scientific professions.

citle,,i)

NSPE has considered the many factors impinging upon
recollege mathematics achieVement and has focused its

attention on: (1) the motivation of students to Aeriously
study mathematics' and (2) the level of prestige among
students and the general, population attached to achieve -

men.: it mathematics. Without the motivation to achieve
competency in matheidatics and thy reinforcement derived
from peer and public recognition of mathematics competency,
students will be tempted to pursue competing options
that require less concerted effort for success. The,
NSPE has selected a mathematics contest - MATHCOUNTS -
as a means of providing both motivation and reinforcement
for students and has identified grades seven and eight .

as the most appropriate targets for the competition.
MATHCOUNTS 'is compatible with the TEAMS contest that
is conducted by the Junior Engineering Technical Society .

(JETS) for high school students.

If the mathematics Competency of more students in grades
seven and eight is elevated, the number of hign 'school, :
graduates who are competent in.mathematics and science'
can be expected to increase. It is' reasonable to expect
that some of these better qualified graduates will study

. engineering thereby strengthening the profession...

The NSPE Figs been joined by the CNA Insurance Companies
in sponsoring the MATHCOUNTS competition. This cooperation
will enable MATHCOUNTS to become a reality during the last'
quarter of 1983 and the first half of 1984. The National'
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Mathematics Association
of America, Junior Engineering Technical Society,, and the
National Association of School Boards have also joined
with the NSPE and CNA to make MATHCOUNTS. a national success
in impacting the mathematics literacy orthe country's
youth.

A cocsametlys pawl of [MN:reload Scostral Prolasional Engines* tea Natlazi Council casaba al lialtraatl= an! the Cralosuranoo Compaekt

412
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4.

.MATHCOUNTS'will.be conducted in the 'three-level format
(chapter, statesociety, national society) that has made
other NSPE programs successful. Every effort is being
-made to.make MATHCOUNTS logistically efficient at all
three levels. particularly for the participating schools.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives of MATHCOUNTS are:

To elevate the prestige of achievement in
mathematics among students in grades seven
and eight

To increase awareness of the importance of
mathematics among parents, educators, and
the gerteral public

To bring. about improvements in mathematics
curricula in grades seven and eight throughout
the United States

ORGANIZATIONA UCTURE

The organizational structure of MATHCOUNTS will be based
upon the NSPE tripartite schema but will interface with
the school system patterns, the CNA Insurance Companies
network, and the National, Council of Teachers of Mathematics

`regional councils.

Geographic.

Competitions will occur on the following geographic bases:

School level

NSPE Chapter level

NSPE State Society'level

o National level

Schools

Individual schools.will be provided with descriptive materials
for MATHCOUNTS, but the intra - school, competition format,will
be left to the school's discretion. The objective of the
school format will be to identify a team of four (4)
students and a coach who will. work together' to prepare for

413.
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the; NSPE Chapter Level ,(regional) competition. The students
on 'the team must be enrolled in grade seven (7.) or eight (8);

, mixed or unmixed as the coach 'sees fit. Students "on a team
should be from the same.school.but several schools by
mutual agreement may field a joint team. For example, a
school district with six schools that have, grades seven
or eight will,be entitled to enter only one .team from
each school which has a seventh or eighth grade.

NSPE Chapter Level

A standardized competition' using questions.and format supplied
by national MATHCOUNTS will be conducted by NSPE Chapters
for schools within their chapter areas at the discretion
of the Chapter. Chapters within a state will not be eligible
to participate unless the State Society also agrees to
sponsor a-state competition. One (1) team from each school
within the Chapter s_ area will,be eligible to participate:
in the Chapter Level competition. The Chapter will have
the option of "fielding" one, two, or three teams for the
State Level Competition.

Chapters will select a winning TEAM and a minimum of three
"place" winners (maximum number of place winners.to equal
not.more than 5% of the total number of participating ,teams
In addition,'The Chapter will select a winning INDIVIDUAL
and four 14) individual placetwinners up to a maximum of
twelve (12) individual place.winners. Distinctive trophies
will be provided to the meffiberscoach, and school of the
winning TEAM and place winners. Distinctive' trophies will
be provided to the winning INDIVIDUAL and place winners
of each chapter. All Chapter Level participants will
receive a "CertifiCWie of Merit" for their efforts.
Certificates will be furnished free and, trophies at cost
by NSPE.

NSPE State. Level

A maximum of three (3) teams from each chapter in a state
will be permitted to enter the,State Level competition, as
determined by the state. A standardized competition using
questions and format supplied by national MATHCOUNTS will
be conducted by NSPE State Societies who elect to do so;
State Societies who elect not to conduct a State MATHCOUNTS
competition will automatically exclude all chapter irrtheir
state from participating in the program.

States will select one TEAM winner plus four team place
winners. In addition,. one INDIVIDUAL winner plus from one
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to eight indiVidual place winners will be selected (at

the discretion of the State Society). Appropriate trophids
will be presented to the team members, coaches, and schools
of'all winning and placing TEAMS. Distinctive trophies
will be provided to the winning INDIVIDUAL and plade
winners in -the State'Level competition. All State Level
participants will also receive a commemorative medallion
in recognition of their efforts and mathematical achieve-
ments.- Medallions and trophies will be provided at cost
by NSPE

National Level MATHCOUNTS

One team comprised of the four highest scoring individuals
in the State. Level competition and the coach of the State
Team Winner will represent the state in the National Level
competition. The National Level competition will consist
of exercises that parallel those of the State and Chapter
Levels:

National competition winners will consist of a TEAM winner
and five (5) team place winners. Inadditionan INDIVIDUAL
winner and eight (8) individual place winners will be
selected. A special category INDIVIDUAL winner and two (2)
individual place winners will be selected for the "Special
Topics" Competition. Special trophies will be awarded
to all "winners" and "placers" in the teams, individual,
and special topics competitions. Schools of all team
winners and placers.will also receive a trophy.

COMPETITION COMPONENTS

The competitions at the. Chapter, State, and National.levels
consist of. the same format. Questions will become increas-
ingly difficult as the competition progresses towards the'
National level. Some of the competitions yield both indi-
vidual and team scores while others yield only one type
of score. The following matrix illustrates all aspects
of the competitions: .

4

"1j
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TYPE OF COMPETITION YIELD DURATION
QUESTIONS LEVELS SCORES FOR IN MINUTES

Written i Chapter Individuals Approx. 40 , ..

State 'and Teams
National

Individual
Solutions

Team
Solutions

'Topic
Written -.

Topic
Oral

Chapter. Individuals Approx. 20
State and Teams
National

Chapter Teams Approx. 20
State
National

Chapter Individuals. Approx. 30
State and Teams . .

National

Chapter Individuals Announced
State each year
National

The written examination will consist of approximately 40
questions that are distributed to the competitors-all at
the same time with time being such that only the most capable
persons will complete all of the items.

Individual Solutions is also a written exercise except that
the questions are distributed one at a time, and each question.

has a time limit. A running score-board will track the.
team and individual scores as each question is completed.

Team Solutions is an activity:wherein the entire team works
'together to devise the answer.to a fairly difficult and '.

involved problem. Hence, only a team score is yielded. -.

Topic-Written is a specially deSigned component,, of, the
competition wherein MATHCOUNTS announces the special topic
for the year's competition and distributes references and

descriptive materials. Coaches,. stildents' and others work
to prepare the competitors on the specifictopic., Examples
of special topics are Markov Chains, statistics, and other
concepts that enable the competitors to master the material

and "to apply it creatively. The same topic will be used in
the Chapter, State, and National competitions in any given
cbmpetition cycle.

416
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Topic-Oral is a special competition in which the top ten
individual scorers will be asked to respond verbally to
questions that are presented by a panel of judges. The
topic will be the same as for the Topic-Written competition
but will value creativity and verbal expression as well
as mathematical-accuracy. A special category of "winner"
and two placers will receive appropriate trophies as a
result of this competition.

At all levels of competition, in is important to employ
techniques and devices that make the competitionsdynamic
and interesting to the public. The MATHCOUNTS COMPETITION
HANDBOOK contains ideas on how to accomplish this.

Calculators slide, rules, books, Computers, etc. are not
allowed to be used during the competition sessions.

.

CONTEST CONTENT

The following topics 'will serve as the basis for question
preparation in the Wfitten and in the andividual and Team
Solution Competitions at the Chapter, ,State, and National Levels:,

Estimation/approximation

Computation - wholes, integers, rationals, roots,
percentage, average, exponents, proportion

Statistics - means, median, mode, projections, on
given data, min/max range

Probability - simple events, combinations,
permutations, counting properties

Measurement - linear, area, volume, conversions
within system, temperature, time.

Geometry - parallel ,lines, perpendicular lines

Charts, Graphs, Tables interpreting and applying
Cortesian coordinates

Number Theory - patterns, primes and composites,
prime factorization, LCM, GCF, modular arithmetic
divisibility

Scientific Notation

Equations/Inequalities

417
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Consumer Math A

Algebra Topics.- order of operations, simplifying
expressions

' -

Field Properties

Numeration Systems '- non-decimal bases

FINANCIAL FACTORS FOR CHAPTERS
AND STATE SOCIETIES

NSPE will purchase a supply of trophies and other recognition
. devices that is sufficient to meet the needs of all participa-
ting states and.chapters. These specially designed MATHCOUNTS
items will be furnished to the state societies and chapters,
at cost in accordance with their needs.

All MATHCOUNTS tests will be produced by NSPEand furnished
to the states and chapters at cost

Other incidental items will be produced by NSPE and.furnished
to the states and chapters at cost.

Each participating chapter will.be responsible for working out
the transportation and other adMinistrative details with the
participating schools in their chapter area. Promotional and
contest materials (except trophies and medallions) will be
provided by NSPE at no cost. All other costs associated with
the conduct of the Chapter Level competition arethe.responsi-
bility of the Chapter. Transportation of the team(s) from the
Chapter to the State Level competition is also the responsi-
bility of the chapter.

Each participating state society will be responsible for all
.costs associated with the conduct of the State Level-competi-
tion and board of the State Team at the National Level competi-

tion. Transportation to the national competition for four
students and one coach from each-participating state will be

provided by the national MATHCOUNTS.

The National Level competition will be the responsibility of
the NSPE and the CNA Insurance Companies.

The nature of MATHCOUNTS makes it an, appealing program to
local businesses and industries as well as civic and social

organizations. It is anticipated that the chapter and state
organizations will utilize the appeal of MATHCOUNTS to
secure financialsupport for conducting MATHCOUNTS in their

chapter area and state.

18
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As a guide for computing'estimated costs for trophies at
each level, the following information has been compiled:

SCHOOL COMPETITION - national provides ,MATHCONTS
manual,' certificates of participation, and ribbons
for winners

CHAPTER LEVEL COMPETITION - Certificates of merit
for all participatns obtained from NSPE.'

4 to 12 individual trophies
per chapter at $11 each. 3 to (Si of participating
teams) X S persons per team + a school trophy
3 X 6 X 311 each

STATE LEVEL COMPETITION - 4 to 12 individual trophies
X115 each. 3 teams max, per chapter X $5 per
medallion X S persons'per team. 3 to (10% Of
participating teams) X 6 trophies per team X $1S
each

NATIONAL LEVEL COMPETITION - All awards proVided by
NSPE and the CNA Insurance Companies

Note that the cbapters,and states have control of the options
on how many trophies:, to award 'and, in the case of the chapters,
how many teams to .4tad to the, State Level competition (maximum
of three teams from a single'chapter).

MATHCOUNTS SCHEDULE FOR 1983-84

September 1983 - National press conference in
Washifigton, D. C. to open the competition

September41983 - Schools begin shaping and selecting
their team(s)

February 1984 - During Engineers Week, conduct the
Chapter Level Competition

II

April 1984 - State Level4CoLpetition is conducted
C

May 18-19, 1984 - First Annual National MATHCOUNTS
Competition is conducted in Washington, b. C.

Between January 1983.and May 1, 1,983, the+state societies
and chapters will decide whether or not to participate and
will make contact with the schools to promote participation
in MATHCOUNTS. If your state society, has already decided..
to conduct MATHCOUNTS, please complfte and return the

8
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response form located at the end of this orientation so
that your state can be included in the program announcement
during 1983 Engineers Week. By May15, 1983, the MATHCOUNTS
COMPETITION HANDBOOK will be available at po cost to the
schools, chapters, and state societies who are participating.
in MATHCOUNTS.

LAUNCHING MATHCOUNTS

NSPE Will send a questionnaire to each State President and
State Society Executive early in February 1983 to determine
whether or not the state will participate in MATHCOUNTS
during the 1983-84 prograM. If a state society indicates
that it will participate, specific arrangements will be
worked out with the state for ordering materials, etc.
Contact with chapters will be the responsibility of the
participating state societies. National will interact
with chapters only after being given clearance by the
state society.

PROGRAM STAFF

MATHCOUNTS will be provided with staff support by the NSPE
Education Services Department, (202) 463-2331,

SUMMARY

The following summary of MATHCOUNTS competition materials
is applicable only to state societies and chapters that
are conducting the MATHCOUNTS competitions(

Item Cost to State/Chapter

MATHCOUNTS "T" Shirts At Cost
MATHCOUNTS Competition Questions Free
MATHCOUNTS Scoreboard Free
MATHCOUNTS COMPETITION HANDBOOK Free
MATHCOUNTS Promotional Materials Free
MATHCOUNTS Ribbons for School

Winners Free
MATHCOUNTS Certificates for

School Level Participants Free
MATHCOUNTS Certificates for

Chapter Level Participants Free
MATHCOUNTS Trophies for Chapter

Winners/Places At Cost
MATHCOUNTS Medallions for State

Competitors t Cost
MATHCOUNTS Trophies for State

Winners/Places At Cost
Transportation to National

Competition forl team per Provided by National
participating, state MATHCOUNTS

9
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YES, the Society

of Professional Engineers will participate in

the 1983-84 MATHCOUNTS competition.

State Society President

Date

Please return this immediately to:

Joseph M. Snarponis, Director
Education Services Department
NSPE
2029 K Street, NW
Washington, D. C. 20006

421
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Mr. SIMON. Thank you.
Since I am alone up hero right now, let me just take the liberty

to toss questions at members of tho panel as we proceed.
Your field, Doan, is one that is used as an example by those who

oppose any bill at all. They say, at one point we had a shortage of
engineers and we ended up with a surplus and now we are moving
back into the shortage period. You simply let the market lace take
careca of things and the Federal Government shouldn't getting
into this thing at all.

How do you respond to that?
Mr. LEFIEVRE. I think we have been ill-advised in the past to talk

about shortages and surpluses when what we should have been ad-
dressing was the quality of our program. So in that regard I would
say the quality of our program is one that involves all three
groups. If we talk about shortages and k surpluses, the marketplace
will take care of that. I think we have spent way too much time
talking numbers; we need to talk quality.

Mr. SIMON. That's an excellent answer. Thank you. I'll probably
use that answer and never give you a bit of credit. ['Laughter.]

Dean Charles Ruch, dean, school of education, Virginia Common-
wealth University.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES RUCH, DEAN, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION,
VIRGINIA COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY

Dr. Rucy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate the opportuni-
ty to appear before you and to offer testimony on behalf of H.R. 30:
I am here representing the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education. AACTE is a national professional organization
of colleges and universities dedicated to teacher preparation and
renewal. Collectively, our member institutions prepare over 80 per-
cent of all new teachers annually.

Your attention is well directed to search for solutions to short-
ages of qualified math and science teachers. The shortages are real
and they are exacting a national toll. As you have heard here
today, the shortages involve not only teachers in this area but sci-
entists, engineers, and in fact cut across the entire educational pro-
gra

feelfeel obliged to comment that the shortages of qualified teachers
are not limited to scientific disciplines. There are 'shortages of
qualified personnel in many subjects, in many geographic areas. A
recent summary of characteristics and attitudes of the entering
freshman class of 1982 revealed'that only 4.7 percent of that popu-
lation planned either to become elementary or secondary school-
teachers. If this is correct, shortages will multiply in the years to
the current potential shortages without a significant Federal, State
and local effort to recruit teachers for classroom positions and to
encourage theth to remain in the profession.

The introduction of H.R. 30 is an important step. However, be-
cause the public expectations are now very high, and because eco-
nomic realities dictate that Federal investment will, of necessity,
be modest, I believe it is important that your deliberations result
in legislation that school districts and institutions of higher educa-
tion can use as a workable model to execute needed changes and as

422
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a model that can address current and future shortagm as they
occur in the future years. I believe this legislation goes a long way
toward that goal, but we would like to express several structural
concerns that might impede its successful implementatioh. Without
altering the inherent principles of the legislation, X believe Homo of
these obstacles might easily be removed:

Parts A and B seem to exist in different worlds. No solution to
this complex problem can succeed unless all segments of the educa-
tional enterprise work in 'concert. For example, section 603 allo-
cates funds to local school districts for a series of activities de-
signed to upgrade the skills of teachers and administrative peson-
nel as described in section 604. Use of community resources, includ-
ing colleges and universities, is encouraged. But many colleges and
universities are not prepared to deliver that kind of inservice that
schools and districts need, expect, and deserve.

For example, in recent years the number of institutions of higher
education offering mathematics and science training has declined.
Only about 40 percent of all colleges and universities now offer pro-
grams in mathematics education. Superintendents and school dis-
trict personnel will come to me and my colleagues at other colleges
and universities in Virginia requesting, inservice training opportu-
nities. It is becoming more and more difficult for us to provide
them with the kinds of opportunities for inservice training that
they need.

More attention needs to be directed to the potential of the
summer institutes described in section 623. These institutes could
be expanded to meet the needs of college and university faculty,
not only in the schools of education but from departments of math-
ematics and science, as well as the needs of classroom teachers.
Faculty -teams could be brought together with teams of teachers to
share faculty and staff development opportunities, to develop inset
vice programs for veteran schoolteachers, to design strategies for
teachers and faculty to transport inservice back to schools and
campuses, and to consider recruitment strategies that will encour-
age outstanding high school students to consider careers in teach-
ing.

There are several important concepts inherent hr this idea. First,
teams of people should be encouraged to attend the institutes. One
of the criticisms often heard of similar programs is that when only
one individual attended from a school or district, it became very
difficult for that individual to subsequently implement new pro-
grams or new ideas. Change is often slow. It is more easily effected
by groups of people working together rather than by individuals
working alone.

Second, the involvement of both school of education and arts and
sciences faculty and administrators is.essential. Teacher inservice
should combine both subject matter and technique. To conduct in-
stitutes to sharpen only mathematics and _science content has the
danger 9f producing frustrated teachers who are highly skilled in
content but cannot translate appropriately in a classroom setting.
These people become prime candidates to leave the classroom for
more lucrative positions in business and industry.
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Clearly, we need to recruit the best and the brightest students
into teaching. The concept of congressional scholarships is a good
strategy/, but it Isis several limitations

First, since this legislation has a fiscal year 198:1 implementation
date: the first awards could not be made until the 1985-86 ace-
donne year. Consequently, It would be 1987 at the earliest, or possi-
bly 1988, when these students would be entering the chussroomit. lf
this strategy is designed to have an Immediate effect on current
shortages, I think it will fall short.

St.lcond, awarding grants to students for their senior year of un-
dergraduate school and/or for graduate work does not provide
much of an incentive for young people to enter the profession. Fur-
ther, this provision skews programs in favor of large colleges and
universities offering either 5-year undergraduate teacher education
programs or masters and doctoral programs. There Is relatively
little incentive for a student in a smaller liberal arts program insti-
tution to oven consider applying for a scholarship if it is only appli-
cable during the senior year.

Nor is the program-an incentive for students from low-income
families, many of whom' are minorities. With the costs of a college
education escalating, students cannot make a decision as sopho-
mores to enter professional programs with the hope they will re-
ceive financial aid as seniors. I see this program, for all its good
intentions, as a large Federal investment favoring without immedi-
ate impact and with the potential of favoring certain kinds of stu-
dents attending certain kinds of institutions.

I believe there are some alteinatiyes that could be incorporated
into part B that would enhance cooperation between the elemen-
tary and secondary schools and the higher education community;
develop and implement good recruitment strategies; and expand
the impact of this legislation.

Part A provides relatively unfettered grants to school districts to
purchase needed goods and services. I suggest a similar 'program'
for higher education so we can provide these goods and service%

. Like the rest of our educational system, schools of education are
facing difficult financial times. Although my own Governor, Mr.
Robb, has a strong commitment to education, State aid is being cut.
Unfortunately, new. and innovative programs cannot be supported
entirely by existing college or university funds. However, in many
cases we do have the flexibility to commit some institutional re-
sources to complenient a Federal initiative.

Through a series of modest discretionary grants available to
schools of education, we believe a stimulus could be provided for
institutions of higher education to help initiate major reform at
modest cost. The model I suggest is similar to the Deans. Grant ap-
proach in part D of the Eduration of the Handicapped Act or the

successfulEducation Act, both highly ccessful programs adrainis-:
tered for few Federal dollars.

I thinIc we could accomplish a great deal with this strategor. We
could bring together higher education faculty and school district
faculty as well as representatives from business and industry to
design and implement high quality instructional programs. Local
level programs could mirror the kind of activity conducted at the
summer science and math institutes as described in section 623.
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We could work with our colleagues in departments of mathemat-
ics and science to establish computer camps for junior and senior
high school students. With partial support through these discre-
tionary grants, these camps would enhance students' skills, and
might serve as a recruitment vehicle for them into either careers,
in science or hopefully careers in science education.

We could hire teachers during the sumther. This would strength-
en the Vs of practitioners to the higher education community. If
we are willing to encourage businesses to hire teachers during the
summer, why not provide some incentives for colleges and universi,
ties to do the same?

The attractiveness of this approach is that it can have substan-
tial impact for oilman Federal investment.

Mr. Chairman, on behalf of the schools, colleges, and depart-
ments of education located in institutions of higher education, we
urge you to continue your commitment to our Nation's children,
schools and teachers, and to enact legislation that Will address the
technological needs Of our system.

Thank you, sir.
[Prepared statement of Charles Ruch follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF EIR. CHARLES RUCH, BEAN, SCHOOL OF EDUCATION, VIRGINIA
COMMONWEALTH UNIVERSITY, RICHMOND, VA.

Good mornin? Mr. Chairman, members of the committee. I an grateful for the in-
vitation to teddy before you on. H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics, and Science
Education Act, I am also delighted to learn that efellow Virginian has been select-
ed as a member of this committee. Representative Boucher, as you know, served
with distinction for a number of years in the' V' Senate where he was recog-
nized as a good Mend of education and a fine 1 tor.

I am here today representing the American Association of Colleges 'for Teacher
Education. AACTE is a national professional organization of colleges and univer-
sites dedicated to teacher preparation and renewal; collectively our member institu-
tions prepare over 80 percent of all new teachers each year. ,

.The attention of the Congress is well. directed to search for.plutions to shortages
of qualified mathematics and science teachers. The ehortages &e-leal and they are
exacting a toll on our nation. I listened with interest to President Reagan's State of
the Union Address the other evening and noted his concern about shortages of
qualified scientists and engineers and the need to enact a program to fill these va-
cancies..As an educator I am glad that the President had identified mathematics
and science education as a priority, yet I cannot agree with the focus of his state-
ment. We haven't only a shortage of engineers or scientists, we are faced with the
spectre of a technologically illiterate citizenry. To suggest only preparation of addi-
tionproacal highly, trained scientists and engineers as a solution is a simplistic and elitist

pah.
A 1980 survey of high school seniors conduCted by the National Center for Educe.- .

Lion Statistics revealed that only 34 percent had taken three or more years of math
and only 20 percent had taken at least three years of science. Much publicity has
been given to student declines on standardized mathematics and science tests. Yet,
NCM: reports that the "brighteeoisually college bound high school students, are
scoring better on these teats. What is disturbing about these data is that of the stu-
dents taking more than three years of science, only 13 percent were general stu-
Aents and 9 percent were vocational students. The remaining 78 percent were all
enrolled in academic prOgrams. Our goal cannot be'to develop a scientific and tech-
nological elite. We must carefully examine our school systems and enact the needed
reforms to enhance critical thinking skills for elementary and secondary school chil-
dren, and for students enrolled in all programa. These reforms must be integrated
into every part of the school cWiiCulutn-

would like to point out that shortages of qualified teachers are not limited to the
scientific 'disciplines. There are shortages of qualified education personnel in many
subjects in many geographic areas. A recently published summary of characteristics
and attitudes of fail 1982 entering freshmen revealed that only 4.7 percent planned
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to become either elementary,or secondary school teachers. If this is correct, short-
ages will multiply. We cannot seek resolution to these shortages and potential short-
ages without a significant federal, state, and local effort to recruit for classroom po-
sitions and to encourage them to remain in the profession.

Citizens, parents, teachers and children are waiting for a solution. The. introduc-
tion of the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act is an important
step. However, because the public's expectations are very high, and because econom-
ic realities dictate that the federal investiment must be modest, it is important that
your deliberations result in legislation that school- districts and institutions of
higher education can use as a workable model to execute needed changes, and a
model that can address current and future shortages in other areas.

I believe this legislation goes a long way toward the goal, but I am concerned that
there are several strucural obstacles that might impede its successful implementa-
tion. Without altering the inherent principals undergirding the legislation, I believe
some of these obstacles may be removed:

Parts A and B seem to exist in different worlds. No solution to this very complex
--problem can succeed unless all segments of the educational enterprise work in con-
cert. for example, section 603 allocates funds to local school districts for a series of
activities designed to upgrade the skills of teachers and administrative personnel as
desenled in section 604. Use of community resources, including colleges and univer-
sities, is encouraged. But many colleges and universities are not preparectie deliver
the kinds of inservice the school districts need, expect, and deserve. For example, in
recent years the number of institutions of higher education offering mathematics
and science training has declined. Only about 40 percent of all colleges and universi-
ties offer programs in mathematics education. Superintendents from school districts
will come tome and my colleagues at other colleges and universities in Virginia and
I 'don't know if we will be able to help them.

More attention needs to be directed to the potential of the summer institutes de-
scribed in section 623. Theee institutes could be expanded to meet the needs of col-
lege and university faculty not only in the school of education but also in depart-
ments of mathematics as well as needs of classroom teachers. Faculty teams could
be brought together with, teams of teachers to share faculty and staff development
opportunities, to develop inservice programs for veteran classroom teachers, to
design strategies for teachers and faculty to transport this inservice back 0-Schools
and campuses, and to consider recruitment strategies that will encourage outstand-
ing high school students to consider careers in teaching.

There are several important concepts inherent in this idea. First, teams of people
should be encouraged to attend the institutes. One of the ctiticisms I have heard of
similar programs is that when only one individual attended from a school district
it became very difficult for the individual to subsequently implement new programs -
or ideas. Change is often slow, and is more easily effected by groups of people than
by individuals. -

Second, the involvement of both school of eduCation and arts and sciences faculty
and administrators is essential. Teacher inservice should combine both subject
matter and technigi To conduct institutes to sharpen only mathematics and sci-
ence skills has the danger of producing frustrated teachers who are highly skilled in

, subject matter, but cannot translate it appropriately into a classroom setting. These'
people will then become prime candidates to leave the classroom for positions in
business and industry.

Clearly, we need to recruit the best and the brightest students into teaching. The
concept of "Congressional. Scholarships" is a good strategy, but it'carries several
limitations.

First since this legislation has a fiscal year 1984 implementation date, the first
awards could not be made until the 198ra-1986 academic year. Consequently, it
would be 1987 at the earliest and possibly 1988 when these students would be enter-
ing the claserooms. If this strategy is designed to have an immediate effect on cur-
rent shortages, I think it may fail.

Second, awarding grants to students for their senior year of undergraduate school
and/or for graduate work doesn't, provide much of ari incentive for young people to
enter the profession. Most students must make their decision to enter a teacher
preparation program before their junior year and enter the classroom upon receipt
of an undergraduate degree. To wait until they are seniors, only extends the
amount of time they must spend an, an undergraduate. In addition, this provision
skews the paw favor of large colleges east universities offering either five
year undergraduate teacher education programs or masters and doctoral programs.
There is relatively little incentive for a student in small four year institutions to
even consider applying for such -'a scholarship if it only is applicable to the senior
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year. Nor is the program an incentive for students from low income families, many
of whom are minorities. With the costs of a college education escaladm: , students
cannot make a decision an sophmores to enter professional programs with the hope
they will receive financial aid as seniors. I see this program, for all of its good inten-
tions, as a large federal investment favoring certain kinds of students attending cer-
tain kinds of institutions.

I believe there are some alternatives that could be incorporated' into part B that
would: (1) Enhance cooperation between the elementary and secondary schools and
the higher education community; (2) Develop and implement good recruitment strat-
egies; and, (8) Expand the impact of this legislation.

Part A of this legislation provides relatively unfettered grants to school districts
to purchase needed goods and services. What I am suggesting is a similar program
for higher education so we can provide these goods and services.

Like the rest of our education system, schools of education are facing difficult fi-
nancial times. Although my own Governor, Mr. Robb, has a strong commitment to
education, state aid is being cut. Unfortunately, new, innovative programs cannot be
supported entirely by existing college or university hinds. However, in many cases
we do have the flexibility to commit some institutional resources to complement a
federal initiative.

Through a series of modest discretionary grants available to schools of education
we believe a stimulus could be provided for institutions of higher education to help
initiate' major' reform at modest cost.

The model I suggest is similar to the "Dearis Grant" approach in the Part D of
the Education of the Handicapped Act and the Bilingual Education Act, both highly
successful programs administered for few fedefal dollars.

We think we could accomplish a great deal:
We could bring together higher education faculty and school district personnel as

well as representatives from business and industry to design and implement high
quality instructional programs. Local level programs could mirror the kind of activi-
ty conducted at the summer science and mathematics institutes described in section
628.

We could work with departments of mathematics and science to establish comput-
er camps for junior and senior high school students. With partial support
through these discretionary grants, the camps would enhance student's skills and

icould serve to recruit them into teaching careers. 6

We could proiide Some faculty release time to allow us to transport inservice pro-
, grams and equipment to remote areas.

We could hire teachers during the summer. This would strengthen the ties of
practitioners to the higher education community. If we are willing to encourage
business to hire teachers during the summer, why not provide incentives for col-
leges and universities to do the same thing?

The attractiveness of this approach is that it can have substantial impact for a
small investment.

Let me describe for you the way this kind of a program operates in Virginia.
Spired by concerns that students graduating from our high schools did, not have
adequate writing skills, the state of Virginia awarded small grants to six institu-
tions of higher education across the state. With VCU's grant the university was able
to bring a team of English teachers, English faculty, and school district personnel to
our campus during the summer for intensive work on writing skills and how to
teach writing at the junior high and high school levels. Higher :education faculty
members became more sensitive to the needs of the junior and senior high schools.
The twenty-five teachers who were part of our program returned to their schools in,
the fall and conducted inservice programs for their colleagues. Assistance was pro-
vided to the classroom teachers by faculty Members who had been part of the
summer program. The ultimate beneficiaries, of course were the students in Virgin-
ia's secofndary schools.

Mr. Chairman, distinguished members of the committee, on behalf of the schools,
colleges, and departments of education located in institutions of higher education we
urge you to continue your commitment to our nation's children, schools, and teach-
ers and to enact legislation that will address the techlological needs of our entire
education systems.

Mr. SIMON. Our next witness is Robert B. Gaither, chairman of
the Departinent of MechaniCal Engineering, at the University of
Florida.
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STATEMENT OF ROBERT B. GAITHER, CHAIRMAN, DEPARTMENT
OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERING, UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA

Mr. GAITHER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
The organizations that I represent are in the written 'record, so I

will not further introduce myself other than to note that one sug-
gests that r am going to speak on behalf of the 'teachers. I plan to
do so.

It is apparent to me, in listening to the previous testimony, that
this group of Congressmen certainly are aware of the seriousness of
this particular problem. They have been given some input, and I
would like to certainly congratulate all of the previous people for
the information that they have conveyed to you. I agree with a
great deal of it. There are some places, of course, where I would
tend to disagree, but I believe the problem is recognized and I
would hope that you got pretty quicklyand I guess that's your ob-
jectivedown to the solution part of it.

I am going to offer you five points here' which I believe honestly
and sincerely will strengthen your bill. I think it is a good bill.

First, in section 604, or part A, I feel that putting more money
into certification and recertification is a negative approach. First of
all, it is a problem that the States must address themselves; they
must pay for it. I don't think that is a cost-effective way for you to
use your funds. I would rather see your allowing the development
9f specific strategies, develop a reward system, for the mathematics
and science teachers.

I am possilly not the oldest person in this room, but I have had a
few years of experience and I can remember when I was back in
high schooland I would challenge the others here to do so as
well. If you want to improve the situation in the mathematics and
science classrooms, improve the status of that teacher. I'm not
being facetious about this whatsoever.

Top on their list, by the way, is to put a telephone on their desk
like the football coach has. Give them a student assistant. Fix up
their lalioratories to the point where they have at least something
other than a shambles. There are students today who don't take
the science courses because they don't like that room.

I have presented Sir the written record some other suggestions"
along these lines and I won't belabor the point because I see the
hour.

Second, it is a known fact that primary and secondary school-
teachersand I will not belabor the pointreceiv less attractive
financial awards than their fellow citizens in o er areas of em-
ployment. What is not well known is the fact t some of them,
and especially those who are the most dedicated d the most suc-
cessful and the most effective, supplement the meager budgets they
have to operate theirlaboratories with their own funds.

I would suggest that you try and find a way to allow such teach-
ers to get tax credits for doing so. You're not going, to make much
money on it becausethere is not that much 'money involved in
it---Lbecause they are noi, making much money to begin with. But I
think it would be a step in the right direction and I believe that
some of these science teachers in high school and the primary
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schools would regard it as "somebody up there in Washington is
concerned about me."

Item 3, the Nation's technical societies, of which ASME, one of
the organizations that I represent, the American Society of Me-
chanical Engineers, is but one, constitute an enormous reservoir of
scientific talent in this country. I'm talking on ,the order in excess
of 2 million people. I would strongly recommend that you challenge
them in your bill to help.

Now, I have been told when I came in here to be careful when I
said that, because you might ask me, as I leave here, to come up
with some plan. 'Let me say right now, I am prepared to do so. .I
can certainly call upon my society, and I have friends in the other
societies,' which will come up with such ideas as strategies to assist-
mathematics and science teachers, provide personnel to lecture on
specific subject matters, help out some of those science teachers in
the classrooms, develop public awareness programs, develop, super-
vise and monitor special education and training programs. I could
go on.

Item 4. People have been talking so far about $300 million is not
enough money. That's an incredible amount ot nioney in my book,
and it is very close to April 15. It frightens me. And, yet, I know
that a lot of funding is needed. As was pointed out earlier, we're
getting down to a few hundred dollars per high school, which isn't
very much. I do know, of a high schocir where the entire biology xle-
partment budget for microscopes, slides and equipment was $25 in
1980. We helped out. We increased it immediately by 100 percent..
We sent her a $25 check.

You need to include the National Science Foundation and sever-
al other Government agencies, including those in the Defense De-
partment who need to have adequately trained scientific and, math-
ematically trained personnel to operate the sophisticated hardware
that they have. But, certainly, the National Science Foundation,
which has an excellent track record should be included. It would
appear to me that binding them into your bill and providing for
them a deeper involvement, would further strengthen the objec-
tives that you have in your bill.

My friends in .sociology and psychology tell me that involvement
is ood because of the first law of psychology. That is, people will
su port and back and work for that which they have helped to

te.
Finally,dtem 5, on congressional scholarships, I might add that

300 or even 600 scholarships for tuition and fees is, not very much
of an incentive. We are talking about State universities, where this
is on the order of a $1,000 in some cases less. That kind of scholar-
ship exists and is available in the private community. Although if
you said "Congressional scholarships," that puts some more meat
into it if it showed you meant business and you wanted to get into
those high schools and help out those people. I honestly believe,
however, that those funds might be better spent on workshops, the
summer institutes, and student assistance, and paid student assist-,
ance for those science and mathematics high school teachers, who
are teaching on the order of 6 to 8' classes of 40 students per day.

In closing, I would offer my compliments to the authors of H.R.
30. I believe it is a positive response to a critical need. I trust my
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emphasis on this particular area will not be misunderstood. I be-
lieve it is a good bill. I think it could be strengthened. I think it's
an enormous opportunity for Congress.to display some true leader.

-1or your benefit, Mr. Chairman, I might add a little homily. In
fact, it turns out that I had actually put it into the record myself. I
happen to be- a person who has command of another language be-
sides English. Unfortunately, I am a bad example because I did not
learn it in school. I learned it on my own. I am convinced' myself,
and I share with you this conviction, that the best single predictive
indicator of whether a student will ever be successful in engineer-
ing is his or her grades in high school English.

Thank you very much.
[Prepared statement of Robert Gaither folloWsl

PREPARIID SPATIMOINT OP RoBERT B. GAMIER, CHAIRMAN, DZPARTRIBRT op
MEDIIANIC.AL qMOLNIDOUNO, UNIVIDIRITY OP FLORIDA

My name is Robert B. Gaither. I would like to add my compliments and support
to the fine presentations that have already been made before this Committee, and
thank you for this opportunity to testify on the current crisis in mathematics and
science education.

I will base my remarks on my experience in three separate, but complementary
roles. The first is, I am an educator in the field of mechanical engineering. In this
Yield the problems you are addressing with H.R. 30 come home to roost in an espe-
cially critical way. Mechanical eering is not-a specialty. It is a basic discipline,
including such specialties an co, Bioengineering, and manufacturing. As a
matter-of-fact, mechanical engineering is recognized as the broadest of the engineer-
ing disciplines. William Everett (an eminent scholar and former Dean of Engineer-
ing at the:University of Illinois) perhaps described itbest when he said, "if it moves,
a mechanical engineer designed it." I have been a mechanical engineer for more
than 30 years, 18 of which have been as a Professor and Head of the Department of
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Florida.

My second role is, the Immediate Past-President of The American Society of Me-
chanical Engineer(' (ASME), a large volunteer technical society. I am also a Past
Vice President, Education, for ASME My successor in that poet, Dr. Leroy. S.
Fletcher, Associate Dean of the College of Engineering at Texas A&M University,
was also invited to testify before this Committee but asked my to express his regrets
for not being able to attend.

ASME was-formed 102 years ago and has a current membership of some 110,000.
It is a volunteer society with an enormous array of resources including thirty-two
separate technical divisions, two major es, a newspaper, 14 journals, the
ASME.Codes'and Standards and a host of o er technical papers. It is recognized as
one of the 10 largest publishing houses in the world and is comprised of a literal
army of dedicated and technically expert men and women. We are all personally
and professionally aware of the need for action to improve the mathematics, science,
and engineering education in this county.

My third role is, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Florida Foundation for
Future Scientists; a non-profit, volunteer organization dedicated to encouraging
Florida's youth to seek' and secure rewarding careers in mathematics, science and
engineering. Evidence of what I believe is an impressive record of achievements are
that: (1) Florida high school students won more awards at the 1982 International
Science and Engineering Fair in Houston, Texas than any other state or nation; (2)
the same students won second place in the Westinghouse Science Talent Search
Awards.

With this as a background, I have the following specific suggestions to make on
H.R. 80:

(1) Part A; Section 604 ("Use of Funds by Local Educational Agencies"): I feel that
putting more money into the certification and recertification of teachers is not the
best use of funds. The states clearly have some work to do in this area but, for the
purposes of this bill, support of such actions should have low priority. A better use
of federal funds would be to develop strategies to demonstrate the importance of the
science and mathematics teacher. This would encourage qualified people to compete.
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for the available positions. While there are numerous ways this can be accom-
plished, I suggest three that I an convinced would offer immediate results:

(A) Provide the mathematics and science teachers with student assistants. This is
a double barreled thrust. Not only will this provide the teacher with status and
much needed assistance but it has the potential for starting a "Little League" of
future mathematics and science teachers.

(B) Provide incentives to industry to equip the basic science and mathematics lab-
oratories so they become the hallmark of the schools.

(C) Provide mathematics and science teachers with the highest priority in gaining
access to the use of such community facilities as museums, public laboratories, zoos
and similar educational resources.

I could to on, but I know that the basic thrust of this suggestion is to make every
effort to get money and assistance directly into the classroom where it can have a
meaningful and immediate effect.

(2) It is a known fact that all primary and secondary teachers receive less attrac-
tive financial rewards than their fellow citizens in other areas of employment. What
is not as well known is the fact that some of themespecially the most dedicated
and effective supplement their meager equipment, supply and maintenance bud-
gets with their own funds. Is it possible that H.R. 30 can provide a means by which
these teachers and others are provided with tax credits for such out-of-pocket ex-
penses? As awkward as this suggestion may appear to some, I must admit, I don't
know of a more efficient use of tax dollars than direct expenditures by the persons
most knowledgeable of the need.

(3) The nation's technical societies, of which ASME is but one, constitute an enor-
mous reservior of scientific talent. Indeed, the two million plus volunteer members
of these societies comprise the largest reaervior of scientific talent in the free world.
How can they help? Challenge them to carry out actions including, but not limited
to, the follang:

(A) Plan and organize strategies to assist mathematics and science teachers.
(B) Provide personnel to lecture on specific subject matter, act as judges in con-

tests, and work on the development of novel schemes of instruction.
(C) Develop public awareness programs.
(D) Dev, supervise and monitor special education and training programs for sci-

ence and m thematics teachers. 1
Clearly there are many other things that these societies can do. Challenge them!
(4) The National Science Foundation is specifically chartered to provide assistance

to mathematics and science education. It is a federal government agency that is
hly respected by mlithematica and science teachers and it has conducted a sig.

cant number of successful programs in the past. It would appear that H.R. 30
could be strengthened considerably if a deeper involvement by the National Science
Foundation is to be accomplished.

(5) Part B; Section 621 C'Congressional Scholarships"): The expenditure of signifi-
cant amounts of money to provide congressional scholarships to 300 people in the
first fiscal year and 600 in the second does not appear to be very cost effective. Put-
ting these funds into workshops, student assistant programs and matching grants
for equipment and maintenance would be. I stress the maintenance because I have
seen too often situations where expensive equipment is not used because of the lack
of funds available for maintenance.

In closing, I offer my compliments to the authors of H.R. 30. It is a positive re-
sponse to a critical need. I trust my suggestions and emphasis on assisting math-
ematics' and science teachers will not be misunderstood. I believe all primary and
secondary school teachers are in need of assistance. Indeed, I am personally con-
vinced the best predictive indicator of whether a student will be successful in engi-
neering, is his or her record of grades high school English.

Thank you. I will be pleased to answer any questions.
This statement was prepared by Dr. Robert B. Gaither. It represents the consid-

ered judgment of this individual, an expert in this field, rather than an official posi-
tion of The American Society of Engineers.

Mr. SIMON I thank you very much for your excellent and very
concrete sug.gestigps:.

Incidentally, off& of the suggestions which you make, unfortu-
nately we can't include in the bill because we get into a turf prob-
lem. 'Universities are not the only places that have those problems.
It is a suggestion that I had not heard before but I think makes-a .
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great deal of sense. That is a tax credit to teachers who do contrib-
ute, because I know myself there are teachers who have bought the
basics that they felt were absolutely essential and have no assist-
ance for that at all at this point. This is under the jurisdiction of
the Ways and Means. Committee rather than our committee. But
maybe we ought to be introducing a separate bill to do that. In
terms of Federal dollars, it would be almost inconsequential, and
yet it would be at least saying "thank you" to those teachers.

Our final witness is Stephen Willoughby, the president of the
National Council of Teachers of Math.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN WILLOUGHBY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF TEACHERS OF MATH

Mr. WILLOUGHBY. Thank you.
One of the disadvantages of going last is that everybody has al-

ready said what you have to say,, and one of the advantages is that
will shorten what I have to say, since I have already been quoted
several times and referred to on quite a few occasions, both by the
first panel and this panel.

The demands of an increasingly technological society for a quan-
titatively literate population are great and growing. The main
roadblock to providing mathematically competent future citizens is
an insufficient number and decreasing supply of qualified teachers
of mathematics. H.R. 30 is a small step in the right direction. What
we need is a giant leap.

The shortage of people who are capable of thinking intelligently
at all levels about space and numbers is great and it is increasing.
The shortage exists at the levels of laborers, supervisors, secretar-
ies. It exists at the level of people who testify before congressional
committees and can't keep their testimony to less than 10 minutes.
I will try.

Statistics showing the decreasing number of State certified math-
ematics teachers abound and are frightening. I have quoted some
in my written report and will not requote all of those now. To me,
a more serious but hidden problem is perhaps the decreasing 'qual-
ity of the people who are certified to teach. Because of the shortage
of mathematics teachers, States are, in ,fact, lowering their stand-
ards to be certified. Sometimes they do this through actually
changing the written documents; more often, they do it through
the administrative procedures, by simply waiving at something'
that would not have been counted as a mathematics course 5 years
ago and now it will be counted because we need that body in the
classroom.

I take one simple example, of a young man who I know, who was
certified to teach mathematics in NeW York State. He had failed
the regent's exams in 10th grade geometry on five separate occa-
sions. He never passed the regent's exams in 10th grade geometry.
He never passed a course in 10th grade geometry or any course in
mathematics more advanced than 10th grade geometry. And yet he
was certified to teach not only 10th grade geometry but 11th grade
algebra, 12th grade algebra, trigonometry, and, in fact, calculus.
and a second year of calculus if it happened to have been taught in
a school where he was teaching.
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There are still many highly competent and dedicated mathemat-
ics 'teachers. In fact, the thing that is amazing to, me is that there
are so many competent and dedicated mathematics teachers still
today. But the probability that a given student will benefit from an
excellent mathematics teacher is decreasing rapidly.

Local communities are unlikely to deal with the problem effec-
tively because of, a combination of other, serious local issues, and
because of the extreme mobility of the modern American family.
According to the latest census, more than 40 million Americans
move each year. Now, if that is the case, it is hard to get the local
communityto put large investments into a child who will grow up
and work and be a citizen in quite a different. community.

Increasingly; in a technological society, the Federal Government
has a vested interest in the education of future citizens. Because of
the duties of citizenship, because of the needs of the economy, and
because of the national defense, at this time in history, education is
of more importance to the long-range common defense and general
welfare than is any other single factor. H.R. 30 is a step in the
right direction. Unfortunately, at a time when we need a giant
step, it is a baby step.

To provide tuition scholaiships for 300 students to become teach-
ers each year is surely the proverbial "drop in the bucket". There
are 160,000 secondary school mathematics teachers in this country,
and according to a 1981 National Science Foundation survey, 25
percent of them expect to leave the classroom for other jobs. Los'
Angeles city, by itself, required 400 new mathematics teachers last
year. You °are proposing to create'300. Los Angeles could do away
with all of them and still have a shortage of 100 teachers.

If the numbers were great enough to make any difference, .I
would suggest that there be some substantial changes in the schol-
arships. I would suggest they start at the freshman year, . as was
suggested earlier, so that we can attract people right away, into the
operation and let them last for up to 5 years. I would suggest that
we forgive 1 year of the scholarship or loan for every 2 years of
teaching, so you don't have to go through the full 5 years to get
that reward of having taught for a while.

I would suggest that the grades that these are based on be math
and science grades rather than just general 'grades, and that per-
haps if we include freshmen that they, include SAT "scores or other
entry scores.

The proposed money for support of research is certainly wel-
come, but unfortunately producers and buyers of textbooks, class-
room teachers, and the other people who actually determine what
happens in the classroom, seem blissfully unaware of the research
that is already available. Perhaps more money is needed to dis-
seminate the research findings and encourage people to act upon
them.

The suggestion that research should be supported "particularly
at the secondary level" is most inappropriate for mathematics.
Children learn a great deal of mathematics in the elementary
school, and that learning is the foundation for both secondary
school mathematics and secondary school science. Because math-
ematics is a sequential subject, and because it is essential to the
study of most science, ignoring elementary school mathematics in
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' research projects or any other form of support would be very short-
sighted.

Mr. &mom. If I may interrupt you right there, are you suggesting
that in fact, it ought to be elementary rather than secondary? Or
that we simply drop

Mr. WILLOUGHBY. If I had a choice, I would prefer elementary
rather than secondary, but I would really prefer that it be both.
My preference would be both. But if I had to take the choice, what
happens in the elementary school, in the long run, is going to be
more important to the future mathematics and science background
of people in this country than what happens at the secondary level.

Does that answer your question?
Mr. Sudox. Yes, thank you. I'm sorry to have interrupted.
Mr. WHLOUGHBY. That's quite all right.
The $250 million to be authorized for inservice teacher training,

evaluation, and use of local resources and modernizing programs
and equipment comes to less than $5 per pupil after the state
agency set asides. Hardly enough to make a dramatic difference,

Even if we were able to dramatically improve the qualifications
of some math and science teachers with this very small amount of
money, and the even smaller amounts in the higher education sec-
tion, we could expect many of those whose skills had been im-
proved to leave to go into higher paying jobs in industry and gov-
ernment as soon as they finish the courses.

Helping teachers of other subjects get recertified to teach math-
ematics tends to lower the standards. Teachers whose livelihood de-
pends upon their changing subjects usually meet the absolute mini-
mum State requirement for certification, are often not interested
in the subject to .which they were forced to switch, and may be ex-
pected to simply abide their time until they have enough seniority'
to go back to teaching the subject that was their first love.

There are other, possible short-term or regional plans that may
or may not be effective in dealing with the crisis, but I believe that
the common defense and general welfare of the NationI'm quot-
ing from the Constitution, as I am sure you're awareare more de-
pendent on education than on the development or deployment pf-
any particular, technological innovation. What we need is a or
reassessment of our national priorities, so that rather t asking
how will we pay for education, we should start wit education at
the top of our list and then we should ask how we pay for the
many other things that are desirable, that7art less necessary for
the long-range defense and welfare of the. Nation.

If a true commitment were to be made to improving the educa-
tion of our youth, I would propose the following four steps. I. pro-
pose them in this order because this is perhaps the most important
order.

First, to improve the conditions within classrooms of this country
so that a teacher can teach, rather than spending all of his or her
time on discipline, so that there is substantial professional support
to join professional organizations, to continue improving your
work. I don't think adding a telephone on the desk would have any
major effect, but I would be delighted if you could tear out every
loudspeaker in the system so that some idiot principal couldn't get
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on it in the middle of my class and interrupt it with some 'state-
ment about what is going on in the parking lot.

Two, to increase the school year to at least 220 days. I feel that
we lose a tremendous amount in our educational system by the
long hiatus that occurs every summer. I know that two of the.most
attractive things about teaching are July and August, but I think
we have still got to change this situation and take education more
seriously the year round.

Three, to improve the standards for becoming and for remaining
a. teacher. My organization and many other organizations have set
down standards which are generAlly ignored by State certification
rules and others.

Four, double the salary of every teacher in the couirtry with a
major share of the increase corning from the Federal Government.
There is a crisis in education today that will profoundly, affect the
future of the Nation. If we act by doing just a little, we may fool
ourselves into believing that we have solved the problem, when we
have, in fact, only succeed in putting it out of our minds. Too
little action may be worse than no action at all.

Thank you.
[Prepared statement of Stephen Willoughby follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF STEPHEN S. WILLOUGHBY, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL COUNCIL OF
TEACHERS OP MATHEMATICS

Demands of an increasingly technological society for a quantitatively literate pop-
ulation are great and growing. The main roadblock to providing mathematically'
competent future citizens is an insufficient number and decreasing supply of quali-
fied teachers of mathematics. "The common defense and general welfare of the
United States" require a significant national commitment to education. H.R. 30 is
one small step in the right direction. What we need is a giant leap.

, According to one survey at the University of California, 92 percent of the women
and 43 percent of the men in the freshman class had already, disqualified them-
selves from three-quarters of the possible majors for lack of sufficient mathematics.
A 1982 survey by the Center for Public Resources found that according to business
representatives mathematics and science skills are below what are needed even in
the less advanced jobs and in secretarial and supervisory positions.

Facts of this sort have already influenced state and local education authorities, to
increase the requirements in mathematics, science, and computer science. Colleges
and universities are raising their standards in mathematics and science for entry.
But even withbut such requirements, high school students have begun to take more
mathematics, science, and computer science because they correctly perceive these as
the skills that will be needed in the world of the future. For the foreseeable future
there will be a greater demand for, than supply of, people who can and will think
quantitatively and make intelligent decisions regarding real-world situations involv-
ing number and space. The problem is serious, but the young people of the nation,
with and without guidance from their elders, are beginning to rise to the challenge.

Another problem that has been' critical is rapidly becoming more critical as school
students take more mathematics and computer science. With the exception of one or
two years (1969-1970) there has been a documented shortage of mathematics teach-
ers for the past 40 years in this country. The shortage is rapidly getting worse.
Some of the reasons include: .

(1) There has been a 77 percent decline in the number of secondary-level math-
ematics teachers prepared in the past ten years, and only about 65 percent of those
prepared to teach mathematics actually enter the teaching profession. In Missouri,
for example, the number of college graduates who .Could have been certified to teach
mathematics from the class of 197 was 443. In 1981 the figure was 95. In 1982 it
was 67.

(2) Almost five times more mathematics and science teachers left the profession
for nonteaching jobs than left for retirement in 1980, and the demands of industry
and government for more mathematically trained individuals are increasing.
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(3) The demands for computer courses in school are being met primarily through
the efforts of mathematics teachers who are then available to teach fewer math-
ematics MIMS..

Perhaps the most surprising fact about the situation is that there are so many
dedicated, well - qualified teachers ,till teaching in this country. Teaching is certainly
the most important and difficult profession known to the humam race. Our destiny
is dependent upon the minds of our future citizens. The human mind Is the most
complex and remarkable thing on the face of the earthby comparison the most
advanced coMpaers look like oversized Tinkertoys. Yet,' we have entrusted those
minds to the members of one of our most underpaid, overworked,' and undervalued
professions. It is amazing that anybody who is competent to do the job is willing to
do it. Some once remarked, correctly, that any competent teacher who contin-
ues to teach is committedor truly ought to be.

In spite of the .act that there are many dedicated, competent teachers in the
schools of the nation, there are not nearly enoughespecially in the areas of math-
ematics and the physical sciences (physics and chemistry). Althoughthere .appear to
be live bodies in front of most mathematics classrooms in the country, those who
are teaching are often grossly underprepared. Last year 60.2 percent of the newly
hired science and mathematics teachers were judged unqualified by the principals
who hired them. And, a principal ordinarily considers a teacher qualified if the
teacher meets state certification requirements. In many states, a reasonably imagi-
native prospective teacher can be certified to teach mathematics with far less than
adequate preparation. For example, I know one young man who received certifica-
tion to teach mathematics' in New York even though he had failed the Regents' Ex-
amination in tenth-grade geometry on five separate occasions and had never passed
either geometry or any more advanced mathematics course. -

The lack of enough qualified mathematics teachers is unfortunate for the many
students who will have to learn mathematics without adequate instruction. If they
fail to learn, understand, and appreciate mathematics, it will forever prevent them 1
from understanding and dealing with the world as well as they might have. Beyond
that, their options for pursuing future education and for fulfilling their occupational
goals will be severely limited. Because of the needs of individuals, local and state- .
school authorities have an obligation to do everything in their power to provide ade-
quate teachers and an adequate education for all children in every school in their
jurisidictions. Unfortdnately, local voters are aware of the great mobility of the
modern American family (40 million Americansalmost one-fifth of the popula-
tionmove every year), so they are often unwilling to provide the tax revenues with
which to give a quality education to a child who will probably become a citizen of,
and be employed in, another community. Thus, what was once a local responsibility
for education ought now to be shared by the federal government. 3.

Beyond the natural interest of each individual in accmi ;ingzean adequate education
the nation has a vested interest in the education of every n.

The rriigghts and duties of citizenship require ail education citizenry, and in an in-
creasinaly technological society, that education must include mathematical and sci-
entific reasoning.

The ecenomic future of each nation is becoming more dependent upon the math-
ematical and scientific education of its citizensa fact that hasbeen recognized and
acted upon by our major economic competitors.

FinalV the very defense of the nation is now dependent upon the education of
our citizens. Two hundred years ago the nation was defended with musket and
cannon, and armies traveled on foot or horseback a higher education was of little
need to the defenders of our country. Today we find that army recruits do not know
enough mathematics to understand the manuals written to help them run the so-
phisticated military equipment on which the nation is investing so much.

Congress has the power and obligation to "provide for the common defense and
general welfare of the United States." Today, that power and that obligation require
Congress to act to assure the adequate education of the children of the United
States.

H.R. 80 is a step in the right direction. Unfortunately, it is a baby step at a time
when we are in need of a giant step.

To,provide tuition scholarships to 800 students each year to help them become
teachers is surely the proverbial drop in the bucket. There are 160,000 secondary
school mathematics teachers in the country, and according to a 1981 National Sci-
ence Foundation survey, 25 percent of those expect to leave the classroom.

The funds for improving college programs and faculty, especially in technological
areas, may be expected to have a reasonably positive effect on some colleges but are
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not likely to trickle down to the elementary and secondary school level In any sig-
nificant quantity.

'the proposed money for support of research is certainly welcome, but, unfortu-
nately, producers and buyers of textbooks, classroom teacher/4 and others who actu-
ally determine what, happens in the classroom seem blisofbIly unaware of the re-
search that is already available. Perhaps more money is needed to disseminate re-
search findings and encourage people to act upon them.

The suggestion that research should bo supported "particularly at the secondary
level" may be appropriate in science education whore relatively little is taught at
the elementary school level, but it would be meet inappropriate in mathematics.
Children learn a great deal of mathematts in the elementary school, and that
learning Is the foundation for both secondary school mathematics and secondary
school science. Because mathematics is a sequential subject and because it Is essen-
tial to the study of moot science, Ignoring elementary school mathematics in re-
search would bo a very shortsighted move indeed:

The 250,000,000 to be authorized for in-service teacher training, evaluation and
use of local resources, and moderning programs and equipment comes to loos than
$5 per pupil after state agency "set asides." Hardly onoung to make a dramatic dif-
ference.

Even if we wore able to dramatically improve the qualifications of some teachers
of mathematics, computer science, and the physical sciences with this small amount'
of money (and the even smaller amounts in the higher education section), we could
expect many of those whose skills had been improved to promptly leave teaching to
go into higher paying jobs in industry and government.

Insofar as the in-service education helped teachers of other subjects to be recerti-
fied in mathematics or science, the action would tend to lead to a lowering of quali-
fications. Teachers whose livelihood depends upon their changing subjects usually
moot the absolute minimum state requirements for certification, are often not inter-
ested in the subject to which they were forced to switch, and may be expected to
simply bide their time until they have enough sonority to go back to teaching the
sub ect that was their first love.

any short-term solutions to the crisis in mathematics and science education
have been proposed, and some are being tried by state and local education officials.
These include salary supplements based on Shortage, loans for prospective teachers
in shortage areas with foregivenese of parts of the loans for each year of teaching,
improved conditions (increased planning time, reduced nonprofessional work such as
supervising study halls and lunq.h rooms; more support for attendance at profession-
al meetings and for graduate work, etc.), and encouraging industries to hire math-
ematics and science teeehers during the summer to enhance their incomes and their
knowledge of how their subjects are used in industry. If sufficient resources were
poured into solutions of this sort, there would certainly be an effect. Insofar as
salary supplements are offered by one state or locality, those supplements are likely
to produce a reallocation of mathematics and science teachers but will priebably not
substantially increase the number of such teachers in the nation as a wlible unless
the supplements are of the orderof%magnitude of $10,000 per year or more, since
that is what would be required to compete with salaries offered to the same people
in industry. The problem with such additional support for teachers of shortage sub-
jects is the pernicious notion that might be fostered that those teachers are some-
how better or more important than the teachers of other subjects the only justifi-
cation for such supplements would, of course, be the law of supply and demand.

If we are the solve the long-term crisis facing the nation in education, the Congeas
and the President must take seriously the charge to "provide for the common de-
fense and general welfare of the United States." And, they must realize that the
long-range defense and general welfare of the nation are more dependent on the
education of our youth than'on development or deployment of- particular technologi-
cal innovations. With a federal budget in excess of 700 billion dollars, theie has to
be room for a few billion dollars to improve the education of our children and thus
insure the future defense and economic welfare of the nation.

If a true national commitment were to be made to education, I would propose that
the following four steps be taken:

(1) Improve conditions within the schools. Make clear to our educators what they
are supposed to be achieving and what they are not responsible for doing. Provide
strong support for maintaining discipline within the classrooms so education can
proceed. Provide better educational materials and better opportunities and support
for teachers to evaluate those materials and use them effectively. Provide better
equipment and other facilities. Provide more opportunity and incentive for teachers
to continue their professional development through participation in activities of pro-
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fasodonal societies and through Anther formal education. Beyond this, students, par-
nts, and other citisona should °portly show excellent teachers the respect to which

are entitled for doing a Mkt* Job welland many of our present teachers
ARIA doing the job magnificently.

(2) Increase the school year to at least 220 days. The education lost during the
summer is far greater than the simple lack of having learned for 40 or so additional
days. Any teacher can tell you that students forget. a great deal over the summer,
and much ofthe first month back is spent relearning that which has been forgotten.

fill Improve standards for becoming and remaining a teacher. Professional"organi-
zations such as the National Council of Teachers of Matherinetios have published
standards for becoming leachers. These standards, by any reasonable criteria, are
minimal given the job the teacher is expected to accomplish. However, state certifi-
cation requirements are invariably lower than the standards advocated by the
Cessin. and many states have tended to lower those standards still fbrther in I ht
of shortages. But, beyond the needjor higher entry standards, we must realize t
the world is changing and teachers must change with it or be unable to provide stu-
dents with an up-to-date, appropriate education. A teacher who Is certified today at
the age of 22 could still be leaching in the year 2031. Although the world will cer- .
Lain have changed by then, most states do not require the teacher to have learned
a new In that time.

4) Double the salary of every teacher in the country. Double the salaries of those
in shortage areas and in nonahortage areas, of those who are good and those who
are not so good. Does this mean that some incompetent teachers will be overpaid?
Of course. 13ut any teacher who is incompetent is already overpaid. Changes pro-
.. here would greatly improve the quantity and quality of people trying to.. teachers and would improve the procedures used to select and educate those
people, as well as making it possible for the many fine teachers who are already
teaching to concentrate More effort on improving their teaching AM fin-thee With-
out such dramatic action, this nation can expect to gradually lose its predominant
place in the intellectual, technological, economic, and creative activities of the
world. Because the general welfare of the nation is at satke, the Congress has both
the power and the obligation to act. The financial support for this improvement
should probably come largely from the federal government, so thatwhen fedeial
funds are matched by local and state governments, the federal government would be

about one-third of the cost of faculty salaries in schools.
re is a crisis in education today that will profoundly affect the future of the

nation. If we act by doing just a little, we may, fool ourselves into believing that we
have solved the problem when we have in fact only put it out of our minds. Too
little action may be worse than no action at all.

Mr. SIMON. I thank yOu for an excellent statement.
If I cad just make a couple of commentsand your statement

really ties in with Dean Ruch's testimony here earlier, we have to
face up. to the problem and what you're talking about goes really
far beyorid.inath and science.

Mr. WILIAUGHBY. Yes, sir.
Mr. Snktoil. And that is, %herd we are going as a nation, what

our priorities. ought to be. My. subcommittee held hearings last
ear, the last 2 years; on the problem of the quality of teachers.

of all, to my knowledge, it was the first timein the history of
the Nation that such hearings have been held. There was 'resist-
ance even to the ivlea of holding hearings on the question. And
then, frankly, it wad unclear what we ought to be doing. We intro-
duced' a resolution to simply call on the States to set up commis-
sions to look at the whole question of where we're going and what
the quality ought to be. We introduced it under a promdure-we coal,
a suspension, which requires a two-thirds vote, and we did not
getwe got a majority but we did not get a two-thirds vote even
for that modest proposal 'because there were many who felt the
Federal Government shouldn't be paying any attentiod to this
problem of quality in teachers, that that's not the businesti of the
Federal Government '-,
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It really gets down to where we ought to be going and what we
ought to be doing. I share your concern. I would love to see much
of what you suggest enacted tomorrow. We are not going in that
direction right now.

You mentioned, Dein Ruch, the 4.7 percent. It is down to 4.7 per;
cent of those who are going into teaching. My concern is not simply
the 4.7 percent but who the 4.7 percent aie. If we believe that xve
determine the future of this Nation through education, and I be-
lieve we do, then we had better take a look at the most important
ingredient, and that is the teacher. That gets back to Dean Le-
Fevre's one word that we have paid much too little attention to,
and that is quality,. We simply have to do something.

Then we can look at something like 220 days. It'fi interesting,
that Japan has 250 days a year. They are our competitors and we
hope they will stay our friendly competitors. The Soviet Union stu-
dent goes to' school 6 days a week, not 5 days a week. So that I
don't get in trouble in southern Illinois, I 'am , not here advocating
either one of those things. [Laughter.] ,

But I think we had better recognize the world in which we live,
and we had better determine-what our priorities are, and how you
really secure the kind of national security ,that we are talking
about. You have all been excellent witnesses and I appreciate it.

I apologize again. We ended up with far too many witnesses
today, and you ended up here being .on the program much too late.
My apologies and my thanks I think you have contributed a great
deal, and while we are not going to be able to incorporate all of
your suggestions, I think the final bill will show evidence of your
testimony, and I hope, more important than that,. where we go in
the future will show evidence of your testimony. We ,thank you
again-very much. I would like to include for the record at this
point, suggestions from Dean John E. Sandberg from Western
Michigan University.

The subcommittee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 2:45 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned.]
A PLAN To IMPROVE MATH EDUCATION AT THE ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL

LEVE
t

Kiannorrs OF THIS PROSPECTUS

(1) To forge partnership between business and public school systems to provide
math teachers.

(2) The first five-years Of employment witinusiness and industry will be spent
teaching in a public school system.

(3) Low interest loans will be forgiven at the rate of 20 percent for a year of teach-

(4) Butanes; and industry have been provided incentives by the government for
participation in this program.

The need to strengthen math instruction in the Nation's schools is -generally rec-
ognized. The pool of Americans with math skills continues to dwindle. As we move .

to an ever morejechnical society,'personnel with math skills must be available.
It is in the' of American business and industry that elementary and sec-

ondary math instruction be strengthened.' In recognition of this fact, it is proposed
that they join with school systems in a joint program. With - support from the Feder-
al Government, a continuing solution can be fomed._

The salary structure for teachers makes it difficult for schools to compete
busin' ess and industry for top flight personnel with math skills. Not onli are
ning salaries low, but teaching salaries tend to top 'out at a time that other profes-
sional salaries start to move up sharply. Paying beginning bonuses or salary differ-
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entials will only provide temporary, relief, and, in doing so take strong objection
from teacher unions and other organizations.

It is proposed that a network of American business and industry be formed and
that these businesses and industries make a commitment testrengthen math in-
struction in American schools. The business and industry commimity will hire uni-
versity graduates, mathematic equipped teachers. These individuals will be placed
in math teaching roles for, their first three to five years of their employment with
their company. They will provide summer employment and/or support for further
education.

The Federal Government will provide incentives for business and industry that
participate in this program. These incentives could be in the form of a favored
status as a supplier, or a contractor. Tax relief could be provided. For example, proof
of hiring a teacher with five years of experience would credit them with some form
of incentives.

The Federal Government will provide students who pursue a. math teaching cur-
riculum with low or no interest loans. These loans will be forgiven at' the rate of 20
percent a year of successful teaching experience.

School systems will pledge to do two year salary averaging for math teachers for
as long as they have teachers participating in the program. That is the first year
math teachers will receive a equal to the average of the first and secondsear
salary schedule, etc. At the end of five years, if the teacher chooses to remain in the
school system they return to the regular salary schedule. Under this program school
systems will have much stronger math personnel who are at the state of the art and
at the lower end of their salary schedules.

Business and industry can help themselves by improving math instruction in the
schools and to increase the size of the pool of math personnel that they can select
from. In addition, they can participate in establishing training programs, for teach-
erd wha will be joining their organizations.

Most young people have a great deal of altruism. Witness the participationin the
Peace Corp. Although they may have ambitions to take their place in American
business and industry, many are interested in strengthening the fiber of their soci-
ety. '

The overall impact of this program will be to strengthen math instruction by pro-
viding Lop flight instructional personnel who are at the state of the art. School sys-
tems will not need to be in direct competition with business and industry for these
top flight personnel. r

A' PLAN To IMPROVE SCIENCE EDUCATION -AT THE ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCHOOL
Laval,'

alr''
imadiorrs OF THIS PROSPECTUS

(1) Elementary school science programs must be strengthened' so that secondary
school science programs need not be watered down.

(2) The breadth to science knowledge that must be utilized is immense. Interactive
video will be the source of knowledge. The teacher will 'direct the learning process.

(3) Instructional units will be developed at all levels; kindergarten through middle
school. The units will be such that each school district will have control ofits own
curriculum. .

(4) Subject matter scholars, education developers, practicing school district person-
nel and production personnel will form production teams.

(5) Science units that are current and up-to-date will be constantly available to
the school.

(6) Units will be transmitted/distributed from one source, thus reducing develop-
ment costa.

(7) School district personnel will need assistance in utilizing this instructional
mode.

Science education in the schools of The United States is at a dangerously low
level. Increased concern about the quality of instruction has led the Congress to con-
sider legislation to increase the number of qualified science teachers and to upgiede
the skills of those persons currently teaching.

Much of the current concern in science education is focused at the secondary
level. The importance of science education prior to secondary school is critical since
it provides the foundation for subsequent scientific understanding. Because of the
problems in science instruction programs in the elementary gradee, and into the
middle school, secondary studentk are not attracted to the study of science. Even
when they are attracted, their lack of basic knowledge often requires secondary sci-

,
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ence programs to "water down" the Instruction. This educational deprivation coh-
tinues to take its toll on the students' progress.

The American educational community has tried several methods of strengthening
science education, ie., in-service workshops, fellowship grants, equipment purchases, '
curriculum development efforts, etc. Most of these efforts have been directed to the
secondary level. Their success has been variable but none seem to offer promise for
use in improving science instruction at pre-secondary levels.

The technological developments that we must understand and staff may hold
promise for improving science instrtiction in our schools. In the past few years, a
potentially powerful technology has been developed and refined. This technology is
interactive video. Interactive video coifs es the technology of. microcomputers with
video recording. The hardware which is available offers a highly flexible and manip-
ulable vehicle for instruction'. While to some persons the claims made for interactive
video may seem a. replay of other lavish Claims which were never realized for teach-
ing machines, or educational Television, a closer inspection of the products which
are available indicates that interactive video does offer new and exciting possibili-
ties. Interactive video also capitalizes on the fascination with computer games.

It is proposed that an organizatiiin be put into place to produce and distribute in-
teractive video instructional software. These instructionaLunits will be at various
levels from kindergarten through the middle schooL.The criteria for deciding upon
which areas will be developed will be importance of the concept or knowledge for
subsequent scientific understanding;' appropriateness of: this delivery system for a
particular concept; and usefulness of a discreet unit by teachers in their teaching.
The units will be varied and discreet so that each school system can maintain con-
trol of its own curriculum.

This organization could be established under its own authority or it could be
placed within the present authorized and funded educational laboratory and center
Program.

Teams of subject matter scholars, practicing school district personnel, eduCational
development specialists and production personnel will be established to develop
units. Once the units are developed, they will be continuously monitored and updat-
ed as appropriate. Evaluation data, new knowledge, bases and the relationship orthe
units to each other will be utilized in this process.

Once stored in the main computer, the units of instruction will be transmitted via
satellite and over land communication lines. The number that can utilize the
system at one time will be almost without limit. Schools and/or individuals will 'sub-
scribe to the system. Subscribers will receive access to the materials and will also
help to detemine the units to be developed. They will also serve as the basis for the
evaluative data which will be collected. Through the use of microcomputers, the
units of instruction can be utilized in regular classroom ,settings, in learning centers
or in the home.

The initiative outlined in this propesctus can provide materials which address the
serious national xd to improve science education in the United States. Other ef-
forts to improve ace education at the secondary level quite likely' will be made.
This project will increase the likelihood that suchrefforts will find a high level of
scientific understanding on the part of students entering secondary schools.
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HEARINGS ON MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE
EDUCATION

Part 2

MONDAY, JANUARY 31, 1983

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
COMMITER ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., in room 2175,

Rayburn House Office Fluilding, Hon. Carl D. Perkins (chairman of
the Committee on Education and Labor) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Perkins, Simon, Murphy,
Kildee, Williams, Kogovsek, Coleman, Petri, Craig, Bartlett, and,
Packard.

Staff present: John F. Jennings, counsel; Nancy Kober, legisla-
tive specialist; and Richard DiEugenio, minority fienior legislative
associate.

Chairman PERKINS. The committee will come' to order.
The Committee on Education and Labor is concluding its hear-

ings today on H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act.

Last Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday we gathered some very
profitable testimony on this bill. I certainly intend to make this
legislation a priority of the committee this year.

H.R. 30 would provide funds to local school districts for elemen-
tary and secondary programs of inservice teacher training and
modernization -ofthematics and science instruction. At the post-
secondary level, H.R. 30 authorizes congressional scholarships to
encourage students to become mathematics and science teachers,
and other activities.

The bill authorizes $300 million for fiscal year 1984 and an open-
ended amount for fiscal year 1985.

I was glad to hear the President announce, in his state of the
Union address, his support for a mathematics and science improve-
ment program.

Mr. Secretary, we are anxious.to hear your testimony, particular-
ly any details of the administration's mathematics and science ini-
tiative.

First, let me congratulate you on your achievement in being able
to support a bill. I don't know, it may be the first time that you
have been able to make a breakthrough in initiating some new leg-
islation in 'the Department. We welcome you here this morning,
and we are delighted you are here supporting a very important
piece of legislation. Nobody realizes better than myself; as chair-

.
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man of the committee, that we must work with the administration
to obtain Jesuits on this bill. Naturally, there is room for compro-
mise on all pieces of legislation.

Ali I stated at the outset, we are pleased you are here supporting
legislation. You go right ahead, Mr. Secretary. Without objection,
your prepared statement will be inserted in the record. You pro-
ceed in any manner you prefer.

STATEMENT OF HON. T. H. BELL, SECRETARY OF EDUCATION,
ACCOMPANIED BY GARY L. BAUER, DEPUTY UNDER SECRE-
TARY FOR PLANNING, BUDGET AND EVALUATION

Secretary Rm.. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I would like to submit my . formal testimony for the record. I

would like to just summarize and make some comments, and then
maybe we can spend most -of-our time-for-questions.

The testimony that I have outlines the problem, gives data on
the shortages of math and science teachers, and the problems we
are facing there. I know in the hearings that you have heard a
great deal about that. I don't want to be repetitive in that regard.
So I will just make a few comments and then be prepared for ques-
tions.

I would like to begin by emphasizing just a bit why have a
shortage of math and science teachers. It will probably reinforce
the points that I think have been made in testimony earlier in
your. hearings.

Not only are we losing teachers to high tech industries, because
of better pay, there is a dramatic increase in the plemand for teach-
ers because we are raising the requirements foi graduation, from
high school. School boards, State and local, are upping the number
of units that you must complete in order to qualify for high school
graduation. - _

We estimate that if you inadased nationwide the high school
graduation requirements in mathematics by one unit, you would,
by doing that, create a iiemand for 34,000 more high school teach-
ers. 'That in itself highlights the problems that we are having in
meeting the need for math and science teachers. With the high
school graduation requirements remaining where they are, we,
would be suffering from a shortage of mathematics and science
teachers, without raising the requirements.

We need to 'dramatically increase the preparation that our high
school youth make in these areas that are so related to the emerg-
ing new job demands as we go through this transitional period that
we are in at the present time.

So I would emphasize that I feel that the problem is so acute
and, with these requirements being raised so dramatically, we need
to do something immediately to get more math and science teach-
ers into the profession. That is related to H.R. 30, and also to the
Senate bill sponsored by Senator Domenici. I will get into that for
just a moment.

I don't believe, Mr. Chairman, that either of those two bills that
/I mentioned, the one on the Senate side ot 'the one that you are
sponsoring, notwithstanding the fact that I know there are some
fine strengths in them, are designed at the present time to take ad-
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vantage of an opportunity that we could have to immediatelyby
immediately I mean within the span of a year from enactment
see a dramatic increase in the supply of teachers. The reason that I
think that we can get a more immediate response is because at the
same time that we are raising the requirements for graduation
from high school in the areas of mathematics and science, we are
going to be decreasing the demand for teachers in some of the elec-
tive areassociology, political science, psychology, and other areas.

Assuming that there is going to be. a shift in enrollment from
many of these areas over into required mathematics and science
areas, we are going to have an increase ,in demand for math and
science teachers. At the same time, we are going to have a decrease'
in need for teachers in other subject areas, because as students
shift their enrollment from one area to another, there is going to
be a..shift in the numbers of students in classes.

I think that we can take -advantage of that if we structure our
legislation to be responsive to it.

In addition, with the unemployment that we have in the country
right now, there are many individuals with college degrees, not in
education and not in teaching, but have 4 years of college. With a
year or less of study, many of ! them could prepare to become high
school mathematics, physics, chemistry, or biology teachers, if we
can provide the assistance for then to do so.

The bill that the administration will be proposing will provide
scholarships to individuals who want to be high school math and
science teachers; individuals whole the local school board members
have recruited. And we would provide financial assistance for them
to attend higher education institutions for a year or, at the most, a
year and a summer school,. and then move into the math and sci-
ence teaching ranks and help to fill this big demand.

By concentrating on teachers who have lost their job during this
recession; who have college degrees, and who have an aptitude and
an interest in becoming teachers, and who, because of this aptitude
and interest and other qualities, Would be good teachers, by concen-
trating on these individuals immediately, we feel that we can begin
to increase this supply.

We think that the legislation that is considered by the Congreisii
ought to concentrate on teacher demand. Therefore, I would em-
phasize to the committee that it would be good policy for us in leg-
islation that is enacted to focus on the need for math and science
teachers.

My feeling is that S. 248 and H.R. 30 don't concentrate enough
on the immediate problem. I would concede that there are some
long-range opportunities that the bills provide. But I would empha-
size, as I read the .information about the demand for more teachers,
because of the increase in high school graduation requirements,
that we need an immediate response, and what is more, we can
capitalize on that if we will focus our legislation in a way that will
do that a bit more effectively than either of the bills do.

I. would also comment that I think when the budget is released
this afternoon you will find that the provision in your bill, Mr.
Chairman, that requires a certain level of appropriations for chap-
ter 1 won't be necessary.
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I understand the priority and the concern for that. You will find
when our budget is released this afternoon that we have also given
a priority to this area of the program.

I think the scholarship provisions in H.R. 30 are good provisions.
As I say, Mr. Chairman, I would like to see more emphasis on the
immediate opportunity. Those students that' are now in college,
preparing to be math and science teachers, are in the pipeline.
Now, there are not enough of them, I would concede that. But as
we wait to award scholarships to college freshmen and seek to see
them, enter the teaching ranks 4 years fi.om now, we are not going..
to be able to cope with the immediate problem.

Those are some of the comments that I have on the legislation.
And I would like to see those provisions strengthened.

I should say for the record, Mr. Chairman, that as we look at the
budget we would like to see a smaller demand on appropriations

_ than either of the two bills provided. Possibly as our economic re-
covery gets underway, we would be able to-afford the more ambi-

. tious legislation. But our legislation, Mr. Chairman, concentrates
on the teacher supply immediately.

Those are my comments. I am ready for questions.
[Prepared statement of Secretary Bell follows:] .

PREPARED thamtztrr OP HON. T. H. BELL, SECRETARY OP EDUCATION

Chairman Perkins, Chairman Simon, and Committee members. I appreciate this
early opportunity to appear before the joint Subcommittees onElementary, Second-
ary and Vocational Education, and Postsecondary Education to discuss science and
mathematics education. I believeand I know you share thisviewthat there are
currently few topics in education. which are more deserving of attention than this
one.

Certainly quality in education is a concern in every field of study, and -there is a

p
need to increase academic excellence at all levels. That is why I have cre-

ated
sing
IAational Commission on Excellence in Education to focus on the entire range

of problems which face American education. The Commission's report will be pub-
lished this Spring.

But science, mathematics, and technology have a very special importance in this
country. They comprise one of the cornerstones on which our success as a nation is
built. Our economic strength, our military strength, and our health and well-being
depend to a very large degree on 'the fruits that modern science and technology
much of it developed by our own citizenshave brought to us. To maintain our

istrength and, indeed, our independence, we simply cannot afford to let our coneider,
able skill in these fields degenerate. Yet, it appears we are doing just that.

The President, in his message last May to the National Academy of Sciences sym-
posium on science education, and again last week in the State of the Union address,
clearly and forcefully articulated this concern, saying that the declining condition of
science and mathematics 'education has become serious enough to compromise the
nation's future ability to develop and advance our traditional industrial base, and to
compete in international marketplaces.

The problems are particularly severe at the secondary,school level where there is
a growing shortage, of qualified science and mathematics teachers at the very time
when many States and ldcalities are trying to raise standards and increase enroll-
ments.

Recently, for example, 43 States reported a shortage of math teachers, 42 reported
a shortage of physics teachers, and 38 a shortage of chemistry teachers.

Yet, the supply of new science and mathematics teachers is dwindling:
According to data from the National Science Teachers Association, during the

past decade there has been a 79-percent decline in the number of individuals pre-
paring to teach mathematics, and 64-percent decline in the number of individuals
preparing to teach science.

As our current science and mathematics teachers retire or, in too many instances
leave blacking for other fields, it is very, very difficult to find qualified replace
orients for them. The problem will grow into a crisis because of another trend in
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education: State and local school boards are raising high school science and math
graduation requirements. Also, twenty seven State universities have recently in-
creased entrance requirements or have study commissions reviewing admissions
standards and most of these requirements are in science and For each
additional course required of high school students, we will need tens of ousands of
additional teachers. We do not have enough science and math teacheil-'11

Furthermore, our requirements for high school graduation are too low.
For example, a 1980 survey showed that only nine States required two years of

mathematics and only one State required three years-. .
Other data show that only 38 percent of seniors report taking 2.6 or more years of

mathematics, and nearly 6 percent report taking no math at all. Only one fourth
report Staking 2.6 years of more of science, while 8 percent have taken no science
courses.

As boards raise the requirements to increase students' competence in mathemat-
ice and science, the need for teachers will eipand at an alarming rate. .

Many of you here today, have heard a very detailed discussion of these problems
during the last few days, and I don't think it is necessary for me to describe the
situation at greater length. Clearly, the problems are important ones. America- is
still the technological leader cif the world, but as the President observed in his State
of the Union address, "We must keep that edge, and to do so we need to begin re-
newing the basics, starting with our educational system."

In response to these problems, dozens of bills were introduced in the last session
of Congress related to science and mathematics education. More recently, you,
Chairman Perkins, Representative Goodhng, and others, have introduced into the
98th Congress'H.R 30, the '`Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act." I
am pleased that you are pressing interest in this important area so early in this
session, and, through these hearings, are focusing the attention of the Congress on
it.

What is most urgent, in our view, is the necessity to forge an effective parbnership
with States, local education authorities, and private industry, so that each can do its
part of the job. The Federal role must be a limited oneand not only in financial-
terms.

It is States and localities which set graduation requirements from high echool
not the Federal government. I feel strongly that these requirements need to be
raised in many districts if America is to maintain its technological edge.- I applaud
the efforts of superintendents, principals, school board members, and others who
have recognized this early on and have set a standard others would be well advised
to follow.

It is leaders from business and industrynot the Federal gaverninentwho ought
to be the first 'to offer assistance to educators who want to understand and imple-
ment an educational program which is appropriate for a rapidly changing world of
work.

It is in this context that the Congress is considering new legislation. H.R. 80 au-
thorizes a very wide range of activities. Among others, H.R. 30 contains provisions
addressing the matter. of teacher shortages in science and mathematics, and the
need for in-service training for current teachers.

In addition to teacher training, H.R. 30 would provide support for a variety of
other activities. These include: curriculum development in science and math; the
use of new technologies, such as the microcomputer, improving employment-based
programs in community colleges; research and development in science and math-
ematics education; and the aorkiusition of new scientific equipment in postsecondary
institutions. Many of those activities could be supported with funds from the Chap-
ter 2 education block grant. With our NIB budget and our NSF budget we can effec-
.tively address research problems and concerns. As you know, I have already set a
high priority in El) on research and related activities involving -the use of technol-
ogy to improve tftching and learning. More importantly, we need to keep in mind
that we do not have imited resources at our disposal. Given the continued need
to hold the line on government spending, I believe it is essential that any new Fed-
eral funds be targeted on only a rmulll number of concerns, so we can maximize
their effectiveness.

On the matter of teacher shortages in science and mathematics, where we agree
on the priority need for Federal action, H.R. 80 proposes creation of Co onal
scholarships to train new science and mathematics teachers. The scholarship mech-
anism seems appropriate. However, if we hope to substantially increase the supply
of teachers, we must look beyond those now in college preparing to teach in these
fields and make use of currently available talent focusing on people in other fields.
We should, as I see' it, concentrate our limited Federal resources to meet the
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demand as quickly as possible. This can beet be done by utilizing teachers who are
not needed in the field for which they are now trained. We should also look to
others with college degrees who are not in teaching. I am thinking of retired mili-
tary personnel and the recently unemployed who might have an aptitude and inter-
est in teaching high school mathematics and science.

The bulk of the money that would be authorized by H.R. 80 does not, in my view,
concentrate sufficiently on the teacher shortage problem. The claiieroome are there.
The budgets needed for textbooks and other supplies are included in State and local
finance formulas. What we need most urgently are teachers with strong academic
preparation to teach such subjects as physics, chemistry, biology, and mathematics.
The teacher supply problem requires our immediate attention. I suggee that we
concentrate our efforts on increasing the number of teachers prepared toteach sci-
ence and mathematics in our high schools.

As the President announced in his State of the Union address, the Department of
Education is preparing to submit to the Congress by the end of this week proposed
legislation to improve the quality of secondary level science andmathematics educa-
tion. This bill focuses on what I believe is the most critical element of the problem
the growing shortage of qualified science and mathematics teachers at the second-
ary level in grades nine through twelve. In brief, the program would work al fol-
lows. Funds will be allocated to the States by formula to be used for scholarships for

_ individuals not currently qualified to teach science or mathematics, Up to 85000
may be used for each scholarship. Eligible individuals must already hold a bache-
lor's degree, and must be able to become qualified to teach science or mathematics
within one year. Prime candidates for these scholarships 'include teachers currently
qualified in fields other than science or mathematics, and individuals with college
degrees and interest and aptitude to teach high school math and science, but whp
need the academic preparation to do so. It is our intention to assist aulffr number
of such Individuals, and train them. quickly. Our schools need these q fled teach-
ers soon. That is why we would like to limit participation to individuals who are not
now training to teach mathematics or science and who can qualify within one year.

iIn addition to the Department's initiative, the National Science Foundation is pro-
MCCto Support two activities in precollege science and mathematics education.
the administration's proposal, the National Science Foundation will be sup-

porting:
Assistance to community-based efforts for in-service training of science and math-

ematics teachers at the junior high and high school'level. Such training is needed'
becausefrom computer science to space exploration to ecologythere have been
profound changes in mathematics and the sciences in recent years.

We would like to see much greater recognition given to the many dedicated sci-
ence and mathematics teachers currently working in secondary schools, often at sal

in
-.

aries below what they could be making n business or industry. The NSF, with as- f.z,
sistance from the Department of Education, proposes to operate a program of
awards for -teacher excellence which will identify outstanding science and math-
ematics teachers in each of the 50 States. A few months ago I was delighted to be
able to honor as Teacher of the Year an outstanding individual, Bruce Brombacher,
who teaches mathematics in the State of Ohio" We really ought to be doing more to
let the Nation know that there are such talented individuals working in the schools,
right now.

These4erograms which I have described as part of the administration's fiscal year
1984 budget reflect this administration's belief that there is an appropriate Federal
role in science and mathematics education. Even, with the budget restrictions under
which we must labor in today's economy, we consider this problem of sufficient
magnitude to justify an expenditure which we hope will be assisted by funds from
State, local and private sources.

In conclusion, I would urge you to concentrate on the most urgent problem. That
problem is the critical teacher supply -situation in these fields. Let's target our limit,
ed dollars there so we will *et a maximum return. And let's look for results as
quickly as possible We must mcrease our pool of qualified teachers. Only with addi-
tional qualified teachers in mathematics and ,science can school boards raise local
graduation requirements

ian
and enable the Nation to maintain-Ate technological edge.

.Thank you, Mr..Chairil for this opportunity to express my views to this Com-
mittee.

Chairman PERKINS. Thank you very much, Mr. Secretary.
You did not,make any reference in your statement to any specif-

ic level of funding for your new proposal. Could you tell us how
much you would propose to spend?
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All last week Congressman Good ling and myself were criticized
by educational associations and organizations for only proposing
$300 million. They all said that was not nearly enough.

How much are you suggesting?
Secretary BELL. Our budget is embargoed until noon today. But I

think to further our conversation and to let those that were criti-
cizing your bill contrast it, we are proposing a $50 million piece of
legislation. Bear in mind, it concentrates on the teacher supply
problem only. And your legislation and H.R. 248 is broader than
that.

We think our proposal more accurately reflects the very serious
fiscal picture that we face, and if we are going to meet the other
demands in the Department of Education's budget for student aid,
for aid to the handicapped, for impact aid, for chapter 1 and the
other programs, we are hard-pressed to find $50 million. Given the
rigors of the budget and the total dollar amounts that I had to
work with, $50 million was the most that I could earmark to go
into this. Because of that, I would emphasize to you that our pro-
posed bill will be narrowly focused on the teacher supply problem.
And I would like to talk to that just a minute, if I may.

When yOu teach mathematics, for example, you need a classroom
and a good teacher who knows the subject matter, who knows how
to teach it, and the textbook. You don't need a lot of other material
for mathematics.

Now, I would emphasize in the laboratory sciences there would
be a need for that. But as we look at the Federal, State, and local
partnership, we felt that if we could emphasize meeting this teach-
er supply problem, that maybe State and local budgets in their fi-
nance forulas could provide the other means.

We don't think there: is going to be an enormously large demand
for classrooms or for instructional supplies, and particularly that is
the case with respect to mathematics. Because of that, and because
of the harsh realities of the budget, we concentrated on teacher
supply. Our proposed bill focuses on that. The proposal that we
have would limit the scholarship, give priority scholarship to those
that can qualify and be ready to teach within a year plus a
summer school.

This approach will give us immediate turnaround, immediate re-
sponse to the need that we are talking about.

Chairman PERKINS. Now, we haven't seen your budget proposals
for fiscal year 1984. It was delivered to my office this morning just
as I was leaving. I would like to ask' you if you are cutting any of
the current programs, such as chaptek 1, if you are cutting compen-
satory education or handicapped education.

Could it be said that you are proposing funding for this new bill
at the expense of the disadvantaged children or the handicapped
children?

Secretary BELL. That is a' difficult question for me to respond to,
not because I am concerned about the answer, Mr. Chairman, be-
cause I think you will be pleased with the response, but public dis-
cussion of this is embargoed until noon today.

I think generally speaking, with some exceptions and some
changes in priorities, that you are going to find level funding in
most of the areas that you are referring to.

20-201 0-89-29 448
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One of the opportunities that we had in putting our budget to-
gether, Mr. Chairman, was the fact that we have had a decrease in
the demand for interest on the student loan program, a dramatic
decrease on that huge amount of capital out there. And so we have
been able to fund the same loan program for 1984 as is funded for
1983 with a decrease of a little better than $1 billion.

You will find the other program areas that you talked about
handicapped and disadvantgedfairly levelly funded in our pro-
posed budget. I know that is a contrast with last year's proposal in
that regard.

We think you will be pleased with the Department of Education
budget. You may take some exceptions to some of our priorities.
But by and large, you are not going to find the disagreement that
we had last year. I had better not go into any more detail.

We have a press conference and a release at noon today.
Chairman :.P.x.riqs. Now, your propbsal deals with attracting

new people to teaching or retraining current teachers to become
mathematic and science teachers. But how are we going to deal
with another part of the problem, namely, keeping current math
and science teachers? These people are being lured away by higher
salaries in industry, which we all know. How are you going to deal
with that problemindustry coming along and picking these good
teachers up after we get them in the schools?

Secretary BELL. It is a very vexing problem and I acknowledge
that it is, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman PERKINS. You did not deal with it in your statement, I
note.

Secretary BELL. No. I would like to talk to that a bit.
First of all, it ought to be said for the record the fixing of the

compensation of teachers is, as we all know, the school board's re-
sponsibility. I don't think we are ever going to cope with the prob-
lem of losing teachers to higher paying jobs until we change consid-
erably at the State and local level our approach to compensating
teachers.

I contrast the way that we pay' our teachers on the elementary
and secondary level with the way that we compensate higher edu-
cation faculty. As you know, we have academic rank, you can work
your way up to a full professorship, we have endowed chairs, and
distinguished professorships. And in contrast to that, in elementary
and secondary education we have a universally accepted approach
of a single salary schedule, and the factors that fix a teacher's
salary are the amount of college credit that has been earned and
the number of years of experience. I have been suggesting when I
have had opportunities to talk to local School boards and superin-
tendents and the State legislators and Governors, that we create a
system that learns from what the higher education has established.

I have suggested that we create a master teacher position in the
elementary and secondar4schools, to identify those persons that
are high priority to us, t are tremendously outstanding teach-
ers, and then compensate them beyond the salary schedule.

That is what they do in higher education. And I think that until
we do that, we are not going to be able to cope with that problem.
It is when the school superintendent has the flexibility that 'is nec-
essary that we are going to, be able to do that.
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Now, I recognize that another way that could be done would be
to just raise the salary schedules of everyone way up there, but as
we do that, we are going to have an enormous demand for money
that I don't think State and local taxes can afford to meet. That
keeps us constantly paying people on the basis of experience and
college credits earned.

I think we simply have to depart from that. I think we need to
do it by involving faculty on the elementary and secondary level in
peer review work, just like the faculty has a peer review when they
decide who gets advanced to the rank of full' professor in higher
education.

Now, there may be another approach to this. It may be that we
will have to find opportunities to pay on the basis of scarcity and
demand and competition, in addition to the master teacher idea.
But I think if we are going to attract the kind of talent that we
need to attract, that we are going to need to make quite a change
in our approach to compensating teachers. Until we do that, Mr.
Chairman, I think we are not going to be able to do the job that we
ought to do in meeting the drain that I know is there in teachers.

Mr. KOGOVSEK.. Mr. Secretary, the chairman had to go down to
the White House this morning for a meeting with Mr. Stockman
and other people, so he asked me to chair the meeting for the time
being.

Secretary BELL. Mr. Chairman, I have neglected to introduce my
colleague, Dr. Gary Bauer, who is in charge of our budget and eval-
uation. He is Deputy Under Secretary for Planning , and Budget
and Evaluation. I am pleased to have him here at the table with
me.

Mr. KOGOVSEIL Doctor, welcome to the committee.
Mr. Secretary, the chairman had said previously that he was re-

ceiving criticism from several educators because of the fact this bill
only talked about $300 million. You are indicating that $50 million
is the figure that you are lookint at. What does $50 million buy
ushow many teachers?

Secretary BELL. $50 million would increase the supply of teachers
by about 7,000 ,a year if we awarded scholarships in the area of
around $5,000.

In addition to that, we would hope that by focusing on this, the
State and local levels would pitch in. Although we are not requir-
ing matching, we would how their effort would reflect this a bit,
and that we could up i.aat number

,effort
maybe threefold. That would

be what our proposal provides.
Mr. KOGOVSEE. Approximately how many schooltric's do we

have in the Nation right now?
Secretary BELL. There are 16,000 school districts in the United

Statei
Mr. KOGOV8E1C. Your $50 million doesn't even'get us half a teach-

er per school district. This is an ongoing program you are talking
about, $50 million a year for several years?

Secretary BELL. Our proposal is 4 years. I think the chairman's
propwal, H.R. 30, if I am accurate, is a 2-year emergency program.

Nfr. KOGOVBEIL So when you are talking about approximately
16,000 school districts, $50 million buys us about 7,000 teachers for
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the first year. And I assume that you would target these teachers
to the highly populated areas.

Secretary Bs.. Yes. Our proposal would allocate the funds 'to
the State education agencies, and they would have discretion to try
to allocate them where the demand is.

I would also emphasize that the $50 million proposal doesn't in-
clude funds that will be spent by the National Science Foundation.
The administration has two other initiatives that are in the Na-
tional Science Foundation appropriation. This element has more of
the long-range approach that I know is reflected in H.R. 30.

So X would not want to leave the impression that the $50 million
is the totality of our proposal. The other budget items are over in
the National Science Foundation..

I apologize for the awkwardness and the release date on the
budget, because I think if I could talk tq that more, and if I had a
little freedom to talk about the Science Foundation btidget, it
would be helpful here. I don't want to alienate my colleagues over
in NSF by airing their budget but I should tell you, so we are total-
ly accurate and candid about it, that there are two other initiatives
over in the National Science Foundation in addition to ours that
concentrates oh teachers.

Mr. KOCIOWN.K. I appreCiate that, Mr. Secretary. We are just
about 2 hours away from your embargo timing. I would like to lock
theydoors and not let anybody out and we could talk aliout it. But
probe* we better not do that.

Let me see if the gentleman from Idaho has any statement or
questions at -this time.

Mr. CRAIG. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
And, Mr. Secretary, it is good to have you before the committee.
Let me express Congressman Goodling's regret. He is back in his

district and committed, and could not be here this morning for
your testimony.

I think all of us are pleased to see the emphasis expressed, not
only by you, but by the President in his state of the Union mes-
sage, as it relates to math and science: and the national concern
that is developing over' this area of deficiency in our education
system.

Of course, we have taken several days of testimony on H.R. 30.
Although some of us are concerned about areas of it, it has re-
ceived a share of criticism, as has been mentioned by the chair-
man, because of the volume or the level of funding. I guess that is
because the community at large out there thinks we ought to solve
this problem now, and you do that by billions of dollars, and it is'
done overnight.

I suspect that is not the case, nor can it be, if we are looking at
some long-term strength and stability to solving the problem. I
think all of us would like to solve it immediately, but recognize the
reality of doing so.

In all of your testimony, a couple of things come to bear that are
a concern to some of us on this committee; two areas specifically.
Your proposal seems to be more targeted for an immediate re-
sponse than does H.R. 30. I think that has been a concern of mine,
as it relates to H.R. 30 and its rather broad approach, instead of
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the immediate targeted approach which will get us some response,
and get It in the relatively near future.

I see your proposal talks of, that. I will be anxious to see it in full
and how that targeting can come about, along with the National
Science Foundation and its targeting.

Can you respond to that'?dr
Secretary BELL.. Yes. 06 bill should be up here within 1 week,

and then you will be able to, see a bit more how it is- structured.
You are right,' Mr. Craig, that it does concentrate on teacher

supply problem. And your proposal, if enacted by the Congress,
would only give scholarships to those whose analysis of their situa-
tion would, make it possible for them to enter the teaching ranks
within a year or a year plus a summer session..

We think that will give some satisfaction to this situation. We
would hope that it would be accompanied by greater efforts on the
State and local level, although we are not requiring a matching.

Mr. CRAIG. To guarantee the kind of targeting you ake prOposing,
primary and secondary, what type of guarantee or requirement
will there be to insure that individuals who receive these scholar-
ships do, in fact, teach or are not moved away immediately by busi-
ness with the offer'of $10,000 or $15,000 more yearly salary, which
is happening now?

Secretary BELL. We are still in the process of trying to determine
whether a scholarship awardee ought to be required to teach for x
period of time as a condition of receiving that.

I wonder, Dr. Bauer, if you could talk to that question a bit.
Dr. Bauer has been working on this specifically, and it is still. in

the concept stage as we pass proposals back and forth with OMB.
Dr. BAUER. To reiterate what the Secretary said, we still are

drawing up some of the specifics of the legiSlation. But we under-
stand the problem you are referring to. -

Our inclination is to have dome sort of requirement where LEA's
have an agreement with the teacher that the teacher would teach
for a specified period of time before they would be eligible for the
scholarship money. So although the, details havenot been worked
out, our inclination is indeed to include that intho. legislation.

Mr. CRAIG. That is a concern-I think all of us would have. I am
not saying there are those who would take advantage of the schol-
arship to increase their ability only to move into private' industry,
but that is a reality we have to face if indeed, we are going to ad-
dress the problem at the secondary level.

I noticed in your statement that you continually refer to junior
high and high school or secondary levels, and that if we are really
to build the kind of base that this country needs, and the desire on
the part of young people to advance themselves in math and sci-
ence, we have to start at a young& age. I notice your program does
not address that.

Secretary BELL. We agree, Mr. Craig, that we ought to be
strengthening math and science instruction in the elementary
school. Our proposal doesn't touch that. We think we have an obh-
gation but we think local school boards are also4sensing that obli-
gation to strengthen those efforts.

We would emphasize that we think that is a State and local re-
sponsibility. Surely a Federal concern. But, given the fact that we
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are only talking about a $50 million program, we wanted to target
-it. And the whole theme of our propOsaltis targeting specificly on,
the secondary problem. Our proposal will be limited to the senior
high school: 9th, 10th,1lth, and 12th grades.

I wouldn't want to, imply that we don't thinIc we ought to have
strengthened instruction on the intermediate, junior high school, or
the elementary school level. On the contrary ; 'I just think it is-im-
portant that we do that. With all the, pressures on our budget, and
not wanting to cut some of these other priorities that the chairman
referred to, we had to limit what we could Alo to $50 million. So it
is very selectively targeted in that regard. --

It assumes that State and local education 'agencies, State legisla-
tures and local school boards are going to be also` concentrating in
theSe areas, and they are going to be dealing in priority instruction
there. But it isn't as broadly based 'a Piece-of legislation as H.R. 30.

Mr. CRAIG. Is there any consideration in the Department at this
time, and I think you referred earlier to the fact that this would be
block granting and not matching funds, for local units and State
units to place greater consideration on the lower levels, if in fact
the Federal Government is, going to place a priority on some imme-
diate response at the secondary level?

Is there any contribution in the Department now of blending this
appr6ach and, in fact, Creating some incentive at the State and
local levels for doing it on their awn in those areas?

Secretary BELL We have talked about that. We talked about
some kind of matching where, if we concentrated on the upper
level, that there would be a sort of a reciprocal effort in these other
areas. We abandone4 that because of our belief that we should not
be pressuring State,and local units on their priorities, and our feel
ing ,that. most local school boards, State legislatures, and State edu-
cation agencies are highly aware of this problem. We think we are
going to get a response there without our structuring a require..
ment as a condition for receiving aid, you must do thus and So.

In addition to that, we don't thinlg. the $60 million is a large
enough incentive in that regard.

I should emphasize more than did in my initial statements that
there are 'some provisions that are Jong rang in the National Sci-
ence Foundation proposals; Lind%.there initiatives therd
where the administration has also come more =MO. So I
would not want the committee to have pression that the ad-
ministration's initiative is limited to the $ million program that'l
atn, talking about. It is broader than that but the other responsibil-
ly is over in the National Science Foundation.

Mr. CRAIG. Fine. Thank you very lunch; Mr: Secretary. I think
we will all look forward ,.to your prOposal and recommendation
when it comes to the Hill: This is 'an' area that this committee is

'going to obviously pla.: h priority on this year, and we will look
forward to your ass 4 I,

Thank you .-

Mr.,:Konovsss. I e gentle
The Chah4 now recognizes the g ntlemaixifrom Michigaii,, Mr.

Kildee
Mr.'Kurosz.-Thailk..2yo,u, Mr. Chairman.,
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Thank you, Mr. Secretary, for your testimony. You know you are
alivays welcome here, we always have some good exchanges. You
are informativeand always a gentleman.

You mentioned that the administration intends' that its proposal
be funded at $50 million. Is that $50 million only for public
schools?.

'Secretary BELL. No. There would be a provision for private sch01-
participation also. The money, Mr. Kildee, would flow to the State,
education agency, and they would have the opportunity and the re-
quirenient that they allow private, secondary schools to participate
where they also have some teacher shortage. problems.

Mr. KEDEE..From my point of view. I would like to see much
more in there. As you have been told by some of the other mem-
bers, earlier testimony before the subcommittee indicated that even
$300 million would not be adequate to nieet the need in this area.
If the $50 million you propose is"'for both public and nonpubic
schools, then it seems even a more inadequate figure to take care
of what I consider a very urgent need.

Secretary BELL. If I were free to discusse the National' Science
Foundation aspects of this, where they have certain other incentive
type proposals, two other initiatives the administration has, I
would do a better job of pushing the $50 million appropriation, at
least to-describe the totality-of the program we have proposed.

I am reluctant to discuss the NSF budget before release time
today. And certainly, out of courtesy to the Director, I ought to not
be in here announcmg his. program. -But the total program includes
the National Science Foundation. Even at that, you won't find a
$300 million, effort. One of the problems we have faced is the
budget realities and the fact that we had to work this program
within the- confines of a finite budget allowance that we were.
given. That restrained us considerably in this regard. That is why
our proposal is so highy targeted and focusing upon the teacher
supply situation.

Mr. KILDEE. YOu have heard me say this before, but I wish that
the budget constraints imposed on Cabinet departments such as
yours would also apply to the five-sided building across the river.

I would like to see a more equal application of that philosophy of
fiscal restraint. I think, that your Departinent has borne an undue
burden of that restraint inthe last 2 years, and I hate to see it so
unequally distributed.

Secretary BELL. I think you will find our funding level, when it is
released at noon today, will be quiteadequate.

Mr. KILDEE. We had good news in Washington yesterday.
Secretary BELL. I think this can follow right on with that great

Redsicins victory.
M KILDEE. I yield back the balance of my time. Thank you.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. The gentleman from. Wisconsin, Mr:Petri.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you. .

Mr. Secretary, thank you for testifying.
I have one or two questions about how this program is proposed

to be organized. Is the $50 Million a year contemplated for more
than 1-year scholarships?
, :Secretary BELL. Yep; our propo would be $50' million a year for
4 'years.

-
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Mr. PETRI. And the scholarships ,would run for 4years or 2 years
or 1 year?

'Secretary BELL No. Our proposal would limit the scholarship to
individuals who can qualify to teach within 1 year plus summer
school.

Now, the reason for that is that we want to get an immediate
response. We are increasing the demand for teachers by raising the
math and science graduation requirements.'At the Same time -we-
are doing that we are decreasing the demand for teachers over in=
other areas; because they will be moving students over into this
higher priority area So we would have a scholarship that would
retrain teachers that are now there.

Incidentally, this is being quite effectively piloted, Mr. Petri, up .
in 'Philadelphia, and we have studied it there. So we think it has a
Tot of potential.

It would also make the scholarship available to someone who is
not teaching, but who has a college degree and would like to
.become a high school math or science teacher. And our proposal
limits the availability, as I indicated 'to Mr. Craig, to 9th, 10th,
11th, and 12th grades.

We are trying to focus right on the problem. We would like to
see a turnaround in that supply by the fall of 1984. And so, as we
talk about the fiscal year beginning this coming fall, by the follow-
ing year we would like to see some results in the supply of teachers
coming out of the pipeline: Now, if we spend our money on college
freshmen we are going to be way down the way before we meet
this need.

The State of California, the' State Board of Education, as Mr.
Packard can tell youhe is a former school board member from
out that. wayhas just dramatically increased the requirements in
mathematics and scienae. This is our most _populous State. So we
have an imrnediate problem that we want to try to fours on.

My criticism, notwithstanding the strengths that .I know are in
H.R. 30 and ;. S. 248, we think the yalue of our proposal is that it
focuses in a narrow-ranging way upon the immediate problem, and
limits the recipients in a way that will get us immediate results. ,

The more long-range part of the program is over in the National
Science Foundation budget..

Mr. Pau. Is there going to be any requirement or has thought
been given to a provision that if people are not teaching math or
science 5 years after receiving the scholarship ,.or some other
period, that they -repay the scholarship? ,

Secretary BELL. We have really agonized over that. Our philos-
ophy is that we ought to be helping and strengthening every way
we can .the local and State education agencies and boards. And we
want to refrain from Federal money pressuring the' 'orities. We
looked at requiring matching. And we decided, kn wing what the
feelings are about that out there, that we would frain from re-
quiring matching. We thought about putting in some requirements,
-like in order to get this money the school district had to commit
teachers to teach for 5: years.

We thought, well, we had not ought to get into that, that is their
business, and if they want to set those requirements on their levels,
they will have discretion to do that,' as they grant it. I would hope
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that they would do it.. But I wanted to refrain from doing that. I
have been a local school superintendent for a number of years, and
served in three different States, and I did not appreciate that kind
of Federal mandate and dictation.

But as you look at the problem, you get anxious about it, you are
tempted to put some of those wedges in there. And we decided not
'to yield to that temptation. We think we are right in that regard.

Mr. PETRI. Now, as I understand it, the money is going to be allo-
cated to the appropriate State agencies on some sort of a formula
basis for them to parcel out according to some guidelines contained
in the legislation and probably also supplemented by regulation
which is a fairly normal administrative approach at the Federal
level. I understand the scholarships may be in differing amounts,
and k cannot possibly imagine what the overhead would actually
be.

Say it is all spent on scholarships of $5,000. You are talking
about 2,000 scholarships per State per year. And that is one or two
or three a county. It is pretty small. And you are talking about lots
of rules and regulations, someone is going to have to sit there and
try to administer the new program.

What is your reaction to doing this the way General Motors or
other people in the past did it when they wanted to help out pro-
grams like this, getting the Educational Testing Service or some
other organization already set up that administered scholarship
t programs on contract, do this on a national basis and save on
a. inistrative overhead and make sure it is actually reaching the
type of people that you want-it to reach.rather than simply helping
to bear the overhead burden of already overpreased Sate govern-
ments.

I am sure we will discover lots of overhead in a program like
this, because there is a learning curve in the best of times, and also
a lot of pressure. They are going to have people they want to keep
on the payroll, and allocating time to this program will, be one way
of doing it.

I think you will have a very high administrative oveiheild in a
$50 million domestic program that dribbles money out in such a
small scale to each of the 50 States, given the learning curve that
they are going to have to go through, if it is inefficiently adminis-
tered. .

Secretary BELL. We discussed all of those matters. Our proposal
Will limit the amount of Federal money that can be'tised for State'
administration to 4 percent. So we will have a limit on the admin-
istrative overhead as far as we are concerned.

The reason I don't think that. there is going to be all that addi-
tional cost is because it is focused on those that employ teachers.
The State departments of education, 'all 50 of them, have a teacher
personnel .office now, where they license and review and partici-
pate with the ,local school districts in teacher personnel activity.

I am confident that the 4 percent, since it would go to that exist-
ing teacher personnel office, will be adequate. And I have talked
about that with some ,personnel officials. So we think we can limit
it to that. We thought of going to some entity like the Educational
Testing Service, but we think we.-will create too much distance be-
tween them and where the actual, employment takes'place.
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We think if we put the scholarship in the hands of the local
school board, working with the school superintendent, that they
are able_ to recruit a teacher and award, them this scholarship
keep in mind they will maybe be able to qualify for some of our
student financial aid as they go to school for a year. As they award
the scholarship, we hope without our dictating to them, that the
superintendent of schools and the school board will have an agree-
ment with scholarship recipients that they are going to prepare
themselves in a year, and by the next fall are going to be back
teaching high school agebra for us.

That is the way we anticipated it, and we thought we would not
have that connection with the actual job, the actual contract. We
hoped that some of them would sign them up before they went.

iThat is what I would do if I were a superintendent.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. The gentleman's time has expired.
The Secretary has to be at budget briefings, I would assume, rel-

atively soon. I would like to get a couple of more people in.
Mr. Harrison from Pennsylvania.
Mr. HARRISON. Thank you very much.
I didn't have the honor to be here in the last Congress, but the

staff tells me this is the first time in the 3 years, you have come
here that you have been able to propose a program instead of re--
scinding or cutting a program. I congratulate you on that.

Mr. Secretary, I see in your statement an indication that the
type of people who are likely to accept the scholarships under your
program are retired military officers and the recently unemployed.
Are you referring there to people coming out of business and indus-
try who have been laid off because of the economic conditions?

Secretary BELL. I think they would be the lesser number of those
participating. I think most of our scholarship recipients will be ex-
isting, teachers who have good, qualifications, who have been suc-
cessful, and have been teaching in other subject matter areas. If
there has been a decrease in the demand for their services because
of raising high school math and science graduation requirements,
and 'we are raising the high school graduation requirements, stu-
dents are going to be enrolling in lesser numbers of elective sub-
jects.

So we think most of the recipients of those scholarships will be
those individuals. But we do not want to limit it there. We thought
if there were some promisiqg person whose personality, aptitude,
and ability and , the interviewing school. district felt had great
promise to come and teach for them, they could also be included.
But I would not want to give the impression that our proposal is
concentrating on retired military and unemployed people.

On the contrary, .I think it is going to' be currently employed
teachers receiving most of them, and just a few of them in other
areas.

Mr. HARRISON: Are you ggesting that people who are finding.
their history and English lasses underpopulated are going to
become math and science tea ers with 1 year training under your
program?

Secretary BELL. I (16n' belieire that there will be many from
those subject areas. I think we are going to find them in areas like
sociology and political science and psychology.
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I would not want to imply that all of them can become math and
science teachers overnight. If you already have your student teach-
ing and other subject matter, and if you need to beef up your com-
petence in mathematics, I would argue that three-quarters plus a
summer session or two semesters plus a summer session would ac-
cumulate enough hours so that at least you could be on the thresh-
old level within that time to begin to teach.

Then we would anticipate that the more experienced faculty
could teach some of the more advanced placement courses, chemis-
try for example, and the newcomer with maybe 30 hours of chemis-
try could teach the introductory course there.

Mr. HARRISON. You are really suggesting that in a year, and a
summer school a sociologist will be qualified to teach chemistry at
any level?

Secretary BELL. I don't think they will be able to do it if they
have had zero chemistry. If they have had a couple chemistry
courses and have math background, and there are those that have
had that amount of preparation, then I think they are going to be
able to at least get to the entry level by then.

Mr. HARRISON. One last question. Wouldn't you think that these
are precisely the people who would be most inclinedshould a job
in industry come alongto take it and get out of this tinfilinilinr
teaching pattern of having shifted from some other, discipline into
science and math?

Secretary BELL. After they have developed their competence, say
in mathematics, they could well be snapped up into the computer
industry. I acknowledge as we wrestle with this that this is a seri-
ous problem. As I said, I think school boards have to do something
about the way that they compensate teachers if we are going to be
competitive.

Mr. HARRISON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. I thank the gentleman from Pennsylvania. I

think he makes what to me is a valid point. We might be under
your proposal increasing the outflow, Mr. Secretary, of people who
are tired of teaching in a certain area, and after 15 or 20 years see
a chance to pick up a scholarship and move to another area and
may want to do that as opposed to this bill which would at least
require the whole 4 years.

Secretary BELL I would hope that the local school authorities
.would have the good judgmentthey have to have it because it is
their responsibilitynot to employ tired or burn-outt teachers. I
think they will be quite discriminating about that. I hope they will.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. The gentleman from California, Mr. Packard.
Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am particularly grateful to have the Secretary come and testify

here.
The whole problem does not necessarily lie in a shortage of

teachers but also in the quality of teaching that takes place by the
existing teachers of math and science. .

Is there any plan in either your proposal or in the rest of the
Science Foundation program where there would be an inservice
training of teachers?

Secretary.BELL. There are aspects of this in the National Science
Foundation proposal. As you know, Mr. Packard, being a former
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school board member for a considerable number of years, that is a
very important element of upgrading the qqality of instruction,
and it will be in math and science.

Mr. PACKARD. In the out years it is projected that there may be a
declining enrollment and, therefore, maybe a lessening of the need
for an increase in the number of teachersat least to the extent
that might appear necessary at this time.

Would this have an influence upon your overall proposal in
terms of the declining enrollment projections?

Secretary BELL. We think that the life of this program being 4
years, will probably see us through this transition period. If we
find because of enrollment declinesand I acknowledge there are
some projected declinesthat if it is not necessary we may not
need the 4-year appronch. But right now we anticipath that we
would at least start out anticipating that.

Mr. PActAri.n. One last concern that I have is with the timing of
the proposal. I understand from the hearings on H.R. 30 thus far
that there is the hope that it can be reported out of committee by
the end of this week, and the timing of the administration's propos-
al as it tracks with that is of some concern.

Secretary Sm.. Yes.
Mr. PACKARD. I don't know whether the subcommittee will be

able to address that concern.
. One last questiOn; Secretary Bell.lf the responsibility for allocate
ing the scholarship funds is turned over to the State to be passed
on down to the loCal school boards, is there a system recommended
in your proposal, fir is this' left entirely to the States. to develop?

Secretary BELL. Our proposal is a block grant to the States, and
they would have discretion. They would be required to prepare a
report to us indicating how they have utilized the money to focus it
upon the greatest need. We think that requirement would con-
strain them somewhat from not allocating the money based on
where the critical shortages are. But it does rely on State education
actions to do that.

Mr. PACKARD. I hope there would be consideration for the propos-
al at least to give incentives to matching by a private enterprise,
private industry or by local agencies.

Secretary BELL. Maybe our language ought to emphasize the in-
centive aspect of it more.

We deliberately avoided requiring matching. We discussed that
at considerable length' and decided we ought not knowing what the
pressures are on budgets there, also.

Mr. PACKARD. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KOGOVEIEK. The Chairman recognizes the gentleman from

Montana, himself a former, educator, Mr. Williams.
Mr. WuziAms. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is nice to see you

here again, Mr. Secretary. We, of course, appreciate yOur interest
in this area, and we appreciate your leadership in this area.

There may be a coming crisis in American education and a crisis
in American education very, quickly turns into a crisis for all
Americans. I note a difference between the, amount that the admin-
istration is requesting to help alleviate or perhaps solve this crisis,
and the amount requested in our bill. There is about a $200 million
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difference. There isn't anyone in America that doesn't recognize
that money is indeed scarce.

I just came from a meeting in which we were reviewing the ad-
ministration's fiscal year 1984 budget as we have it. It calls for
total outlays of about $848 billion, that compared with $200 billion
for a program begins, I think, to put this in the proper perspective.

The money is there, it just depends on where the Congress of the
United States and the President of the United States wish to spend
it. In this budget, the President of the United States has called for
a 14-percent nominal growth in defense spending. By the way, that
means that while the Nation had expected that defense would cost
$1.5 trillion in the next 5 years, those expectations are wrong. It
won't be $1.5 trillion in the next 5 years, it will be $1.8 trillion in
the next 5 years.

So in the White House, the will is there to spend an increased
amount of money _in defense. In this committeeand I would hope
in your Department, sirit should be there to spend an increased
amount of money in education, and particularly in those areas that
have great need such as math and science.

I recognize that you are under a significant constraint given the
nature of the freeze or squeeze that is being promoted from the
White House, but I am hopeful that you will not oppose the efforts
of this committee and hopefully of the. Congress to adequately fund
math and science awareness, math and science education in Amer-
ica.

Secretary BELL. We think you will be quite pleased with our 1984
education budget, Mr. Williams, and as you look at the $50 million
that we are recommending for math and. science I would urge, as
soon :.as it is released from under its embargo in just a couple
hours, that you see what is happening over in the National Science
Foundation. The total of what we are doing, by "we," I mean the
administration, needs to be reflected in both agencies.

We think, especially as you contrast it to last year's budget pro-
posals, that you are going to be quite pleased with the recommen-
dations' we have made. We still have a tight budget, but -you won't
find the reductions that some of you are anticipating this year. In
fact, you will find some increases in some areas.

Mr. WILLLU/LB. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. K000vsEK. The Chair. recognizes Mr. Coleman.
Mr. CommtAx..Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I do thank you for coming up and making this

very good suggestion on trying to increase the population of teach-
ers we have in math and science. I think this is something, that we
ought to incorporate in this type of legislation because then we are
reaching the first problem, that is to expose more .young people to
math and science by people who are trained in it, and I think the
bill can also relate to those people who are already teaching math
and science to upgrade their ability. Finally we might want to in-
crease specialization in certain areas. Those are the three criteria
the committee has to look at. .

I think your suggestion is a very good one. I thank you for
making it.

Secretary BELL. Thank you.
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I might just comment, Mr. Coleman, on a couple of comments
from the committee about the fact that this is the first legislative
initiative that I have had since I became Secretary 2 years ago.
would emphasize to you and to the committee that the President is
deeply interested in the math, science, and high tech problem. He
sent a message to a major national conference that we had op, this
problem, I wouldn't want the committee to have the impression
that I had to argue hard to get the President to support this initia-
tive.

He is favorable to it and it will be reflected not only in our
budget but in the National Science Foundation budget.

Mr. COLEMAN. Asking just one budget question, is it correct teat
you are limited to a $50 million authorization for such a program?

Secretary BELL. I had an overall budget dollar that we negotiated
out, an overall amount. Within the constraints of that amount
knowing what National -Science Foundation was doing and antici-
pating through the coordination of -Dr. Keyworth, who is the Presi-
dent's science adviserI structured the limited and highly targeted
program that focuses upon the teacher shortages.

Now, I did it, Mr. Coleman, as I looked at other budget areas,
knowing I had to also keep a viable student aid program and pro-
vide aid to the disadvantaged and the handicapped.

I simply didn't want to sacrifice those programs more deeply for
this program. We also felt the proposal that we had if it would be
responded to by State and local levelswould be expanded and the
impact would be greater than the dollars that we are talking
about.

That plus the NSF budget. We wouldn't say that it is totally ade-
quate and fully overflows the cup, but we think it is a pretty good
effort for what is, after all, primarily a State and local responsi-
bility.

It is stimulation, we think, in that arena.
Mr. COLEMAN. I agree with you it is certainly not going to be too

much.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. The gentleman from Illinois,' Mr. Simon, is up

next.
Mr. Srmori. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have no questions.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. The, gentleman from Texas, Mr. Bartlett.
Mr. BARTLErr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Secretary, I apologize for not being here for your complete

testimony. I was helping to teach in elementary school where my
daughter is enrolled this morning.

I have two questions. First' understand Mr. Petri had earlier in-
- quired as to how to get an estimate or range as to how many teach-
ers per year this program or the Department would estimate. I un-
derstand those numbers are obviously difficult to pinpoint. But at
what point could we expect to have some sort of an estimate as to
the total number of scholarships within a range that this program
would expect to generate?

Secretary BELL. It is a $50 million appropriation. Our require-
ment we now have in the draft of our billincidentally we hope to
have it up to you next weeklimits administration to 4 percent
and we were recommending $5,000 scholarships. So you can see
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from that about where we Will be with numbers. That would be the
maximum scholarship.

If the school board wanted to grant a smaller one and give more
of them, and if they wanted to come up with matching and we
hope. they will, we are not requiring it but we hope the States will
and the State legislatures will. Then we get a lot more response to
this.

We found that in a number of programs where there has been a
concern on the national level that States have developed their own
programs. We found many instances. This is true with the compen-
satory education program. Most of the States now have a State
equivalent to title I, so we hope that kind of response would be gen-
erated by the stimulus of this program We know the budget is
tight and limited. -

Mr. BARTLETT. Do you know what percentage of each State's allo-
cation would be permitted to go to administration and overhead?

Secretary BELL. We would only permit 4 perFent to be for that

r. BARTLETT. To follow up, in terms of having the biggest
impact I would strongly urge as you consider the bill, that you con-,
eider including matching and not just matching from local budgets
necessarily, but to permit States to recruit matching from private
sources and private industry. We have heard testimony here, and
you know it and your Department knows, that that is where the
priority is being set out there, not set by Congress, the priority will
be set by individual actions within the community.

Secretary BELL. Right.
Mr. BARTLETT. I wonder if you could respond to this, would you

anticipate, should this Congress suggest matching, would you an-
ticipate opposing such a matching requirement?

Secretary BELL. We have weighed the matching provision quite
carefully. In my conversations with State and local education agen-
cies, I find a great deal of resentment on matching requirements
and so after a lot of discussion inside the administration and out-
side, we decided not to require matching but to encourage it and to
advocate it as strongly as we can knowing what the budget con-
straints and problems are at the local level. We finally decided we
would not requiie matching but we will surely be advocating it
wherever we can in urging as you indicated, urging the private
sector as well as State and local entities, to help respond to the
problem.

Mr. BARTLETT. One final question, and that is that you suggested,
Mr. Secretary, that your bill in final draft would be to Congress
next week. I would join with you in urging that this committee and
Congress exercise some restraint in considering this bill so that we
have all the facts on the table as we prepare our own bill. I would
think that here on January 31 that we,could wait a week or two
and still be in a hurry to set this as a national priority, but not
necessarily in a hurry to see who Can get to, the floor first.

Let's make it a good bill where we, consider all the facts. I know
you will work with this committee in doing that

Secretary BELL. Thank you for that, Mr. Bartlett. We hope the
approach we have will be weighed by the committee, especially
since we think it will give an immediate turnaround in increasing
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thsupply of teachers. We think that this is a small weakness, but
a significant one in H.R. 80 and also in S. 248.

We will put maximum pressure on getting our proposal up here
to you.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. The committee thanks the Secretary for his time
this morning.

Mr. Secretary, do you have any closing remarks?
Secretary BEU.. No, I don't., I appreciate the opportunity to be

here.
Mr. KOGOVSEH. Thank you for being here, Mr. Secretary. We will

let you get back to your budget briefings,
The Chair would now call Mr. Raymond Barber, superintendent

of public instruction, Kentucky Department of Education; and Ms.
Alice McDonald, deputy superintendent of public instruction from
'the Kentucky Department of Education.

Thank you.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND BARBER, SUPERINTENDENT OF
PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. BARBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Ms. McDonald could not
be here and she sends her regrets.

I appreciate the opportunity to appear before the committee and
address the subject on the need for more and better math and sci-
ence teachers. I have submitted a copy of my remarks to the com-
mittee and with your permission, I would like to talk on the sub-
ject rather than read those remarks into the,record.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Your prepared statement will be made a part of
the record without objection. You may proceed as you

Mr. BARBER. There is an escalating awareness that we are faced
with unprecedented problems in science and math education across
the Nation.

When rwa'sasked to appear before the committee, I did some re-
search in the Department of Education of Kentucky over a 10-year
timeframe and in 1971 we certified 194 science teachers; in 1981 we
certified 66 science teachers. So that alone, I think, will prove that
we in Kentucky have a crisis in math .and science teachers.

'Mr. KOGOVSEK. Give me those figures again?
Mr. BARBER. In 1971 we certified 198 and in 1981 we certified 66

math and science teachers.
The dilemma that we really face in Kentucky in math and sci-

ence is that 20 percent of the youngsters taking math and science
in high school and in our junior highs and middle schools, they are
being taught by teachers not qualified to teach math and science.
The reason for that is that under the certification standards if you
are an elementary major you can teach grades 1 through 8. In
recent years, we have gone to ttie concept of middle schools and
junior highs and we have people with elementary majors teaching
math and science in those areas.

As .a result we are not getting a good math and science student
admitted to the 9th or 10th grade.

We. in Kentucky recognize this problem and initiated legislation
in the last session of the Kentucky General Assembly for math and
science teacher loans. Under those provisions we would loan 'a can-

A.
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Mate that wanted to sign an agreement with the State depart-
ment of education that they would teach math and/or science with
a major in those fields and we would loan them $2,500 per year to
go to college and become math or science majors.

I would say to you that we had,over 2-to-1 application of those
that we could accommodate, almost a 3-to-1 ratio.

They sign an agreement with us that they will teach in Ken-
tucky for a minimum of 3 years, the maximum length of the loan
is 3 years starting at the sophomore level in college, and that they
will teach math or science in Kentucky for a period of not less
than 3 years; and that if they teach a major proportion of the
schoolday; and they are forgiven 1 year of the loan for each year
that they teach.

If they do not teach, then they must repay the funds to the de-
partment of education with the current Treasury note rate of inter-
est plus 3 percent.

We can track that because we certify the people in the State of
Kentucky so we really have no pyoblem subtracting the loan and
the student that received it. I want to reenforce what Secretary
Bell mentioned, we need to target the current teacher and the
teacher to be. We in Kentucky are encouraging those that are
toaching in the middle schools and the junior highs to take advan-
tage of the loans that we have available and take a leave of ab-
sence, sabbatical leave, and go' back and become math or science
majors.

We do not accept the fact that you become eligible for teaching
in a field, we require either a major in science or math or both.

So we have addressed the program in Kentucky with some; assist-
ance from the Federal level and we feel that we can overcome the
problems that we have in the State of Kentucky relative to math
and science teachers.

I am pleased to hear of the $50 million appropriation for scholar-
ships. We debated whether to go to scholarships with the loans,
and our decision was that we felt we could obligate the person
under the loan system easier than we could under the scholarship
system.

We have adequate numbers of math and science majors 6eing
produced by the State colleges,.but they are not becoming teachers.

Also on the 3-year loans, this will encourage high school students
to take more math and science in their curriculum at the high
school level. On February 8, I will recommend to our State bean' of
education that we up the requirements in 'math and science for
graduation. The requirements have been raised for entrance into
State colleges without condition, So we feel that it is necessary for
us to move in the same direction to accommodate the students
going to college in Kentucky.

Some suggestions I would like to make on H.R. 30, I wonder how
many takers we will receive for a 1-year scholarship or loan and

`obligate ourselves for 5 years? This concerns me a little bit because
I doubt if I were a student and I had a 3-year college term that I
would obligate myself for 5 years for 1 year of books and tuition.

I would also suggest that we target more pon the classroom _
teacher than on inservice and software and' hardware at the
present time. These are good on a long-range basis, but on a stiort-

..
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term basis 'to solve our problem I concur with the Secretary that
we target on the present classroom teacher and those teachers to
be.

So I would be glad to answer any questions' relative to our pro-
gram in Kentucky, which we have and which is working very well.
We will be able to double the number of recipients of the loans
next year, and we have $225,000 for the first year of the biennium
and better than $450,000 for the second year of the biennium.

[Prepared statement of Raymond Barber follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENTsOr RAYMOND BARBER, SUPERINTENDENT Or PUBLIC
INSTRUCTION, DEPARTMENT Or EDUCATION, COMMONWEALTH Or KENTUCKY

EMERGENCY MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE ACT

Part A.If Chapter I decreases, this dies:
(1) 5 percent to State Department of Education;
(2) % of remainder on 5-17 population;
(8) V4 on formula by Secretary of Education; and
(4)-Requires a "state plan" for use of state money
Part B.--Congressional scholarship:
(1) 800 first year and 600 second year;
(2) For 2 years and above average grades;
(8) Completed 8 years;
(4) Formally expressed intention to teach;
(5) Must teach 5 years;
(6) CSSO may designate other fields;
(7) 10 percent to DIF.s for science and math improvement;
(8) 25 percent of fund in science for junior colleges;
(9) 1984 or 1986 summer institutes;
(10) NIE to do researchnot more than 10 million; and
(11) Challenge grants (% cost) for science equipment not to exce41 50 million.
Part C.Total not to exceed 300 million in 1984:
(1) Part A not more than 250 million; and
(2) Part B not more than 50 million
Across the United States, there is an escalating awareness that our educational

system& are facing unprecedented problems in science and mathematics education.
Most of these problems are at the secondary and middle/junior high school levels
'Where there is a critical shortage of qualified science and mathematics teachers.
The scarcity of expendable supplies and equipment, coupled with the deterioration
of.the science laboratories has reduced the quality of science and mathematics edu-
cation to a point that our national security may be threatened.

The shortages of science and mathematics teachers has been documented by the
Nationa'Ecience Teachers Association, the American Association for the Advance-
ment of Science and most recently by the national convocation sponsored by the Na-
tional Academy' of Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering. The Ken-
tucky Department of Education has doCumented the. production of science and
mathematics teachers for the past ton years. In 1971; Kentucky produced one hun-
dred ninety four (194) certified science teachers and sixty six (66) in 1981.1n our
state, the shortages are critical in physics, earth science, chemistry and mathemat-
ics.

Many articles and published accounts of this dilemma emphasize the decline in
the production of science and mathematics teachers. Of major concern to public
school officials is the numberof science and mathematics classes that are taught by
"out of field" personnel, In Kentucky, over twenty per cent of the science classes
are taught by teachers who do not have proper certification 'in the sciences. A
recent survey by the National Science Teachers Association indicates that among
newly-employed science and math teachers, 50.2 percent were unqualified to teach
science or math.

As Superintendent of Public Instruction, I sponsored legislation and a biennial
budget to help correct deficiencies in the production of science and mathematics
teachers. The passage of Senate' Bill 892 by the 1982 Kentucky General Assembly
has gained thefattention of national leaders in the American Association for the Ad-
vancement of Science (AAAS), the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA),
and the United States Department of Education.
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Senate 11111 892 in n loan program
II denIgnoll to attract and retain qualified teachers,.

In the math and science fields In grades 7.12. A college student applying in the
sophomore year will be eligible to receive a loan for a maximum of three yeare for
an annual amount of $2,54X). If the student upon certification then' teachen science
or mathematics for a major portion of the school day for three years, he/she will
not have to repay any part of the loan. For each annual loan received, ono yonr of
teaching nervice must be rendered, in the puldi,: echoola of the Commonwealth. In
the event the loan recipient dorm not teach. the full amount of the loan will be
repaid at an interest rate of treasury bills pia.: three percent. .

The Department of )Education has developed regulations and guidelines for admin-
istering the program. Students have boon asked to apply through the. twenty -three
colleges and universities approved by the State Board of Education to prepare teach -
ors. The recommendations of tho institutions ate forwarded to the Department of
Education for final selection. Currently, there are approximately two or three appli;
cants for each available loan.

Tho 1982-83 budget contains $200,000 for this program, and wo are supporting
ninoty-nine students this academic school year. In 1983-84, there is $410,000 'which
will continue the current loan recipients and add an additional one hundred new
students.

Because of Kentucky's work in this area, several state agencies, scientific societies
and publishing firms hove requested copies of our incentive loan program which is
serving as a model for fiction.

Tho House Committee on Education and Labor, Subcommittee on Elementary,
Secondary, and Vocational Education is to be commended for sponsoring House Res-
olution 30, a bill designed to improve elementary, secondary, and postsecondary edu-
cation in mathematics and science. Based upon my review of House Resolution 30, I
offer to the committee tho following comments and concerns:

(1) The flow through funds to local school districts have the potential of signifi-
cantly improving mathematics and science instruction of they are in sufficient
amounts. The 13111 would be improved if there were a minimum amount per child,
otherwise the state would be required to make cooperative arrangements among
local school districts to achieve the objectives of Section 604.

(2) The "congressional scholarships" should be awarded to students who will
attend an institution of higher education in his/her own state. Wo will have a much
greater chance of attracting students to teach in rural and isolated areas if they.
attend institutions closer to home.

(3) It is unrealistic to ask a person to teach five years in order to satisfy a one-
year loan. Ldon't think you will have many students wholvill Commit themselves to
five years of service. In order to attract students into the science/mathematics
teaching fields, offer the loan to entering freshmen with the stipulation that for
each annikal loan received, one year of teaching service must be rendered.

(4) The- provisions of Section 625, the "challenge grants," provide for only one-
third of ,the coot of scientific equipment. This will create a situation in which poorer
district( who most likely have the greatest need will probably not be able to partici-
pate in .this part of the 'program. I suggest that this section be rewritten and that
equipleent grants be provided on a need basis.

House Resolution 30 provides the basis for a broad national- effort that will pro -
vide, the framework for a 'scietitific and technological 'awareness that is vital to the
survival of the country. . '

. , . ,,.

.Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you, Mr.lBarber. The chairman gives his
apologies for his absence due to being called to, the White House
this morning. He wanted to be, herb and he will return shortly.

He has asked that you e*pand on yo .i comments regarding
matching.- Would the school districts ant businesses in Kentucky ,.
be able to meet any snatching requirements that we enact as pt7t
of this legislation? . ;

.
.

..-, .23

Mr:. BARBER. I have some concern about the One-third matclunk
Federal, two-thirds local school district.. . .

My concern' there would be relative to the,fact that the rich dis-'
'tricts could fully participate in this type of`'.'6';, program. where .:,"the
poorer

.. .poorer districts, where the need is probably greater,'.of co'unie,
could not fully participate. ,...,

r
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So I haveta problem with' liii part of the legislation, and It-is
m in written, reiiiarlA that I subMitted to the commit-

41
4 , : DC YO_unindicated;mthe initial remarks you made to

e co ,': - :. that, 'You See the importance of science and math
ucatio/i tarting from .the elemehtaliy level and working, up,
ward hig school and '01100. In other words,. if we don't have a
rot* eOly,base you won't have,agood science or math instructor

',later on. ' ,,' '":'"

5 \ "would conchrWith that,
In lieu of that ,reniark; watild,Ou concede or disagree with the

. Seeretary'is prori3Oial.; as .far 'as= the,: ,:. administration, trying to get
4eacherawhcrhave eithgit:etited-or-are-notactive-in a certain field
ii.ain utting thehf-beek-hi ,the lichOol for l'year hoping they will

,otWils,godd SCIeticitazidimath teacher's?'
. 13AiBER. f' Would say that would need to give the scholar-
r,th# Idan--;;Whieliever it'niightheto the teacher that is cur-

y. teachiag;tipen 'recommendation Of the local, board Of educa-
r the:tiatfperinteqpnt, at:thelocal 'ley .

of perceive a superintendent or and of;edutation recoM-
i t e atig that teacher :that is-not competent receives

r arsl#P,Or loEihi to become a math - science major. ..

1,51011ink yon*ill. haira_prOblema of a 'person going-back' in the
riker: and beceiiing ;qualified to teach math or science. That is

_,. t't e; reason we stipulated ,iif our legislation. that you must become a
Arn4or Science'majer.iia order to qualify for the loan.

Mr.' kocrovsE151. you ".11aVe thrown out some figures that ins 1971;
.1g4 .math and science teachers were certified. Is that the State of
'Kentucky? . ,,-!.

Mr. BAWIER. :YRS:
Mr., liopoysic:And iii,1982, only 66. So you went down from 194

...to 661
Mr., BARisER. Yes. ,

Mr. KOaciv9px: In your opinion, what is the main reason for that
sharp decline in the 10-year period?' -,

sl,:i% Mr. BARBER. First of all, the salary. In private industry, they
could make many more dollars per year than they could teaching. I
concur with the Secretary that we are going to have-to make a difs
ferentiation tween the salaries of math and science, teachers and

4 4'abdiidance f teachers: . ,,,. ,:. (7

be
some qf th other critical, areas, from the areas' where we have an

' It would 'not be in agreement maybe with KEA, but I feel that it
is going to be necessary if we are going to train and recruit and
retain math and science teachers.

Mr. KoGovsEx. Thank you, Mr. Barber.
The gentleman from Montana?
Mi.-, WILLIAMS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

e programf od described to us which you have,
00 per year lean?

6.>

ovhold is this program?
(s, is the first year', the semester of 1982 is the
the 'oilly.,State of the 5Q that has a program of
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Mr. Barber; in your opinion, to what degree do the people of
Americayou may want to, confine Yourself to the citizens of Ken-
tuckyhave an appreciation of the,crisis in math and science?

Mr: BARBER. I think the change in technology and the awareness
of test scores that: we see are making us more aware that we need
better science and math teachers because the date shows us we are
not turning out as good a student in those fields as we used to.

Mr. Wruhuss. The professionals understand that and this com-'42
mittee is aware of it I wonder if the people paying the bills 'underrt
,stand it? Do they know that we have a shortage to crisis proPor-A
60'11Ni:if math and science and engineering professors?

Mr. BARBER. Yes, our Commonwealth is, because we did not hOre
a dissenting vote against the bill that we submitted to. the Qenqral
Assembly requesting additional rands for math and science loiuts to,
students who have become math and science majors. 44

So in Kentucky the people are very much aware of the 'factthat
we do have a need, we, do haVe a crisis, and I doubt if Kentneky is,
too uncommon to other States in that respect.

Mr. WILLIAMS. That is encouraging because support for education
among -the populous has always been fairly widespread. iit,this
Nation and it is on that foundation that we have been able to
secure and support the grand education system we have.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Y.' .
KOGOVSE41. MI; Barber,,thank you for being here this morn-4-v,

ing. We appreciate your testimony.
As I indicated, your statement will be made a part of the record

and thank you for beingLwitlijus. ,
Mr. J3.41tBER., Thank V, .siT.',

. . ..4 .
.

Mr. KoGovsiinr.,_At t ,.- p -_, the? tux would recognize the 'gen-
Ileman from CAM . ': :"Li ,..Xoyna y, who was to have testified
earlier, but couldn't 'iii.us ithtil now. ' '

We appreciate the fact that You are here, Congrelfaman.
. =.

STATEMENT OF HON. MERVYN M. DYMALLY, A fiPRESEN0TA-
TIVE Dr-CONGRESS FROM THE 'STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. DYMALLY. Thank you, me Chairman. .

7..a prepared statement.
I want to thank the members of the subcommittee for inviting

me tb comment on II.R. 30 and the problems it is meant to resolve.
Let .me begin by saying I share Congressman algren's hope

that the 98th C,ongress will be the one to get the United States
back on the track toward excellent science and mathematics educa-
tion. . .

,sIn 1981 when the Congressional Black Caucus dedicated a por-
thin of its annual legislative weekend to raising public awareness
about the decline in quality of science and niathematics education,
relatiyely few ple kne a e maghitude of the problem:

I am that' aware ess has grown steadily since thattime.
I 'sense that the Congress and the country are now ready to. act.

As others have commented here, we must ask ourselves "what is
the proper course of action?" Looking at the various solutions,
raised in the 97th Congress, and now, in the 98th Congress, it
seems they can be divided into two camps. -There Etre solutions

R
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aimed at a permanent resolution to the problem; these solutions
generally take the form of some ongoing body whose role is to see
that our e4ticational offerings adjust as the Nation's needs change.
There is a vestige of this type of solution in H.R. 30. It is to be
found in the directive that the Secretary of. Education shall make
an inventory, of present needs in science and mathematics educa-
tion. I call it a vestige because no provision is made for ongoing
monitoring of changing needs.

The second type of solution is aimed at g care of what we
know to be immediate problems. We know, f example, that many
present day science and mathematics teache re teaching out of
their field. They have no formal training in the areas they teach.
And many of those who have formal training received it so long
ago that it is now outdated. , 4

ator Dodd and I introduced a bill last session, and will rein -
t ce it this session, aimed, at resolving this particul problem.

ere is nothing wrong with either approach. Ther is no doubt
that we must move quickly to solve the problems the face us right
now._ At the same time, I think the 98th Congress fail ultimate-
ly in its effort to resolve the problem if it turns t that Members
of the 108th Congress find themselves sittin room saying
that what the 98th Congress did was fine fo i le while, but that
it had no lasting effect.

I am aware that there are many skeptics who sc ff at the notion
that planning for the futtire iq possible, ,let alone an activity we
should pursue seriously. They say too many -things change to make
the activity worthwhile. It is fortunate for the United States that
those who wrote our Constitution were advocates rather than skep-
tics -of planning. The stability and relative prosperity of the coun-
try owe much to their foresight. Their example is appositive one for
us- here.

egatiye eirample comes frdm the past benign neglect of long-
range proeams., Consequences of this neglect h'ave been well-illus-
trated by "Witnesses in the present hearings; With such a definite
problem area, I believe flexible planning is possible and the lack of
it, fatal.

0 I would like to pursue the theme of two approaches, two exam-
ples, two factions, a bit further.

Historically, the National Science Foundation hap been charged
with fostering excellence in science and mathematics education.

Its charter states that "The Foundation is directed to initi-
ate and support programs to strengthen science educa-
tion programs at all levels in mathematical, physical, medical, bio-
logical, engineering, social and other sciences." At the same time,
the Department Of Education is charged with promoting excellence
in education, generally. Both agencies, _then, have responsibility for
the state of \science and mathematics educationln the,country.

But in oversimplified terms, the" National Science Foundation
has concerned itself with the training of scientists and the Depart-
ment of Education has concerned itself with the basic education of
all children. The NSF has shown its allegiance to science and scien-
tists > w e the Department of Education has ;allied itself with
teachers and teaching.

4W)



To 'show the effects of this and this isolation of One
agency from another, I will pointout an. example: When the Na-
tional Science Foundation was given the task of spearheading our
effort to achieve scientific eicellence following the aunching of
Sputnik, the teaching materials that came out -of/that effort were
geared toward studpnts who might eventually become scientists.
They were excellent materials in that' respect. But they did not do
enough to promote general scientific literacy.. They helped the few,
more than the many.

And that attention to the needs of scientists -rather than to the
needs of consumers of scientific products is part of the reason we
sit here today trying to resolve the problem of general scientific il-
literacy. On the other hand, the chart which I would submit for the
record here illustrates in a startling way that the define of science
education in this country is strongly -correlated with the decline in
funding deVoted by NSF to science education.

I am indebted, by the way, to Sarah Cline of the National Sci-
ence Teachers Association for this chart.
`Within the Congress, committee jurisdiction over science and

initheniatiei education has shown a parallel division and isolation,
With the Science and Technology Committee having -jurisdiction
over the NSF and the Education and Labor Committee having ju-
risdi6OSii Over'the Department of Education.

TheAlViSion both at the agency and the committee levels has, I
:belieVe, -fostered a kind . of partial blindness to the scope of the
;;;problem' we now face. At this time we need to see not only that
those whO will become scientists are well trained; but also that

/those who .will b6 the recipients of science might use its fruits
knowledgeably and responsibly. .

Because, in fact, science and society are interdependent we
should'oiot be figIfing for the supremacy of one agency over an-
other, one committee over another; we should not be fighting for
shert-term solutions only or for long-term solutions only, I believe
this can be a battle without losers if we have the foresight to fight
the righkwar.

We can choose to battle each other over the question of who
Should solve America's science, education problem. This is the'
battle of politicians, a battle of winners and losers. It is the kind of
battle- with which we are most' familiar. But there are occasions
when the seriousness of a situation demands that politicians battle
with, the -wisdom of statesmen. The statesman's role is to bring all
forces to bear on a common problem. If we choose the battle we
'know best, the result will be defeat for the children of our country,
for we will not have solved their problem. I agree with Congress-
men Brown's and Walgren's proposals that an adequate solution
demands a comtrehensiv(kapproach. Rather than seeing the re-
sources of one agencyor contaittee or the thrust of a single idea as
opponents, we should see each as necessary tool toward overcom-
ing a common foe.

I am confidenT that when H.R. 80 is signed into law, it will ,re-
flect the wisdom of statesmen rather than the spoils of internal
War.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The chart to 14i-vyn M. Dymally's statement follows:
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Mr. KOCIOVSEK. I thank the gentleman from California for his
testimony. I would indicate that his chart will be made a part of
the record without objection.

I think, that the point that the gentleman makes is a good orie:
We do have, not a conflicting, but we could have a problem insofar
as jurisdiction is concerned concerning-this piece of legislation.4
think that certainly the. Committee on Education and Labor has
direct. cause for concern and has cause for oversight in a piece of
legislation like this. There is no doubt in your mind and in mine

. that NSF also has a role here and I would hope that through the
testimony that we hear not only today, but in days to come, that
we can impress upon this committee and other people who are in-
terested in .this very, very important Area, that as the gentleman
from Montana indicated and others heiVe Indicated, that right now
we have a lack, of appreciation for how critical the problem is inso-
far as math and science is concerned, with the lack of teachers, the
lack of direction.

I appreciate your testimony and I would ask if the gentleman
from Montana has any comments or questions?

your kind remarks and .the gentleman for his leadership and for
Mr. WriLiAms".`1 have no questions. I would like to thank you for

his work in this 'area. We appreciate your being here this morning:
Mr. DititALLy. Thank you I think it is good that both Science

and Tediriblogy and the Education Committee are looking at this
issue, beostuse we have the NSF looking at mostly scientists and
scientific needs:- the Department of Education looking at the other
side.

I think ' ble theselwo, we can get the country back on'
the roa:e ma iiiatics and science teachers and-
gbod ence, s udation.

Mr. otlitVir* you very much for your testimony.
The * call the second panel to the table and I

will ; Eugenia Kemble, assistant to the presi-
dent of t erican Fed t t. on .f Teachersv Mr. Richard 'John-
ston, superintendent, Alamolla ' lic Schools; Cobb.; Mr. Robert .C.

Z.Bowen.mee4resident, Market' k,-ilVICGraw-Ilill; Mrs. Helen,Nash-
:,burn, president, American Personnel 'and Guidance Association;

-Dorothy W. Blake, President, American Association of. School
Libriiiisins and coordinator of planning for Media Resources and
Utilization, Atlanta Public"Schools; and Dr. James.G. Greeno,
varsity Ppofessor of Psychology, Learning. Research and Develop-
-Merit Center; University of Pittsburgh.

Thank you for being here. You don't necessarily have to testify
in the order you are called, please proceed as you wish.

STATEMENT OF. EUGENIA KEMBLE, ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT, AMERICAN FEDERATION OF TEACHERS

. KEMBLE-1 I am Eugenia *errible, special assistant 6 the p
dent of the American Federatiet of Teachers,,AFL-CIO. We re e-

nt :580,000 employees, mostly' elementary and secondary sc 1

teacherS,.but also civil service employees, university profesSbrs, and
Paraprofeisionals,-We are pleased that you have decided to take
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this issue up and I think we are doubly phased to see that this ad-
ministration also thinks it is important.

I hope someone will ask me at some point what our reactions are
to the proposals from the Secretary this morning.

I would like to start by first laying out for you how we see this
issue a bit and then go into the specific,ations of the bill. We will
have two additional documents for you in addition to the testimony
that I am presenting and I would hope they would be part of the
record. One is a longer analysis of the problem, than the one I will
give, and the other is a spot survey we did of key FTA areas, re-
cruitment patterns, shortages, people teaching on the job out of
certificationv;areas, and we found those facts are not generally
available. ,.

Mr. KOCOVEIEK. Without objection,~ they will be made a part of
the record.

Ms. ItEum,E. First of all, it is important to say something gener-
al. We are facing this problem in the midst of an economic depres-
sion or something close to it and I think it comes to us,in the con-
text of a whole lot of concern about the. Nation's infrastructure,
our defense, the degree to which technological industries are grow-
ing relative to others, our position, as a world power, how our edu-
cation system compares with those of our international competi-e',;:,
tors. I think it is important, because it makes it clear to us this is a
matter for national concern, it is. a Federal, problem, not only arn.
education problem, but ik defense matter, an:economic matter and
for that reason, we think major input of fundp',iaviarranted.

I think most of you are aware of the `scope of the probleniW You
have heard it from other witnesses. If r could, it implies, four
.points, it.is clear that test scores are down,in'these areas; curricu-
lum req4romenta are minimal at the State or local level and do
not compare with ,,thoee :of. our international Competitors; students
are losing interest in the subjects we are addressing here, and they
..fall away from them early if 'Students do not require they stick
nth them; and, oftourse, we are faced with a severe teacher short-

h*Siti virtually all a handful of the states.
t-.'1/4 think it is important to raise the economic education connec-..4 .bon. Because" of the problems the. way the issue ie defmed, . we

ink ghat" this,: math- science Crifiifi°is a matter for all students,. a
.matter' of general concern and the2Nvay it is addressed will alect

'education broadly. I can't emphasize that too strongly. If we look ats-
the labor market and what business is telling us, what we see is
general skills required, they want more math and science for all
students, not just precollege students.

If I might ilkst,..gant to what I think the false assuniptionS4ire,
'fiada think was seen evidence of them here this morning, and
I would like to V1,1

First of all, one-ifi:-41:kat- since high technology is grovring so rapid-
ly and indeed "that:lika4ebatable point itSelf,,the main concern of
business with math`, and scieriCeLstemafroin its interest in having a
selkct group of Stilderifs'preOare `fotkadvariced education and train
ing

Two, since math and, science'becOine defined as specific subjects
at the high school level, this is where to focus all the attention. We
disagree strongly with this.
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Three, because math and science are regarded as preparation for
more advanced education, their decline is a precollege problem
rather than one for general education at all levels. There are
plentAiof arguments and-good evidence that all of these assump-
tions are wrong. They have led to initial responses that concentrate
on colleges preparatory students, ignore the importance of the
grades and wrongly interpret business wisdom on the subjects.

I might point out from the reports we have seen, these are the
same mistakes that were made with regard to the National De-,
fense Education' Act.

One other point, as we look at the demographic patterns, it is
clear that there is going to be a reduction in the numbers of 18- to
25-year-olds. At the same time, as that goes down, the proportion of
these students that will be non-English speaking and disadvan-
taged will go up. In our view, that reinforces the 'argument that
math and science should be a matter of general education concern
because these ,students are going to have to compete well in the
labeikkRarket..-

Let to some of the education issues as we see them. As I
have indicated, we are disturbed that the focus is on precollege and
that we hlie no national commission looking to understand why
math and science are important to general education and why they
must be developed in the early. grades.

We think the focus educationally ought to be on two major
things; firstOf all, school districts should be encouraged and assist-
ed in efforts to upgrade and add offerings in math and science.
While curriculum matters are not a matter for the Federal level,
we think that assistance in this area is important.

Second, that there be a much stronger focus on the elementary
school level. All the research points to the 'importance of the early
years in terms of intellectual development. If you are looking at
trying to teach students the scientific method which is a basic
learning technique, or the logic, of math from things we have
looked at, these are really put down in the minds of most children
at a very early level and it would be a mistake to ignorethiS.

In terms of teaching forces, what we see are first, of all, that a
major problem here is inadequate teacher salaries. We don't expect
you to be able to address that problem, but I must say thaehere for
the record that, is a major problem.

In terms of things you can look at, people are teaching already
out of their certification area. Those at the elementary level are
not getting such efficient upgrading training, specialist support,
and so on. -

We would argue for that the Federal level and in general, large -
scale efforts at retraining on the job teachers, both those already,
certified or licensed and those seeking new qualifications in science
and &lath. We would urge special measures for elementary school
teachers for all the reasons I have indicated.

We would also urge that you look at the recruitment end. While
Secretary Bell is very concerned with solving the problem in the
short term, I think it is important for the Federal Governinent to
consider scholarships and loan programs that would be addressed
at bringing new people into the field.
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Now, let me just go briefly from these priorities to a look at your
bill. First of all, we don't think there is enough money in it.' While
we can't give you comprehensive statistics 'on precisely how much
,teachers are teaching out of their area and how this relates to the
numbers of teachers who are aging and likely to leave and how
this in turn relates to the numbers that are not being recruited or
the numbers actually going through preparatory programs and not
ending up in teachingwhile we can't give you all those details,
we feel from everyone we have talked to through our organization
and through others that the problem is quite massive and that the
amount of funds that you have given to it are not sufficient.

Tvio, where the money goes; we don't have a specific' formula to
suggest to you and one of the reasons for that is because this for-
mula issue is a problematic one. The kinds of information that I
just indicated are not readily available. We do think the one you
have in place is fraud. As we understand it, it would put money
into low-income States.

From our experience, you have wide variation wit States,
even high-income States, as to where the money is needed. If you
accepted my argument that all students, especially n the pro-
portional below income and disadvantaged, should dressed in
terms of this problem, then I think you would see that we would be
very concerned that large pockets of education systems that have
large numbers of these studenta_would not get sufficient funds.

Whatever you decide on the formula, we think that in this period
and indeed iii general, it' would make a lot of sense to attach some
fairly strict acting and reporting requirements. If, ultimately, it de-
cided the funds should go to the States and the States in turn
should be responsible for seeing to it that those funds go to the
right places, then they ought to lidre oto report back on that. We
are in a period when money for social programs is being attached
and under strong scrutiny and we think it would not hurt #o ,make
fairly strong demands in terms of evidente that the, moneys, 'Well
spent.

I might say, also, if it came down to a choice of low-income dis-
tricts and high-income districts, we would certainly come down on
the side of the low-income districts and I might point out to you
that in the studies done on NDEA, this was one of the flaws of that
particular program.

Other suggestions in relation, to your bill, the comiietitive schol-
arship program we think is a bit too symbolic, not sufficient
money, perhaps the wrong people making decisions about who
should, get scholarships. We think Scholarships are a good way to
do things. not go into my criticisms of the Bell proposal, but I
hope sorneOne will ask me.

Summer institutes; they are a good idea and we are glad you ad-
dressed that. That was one of the successfUl aspects of NDEA-. We
think it won't hurt to pick up on that and go with it in more exten-
sive form..._

In terms of the research, again we see the bias for secondary
coming through. We don't see why there shouldn't be a lot more
done on_the relevance of these subjects at the early grade levels.
We think the evidence is- there, but it ought to be systematized and
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put together so it could be used from committees like this and to
help us with Federal legislation.

So I guess to summarize, I would like to say that we ark very
pleased that the committee is making this effort. We don't think
the amount of money is sufficient. We don't think you solved the
direct problems. We would hope you would focus on the teacher re-
training item. We would agree with the Secretary that in terms of
doing something quickly and doing something that would really get
to the heart of the problem, that it would be important.

We also hope that you will agree this is not just a precollege
problem and that one of the things this committee can do is to
inject into this debate a very real emphasis on math and science
for all students and math and science at the early grades.

Thank you very imich.
[Prepared statement of Eugenia Kemble followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OP EUGENIA KIMBLE, SPECIAL AB/WANT TO THE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN Fignitasmori OP Twasixas, AFL -CIO a.

I mu Eugenia Kemble, special assistant to the president' of the American Feder-
ation of Teachers, AFL-CIO. The AFT represents more than 680,000 elementary and
secondary teachers, school paraprofessionals, health care professionals, civil, service
employees and university professors. We are deeply concerned with this problem
and grateful that this committee rem that it requires federal attention. We
are appreciative that you have given t eAAmerican Federation of Teachers the op-
portunity to express its point of view.

Before addressing the specific proposal you have before you, I think it would be
helpful if you. first. had a sense of how, we view this issue. Then I will turn to the
specifics of the bill. This presentation will be necessarily brief, but it is based on two
more extensive documents which will be available to you shortly. One is a spot
survey of what is going on in key AFT States antiLocal districta. The other is .a more
extensive analysis of what needs to be done ;'t the one' Tara- presenting here
today. I hope you will be able to include the*,,in. Your deliberations and reports.

First of all we believe that to tackle the problem of quality in math and science is
to tackle the pioblem of education generally. To deal with the math and science
teacher shortage is to deal with the problem of teacher recruitment and quality gen-
erally. The questions we ask at every level of government and the answers we offer
will ultimately shake the entire system. They had better be good-

7/e must start by recognizing that with the economy in the midst of a near de-
pression, public. education is pressed with the need to defend itself in economic
terms. We are currently preoccupied with dire predictions of an erosion of the na-
tion's infrastructure and of the decline of our technological competerice, not to. men-
tion our faltering position as a world economic power. While,, public education
should never gear itself solely to such concerns, to ignore them would be a dis-
astrous mistake.

Within this context, and given these cautions, the crisis in math and-Science edu-
cation is beginehig to get the attention it deserves. Student test scores are down in
these subjects. Curriculum requirements are often minimal and do not compare well
with those of this Nation's economic competitors. Students lose' interest in these
subjects early and fall away from them . as soon as school course Tequirementh
permit. To compound the situation, severe teacher shortages rire emerging in both
subjects in all but a handfutof our States, largely because of the failureOf*chets f f'
salaries and job satisfactions to compete with those in the private sector:. ::;,

Some have taken the popularity of the economy:eduestuin connection as an id ii-
cation that fitting education specifically to future job skill requirements is the best
way to keep the educational enterprise and the demands of the economy running in
tandem. But even if this Were the sole purpose of education, which it is not, from
the reports we have exaniined and the experts we have talked to, we have come to
the conclusion that deciding on which specific job skills would be impossible. Experi-
ence has already shown that it is hopeless to try 'to predict labor market skill de-
mands with anyexactness.

Why' is this important given the math/science crises? Because educators are al-
ready addressing the problem based on such false-assumptions as:,
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Since high technology is growing (to what degree and at what pace are also debat-
able), the main concern of business with math and science stems from its interest in
having a select group of students prepare for advanced education and training;

Since math and science become defined as specific subjects at the high schpol
level, this is where to focus all the attention;

Because math and science are regarded as preparation for more adyanotd educa-
tion, their decline is a "precollege" problem rather than one for genera1,4ducation,
at all levels, including the elementary grades. "

There are
They

of arguments arid good evidenCe thatall ,of these asliumpti
are wrong. They have led to htitial 'responses that contentrate'aiteollegate
ry students, ignore the imPottStica of the early grades, and yrrpnglY interpret bold-

nese wisdom on the subject. ; '5 c ;

There in one other dimension tcr the economic-educatien relationship worth men-
tioning here: Demographic patterne add additional considerations to any evaluation
of the importaiice of math and science education. The U.S. Census predicts that
within the next 12 years there will be more than a 25 percent reduction in the
number of 18- to 25-year-olds. Atthe same time, the proportion of this ame group
likely tabe from non-English-speaing and disadvantaged backgrounds will rise dra-
matically. The likely outconie of all of this is that competition among business for
the better performing students will increase at every employment skill level, The
more these less advantaged students are grounded in math and science, as well as
everything else, the better off they will be.

I am not going to go into an extensive description of thmilthiscience problem
here. I am sure you have gotten that from other witnesses. It will be presented in
our more extensive documents. But, I will try to indicate briefly why we put our
emphasis where we do. I must also say that we have chosen to concentrate primar-
ily on part A of the bill, because we think the main thrust of a solution belongs at
the elementary and secondary level.

THE EDUCATION muss

For many of the economic reasons indicated above, as well as because of the need
for us to have a broadly informed citizenry able to deal with complex questions, we
argue that all students should get more math and science. Right now -we have no
national commission to look at why science and mativare important to the general
education; why science and math literacy must be developed in the early grades;
why all students, whether they expect to be employed or not, should develop what
John Dewey called "scientific habits of mind."

Right now, this issue is too often being propelled'politically by specialty groups
who are- understandably more concerned with math and science education for future
scientists and mathematicians. And at the Federal level, at least, this is highly con-
venient for an administration than

that would prefer to nickle and dime discretionary
funds into a few select, visible programs h really address the problem compre-
hensively.

We argue for two things:
That, school districts be encouraged and assisted in efforts to upgrade and add of-

ferings in math and science. Many will be pressing them to tighten standards for
high school graduation for all students. 'Mille this process is not a federal matter,

iwe think it important that districts get help.
The elemeh school level is extremely important and is now being virtually

left out of discussion on this problem The future math and science
competency may depend on whether we put proper attention here,

csa whether it be plating, access to computers, time spent on the subject
matter, etc.

THE TEACHING FORCE

A teaching force to match these priorities will nouns-easicio J3Y Our An
survey points to two broad problem ateas, as do most of the other data now availa-
ble. First of all, people are not coming into teaching in these fields in adequate
numbers. The figures are well known. We think the major reason is inadequate
teaching salaries to attract talented people, though we recognize the billions re-

uired to make teachers' salaries competitive are not likely to come for the Federal
Second, even with those we have on the job, there are large numbers who

are teaching out of their license or certification area with emergency credentials, or
sometimes just off the record altogether. Finally, we note once more the lack of at-
tention being focused on the importance of the elementary school teacher, even as
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these teachers acknowledge their insocuritiee in these fields and the unavailability
of opportunities to improve themselves. ,

We argue for:
Large-scale efforts at retraining on-the-job teachers, both those already certified

or licensed and those seekIng now qualifications in science and math. These should
also be available to those facing layoffs. Such efforts should involve special insti-
tutes, including summer institutes, and, the use of other forma of inservice support.

Special measures aimed at elementary school teachers which might include much
of the above but would be specifically geared to their needs. At the elementary level
there is need to upgrade all teachers in math and science skills, as well as to consid-
er the supplementary use of subject matter specialists. No single solution will solve
the problem.

Provisions aimed at longer term recruitment, including scholarships and loans,
possibly with forgiveness provisions that would allow loans to be canceled for years
spent in teaching. We would also like to see more outreach and counseling for high
school students to urge some of the more qualified to enter teaching.

Our program- priorities, then, are concontrated'on: (1) upgrading curriculum for
all students at all levels; (2) placing now emphturis ol: the importance of the early
grades in teaching math and science; (3) retraining on-the-job teachers, again, with
special emphasis on the early grades; and (4) recruiting new teachers with special
scholarship and loan programs. While no long term solution for math and science
teachers, and indeed, for all teachers, can fail to come to grips with the need for
higher teacher salaries, we see the measures we have pointed-to as the most produc-
tive focus for the use of federal Binds. Let me turn now to the legislation before you.

THE EMERGENCY MATHEMATICS AND SCIENCE EDUCATION ACT

The moat serious problem with this piece of legislation is the money it offers.
When we get reports from virtually every state and district we contact that teachers
are teaching math and science out of certification area or with minimal qualifica-
tions, and whenwe know there will shortly be a push to add curriculum require-
ments, we can only say that this amount of money,eannot possibly have an impact.
It Would take three or four times as much to make a dent.

The next problem is where the money goes. This is the original NDEA distribu-
tion formula, unchanged. As we understand it, this tends to put money into low-
income States, thus sting against States which though they may have .
higher per capita income in general, may have large pockets of low income within
them. Besides, one might logically ask the question, if income is to be a distribution
mechanism why not go directly to local districts?

I want to say very bluntly that we do not have .a specific formula on distribution
to recommend- to this committee, at this point. We know we don't like the one you
have because it discriminates against States, and therefore localities within them,
that we know are in need. I can say this much. Whether the formula that is ulti-
mately used ifl this one or a per pupil formula or something comparable to the title.
I or chapter I formula, it ought to be backed up with a rationale that defends where
the money is spent. It is necessary tor the federal government to be able to account
for that expenditure and explain what the money did to solve the problem. Simply
put, the formula ought to make sense in terms of the problem to be addressed and
the expenditure of funds ought to be accompanied by reports from states and local-
ities on how it helped.

Some of this may sound as if I am belaboring the obvious. But talking about for-
mulas makes e-veryone uncomfortable these days when it comes to Federal educa-
tion legislation. After all, dollars are short. There are argumenpi that you have to
spread them thin enough to get sufficient political support. Then there are argu-
ments, that they, ought to be targeted to show impact. On this bill and on this topic,
we are really caught in a bind. We know that the problem is widespread. It exists in
both high- and low-inconie States and in bOth high- and low-income districts. Even if
this bill provided the more than three times as much that we think it should, the
question of impact would remain.

grkOf course, in any choice, between high- and low-incotne districts, we would have to
me down on the side of where the Federal Government has traditionally helped,
low income districts. And, while we do not have the ideal formula to th1ow out

here, given the dollar amounts this,committie is considering, we find ourselves won-
dering how the distribution pattern. together with the small amount of funds, pro-
vide anything that can really make much of a difference. .

Ideally we would like yohtto come up with,a method for putting the money on the
most important problem, qualified teachers, and that means retraining. We also
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lope that districts and gal*, will upgrade math and science curriculum standards.
3o, the place to put tit:money is' where you have people teaching out of cortifica-
tion area or with ,minliitiOstandards who need retraining. And, unless you give
money to places suffering fora', of shortage, they certainly will not have any
incentive to upgrade their curriculum standards when they know it will simply ex-
aggerate their staffing 'problems. Unless the Federal Government can put some.
money behind teacher retraining, all the talk about higher standards and higher
graduation requirements can only amount to wishful thinking. We know you recog-
nize teachertraining as a priority in the bill. We simply urge that you focus on it
more.

Besides the amount of money, the formula issue and the need for a special empha-
sis on retraining, there are some other suggestions we have. We support the use of
competitive scholarships as ono way of recruitingnew people. We don't think such a
program should be simply symbolic. Nor should it have any.particular relationship
to elected officials, .or be chosen by political appointees along with elected officials.
The Congressional Scholarship program presented.in part B of legislation is in-
sufficient in terms of numbers and flawed interms of method. We urgeyou to con-
sider loan programs that include forgiveness provisions for years served in teaching
as one alternative. Of course, a more extensive scholarship ptogram than the one
proposedone based exclusively on meritwould be to our liking as well.

We are particularly pleased to, see a provision ofz.' mmer institutes and work-
shops for teachers in part B of the bill. Here too, we Odd like to see morej-noneyr
and are doubtful that the funds provided will have60 sit impact. We would hope
funds, could be specified for institutes that would 6 Unique needssof elemen-
tary school teachers.

Likewise, we would urge that some attention kementary level be carried
through to the section on "Strengthening Educe Research and Development"
as well. Why indicate a preference for the seConderylevel here? We fear you are
falling into the pattern of convenience I reftu-rea_to.'earlier,- and thus may end up
ignoring elementary learning which is probablY,Iiltiniitely, more important.

While considering research, I must point out thatit certainly would be helpful to
have a clearer picture of how the teacher ahortage,' teacher recruitment prospects,
efforts to upgrade curriculum standards and insete education actually combine at
the local level. No" national research we hal/S.:seen 'actually gives a good national
picture of how these variables interact lottally.irlds is one of the reasons we ended
up doing our own spot research. Such information would be very useful to havnow
when we 'are grappling with the funds distribution problem. Certainly it should be
part of our future deliberations.

Let me conclude by saying that we are pleased the committee is making this
effort. We welcome its recognition that solving the math and science problem is a
matter for the. Federal Government to address. We do not think.the amount of
money you are considering will be adequate. We do not see that you have any ra-
tionale for distributing it, and would urge that you think about putting it -in the
right places. We believe that the purposes of the bill are toe diffuse (especially given
the amount of money proposed) and, while we supiort many of the purposes listed,
would urge that you consider focusing them along the lines I have suggested.

We assume you agree with us that the math and science problem is not just a
precollege problem and that whether it is the demands of the labor market or of "our
nation's need for a well-educated citizenry', .we should make math and science mat-
ters of general concern for all students, future job-seekers and voters alike, This
means we require more teachers and higher standards at all levels,.from the ele-

mentary (even preschool) years right through high school, It is a propriate that the
Fethgal Government help public education with those goals and o it in such a way
that the -public can see how the money is spent. We believe that what we have Bug,'
gested makes that more possible. .

Thank you ve much for conside'ring the views of the Am rican Federation of
-Teachers, 0,

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you.
, Mr. WITAJAMS: Mr. Chairman, might i terject at this point?

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Go' ahead. .

Mr. WILLIAMS. I 'realize you prefer to' go through /the entire
panel. However, I mustleave for an 11:30 appointment ad before I
di), I think it is incumbent me as a member of. the An to
comply with Ms. Kemble's request that we ask her a question.
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What is your reaction to the proposals of the Secretary of uca,
tion?

Ms. KEMBLX. Thank you very much. .

First of all, it is clearly not enough money for all of the reasons I
have indicated, oven given the focus that he throws out. -.

Second; it ignores tho elementary level, which is a -very serious
shortcoming. .

Third, I think it does not address self to'attract now people.
All the statistics show 'that- the numbers that are being turned

out in these two areas have gone down diamatically. In New York
State:between 1975 and 1979, they went noWn something like 66
percent. And the projections for 1980 to 1985 are something compa-
rabic to that, in terms of the numbers of math teachers turned out.
It doesn't address the recruitment issue,

ore importantly I think than any of those points is that it
fi't leok,at what is happening on the job. We have people now

ching in Atmie areas who are minimally qualified. They may
ave been math or science minors in college. They may be on tem-

porary emergency credentials, which many school districts are of-
fering, sometimes on the basis of a test taken.

What needs to happen is that these people who are already'
'teaching these subjects need to be fully qualified, or if you have an '
English teacher, for examplelet's take social studies,"just to be
consistent with this' proposalif you have one, of these .teachers
who has some math courses and these are the ones actually who ,i,
have some background, who are going to be more likely to want to
shift o , they are not going to leave their teaching job in social
studi go bff for a year somewhere and take a scholarship. They
can ot afford it,, for One thing. Teachers salaries are low enough.
They certainly cannot afford to go off and not be earning ...an
income for a whole year .

The people on the job I think are the ones, whether they, are al-
ready teaching the subjects or whether- they could be transferred
over to teach the subjects, are the ones to address. And that means
you need a whole complex of. inservice programs. Some of them
might involve some leave part time, some of them some after-
school work. But you are not going to be able to have massivanum-
bers'of people taking a year to study.

I also might say it has been our experience that once people get
. laid off-from teaching, and I think that is one of the things he was
aiming .Eit,- they do go look for other jobs. They are very disccour-
aged.-1,-.4 .

In many of our large cities you have people being lain off and
then recalled and then laid_ off.' And the likelihood that laid-off .
people are going to want to go off-and retrain on some kind of a
minimal scholarship is very low, I think. ,

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank/you. . ' 'Y

Mr. KOGOSVEIC. I would thank the gentleman from Montana for
being with us this morning. \ "- \

-The Chair would now indicate tk the rest of the people that we
would, before asking anya, more questions, go through the whole
panel, take the testimony, and then if you would be-able te-be
present for some queitions that we might have, we would appreci-
ate it.
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I would also like to remind the members of the panel that you
were asked in your/ invitation to try to limit your testimony to
about 5 minutes. I/know that is difficult to do when you have a
problem of this magnitude, to try to summarize it in 5 minutes. We
won't have a gong to hit you over the head, because this is a very
important subject, and probably cannot be handled in 5 minutes.
But we do have some time constraints.

At this point we would call on Mr. Richard Johnston, Superin-
tendent of Alamosa Public Schools in Colorado.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD D. JOHNSTON, SUPERINTENDENT OF
SCHOOLS, ALAMOSA, COLO.

Mr. JOHNSTON. Thank you, Mr. hairMarl.
I am superintendent of a small school in south central Colorado,

2,200 students. For that reason I would iiky very much to speak for
the small rural schools, especially in Colorado.

First of all, I think H.R. 30 is a very good even think the
dollar amount is satisfactory. I say that for these reasons: One is
that I; really believe that it directs itself to the correct priorities
and recognizes the needs that we have. I know.you have viewed an
awful lot of statistics about the probleth, the problem does exist,
and probably exists more for rural schools than it does for the
large city schools. A quick example.

In 1973 Colorado institutions of higher education graduated ,61
Mathematics. and 168 science teachers. By. 198nhere were only 24
math teachers and 73 science teachers. Not all of these graduates
elected to go into teaching. Those that did found a ready market

' for their talents in, the big city schools.
We in the rural areas had a very, very difficult time attracting

; them.
I really believe that until such time that more dedicated people

' elect to enter the teaching profession in math and science we must
provide inservice and retraining to enhance the skills of those cur-
rently in our classrooms.

Most of us in school administration have not had extensive train-
ing in curriculum development in areas of math and science. I be-
lieve that the provisions of H.R. 30 for the development of plans for
modernizing these* courses will have a significant impact on the
quality of programs available to our students.

of
of the provisions that we especially like out in the rural part

of the country is the provision that allows two or more education
agencies to combine funds. We currently do this in a good many
areasespecially education, title I, the block grant programs, that
we have found that we can deal far more effectively With the Issues
if we can combine our resources. That is why I say that the amount
of money in this bill is probably adequate.

The provisions of the bill that allow for dual enrollments and
mobile educntional services will also make it economically feasible
to expose our rural students to new technology and techniques.
Again, together we can do those Ihings that we cannot do individ-
ually. "

Our schools are moving as rapidly as is economically and educa-
tionally feasible to incorporate computer literacy and computer es-
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sistance instructions in our schools. IHowever, because, of fun g
limitations and other inhibiting 'factors, the lack of PProp to

would do much to help us alleviate this problem by enhancing the
expect that the provisions of H.H.R. 30high quality software; I would ex

skills" of those teachers who are responsible for the delivery of in-
struction.

The section 605 that provides State use: of funds I think, is an ex-
cellent provision. I base this on my experience in Colorado.

I am confident any financial support taac!e-available to the Colo-
rado Department 1,of Education would be directed toward the en-
hancement of the quality and quantity

some criticism about°
of Math and science pro-

grams in our. schools. I know there h
these kinds of things, but in Colorado at least our dePartment does

as n

its very, very best to direct all available resources directly to the
schools...

Section 621 through 623 are extreinebt important comPonentS of
H.R. 30. They will provide the incentive; ._-Lor students to enter and
remain in the teaching fields of mathematics and scleace, and they
will provide the incentives to institutions of higher education to de-
velop retraining programs for our teachers

I guess to summarize, there needs to be a concerted effort on the
part of schools, business, and governinePt to bring about a public
awareness of the critical needs for unproviug the. quality of math-
ematics and science education in our sch°,0,18. reviewing curricu-
lum for, the past few years,tIthhosaveetfhaoTt that our
reduced curriculum, at leas am familiar ,pith.

What we have found, however, is that the public awareness of
the need for math and science has gone oevvn a great deal, and stu-
dents and parents have not recognized ht.ew valuable these courses
are. As a result, students have not enroll. in them.

I believe, if nothing else, H.R. 30 will '."', public attention to the
cgreat need for science and rnathematicft2 think you will be well
rewarded to see the impetus that this acme to math and science in
our schools.
. I am delighted that you have identified the appropriate prior-
ities, and that you are prOviding the etiPliort our schools need to
improve science and math in4Lschools-

Thank you.
Mr. KOGOSVEIC. Thank you very much for Your testiraonY.
[Prepared statement of Mr. Johnston 101-towel
i)REPARED STATEMENT OF RIOBARO a JOHNErrortf St/PERINTENDRNT OF SCH001.°,

ALAMOBA, Cow.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcomtbittele:1 aro Richard Johnston, Super-
intendent of Schools in Alamosa, Colorado. Abini00131,,'s a rural cominaluty located in
the, San Luis Valley in the South-Central part of tfr:_state. Our public school enroll-
ment is 2,200 students in grades Kindergarten tiar"Zia 12. Many school districts in
the State of Colorado are very small and isolated- ..44.it the area rePreseat we have
some isolated schools with less than 200 students '"4 InntiresevKerai-1210rgearto, Inur.ban

I believe you have heard, or will hear, test:LI:0,e! itr:
Suburban school districts and I would, therefore, 11.'",-,,(40 speak primary' in behalf of
the smaller rural districts, though I am equally ca'rlled with the education of all
children attending our nation's schools.

I agree that the level of mathematical and 1:4iel?lific literacy has declined in
recent years and I commend the efforts of the committee to provide olrection, lead-
ership and support in our .efforts to reverse this woad. rReliable statistical data is
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available from several sources to prove that the problem does exist and I would like
to conflne my remarks to my perceptions of how H.R. 30 will help the small rural
districts meet the challenges we face.
'first of all, rural schoohrface a serious problem in securing qualifie&mathematici

and science teachers. In 1973 Colorado institutions of higher education graated
161 mathematics and 168 science teachers. In 1981 there were only 24 and 73 gradu
sates in these fields. Not all of these graduates elected to go into teaching and those
that did found a ready market for their talents in the larger city districts. Section
604 of RR. 30 will be of major assistance in helping rural schools deal with the
scarcity of quelified teachers. Until such time that more dedicated people elect tc
enter the teaching profession in Math and Science, we must provide mservice and
retraining to eniunre the skills of those currently in our classrooms. Not enougi
opportunities currently exist for teachers to upgrade their knowledge and s
with respect to new scientific and technological advances. H.R. 30 can rovide the
incentive to begin 'development of additional programs for this inservi and re
training of teachers.-

Advances in comiuter:_teclmelogy and modern electronics, the need- for curricula
to reflect a variety of student needs and the necessity of incorporating technica
topics for other profesdions and societal applications dictated that we revise and re
vitalize the mathematics andiscience Curriculum. Many of us in, school administra
tion have not had extensive training' in curriculum development in the areas o
mathematics and science. The provisions of H.R. 30 for the development of plans foi
modernizing courses of instruction in mathematics and science will,bave significant
impact in the improvement of the quality of programs available to our students.

e provisions of H.R. 30 authng two or more educational agencies to corn
bine, funds is especially beneficial. to smaller schools. ,Those of us in the rural corn
munities of Colorado are prepared to combine resources and cooperatively deal witl
those issues that we cannot effectively deal with as individual districts. As a resul
of financial restrictions, many of our schools are unable to provide up-to-date labora
tory equipment and exposure to recent technical developments. The provisions o
the bill allowing for dual enrollments and mobile educational services will make i
economically feasible to expose our rural students to new technology and tech
niques. We cannot train atudents for participation in a complex society with appara
tus that is obsolete or, in some cases, non-existent. The smaller rural schoo oftex
do not have access to the technology of modern industry and the cost for a ingh
school to provide eapoeure to this technology is generally prohibitive. Most f thl
schools in Colorado belong to educational cooperatives and, if financial sup rt
available, we could, and would, combine our resources for maximum impact.

The application of computers for instruction is an important consideration.
puters,do have the capacity to reshape traditional education delivery systems.
proliferation in all aspects of today's society makes it essential that our etude
have an understanding of their use and app cation. Our schools are moving as ra
idly as is economically and educationally feasible to incorporate computer literac:
and computer assisted instruction into our schools. In afklition to funding limits
tions, another inhibiting factor is the lack of appropriate high quality software.
would expect that the provisions df H.R. 30 would do much to help us alleviate thi
problem by enhancing the skills of those teachers who are responsible for the deliv
ery of instruction. On a cooperative basis, many of us are working with the Minne
sots Educational Computer Consortium in the development of .high quality instruc
for developed software. We have made a start but we need to do much more any
H.R. 30 could be. an important catalyst.

Section 605, )providing state use of funds, is an excellent.provision. The .Colorad
Department of Education does on outstanding job of providing leadership and tech
nical assistance when they havelaccess to financial and human resources. Coloradc
which is apparently not unique, has been forced to make substantial reductions
all departments of State Government. My experience, however, indicates that the
Department- of Education .is still deeply committed to providing services to th
schools and children of our state. I am confident that any financial/support mad
available to the Colorado Department of Education would be directed' toward the en
hancernent of the quality and quantity of math and science programs in our schools
Just recently the !Department organized a state-wide mathematics task force con
mittee. It is my pleasure to be a member of this task force and we are currentl
studying math programs for Kindergarten through University level with the goal c
milking recommendations for improvement.

During the 1960's I served, as a school administrator in both North Dakota an
Minnesota. Our country was moving rapidly into the space age and we were win
noosing the beginning of a new age of technology. During those year's most of m,
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cute and science teachers participated in the s . .. er institutes conducted through
he National Science ;Foundation. I am convin ...: that this program was one of the
nost productive and profitable programs fund by the Federal Government for
ducation and our"Nation. Unfortunately, it was of continued and many teachers
eaching today have not had access to these

important
quality retraining programs.

Sections 621 through 623 are extremely, mportant components of H.R. 30. They
vill provide the' incentives for students to enter and remain in the teaching fields of
nathematics and science and they will provide the incentives to institutions of
Uglier education to develop retraining programs for our teachers.

In closing, it is obvious that our schools are facing a serious shortage of qualified
inathematics and science teachers and the problem 18 even more acute in our small

.ural schools. Until such time as more qualified people enter the teaching profession
ye need to upgrade the skills of those now teaching mathematics and science in our
laa3rooms and retain others. Institutions of higher, education must develop pro-
rrarna to help meet this need and it is essential that programs be initiated to en-
ourage highly skilled people to enter the profession.
' In many cases the content of our mathematics and science programs is inappro-
)riate for meeting the demands of our technological society. There is a need for cur-
iculum revision and revitalization. New curricula must reflect societal and techno-
ogical changes that have occurred in recent years and this curricula must provide a
*lid foundation for all students in order that they may cope with the complexities
)f tomorrow's society.

And lastly, there needs to be a concerted effort on the part of schools, business
and government to bringabout a public awareness of the critical need for improving
,he quality of mathematics and science education in our schools.

The problems of securing skilled teachers and improving the quality of our math-
miatics and science programs affect schools nationwide and resolution of these prob-,
ema requires government leadership and support. H.R. 30, the "Emergency Math
matics and Science Education Act' identifies the appropriate priorities d pro-
rides the support our schools need to improve elementary, secondary liost-sec-
mdary education in mathematics and science.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. The Chair recognizes Mr. Robert C. Bowen, vicg
president, marketing, McGraw-Hill.

Mr. Bowen is to be accompanied by Mr.,Roy Millenson.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. BOWEN, VICE PRESIDENT, MARKET-
ING, McGRAW-HILL, REPRESENTING THE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN PUBLISHERS, ACCOMPANIED BY ROY H. MILLEN-
SON, DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION & LIBRARY A1AIRS
Mr. BowEN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am here today in my capacity as chairman of the School Divi-

sion of the American Associate Publishers. We are a general associ-
atioeinade up of some 300 member publishers producing the vast
majority of trade, educational, professional, and religious books
used in our Nation's schools and libraries today.

The AAP School Division is comprised of publishers furnishing
instructional materials to our. elementary and secondary schools.
These include textbooks, audio-visual supplements, teacher re-
source books, and other -components needed to provide a compre-
hensive instructional program. Our publishers also provide a vast
array of consultive .services through hundreds of staff educational
consultants who are experts in their disciplines. All have been- .
classroom teachers and many have 'been curriculum supervisor& in
local school districts.

I also had the fortune to serve on the Office of As-
sessments' Educational Advisory Committee and was a contributor
to the recent inforMation technology and ),t.s impact on American
education.
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By education I/am an educator, having served as a high school
math and science teacher, counselor, and later as a district a
istrator. I also would like to menti, hat my undergraduate'
degree was funded through an NDEA-s :ored student loan, So I
hope that my limited success is testi on .to that funding. I do ap-

) preciate it
It is from these responsibilities, education and work, experience

that I am pleased to speak about this legislation, and its inipor-
tante.

With-your permission, I would just like, to summarize and high-
light and personalize this written testimony

EFFECTIVE MATH AND SCIENCE INSTRUCTION 4.
t

First Of all, looking at the quality of instruction and achievingfl
//effectiveness in instructional programs, particularly in math and
science, there are three critical elements to accomplish that task.

First, as we all well know, is the teacher, the focal point. With-
out quality teaching we are not going to get improvement or any
change in our math and science education. And I, hope as we con-
sider the various proposals that" we will not get into a numbers
game in terms of recruiting and bringing teachers into stir class- °

rooms, simply filling up. slots. I think that would be a tragic mis- -

take and will not get the quality we,n'eeiii.
Second, there is the school adminiitrator. His leadership is para-

'mount, in getting improved quality in- our educational program.
And that goeS for both the elemehtary and secondary level.

"" Finally, there are the basic tools that a teacher works with and
the students interact with on a day-to-day bisis, and that is in-

..fstructional materials. I.won't go over all the'statistics. Iikrlow that
it has been presented to you and You hariseen the teacher short-
age and the quality of instruction. But I would like to emphasize
the dire need of in-service training for teachers and reemphasize

0 0

,vhat has already been /said here today.

NEED FOR TEACHER TRAINING

There is a great laCk, 0: use 'of the current funding crisis, for
adequate training of teac )- d upgrading of theiroskills. Even
when publishers offer free r ; it is, very1iR 11 for teachers to
secure the needed rel to.attend those sessions. We are

t now forced into s rt r-school sessiona to try fo upgrade those
skills or to cover n tent material that they are introducing into
their classroom .

Anyone that haiLtaught 6 hours. during the 'day with a group of
students knows how draining that is, and then to try to crowd in a
*few hours after school is inadequate. We need the time available
and the teachers need the time in order to upgrade their skills. The
same goes for school administrators.

.1

If we are to deal with this problem, the school administrator
must be the instructional leader and must be aware of the current
problem and must be committed to addressing the math 'and sci-:
ence' needs oftheir students.
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NEED FOR INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Finally,. tructional material has, alien victim to the same
problems to of. unding. Just a few ck statistics. -

Textbooks ve declined as a percentage of the total spent on.
education by 0 percent since 1965, so it is not a recent problem.
Less than 1 , rcent of the educational budget has been on instruc-
tional material, but 95 percent of the academic time of, teacher etnd

'that
with these instructional materials. It is c I'

'that the c rrent legislation address the adequacy of the
tional 'too that teachers deal with as well as adequate time for up-
grading the school through the necessary training. Now, some of
the ,specific proposals that we are suggesting.

First of all, I question whether the current shortage we are deal-
inging with in teachers is going to be quickly remedied ,and we are'
going to see a turnaround very rapidly; I don't believe 'that is going
to be the case. So we have to look at ways of extending the reach of
our Most talented- teachers. There are plenty of them there, even
given the current crisis. L .

I believe the new technologies, the microcomputer and the video
tapes or discs, seem to offer the greatest promise: But the great
stumbling block iaquality, course-ware, andintegrated software. It
,costs a great deal of -Money. Even though t4e-equipmerit,is-coniing,
into schools in vast numbers, the microcomputers partidularly, th0
development of the software necessary to accompany and make
useful thoSe tools to teachers and administrators is very, very ex-
pensite, and it will need to be relieved.

I am encouraging this be done through a consortia of the private
sector, the academic community and the local school districts. The
f .us ,.should be on comprehensive instructional material programs,

er than just course-ware forthe technology.
Second,, we need resources, as I mentioned, to make the neceS- --

sary available in-service prograins to the reach of teachers,
every teacher, every math and science teacher, and to the a
trator.

NEEITR RES ARCH

Finally, basic research is needed, to insure the effectiveness and
to in rate" the new teclmolodr into our`math end science pro-
gr Er need; research and the best instructional uses of this
technolegy:\what. kinds of print material is needed to complement
-the technoltgy, and how students learn through the use of the
'technology and htw, cost-effective are such programs. If they are
going to be implemented on a wide scale, they nitiptbe cost -effec-
tive` -for the lbeal distticts or we will simply lay a burden on them
they cannot continue` tolbear, and fmally, how this curricula can
best be presented in using the new instructional materials.

This research;' should again be supported by consortia from the
private sector; the academic community and the local district.

If I could, Mi.; Chairman, I would, like to ask my colleague to
comment on some of the technical aspects.

Mr. Mr=48017. Mr. Chairman, I shall be very brief.
I am s eaking to page 4 of the. AAP testimony, which I under-

stand will be in full in the record.
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FOUR-YEAR AUTHORIZATION

We urge a 4-year authorization of this legislation. H.R. 30 pro-
vides 2 years. With the administration's bill itself, as the Secretary
testified, being 4 years, I think the committee would be exhibiting
an excess of reticence if it had only a 2-year bill. A 4-year bill is
important. The NDEA, when it was first enacted, which has just
the same purposes, as this legislation, was also 4 years.

CONSULTATION WITH COHEN RICHARDSON.

We note on page 5 of our testimony that Wilbur Cohen, after he
had served as Assistant Secretary of HEW for Legislation and as
Secretary of HEW, testified in the Senate on the importance of let-
ting the school district and the department have sufficient time to
prepare time for planning.

hi this connection, we would like strongly to urge that the com-
mittee consult with both Wilbur Cohen, the former Secretary of
HEWS and Elliot Richardson, who was Assistant Secretary of HEW
for Legislation at, the time NDEA was written and who participat-
ed in its writing, and also helped in its early adminiStration. Con-

, suit with both of these gentlemen, because what you have here is
landmark legislation. I think their wisdom and their experience
would be very helpful to the committee in casting _whatever is fi-
nally written.

SUPPLEMENT, NOT SUPPLANT

Finally, Mr. Chairman, here on page 5 we have what appe
be minor proposals under the heading "Other Provisions." But I
think they are in effect major if this legislation is to be effective.

We urge, number one, that there be language very clear in the
b that is reported out that Federal funds be used to supplement,
no supplant, local expenditures.

MAINTENANCE OF EFFORT

We.,all know that our local school districts and our States are
hardup. They should, -not use the Federal money provided for this
emergency math and science program to just, take care of their or-
dinEut expenditures or for the expenditures which are being cut
back. In this connection, we strongly urge a maintenance of effort
provision be included in the bill. Now you and I know that mainte-
nance of effort is" not the easiest thing to oversee. But it is moat
important if any Federal program is to be effective, a program
which adds to what is now being done rather than just merely
gives monetary relief to hard-pressed school districts.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. KOGOVSEIL Thank you, Mr. Millenson.
Thank you,°Mr. Bowen.
[Prepared statement of Robert Bowen follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. BOWEN, CTIAIRMAN,1 SCHOOL DIVISION,
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICAN PUBLISHERS ,

My name is Robert 0. Bowen, I am Vice President and General Manager of the
Gregg Division of the'McGraw-Hill Book Company, and am here today in my capac-
ity as Chairman of the School Division of the Association of American Publishers
(AAP), testifying in behalf of that division. I inightadd that I was, also a contributor
to the recently-issued report on 41nformational Technology and Its Imps
American Education" by the Office of.Technology assessment of the U.: Co

The AAP is the general association of book publishers' in the Uni It
comprises professional and scholarly publishing; college; inter:14U° ; direct
market/book club; school; and general publishing divisions. Our some 3Q0 member
publishing houses produce the vast majority. of trade, educational, professional and
religious books published in this country and found in the nation's libraries and
schools, as well as related audio-visual materials. The School Division comprises
houses furnishing instructional materials to public and private elementary and sec-
ondary schools.

INTRCCUCTION

The legislation before us ,(H.R. 30), like the National Defense Education Act of
1958 to which it is an amendment; is designated as emergency legislation. This is
fitting, as the first paragraph of NDEA states:

SEC. 101. The Congress hereby finds and declares that the security of the Nation
requires the fullest development of the mental rsources and the technical skills of
its young men and women. The present emergency demands that additional and
more adequate educational opportunities be made available. The defense of this
Nation depends upon the masters of modern techniques developed from `complex sci-
entific principles. It depends as well upon the discovery and development of new
principles, new techniques, and new knowledge.

With this in mind, our recommendations here today are not directed toward spe-
cific comprehensive and long-term legislation, but rather legislation to achieve an
early beginning to solving current problems while also being sensitive to the ,exigen-
cies of the Federal budget and the crisis of the faltering national economy.

NEED FOR EDUCATION INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

The terms "software" and "instructional materials" are often used interchange-
ably and loosely, To be used successfully in an elementary or secondary school, the
ne technology requires not only discs, chips and other similar materials and equip-
m nt but also requires complementary printed instructional materials, such as text-

, manuals and workbooks.
Any legisfation approved by this committee, therefore, should employ the more

inclusive term "instructional materials" which encompasses both the materials used.
in the cg141puter itself and the necessary complementary materials referred to
above.

The October, 198 report of the'National kcience Board Commission on Precollege
Education in Ma emetics, Science and Technology, "Today's Problems; Tomorrow's
Crises," after ounting the teaching potential of the new technology, adds a cau-
tionary note: "However, computer software is generally inadequate, and, the full po-
tential of these technologies for instruction has received little attention."

The Office of Technol. v Assessment, in its report, "Information Technology and
Its Impact on American o. ucation," proffers a similar conclusion: "OTA found that
the most-often cited barrier to current educational use of technology was the lack of
adequate educational software."

The cost of developing instructional materials to be used with the new technology
is very high. Some companies have invested as much as $1.5 million in their com-
puter software p . Small companies are consequently,ofteWdiscouraged from
entering the field. addition, larger firms are reluctant to risk substantial sums in
enrollment areas which have a relatively smaller number of students.

A principal conclusion of the January, 1981 Report of the U.S. Department of
Education Task Force on Learning and Electronic Technology stated:

Many private sector companies have made tentative forays into developing tech-
nological products and services for education. The' outlook for future efforts to

Mr. Bowen is accompanied by Roy H. Millenson, AAP Director of Education & Library Af-
fairs.
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ezpagd the impact is not bright, largely because education systems provide few sig-
nificant incentives to privateeector entrepreneurship in this area.

This finding impelled the following recommendation:
The Department should provide incentives to encourage private - sector /university

combined fforta to develop exemplary "high quality" software for computers and
videodisgia should be done in cooperation with school districts and state educa-
tion agencies that elect to participate in such ventures. The purpose is to get all
involved in making the trade -offs that will be needed to successfully implement the
new technologies in instructional settings.

We also cite the December, 1982 policy paper of the Council of Chief State School
Officers, "Need for a New 'National Defense Education Act' " which stated:

The fields of mathematics and science are particularly vulnerable to the rapid ob-
solescence of instructional material. Allowable expenditures under any federal pro-
gram should include assistance to school districts to maintain reasonably up-to-date
texts and library resources. School districts and states could use funding to meet
their needs,'including at least: - ,

New science and math sequences which match the stages of children's intellectual
development,

Updated curricula which accommodate technological and social changes; and
New mathematics and science equipment, including computer hardware and soft -

ware.
In the light of the foregoing we urge that prime emphasis be given to the develop-

ment of high-quality courseware, embodying both the latest knowledge and tech-
niques, and involving, as (the Departmefit of Education Task Force report suggests,

1 the combined efforts of the private sector and the academic community.

ATE SECTOR PARTICIPATION

Congress recognized the portance of private sector participation in the develop-
ment of instructional materials and curricula when in 1978 it added subsection (c) to
Sec. 426 of the General Education Provisions Act (GEPA), the law which now ap-
plies to all Department of Education programs. The pertinent portion of that subsec-
tion reads as follows:

(c) In awarding, contracts and grants for the development of curricula or instruc-
tional materials, the Commissioner and the Director of the National Institute of
Education shall(1) encourage applicants to assure that such curricula or instruc-
tional,materials will be 'developed in a manner conducive to dissemination through
continuing consultations with-publishers, personnel of State and local educational
agencies, teachers, administrators, community representatives, and other individ-
uals experienced in such dissemination;

A reference to this provision in the committee's report would serve to remind the
executive department that See. 426(c) of pEPA is still very much viable. This provi-
sion has proven successful and has, I understand, helped avert the development of
materials which are never used.

Just as the priVate sector has a recognized and proper role in the development of
instructional materials and curricula, so it also has a role in the training of teach-
ers in the use of such instructional materials and curricula. As a ;natter of long
practice, publishers provide in-service training to teachers in the use of texts and
workbooks which the school system has obtained from them. Such expertise should
continue to be utilized.

BASIC REEEARCH

The OTA report found that "to make the most effective we of technology, there
was a need for R&D in learning strategies and cognitive development, methods for
the production of effective and economical curricular software, and the long -term
psychological and cognitive 'impacts of technology -based education. It is worthy:to
wee that, based on the foregoing, OTA urges that 'Congress should consider policies
to: "(1) directly support -R&D in these areas, "(2) encourage private sector invest-
ment from both foundations and industry, or "(3) encourage a combination of both
by using Federal funding to leverage private investment"

The new Section 624 of NDEA to be added by. Sec. 2 of HR 30 provides one oppor-
tunitytunity to realize these recommendations. However, rather than just suggesting some

-studies that might be undertaken, the legislation should require such studies. Chief
among the items to be mandated should be:

1. Research on the instructional uses of the new
ru

technology
2. Research on what kinds of instructional materials should be developed to work -,

with the new technology.
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8. Basic research on how students leara,thiough.useof the new technology.
4. Research on how curricula can best be presented using the new technology and

complementary instructional materials.
This research is in keeping with the intent of. Congress as set forth in. Section

405(aX2) of the,General Education Provisons Act which states that "The Congress
further declares it to be the policy of the United States to . . . help to solve br to
alleviate the problems of, and promote the reform and renewal of American educa-.
tion . ." and to "strengthen the scientific and technological foundations of educa-
tion . . ."

FOUR YEAS AUTHORIZATION URORD

We urge that authorizations be for four years, rather than the two years specified
in the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act (HR 30).

When the National Defense Education Act (NDEA) was first enacted as Public
Law 85-864 in Septimber of 1958, the authorization for the elementary and second-
ary education programs in it was for four years. A rereading of the Findings and
Declaration of Policy (Sec. 101) of that statutewhich is quoted at the beginning of
this testimonywill reveal that NDEA had similar objectives to HR 30.

Furthermore, in his landmark testimony before the Senate Education Sacommit-
tee, Dr. Wilbur Cohen, looking back upon his 'tenure as Secretary of HEW and As-
sistant HEW Secretary for legislation, indicated that a paramount lesson learned
from that experience was that education aid programs should be allowed sufficient
time for planning and getting under way and should not be started with little prep-
aration and at full speed.

OTHRE PROVISIONS

Federal education aid programs traditionally include a provision that ,.Federal
funds should supplement, not supplant, local and state expenditures. This has the
effect that the Federal funds provide education aid, not mere financial aid. Such' a
provision should be included in any bill reported%by the committee.

Similarly, a maintenance of effort provision should be included. If a deficit-bur-
dened Federal Government is expected to expend scarce financial resources to assist
local and state education efforts, then the least that should be expected of such
states and localities is that they maintain their own level of expenditures.

CONCLUSION

This testimony has been submitted with's sensitivity both to the need for budg-
etary restraint and the equally great,need for a technologically literate and knowl-
edgeable citizenry.

. the report of the NSF study commission is aptly titled'"Todays Problems; Tomor-
row's Crisis". What the Congress now does will bear either a title of "Today's Solu-
tions; Tomorrow's Successes' or "Today's Neglect; Tomorrow's Failures". We opt for
the former.

Mr. KOGOVSER. We will now proceed to Mrs. Helen Washburn,
president of the American Personnel and Guidance Association.

STATEMENT OF HELEN R. WASHBURN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN
PERSONNEL AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

Ms. WASHBURN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am Helen Washburn. I have spent my career initially as a

senior high school science teacher and a counselor in the public
schools of Boise, Idaho. I. am speaking on behalf of the American
Personnel and Guidance Association as its president. We are an as-
sociation of nearly 41,000 members, serving as practicing counsel-
ors and counselor educators.

With your perrnission, Mr; Chairman, I would like to submit to
You and,the committee an expanded written testimony and accom-
panying publication entitled "Why Counseling?" This publication
contains, among other things, the history of NDEA and the role
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school counselors played in helping our Nation during that .era and
also documents the effectiveness of counseling services.

Mr. Kocovsxx. Without objection, that publication will be made
a part of the record. [Retained in subcommittee files.]

While I have interrupted you, let -me also indicate without objec-
tion everyone's written testimony will be made a part of the
record.

Please proceed.
Ms., WASHBURN. I will now highjight several points presented in

the written testimony.
The American Personnel and Guidance Association wishes to go

on record in support of the importance of current congressional de-
liberations on legislation emphasizing better mathematics and sci-
ence instructions in schools and also better preparation of teachers
for the instruction of mathematics ancrscience.

We believe, however, that improvement of mathematics and sci-
ence instruction is just a small part of the solution to a very,com-
plex and long-term problem, which is adequate preparation of all of
our young people to accommodate to a different work world than
has existed, in the past.

Students need to understand that mathematics and science
courses are going to be useful to them. Students with exceptional
abilitites and talents for science and technological careers need to
be identified, and all students need assistance in making decisions
about their. place in the work world of the future..

Our association hopes that the Congress, whei dealing with
America's technology question, will address the central role which
professional counselors play in advising students in their career de-
velopment, assisting teachers and administrators in curriculum im-
provement, and creating awareness in parents And youth about the
employment needs of business, industry and the military which uti-
lize, high technology.

To this end the American Personnel and Guidance Association-
would like to recommend thtt provision- for the following be includ-
ed in the legislatiOn under consideration:

Inservice training for existing guidance practitioners, supervisors
and trainers.

Two, preservice training of counselors, counseling and goidance
personnel currently working in schools, and higher education must
be given a variety of opportunities to become familiar with the
technological employment opportunities in business, industry and
the military. Counselors must also be trained to uhderstand emerg-
ing technology and equipment and the talents and skills required
for those careers so 'they are able to counsel, inform and advise
people for a high technology society.

Three, labor information and labor projections. Current and ap-
propriate labor information must be compiled b3industry and gov-
ernment and supplied to counselors.

Four, and finally, research and evaluation. Research is needed on
effective data-gathering assessment, goal-setting, and information
dissemination technique& Evaluation on the efficacy of counselor
practice and guidance services for helping to achieve national pri-
orities is also needed.
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The above four recommendations constitute the American Per-
sonnel and Guidance Associations recommendations as to how H.R.
30 might be expanded and improved to include a counseling corn
nent which does not now exist in this legislation. That is vitally
needed for the success of this nation's effort to better prepare
youth and adults for living in a technological society.

Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, I *ash to thank you
for giving me the opportunity to speak and to submit testimony on

-.behalf of APGA. I stand 'ready to answer questions which you
might have about my testimony.

[Prepared statement of Helen Washburn follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF HELEN R WASHBURN, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN PERSONNEL. "

AND GUIDANCE ASSOCIATION

, Mr. Chairman and.members of the U.S. House of Representatives Subcommittee
on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education and the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education, my name is Helen Washburn. I have spent my career ini-
tially as a senior high science teacher and more recently as a counselor in the
public schools of Birise. ;

Today I am speaking on behalf of the American Personnel andPGuidance Associ-
ation as its ?resident and long-time member of the community of professional coun-
selors APGA represents.

It is an understatement to gay that our nation is facing extremely challenging
times during this decade of the 1980's. There is dsubstantial number of significant
national needs to which we must respond in a short period of time if our nation is to
continue to prosper. These. neas include productivity and economic revitalization,
employment opportunities for our citizenry, equality rif opportunity, and adaption of
our human resources to the use of our increasingly complex technological resources.

The Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act is a,needed effort to con-
front these needs. I appreciate the opportunity to meet with 5rou today to present
my views on this national legislagive Proposal- ,

The situation in which our cdturiry finds itself today is not dissimilar to condi-
tions which confronted it in the late fifties. Education responded then and we can
respond again. A question we must ask ourselves, however, is, how can we best use

knowledge we gained from that previous experience and apply it to the prob-
lems of this decade.

The National Defense/ Education Act of 1958 resulted in a variety of outcomes.
For our profession and flour Association it -meant a growing acceptance of school
counselors as major contributors to the education process when they helped the
United States achieve in the 1960's and 1970's the scientific goals which were im-
plicit in the original NDEA legislations

The financial resources provided through the NDEA legislation, various amend-
ments to the Vocational Education Act of 1963, and the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act made possible the expansion of counselor training opportunities and
research programs to study effective methods for delivery of counselor services,
measurement of individual characteristics and career behavior.

Evaluators concerned with the effects of government spending in support of guid-
ance and counseling have produced studies showing positive effects. For example,

Programs
That Work, listed more than a dozen differentscounseling programs that h
the 1976 annual report from the U.S. Office of Education, Educational

evaluated by outside evaluators as being effective (U.S. Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, 1975). In Innovative Educational Practice, six effective counsel-
ing programs validated by Elementary and Secondary,Education Act Title Ill eval-
uators were listed (U.S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 1974). Simi!
lar findings have been reported in documenta published by the Office of Education,
the Rehabilitation Services Administration, and the Department of Labor.

Further documbntation on the positive effect!, of guidance and counseling on deci-
sion making abilities, career development and planning, school achievement and
transition to work and work 'adjustment was summarized and submitted in testimo-
ny by Edwin L. Herr in testimony before the U.S. Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources Committee, Subcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities on April 28,
1982. (See copy of the attached monograph)

From the accumulated data, we have learned that guidance and counselinAlss
an important personal growth and development emphasis. We have also learned
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that well-designed, thorough and aystematic guidance programs utilizing trained,
competent professiOnal . counselors have implications for effectively. increasing.
Amerida's human capital.

Career guidance and delivery of career information is doneomost effectively when
it is incorporated into elemetary 'education and not left to the last bne or twO years
of schoolinE \Elementary counselors working directly with-students and:pru-enti or
working indirectly, by.serving as a consultant to teachers can enhance children'
career deielopment. -

Assessment of students 'aptitudes, skills and talents, meaningful interpretation of
assessment results to students and parents; and assistance in applying that informii;
.tion t.course selection and career decision - making helps students make more in-
formed and appropriate career choices. School counselors: have a long history of ef-
fectively previding these services: t .

The American Personnel and Guidance Assodiation (APGA) wishes to go 'on
record in support Of, and in recognition of, the importance of :current Congressional
deliberations on legislation which emphasizes :better mathematics and science in-.
struction in the schools, and better preparation of teachers for the instruction of
mathematics and science. 'C.:?'7

. We would also like to go on record rizi. believing that the legislation: is a shdtt
range solution to a more complex and king term problen, whichip adoption by all
students to a new technological age. We believe that the need exists for-adequate

- preparation of all our young people to-aeConimodate to a different work world than
existed in the past. We have anobligation to prepare them to cope with that differ- .

ent world and to use the new technological tools that now exist or will be developed
in the future. , do

Counselors : in such an 'adaptation by:
1) Assessing d identifying all students talents, skills and abilities and assisting

thein -to hives ".! to school courses and:.-career Opportunities which" enhance those
per&nal c : . .

2) Providing information to students Who possess exceptional abilities in the areas
of math, science; mechanics.and spacial relations abstract-reasoning to pUrsue pro-
fessional and-technical careers which utiliie t.hose skilki for the benefit of our coun-
try's defense and industrial needs.

3) .Aseisting;Students planning,not only for a "first job" but also preparing
them to anticipate several chnnges. and. transitions in theirlives as our technoIogi-
cal world.continues to develop. ''.

4) Encouraging students to punjue other courses in addition math and science
so as to provide a, work felt* which can Communicate adequatly utilizing effective
listening; speaking, and writing .

5) Building into students scheol:reiperiences opportunities to learn about transi-
tion-to:work, personal .commitnientato 'work, and ways of deriving feeling of psycho-
logical competence in the work placer , .

6) Training young workers in jel*searcli, and interview skills and human relations
so successful transition from Sad-9'1Wiiiiirk*at .occur : .

7) Working mitfr'students-and*it.Iktgeirjeachernt.o assist such young people to
overcome resistance tdiniithennitica becanaleciftheir :fear of lack of success. ,

8) Identifiying minorities and vionienAilio,deincingtretti interest and aptitudes for
math and science and enceuraging'theni tn,p4irotie.:.itdyanced study and preparation

. tO:follOW.nontraditional jobs. stieh. as engineeringAd physics where talents are so
urgently needed:

The AssoCiation is confident that the Congress will give carefid. attention to the
: need for more technicians; mathematicians, scientists, and engineers '

We hope that the Congress,when dealing with the technological:question will ad-
dress the central role which -profeedfirial counselors play in advising students in
their career development assisting. leachers,. Find administrators in curriculum ina;-
provement and creating awareness in fparente, and youth about the employment
needs of the business, industrial and defense establishment which utilize high tech-
nology. The counselor and otrengthened guidance and counseling programs provide
a structure for this to Occur:

To this end, the American Personnel and Guidance Association would like to rec-
ommend that provisions for the following be included in the legislation under con-
sideration;
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1. IN-SERVICE TRAINING OF EXISTING GUIDANCE PRACTITIOrtS, SUPERVISORS AND
TRAINERS

In-service training of counselors should emphasize the intermediary. role counsel-
ors play in bringing together teachers, parents, students and the community. Coun-

-,selors must be given a variety of opportunities to become familiar with the techno-
logical employment opportunities in busfiess and industry and in the military, as
well as technology needs of these employers so as to better inform and advise stu-
dents, teachers, administrators and parents. Hands on experiences, summer insti-
tutes exchange programs and paid internships within industrial and military set-
tings are some possible ways of accomplishing this goal.

The emphasis throughout any in-service program should be the counselor's role in
maximiring the potential of all youth, especially through early intervention pro- ,

grams in elementary school and continuing on through 'high school and college. At-
.tention should be paid to the reduction of any job bias in counselors based on per-
sonal attitudes. Also, the in-service training should further those counseling skills
and techniques which are free of any stereotypes (e.g. race, sex, culture).

In-service and re-training programs for counselors and other guidance specialists
should stress skill development in non-school' setting work. Examples of in-service
programs might include those which develop counselor skills in working with cli- ,/
ents, in the community or industry, experiencing job bbsolescence or who_need re- /
direction of career development; those who are second careerists or returning to the"-
work force; and those experiencing job dissatisifaction or needing advice on re-train -
ing for emerging new job clusters. Ilia area is fertile ground for cooperative efforts
between schools and industry and/or assistance from private industrial councils.:

2. PRE-SERVICE TRAINING OF COUNSELORS

Encouragement and incentives must be provided to institutions of higher' educa-
tion, by the legislation, which experiment with changes and curricular modification

01 the counselor education preparation program. Internships and practicum situa-
tions which have components giving experience working in nontraditional settings
(e.g. business, industry, military) must be piloted. Course work which emphasizes oc-
cupational and educational information, emerging technological and business trendd
should be integrated into the core curriculum preparing counSelors...The creation of
counselor sub-specialties for 'direct employment in industrial and technological set-
tings should be encouraged legislatively. Counselors should be, trained to understand
emerging technology, equipment and talent/skills necessary so; they may .counsel,
inform., and advise people for a high technology society. Experiences with computer
assisted guidance, occupational informationarid retrieval systems and use of new
methods of assessment and evaluation are essential to such training.

In addition, counselor training should have a strong component which focuses on
skills in networking; in coordination of diverse groups; in consultative techniques
for working with teachers, parents, administrators; and on skills and techniques. for.
utilize' tion of co Unity resources.

3. LABOR INFORMATION AND PROJECTIONS

Current and appropriate labor information must be compiled by industry and gov-
ernment and supplied to counselors. Such information is vital in assisting students
in career chdice to assure them finding a place in'the work force. The capabilities of
high technology must, be tapped to provide such information accurately and effi-
ciently. Resources must be so that they can/have access to such equipment. Re-
sources must all be made available so that counselors and school personnel become
literate about the capabilities of such equipment and trained in their use.

4. RESEARCH .ND EVALUATION

The legislation should further and encourage through grants, fellowships and spe-
cial programs, research on new techniques, practices and programs, which increase
the counselor's knowledge and skills in unlocking the potential of all youth and
adults. Our citizens must attain maximum personal and career fulfillment if this
nation is to achieve its' employment goals and insure national security.

More research is needed on effective data gathering, assessment, goalssetting and
information' dissemination techniques. Research is also needed on early intervention
counseling strategies with children as these concern educator preparation and in-
service education need to be initiated which emphasize nontraditional programs, in-
ternships, practice and placenients.
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Evaluation devices, both periodic and long range, need to be tested to determine
the efficacy of any modifications in training, re-training and practice as such con-
cern improved counselor performance in achieving national priorities.

The above four recommendations constitute the American Personnel and Guid-
ance Association's recommendations as to how H.R. 30'might be expanded and im-
proved to include a =tinseling component which does not now exist in this legisla-
tion but is vitally needed for the success of this nation's effort to better prepare
youth and adults for living inA technological society.

Mr. Chairman, members a -the Committee, I wish to thank you for giving me the
opportunity to speak-and tq submit testimony on behalf of the American Personnel
and Guidance Association. I stand ready' to answer any questions which you might'
have about this testimony..

Mr. KOGOVSEIC. Ms. Dorothy Blake, president, American Associ-
ation of School Librarians.

Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF DOROTHY W. BLAKE, PRESIDENT, AMERICAN. AS-
SOCIATION OF SCHOOL LIBRARIANS AND COORDINATOR OF

,PLANNING FOR MEDIA RESOURCES & UTILIZATION, ATLANTA
P I-MLIC SCHOOLS
Ms. BLAKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the sub-

committee.
My name is Dorothy W. Blake. I am coordinator of pla. ming for

"-Media Resources and Utilization for the Atlanta Public Schools.
Needless to say, I come from a large urban school system. Howev-
er, 'many of our problems are just the same as they are in small
public school systems. -

I am president of the American Association of School Librarians,
a major division, of the American Library Association. I appreciate
this opportunity to testify in support of H.R. 30, the Emergency
Mathematics and Science Education Act on behalf of the American
Library Association, a nonprofit educational association of almost
40,000 librarians, school library media specialists, library trustees,
and public-spirited citit,@ dedicated to the development of library
and information serviort- r all the American people.. .

I would like to add an aside, that I speak from the experience of
a mother, a grandmother, the wife of a school principal, the wife of
a former science teacher, and after three decades in the school
business I consider everybody who works as a part of the instruc-
tional team those who have answered a very high calling. And with
that background, I would like to proceed.

At the midwinter meeting in San Antonio, the American Library
'4Association Council 'passed a resolution, which is attached to my

testimony, encouraging Congress to give particular attention to the'
critical role that library and information services play in the im-
provement of mathematics and science education at every level in
considering H.R. 30. ALA and AASL support the bill as a flexible
vehicle for responding to, congressional concern about mathematics,
science, and technological education. We have some suggestions
that we think will improve the bill's response to the explosive de-
velopments in electronic information technologies, noted by the
Office of Technology Assessment in its September 1082 report enti-
tled "Informational Technology and its Impact on American Educa-
tion."
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We, agree with the emphasis in the OTA report on Alie impor-
tance of information technologies, their growing, use throtighout so-
ciety, their significant promise of a mechanism for responding to
the educatipn and training needs of society and their growing im-
portance to. education and to our economy.

The important information revolution, according to OTA, is cre-
ating new stresses on many societal institutions, particularly those
such as public schools and libraries, that traditionally have borne
the major responsibility for providing education and other public
information services.

Improvement of -scientific and technological education cannot
take place withdut supportive library resources that are up to date,
both in form and content. Not only must library resources be cur-
rent with the latest developthents and advances, but they must be
available in the most 'useful and appropriate technological forma

That ties in very well" with the comments madelv Mr. Bowen.
Elementary and secondary school students as well as their teach-

ers must learn to use newer technologies, such all microcomputers
and/or computer terminals, not only to solve mathematics and sci-
ence problems, but also to gain access to informatfon needed for
their education and for their work and Tor daily living.

Much needed information, whether by access to the literature of
the specific subject field, or in community information resource
files, will increasingly and often exclusively ),be available on line
rather than in traditional printed form.

School, librarians and media specialists need training to evaluate
and select new resources, and equipment for. schools and libraries,
and in training to assist students and teacheis in the 'use of such
resources. Computers are needed in the library as well as in the
claggiqom. Just as the library or learning resources center is cen-
tral location for materials in both print and nonprint format, -it is
the logical location for computer software and selected accompany-
ing hardware as well as access to online data bases. 4,

As a part of my testimony, I would like to add a brief survey of
one page that will give you an overview of the number of micro-
computers available in our schools.

Mr. KOGOVSEH. Without objection, that will be made party of the
record.

[The information referred to4ollowsl

20-201 0-83---32
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... Studint live of About oneThalf of the nation's schotil districts providestudents

Computers in Ychoot witlaccess to at least one microcomputer or computer termi-
nal, according to a recent survey of school districts conducted

by the National Center for Education Statistics (NOES), U.S. Department of Education.'

° The newly-available low-cost mirocomputers, sohletimes called personal computers, have
created renewed interest in student use of computers in schools: Reportedly, school districts
are providing students with access to these computers for-a variety of learning and instruc-
tional purposes. However, no national informationon the extent or natureof interactive use
of computers by students has been available to assist plannersamong concerned public kluca-

tion authorities and among interested segments of the private seCtor.-The NCES survey was
intended to help fill this gap in planning information. ., ..

School districts make available almost 52,000 computers to students for educational pui-

poses. This estimated total represents a mix of microcomputers and the more traditional ter-
minals connected to a central processor. t In the short time they have been available for pur- ,

chase, microcomputers have come to outnumber terminals, proportionately three to two.

'More than twice as many districts provide microcomputers as terminals (Table 1). These

districts put three-fourths of their available microcomputers, and a slightly smaller propor-
den of their terminals, to use at the secondary-school level. .

Approximately one of every four public schools (about 22,000) currently has at least one

microcomputer or computer terminal for instructional use by students. These schools repre-

se one-half of all secondary schools, 14 percent of all elementaryschools, and 19 percent of

lla3 titer types of schools,. such as vocational, special'education, and combined elementary.

a secondary schools.
The most frequently reported educational use is to-provide students with an understanding

of compdter concepts (computer literacy). Other major uses are to improve student learning
in selected subject areas and to challenge high 'achievers. Less than. half of the districts with

computers use theni for remedial and compensatory education. Most districts rely upon their

computers for more than one of theseeducational purposes. ....

Computer. availability within districts generally is limited, both in number of computers
and location of computers (Table 2). Students in about three-fourths of the districts Withmi-

crocomptkiers, and in similar proportion of those with terminals, have fewer than five com-

puters available for their use. In the majority of districts having computers, only one elemen-

. tary school and/or one secondary school has computer access. b

About 18 percent of the-districts that provide no current access plan to initiate student use

of computers within three years. lviosfof thesedistricts are Small-, fewer than 2,500 students,

Potential growth in usage could be greater, however, since many districts reported tha they

were uncertain about future plans:, ,

All districts in the survey reported on operational and planning needs considered critical to

:.. the initiation or expansion of the4nteractive use of computers. More than 40 percent identi-.

lied 'each of two such needs: teabher training and a greater range of instructional computer

programs. About one-third of thedistricts felt that assistance in planning an educational com-

puter program and technical assistance insupport of the program were needediAdditionally,,

almost one-thirds ified fiAanci al assistance as an '!other" need. .

The survey-was r uested by the U.S.. Department of Education's Task Force' on Educa-

tional- hnolo*. I was conducted by NCES' contractor, Westat, a research firm in Rock-.

ville, Mary a -dr-using NCES' Fist Response Survey System (FRSS). In late October 1980,

questionnaires were sent to a_national sampleof 579 districts, representing the 15,834 districts

. in the nation. &response rate of97 percent was achieved. - . .

.
Schouldi.ctriets Were requested to report only interactive use of computers, use that results in immedi-

ate computer response tridireet student contact.
. -,

?Microcomputers were described in the survey as including a TV-like screen for display, a typewriter

keyboard, logic and internal memory, some means ofsecondary storage for programs, and costing up to

$5,000 each.

iSumnrer1982 ,...;P:
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TABLE I

'
Punuc Satcrot. DIIMUCTS hempen Swoons ACCESS TO AT LEAST _4414ig COMPUTED /OM EDUCATIONAL

N. ' s' Poltroons .UN run STATES, 1980

,Type of School, by Grade LevelCoed
Total (at Elern(See

=Least One Elementary Secondary Schoob and More Than
Type of Aco4s Level)? Level Level Special Schools . One Level

(I) ') (2) (3) . (4) (3)
. .

Atitast one ''J
microcomputer or ° . I

- one terminal 7,606 2,196 6,619- 678 1,884 '''''''
(in percents of cedumn;1)

w.

QS!

,..
At least one

microcomputer or
one terminal 4

?
, 7,606 29 87 9 . 25

At least one e
4 .

microcomputer 6,631 29 84 , 9 ''' 22
At least oneterrntnal 2,973 .21 99 25.,r.;(.:. rAt least one

microcomputer -
arid one terminal . 1,998 , 17 ! 95 '-'3 [15

. A

NOTE: Column I Iepramtstheunduplicatednumberofd uiricbprovidingaccesstocomputersat any level. SIIICe some
districts make computers available at more than one type of school, the permits In columns 2-4 include

'' duplicated counts of districts. The difference between the total: duplicated counts (columns( 2-4) and the
o unduplicated count (Column I) represents the percent of districts providing compitter access at more than one

level (column 5). _ , o -

(.. . TABLE 2
AVAILASILITY Csi'COSEPUTOIS WITHIN Dierucra: UNITED STATES, FALL 1980

A. By No. of CMputers per District B. By No.45chools with Access. per District
Districts Providing Access

At' At
Elementary Secondary

Schools Schools
2,196 6,616

(in percents)

.Number of Dist rktr Providing Access Number of
Schools
with Access
per District
At least one

Available
Computers
per District
At least one

To Micro- To
Computers Terminals

6;631 2 ,,973

(in percents)
At least one , 100 100 At least one 100 100

One 40 35 One 56 68
2-4 37 37 2-4 24 25
5-10 13 . 14 5-10 13 6r

....,11-20 . 6 11-20 4
More than 20 3 : More than 20 3

'Fewer than 1 percent. ,
NOTE: Percents may not sum to 100 because of rounding:

.

To obtain additional copies of this preliminary report, information about the survey or
FRSS, or be placed on the mailing-list to receive the forthcoming final report, contact the
FRSS Project Officer, Jeanette Goor, National Center for Education Statistics, Room 620,
Presidential Building, 6525 Belcrest Rd., Hyattsville, MD 20782.

Scats! and Pubk The -San Bernardino Unified School District and the San
/Libraries Cooperate in 4 Bernardino Public Library have received federal funds for a' Grant to Provide joint venture providing computer-assisted instruction for leical

CompssterAssisted students. Beginning June 1, 1982, the one-year project Will
Instruction , make minicomputers available free of charge in three I a)

public libraries. The primary purpose of the progra t
assist students to practice their competencies in math -and language skills inpreparat for
undergoing proficiency tests. .

School Librery Media Quarterly
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Ms. BLARE. Thank you.
Therefore, we recommend part A, elementary and secondary eh,

sistance section 604, 'use of funds by local educational agencies, be -

amended to include inservice training for school librarians and
media specialists as part of the instructional, tool.'

We reco end that the committee's report, on the bill inditate
that under : ion 604(aX3X4) may be used 'to acquire instructional
materials and equipment. Such materials are particularly suscepti-
ble, to raRid obsolerence: Spelling out Buell. eligible uses will make
clear the bill's su port for informational technologies in the im-
provement of Math and science education.

We alsq recommend that 'H.R. 30 be amend6d in part A to make,
clear that funds Should supplement and not supplant local' and
State efforts.

In addition, .1Ocal educational agencies should be required to
maintitin effort, in order to be eligible for part A funds. Without
such assuranceS, there :,is very real danger that Federal funds
would simply be substituted for funds that would otherwise have
been expended by State and local levels.

My testimony z includes the American Library Association
comments and , 4ationkr on the use of community re-
sources such as libraries, - section .604(aX5) of part A and postsec- V4.4-
ondary assisfte in part B.

In deferent tie time of this committee, this is just in theites-
, timony.

I do .want to thank Congressman Perkins, the cosponsors of the
the entire staff, for the evelopment of a reasonable and work- -4'

able approach to the crisis in mathematics and science education.
We urge once more that you, give particular attention to the crith
cal role that librarian information services play in the improve-).

meat of mathematics and science education' at every level. The full
extent of the resolution is attached, together with suggested word7

ing for amendments.
Thank you again for this opportunity to testify in support of H.R.

30.
Mr. KOGOVSER. Thank you, Ms. Blake, for your testimony.
[Prepared statement of Helen Blake follows:]

(.1
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PREPARED STATESIVIT or DOROTHY M. BLARE"

.

name Is Dorcithy U. Blake, I1 am, Cc rdinator of Planning for iledia.
Resources and Utilization for theAlligta'Public Schools. I am President of the
American Astoclation of. School Librarlant,Ormajor division of the American tibrarY
Association. I appreciate the'opeortunityjto testify in support of HR 30, the
Emergency Wathematics and Science_Eduietio Act, on behalfof the American Library
,Association, a nonprofit educational organ ation of almost 40,000'librarians,
school library media specialiste,Aibrany stees and public-spirited citizens
dedicated to the development orlibrarY.en 'information service for all the American.
people...

° At ItlaidwInter Meeting.in.SigOntonio,, the ALA Council .passed a rdsolUtion
which'is attached to.my testimeny,,eneouragin% Congress to "give particular
attention to the critical role that library and information services play in the
Improvement of mathematics and science education at every.level," in considering.
Hit 30. ALA and AASL support the bill as a flexible vehicle for responding to
congressional:concern about mathematics, science,' and technological education. Ile .

have some suggestions to improve the bill's response to the "explosive. developments
in electronic information technologies" noted by the Office of Technology Assessment'
in its September 1982 report, "Informational Technology and Its Impact on . .

American Education" (GPO stock no. 052-003-00888-2).

,

Part A - Elementar and Seconder Assistance. Ue agree with the emphasis in
the.0 roper on e moor nce of n orma on chnologies their'growing use
throughout society, their significant promise as a mechanism for responding to
the education and training needs of society, and their growing importance to the
dconomy, The information revolution, according to OTA, is "creating new stresses
on many societal institutions, particularly those such as public schools and
libraries that traditionally have borne the major responsibility for providing
education and other public information services."

Improvement of scientific and technological education cannot take place
.without supportive .library resources that. are up-to-date both in form and content.
Hot only must library resources be current with the latest developments and
advances, but they must be available in the most useful and appropriate techno-
logical format.
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Elementary and secondary school students as well as their teachers must learn

to use newer technologies, such as microcomputers and/or connuter terminals not only

to solve mathematics and.science problems, butto gain access to information needed.

tor. their education, ond later for their work andfor daily living.' Much needed

informatispn. Whether by access to the'literature of a specifiC subject field. or'

in commusfitY informOtion resource files, will increasingly and .often exclusively

be available online rather than in printed form. School librarians and media' .

Specialists v(el training to evaluate! and select such resource and equipment for

schools and braries, andtraining to assist students and teachers in the use of

such resources. Computers are needed in the library as well as the classroom.

Just as'the library or learning re %ource center is the central location for

materials in both print and nonprint format,it is the logical location for com-

puter software and the accompanying hardWare as well as access to online databases.

Therefore, we recommend that Part A, Elementary and Secondary,Assistance.

Section 604, Use of Funds by Local Educational Agencies, be amended to include

inservice training for school librarian's and media specialists, as part of the in

stitutional team. We recommend that the Committee's report on the bill indicate
that'under Sectiop 604 (A)(3)(4), funds may be used to acquire instructional

materials and equiPment. Such matorials are paeticularly susceptible to rapid

obsolescence. Spelling out such eligible uses will make clear the:bill's support

for informational technologies in the improvement.of mathematics and-Science
..

education. .
. .

.
. .

. . .

We also recommend that HR 30 be amended in Part A.to make clear that funds

Should supplement and not supplant local and state efforts. In addition, local/

educational agencies should be required to maintain effort in order to b

eligible for Part A funds. Without such assurances, there is a very real danger.

that the federal funds would simply be substituted for funds that would otherwise

have been expended at the local or, state levels. .

My testimony also includes American Library Association comments and .

.

recommendations on the use of community resources such as libraries (Sec-

tion 604(a)(5) of Part A) and on postsecondary.assistance (Part B).

e't_ilSec_tion04(ej(5) - Use of Community Resources Such as Libraries.
Underelik4ntFJF-ifff5diiy-Assistance in Part A we are. very pleased to see in

Section 604(a)(5) under eligible uses of funds by local educational agencies a

recognition of the importance of community resources such as libraries. Ve

recommend that in the Committee's report on 110 30 a few illustrative examples of

such use of community resources be included.

There are many useful possibilities of school' system coopedtion with public

or academic libraries 'to achieve the purposes of the bill. For instance, in some

communities, the local ,public library'or community college or university library

may have computer terminals for searching online'clitabases not yet available ln

61. the schdols. Cooperation could begin by providing the opportdnity for advanced
students and gifted classes to visit the library, learn the use of the computer,

and search the literature Of various scientific fields for special assignments,

with federal funds subsidizing connect.time and staff assistance. 'Cooperation

could progress to the development of computer programs for' instruction in the

use of libraries, and to online "pathfinders" to suggested resources for an

'assigned topic in a high school science class.
. .
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In some communities', parhans no onalibrary -- neither the school .
library, the public library nor the community college library -- could afford
computerized databases, but through cooperation apd modest federal assistance all
local students and residents could have access tq. search terminals in one location,
'Schools which did have microcomputers could lean them to public libraries in the
summer' so that students could continua their ogress. Federal funds night pro:.
vide for connect time, maintenance, or teach -taught courses in computer use.

if the microcomputers in school, public and academic libraries were inter-
connected, additional possibilities could be explored. Cooperatively, librarians
might identify and coordinate an online catalogof audiovisual resources in the
community, not just in schools and libraries,but also in business, industry, and

,organizations. Similarly an online listing of resources and equipment in science
and technology available to faculty and,students for 5necial projects might be
identified. An electronic mailbox for science students and theirfmentors in
business and industry could be set un, asmall'as an electronic bulletin hoard
for science education activities in the community.

Databases in the public domain could be. identified with an eye to their
instructional application in the schools. . For instance, many public libraries have
developed cbm5Unity information and referral databases with information on govern-
ment and social services, ornanizations, etc. Although the protocols for searching
each computerized database are different, the principles are similar. Such com-
munity databases, if accessible inthe schools, could be used to teach the
principles of online searching without the fees associated with commercial
databases.

A

Another example, of productive use of community resources is now in the planning
stages in Fridley, Minnesota. The Anoka County Public Library System operates one
of the local cable television channels. Each member of the local pronramminn
committee,aomposed'of representatives fromithe public library, the city govern-
ment, the Meal cable company, and the other local public access channel, plans to
take a group of high school students and work wi h them on a cable TV nrogram. The
students would learn the electronics of cable to evision, as well as a great deal
of other technological information through rese thing, writing, directing and
producing their programs.

Because of the tight budgets under which al ost all libraries are currently
operating, cooperative projects such as these wi 1 develop slowly if at all. Yet
it would take only godest aid for administrative support and telecommunications
costs to make much more effective use of the. informational resources which already .

exist in most communities and which can be used to support scientific and techno-
logical education;

Part D - Postsecondary Assistance. It is'not possible to improUe postsecondary
education in mathematics, science, and technological subjects.without up-to-date
information resources and trained library and.information professionals. This is
particularly true because of. the continuing information revolution in scientific
and technological literature. There has been an explosion in the number.of
scholarly journal articles in the sciences. The number of references is so large
and the need to keep up with recent developments so intense that the only feasible
way to gain access to the journal literature of many specialized fields is through
computerized databases. Through online searching, Ay those bibliographic

. citations which are pertinent can be brought Up one screen or Printed out, some-
times with sumaries or abstracts of the articles.'
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However, the latest developments in computerized databases are nonbiblionranhic

databases. That is, they do not provide citations to other literature, but the
actual scientific data or information needed for reference, research and develon-
'ment,.or student problem solving. Chemical Abstracts Service in Columbus, Ohio.

khich has for many years produced indexes, abstracts and databases to chemical '

literature, now offers CAS Online which will eventually be a series of non-

bibliographic databases. Thd-first CAS Online Offering is a registry of almost

six million chemical compounds, which is accessible by registry number, full comnound

name, synonym; the elements in the compound, and how they are structured or the

molecular formula. CAS Online costs $35 per bour'plus a $10 telecemmonications

charge.. there may be other charges dependincupon the results desired.

Another nonbibliographic database in chemistry\Has been developed by a
professor at Carnegie-Hellon University in Pittsburgh. C1U allows its archive of

quantum chemistry; which provides data on different properties of chemicals, to.be

accessed by other, chemistry departments at universities across the country. A

major scientific Publisher, John Utley & Sons in flew Yerk City, has just announced

their 1932 registry of mass spectral data, providing access to 73,000 spectra-0

62#000 different compounds. This database is available\online, or by purchasing

the computer tape for $4,000 from Utley and loading it into a local computer or.'

spectrometer.

These are a few examples of the
necessary to science education and s
state-of-the-art lab equipment. As

the future-may include a few termin
connect their own microcomputers to
faculty and students receive trainin
protocols of retrieving information

Inds of data and information that are just as,
ientific research in Ugiversities as

a matter of fact, the aCademic laboratory of

Is for `database searching, or students may

online databases. This Would require that both
from science librarians\in the choices,and
a electronic means. \

'..
However, there is as great a shortage of librarians with science or computer

backgrounds as there is of science teachers. It is the area of librarianship

where recruitment is most difficult, and for much the same reason -- salaries are

higher in the private sector than in teaching or librarianship. The OTA report

citeeearlier notes the shortage of,information professionals trained in the newer'

technologies. .

One realistic approach would be to train library and informatiOn professionals

with the requisite communication skills and an open approach to science to work

with scientists. For this reason, ALA recommends that support for summer institutes

under Section 623 be amended to include institutes and workshops for 'science li-

braia.ts.

ALA also recommends that Section 625, upgrading laboratory equipment and

facilities, be expanded to include improving the provision of scientific informa-
tion and library resources to science faculty and students. He support Section 624,

strengthening educational research and development, and suggest that the Committee's

report on HR 30 make\clear that research in science information for educational'

purposes may be eligible. The field is-ripelor experimentation and model projects,

including development of software packages to simplify computerized database

searching.
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,

'mu also point out that Part C authorizes not .more than,ttO milyon for 4ost.
secondary assistance under Part 4 however, only two of the five sections of
Part G have specific authorizations, and those total t60 million (S11 million for
Section 624 for research and Anzelapment, and SSG/million fop Section 625 for fah
equipment), e recommend that each section in Part P have a sPecifig authoriza-
tion, and that the total in Part C be adjusted accordingly.

.

, .
.

Conclusion. President Reagan in his Stet° of thg.Union ^lessen(' January 25
propoieKriNliaTity education initiative to encourano a substantial upgrading of.
math antscience instruction through block grants to the states.' I'hilo block
grants have usually been a means to cut supnort rather than to nroviJo now
funding, it is at least reassuring that the Administration recogbizes federal
assistance is required to meet this educational crisis.

.

Pe compliment Rep. Perkins, the cosponsors of the bill and the staff, for the
development of a reasonable and Workable approadh to the crisis in mathematics and
science education. Ile urge once more that you "nive particular attention to the.
critical role that library and information services play in the improvement of .

mathematics and science education at every level," in the words of the ALA resolu-
tion. The full text of the resolution Is attached, together with suggested wording
for the amendments ALA °amends.

1!)Thank youlor this pporteity to testify to sunport of HR 10.
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.ACSOttiffOil OH 7111.114KCINCY AANIMATICS
UnOCATIO3 ACT

166AS,' Rep, Carl Perklus,' Chairman of the House rducation and Labor
Cemnittee, has, with numerous cospAnsors, introduced 110 30.'the
fmerenncy Mathematics and Science Tducation Act; and

UHLRLAS. DR 30 recognizes that library and information services are an
essential component in the improvement of elementary, secondary,
and postsecondary education in mathematics and science; and

OR 30 further affords opportunity for cooperation fnvoivino public

libraries and related institutions; now. therefore. be it .

that the American Library Association encourage that appropriate
ccmrlittees of Congress in their consideration of lOt 30 give
particular attention to the critical role that library and
information services play in the improvement of mathematics end
science education at every level.

(31CREAS.

RESOLVLD

Adopted by the Council of the
American Library. Association
San Antonio, Texas
january 12, 1933
(Council Document 1/11.2)

4
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A1:1,11. '11 1 rt^100(1,11,1c0 by Ameri411 1..ItT(1ry, A1'011:1. of

Part A, fleaumtary and Secondary Assistame

Use of funds by local Eduironal Agencies

Section 6J4(4)(1)(A) Inservice teacher training for' recertification in
mathematics and science, for ceminiter competency, and for upgrading and
modernizing mathematics and knowledge, and (0) Inservite training
for administrativo personnel or school library mdia specialists find
for members of local boards14 education;

Part 0, Postsecondary Assistance

Summer Institutes

Section 623: from the funds available for this section for fiscal year
19d4 or 1105, the Sedretary of Education shall make grants to institutions
of higher education to support %miner Institutes and workshops for teachers
and supervisors of 1114001114f IC% and scielice programs and for 4,c lowo
librarians. Such institutes may also be con-iucted in such other areas of
national need, as determined by the .51Icrotary of Education.

Upgrading laboratory Equipment-and faCTlities

Section 625, (a) The Congress finds that (1) the uotak)ded condition of
instructional eguipmentiand research, library,and laboratory facilities
is 1S,principal coinponent, In the current crisis In-mothematics and science

.

educati" (2) the absent() of state-of-the-art qgultIlenti rand / facilities
and4:nforMation services has both immediate consequences.

Sec 625. (b) The Secretary of Education, from the funds available for
thi tlon, shall make challenge grants available to provide not more

-third of the cost of.-

e purchase of modern scientific equipment for use in teachinn
ch;

s to train faculty In the use of new laboratory and research
ego andi

(3) programs to improve the provision of scientific information and
librar resources to science faculty andifaients; and

snaring scientific and-engineering equipmenFaMOng academic and
bus ness laboratories and research centers.

Other Recommendations

Part A - insert langCage similar to that in other education statutes requiring
that funds supplement and not supplant tPcal and state funds, and that
maintenance of effort be required.

Part B - provide a 'specific authorization for each section and adjust the total
authorization in Part C accordingly.

12:-c4o)
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Mr. Konovinix. We will'hear from Dr. James Green.
You are representing the American Education Research Associ-

ation. Please proceed. '

STATEMENT OF JAMES G. GREENO, PROFESSOR OF PSYCHOLO-
GY, LEARNING RESEARCO it:DEVELOPMENT CENTER, UNIVER-
SITY OF PITTSBURGH, REPRESENTING THE AMERICAN EDUCA-

ON RESEARCH ASSOCIATION
GREEN°. Thank you veil much.

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to present testimony
concerning nee& and opportunities for research that can contrib-
ute to a solution of the nation's problems in education in math-
ematics and science an behalf of the American Educational Re-
search Association.'

I would like to present a brief summary of a feNV'points from the
written testimony that has been submitted. I am speaking especial-
ly in support of inclusion in H.R. 30 of a provision for support of
educational research and development. We are pleased.that a pro-
vision calling for uch support has been included in the bill that is
before the au mmittee. That seems especially important to us
this morning.

Now that is 12 o'clock, if the Secretary wefe here he .might
report in de 'about the plans for the budget at the National
statute of uoation next year. - -

We understand, that they are calling for substantial reductions
and in fact some rescissions for 1983.

Mr. Kocovsxg. Doctor, we have had a chance to take a prelimi-.
nary look at the budget. I think probably the Secretary is happy he
is not here right now.

Dr. Gramm., It makes a provision such as section 624, I' believe it
is, especially critical for us. e

Our problems with mathematics and science education are com-
plicated and severe, as you' well know. They involve shortages of
several kinds, including shortags of qualified teachers and up-to-
date resources for use in instruction.

One 'shortage that we can address effectively 'in research is a
shortage of knowledge about how children learn mathematical and'
scientific: skills and principles. With our present methods of in-
struction, as has pointed out by others here, our math and sci-
ence education is a highly selective enterprise. At each level of
study many students drop out of the system and do not go on to
further study in these fields.

There is a clear national need, for a 1 er proportion of students
to succeed in math and science instru on and research has shown`
that many of the students who do n continue very far have ade-
quate' basic cognitive skills to sti in more advanced leArning.

The results -.of recent, research have clarified many aspects of
in problem -so Ving--skillif - that -students must atcpure,"in

order to succeed in their Mstruction, and in use of their knowledge
of math and science in solving problems, both in school and in jobs
that require technical training:

These results provide a basis for improved educational" practice
that could be developed now. There also are some important unan-
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swered questions that require further investigation. We are on
some exciting thresholds in research that have promise of provid-
ing further new insights of a fundamental nature into processes of
thinking and learning, especially in mathematics and science.

I will just make one brief final, point to close these brief remarks.
In, the past, efforts to improve instruction in mathematics and

science have either focused on the subject matter, ignoring learn-
ing processes, or have emphasized psychological processes without
attending sufficiently to the subject matter.

Recently scientific developments have strengthened our ability to
analyze processes of learning and understanding of subject matter
contents in an integrated way. and I feel this provides an opportu-
nity/ to obtain scientipc advances that are of particular utility for

<rieducation.
Thank you, Mr. Chiiirman.
[Prepared statement of Dr. James Greeno follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES G. GREENO, UNIVERSTTY PROFESSOR, UNIVERSITY OF

PITTSBURGH, ON BEHALF OF AMERICAN ERGCATIONAL RESEARCH ASSOCIATION

Mr. Chairmaq, I am James Greeno, University Professor of Psychology, and

Research Associate at the Learning Research and Development Center, University'

of Pittsburgh. I want to thank you for inviting me to appear today on behalf of the

American .Educational Research Association. I am presenting the Association's

views on H.R.30 and the critical need for research authorities associated with new

legisliltion In mathematics, science, and technology education.

My own research is focused on human thinking and learning associated with

educational achievement and I would be glad to respond_to questions from the

Committee on significant research findings and-promising current research toPiCs

related to teaching and learning in atics and the sciences.

First, There is little need to reiterate the studies and research which have

defined and clarified the various Issues and problems associated with learning in

math Hearings on this bill and prior testimony on similar legislation --

by ,the National Institute of Education,. the National Academy of. Sciences, the

National Science Board, the Office of Technology Assessment, and various

informed witnesses have Identified the central issue and priority education

problems associated with math, science, and technical literacy. Briefiy stated:

The intellectual demands of the workplace and advanced education require
much broader student participation and success in mathematics, the sciences,
and the higher order. academic skills reading comprehension, problem
solving, written composition, creative and analytical thinking, and

technological literacy.

* Professor Greeno is. also the President of, the Federation of Behavioral,,
Psychological and Cognitive Sciencep.
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Yet, as Michael Klrst recently summarized:

"...we find ourselves In a vicious cycle of teacher hortages,outmod&I
curricula, and unmotivated students." ("Improvin Math, Science and
Technical Education" California Cbmmission on ndustrial _Innovation,
Judy 1982)

-
The resat ch and testimony focus on the following priority problems:

I. Out -of -field and out-of-date teaching force. Many teachers are-in
math and science classrooms particularly in secondary schools,Avho
are not prepared to teach the courses they are assigned. They serve
with "emergency certificates" or have little recent information on
math, science, technology , and instructional advances.

2. Severe shortages of qualified math and science teachers due to an
Inabllity to attract new teachers to the classrooms or to the Inability
to keep able and effective teachers.

3. The need for more effective and motivating teaching resource
materials and teacher training resources so that we can reach a larger
number of students. Due to dramatic cuts-in educational research anti

eve opment, issemination and technical assistance, the capacity to
improve student motivation and learning and to adequately prepare
and update teachers in mathematics and science has declined.

4. The need for , eater access and more effective use of instructional
technologies. The micro- computer and other information technologies
are unevenly distributed in education institutions, they are under-used
for instructional purposes, and the software materials are not
adequately developed with an understancfing of the latest research on
student learning and instruction.

With few exceptions, research and the reports on the problems and issues call

for a sustained program of educational research as an essential resource for other

federal, state, local and institutional programs to Improve mathematics, science

and technical education. The following educational research efforts should be seen

as priorities in new math and science education legislation

(a) research afri;. thinking, teaching, and learning related to instruction
In math, scimsce and technology, inducing reasons far learning
difficulties and The instructional uses of information technologies;

(b) the application . a research findings to the development of
instructional resource materials and teacher training programs;

(c) research on the effects of secondary school organization and
instructional strategies on student learning in math, science and
technology;
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(d) research on student achievement In higher order academic skills
reading comprehension, written Composition, problem solving and
creative, analytical thinking, including computer and technological
literacy-- which are essential for work and further learning;

,
(e) analysis of lical and institutional policies enhancing or inhibiting
the recruitment, retention, and upgrading of mathematics and science
faculties.

WE WANT TO PRAISE THE. ACTIONS OF THE BIPARTISAN COSPONSORS

OF H.R.30 FOR INCLUDING A PROVISION FOR SUPPORT OF EDUCATIONAL

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. This essential section of the, bill will provide.,

the needed authority toirevitalize the National Instltute of Education's research

program focused on the critical is,sues facing math andscience education.

For each of the priority problem areas outlined above, new research projects

and efforts to use current Briefings of educational research will provide knowledge

and informational 'resources that are needed for educational Improvement. As will

be outlined below, these studies will contribute to both sSort-term efforts to ease

Immediate problems and long-term fundamental solutions.

The Uses of Research Findings

Educational research has made important progress In Identifying successful

teaching practices, effective school characteristics, and student learning.

Although the majority of these studies have been focused on elementary schools,

progress has been made recently which will contribute instruction at the secondary

education level, particularly In mathematics and science. There Is significant need

for further work in these, areas; however, not all of what is known Is effectively

incorporated into instructional materials and teaching practices. For example,

recent research on how children approach math and science problems Is ripe for

development Into improved diagnosis and instruction.

511
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\C.,
The Promise of Emerging Research Finding &New Research Programs

Fortunately, past and current research eiforts are, although poorly funded, on

the right track. They allow us to build new research on past knowledge, to ask the

right questions and, most Importantly, to provide practical and useful information

to those in the front lines of education -the teachers, administrators, and

education policy makers.

The focus of research studies_on matFiema3ics and science instruction will

help us blend the need to learn substantive knowledge with effective instructional

strategies. In past efforts, tither too much emphasis was placed on providing

teachers with new mathematics and science information to the neglect of

realistic ways .to assist students in real classroom situations-- or too much focus

was placed on teaching process concerns --to the neglect of important substantive

curricular rfeeds. Recent impilQvements in research will allow the research

authorized in H.R.30 to promote an appropriate mix of process and substance and

their application to

instructional materials

teacher training programs

school-site Instructional improvement

--secondary school math and SCience programs

--advances in technological literacy and the appropriate and effective

instructional uses of information technologies.

These research and instructional improvement efforts need to be initiated

NOW. The outmoded instruction and curricular materials and strategies demand t
upgrading. Our methbds of teaching mathematics and science, successful for a

small number of studenii pursuing academic areers in these areas, are not

adequate for the much broader student populati n needing these academic skills.
. -
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TheseThe demands of work and essential"academIc skills, what employers call
(these

"leirnIng to learn" skills, require that we provide teachers with ittae best available

knowledge and material resources.

In summary, I would like to outline the priority problem areas and indicate

potential solution categories and the contributions of current or potential research

findings.

.Summary of Math and Science Education Problem Areas

(possible solution categories and research and development contributions)

Note: These possible solutions have been identified from proposed

legislation, state and local efforts, and from testimony. They are not

specific recommendations by AERA.

OUT-OF-DATE AND/OR OUT-OF-FIELD (UNQUALIFIED) MATH AND SCIENCE

TEACHERS.

Most immediate solution categories:.

Individual continuing education for teachers already in service

(substantive knowledge in subject areas and recent developments in

teaching strategies);

staff development at the school site (working to make the school and

classroom effective places to teach and learn).

R&D Contributions

Immediate contributions of effective teaching and school research findings to

teacher training programs are needed to mount inservice education programs and

staff development efforts. Particular fields for research application include: math

and science classroom management and Instructional strategies, student thinking

. and learning, and initial identification of effective secondary school

characteristict.
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OUT-OF-DATE Olt INEFFECTIVE TEACHING RESOURCES (materials/strategies)

& TEACHER TRAINING PROGRAMS (for new teachers and those already teaching)

Solution categories:

the improvement of teacher training and staff development pregrams.(using

available information on mathematics, -science, and instruction/learning

strategies);

the development of curricular materials, inclucling'computer software;

, developing reward systems which bring together teachers andepaching

resource organizations.

R&D Contributions

-the application of teaching and learning research to the development of

texts, instructional software, and teacher - developer structional programs.

new R&D into student motivation, thinking arld learning, and applied

research on classroom teaching in.matheMatics, the sciences, and technical

literacy.

reasons for learning difficulties In M&S.

the identification of essential academic skills needed for successful work

and future learning (ii ncluding on-the-job training).

THE LACK OF QUALIFIED TEACHERS ENTERING THE PROFESSION;AND,THE

LOSS OF CURRENT TEACHERS TO OTHER OCCUPATIONS.

Solution categories:

cher education Incentives and support; 4.

atus Improvement of the existing teaching force;

ing qualified teachers in staff development efforts;

,--providing financial rewards for entering and staying la math and science,

teaching.
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R&D contributions

r analysis of local and institutional policies as they affect the recruitment,

retention and peolessional advancement of teachers.

comparative studies and dissemination of effective strategies for coping

with t 1.( e problems.

calla rative research using qualified researchers as teacher-researcher

. partners with principal investigators on math and science education research

projects.

LACK OF ACCESS AND EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTIONAL USE OF COMPUTERS

AND OTHER INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES

Solution categories:

provide funds for the acquisition of micro-computers and other technologies

provide incentives for corporations to provide schools with low cost or no

cost equipment;

provide support and incentives for educators and publishers/software

developers to work together on the development of Improved resource

materials;

provide support and incentives for schools to work with private and public

sector math and science resources museums, libraries, scientific

laboratories, the media, and so on.

R&D Contributions

the application of teaching and learning resarch to the development of

texts and software.

R&D Into the effective uses of computers and instructional technologies in

realistic classroom settings (for computefiliteracy and for instruction in

mathematics and science).
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--research to develop Criteria for school boards, teachers, and administrators

to assess the value of various types of instructional hardware and software.

research on the effects of new technologies (both in and outside of schools)

on student achievement in academic subjects.

I thank yOu for this opporttnity to present the views of the research

community. I will be pleased to answer any questions. The American Educational

Research Association is most willing to work with the Committee to provide

information resources which you request.
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Mr. KocaovsEx. Thank you, Doctor.
We appreciate the testimony of everybody on the panel.
I would like to at this time ask a couple of questions. I will have

some general questions, but I would like to ask Ms. Komble espe-
cially.

You had indicated in your testimony, Ms. Kemble, that we have
to do a bettor job as far as teachers are concerned in the area of
math and science. And you of course support legislation or what-
ever help you can get to do a better job in the public school system
than we are doing, as far as emphasizing the job that has to be
done in this area, to the point where you are willing to spend some
extra money. Would you have any problem as far as other areas of
education are concerned, as far as Al .rt

In other words, all of a sudden you have teachers in other areas
of education, whether it is history or whether it is wh'atever,
coming to you and saying; "You are up there testifying on this
piece of legislation, pushing hardwhat are you going to do for
us?"

Ms. KEMBLE. That is a very gold question. We just had an exten-
sive debate about this very topic at our council meeting last week.

I think that we are concerned that some of the electivesand ob-
viously "electives" is a broad term, and it includes academic as
well as other kinds of subjectshave been soft electives in the past
and we would like schools and districts to take a very close look at
what really is essential.

I would like to make clear we are still debating this point, that
we will be interested in looking at the possibility of more flexible
scheduling within schools if that becomes necessary. But it is some-
thing which our natienal organization is not going to come out
with some sort of a standard view on.

Obviously, if you end up saying that you are for more mandated
academic subjects and the school day is only so long, something
may have to go, or it may be that you end up with an extended day
for students. I emphasize "students." But there may be some need
to look at flexible arrangements at the local level.

Mr. KOGOVBEIC. You indicated in your testimony there were four
problems, and I think you list them pretty much in order.

One, test scores d dwn; two, curriculum requirements are low;
number three, stu e are losing interest in the area of science
and math; four, the e is a teacher shortage.

Let me just ask you and anybody else on the panel, I think we
would be interested in any suggestions you might have for alleviat-
ing, first of all, the teacher shortages in the areas of science and
mathematics. Pay of course is what it-gall about.

Does anybody want to comment on that? How can we attract
good teachers and keep good teachers when teacher salaries are'
stagnating due to budget cutbacks on the Federal level and on the
State level and on the local level and especially, as has come out,
the other industries are paying higher salaries.

Ms. KEMBLE. Well, it is a difficult question.
I think obviously, as I have indicated, salaries have to be higher.

I would also like to say that-and this is not really a Federal
matterthe kinds of proposals that we have seen by way of salary,
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differentials for specific areas are not anything thaewe think ki
going to solve the problem.

First of all, they are beinif proposed in amounts that are really
not sufficient to make teaching competitive with private industry.
Obviously you are going to have to have massive salary iiicrpases
in order for teaching to be competitive.

I think for people who are on the job, and we find that people
who are in these specialty areasmath, physics, chemistry, right
now do tend to be older teachers. We have to address tho question
of how to keep them there, so they don't go into the private sector.

Now, you get to some long-term issues. They are not short easy
solutions.

If you take the elementary issue, which I raised earlier, one of
the problems with teachers is they are getting a lot of disinterested
students who don't want to be in courses and part of this, happens
because the students themselves are insecure about the subjects
and we simplya long-term issue, like it or not, is what happens to
these kids at the elementary level?

There is a question of working conditions for. teachers, how many
courses they have to teach, how many kids in their classrooms.
There is just no easy way to narrow the feeds of these kinds of so-
lutions.

I think you are getting what you think is a predicted answer, but
it is also a valid one. There is just no way around it.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. I do expect that answer, and it is the answer that
is accurate, as far as I am concerned. It is not an answer that you
can come up with in 30 seconds and solve in 1 year's budget and all
of a sudden in 1984 things have turned around.

Ms. Knosix. Can I just say one thing about the Secretary's merit
pay proposal, because I think tha that is something that looks on
the surface to have some appeal.

From our experience with teac Hers, this could have just as much
an effect to push people out of the professionas a matter of fact,
more than he thinks it will have t to keep people in.

Our experience with these kinds f sc ernes is that the ways in
which these determinations will made will be largely political
within the school itself. Teach ould not be picked on the basis
of merit. Where these have ed before, it is because they are
willing to give up sick days or e on extra administrative assign-
ments. It is not because they are really the best teachers. If you
had a system whereby merit was really the overriding factor for se-
lecting a few people who would maybe do a distinctively different
job, that would be one thing, and our unions have advocated that
in some local places. But that is not what is being proposed.

What could happen is, people get these jobs and people who don't
get them being very discouraged and feeling why should they stay
in teaching anyway.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Let me ask Mr. Johnston, do you have-any ideas
about how we might attract more students to take more math and
science courses. Should States and local educational agencies raise
their curriculum requirements in these areas?

Mr. JOHNSTON. I think we have already taken a big step toward
increasing the number of people going into math and science. The
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mero fact that we acknowledge the value of mathematics and flei-
once in going to make a big difference.

In Colorado, our Governor has made thin a part of his State of
the State mennage. Now, it in my underbtanding that it, in being
promoted in almost all Staten. .

I really think that in my talks with parents that they are begin-
ning to recognize that they need to play a bigger part in working
cooperatively with their children in selecting courses. That in why I
said earlier that I think this $260 to $300 million is going to have a
far greater impact than the mere dollar amount. It is going to be
publicized; people are going to take another hard look at it, recog-
nize the need for it.

I think I can assure you in the schoold I am familiar with there
is going to be a much, much bigger interest in science and math. I
also think that is going to help got teachers back into the math
and science teaching. _

You anew; the public perception of teachers is not really all that
griyat all the time, but something like this puts added emphasis on
the value that teachers have. You are going to see some real im-_,

\Rigements.
r. Konovnic: Thank you.

One last question, before, we get to the gentleman from Pennsyl-
vania', to Dr. Greeno.

Do you have any ideas, Doctor, about how we might attract more
students to take math and science courses? And before you answer
thatit was suggested by somebodr on the panel that the Federal
Government should help as far as the curriculum is concerned,
without writing the curriculum. Should States nd local agencies
raise their curriculum requirements in these ar as?

Dr. GREEN°. Well, let me speak to the first q estion.
--,__There has been a considerable amount of study recently of the
kinds of factors that influence students when they are making -
choices whether to continue their study in science or mathematics, -
and the results emphasize a point that "came up in earlier discus-
sions and questions from the committee the close relationship be-
tween what happens to youngsters in their elementary training
and what they are likely to do when they get to high school.

It is clear in the first place that getting an adequate background
is critical, of course. But also, _.the kinds of experiences that stu-
dents have when they are beginning to Study mathematics and
science go a long way to influence their own attitudes and their in-
terests in continuing in their field, their own perceptions of them-
selves as to their own capabilities for whether they would do well
in those courses. There is much that we still need to learn about
that. But I think there are some pretty clear implications for what
can be done in the elementary level that would have substantial
effects on this.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you, Doctor.
The gentleman from Pennsylvania, Mr. Murphy.
Mr. MURPHY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I, too, add my thanks to the panel for their thorough review of

H.R. 30. I would like to ask the members of the panel have they
also examined H.R. 582,. which is Mre Fuqua's bill over in Science
and Technology, which deals with the same thing. . ,



Have you had an opportunity to review that measure? Dr.'
Greeno.

Dr. Gmow. I ware HMO to review it. It is in preliminary form, I
\ believe.

Mr. Muaeffv. I might advise 1.1w rest of the panel to take a look
at that. I think we might run into a policy decision here are to
where to place our limited resources. Whether it should be on the
postsecondary level to keep and retain the teachers of teachers or
whether we should encourage from the 'blementary level on up
more 1 »le to enter into the math and science fields and obviously
increase he volume of teachers of teachers eventually.

You may want to look at that. I agree with the panel's com-
ments, I think you are all of the same opinion, especially the same
man and I, that this money, if we have it, should not be used to
replace local efforts or to be used to encourage, as Mo. Kemble
points out, the paying of teachers to serve on lunch duty or cafete-
ria or proctoring or something else, that we should put it to actual
good use. .

May I ask, as we try to attract more students into the math and
sciences, one, of course, is financial incentives which are always a
groat aspect of it. Do you think if we offered the colleges extra sub-
sidies for the credits that they offer in math and science, if you
sign up for math I or algebra II or calculus, that we would offerto
the colleges an additional subsidy for the teaching of those, and
thus encourage the student who is looking for a break in his tu-
ition: Gee, I might as well load up on math because I can get that
cheaper per credit than I can in political science.

,Do you think that would help? It is 'a direct subsidy where it
would actually be used, it wouldn't be prostituted with something
else. What do you think?

Ms. KEMBLE. A form of scholarship, right? . .,..

Mr. MURPHY. Right, a limited scholarship toward math and sci-
ence. -

Dr. GREENO. It would certainly provoke lively discussion in the
faculties. . .

Mr. MURPHY. How about another subsidy then to offer out to the
States a bonus payment to math and science teaching? Once we
put the money into the Reagan-type block grant that can go back
to the States and school districts to be used for whatever purpose
they choose, with only limited guidelines, and it will be pretty well
lost as it trickles down I would think.

Ms. KEMBLE. If what you are talking about is a differential only
in those areas; A salary differential for those teachers

Mr. MURPHY. Yes.
Ms. KEMBLE.- We would be opposed to that:and we don't think it.

would work. It is not just because our people don't like it.
First of all, you would have an incentive for teachers to shift dis-

tricts, unless it were done across the board and it wouldn% be. It
would be done differentially. That means you put teachers from
one district and put them into another, and that would only create
chaos and doesn't solve the shortage problems.

If what you want to do is get new people, it is the lower end of
the scale that you want to up. You need to go that across the
board.
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Mr. Mujuna. Can we do that and gear it towards math and sci-
ence. It is not the Congress' responsibility to judge the misassign-
ment of teachers or the specific reeducation of misassigned. teach-
ers. She used to teach geography but the only. class available now
is math and she took math I in her first year of college, so they
switch her over.

That is something we cannot guide here. The local school dis-
tricts hatUtthat responsibility.

Ms. KEMBLE. While it is not in this legislation, I understand the
differential idea, at least having it as an .allowable item, has come
up in consideration of other legislation to be drafted. So it is rele-
vent to make the point.

Mr. MILLENSON. Mr. Murphy, I would like' o comment on your
previous question Nif I may where you asked about views on H.R.
582. That is the. Fuqua bill now it the Science and Technology
Committee.

Section 4(a) of that bill says the NSF is authorized to spend
money for grants for such research, fellowship, capital equipment,
salaries; instrumentations and other activities as are considered
necessary in carrying out the purpoSe of this act.

I -would-like to direct your attention to two items with respect to
that. Number one, in, ESEA title X which deals with section 1001
-in definitions, subsection D deals with the definition of the term
"equipment." And in defiujpg "equipment," that term has long in-
cluded what is sometimesValled software, instructional equipment,
not just the hardware. .

It includes printed and audio-visual materials.

here in section 4 of the Fuqua bill should be considered.,
I think legislation, language similar to what they have

.--'7"----Twojn-p 'ow testimony before this committee, the experience
with ESEA which was then title II of how closets were filled with
unused equipment was cited by a number of members of this com-
mittee and also by some. Witnesses:It is quite clear that if adequate
com .limentary software or instructional' material, whatever you

: available, and is used, then the hardware will be used
of nd up in the closet..

We : e be very careful tha any legislation enacted by the
Co to encourage use of .new ology does not end up with
having i i oney spent for more closets.

Mr. . Thank you, I appreerate that. ,

Recently my Subcommittee, on Select Education,released a report
entitled "Education Technology and Its Impact on American Edu-
cation.' Many of the issues you have raised here this morning were
'covered in that report. Because of all those issues 'and the ones you
have raised this morning regarding teacher training, research
needs and to vocational training needs, 'et cetera, do you think' that
we are trying to do too much in H.R. 30, taking into consideration
that there may-be a few of us who agree that there is not enough
funding in the authorization.

But 'being, realistic as ,to what we mapp cone, out with, do you
think we are attempting to do too muc in particular legisla-
tion, that maybe we should reduce' it or confine it to some limited
usefulness?

Ms. Kithmix. Yes, I
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Mr. MURPHY. If so, where should we place our limited resources?
Ms. ligusix. I agree with the Secretary's instincts that this prob-

. lem needs focus. Where I disagree is that even in the focus that he
= outlines there is anywhere near the money requiied. I think the

focus I have indicated is clear. I think retraining is the issue. It is
immediate. It is large.

Mr. MURPHY. Thank you.
Mr. BOWEN. Mr. Murphy, I would agree that focus is important

and relative to the recruitment of both teachers and students, I
... think one thing you are alieady doing through this legislation

which will be very, very important is you are going to attract na-
tional attention, which is already growing about this problem..

That is paramount, I think, to teachgrs and to students because
this will get the media coverage necessary to have it brought to
their attention.
° Second, I would encourage the focus out of which Would emerge
good demonstrations that would not only impact math and science
education, but impact other areas of education. ,

If we find ways in math and science to use the new technologies
to expand our gifted teachers through outreach and to enhance
their jobs, whiell I think is important to recruiting new teachers
and to getting students into course areas, I think you will have

t vast impact.
Unfortunately, we will be splitting this up, I think, a little to in-

t service, a little to new technology, a little to somegrants, et cetera,
and in the end it would be, watered down. I would encourage focus-
ing in key areas and three have been mentioned here by almost ev-
eryone on the panel.

Dr. Giimro. I would like to_express my anxiety a bit':
If the bill were to become focused on this in a clear way, I would

expect the major attention would be given relatively short run or
immediate problems which is necessary, but I will express the hope
simply that the committee would have a concern for some of the
long-term concerns that would put us in place for making the best
possible use of the kinds of technologies as we get more knowledge
about these things.

There should probably be a component in there even if it doesn't'
clearly address the major concern.

Mr. KOGOVSEIC. You wanted to comment, Ms. Kemble?
MB. KEMBLE. Yes, the retraining emphasis will have an effect on

-curriculum. The Secretary is right, with the pressures to upgrade
standards, State and local levels, how will they upgrade the stand-
ards if they don't have the people? If you give money for retraining
you are giving them an incentive to upgrade standards, and they
will have to put money in because they have to pay the people who
get put on the job in thote subjects.

Mr. KOGOVSEIC. No two ways about it, the administration makes
it difficult. We are, going, to find that out. I think we all agree this
is an important piece of legislation.

The Secretary indicated it is an important area we have to 'focus
our attention on, both financiallY, morally and'so on; yet it will be
difficult for us as we move this legislation through to convince ev-
eiybOdy, Democrats. and Republicans alike, that we -should spend
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this money in this area when the administration will recommend
cutbacks.

You will see those as the budget becomes more clear, significant
cutbacks in vocational, bilingual, significant cutbacks as far as
Indian Education Act, and we are back to the age-old problem
where we cut or add, and that is the discussion that will be in front
of this committee.

I would once again like to thank the members of this panel for
being here this morning.

Before we adjourn, we have with us Ms. Alice McDonald, who is
the deputy superintendent of public instruction for the Kentucky
Department of Education. It is my understanding that your plane
was delayed getting in from Lexington, and we would like to hear
from you at this time, Ms. McDonald.

STATEMENT OF ALICE McDONALD, DEPUTY SUPERINTENDENT
OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION, KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT OF EDU-
CATIO14*--

Ms. MCDONALD. Thank you very much.
Mr. KOGOVEIEK. The chairman was called to' the White House, I

am not sure you were aware of that, and he has 'not yet returned.
In the meantime, I am taking his place and we would like' to hear
your testimony at this point.

We have put time constraints on everyone, we have tried to get
their testimony in 5 minutes. It is hard to present Your testimony
in 5 minutes, I know, on an important subject like this, but if you
would keep that in mind:

Ms. MCDONALD. Thank' you very much. I am glad to be here in
your presence, even though the chairman had to leave.

I had intended to be with Mr. Barber this morning, 'but U.S. Air
had other plans. I will provide the written testimony to you, and
briefly summarize nowwhen I get it duplicated or when U.S. Air
locates my luggage.

Mr. KOGOVSEK. Without objection we will keep the record 'open
until it gets here.

Ms. MCDONALD. It will be a very brief summary.
I am here to address you today in support of the proposed Emer-

gency Mathematics and Science Education Act. To&y there is
widespread agreement nationally that we are fast approaching a
crisis situation.

Kentucky recognized an impending educational crisis in the
Commonwealth due to the shortage of mathematics and science
teachers. As a result, in the past year. Kentucky created a scholar-
ship loan program for college students.

We believe that while our scholarship loan program is a move in
the right direction for math and science teachers, we are only
scratching the surface.

However, the teacher shortage is a nationwide problem. The Mt.--
tional Science Commission on precollege education in math, sci-
ence, and technology, released a report which included these statis- '

tics. They reported a shortage of math teachers, and physics teach-
ers; inadequate or in some cases nonexistent equipment in the
math and science fields.
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The fact that the proposed Emergency Math and Science Educa-
tion Act strongly addresses this, contributing problem is a further
reason this bill is an essential, piece of legislation. The central
theme of this entire issue is the student himself. It has been docu
mented that student achievement in math and science is declining
as evidenced by declines in both science and math achievement
scores; declines in students prepared for postsecondary studies are
also apparent.

The Commission report also revealed that as many as one-third
of .our secondary schools do pot offer sufficient math courses to
quidify their graduates for admission to accredited engineering
schools.

As diffidult as it is to accept, the fact exists that our United
States educational system has actually regressed in that the pro-
portion of students in grades 9 to 12 enrolled in science and math
courses as compared to total enrollment has declined in the past 20
years.

In this area our schools were more effective 20 years ago than
they are today.

Another area which has the potential to exert a negative effect
on both the quality of instruction and the levels of achievement in
math and science is that of inadequate educational research in
math and science education.

Although considerable progress is being made in these areas, the
need still far outweighs present and past accomplishments in this
area. The proposed Emergency Mathematics and Science Education
Act before you also addresses this all important.aspect of the prob-
lem and is another reason I feel it is a strong and essential meas-
ure.

In closing, I would like to say to members of this committee that
the Educational Foundation of the United States desperately needs
the provisions Proposed by the bill. The proposed act would not
only provide a skilled work force for our highly technological soci-
ety in general, but would provide a skilled work force for a quality
technologically complex defense system.
- Finally, I sincerely feel that the proposed act would stimulate
the transition of our Nation from an induStrial to a highly techno-
logical society. Once again, I would like to thank the members of
this committee for allowing me to speak in support of this Matter.

Thank you very much. If you have any questions, I would be glad
to answer them.

[PrePared statement of. Alice McDonald follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT of ALICE MCDONALD, DEPUTY SUP :4:
IrlsraucrioN, KENTUCKY DEP OF EDUCATI N

OF PUBLIC

Congressman Perkins, and members of this tinguished Co Itee, I am Alice
McDonald, with the Department of Education, tate of Kentucky. I sincerely appre-
ciate the opportunity to appear before you to sepak concerning a matter of national
importance.

I wish to address you today in support of the proposed "Emergency Mathematics
and Science Education 'Act' Today, there is widespread agreement nationally that
we are fast approaching a crisis situation not unhke that the United States faced
when the Soviets launched Sputnik in 1957. Specifically, I am referring to the enor-
mous difficulties we as a nation-face in trying to meet the needs of this country in
our rapidly changing societya society that daily sees our nation become more and
More dependent upon sophisticated technology. The trend is moving toward a con-
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tinually increasing number of citizens growing up lacking the understanding and
skills needed to function in our modern technological world.. The only means by
which our nation's political and educational leaders can counter this trend is to up-
grade the quality of instruction and the levels of achievement in the areas of math-
emetics and science at both the elementary and secondary levels. To accomplish this
goal it is necessary to increase the numbers and qualifications of teachers of math-
ematics and science at these levels. The proposed:"Emergency Mathematics and Sci-
ence Education Act" should be enacted, for it is aimed at both improving instruction
and achievement levels in mathematics and science as well as alleviatmg the teach-
er shortage in these areas.

Kentucky recogniz.ed an impending educational crisis in the Commonwealth due
to the shortage of mathematics an science teachers. The state has experienced a
steady decline over the past, ten years in the production of mathematics an science
teachers. In 1971, 308 mathematics and science teachers were newly certified in
kentucky as comparred to only 110 in 1981. Approximately 20 percent of the state's
science classes are being taught by teachers who have neither a college major nor
minor in sciencp. In one area of the state, a survey showed that of 216 instructors
teaching eartliTscience only four were actually certified to teach the subject. Parallel
to these statistics, between 10' and 15 percent of Kentucky's public school math
classes are being taught by teachers out of their college fields. According to a study
conducted by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Kentucky has a
critical shortabe of physics and math teachers as well as shortages of chemistry and
earth science teachers.

As a result of that study,' in the past year Kentucky created a scholarship-loan
program for college students in their sophomore through senior years that provides
grants of $2,500 a year to attract and retain qualified teachers in the math and sci-
ence fields in grades 7-12. If the student enters teaching in the mathematics or sci-
ence areas, a year of the loanis forgiven for each year the student works as a teach
er. In the event the student does not teach, the full amount of the loan must be
repaid at an interest rate or Treaaury Bills plus 3 percent. The program is working
very well with $200,000 already loaned to more than 100 students during the pro-
gram's first year of existence. For the next year, $410,000 has been budgeted for the
continuance of the current program,and the addition of another 100 new students.

We believe that while our scholoarship-loan program is a move in the right direc-
tion, we are only scratching the surface. At least two other states and several local
governments have instituted similar programs for locating and training more math
and science teachers. However, the teacher shortage is a nationwide problem, ac-
cording to Harry Tunis, research director of the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. Tunis states that the Council's studies have shown that most states
suffer from either "shortage? or "critical shortages" for high school teachers if
biology, chemistry,. physics, general science, earth science, and math.

The National Science Board Commission on Precollege Education in mathematics.
Science, and Technology recently released a report which included some alarming
statistics. This report revealed that in 1981, 43 states of 45 responding reported a
shortage of mathematics teachers. Shortages for physics teachers were reported by

states. During the same year, 50 percent of the teachers newlyemployed nation-
wi b to teach secondary science and mathematics were actually uncertified to teach
th . : subjects. From 1971 to 1980, student teachers in science and mathematics de-

significantlya third as many in science and only a fourth as many in
math Alarmingly, only one-half of this shrinking number actually entered the
teaching profession. The Commission's report also disclosed that fully 25 percent of
those now teaching math or science expect to leave the profession in the near
future.

Inadequate or, in some cases, nonexistent equipment in the mathematics and sci-
ence fields compounds the nationwide problem or improiing instruction and increas-
ing achievement in these areas. No matter how exceptional our teachers and stu-
dents, they are sorely handicapped by outmoded instructional equipment. The fact
that the proposed "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act" strongly
addresses this contributing problem is a further reason this bill is an essential piece
of legislation.

The central theme of this entire issue is the student himself. Why is there such
alarm, almost to the point of panic, being raised, over student leiiels of achievement

mathematics and science at the elementary and secondary levels? The answers
may be derived from startling findings. .

Previously I referred to a report released last October by the National Science
Board Commission on Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science, and Technol-
ogy. Let us look at some of the other frightening data disclosed by this study. It has
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been documented that studerit achievement in math and science is declining as ail-
dented by declines in both science and math achievement scores of United States
17-Year olds in two arms: (1) declines in mathematics scores of 17-year olds, especial-
ly severe in the areas of problem-solving and applications of mathematics, and (2)
declines in mathematical and verbal Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores of stu-
dents over an 18-year period extending through 1980.

Declines in students prepared for post-secondary study are also apparent. Between
1975 and 1980 total student enrollment, at four-year colleges and universities in-
creased by seven percent, but at the same time remedial mathematics enrollments
increased by 72 percent. Nationwide at public four-year colleges, 25 percent of the
math courses offered are remedial while at community colleges this number in-
creases to 42 percent.

The Commission's report also revealed that as many as one-third of our secondary
schools do not offer sufficient mathematics courses to qualify their graduates for ad-
mission to accredited engineering schools. Nationally only one-third of our high
schools teach calculus and fewer than a third offer physics courses taught by quali-
fied physics teachers. Many educators today are concerned by the overall state of
our math and science instructional programs in this country. Not only are we con-
cerned with those students desiring to enter careers in the mathematics and science
fields, but we are equally concerned with those students who do not plan such ca-
reers. In 1980, only 9 percent of those students graduating from vocationally-orient-
ed high schools took three years of science courses, and only 18 percent took three
or more years of mathematics courses. As difficult 82 it is to accept, the fad exists
that our 'United States educational system has actually regressed in that the propor-
tion of students in grades 9 to 12 enrolled in science courses as compared to total
enrollment has declined in the past 20 years. In this area our schools were more
effective 20 years ago than they are today.

Another area which has the potential to exert 4..nigative effect upon both the
quality of instruction and the levels of achievement in mathematics and science is
that of inadequate educational research in math and science education. Although
considerable progress is being made in these areas, the need' still far outweighs
present and past accorimplishments in this area. If we do not continue to learn more
about the learning process itself and how to reach students through effective in-
structional approaches in the classroom, everything else we do will be in vain. The
proposed "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act" before you also ad-
dresses this all important aspect of the problem and is another reason I feel it is a
strong and essential measure.

Educational leaders nationwide are in agreement that the existing shortages of
mathematics and science teachers are fast approaching the critical stage. Efforts at
the local and state levels might temporarily slow this slide toward disaster, but only

pthe federal government has the ability and resources to solve the problem. Incen-
tives, such as those contained in the proposed "Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act," must ge given to teachers and prospective teachers in the math and
science areas in o er to convince them to stay in the schools. Something must be
done to halt the ering number of math and science teachers leaving education
for more lucrative jo in business and industry.

The Soviet Union's launching of an earth satellite in the 1950's convinced many
Americans of a challenge that became a matter of public policy.,The same challenge
has again been directed to the United States by way of a recent, well-publicized
comparison between the mathematics and science curricula of the two countries.
Something must be done now to provide a vital dose of adrenalin to our nation's
schools at a time when our needs m the mathematics and science areas are greater
than ever before. If we do not take immediate action to bolster programs in these
vital areas, how can we possibly claim to be serious about maintaining, or as some
might say regaining, our nation's leadership position internationally in science and
technology.

In closmg I would like to say to the members of this distinguished Committee, the
educational foundation of the United States desperately needs the provisions pro-
posed by the "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act." To delay such
action any longer could be disastrous. I urge you to act now and to pass this crucial
piece of legislation. The original National Defense Education Act of 1958 was an his-
torical document that reshaped and redirected education once before at a time when
we faced a national crisis. The measure before us today would amend the National
Defense Education Act by adding a new title and is equally as important and essen-
tial as was the original act. The proposed "Emergency Mathematics and Science
Education Act" would not only provide a skilled workforce for our highly technical
society in general but would provide a skilled workforce for an equally technologi-
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cally complex defense system. Finally, I sincerely feel that the proposed "Emergeir-7
cy Mathematics and Science Education Act" would stimulate the transition of our
nation from an industrial to a highly technological society.

Once again I would like to. thank the members of this Committee for allowing me .
to oPO4' in!:support of a matter of utmost urgency and importance to all of us in
this great: tiation..: X

Mr. KOGovsxx. Thank you for being here, Ms. McDonald.
As I indicated, your written testim will be made a part of the

record. The record will be kept open t t we receive it.
As you know, and you have had a chance to listen briefly to

some of the testimony that the previous panel gave us, we were
talking about a large monumental problem here and a problem
that will not be solved overnight.

t,

Do you have any suggestions as to what do we do? We are in a
situation here nowthis is a small part of the problemwe have
high, school students who at least in this person's mind tend to not
want to take some of the math that they should take, some of the
advanced math they should take in their third or fourth year of
high l just because their parents put emphasis on getting .

some kind f a straight A average, and consequently they know
one way to o that is not to take more difficult courses like' math
and scien.,..3

What- do ou do as an educator, as a superintendent, to solve a
probleth like that?

Ms. MCDONALD. I think educators need to take some responsibili-
ty on the local level and the standards need to be there. In Ken-
tucky in the last few months we have started a new college prep
program. In order to enter college you must have 20 credits instead
of the 18' now, and the extra 2 credits would be math and science.

If you graduate with 18 you can enter college conditionally and
in the years to come we look for several of the colleges not to take
students conditionally.

I think we are over a period of time forcing our students back
into college preparatory courses so they do not take them on a re-
medial basis.

But the problem exists in Kentucky and certainly in the South
that we do not have trained math and science teachers to put in
the -classroom. So you do find the teacher with just one or two
classes in mathematics who would be teaching mathematics
courses.

I think that that is certainly a turn-off for students, also. -
Certainly a well-trained math teacher is what a student deserves

who decides to take the course.
Mr. KOGOVSEK. Thank you very much for your testimony, Ms.

McDonald.
At this time the committee stands adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 12:37 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material for record follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF HON. LEON E. PANKITA, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS
- FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA °

The economic statistics of these difficult times have become typically familiar, but
the statistics on math and science education, which are integrally related to our
current economic hardship, have until now not received the same amount of att9n-
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tion. Only recently have we become familiar with the fact that oitr the paet .15
years, Japan and West Germany have doubled their output of scientists and engi-
neers, while the decade of the 1970's saw the number of Ph. D.'s in physics awarded
by American universities drop by almost half; the fact that Japan, with only half
our population, now graduates more engineers than we do; and the figures on the,
serious shortage of math and science teachers on the elementary and secondary a
well as college and university levels.

The prescription for 'this alarming situation is clear The federal government'
must spark a new commitment te math and science education similar to that which
followed the launch of the first Sputnik. H.R. 30 represents an excellent initiative
for focusing national attention and effort on this problem, and for developing correc-
tive measures on the elementary and secondary levels as well as in higher educa-
tion. I commend Chairman Perkins, Congressmen Simon'im. Goodhng/and the
others who have worked on this measure, which has alma. v.o.,ived a large degree
of bipartisan support, and hope that it will gain quick app

However, (.;would like to focus today on one aspect ef the n ath/science education
issue which,In-spite of the current debate, has not in my view received adequate
attention. This is the matter of the math/science "gender gap," the tremendous dis-
parity in the number of males and females who study these subjects and who
pursue careers which are math- or science-related. The decline of math and science
among our nation's students is alarming, but the statistics on women and girls are
staggering in their implications.

On the elementary and secondary 4 el: Girls consistently score 50 points lower
than boys on the math sections of tn.,. holastic Aptitude Teat usually required for
college admission, although scores the verbal sections are basically equivalent. 4
percent of boys but only 1 percent of girls score between 700 and 800 (the top score)
m math; 16 percent of boys but only 8 percent of girls score between 600 and 699.
Obviously this has a significant effect on the quality of higher education which
these girls are able to receive, and on their subsequent careers. Of the :one million
college-bound students who took the SAT's in 1981, two-thirds of the boys but only
one-half of the girls had four years of high school matha necessity for a college
degree in most math- or science-related fields, and advisable for many other areas of
study as well.

In higher education: Women earned 350 bachelor's degrees in engineering in 1970,
0.7 percent of the total. By 1980 that number had risen only to 6,100, 10 percent of
the total. In 1980-81, the mean score on the quantitative section of the. Graduate
Record Examination (GRE), required for admission to most graduate programs, was
563 of a possible 800 for males, but only 484 for females. In 1979-80, doctorates in
math were awarded to 624 men and 100 women (13.8 percent of the total); in phys-
ics, to 756 men and 62 women (7.6 percent); in engineering, to 2,412 men and 95
women (3.8 percent).

In the professions: In 1980, only 4 percent of engineers were women; women aver-
aged 11.4 percent across all science and engineering fields. A study cited in Science
magazine m 1981 found that women had higher unemployment rates and lower sal-
aries than men in all fields of science and engineering, at all degree levels, and at
all levels of experience, and that these disparities widened with higher degree levels
and with years of experience. The study concluded, "Graduate enrollments indicate
continuing increases over at least the next several years in degree awards to
women, but their access to equal employment and advancement opportunities is not
yet assured." Overall, women earn $0.59 for every dollar earned by men.

The question of whether the inherent math/science abilities of Males and females
differ is still unresolved, although recent studies have found that boys are no better
than girls at mathematical reasoning. In fact, most studies have found no differ-
ences in achievement through the junior high school level, although significant dif-
ferences develop by the end of high schooldifferences which may well be due. to
boys' higher participation in math classes and activities, rather than to biological
factors.

What is clear, however, is, that social and educational factors play a major role in
girls' decisions to enroll in math and science at the secondary school level and in
their progress in these courses, and thus influence heavily their participAtion in
higher levels of math/science education and the shape of their future careers. One
Educational Testing Service researcher found so-called "math anxiety" not among
female high school students, but among teachers and counselors who refrain from
encouraging even talented girls to pursue math- and science-related educations and
careers. The study also found that girls who take advanced placement high school
math courses often choose not to take the College Board Advanced Placement exam-
ination, which can translate that achievement into college credit or placement. A
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University of Michigan researcher found thPt girls are twice as likely as boys to
drop math in high school, regardless of their ability. A Northwestern University re-
searcher noted that even the most talented and productive female math students
get "mixed messages" from educators concerning possible careers in math. Obvious-
ly, the truth about inherent sex-related differences in math aid science ability
cannot be determined until the external factors, the disparities in educational treat-
ment and social acceptance, are eliminated.

Clearly, the funds authorized under H.R. 30 can be used to help correct this situa-
tion. Teachers can be made more aware of the different treatment given to males
and females in math/science education, and of the need to attract and retain girls'
and women's interest in these fields. Programs can be developed on all educational
levels to increase women's knowledge and skills in math and science, and to boost
their self-confidence in pursuing careers in these fields.

Such off must not be viewed simply as a gesture to women, or even simply as
a matter/of eq 'ty. It is a question of maintaining the principle of equal opportunity
in education an in the workplace, but it is also a question of economic necessity,
We simply cannot afford to waste the talents of any of our young people if our econ-
omy is to recover and our productivity to increase. I am hopeful that H.R. 30 and
other efforts now underway to improve the status of math and science education' in
this country will help to close this math/science "gender gap," will encourage girls
and women with exceptional talents in math and science to make use of those abili-
ties, and by widening their range of options and opportunities, improve the quality
of life for all of us.

THE SECRETARY,
Washington, D.C.

HON. THOMAS P. O'NEILL, JR.,
Speaker of the House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SPEAKER: Enclosed for consideration of the Congress is a bill entitled the
"Science and Mathematics Teacher Development Act of 1983." Also enclosed is a
section-by-section analysis of the bill.

The purpose of the bill is to increase the competence of American secondary
students in science and mathematics by 'narrowing the gap between the current
supply of qualified secondary school teachers of science and mathematics and the
current need for such teachers. The bill would authorize science and mathematics
block grant assistance to States for scholarships to be awarded to individuals who can
become qualified, within one year to teach science or mathematics at the secondary
level, in grades nine through twelve.

I believe that in the past year or two the Nation has reached a broad consensus that
our students shquld .achieve increased competence in science and mathematics.
However, there is a growing gap between the supply of teachers qualified to teach
these subjects at the secondary school level and the need for such teachers. This is a
significant barrier to improvement, and the gap will only widen as States and
localities raise their standards and requirements for students in these subjects. Yet, I
believe that raising standards and requirements is essential if we are to maintain
America'stechnological edge, and prepare our young people to function effectively in
tomorrow's technological society.

Testimony presented to the Department's NatiOnal Commission on Excellence in
Education by the President of the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA)
sheds additional light on this subject. According to NSTA data, for the ten-year period
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1971-1980 there wan a 64 percent decline in the average number of science teachers
trained annualy to teach in secondary schools. The comparable figure for mathemat-
ics teachers is 78 percent. Despite declining student enrollments, States continue to
report shortages of math and science teachers. In addition, it has been estimated that
there are about 10,000 individuals currently teaching math and science courses in
secondary schools who are not fully qualified to do so.

These statistics point to the need to expand our pool of potential new math and
science teachers to include teachers now certified in other subject and 'individuals
from business and industry with subject matter competence but who lack pedagogical
experience. This bill provides financial assistance that will enale such individuals to
receive the necessary instruction to become qualified.

The bill would authorize assistance of $50 million per year for four years. The funds
would be distributed to the States on the basis of the number of children aged fourteen
through seventeen residing in the Statea fonhula designed to reflect the number of
high school-aged students. Federally recognized Indian tribes would also be eligible to
apply directly for block grant funds.

Under section 5 of the bill, any State desiring to receive a grant would be required to
submit an annual Proposed Use Report. The purpose of this report is to assure
accountability to the citizens of each State. In this report the State would describe how
it would use the funds to address the purposes of the Actthat is, how the State's
program would improve the quality of secondary school science and mathematics
instruction by meeting the need for additional qualified teachers, especially in areas
wher there is a shortage of teachers or where there are plans to increase science or
mathematics enrollments or graduation requirements.

In those cases in which the State chose to operate the program through local
educational agencies, the Proposed Use Report would describe how the funds would be
distributed to local educational agencies. In addition to a number of standard
assurances, the report would also describe how the State would provide students
attending private secondary schools equitable opportunities to benefit from the State's
program. Each report after the first would contain an assessment of the State's
program. The bill would require the report to be made public prior to its submission to.
the Secretary.

Section 8 of the bill describes the authorized u e of f)nds provided under this Act. It
provides that the funds would be used for schola hips that would enable recipients to
receive the instruction needed to become qualifi h science or mathematics in
public or private secondary schools.

The funds are intended for individuals who can quickly become qualified to teach
science or mathematics. Eligible individuals must hold a bachelor's degree and must
be able to become qualified to teach math or science at the secondary level within one
year. Prime candidates for these scholarships include teachers currently qualified in
fields other than science and mathematics, including those who are teaching math-
ematics or science courses on a provisional basis but are not certified in these subject
areas who lack the academic preparation necessary to teach.

The assistance provided to a State under this Act could be used to pay for no more
than $5,000 per individual scholarship. Although the bill would not require States or
localities to match Federal funds, we anticipate that the funds provided under this Act
would be supplemented by funds from State, local and private sources. With the
assistance provided under this bill, we estimate that some 10,000 teachers could be
trained each year.

In order to ensure that the funds are used to train individuals who will teach, the
bill would reuire the State of, local educational agencies to condition selection as a
scholarship recipient upon that person'e agreement to teach science or mathematics
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for a reasonable period of time in a particular school. The bill would also authorize
waiver or modification of these agreements in circumstances proscribed by the State
or local educational agencies. The bill would not require scholarship recipients to
teach for a specified number of years because we believe that the typo of commitment
to be required of recipients is a determination that is properly left to State and local
discretion

In requiring a State to provide for equitable opportunities to students. attending
ptivate secondary schools to benefit from the State's program, the bill makes itclear
that no funds provided under this Act could be used for religiouk worship, instruction,
proselytization, or any activity of a school of divinity. The bill would also require the
State to take account of the relative numbers and needs of these students in providing
for their equitable participation in the program.

The bill also includes provisions which would make certain sections of the General
Education Provisions Act applicable (section 6); require each State to provide for
audits every two years of all activities supported under this Act (section 7); and define
a number of terms used in the Act (section 11). Section 12 would provide that the Act
shall take effect October 1, 1983 and shall expire October 1, 1987. The bill does not
contain a nondisciimination provision because the programs aneVactivities funded
under this Act would be subject to the civil rights statutes as programs and activities
receiving Federal financial assistance.

The Department of Education recommends prompt and favorable action on this bill.
This bill would improve the quality of education by providing immediate assistance to
States and localities to met their critial and growing needs for additional qualified
science and mathelhatica teachers.

The Office of Management and Budget advises the enactment of this proposed
legislation would be in accord with the program of the President.

An identical letter is being sent to the president of the Senate,
Sincerely,

T. H. BELL.

A Buz

To increase the competence of American secondary students in science and math-
ematics by narrowing the gap between the current supply of qualified teachers of
science and mathematics at the secondary level and the current need for such
teachers, and for other purposes.

Be it enacted by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States
in Congress assembled That this Act may be cited as the "Science and Mathematics
Teacher Development Act of 1983".

Puaposz

Sec. 2. The purpose of this Act is to improve the quality of science and mathemat-
ics instruction in the United States by helping States and localities meet the critical
need for additional 4jualified science and mathematics teachers at the secondary
level, particularly in areas where there is a shortage of such teachers, and by
making it possible for States and localities to increase science or mathematics en-
rollments or graduation requirements at the secondary level.

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 3. For the purpose of carrying out this Act there are authorized to be appro-
priated $50,000,000 for each of fiscal years 1984,1985, 1986, and 1987.

31
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irrATIC ALLOTMENTS

Sec. 4. (a) From the Hinds appropriated under SeCtion 8 for any fiscal year, the
Secretary may reserve not more than one per contum for grants to the Insular
Areas. The Secretary shall apportion the amount reserved for the Insular Areas ac-
cording to their respective needs for assistance.

(b) From the remainder, the Secretary shall allot to each State (excluding the In-
sular Areas) an amount which bears the same ratio to that remainder as the
number of persons aged fourteen through seventeen, inclusive, residing in the State
bears to the number of those persond in all the States (excluding the Insular Areas).

(cXI) The Secretary may reallot all or a portion of a State a allotment for any
fiscal year if the State does not submit a Proposed Use Report under section 5, or
informs the Secretary that it does not need the full amount of its allotment for that
Wel year. The Secretary may ,fix one or more' dates during a fiscal yoar upon

hic make reallotments.
e Secretary may reallot funds to one or more States that have a current

need r additional funds under this Act. Any funds reallotod to another State shall
d med not to be part of its regular allotment for the fiscal year in which it re-

ce ves the, reallotted funds.
( ) For the purpose of detereiining allotments under this section, the population

ag fourteen through seventeen, inclusive, residing in any State shall be based on
the latest data that are satisfactory to the Secretary.

(eXI) The Secretary shall allot to each Indian tribe, which submits a Proposed Use
Report that meets the requirements of section 5, an amount which bearsthe same
ratio to thq allotment of the State or States in which the tribe is located as the
number of members of the Indian tribe aged fourteen through seventeen, inclusive,
residing in that State or States bears to the number of persons aged fourteen
through seventeen, inclusive,-residing in t e State or States.

12) The secretary shall reduce the amo nt allotted to a State or States under sub-
section (b) y the amount allotted to an I dian tribe under paragraph (1). ,

(3) For ,purposes of this subsection, e term "Indian tribe means any Indian
tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community, including any Alaska
Native village, which is recognized by e Secretary of the Interior as having special
rights and ponsibilities, and is recognized as eligible for the unique services pro-
vided by th Division of Indian Affairs to Indians because of their status as Indians.

PROPOSED USE REPORT .

Sec. 5. (a) Any State desiring to receive a grant authorized b this Act dur ng any
fiscal year shall submit to the Secretary, an annual Pro,posed Use Report w ich de-
scribes how the-funds under this Act will be used. The Proposed Use Report must ,

(1) describeA
(A) how the? , tate's program will achieve the purposes of this Act, as well as the

State's s goals-
tate, or

ly, how funds will

ttending private schools \

(B)(i) how th funds awarded under this Act will be used by th
(ii) to the extent the State will not operate the program

be distributed to local educational agencies; and
(C) how the State will provide secondary, level students

equitable opportunities to benefit from the State's program
(2) contain assurances that the State will
(A) provide for such methods of administration as are ecessary for the proper

and efficient administration of programs under this Act;
, (B) provide for such fiscal control and fund accounting procedures as are neces-
sary to ensure proper disbursement and use of Federal funds paid to the State; and
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(C) maintain continuing public administrative direction and control over fluids
used to benefit students attending privateechools.

(b) Each Proposed Ilea Report (after the first) must contain an assessment of the
success of the State's program during the preceding year, including an assessment
of the extent to which the State met the purposes of this Act as well as the specific
goals it established for that preceding year.

(c) Prior to submitting the Proposed Uso Report to the Secretary the State shall
makerit public in a manner that facilitates comment from interested agencies,
groups, and individuals.

GENERAL EDUCATION PROVISIONS

Sec. 6. Only the following sections of the General Education Provisions Act shall
apply to programs and activities conducted under this Act: sections 412(a) and (b),
416, 416, 417, 420, 422(a) (1) and (2), 426(a), 432, 437, 438, 489, 440, 461, 452, 464, 455,
and 466.

AUDITS

Soc. 7. Each State shall provide for independent financial and compliance audits
of all programs and activities supported with Federal funds awarded under this Act.
These audits shall be conducted at least every two years and in accordance with
standard& preacribed by the Comptroller General. Reports of those audits shall be
available to the public.

USE OF FUNDS

Sec. 8. (a) The State shall use its grant, either directly or through local education-
al agencies, to increase the number of teachers who are qualified to teach science or
mathematics at the secondary level in public or private schools, by awarding schol-
arship; which will enable the recipients to receive necessary instruction at institu-
tions of higher education.

(b)1) For each scholarship recipient a State may use funds under this Act to pay a
portion or the total amount of the scholarship (ncluding tuition and stipend) pro-
vided to the recipient to enable the recipient to acquire the necessaryvelifications
to teach science or mathematics at the secondary level.

(2) A State may not use funds under this Act to provide instruction to a scholar-
ship red lent for more than one period of twelve consecutive months or to pay more
than $6,111 toward the total amount of the scholarship.

SCHOLARSHIP RECIPIENTS

Sec, 9. (a) A State may select as a scholarship recipient only a person who at the
time the scholarship is awarded

(1) has at least a Bachelor's degree; and
(2) lacks the qualifications to teach science or mathematics at the secondary level

in public or private schools in that State, but can become qualified within one year.
(b) A State or local educational agency (unless the State determines otherwise)

shall condition selection as a scholarship recipient upon that person's agreement to
teach science or mathematics at the secondary level for a reasonable period of time
in a public or private school determined by the State or the local educational agency
to have a need for such a teacher. A State or loc.aly educational agency may waiveor
modify a scholarship recipient's agreement in circumstances prescribed by the State
or local educational agency.

(c) A State may require a local educatiOnal agency or private, school at which a
scholarship recipient will teach to contribute a portion of the total amount of the
scholarship (including tuition and stipend).

(d) Nothing in this Act shall be construed to require a scholarship recipient tc
. become certified under State law.

PARTICIPATION OF STUDENTS IN PRIVATE SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Sec. 10. (a) The State shall provide to secondary level students attending private
schools opportunities to benefit from its program that are equitable compared to the
opportunities offered to secondary level students attending public schools, takini
into account the relative numbers and needs of those student populations.

(b) No funds under this Act may be used for any religious worship, instruction, of
proselytization, or any activity of a school or department of divinity.
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non Nrrnias

Sec. 11, As use In this Act
(1) Thil term "State" includes, in addition to the several Stated, the District of Co-

lumbia, the Commonwealth of. Puerto Rico, the Virgin Islands, ()twin, Anierican
Samoa, the Northern Mariana Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific
lands

(2) The term "secondary level" means grades nine through twelve../ (3) The term "science" means the natural sciences.
(4) Tho term "mathematics" means all branches of mathematics, including com-

puter science.
(5) Tho term "local educational agency" means
(A) a public board of education) or other public authority legally constituted within

a State for either administrative control of or direction of, or to perform service
functions for, public secondary schools in

(i) it city, county, township, school distrist, or other political subdivision of a State;
or

(ii) such combination of lichaol districts or counties a State recognizes as an ad-
ministrative agency for its public secondary schools; or

(B) any other public institution or agency that has administrative control and di-
rection of a public secondarY school.

(6) The term "Insular area", merunsCuam, American Samoa, the Virgin Islands,
the Northern Mariana' Islands, and the Trust Territory of the Pacific Ishuido.

(7) The term "institution of higher education" means an institution of higher edu-
cation as defined by section 1201 of the Higher Education Act of 1965, as amended.

(8) The term "school or department 'of divinity" m s ustitution or compo-
nent or an institution whose program is specifically o_ the education of students to
prepare them to enter into a religious vocation \Or:Ain:Tare them to teach theological
subjects.

107ECIIVE DATE AND EXPIRATION DATE

Sec. 12. This Act shall take effect on October 1, 1983, and shall expire on October
1, 1987.

SCIENCE AND Manixamrics TEACH= DEVELOPMENT ACT

SECTION-BY-SECTION ANALYSIS

Section 2. Section 2 of the bill would state the purpose of the Act to be the im-
provement of the quality of science and mathematics instruction in the 'United
States by helping States and localities to meet the critical need for additional nufn-
bers of such teachers at the secondary level, particularly in areas where there is a
shortage of such teachers, and by making it possible for States and localities to in-
crease science or mathematics enrollments or graduation requirements at the sec-
ondary level. To this purpose, the Act would authorize assistance to
States to pay the echo tope for persons to qualify as teachers of science or
mathematics at the ndary level.

Section 3. Section 3 of the bill would authorize annual appropriations under this
Act of $50,000,000 for fiscal years 1984 through 1987.. .

Section 4. Section 4 of tile bill would prescribe heir funds appropriated under this
Act would be allotted to the States and Insular Areas. First, the Secretary would be
authorized to reserve for grants to the Insular Areas not more than one percent of
the amount appropriated. From the remainder, the Secretary would be required to
allot funds to the States according to the ratio that the number of persons aged
fourteen through seventeen, inclusive, residing in the State bears to the number of
such persons residing in all of the States. If a State chose not to participate in this
program, or indicated that it would not need the full amount of its allotinent for
any fiscal year, the Secretary would be authorized to reallot those funds to one or-
more States that had a current need for the funds. In addition, federally recognized
Indian tribes would be authorized to receive funds directly under this Act.

Section 5. Section 5 of the bill describes the annual Proposed Use Report a State
would be required to submit to the Secretary in order to participate in this
The report would describe how the funds under this Act will be used. In irdronn,
the report would describe how the States would achieve the general purposes of the
Act as well as the State's specific goals; how the State would use the funds awarded
under the Act, or, to the extent the State did not operate the program directly, how
funds would be distributed to local educational agencies; and how the State would

%SQA
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provide secondary level students attending prirote schools equitable opportunities to
benefit from the State's program. The report would also include assurances regard-
ing proper administration, fiscal control, and accounting procedures. Each report,
after the first, would contain an assessment of the success of the State's program
during the preceding fiscal year. The report would be made public in the State.

Section 6. Section 6 of the bill would make certain sections of the General Educa-
tion Provisions Act applicable to programs and .activ;ities conducted under this Act

Section 7., Section 7 of the bill would provide for independent audits of all pro-
grams and activities supported with Federal funds awarded under this Act.

Section 8. Section 8 of the bill would provide for the use of funds awarded under
the Act. The State would be required to use fits. grant, either directly or through
local educational agencies,-to increase the number of teachers who are ,qualified to
teach science or mathematics at the secondary level in public or .private schools in
the State, by awarding scholarships which would enable recipients to receive limes-
sary instruction at institutions of higher education. A State would be authorized to
use fundi awarded under the 'Act to pay a portion or the total amount of each schol-

, arship (including tuition and stipend). The period covered by a scholarship would be
no more than one period of twelve consecutive months, and the Federal funds would
pay o more than $5,000 toward the total amount of the scholarship.

Section.9. Section 9 of the bill would require that scholarship recipients have at
least a Bachelor's degree and, at the time the scholarship is awarded, lack qualifica-
tions to teach science or mathematics at the secondary level, but be, able to become
qualified within one year. In order to ensure that the secondary school populations
with the greatest need for additional science or matheiniatics teachers benefit from
this program,- a State or a local educational agency would be required to condition
selection as a scholarship recipient upon the recipient's agreement to teach science
or mathematids at the secondary leveL for a reasonable period of time in a public or
private school determined by the State or the local educational agency to have a .

need for euch a teacher. In addition, a State would be, authorized to require a local
educational agency or private school at which a scholarship recipient would teach to
contribute a portion of the total amount of the scholarship. The bill clarifies that it
would not require a scholarship recipient to become certified under State law.

Section 10. Section -10 of the bill would require the State to provide secondary
level students attending private schools opportunities to benefit.from its program.
These opportunities would have to be equitable compared to the opportunities of-
fered to secondary level students attending public schools, taking into account the
relative numbers and needs of those student populations. Section 11 woukl also pro-
hibit funds awarded 'under this Act from being used for any religious worship, in-
stitiction, or proselytizaticn, or any activity of a school or department of divinity.

Section 11. Section 11 of the bill would define -a number of terms used in the Act.
The terms "science" would be defined as the natural sciences and "mathematics" as
all branches of mathematics, including' computer science. The term "secondary
level" would be defined to meanigrades nine through twelve.

Section 12. Section 12 of the-bill would set an effective date of October 1, 1983 for
,the Act and an expiration date of October 1, 1987.

PRAPARED STATEMENT or Gov. EDMUND G. Blom; ZE.:, Goverar, on; STATE OF
CALLTORMA

We are now in the midst of a revolution that will surpass in its magnitude the
industrial revolution of the 19th century. Driven by advances in microelectronics
and telecommunication's, our society is transforming itself and fundamentally
changing the way it works and organizes itself.

The evidence for this revolution is most clear if you examine the .changing struc-
ture of our workforce: in 1870, 70 percent of all Americans worked on farms; today
just 3 percent do. Rather, 70 percent of all Americans today work in the service .
sector of our economythat is, they manage information.

As these statistics illustrate, in the post-industrial economy, wealth will not
derive from a mere abundance of resources but from peoplefrom human intelli-
gence. Innovationthe source of increased productivity, and theref ef qualitative
growthcomes from human creativity. V It is imperative that t United States
invest in people in order to preserve its leadership in technologi ovation. .

The need4or sound investment in education and job t dranciatized by two
factors: the large number of jobs which will be affected e new technologies and
the jobs which disappear as a result ,of modernized°
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Our first need will be to educate millions of *people in technical, engineering and
computer science fields. The Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the greatest job
growth in the 1980s will be in such careers as computer programming, engineering
and related fields.

We will also need to provide more sophisticated .education for millions more office
workers. The Xerox Cororation has estimated that over 60 percent of the workers in
the 'next ten years will require a familiarity with computers to perform their job.

As the- new technologies spread into the manufacturing sectors, many existing-
jobs will either disappear or significantly change character. Business Week maga-
zine estimates that over 45 million American jobs will disappear or change sign3fi-
cantly because of technology during the next two decades.

What this adds up to is a need for a massive investment in education and job-
training and retraining in this decade.

As a first step, we must set as a national goal that we equal the educational
achievements of our international competitors. Pr :aently, we lag seriously behind as
these statistics indicate:

The school year in Europe and Jan is anywhere from one to two months longer
than the school year in the United States.

American students.study one-third to one-half the math and science studied by
young people in Japan and the Soviet Union.

The National Science Foundation reports that five million Soviet students study
calculus in high school, compared to only 500,000 Americans studying calculus in
high school or college.

The National Council of Mathematics Teachers and the National Science Teach-
ers Association report that 50 percent of the teachers being hired to teach math and
physics are unqualified.

Japan graduates more electronic engineers per year than we do, with half the
population.

Clearly, what we have here is a national crisis of monumental proportions. And
there is no quick, cheap or easy fix to this decline in educational standards and
achievement. We need to mobilize the national will to invest in education and job-
trainUnfoing.

rtunately, the need for investment comes at a time when current fiscal reali-
ties have led to a declining revenue base for our education system. Our iehools are
characterized by shortages of qualified teachers, inadequate classroom space, outdat-
ed curricula and obsolete equipment. The Federal Government is decimating its sup-
port and leadership, while State treasuries nationwide are being drained by the re-
cession. Private sector support has focused only on the apex of the educational
system, the universities. We must reverse this tidethe Federal, State and local
governments, labor and business must join hands to invest in education and job
training.

I am proud to say that in California, during my last year as Governor, we did
mobilize the will to invest in people even during times of budget cuts. A year ego
last January, I introduced a program called "Investment in People." I am enclosing
a summary of this program, so I will only review it very quickly here.

This program designated $132 million in funding for education and. job - training
programs for Californians. The program covers four areas:

1. Elementary and Secondary Schools: I joined with the State Board of Education
and the Superintendent of Public Instruction to call for higher fnath and science
standards in the school of California. This year, the Board of Education has taken
up the call and issued model high school graduation requirements which include
three years each of math and science, and one semester of computer science, in ad-
dition to English, history and foreign language.

The major obstacle to the implementation of these standards is a serious teacher
shortage in California, and in the United States. Therefore, funds were allocated to
train teachers in mathermatics and science and to improve the skills of existing

^ math and science teachers.
Almost $10 million was allocated for a statewide network of 15 Teacher Education

and Computer Centers, along with 44 satellite locations, to provide in-service train-
ing for teachers in math; science and computer studies. In the last six months alone
270 teachers were trained as credentialed math teachers. Twenty-five percent of the
secondary schools are being supported as they purchase inservice training for teach-
ers in math, science and computer education. In addition to the fifteen regional
Computer Demonstration Centeisea statewide software clearinghouse, has been es-
tablished to purchase, evaluate and disseminate computer software.

To further aid schools in their purchase of computers, I also signed legislation
which Provides tax credit of 25 percent of the fair market value of 'a computer
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donated to schools. It is my hope that by. the time this tax credit expires in June of
1984, 40,000 comptiters will have been provided to California's primary and second-
ary schools. This is a relatively modest goal, but one that is reasonable given the
quantity and quality of trained teachers in the state.

2. Job-training: In 1979, I created the California Worksite Education and Training
Act (CWETA) to tie jobs and training more closely together. CWETA is a unique
program because it is based on the real life deinands of specific businesses. Instead
of providing funds to train workers irrespective of the existence of employment,
CWETA begins with an employer who needs workers and who commits to hire or
upgrade those completing a specially designed training program given thiough a
local community college. Through CVVWfA, 12,000 Californians have been trained to
work in growing industries such as electronics, aerospace and health. More than
2,600 employers, and 27 community college campuses have participated in the pro-
gram since its inception.

The ,,Investment in People program °funded an expansion in (Vt.:TA-type pro-
grams initiated by the community colleges. In addition, four business/labor advisory
councils were funded on a pilot basis to review community college curricula for
their relevance to the changing workplace.

8. Training for Displaced Workers: The Investment in People program also includ-
ed funds for increased employthent preparation and job search assistance programs
for displaced workers. More than twenty Displaced Workers Reemployment Centers
have been established around the state, with support from private industry. In one
such effort, General Motors and the United Auto Workers have contributed $8 mil-
lion to retrain workers.

In addition, I signed legislation to set aside $55 million of the state's Unemploy-
ment Insurance fund for job training for diSplaced workers. This money will be allo-
cated to workeite based training, followinghe concept of the CWETA program out-
lined above.

4. University. Education: Our universities are suffering from inadequate classroom
space, 'obsolete equipment and shortages of qdalified faculty which prevent many
students from receiving training in engineering and computer science. To enter an
engineering program at the UniVersity of California requires a 4.0 Grade Point
Average because the demand for these programs so far exceeds the -capacity ,ef the
universities to supply them.

Therefore, the Investment in People program inchided a small amount of funding,
$3 3 million, to update the California State University and University of California
systems' engineering programs and to provide engineering scholarships. Theselunds
have been used to match private sector donations. On one campus, California State
University at San Luis Obispo, Investment in People funds established a Computer-
Aided Productivity Center, attracting $1.5 million in private donations.

In addition to these funds, the University of California has received $4 Million for
,the MICRO (Microelectronic Innovation and* Computer Research Opportunities) pro-
gram. This provides industry-univereity matching grants for basic research and an

.nia, Berkley pus also received $2.3 million in funds to equip Cory Hall with
engineering anAcomputer sciences scholarship program. The University of Califor-
nia,

of the art microelectronics and computer-aided design equipment.
This package of initiatives illustrates the types of programs other States could

adopt to prepare, the nation's workforce for the information economy. The federal
government's role should be to recommend standards of achievement, based on in-
ternational comparisons, and, to provide funds in the form of "technology education
block grants" to help the States -implement the progranis needed to reach those
standards. The private sector must also increase its involvement in education and
job-training at all levels, supplying computer hardware and software, trained facul-
ty and research grants and equipment.

But money is not the only requirement to raise the educational standards of
Americans. Our nation must also recapture its commitment to excellence, to disci-
pline and to hard work. We have to transform ourselves once again into a nation of
citizens, not mere constuners. For our goal, our shared vision, must be of a truly
democratic society of informed people who use technology for human and spiritual
values and participate in the basic decisions that affect our lives. , .
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GREENUP COUNTY SCHOOLS,
Greenup, Ky., January 18, 1981

CARL D. PERKINS,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D! C.

Dean Ma. Pmnim I will gladly endorse H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics
and Science Educition Act, to improve mathematics and science instruction in the
elementary and secondary schools.

We especially need assistance at the state or regional level in developing inservice
education models for teachers grades six, seven, and eight. Many of our elementary
teachers do not feel that they have the background to conduct adequate programs at
this level for the more advanced students. Certainly, the better student should have
completed. Algebra I by the end of the eighth grade if they are to pursue a program
in engineering, science, or mathematics.

At the resent time, Greenup County High School has an adequate number of sci-
ence but we are far short of the number needed in mathematics. We con-
duct thirty-five classes in mathematics and feel that if all the students needing ad-
vanced mathematics were in the desired claims, that we should be offering at least
five or six more classes.

Of the thirty-five classes we do teach, twelve are taught 'by teachers without a
major or minor in mathematics. We also had some difficulty in finding a teacher
adequately prepared to teach computer literacy and programming classes. I am con-
cerned that as the economy improves, we may lose some of our science teachers to
more lucrative salaries in private industry..

Perhaps H.R. 30 will provide for inservice training of teachers currently employed,
by providing for tuition payments or stipends for workshops and summer institutes.
The post-secondary provisions would help provide replacements for teachers lost to
private industry as the economy improves.

I am sure that most Eastern Kentuckians approve of the President's plan for up-
grading the Armed Forces and providing a stronger defense. Most of us would agree
that the Armed Forces conduct good job training programs and provide valuable
work experiences for all service personnel, but we do not believe that they should
have to conduct remedial education programs or that they should have to teach
basic science and mathematics classes.

The high technology weapons systems of today's Armed Forces are useless unless
we have personnel with a sound background in science and mathematics to operate
them. H.R. 30 will help insure the defense of our way of life and the nation. .

Increased emolhnent in science and mathematics classes that would come with
improved programs would provide a better trained labor pool and encourage indus-1
tries to locate in Eastern Kentucky. We need people trained in science and technol-
ogy to make wiser use of our limited resources in this area.

Respectfully yours,
H. JACK WEBB,

Superintendent.

Congressman CARL D. Psalms,
House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C.

Drat Mn. Psalms: I was glad to hear the good news of your introduction of H.R.
80, Thlkgmergency Mathematics and Science Education Act. This bill will address
the probliiiis, faced by many echoed administrators throughout the nation, fewer
math teachers and science teachers for elementary and secondary schools.

As you are well aware, there defintely is a shortage of math and science teachers
in the Commonwealth of Kentucky in spite of the grants offered through the De-
partment of Education by Superintendent of Instruction, Raymond Barber. By pro-
viding funds to summer teacher institutes and funds for upgrading of laboratory
equipment and facilities I feel this would give people the opportunity to better edu-
cate themselves and better to prepare our young people for the future.

In our own. system this past school year I had a math teacher at the high school
take a year leave of absence. The Morgan County Board of Education had a difficult
task of finding a certified math teacher to replace this person.

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS,
West Liberty, Ky., January 17, 1981



Hopefully this bill will become a reality in the near future and if I can be of help
please let me know.

Sincerely,
EARL Run,

Superintendent, Morgan County' Schools.

WRITTEN STATEMENT BY FRANK PRESS, PREFIDIENT, NATIONAL ACADEMY ovAcnoicas

Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to have this opportunity to present views on H.R. 80,
a bill entitled the "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act." I would

. like to use this opportunity to comment not only upon the provisions . of this pro-
posed measure but also to share my concerns on the state of science and mathemat-
ics education, especially as they relate to our future economic and social develop.
meat. As was recently pointed out by the National Science Board's Commission on
Precollege Education in Mathematics, Science and Technology, "there is an escalat-
ing awareness that our educational systems are facing inordinate difficulties in
tr to meet the needs of the nation in our changing and increasingly technologi-

society."
It is gratifying that your Subcommittees have taken this step, Mi. Chairman, to

recognize the need for national initiatives to confront the problem of falling school
achievements in science and mathematics. Historically, as a nation we have repeat-
edly affirmed through our actions the role of education in making the best use of
our human resources. We have valued excellence in education. Indeed, no nation
has ever attempted what we have done: to create an educational system unparal-
leled in its scope, complexity, and ambitions. .

Today, however, we have become acutely aware that our educational system is
troubled. We are learning that the skills which at one time helped to ee a life-
time of productive work have become in part anachronistic, made so 117-2the rapid
technological transformation now occuring in the American economy.

As you know, the National Academies of Sciences and Engineering sponsored a
convocation in May 1982 to consider the state of precollege education in mathemat-

. ics and science in the United States. Leaders.from all levels of government, business
and industry, labor, science and ,education Bp* to their concerns that America's
schools are failing to provide a majority of students with the owledge, and skills
needed for productive lives in a changing technological world The collective, views
of that convocation moved beyond the mere discussion of the issues, suggesting solu-
tions and identifying institutional responsibilities for achieveing them.

The Bureau of Labor- Statistics tells us that jobs requiring technological skills are
among the fasteat growing. Employment -trends over the past several decades are
especially revealing of the changes ta*.lace. At the height of the war boom in
the early 1940s, the goods-producing sectors of the :U.S. economy accounted for 69
percent of the employed labor force; in 1980, they accounted for 82 percent.

The most publicized shift wiffihe mechanization of agriculture. A second striking
shift has occurred in manufacturing-,--frouka high of 41 percent of all employment
in 1943 down to 22 percent at present. Of all the new jobs added to the economy
from 1969 to 1976, 90 percent were in services. Even the nature of jobs in the tradi-
tional smokestack industies (automobiles, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, textiles,
etc.) is changing. For example; financial, legal, and accuntimg services, markehng,
management consulting, and communications make up about 60 percent of the work
force of General Electric; this means that only 40 percent of employees are engaged
in the direct manufacture' f the tens of thousands of General Electric products.

.One speaker at the Academies' convocation stated that precollege mathematics_
and science education is as important today for nonprofessional jobs, such as techni-
cian, machine operator, plant mechanic, .process operator, and the like, as it is for .

future scientisb3 and engineers. Similar views were expressed by many senior corpo-
rate executives who attended this convocation. Such trends and the shift of the
economy toward services will make it more difficult for the undereducated to fmd a
niche in our society.

Yet what is happening' in our school system presents a serious contradition. The
evidence takes several forms, much of which was aptly summarized in the Commit-

, tee's report in the last Congress on H.R. 7180. Some is quantitative: declines in
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores, declines in the number of high school :udu-
ates having taken a given number of years of science, and declines in the number of
teachers certified to teach science and mathematics. Other evidence is qualitative:
in particular, the disenchantment with science and mathematics as children prog-
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roes through secondary schools indicates a profound weakness in the teaching of sci-
ence and mathematics.

Decreasing course exposure to mathematics and science in our secondary schools
is particularly alarming. At the secondary level, most mathematics and science
courses offered are optional. Only one -third of the nation's school districts require
more than one year of mathematics and one year of science for graduation. Of the
roughly three million students who graduate from high school each year, about one-
third have completed three years of mathematics, and only one-fifth have completed
three years of science. Enrollment of high school students in science courses has de-
clined in the last two decades: from 60 percent in 1960 to 48 percent in 1977..

Students who continue their education try to remedy the situation in college. Re.
medial mathematics courses in public four-year colleges increased by 72 percent be-
tween 1975 and 1980they now make up one-quarter of all the mathematics courses
in those colleges. At two-year colleges, 42 percent of the mathematics courses are
remedial. There is evidence that the greater the need for remediation, the less likely
it is that -a student will enter science-related career preparation.

The shortage of qualified mathematics and science teachers is perhaps the most
critical aspect of this educational crisis. In 1980, 28 states reported a shortage of
mathematics teachers and by 1981, the number of states reporting a shortage had
grown t6 43. Similar teacher shortages exist for the physical sciences. During the
1970s, there-was a 77 percent decline nationwide in the number of secondary school
mathematics teachers being trained and a 65 percent decline in the number of sec-
ondary school science teachers being trained.

And the trained teachers who are in the classroom are leaving at a rapid rate. In
1981, almost five times more science and mathematics teachers left to take non-
teaching jobs than left to retire. The replacements for these trained teachers are
often inadequately prepared: of the teachers newly employed in 1981-82 to teach
high school mathematics or science, 50 percent were forclially unqualified and are
teaching with emergency certificates.

A measure of the strengths and weaknesses of edu tional preparation of our
youth in science and mathematics is a comparison with what other countries are
doing. The post-World War II era has seen such countries as the USSR, East Ger-
many, the People's Republic of China and Japan demonstrate their capacity for rap-
idly rebuilding and adjusting their educational system to an increasingly technologi-
cal era. Their school year averages 240 days with minimal loss due to absences; the
U.S. school year is typically scheduled for 180 days but actually averages about 160
days because of absences. Their students attend school 8 hours a day, 51/2 to 6 days a
week; U.S. children attend 6 to 5 hours a day, 5 days a week.

The time spent on mathematics and science, based on class hours, is approximate-
ly three times that spent by even the most science-oriented students in the United
Statesthoee who elect four years of science and mathematics in secondary school.
A study by the New York Stock Exchange asserted that the single most important
factor in Japan's high productivity and advanced technological growth is the em-
phasis which the Japanese place on primary and secondary education in those
fields. I do not suggest that these models are necessarily appropriate for the United
States but merely emphasize the importance attached by these countries to science
and mathematics education.

The formulation of national educational goals is conditioned by the complexity of
involving a wide range of both public and private institutions in any renewed na-
tional effort. The Federal role, itself dispersed among a number of agencies and.
Congressional committees, is one of cooperative endeavors with other levels of gov-
ernment to strengthen the partnership between education and industry and be-
tween scientists and education.

The proposed program initiatives assigned to the Department of, Education in
H.R. 30 are a major component of such a cooperative Federal venture. Quite appro-

tely, this hearing focuses on the national leadership role of the Department of
ucation in working with State and local governments to strengthen the nation's

educational system. We must ensure that general grants for science and mathemat-
ics education administered 'by that Department support programs designed to ac-
complish the above goals and are sensitive to the plurality of responsibility shared
with other institutions. As I am sure the Subcommittees recognize, other Federal
agencies have a role to play in strengthening science and engineering education. It
is my understanding that a companion bill, H.R. 582, entitled the "National
neering'and Science Personnel Act of 1983" has been introduced to strengthen the
program contributions of the National Science Foundation to this endeavor.

The purposes enunciated in H.R. 30 are commendable objectives: to improve the
quality of instruction and levels of achievement in mathematics and science at the

n
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elementary and secondary levels, and to increase and sustain the supply of qualified
teachers. The National 'Defense Education Act of 1968 wound seem an appropriate
mechanism for equitably distributing Federal educational grants among State and
local educational agencies to aid in serving these. purposes. The accomplishments
under that act symbolized the nation's successful response to a similar educational
challee of the post-sputnik era.

I shall defer to others on the adequacy or impact of the annual levels of general
grant assistance made available under H.R. 30. I should note, however, that there
are some 16,000 school districts in the United States among, which grants authorized
under Section 2 of H.R. 30 would be distributed. Thus limited.Federal funds would
be available to each school district. It- is questionable that much can be accom-
plished with these limited resources unless local and state educational agencies sub,-
stantlally agument this support and are encouraged to combine their funds for joint-
ly operated programs . At our convocation last year, one educator proposed a scheme
whereby $982 million/yearfrom a variety of sourceswould ensure that every ele-
mentary school in the country had a science-trained college graduate in contact
with students from kindergarten to sixth grade.

The content of science courses also must be reshaped to be responsive to current
training needs. For example, the need to understand the uses and functionsof com-
puters has become essential in most school curricula. The experience of industry in
estab courses to overcome educational deficiencies of employed secondary
school uates sliouli be helpful to educators concerned with curricula develop-
ment. ntrol Data, for example, through the use of computer-based education in its
corporate vocational schools, considerably reduced the time required to acquire
entry-level skills for technicians in computer maintenance operation and program-
ming.

Past and current experience brings me to another important need? i.e., the in-
volvement of academic, industrial and governmental scientists in the improvement
ofschool science and mathematics. The Department of Education and the National
Science Foundation should work together in ensuring that prospective teachers, as
well as students, are brought into contact with scientists and engineers in universi-
ties, research laboratories and industry.

The provisions of H.R. 30 concerned with sponsorship of summer institutes and
workshops and with programs to upgrade laboratory equipment and facilities also
are areas of mutual interest to both the Department of FAucation and the National
Science. Foundation. In this regard, I am pleased that Congressman Fuqua in his
statement at these hearings 'has pledged the cooperation of his committee in assur-
ing that the Foundation's responsibilities for maintaining the health ofscience and
engineering education, and its past experience, are fully utilized in this endeavor.

H.R. 30 also addresses another deficiency in the educational system, i.e., the long-
and short-term problems of a shortage of qualified science and mathematics
teachers. For the long term, .R. 30 makes provisions for a limited number of schol-
arships for young .people interested in teaching careers at the secondary school
level. The designation in the measure of annual Congressional scholarships would
underscore Federal concerns, and is an interesting proposal concerning the type of
public recognition and national visibility that is needed to improve the status of ,
teaching.

Innovative ways ofzcoping with the immediate short-term shortage were discussed
at the Academies' convocation last May Examples of how this may be accomplished
include the use of unversity students and scientists and engineers from industry to
help
help

alleviate the teaching shortage, bringing working scientists into the classroom,
and strengthening ties between schools,. industry and institutions ofhigher learning.
Another suggestion was made that science-trained college graduates work in ele-
mentary school classrooms in exchange for fellowships for further study.

Equally important is the need to find ways to keep teachers in the profession and
make available to the means for keeping abreast of changes in their disciplines.
Grants made available to local educational agencies could be used to provide in-serv-
ice training for teachers. Teachers should be encouraged to participate in conven-
tione, conferences, workshops, and teacher exchanges, and be given time and finan-
-cial means to do so. As an example, work in indusisy, government, or university.
laboratories during the summer or d of the school year on a released time
basis should be available to teachers. The interaction of teachers in secondary
schools with working scientists and engineers in both 'universities and industry
would provide important learning opportunities for meeting this objective. The re-
newal of their knowledge and the enthusiasm they _will bring back to the classroom
will justify the break in continuity and learning while they are away.

$4 1
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Awards to honor outstanding teachers and schools also offer another means for
providing needed public recognition to the teaching profession.

I believe, Mr. Chairman, that general agreement exists on the nature of the chal-
lenges we are discussing at these hearings: At issue, however, is the adequacy of the
mechanisnui to accomplish the goals we have established. Certainly, Fed-
eral support funds for education, if properly targeted, can make a diff ce. Im-
proving the knowledge and skilb3 of those who teach science and ma emetics, im-
porting young promising faculty, providing information to educators on rarponsea
that have been applied elsewhere, and making available facilities and instrumenta-
tion that permit school training to keep apace of the rapid changes in science and
technologyall necessitate substantial investments.

To work however, funds must be distributed equitably and deservedly; funds also
must be provided in a manner that will ensure excellence in their use and in their
outcome. It is not clear to me that existing or proposed legislative mechanisms pro-
vide sufficient means for engaging scientists, engineers and science educators in the
bill's goals. Without this guarantee, I belieVe the bill risks its intention. Our re-
eponaes to similar challenges in the post-sputnik era, a quarter century ago, were
characterized by.some remarkably successful accomplishmqnts, many of which were
largely attributable to the role played by the scientific and technical communities.

In closing my remarks, I urge the Subcommittees to consider several questions in
shaping final legislation and in ensuring that Federal investments are targeted in
ways that make a difference. Does it provide for engaging our very best scientists
and engineers and teachers in what is rightly called the American crisis in educa-
tion? Does it encourage improving the quality of preparation of our teachers over
their degree of tmderiltanding of subject matter? Does it encourage standards which
teachers must meet before being qualified to teach or continue teaching? Does it
consider the lessons, both successes and failures, learned from the earlier challenge
in 1958 and permit their application to present situations? Does it piovide the flexi-
bility and the oversight to enable' us to adjust our policies to new realities? And fi-
nally, does it merely reinforce the current means and methods that apparently have
not worked; or does it encourage innovation?

We have awakened to the need for a new beginning. This hearing and the intent
of the proposed measure before you provide opportunities for contributions at the
Federal level for translating our concerns into effective action. We at the Academies
and the National Research Council are pleased to work towards making this nation-
al endeavor a successful one and pledge our full cooperation in support of-Federal
initiatives that emerge from legislative action of the Congress.

STATEMENT OF THE GREAT LAKES COLLEGES ASSOCIATION AND THE ASSOCIATED
COLLEGES OF THE MIDWEST

The Great Lakes Colleges Association and the Associated Colleges of the Mid-
west r applaud the attention which this committee is giving to science education at
the elementary and secondary levels. We have a serious national problem of.quality
in science education, and a national response is both necessary and appropriate.

Science, from early elementary education to the most advanced research, is a
seamless web. Every part is necessary for our nation' strength and productivity. Im-
proving the obvious problems in elementary and secondary science and mathematics
education, and increasing support for basic research, will not deal with the whole
problem. Attention must also be given to the vital link of undergraduate education,
where teachers are trained and where scientists set their careers.

The role of our colleges in the education of scientists and of teachers of science
gives us some particular perspectives which may be useful to the committee as it
considers the proper national response to these problems.

The essential issue is one of quality. Science education, at every level, must be
designed and presented with the active and central involvement of the practitioners,
the screntist themselves. Keeping course content current and accurate IS the key to
quality.

It would be useful, therefore, that any program to improve science education
which is undertaken by the federal government involve the National Science Foun-

The Great Lakes Colleges Association is a consortium of twelve undergraduate liberal arts
collegax DePauw, Eariham and Wabash in Indiana; Albion, Hope, and Kalamazoo in Michigan;
and Antioch, Denison, Kenyon, Oberlin, Ohio Wesleyan and the College of Wooster in Ohio. The
Associated Colleges of the Midwest includes thirteen undergraduate colleges: Colorado College;
Knox, Lake Forest, and Monmouth in Illinois; Coe, Cornell and Grinnell in Iowa; Carleton, Ma-
calester, and Saint Olaf in Minnesota; and Beloit, Lawrence, and Ripon in Wisconsin.
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dation, with its scientifically trained staff and access to scientists around the coun-
try, as well as the Department of Education, in its design and administration. Na-
tional programs to Improve science education should involve scientists from higher
education institutions and from industry with our elementary and secondary
schools. Institutions which have a strong record in the education of scientiota, espe-
cially quality undergraduate colleges, should be included among the sites used in
the further training of elementary and secondary science teachers, to bring up their
level of knowledge and skills.

Providing basic education in science and mathematics and the further education
needed for those who choose careers in science are parts of a single process. We
have dramatic and urgent problems of science literacy at the elementary and sec-
ondary levels. The focus of this committee on that set of problems is reasonable and
timely. But to deal with those problems, our national policies must recognize the
necessity to improve every phase of the science education process. The undergrad-
uate years, when well-prepared students choose and begin careers as scientists are
one essential stage in the process and the needs at that level, as well as in graduate
training and research support, also require attention.

Better education of teachers of science is an obvious and crucial part of the solu-
tion of our urgent problems at the elementary and secondary levels. An unfortunate
trend in the training and certification of teachers has been to add more and more
course requirements in the process and method of teaching. The goal has been
better quality teaching. Unfortunately, this trend has crowded out the even more
important courses in content. This is especially acute in the sciences, where the con-
tent is not only complex and changing but requires considerable time to master.
Many of the beet undergraduate colleges have been 'forced out of teacher prepara-
tion and certification because they have been unwilling to compromise their insist-
ence that students gain a depth and breadth of knowledge, a requirement which
does not leave time for the increasing number of teacher certification requirements
dealing with process rather than content. Knowledge of science must be the first

'goal of teachers of science. An important clue to our problem in science education is
that this should need to be said at all.

H.R. 30 does address, in section 625, one of the most seious problems in the educa-
tion of scientists at the postsecondary - level:' upgrading laboratory equipment and
facilities. Rapid changes in many scientific fields, and the high cost of much contem-
porary equipment, have made it impossible for most institutions to keep their teach-
ing laboratories upto-date. Assistance in this area will help enormously. The provi-
sion to assist with challenge grants, rather than the federal, government covering
the entire cost of new equipment, is most appropriate. This will insure that the new
equipment which is acquired will be used efficiently, and will magnify the results of
the federal investment.

The associated Colleges of the Midwest and Great Lakes Colleges Association ap-
plaud this committee's attention to science education at the elementary and second-
ary levels. The essential issue is quality. Quality science education is only possible
with the active involvement of scientists. The committee must insist on that. The
education of teachers of science, which must be a continuing process throughout
their professional lives, should involve our best colleges and universities, those
where most of our scientists are also educated. That, too, will contribute to quality.
Finally, everything we do in science education must recognize that science is a con-
tinuous process which begins with &child's first exposure to science and mathemat-
ics and continues through the education of those who choose to become scientists
and teachers of science, and on to their unending professional renewal and develop-
ment. We cannot address problems in only one part of this process and consider the
job done. we have a national interest in the quality of every step in science educa-
tion and the education of scientists.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE CHRISTENSEN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
PUBLIC TELEVISION STATIONS

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to describe the potential of public
service television for the objectives of the EmergShr Mathematics and
Science Education Act. Throughout this nation's noncommercial educational televi-
sion system, there is seriotp concern about the problem you and your Committee
are addressing. More impoHantly, there is a concomitant commitment to share a
greater role in the solution.
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A brief overview of educational televisionof yesterday, as it serves our citizens
today and the potential contributions it can make to tomorrow's needsmight be
useful.

Although public television is fifteen years old at the national level, educational
television is thirty years old at the state and local level. When Congress enacted the
Public Broadcasting Act of 1967, state and local governments provided nearly 60
percent of our financial support, moot of which they designated for instructional
programming. Since that time, the number of stations has more than doubled so
that we now serve well over 90 percent of the U.S. population. Along with business,
and voluntary viewer contributions, state and local governmental and educational
support has grown, from $38 million in 1966 to $218 million in 1980. Over fifteen
million K-12 students in one third of our nation's classrooms are regular users of
instructional television. And in its first year, over 65,000 college credit students at
665 colleges and universities throughout the country have benefitted from the
Public Broadcasting Service's Adult Learning Service.

While the coat of providing instructional programming traditionally has been
borne at the state and local level, the federal government has played a critical role
in financing much of our most important educational programming, especially in
the science area. The Department of Education alone provided total of 49 million
over many years to fund the development of Sesame Street and The Electric Compa-
ny "two of the best things the Office of Education ever invested in" according to
then Commissioner Terrel Bell. In the science area, 3-2-1 Contact was a combined
effort of the' Department of Education and the National Science Foundation and
NOVA was initiated through the support of the NSF. The broadcasting,of programs
such as the Ascent of Man, Cosmos, NOVA, Nature, Life on Earth and the Body in
Question has made our public television system the most consistent reliable source
of quality science information available to Americans today. And as we evolve into
a society increasingly based on expertise in science and high technology, public serv-
ice television can play a critical role in breaking down the barriers of privileged
accessthis knowledge enrusing an equal opportunity to science computer and
math literacy by providing access to all rather than permitting the development of
a new information and technology elite.

The instructional television programming provided by over 90 percent of our li-
censes has been developed by teachers, in response to the concerns of teachers and
as a companion to the classroom environment. Elementary and junior high school
science programs, ranging from Hands On and Animals and Such to Community of
Living Things, from public television station WHRO in f'lorfolk, were produced, de-
signed and narrated by Larry Crum, a former biology and earth science teacher in
the Virginia public schools. Wisconsin ErV's Mathways was designed to calm
common math anxieties by presenting troublesome math theoriesfrom areas of
circles to volumes of cylindersin an animated manner. Similarly, Kentucky Edu-
cational Television's Math County gives extra attention to concepts teachers find
difficult to present in the classroom; it was developed in response to concerns of the
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. WDCN in Nashville developed Discov-
ering to correlate with widely adopted classroom science texts, enhancing the value
of the text material with on-camera experiments and action footage designed to
arouse curiosity, stimulate investigation and encourage students to think in a scien-
tific way.

Particularly in the science and math area, instructional television can help dimin-
ish the fear of failure and demystify far away places and experiences. Math Mat-
ters, produced by KLRN, Austin-San Antonio, is designed to inspire students who
have difficulty with traditional approaches to mathematics, with group therapy ses-
sions for victims of "fraction phobia" and adventures of a "counter" spy in search of
larganumbers. And in Mississippi ETV's Weather Matrix; film clips transport stu-
dents to storm fronts where they are present at the development of tornadoes and
hurricanes, watch the storms in action and see the destruction left behind.

Only a single science series is designed for children to watch both at home and at
school, 3-2-1 Contact produced by the Chidlren's Television Workshop. Like the pro-
grams designed just for in-school use, it was developed with the advice of experts
both academics and children. The academics recommended that the series focus on
8-12 year-olds, a time when children begin to develop a capacity for systematic
cause-and-effect thinking and a critical period in the development of their attitudes
toward science. Young children, especially girls and minorities, who too often see
science as an unattractive fielddull and rigorousprovided guidance concerning
what would be exciting and entertainingprogramming which stressed human in-
volvement in science, showed strong and Competent role models and emphasized the
children's interest in animals and the human body and the human implications of
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science and technology. the resulting programming responds to their interests and
abilities; the young cast, with many girls and minorities, uses scientific reasoning to
develop clues and draw conclusions as employees of the Bloodhound Gang detective
agency . And they conduct interviews with working scientists, asking questions iden-
tified by the over 8,000 children who were consulted in the development of the pro-
gram.

Just as 3-2-1 Contact helps develop the thinking skills of young children, KCET
Los Angeles' Why in the World provides experiences in critical thinking and prob
lem solving for the emerging adult population now in high school. The twice a week
series was inspired by the concerns of Walter Cronkite, expressed in the 1980
annual conference of the National Association of Secondary School Principals:

In an era of incredible technology and enormous opportunity we are not designing
or delivering a relevant current events system to our children. We in the media are
providing news and information. You in education are providing knovdedge. Neither
of us is consistently helping to, p a s s on an understanding . . .

In order to fill the gap between the news and the educational curriculum we need
a vehicle to intermesh current events with the other disciplines so that they become
part of the entire teaching and learning experience.

The realization of this dream came with the collaboration of KCET and Satellite
Educational Services, Inc., a non-profit organization formed by Water Cronkite. And
it is directed at a problem in the adult world which is even more acute at the high
school level. As Mega trends author John Naisbitt said, "We are drowning in infor-
mation but starved for knowledge . . Uncontrolled and unorganized information is
no longer a resource . . . instead, it becomes the enemy . . . ' With high school stu-
dents who are segregated from the world of work and the course of human events,
the information pollution problem is still more serious. Educators must consistently
attempt to overcome the student sense of distancethe feeling that they have no
effect on and are not affected by outside events. At the same time, educators are
challenged to develop students' critical thinking skills so they can fraple with,
analyze synthesize and make valid and effective use of this mass of informationt
which threatens to suffocate them.

Why in the World, the only television program which analyzes serious topics for
the next generation of decision-makers, addresses these problems by simply encour-
aging .students to ask why. Why in the World . . . should we care about what hap-
pens in Poland? . . . do some people avoid legal responsibility? . . . does Shake-
speare helrreveal the way terrorists think? . . science like a soap opera?with
program hosts ranging from Isaac Aaimov and Senator John Glenn to Arthur Laffer
and David Halberstam. And, according to teachers using the series, it is succeed-
ingsparking classroom discussions on cause and effect relationships and refining

students ability to make critical observations of events, ideas and human be-
havior.

Our pride inour science programming is limited, however, because both the cur-
rent amount and future development are limited. Of the over 150 series distributed
by the Agency for Instructional Television (AIT), only 18 are science oriented and
only 6 concern math skills. Moreover, most of the programming is limited to once a
week series of 15 or 20 minutes each and the bulk of it is targetted at the elemen-
tary level. Only a very few courses have been d-ned for learners at the junior
high level and there are virtually no courses specti designed for the science
and math needs of high school students. At a time when, nationwide, half of all
newly-employed science and math teachers for the school year 1981-82 were un-
qualified to teach science or math, such p at the high school level could
make a vital contribution. Yet little is av le because it is costly and difficult to
produce, and funds to do so are not readily available.

Funding from the Department of Education for a variety of programs our stations
have utilized in the past has been reduced by about 50 percent in the last two-years.
The Public Understanding of Science Program at the National Science Foundation,
so critical to our nationwide science series, has been eliminated. And-with a $42 mil-
lion reduction in support for the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, our combined
shortfall, at the federal level, is about $60 million. As this Committee is well aware,
state and local governments and educational institutions are ill-equipped to make
up these reductions, given the serve pressure on state and local educational budgets.
While we can, and have, tightened our beltsreducing the number of hours stations
broadcast, cutting back on salaries and number of employees, postponing the re-
placement of outdated equipmentthe bulk of the cuts, we fear, must be borne by
programming itself, because that, afterall, is what our equipment and employees
collectively provide. Under the greeted pressure is that programming which tradi-
tionally has been the responsibility of government and educational institutions com-
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pared to the program more readily sustained by corporate and voluntary view sup-
port. This while our aim is to become a stronger partner in the solution, our con-
cern is that, absent additional governmental support, we shall contribute even less.

This result would be as unfortunate as it is unnecessary because the program pro.
duction and distribution capabilities of this nation's educational television system
offer unique opportunities to implement plans for improvement in elementary and
seccindary science and mathematics education and a wide scale and in a cost-effec-
tive manner. Most important is our access to well over 90 percent of the U.S. popu-
lation. Thus it is a service eapecially'suited to providing college-level coursowork to
individuals without easy access to campuses, due to employment schedules, domestic
demands or both, just as it has been well suited to providing instructional program-
ming directly into our K-12 classrooms.,

On the other hand, with some measure of additional support, creative construe"
tive solutions are readily available.

Educational television can help overcome the shortage or qualified science and
mathematics teachers in two-waysbe extending the reach of quality classroom
teaching and by upgrading the skills of existing and potential teachers. Extending
the reach of classroom teaching can be accomplished simply by the live broadcast of
classroom teaching to those who do not have easy access to the classroom. In New
Mexico, for example, small rural schools were faced with the threat of closing down
because they could not attract certified teachers in specific disciplines. At the initi-
ation of local school superintendents, KENW -TV, the public television station in
Porta les, began broadcasting courses in higher level math and computer science to
classrooms, aa far as 100 miles away. Twenty-seven West Texas and New Mexico
school districts now have access to these courses. In Arizona, the concept of a "mi-
crocampus" has been developed. Electronics plant employees working at eight
plants in or near Phoenix will have access to 21 courses from Arizona State Univer-
sity's College of Engineering and Applied Scienceswhich can lead to masters de-
grees in computer science, electrical engineering and industrial engineering
through live telecasts of courses made possible by KAET -TV via ITFS. A similar
component of courses from the University of Arizona is provided by KUAT-TV in
Tucson, also via ITFS, which not only serves business employees in the Tucson area
but also members of our armed forces serving at Fort Huachuca, a major electronics
installation of the U.S. Army. Eventually a statewide service is envisioned, connect-
ing Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff as well as the Tucson and Phoenix
services.

In South Carolina, where a similar program has been operating for close to a
decade, the South Carolina ETV Commission provides live telecasts of University of
South Carolina science and engineering courses via closed circuit to technical cen-
ters located throughout the state. Individuals throughout South Carolina can contin-
ue to work full tune and have access to night classes from Columbia, interacting
with the instructor through a two-way audio system. The success and appeal of this
program is demonstrated by the fact that 65 percent of the graduate degrees con-
ferred in the state are to these telecast students.

Many states provide inservice teacher training through broadcast or ITFS sery -.
ices. In Kentucky, all public universities and two independent colleges participate in
the higher telecomitunications consortium, organized to meet the needs of teachers,
experiencing hardship in completing the Master's program required for permanent
certification. During the past decade, about 6,000 have enrolled in the Masters
credit telecourses broadcast by Kentucky Educational Television's 16 transmitters.
And, during the last eightorm months, inservice teacher training has been available
nationwide, through the _=.,?twice of 237 public television stations. The courses broad-
cast, selected after excerpt-3 of 37 potential courses were evaluated by stations, col-
leges and =lye 'ties throughout the country, included four inservice teacher train-
ing courses and o e biology course all for college credit.

In addition, pub" television services can facilitate the introduction of new tech-
nologies into the c room through interactive teletext, cable and videodisc. in the
fall of 1981, KCET , a pilot project in five elementary schools in Southern Cali-
fornia to supplement :),d complement the traditional school curriculum, by provid-
ing teachers with ma not typically available in the classroom. Wor with
advisors from the Regional Educational Television Adviebry Council (RETA and
the Lee Angeles County Schools, KCET placed teletext decoders in five-school where
fourth, fifth and sixth grade teachers were afforded regular access to the teletext-
equipped TV set. KCET project staff provided teachers with explanations of teletext,
instructions on how to use it and suggestions for activities. After a one-year trial,
and subsequent evaluation, teachers, students and administrators were all pleased.
The teachers agreed that the teletext medium has a strong motivational influence
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for children. The also overcame their initial skepticism about classroom use of the
program and pro that their colleagues who had not participated in the experi-
ment would wan to take part in any new effort. Particularly encouraging were the
indications that students lees well equipped to handle traditional math were moti-
vated by the teletext experiment.

In San Diego, KPBS has just completed a pilot project tooting the use of Cox
Cable's "Index' interactive cable technology in instruction. The keyboard allowed
students to call up "electron class notes" and afforded instant access to a glossary
and bibliography of course material. And in Lincoln, Nebraska, the ETV Network's
"Videodisc De/de/Production Group" which has been developing interactive video-
disc instructional capabilities for the last four years, has become a center of video-
disc designers to share information and technical expertise, a clearinghouse for in-
formation and a reduction center. One of its productions is "The Physics of Struc-
ture," a college p ics course that oilers individualized instruction.

Computer train courses for educators are envisioned in New York and Ken-
tucky. In New York, WWET/Thirteen is exploring ways to expand the classroom
computer-use workshops it now provides to area teachers. Specifically, it is investi-
gating the possibility of establiehing publid television based resource centers which
would serve teachers in their regions, providing comprehensive training in the use
of technology for education and ongoing support and services to successfully inte-
grate technology with other classroom activity. In combination with local workshops
and leadership teleconferences,-experiences in the purchasing of and teaching with
new technologies can be shared and analyzed by a broad reach of school teachers,
administrators and board members on a continuing basis in a cost-effective manner.
In Kentucky, in reeponse to a request of the Head of the Bureau of Instruction of
the Kentucky Department of Education the KET staff has brought together a task
force to study how instructional television and micro-computers and available soft-
ware as well as the need-of administrators and teachers for inservice training to
effectively utilize the technology. In addition, KET is currently in production on a
television inservice series on the instructional applications of microcomputers which
will b5L'available next fall.

Finally, public television stations have a unique ability to extend the reach of
coursework to the viewing public. At the request of area colleges, Washington,
D.C.'s public television station WETA acquired an Introduction to Computers course
entitled Making It Count, produced by the Boeing Company. In addition to the 875
students taking the bourses for college credit, formal viewing opportunities have
been made availablel at over 30 U.S. federal departments and agencies and over 25

. area business and industry offices. Local sales of the $25 textbook accompanying the
course exceed 2500Lwell over six times the number of students taking the course
for credit.

In conclusion, public service television is one of the critical national resources
available for a comprehensive, cost-effective contribution to this nation's need for
science and math literacy and achievement. Yet it is under-utilized because it is un-
derfunded. It has a proven track record of attracting the attention and interest of
our young people whose achievement depends on additional motivation just as it has
in increasing the expertise of the highly motivated graduate students. Just as im-
portantly, it has a proven track record in attracting growing levels of financial sup-
port at the state and local level and from the corporate community. But this sup-
port will only be targetted at our needs in the areas of science, math and computer
education if there is a substantial federal commitment. Without it, a unique oppor-
tunity to provide the maximum possible benefits at minimal expense, as quickly as
possible, will- be missed and America's most ambitious objectives will remain illu-
sive.

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE EDISON ELECTRIC INSTITUTE

The Edison Electric Instjtute appreciates the opportunity to submit testimony on
H.R. 30, a bill to provide Assistance to improve elementary, secondary and postsec-
ondary education in mathematics and science, and for other purposes.

The Edison Electric Institute (EMI) is the association of America's investor-owned
electric utility companies.- Members provide 78 percent of the electricity in the
United Stales today. EEI is reco 'piked as the principal forum where electric utilities
exchange information on every area of electric utility operation and concern as well
as emerging technologies that are shaping the energy future.

We support the provision of the "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education
Act," and find the following sections of particular importance. Section 604.5, the use
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of fluids by local educational agencies, encouraging partnerships between "teacher's,
universities the business sector, public agencies and other institutions, agencies and
individuals./ In this decade, it is imperative that educators have opportunities to
become well informed about technological changes and utilize community resources
that will challenge students to excellence in mathematics and science. In this area,
the Edison Electric Institute and its member companies have been and will continue
to be involved in, activities that prepare students for societal changes. EEl recog-
nises that a high technologY era requires now skills for individual employees and
presents unprecedented career options for tomorrow's work-force.

The Ediaon Electric Institute views the Congressional Scholarship Program (Sec-
tion 621) as one of the most effootive incentives to attract new talent to the teaching
profession in the area of mathematics and science. Critical Industries like the elec-
tric utilities depend upon knowledgeable and talented teachers to prepare a work-
force that is skilled and informed about the most advanced technology. It Is hoped
that this initiative will attract our most intelligent and creative young minds to the
teaching profession.

The initiative (Sections 623 and 604A) which addresses the problems of rnathemat-
i-iCs and science teachers, administrators and local school board members, Is vital for

today's educators. Staff development is one means for updating information about
advances in technology and related area of mathematics and science. The Edison
Electric Institute and its member companies have long provided support for insti-
tutes and workshops for elementry and secondary teachers. This now impetus from
the federal level demonstrates an awareness on the part of leaders in this 98th Con-

that problems must be confronted and alliances forged between education,
gruositness and governmental agencies. This activity must take place at the local level
to achieve national goals. FM and its member companies will continue to be part -

. -, nem in this effort.
EEI views Section 624, the proposal to conduct research and initiate develop ent,

as an integral component for the new thrust towards improving the quality f in-
struction in mathematics and science. It is critical to the long range impact o is
program and to the restructuring of our economy, from heavy industry to info a-
tion and service businesses. R&D efforts are critical to our nation's progress on
uncharted course to a new era..

We vie* the support of this Committee as one important force that will make it
possible to improve productivity now and prepare a work-force for the knowledge
industries. Your leadership in conducting these hearings is applauded by all who
recognize the need for better scientific and technical training. We share the sense of
urgency demonstrated by this "Emergency Mathematics and Science Act" and will
cooperate to the fullest possible extent with its purposes.

0

NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES,
Washington, D.C, February 1, 1988.

Hon. CARL Pluurnis,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary and Vocational Education,

Washington; D.0
Dana Ma. PERKINS: As we were unable to testify on the Emergency Math and Sci-

ence Education Act (HMO) in person, the National Conference of State Legislatures
would like to submit this letter and the enclosed policy statement, "Special Pre-
grams to Fill Occupational Needs", for the record and for the general information of
your subcommittee members.'

The NCSL Committee on Education and job Training proposed this *Mon state-
ment, which was subsequently adopted by the NCSI. membership, after much delib-
eration on the issue of the proper role of the federal government in the important
area of Science and Math Education. The near unanimous thinking of the commit
tee (composed of legislators of both political parties from all around the country)
was that, we would welcome a partnership role with the federal goveritInent
eliminating the shortage of mathematicians, scientists, and engineers now found in
the country.

While saying this, however, we are mindful of two major facts: (1) it is the proper
constitutional role of the states to deal with educational needs, and (2) many states
presently are taking the initiative to deal with this, very problem. But the states do
need help with resourcesnot unlike the resources provided for years through state
grants to fill a need in the area of vocational educaticin. Providing federal startup
funds to states through a national education program aimed at meeting future
public and private needs in Science and Math would not only encourage states to do
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'more, but help to coordinate federal and state efforts toward a more effective moni-
tion of the problem.

We applaud your concern and interest in this impo4nt issue, and- look forward
to wor with you in the development of an apppropriattee, ership between the
states and the national government to enhance ScienceScience(an Math Education in the
United States. We would welcome any future opport ty meet with you and
your committee on this legislative initiative.

Sincerely,
WimisiadiNA DELCO,

Chairman, Committee oil Education and Job Training
.

Polley oti SPECIAL PROGRAMS TO FILL OCCUPATIONAL NEEDS-ADOPTED JULY 1982

NCSL has long been supportive of federal efforts to assure access and opportunity .
in both elementary-secon&ry and postsecondary education in the United ,States,
feeling that this is an appropriate federal role in education in partnership with the
states.

To further clarify that position, the NCSL Education and Labor Committee adopt-
ed a list of federal program priotities that are worthy of continued support, Among
these are applied research; postsecondary student fmancial.aid for low and moder-
ate-income students; funds to assist the states in the education of the

gypped;including program support for students with limited-English pro ency; migrant
compeasatory. education for disadvantaged students; refugee and en assistance,

student assistance; Indian education; and vocational, education, especially fodised-
vantaged students. _

However, NCSL also has long supported-the position that education ire, primary
constitutional responsibility of the statesnot of the federal government. Policy de-
cisions that determine what is taught and how it is taught are best left up to state
and local officials who have first-hand knowledgo of the needs of the state and its
people. ,

Legislation is now being introduced in Congress which would insert the federal
government into selective support for studeliteamho , would choose to study math-
ematics and science either for the ultimate purpose of teaching these subjects or to
fill the technological needs of industry for both civilian and military purposes.
While NCSL recognizes the' inational need for more mathematicians and scientists in
industry and education, we do not think it is appropriate for the federal government
to be setting the educational agenda for the nation.

Therefore, NCSL opposes any attempt on the part of the federal government to
preempt the states' constitutional role in determining educationarponcy for enhanc-
nig specific occupational areas.

Also, NCSL reaffirms its support of the consultative role of state and local offi-
cials through the office of the Under Secretary of Education and the Intergovern-
mental Advisory council 'on Education in the process of developing, administering
and regulating federal education programs.

Hon. CARL P
Rayburn Rouse Wrt.a Building

De

CAPE,
Washington, D c. January 26,4988.

-
r DEAR NGRESSMAN PERKINS: The Council for Private Education

(CAPE) has decided, with a great deal of reluctance, not, to offer oral testimony, at
your hearings on January 26-21 on the Emergency Math-Science Education Act,
LLB. 30. We applaud your leadership toward finding a good set of approaches to the
crisis this country faces in math-science teaching and learning. And we are deeply
appreciative of your awareness, as reflected in the Legislation,- that private school
teachers and students are heavily involved in the nikionar circumstances of math-
science education which are prope searches for Solutions.

I previously sent in testimony reflected the general viewsof,private educa-
tion on various bills before the e major observations they contained were
these:. ,,

.

1. For all educators to contin e growing girls. to perceive themselves
as equally able, if not more so , to 'do " ;math and science and to consitior.

,.
careers that centrally, involve them. - . -, . .

2. To encourage cooperativeaarrangements in "every commility between govern-
ment, industry, public and private rand higher education where present) to develop

,.... .
.1
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local technological centers or laboratories for students and adults. Technological lit-
eracy is exPensive and no single education entity can afford the equipment and per-
sonnel needed to gain it on a wide-acale basis.

3° Funding shoulc be made available for in-service training of teachers in public
and private schools.

4. LoW-inst loans with forgiveness incentives should be made available to college
students intending to pursue math-science teaching careers.

5. Industry should be encouraged, via tax incentives, to assist via gifts of hard-
ware to schools, to loan personnel to schools to teach and give in-service training
and to hire teachers in the summer for work experience and tb supplement income.

6. To utilize senior citizens who can do so to teach math-science on a temporary-
.

I am currently collectirtthe- thoughts of my constituency toward sending you a
more updated rendering. soon as I. hear back more from our _member organiza-
tions, I will send you a set of thoughts for the record of your January 26-27 hear-
ingsIt's

a very tough issue, one in which the very workings of our technological soci-
ety connects directly and with fateful consequences with -the substance of what's s
taught and how it's taught in the schools.-

We need the best thinking applied to it we can
I hope we can help provide some of, that when 1-.11rin our more official testimo-

ny.
Again, our prOfound thanks for your leaderehip iii this matter.a

Very sincerely, k
ROBERT L. SMITH,

Executive Director.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
House of Representatives,'
Washington, D.0

mmoriwzpirti OF PUERTO RICO;
Hato Rey, Pikrto Rico, February 4, 1983.

-* .

DEAR. CuAmiurasi PERKINS: It is with great_ pleasure that I submit the enclosed
statement'in support of the proposed Emergency Mathematics and Science Educe-
tion Act (H.R. 30). I ask that this written statement be included in the record of
hearings which the committee recently held concerning this important legislation.

In my view, H.R. 30 represents a thoughtful approach to the critical national need
to improve the quality of-science and mathematics education at the elementary and
secondary levels. -AB is discussed in the enclosed statement, Puerto Rico has an
acute shortage of trained and qualified teachers of science and mathematics. In ad-
dition, we have an urgent need to upgrade the equipment that is used to teach these
subjects. Although the Commonwealth ofTuerto Rico currently spends more than
one-third of its budget on education, we will not be able to effectively address these
severe problems concerning the quality of instruction in science and mathematics
without substantial Federal pupport. In this regard, I am extremely gratified that
H.R. 30 provides for equitable participation by Puerto Rico.

For the reasons set forth in the enclosed statement, I believe that the effective-
ness of H.R. 30 would be enhanced if it were amended to: (a) reserve a larger Propor-
tion of the funds to support, activities, such as inservice training and summer insti-
tutee, at the State level; (b) eliminate the provision that calls for the U.S. Secretary
of Education to develop criteria for.distributing 25 percent of the funds among local
school districts; (c) give State educational agencies the specific authority to coordi-
nate Federal funds with State funds; (d) authorize State educational agencies to de-
vg km and conduct (or contract for) projeCti to train or retrain teachers and admin0-
tralors; authorize and encourage States to increase coordination and cooperation
among t various levels of government, postsecondary education and private indus-
try; and authorize the use of funds to purchase texts, library resources and equip-
ment (including computer hardward and software). In my view, this legislation will
be most effective if States. are given the flexibility to address -this major national
problem in the context of their unique local needs.

In summary, I commend the members of the committee for the wisdom and fore-
: :. sight which Is reflected in H.R. 30. It iii my hope that the Congress will soon enact
- , legislation to reverse the decline in the quality of instruction in science and math-

ematicsp In this era of increasing emphasis high technology and automation, I
truly'helieve that our national security and¶conomic well-being depend upon the

5 5 0
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development of a workforce that is literate in science and mathematics. If Puerto
Rico is to continue to serve as a successful example of free-enterprise and democracy
in the Caribbean region, we must adequately train our young people in the science,
matheniatics 'and technological subjects.

In closing, I wish to express my, appreciation for the leadership that you have pro-
vided in approaching this subject. You are most welcome, at any time, to visit our
elementary and secondary schools in Puerto Rico, and observe first -han the critical
need to upgrade our instructional programs in science and mathema cs. I would, of
course, be glad to provide any additional Information that may awls the committee
in its deliberations.

Cordially,

Enclosure.

MARE SOCORRO LACOT,
Secretary of Education.

STATEMENT OF Da. MARIA SOCORRO LACOT

INTRODUCTION

I am pleased, as the Puerto Rico Secretary etEducation to submit this statement
in support of the proposed Emergency Mathe'matia and Science Education Act
(H.R. 30). As many others have accurately observed, our nation's productivity, na-
tional security and economic well-being are seriously threatened by the current
crisis in science and mathematics education. As discussed below, federal assistance
is badly needed to improve the quality of science and mathematics instruction at
the elementary and secondary levels.

There is a national need to improve science and mathematics education:
recent years, much of America's economic growth has occurred in the high techno
ogy industries. It is obvious that this trend toward high technology, automation and
mmiturization will only accelerate in the years ahead. The Congressional Budget
Office has projected that new technologies will make (3) million additional jobs obso-
lete bKaitlhe end of this century. Yet, despite the rapidly increasing demand for a
more hly trained workforce, our educational system is failing to deliver adequate
instruction in science and mathematics.

Numerous studies have documented the decline of student achievement in math-
ematics and science. Average science and mathematics scores on standardized col-
lege entrance examinations have been steadily dropping for the past twenty (20)
years.

This decline' is not surprising when one considers that secondary students are
taking fewer courses in mathematics and science than in past years, and fewer
courses are being offered. Although half of all high school students in the United
States take no mathematics after the tenth grade, other industrialized nations, par-
ticularly Japan and Germany, are placing increasing emphasis on science and math-
ematics education.

One of the major causes of the decline in the quality of education in science and
mathematics is the shortage of qualified mathematics and science teachers. During
the 1970's the number of secondary school mathematics teachers being trained de-
clined by 77 percent and the number, of science teachers being trained declined by
65 percent. It has been estimated that about 50 percent of all newly employed teach-
ers nationwide are uncertified and unqualified to teach mathematics and science.
This situation is exacerbated, by the departure of trained classroom teachers for
better paying jobs in industry. Recent statistics released by the National Science
Foundation indicate that, nationwide, 16 percent of all elementary school teachers
are not sufficiently prepared to provide basic training in science and mathematics.

Puerto Rico has an acute need for trained teachers of science and mathematics:
As is generally the case throughout the nation, Puerto Rico lacks the qualified
teachers and equipment needed to provide elementary and secondary students with
ad uate instruction in science and mathematics.

The impact of our inability to provide basic training in these sub is obviouseq

when one considers the size of the educational system in Puerto Ri As one of the
local educational agencies in the United States; the Puerto Rico Department

of Education (PRDE) presently serves over 710,000 students in kindergarten through
twelfth grade. About 130,000 of these students attend high school. The PRDE cur-
rently employs about 35,000 teachers to provide instruction in the academic sub-
jects.

In keeping with the situation in most States, achievement tests which were ad-
ministered to students in Puerto Rico's elementary and secondary schools during
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the past two years have revealed legging student achievement in science and math-
ematics, particularly in the subjects oflphysics and mathematics. For example, the
results of a physics test recently admulistered to a sample of 160 students from
public and private high schools revealed that one-half of the students who took the
test correctly answered 37 percent (or more) of the questions regarding mechanics
and 86 percent (or more) of the questions on "electricity." Those results are ex-
tremely low in view of the fact that a 70 percent level of accuracy was the anticipat-
ed normal performance level.

The results of a test that the College Board of Puerto Rico Advanced Placement
Program administered last year to talented students and those interested in scientif-
ic subjects are perhaps even more distressing. The test results showed that:

(a) Only 46.3 percent of the 240 students who took the test on biological sciences
achieved a passing score; and -

(b) Only 49 percent of the 236 students who took the test on physical sciences
achieved a passing score.

These results are particularly disturbing when, one considers the type of student
who participated in this program. As elsewhere, a major cause of the unsatisfactory
level of achievement in science and mathematics in Puerto Rico is the inadequate
academic preparation of teachers in those subject areas.

During the 1981-82 school year, the PRDE employed 9,800 science teachers at the
elementary level, 913 at the junior high school level and 755 at the high school
level. A recent study that was conducted using a sample of those teachers. produced
the following results:

Elementary school teachers. -Of the 5,137 elementary school science teachers who
participated in the study: 30.3 percent had no college credits in science; 37 percent
from one to six credits; 8,8 percent from 7 to 10 credits; 19.6 percent from 11 to 20
credits; 2.9 percent from 21 to 30 credits; 1 percent from 31 to 40 credits; and 0.23
percent had 41 credits or more. In other words, over two-thirds of the elementary
school science teachers had six orless college credits in science.

Junior high school teachera-Of the 741 junior high schoOl teachers who partici-
pated in the study: 2.15 percent had no college credits in biology; 10.12 percent had
from 1 to 10 credits; 21.59 percent had from 11 to 20,credits; 26.72 percent from 21
to 30 credits; and 39.40 percent had from 31 to 50 credits.

Of the same sample: 19.43 percent had no college credits in the field of chemistry;
43.04 percent had from 1 to 10 credits; 29.24 had from 11 to 20 credits; 6.20 percent
from 21 to 30; and 2.15 had from 31 to 60 credits.

Of the same sample: 23.48 percent had no college credits in physics; 63.73 percent
had from 1 to 10 credits; 19.43 percent had from 11 to 20; 0.94 percent had from 21
to 30; and 0.40 had from 31 to 50 credits.

High school teachers. -Of the 548 high school science teachers who participated in
the study: 2.91 percent had no college credits in biology; 6.02 percent had from 1 to
10 credits; 15.14 percent had from 11 to 20 credits;'9.48 percent had from 21 to 30
credits; and 5.10 percent had from 31 to 60 credits.

Of, the same sample: 16.42 percent had no college credits in chemistry; 35.58 per-
cent had from 1 to 10 credits; 33.39 percent from 11 to 20 credits; 9.48 from 21 to 30
credits; and 5.10 percent from 31 to 50 credits.

Of the same sample: 23.17 percent had no college credits in physics; 47.08 percent
had from 1 to 10 credits; 22.99 percent had from 11 to 20 credits; 4.74 percent had
from 21 to 30 credits; and 2 percent had from 31 to 50 credits.

In summary, this study clearly documents that our science teachers lack adequate
academic. preparation. The study further indicates that most science teachers have
taken more college courses in the biological sciences that in the physical sciences. In
my view, this lack of preparation translates directly into low student achievement
levels.

Properly trained teachers are especially needed to provide students with the
knowledge demanded by high technOlogy industries. In parUcular, improved insturc-
tion is necessary to enable students to master the skills required by the electrical
and electronic computing industry. Although recent profiles prepared by the Puerto
Rico Economic Development Administration indicate that much of fterto Rico's
recent economic growth has occurred in the high technology, pharmaceutical, and
electronic industries, our science teachers are most deficient in the academic prepa-
ration needed to effectively teach subjects (such as chemistry, mathematics and
physics) which relate to those industries.

Some"efforts have been made to address thifi problem in Puerto Rico. For exam-
ple, in-service programs are presently being operated by the University of Puerto
Rico's Resource Center for Soience and Engineering and the Puerto Rico Science
Teachers' Association. Although these efforts have resulted in some improvement in

5 5 2
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the qualifications of science teachers in Puerto Rico, our limited resources have en-
abled only a small number of teachers to participate in the training.

In addition to having an acute shortage of tEemed and qualified teachers of math-
ematics and science, Puerto Rico has an urgent need to upgrade the equipment that
is used to teach these subjects. Although we recognize this need, we lack the re-
sources that are needed to remedy,emedy the situation.

Federal action is required to effectively address the critical need to improve the
quality of Instruction in science and mathematics: As discuased above, our national
security and economic future depend to a considerable extent on how well we meet
the challenge of training and retraining America's workforce to compete in the age
of high technology Thq problem of inadequate instruction In science and mathemat-
ics is not limited to certain States or regions; it is rather, a major national problem.
Throughout the country, there are too few qualified teachers and too little modern
equipment to provide adequatt instruction in science, mathematics and other tech-
nological subjects.

Although most States are making efforts to improve the quality of instruction in
science and mathematics, significant improvement on a national level will not occur
without substantial federal finandial support. State and local educational agencies
simply do not have the resources needed to meet this challenge.

Despite the fact that the Commonwealth of Puirto Rico currently spends more
than one-third of its budget on education, welike most Stateswill not be able to
effectively upgrade the quality of our science and mathematics teachers without
substantial federal support. In this regard, I am gratified that H.R. 30 provides for
equitable participation by Puerto Rico.

I recognize the need for fiscal restraint and support a prudent approach to federal
spending. However,if the Congress fails to appropriate substantial funding to ad-
dreea serimm problem of declining student achievement in mathematics and sci-
ence, it will be jeopardizing our economic well-being and future defense capalillity.
Numerous reports have commented on the difficulties that our armed forces face in
training enlistees to operate and service today's increasingly sophisticated military
hardware. This serious national security problem is due to inadequate instruction in
our elementary and secondary schools. -

As President Reagan accurately recognized in a message to the 1982 National
Academy of Sciences Convocation on Science and Mathematics in the Schools: _

'The problems today in elementary and secondary school science and mathemat
ice education are seriousserious enough to compromise America's future ability to
develop and advance our traditional industrial base to compete in international
market places?'

The proposed Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act all 30) re-
flects a thoughtful approach to the problem: In my view, H.R. 30 would effectively
address the critical national need to improve the quality of science and mathematics
education at the elementary and secondary levels. I strongly support the legislation
which, if adequately funded, would provide the resources needed to attract, train
and retrain science and mathematics teachers.

The effectiveness of H.R. 30 would be enhanced by increasing the flexibility of
States to address this national problem in the con&txt of local needs and by author -
izing,the use of funds to purchase texts, library resources, and equipment: Although
I strongly support the passage of H.R. 30, I believe that this legislation would be
even more effective if States are given greater flexibility to address this major .na-
, tional problem in the context of their local needs.

More specifically, I believe that the effectiveness of H.R..30 would be enhaneed if
it were amended as follows:

a) Reserve a larger prOportion of the funds to support activities such as in-service
training and summer institutes at the State level. Summer institutes have been
shown to be one of the most effective ways to improve the qualifications of teachers.
In my view, such institutes, as well as other forms of intensive inservise training'in
science and mathematics, could be arranged and coordinated most effectively at the
State level.

b) Eliminate the provision that calls for the U.S. Secretary of Education to Bevel-
op .criteria for distnbutzng 25 percent the funds among local school districts. Be-
cause of the significant variations in n and' priorities, the decision as to how to
best target the funds should be made at e State level. -.

c) Give State educational es th specific authority to coordinate tederal
funds with State funds. In or ' avoid a duplication of effort and maximize the
impactStates should have the authority to *coordinate Federal funds with State pro-
grams-
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d) Authorize State educational agencies to develop and conduct (or contract for)
projects to train or retrain teachers and administrators: State educational agencies
have the capability to establish innovative programs to train and retrain teachers
and should be authorizedindeed encouragedto do so. In order to assure quality
and relevant, it would be best to require that all inservice training under this pro-
gram be approved by the State educational agency.

e) . Authorize and encourage States to increase coordination and cooperation
among the various levels of government, postsecondary education and private indus-
try. In my view, efforts to deal with this problem will be most successful_ if State
educational agencies, institutions of higher education, local educational agencies
and the private sector cooperate. State educational agencies should be authorized to
facilitate such coordination of effort.

f) Authorize the use of funds to purchase texts, library resources and equipment
(including computer hardware and software). In order to give students an adequate
education in science, teachers must be provided with upto-date texts, library re-
sources and equipment. Presently, many, schools lack the resources required to ac-
quire the basic texts and equipment needed to facilitate science education. There-
fore, I urge that H.R. 30 be amended to permit the use of funds to meet this press-
ing need.

CONCLUSION

In summary, I commend the members, of the committee for the wisdom and fore-
sight which is reflected in H.R. 30. It is my hope that the Congress will act quickly
and dramatically to reverse the decline in the quality of instruction in science and
mathematics.

In this era of increasing emphasis on high technology and automation, I truly be-
lieve that our economic future depends upon the development of a work force that is
literate in'science and mathematics. Similarly, if Puerto Rico is to continue to serve
as a successful example of free-enterprise and democracy in the Caribbean region,
we must adequately train our young people in science, mathematics and technology.
As the committee recognizes, Puerto Ricolike most Stateswill not be able to ef-
fectively meet this challenge without substantial Federal assistance.

I would, of course, be most willing to provide any additional information that may
assist the Committee in its deliberations concerning this important subject of na-
tional concern.

AMERICAN CHEMICAL Socurry,
Washington, D.C., February 9, 1988

Hon. CARL D. Pinucirrs,
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, D.0

DzAn CoriGaEssavar Pza=4s: The American Chemical Society is a congressionally
chartered non-profit scientific and educational organization of more than 126,001
chemists and chemical engineers. Our membership includes high school chemistry
teachers and administrators, educators and researchers at. colleges and universities,
and scientists and engineers in the government and industry.

The Society is engaged in a broad array of chemical education activities from the
precollege to graduate levels, including technician training and continuing educe.
tion. While our commitment to the high school community goes at least as far bad*
as 1922, the Society has stepped up considerably its efforts in this area in the past
five years. This new thrust is described in detail in the attached document.

We believe that the nationwide crisis in the teaching of science and mathematic*
to precollege students has reached such proportions that a Federal initiative clearly
is needed. The Federal role should be to create the climate andsrovide the critical
resources for initiating a sustained, long-term national commitment to bring math
emetics and science education to young people of this country to 43nable them tc
lead productive lives in our, high technology society, and to contribute to its mainte
nance and growth,

In defining and implementing the Federal role, we believe that it is important tc
recognize the contributions that both the National Science Foundation and the De
partment of Education can make. It is of the greatest importance that the resource*
of these agencies are brought to bear on the problem in a concerted effort that if
both effective and efficient.

We believe that the following principles should govern Federal involvement in ski
ence, math, and engineering education from the precollege through post-graduat*
years.

5Sel,
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1. There must be a firmly established, explicit Federal policy aiming for high
quality education in science, math, and engineering at all levels.

2. Federal support should be distributed-as follows: Precollege programs (approxi-
mately 45 percent); Higher education programs (excluding graduate research) (ap-
proximately 45 percent), and Research, analysis, and information brokering (ap-
proximately 10 percent).

3. Separate programs within each of the above areas should be carefully focused
and coordinated.

4. Cooperative efforts should be fostered to the greatest extent possible among the
National Science Foundation, the Department of Education, local and State educa-
tion bodies, colleges and universities, businesses, industry, and other relevant insti-
tutions.

5: For programs to be successful and efficient, the Federal Government should
serve as an 'Information broker," so the results of projects are widely disseminated,
especially to those teachers preparing proposals for support of related efforts.

6. The precollege and higher education programs should be content-oriented, and
should focus on direct and indirect support for teacher development and curriculum
improvement.

7. At the precollege level, the Federal role should be to encourage excellence in
teacher education, certification, and recertification, and development of relevant in-
structional materials. Subject-matter specialists should assume a mtklor role and re-
sponsibility for inservice education programs at Federal, State, and local levels to
provide for professional growth of science teachers, and for the development of sci-
ence cirricula.

8. External review panels composed of knowledgeable academic and non-academic
scientists, mathematicians, and engineers should be convened regularly to assess
programs and recommend modification, continuation, or termination.

9. Federal support should help colleges and universities keep their instrumenta-
tion, curricula, and faculty up-to-date. Critical problems these institutions face are
the lack of, or obsolescence of, instrumentation for use in instruction, and faculty
not having time for working on creative improlliment of curricula and for personal
professional growth.

The ACS Committee on Chemical Education has not had enough time for a
thoughtful assessment of 4he programs proposed in H.R. 30, and certainly not those
in the bill just introduced, H.R. 1310. We concluded from a preliminaryanalysis of ,

H.R. 30 that its thrust is generally in accord with the principles we believe are cru-
cial to improving science and math education at the precollege level. The Society,
therefore, is supportive of the goals of H.R. 30. With the introduction of H.R. 1310,
we will focus our attention on it, rather than H.R. 30. We expect to forward detailed
comments to congressional committees in the very near future. In the meantime,
there are four mints we would like to raise:

(1) A federal role in information brokering must be specified to avoid wasbing
funds in duplicative efforts at the local level. Often the resultsboth Positive an
negativeof science education projects are not widely shared and this leads to a
tendency to reinvent the wheel. The federal government, should take a more active
role in information dissemination.

(2) There must be incentives for a local commitment to solving problems in sci-
ence and math education. For instance, requiring that certain federal funds be
matched with non-federal support will necessarily bring into play more institutions
at the local level. The general-public, especially parents, as well as public and pri-
vate institutions at both the state and local levels must take part in a campaign to
improve the quality of precollege education in science and mathematics.

(3) The resources of scientific professional societies should not be overlooked.
These organizations, including the ACS, constitute an enormous pool of talent and
expertise that 'should be tapped for curriculum development, and for upgrading the
education of precollege science teachers. Most of these societies have education divi-
sions that would welcome the opportunity to play a greater role..

(4) Mechanisms must be established to ensure that research scientists from both
academia and industry, and educators work together in full partnership. For exam-
ple, federal support should be given to workshops which bring together precollege
science and math teachers with scientists and engineers from their local colleges,
universities, and industries to tackle limited, specific, curricular issues of impor-
tance to the local camunity. Another example is the formation of local and ri.on-
al associations to work on curriculum improvement and teacher development. Final-
ly, scientists must be given an opportunity to contribute to the public decision-
making processes at the local and state levels which affect science and math educa-
tion.

kJ
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The ACS has made a considerable investment of its resources to improve and
maintain the quality of chemical education from the elementary through the gradu-
ate levels. We offer the resources of the Society to the Committee and its taff for
consultation.

Sincerely,
FIIIID BAWL°.

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee: I'm writing in support of your
effort to provide an adequate level of funds for science education. It is vitally Impor-
tant for this country to undertake long term support of science, math and technol-
ogy education for children. In particular, I would like to focus upon the role of
broadcast television in helping address this issue and to tell you about CTirs experi-
ences with 3-2-1 CONTACT,

ri
, our television series on science and technology for ele-

mentary schodlers.
America is falling behind other countries in science and technology. America's

economic leadership rests on science and technology. But the hard cad is that these
fields are not very appealing to America's young people. The negative attitudes
translate over time into pools of profesional talent inadequate to a technological
age, and no less important, a general population which is scientifically illiterate
ever though it will be called upon to make critical choices about the uses of science
and technologyfrom nuclear to genetic engineering.

The problems of not enough students electing to pursue higher education in sci-
ence and math do not spring full-blown at the high school or college level. They
start at the elementary grades, where teachers are least prepared to teach science,
and where_ states are least rigorous in settingstandards for science curriculum and
for certification of science teachers.

As President Reagan said in his State of the Union message, "If a child does not
receive adequate math and science teaching by the age of 16, he or she has lost the
chance to be a scientist or engineer."

Adding to this bleak picture is the plight of school budgets. Faced with tighter
and tighter budgets, they are compelled to cut their education programs, and give
an even lower priority to sciencebecause it is not considered an educational
"basic." Well science is basic to our livesand getting more so very day.

Although the level of factual knowledge is a problem, even more basic is the atti-
tudinal problem, the need to get kids "turned on " to sciencethe critical target age
range for doing this is eight to twelve. This is the goal and the target audience of 3-
2-1 CONTACT, a national effort in place that deals successfully with the problem
for this .age range.

Television is a pervasive and powerful educational medium and can and should
play an important role in science education.

3-2-1 CONTACT combines impact in the home, the school, and in swial assem-
blages of children, such as the Girl Scouts; it reaches children and their families
inexpensively. In the premiere run alone, there were more than 23 million home
viewers. As for school usage, more than 500,000 teachers' guides have been request-
ed and distributed. Cooperative work with the Girl Scouts of America has opened up
new merit badge programs that specifically use 3-2-1 CONTACT as source material.
In Washington, D.C. alone, over 10,000 merit badges associated with 3-2-1 CON-
TACT have been awarded to Girl Scouts. Large audiences in homes and schools
reduce costs per program exposure as well. With repeat broadcasts of the series, it is
reasonable to estimate the cost of reaching one person one time with one p
from Season I at a penny. Such is the cost effectiveness of the television medium,
programmed creatively.

3-2-1 CONTACT is widely used in classrooms as well. We offer free teachers
guides and teachers training workshops in how to incorpatate educational televi-
sion. Over a two-year period, 3-2-1 CONTACT outreach staffdirectly, reached 60,000
elementary school teachers in over 450 tranng workshops. This kind of effort is a
valuable extra tool for teachers to have available, and our efforts in this are?should
be continued and expanded.

With major funding from the National science Foundation, the Department of
Education, and the Corporation for Public Broadcasting, we are now in the Firoduc-
tion of a second season of 3-2-1 CONTACT programs. For two years after the com-
pletion of the first se icon, we unsuccessfully sought renewal of corporate funding
for his second season. The reduced funding means that we could not do a complete
series of 65 programs, but only 40.

This points to the fact that federal funds have to be the major source of educa-
tional efforts in this area. What our nation's children'need are not one-shot ap-
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proaches to problems that wore years in the making, but sustained, stable funding
for effective television programming. The popularity and effectiveness of 3-2-1
CONTACT has already been demonstrated and I believe that we should continue to
build on this solid baae by producing additional 3-2-1 CONTACT series.

A commitment of $35 million over the next six years would enable production of
three 66-program series. New programs will provide a continuing presence in the
home and school for children; retain an adudince with new material (rather than
constantly repeating our first 2 seasons); establish a widerbased audience; keep

. abreast of the latest scientific and technological issues; and report on new develop-
ments in the field.

Both in its own right for children and also for its later contribution to solutions at
the high school and college levels, such funding would be an investment not only as
a supplement to science education programs in the schools, but as a nationally
known and available educational resource, also speaking directly to millions of chil-
dren in their homes.

The federal government stands as the only funding source related directly to sci-'
once and technology, and our own experience is that without a central source with
specific and dedicated interest, it is difficult to get focused momentum going in any
area. I applaud your efforts and concern in what I believe is a critically important
field.

JOAN GANZ COONEY,
President, Children's Television Workshop.

ASSOCIATION OF RESEARCH LIBRARIES,
Washington, D.C, February 9, 1983,

Hon. CARL PERKINS,
Chairman, Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, brid Vocational Education,

Washington, D.0
DEAR Rxerutar.mwrivE PERKINS: On behalf of the more than 100 major research

libraries which are members of the Association of Research Libraries (ARI), I write
to support the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education. Act (H.R. 30). The
Association shares the concern of the Congress about the state of mathematics, sci-
ence, and technological education in the United States; and we consider H.R. 30 to
be a reasonable approach to improving the current deficiencies in this area of our
educational enterprise. We would like to have this letter added to the written record
of testimony presented on the bill.

In order to effect real improvements in science education, we suggest that atten-
tion be given in the bill to the provision of supportive library resources, both mate-
rial and human, that are up-to-date and available in the most useful and appropri-
ate technological formats. Upgrading of these resources should take place at every
level in the educational system from elementary through post-graduate institutions,
and should include public library resources that support adult as well as pre-adult
learning for Americans.

The area of post-secondary education is the particular responsibility of ARL's
member institution. In university libraries particularly, the continuing revolution
in scientific and technological information has resulted in an explosion in the litera-
ture. The need of students and researchers to keep up with new information is so
pressing, and the number of references to the literature in the many specialized
fields of science is so large, that computerized databases are the only feasible tools
for gaining access to the literature. Online searching of databases has replaced
lengthy manual searching of printed indexes and abstracts as the accepted method
of doing bibliographic research in these disciplines. Thousands of entries can be
searched for needed citations efficiently and effectively using online search tech-
niques. In addition, many new databases have become available that provide scien-
tific data rather than citations; and these are also valuable research tools. Each use
of these databases requires the payment of a fee based on the amount of time used
on-line plus telecommunications charges.

In Using these new technologies for the retrieval of scientific information requires
that faculty and students receive training in the retrieval of information. Logically,
this training should come from science librarians, who are the professional workers
in the field of science information. Unfertunately, there is a severe shortage of li-
brarians with scientific backgrounds. Recruitment to this specialty of librarianship
suffers particularly from the fact that scientific salaries are much higher in the for-
profit sector than m education-related enterprises. We support,the suggestions made ,
by the American Library Association in testimony before your committees to train
library and information professionals so that they can work effectively with scien-
tists and 'students of science.
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We also urge you to consider specific language in H.R. 80 that would ensure that
informational materials in the sciences, particularly journals and other serially-pub-
lished materials, are made available to students and faculty through the libraries of
their educational institutions. Scientific publications are the most expensive of all
library materials and the coot of these materials continues to rise at a rate consider-
ably higher than the rate of inflation. Yet the nature of science mandates that the
latest information available is likely to be the most important to a researcher.

In conclusion, ARL wishes to thank the ,subcommittee members and staff for this
important effort to resolve the critical situation in science education. It is our hope
that the final- version of H.R. 90 will recognize fully the importance of library and
information resources and services to the success of the effort.

Very truly yours,
c,offinLay ECHELMAN,

Executive Director.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington, D.

NAESP,
Reston, Va., February 28, 19

Dian MR. PERKINS: The National Association of Elementary School Principals
wishes to express its appreciation to Chairman Carl Perkins, first, for developing
and introducing H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics and Science Education Act,
and second, for providing in its context, a means. of addressing the several compo-
nents of this crucial issue. Beyond the considerable rhetoric engendered over math-
ematics and science education in relation to foreign economic competition, the basic
concern for a literate society requires increased emphasis on sound instruction, im-
provement in the knowledge and capabilities of teachers, and a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the new management skills necessary to accomplish greater student
learning.

First of all, let us convey our pleasure with the inclusion of the elementary school,
level in the bill. The understanding shown by this inclusion is exceptional. That
children form their foundations of interests and attitudes toward mathematics and
science at the elementary school level went practically unrecognized in the vast
array of proposals submitted to the 97th Congress. Section 601 of this proposal in-.
sures that rightful recognition is intended to be given to the important beginning
years of a child's schooling.

It is also particularly pleasing that a provision is included for in-service training
'for administrative personnel (Sec. 604(aX1Xb)). Too often in the past, those who bore
the responsibility for directing, a program toward achieving the aspirations of its
creators were ignored or overlooked in the authorization of the support systems so
necessary to the program's success.

Because of confusion that might result in the interpretation of "supervisors of
mathematics and science programs" in Section 623Summer Institutes, we would
propose that the word "principals" be inserted following the word "teachers". This,
we feel, would clarify the opportunity for principals to join with teachers in a school
building team approach to strengthening their skills in improving science and math-
ematics progranis in their schools. This more unified direction has proven extremely
beneficial) in fostering improvements in educational service-delivery. The partner-
ship that ;vaults from shared training and shared commitment to a strengthened
program has consistently demonstrated a lasting positive effect on student learning,
and continued professional development of staff.

If such an inclusion would be deemed inappropriate, we would greatly appreciate
report language that would assure us that the term "supervisors" is inclusive of ele-
mentary school principals] kch phrasing as "all those who supervise mathematics
and science instruction". is suggested for your consideration.

We regret our inability to be present during the several days of hearings in Janu-
ary, and, therefore, are incorporating the essence of our recommendations in this
letter. You can be assured of the Association's continued interest in and support for
H.R. 30. Again we thank you for your effective leadership in its development and,
we hope, eventual adoption.

Sincerely yours,
EDWARD P. KELLER,

Deputy Executive Director.



AMERICAN PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATION,
Washington, DC, February 2, 128.7.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS,
Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, D.0

DEAR CHAIRMAN PERKINS: We are writing on behalf of the 60,000 members of tilt
American Psychological Association and the Association for the Advancement of
Psychology regarding science and mathematics education. As the Education anc
Labor Committee prepares to consider H.R. 30, the Emergency Mathematics anc
Science Education Act, we want to alert you to two specific concerns: (1) support foi
education research as sot forth in Section 6244 and (2) an amendment propoeed b3

Rep. Williams to establish public information programs.'

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH AMENDMENT

We commend the Committee for recognizing in Section 624 the important contri
bution that research relevant to education makes in efforts to improve the quality
of mathematics and science education.

Section 624 is essential for the improvement and strengthening of mathematic
and science programs. Research on the nature and processes of learning in them
areas have significantly increased our knowledge and capacity to design offectivl
education programs for American students.

The value of such research is well-documented in testimony presented to you.
Committee on January 31, 1983, by Dr. James Greene.

As Dr. Greeno stated in his testimony:
"The focus of research studies on mathematics and science instruction will hell

is blend the need to learn substantive knowledge with effective instructional drat(
gies. In past efforts, either' too much emphasis was placed on providing teacher
with new mathematics and science informationto the neglect of _realistic ways t
assist students in real classroom siquitionsor too much focus was placed on teach
ing process concernsto the neglect of important substantive curricular needs
Recent improvements in research will allow the research authorized in H.R. 30 t
promote an appropriate mix of process and substance and their application to: in
structional materials; teacher training programs; school-site instructional improve
ment; secondary school math and science programs; advances in technological liter
acy and the appropriate and, effective instructional uses of information technol
%geeTherefore, we urge you to lend your full support to strengthening educational r(
search and development by approving Section 624 at the proposed level of fundiA
authorized in this ion. "A,,

PUBLIC INFORMATION PROGRAMS

We also urge that you support an amendment to H.R. 30 that has been offered b
your colleague, Mr. Williams of Montana. We join with many other professional a
ganizations in supporting this proposal, which would establish jointly-funded Publi
Information Programs. These programs, as set forth in the amendment, "are di
signed to educate the public about the role of science and mathematics in contemp
rary society, especially with respect to explaining the relationship between mat)
emetics and science-based activities and the technological and economic develoi
ment of the United States."

We believe public information Programs are essential to efforts aimed toward in
proving the status of mathematics and science education. Without the full suppol
of the American public regarding the importance of mathematics and science, legi
lative and educational efforts will be hindered. We further acknowledge the need fc
shared responsibility between- the public and private sector, and endorse the ai
proach taken in this amendment.

In summary, we are aiking you, as a member of the House Education and Labc
Committee, to support.the following recommendations with regard to H.R. 30:

Retain Section 624, to strengthen educational research and development.
Approve the Williams amendment to establish Public Information Programs;
Please do not hesitate to contact us if we can be of assistance on these matter

Sincerely,
MicilAzi. S. PAL1AE, Ph. D.,

Executive Officer,
CLARENCE J. MARTIN,

Executive Director and General
Counsel.
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY,
Bloomington, Ind., February 1, 1985.

Hon. CARL D. PERKINS
Chairman, Committee on Education and Labor,
Washington, D.0

DEAR CHAIRMAN PERKINS: I am aware that your committee is in the process of
holding hearings on H.R. 30, tho "Emergency Mathematics and Science Education
Act." Tho crisis facing mathematics and science instruction is understood very well
in Indiana. Members of your committee might be interested to know that on Octo
ber 19, 1982, we hold a conference at Indiana University, Bloomington on what can
and should be done to improve science and mathematics instruction in Indiana ele
mentary and secondary schools. More than 300 persons from all parts of the state
attended the conference; they heard speakers from government, business, labor, the
schools and higher education explain how the problem, affected them and what
should be done. Partly as a result of this conference, the Indiana General Assembb
has introduced two bills in an effort to partially remediate the situation. House Bill
1506 will provide loans or grants to existing teachers who seek additional certifica
tion as science and mathematics teachers and Senate Bill 404 provides "forgiveablt
loans" to undergraduates who choose careers as science and math teachers. The
funding will be small in each case, hardly surprising given the financial condition of
our state; but it is a step in the right direction. Furthermore, the Commission or
General Education is now considering a proposal to double the number of credits it
sciences and mathematics to be required for high school graduation. While this-is
long-needed step, it will surely exacerbate the shortage of math and science teachers
in our state.

I have enclosed a copy of the report of our October conference because we believe
the recommendations are significant not only for Indiana but for the nation as
whole. I ask that the conference report be included in the hearing record being com
plied on H.R. 30 Emergency Mathematics and Science Act.". I would be pleased tx
meet with you or your staff at your convenience, to provide further information, of
help in any other way this important undertaking.

Sincerely yours,-

20-201. 0-83---36

HOWARD MEHLINGER, Dean.
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Sputnik shook everybody up be-
Cause It wee something our enemies
did that we could see. But this la a
duet crisis enci a lot of people don't
believe In It.. They need to be
inforrned.--Aobort Jantgans. Crane
Naval Weapons Stanon
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Introductory Remarks
George Spring:v, professor of mathematics, Indian Unaiersity

Because Indium's economy has been closely linked to the production of automobiles
and steel, the state has been one of the hardest hit by the current economic malaise.,
There has been a general recognition in the state of the need teammate with the other
49 stales for new Industries to shore up our economy and provide new employment
opportunities. But the same needs have been recognized in every other state, and the ;4
competition wilt be fierce.

In selecting sites for locating business or Industry, the available work force Is an
essential factor, and the new high-technology Industries require both better trained and
better educated personnel. Richard Stoner, vice chairman of the Board of Directors of
Cummins gngine Company, has written that "Educational climate Is the number one
lacier Curi; mins considers in locating new plants. This has been confirmed repeatedly
by people seeking new industriOs for Indiana.

What Is Indiana doing to prepare Its children for the new work force that requires some
level of scientific literacy and mathematical skill for almost alt of Its employees? r.

While Indiana had 2.38% ofthatotal U.S. population In 1979, It had only 1.88,, of the
U.S. citizens who had completed four years of collegethe lowest percentage of the 15 .=r4,:
largest states In the nation- and well beloW the national average.'

Indiana has three persons with leas than lour years of high school for everipetson flit
tourer more years of college. Compare our statistics with those for sloths such ad
Whole or Missouri which have two people with less than four years of high school for
every person with tourer More years of college, or to those for states such as California
and Massachusetts which have one person with lessthan four years of high school for
every person with foui or more years of college.

In the past, students easily succumbed to the temptation to drop out of high schcel and
take jobs as unskIllediaborers. We must now convince students to slay In school and
train for the more dolaricenp lobathat maybe the only ones available for them when
key enter the job market.",

Are students responding to the demands of the job market? Data Indicate that fewer
Indiaha students are now studying mathematics and science beyond ninth grade than a
decade arid, The re has even boon an 18% decline since 1972 India number et students,.
taking algebra.(cornpared to an 11% decline In total tine public

Ohookfduring the same period), and we must remember that algebra Is the
key for. further study In mathematics science. .

And hp artirWe'shOviing ourdeterMihatiort to improve our educetionatprogreme? We:
allow o igslati:rsk,34thingignittion and last amona Midweiteni states Interns of .

..,perpu ndit8 4or.iidaatien !
s'A

. .

At the same time that the slate Is facing a need for a poputatiOn that Is boner educated in
,science and mathematics, ale facing e critical shortage of secondary School mathemat-
ics and ptYsics teachers end a shortage of chemistry, earth scierXe and. get
'science teachers. In 1982.1ndiana's toUrrnajor state univeftities graduated only
enough mathematics teachers to fill 58% of the teaching vacancies. Even more shock-,
ing are statistics indicating that In 1982 these same four universities graduated a total of.
3 chemistry students; 4 earth science students, 4 general science students, and 2
physics students with qualifalcations to teach In these areas. Moreover, several (if not
all) of these graduates probably chase not to take teaching positions because of the
inabi y of Wool systems loafer Salaries anywhere nearly competitive with (hose that
business and industry can otter to people wl th their training In science or mathematics.

The states and the private sector roust now assurne a greater role in seeking was OI .
improving education. We have cornie4sad this conference to' rovide a forum for the
throe major constituenciesthe private sector, state govemment, and the educational
sectorto, give their Perspectives of the problem and proposeways that each can act,
individually or cooperatively, to provide' the Improved educational climate, Indiana,
needs scr badly. Too Is arstake In this effort to even contemplate failure.
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Business, Industry, and Leber Perspectives
on the Crisis :%-.

Education has become iiiiizconOrnic neat sally, and many recent means have empha-
sized that the economic structure of a community depends on Its Investment in educa-
tion. As States Increasingly compete for new businesses, especially hIghtechnology
industries, the availability of a well-educated work force has become a crucial fail& for
economic survival.

Bert Curry, the executive director of personnel operations for Eli illy and Company,
explained that his company relies heavily on Indiana's schools to provide the workers
Ully needs: Out of about 3,300 persons working for Ully In research and development
activities. Mttents are technicians who do not holdclegrees, Curry said. Therefore,
tiny, encourages prospective employees to take as much high school mathematics and

science as possible.

John Walls, president of the Indiana State Chamber of Commerce, suggested that
there are three options available for alleviating the shortage of qualified mathematics
and science leachers. Those Include doing nothing, which Indiana simply can not
afford; paying Al teachers more, which la economically Impossible; and finding a way to
pay teachers In heavy deinand areas more than those In areas of oversupply. The third

option. .W argued, Is the only one feasible.

Indiana None are also greatly concerned about the quarry' of MathentaW-ll and
science because there is no longer a need for workers who do not under-
stand mathematics and science, Max Wight, secretary treasurer of the Indiana
CIO. explained. lie added that In union apprenticeship programs for construction
Workers. machinists and other occupations, a good understInding of mathematics and

science is essential.

The AFIJCIO therefore has a number of recommendations for Improving Mathematica

and science education, Wright said. These Include (I) encouraging students with talent
In mathematics and science to continue studying these subjects beyond high school,

(2) making school counselors more aware of job opportunities and their mathematICS
and science requirements, 13) setting up scholarship funds to encourage students
talented In mathematics and science, (4) bringing teacher saltines more Into Ilne.with
salaries for other Professidns, and (5) malting funds available forcontinuing education
for teachers to help keep them up-to-date. /

. .

"The current and growing shortage Of math and science teachers; and particularly geed
ones, Is occurring for the same reasons that students are not taking math or science:..
lack of Incentives." Dr Frank Jaumot-the director of advancect,engineering for the -
bairn Electronics Division of GMC, argued.

In industriwe know that both the priCe4ktvItime of a product are determined by the
marketplace if one wants to compete,' said. "If It means paying science and
math teachers rnore..whether directly or indirectly, so be it It It means providing them.
with bettetTiquipment theatre home-economics teacher, so be It"

Jaumot argued t should Cencentrete the training of mathematics and sal-.

enceteachers iris very limited number of institutions and also requirethat teachers trikte
a reasonable amount of continuing education. Fie also said that more units of Mathe-
matics andscienceahould ba required for students, even at the expanse of units on sex
education, drugs and alcohol, nutrition and energy conservation,..;,...

. ,

Garsrank vicepresident for the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce. empire. .

'Sized that partnerships linking business, industry and the schools are necessary both
for raising students' aspirations and interest levels In mathematics and science, and for
raising teachers' awareness of the use of mathematics and science In the real world.

. . .

All the panelists ,agreed that the economic well-being of the state depends on the
welt -being of our schools. Several of the panelists suggested that differential pay for

. mathematics and science leachers may be desirable but, by itself, will not solve the
problem. Other Incentives are needed as well. All the panelists agreed thatta closer
alliance between business, Industry and the schools Is necessary,

/ha day !coast when parents could
say to their child, 'Just get your di-
ploma and everything will be all
right.' Max Wright



we could get our superintendents
and principals to put assluch effort
Into finding qualified midi 'and scF
Inca teachers as they put Inta finding
coaches, I think we would have part
of our problem solved. Marilyn
Schultz

4

,

Governintinf,PereOeatives on the Crisis .

.
The need for the state government to be Involved In any ertod to improve Mathethatice
and science education in kale:Tel elementary and secondary, sonata should be
obvious. The state is responsible for prrnading funds to pewee the, schools, for
licensing the teachers and for establishing the rtininiumregiarements for graduation.,

Indiana Lt. Goy.. John Mutz said that the slate needs to spend mare money for
education, although the governors policy pr past tWo years has been not to raise
taxes despite increasing requests lormoney from thestate's school corporations. .

'The kind of commitment government need. to make is tne one that reflects the
Importance of education in the future," he said. "Additional Investments In the future of .

this stale are essential."

Pautz, who Is also director of the State Department of Commerce, explained that
available fobs, and the kind of training that will be required for these lobs, are Nicely to
change dramatically in the next 10 to 16 years.,

"The economic analysis section of our department Is determining what we call 'the
targeted Industries' for the future in Indiana, They are significant In terms of why
mathematics and science, foreign langirago, and computer literacy and those related
subjeatir are Important areas kir concern In terms of our educational system," Mull
said. He explained that these targeted Industries are the cOmmunicatione/ehictronics
industry: the diesel engine industry; the materials Industry, including the production of
stool and aluminum: and the energy Industry, all of which' will require a work force
knowledgeable In mathematics and science. He added that even agricultUral
Industry, With the use of the newrecornbinant DNA technology, will require a highly
skilled work force.

Marilyn Schultz, the state representative from Bloomington, agreed that Indiana needs
more money for basic education programa in the elementary and secondary schools,
as wallas is substantial investment In equipment, Including computers, for the schools, '
But money la lust the sterling point, she sold. Sorneof the optiths Schultz suggested for
recruiting more mathematics and science teachers were forgiving student loans for
those entering teaching In critical shortage areas, statefunded retraining of teachers,
putting emphasis on part. time leaching to allowOraduate students and retired scientists
to leach, statesupported summer *grains for students and teachere, offering
teachers summer jobs with business and industry, and giving leathers more career
opportunities by offering them 12-month contracts. .

Schultz, who Is a membr4f the Governor's Select Commission on Prim
° Secondary Education, alsell4aid that stress and criticism should beepplied to

administrators Who allow and foster unqualified personnel in gee clasarnems.

"I have heard case after case of qualified science and math teachers waiting fill a
vacancy until after the coaching gosition'was filled, because the highest priority lr lthat
high school or middle school was getting a football coach who could II necessary teach
math, whether or not qualified, rather than getting that math teacher In," Schultz said.

. -
: But as bad as the teacher shortage is, the shortage should be even greater, Harold
,,iflogley, the state superintendent of public instruction, explained:

.
"The real shortage is that there wasn't a group of youngsters out there who were
pressing, and whose counselors were pressing them, to cause a shortage of teachers,"
Begley said. He added that if students were taking as Much mathematics and science'
as they need, the teacher shortage would be much greater than it currently :le

Negley pointed out that a grassroots movement for more science and math education
has begun, hut that more leadersp from school administrators is necessary. He added
that the Commissio n onGenerat Education: which he chairs, will be pushing to raise the
minimum requirements for mathematics and science In the schools.,
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oolwPerspectives on the.CrIsla
. .

whatever mxhah e5 are eventually taken to solve the problems In math., Ilea and .,

sci er ice educali , Indiana's leachers will be a central factor for their sum.; But the
supply of Made Ls is 'dwindling steadily. In Indiana, only about one-third, many
persOns entered eaching last year as a decade ago. Furthermore, 10% ofth e ache rs .;

,oder 40 years ol ecceetly responded to an MO ana State Teachers As eon poll.by

saying they definitely plan to mat teaching as soon as possible; and a her 02% said

. they plan to leave bin either had not decided when or were waiting for something better
to come along Clearly, if a Solution to the problems. et mathematics and science
education is to be found, then teachers' concerns must be taken into account.

Cordell Aireldt. the president Olthe Indiana State Teachers Association and an Women-
buy schoolteacher, emphasized that problems causing the shortage of mathematics
and science teachers are also causing shortages of leachers in many ether areas.
Furthermore, these problems ariArkely to become much worse in the next decade,
alleidt said, adding that the use of quick fixes, such-as "bounty pay" (paying higher
salaries to teachers of particular sub(ects) and the use of unqualified personnel in the ,

In education. It seems at Um. that It
Is forgotten that our final 'product' Is
it vital piece of huTanityWilliam
Lumbley

classiocan, is empty shortsighted and will not solve the basic problem..

Ilherani Lumbley. a chemistry leacher at Bloomington High School SOuth, agreed that
the salaries of science and mathematics teachers should callus raised above thoSie of
other teachers, While inadequate salaries we a malignancy that continues to drive
teachers from the prolession, Lumbley pointed out that there are many other problems
ellecUng teachers. He added that because of those problems, he Can not coGnfel a .
talented student to enter teaching.

.

-I could not, in good conscience, try to convince them to enter a field where the Pay
half of what they could receive in the private sector with the same background, where
the pressures of accountability' are not based upon what you do and how well you do It
but rather on tearsay and personality conflict, where your product Is never publicized
and seldprnleturns to say 'Thank you; or where the hours that are necessary to
adequately prepare for the next day detract from the care and attention of your own .
family members and their needs," Lumbley explained. .

.

Lumbley stated that the cOndiuons.under which mathematics and science teachers
work must be Improved. Some of Lumbley's recommendations includethat no science
laboratory Course' be conducted with more Students enrolled than there are .sale.
hinceoninO laboratory stations available thef the science teacher be given the same
consideration In time and budget for preparing and maintaining ,curricular activities as
others are for extracurricular activities," and "that active support' and observational
basis for that support create an aWe4eress in the decision makers, the policy tor-

,- mulators and the general publiO that the work of the science teacher Is not simply an

arnopp0idm0tIori. nor a pull of amoire,"
.

Arithiit, Bias', the PrieoPal of Elkhart Central High School, agreed that - salaries and
working etindalopS must be improved, and added that the linage of teaching as a career
ShOuld also be promoted both in ..the schools and universities- and among the general xr

public. " Teachers want to be appropriately paid and appropriately respected,- Bias y
said'

C There are pressures now at wore that
are likely to Intensify all shoffagas In. ,

of the Panelists agreed that the problems affecting mathematiCs and science thir future.--eordellittleldr
chars also affect all teachers. They emphasized that a commitment to quality

'education from the state is desperately needed, not only in fern's of higher salaries but
also for regular, funded Inservice training and continuing education for teachers. They
alSO suggested that teacher/professor exchanges, summstemployment programs for
teachers in business and industry, and forgiveable.loeqs kr education Students be
established as soon as possible.

G.'



They fInd imams body bil NIP Into
Higher er ucation Perspectives on the Crisiseornewhefe and tun Off

the kids, which la obtain what hop-
pens from day one. F. Keith Ault One of theme/or resources available for combabng the crisis In mathematics and

science education IS the state's unlveretlerbend technical colleges. It Is In these
institutions that Indiana's teachers and sIdtteiairorkers are trained. These Institutions
also hold a large pool of scientists and educators who can be tapped to help retrain
teachers that are already In the.classmorne; as wet as providing the expertise needed
In design the winsome and curricutilhat sots be needed If the crisis Is to be solved.

"I think we have come to the time where we must look fore revision of the slate tax
struchire,"Afen H. Clark, the dean of the School of Science at Purdue University, told
the contemn°. participwits. "The property tax freeze, the fact that waireivery low In
looms tax and In salsa tax, simply means that wed? riot have the resources to do what
needs to be done and to make the Improvements that need to be done."

Because Indiana's teacher shortages we severe, the state needs tomove faster than
other states to solve the problem, Clark sald.inointIves for elementary and secondary
school teachers should be IncreaSed. and the National Science Foundation Summer
Institutes for teachers, which ended eight years ago In the sumlneeof 1974, should be

. reinstituted, he added. tz./
Clark recommended that national standards shcarld be set fa elementary and second,
soy school curricula In mathematics and science: "Net accreditation., not a huge system
of boards Investigating school districts, but publish what the curriculum should be and
how marry years of chemistry, physics and maMemitics students should have to
prepare for various college

. .

H. Vim; .13.aldi, vice president of Indiana VaicatIonal and Technical College. said that
ream. !Soh school graduates have Insufficient backgrounds in mathematics to be
Successful In post secondary education, Including vocational training. Because of this,
IVTC and clear two-year Institutions have to place tremendous emphasis on remedla
Con and developmental dudes.

"Before Co student can get down to the business of studying whatever he or she came
to study, there has to be some effort to provide them with the basic skills to be
,successful enough Ina particular program," Bladl explained, adding that the Inability to
handle mathematics Is one of the major reasons why students drop out of their courses.

. BWII said that mathernatics Is particularly important because as courses require
'mathematics skills. He gave as an example a recent state-wide curriculum meeting
.'.concerning their welding program. Baldl said that welding Instructors wanted two math

roes for their students but he thought that one would be enough:"because, after all,
lust a welding course. Until the welders told Me, Well, all right. Wee go for one math

pnPvidedwnetlffil trig functions In the first mathematics course.'"

aria colleges have to focus on remedial education to supply skids that should
have been Harried In high school, Bald' said. "I do not think that there Is a sufficient
amount of math, or science, or a few other meaningful subjects being required of

. !elect. the graduption requirements seem to haVe reduCed themselves to a
ofibUrn common denominator approach which, In my opinion, can only lead to

F. Keith Auk. ekeles,ser
not teaming enough
is the pubhes pe

"There Is a school corporation within 20 miles of Muncie. !won't mention the ngme; but
that schookorporatlon two years SO tiadj75 am a science budget that was to be used
by more than SOO students. That kind of efforron the part of the school administration is
insidious," Ault said.

. . , .

. . . Vas,
All of the panelists agreed that the state must increase funding for the schools if quality
education is to be provided. It was repeatedly pointed out that Indiana must at least
bring the funding for its educational instildliorts up to the national average.

Money WM

. that woUldn't be some
money thrown at 11-.411an H. Clark

chemistry at Ball state. University, agreed that students are
sites and science, end suggested that part of the problem

don et the imeortance of these subjects.

',"
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Summary and Recommendations

Thetas/ segment of this conference on the mists in mathematics and science education

In Indiana's elementary and secondary schools included a discussion by all of those

participating In the.conforence on recommendations for a solution. All of the partici-

pants had a chance to voice their opinions on each recommendation, and after much

discussion the following recommendations wore agreed on. These recommendations
have been organized Into categories based on where Initiatives for action would

originate.

Recommendations for State dovernment

1. The State Department of-Public Instruction should establish a pokey that all high

school graduate, will have studed mathematics and science for at least three years In

grades 9-12. Students preparing to attend college should be urged to study four years

of mathematics and science,,,

2. A program Of "lot give ab le''loans to college students preparing to teachmatt5matIcs

or science should be established. .. -.-
.

3. The governor should establish a commission on precollege mathematics and sci-

ence composed of representatives from each of the four sectors repratl riled at the

conference.
4. A policy should be implemented that will ensure the! elementary and middle /Junior

high school teachers are adequately prepared to leach mathematics and silence.

5. State agencies should work with colleges And universities to Identify ways to attract

women and minorities Into mathematics and science careers.

. 8. The state should support in-service institutes (especially summer Institutes)for the

continuing education of mathematics and science teachers.Such Institutes should be

funded Jointly by support from state agencies and theprivate sector., k.

7. The state should begin a program to train retired pertons with strong mathematics
and science backgrounds who might be interested In parttime mathematics or science

teaching.
8. The state should establish statewide educational goals and public policies for
mathematics and science education, or at least suppod the developmentof an agendas

for action in attacking the problem

' Recommendations for School Systems

1. Both mathematics, and science shouldbe taught to ea students during every year In

grades K-8. Scheel, systems Could hire mathematics end science consultants and

resource teachers for,the elementary grades to facilitate this.

2. School systems should hire onty.qualified teachers to teach mathematics and

science In grades 15,12,-,:,-

3. School systerns.should give priority In hiring teactierkto applicants with relatively,

Stronglnathematict and science backgrounds, Particularly aleMentary school appli

; ca

Oolsystems should establish a pr3tsy-of proiessional developrhe nt incentives for

Se in critical shortage areas. 'I, SS

Systems should require .alstuperits to study about computers to the extent

ry. to areure,Cofneuter literacy.
. .

Recommendattonsfor,,Colteges/UnlversItlee

liegefuruvrilthity leacher educators shoUld evaluate their mathernatics andscience

treCher oducatidn programs -with the goal of determining how to makevir more
attractive to prosPectiVe 'teachers and more. relevant to the needs b$ racticing

teachers. . ,

2. College/university faculty 'should be more wilting to go to -schools=4s resource

persons.

. st;;;

A lot of people out them think their,
kids are getting good education,
that they are getting everything they
need. They badly need to be '
Informed. Robert Jentgene Crane
Naval Weapons Station

TIP



If a coach loses a star player, that's
news. If a teacher loses an entire pro-
gram . there too bad.William
Lurnblpy
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3. Collegesiuniversitles that have summer Institutes lot talented mathematics and
science students should hire selected high school teachers as adjunct faculty for these
Manillas.

4, Collepeiuraversity mathematics and science educators should find more ways to
utilize computers as Instructional devices In mathematics and science classrooms at at
levels. They should also establish workshops lot developing computer literacy.

5. Colleges/univerillies should raise their entrance requirements In mathematics and

6. Colleges/universities should actively recruit women and minorities Into mathematics
and science careers.

7. Colleeestuilversilles should develop adult education programs In mathematics,
science and coniallers.

6. College/Oyer skMathematics and .sclence students should be encouraged to
volureeer as part-litne leachers In schools where mathematics and science teachers
are needed. TheyihoUld also serve as resource persons In elementary schools.

Recommendations for the Private Sector

I. Susinesses6ndustries should provide pert-time and summer employment for math-
ematics and sciente teachers.

2. Businesses/Industries should assist state and local governments In providing low
Interest loans to students who are preparing for teaching careers In mathematics and
science.

3. Ousinessesfindustnes should use their facilities for the development and recognition
of teachers.

4. SusInesses/industries should devise means to allow employees with strong maths-
' ',inks and acience backgrounds to teach mathematics or science part time in schools.

5. Businesses/industries should make available to schools and colleges Information
about career opportunities In mathematics and science-related areas. .

6, Businesses/industries should help support the training of retired persons with strong
mathematics and science backgrounds who might be interested In part-time mathemat-
lcs or science leaching In the schools.

General Recommendations

1. The four sectors should work together to establish some consensus about the
mathematical end scientific knowledge all students should acquire, both for high school
graduation and college admission.

2. There should be a cooperative effort among the four sectors to determine attractive
opportunities for continuing In-service education for mathematics and science
teachers.

3. The four sectors should establish more mathematics and science teacher resource
centers around the state. .

4. The four sectors should work together to identity means for recognizing and reward-
ing outstanckng performance both by teachers and students at every level.

5. fUrsectors should provide incentives to raise the prestige of mathematics and
science teaching as a profession.

6. GovernMent agencies, schools and colleges/universities should cooperate to retrain
surplus teachers who have some aptitude. interest and background in mathematics or
science. This would help alleviate the shortage of mathematics and science teachers.

7. Action'needs to be taken to convince the pubic that improvements are necessary.

It is hoped that action will soon be taken on these recommendations, and that the
current crisis In mathematics and science education In Indiana's elementary and
sebondary schools will be solved. The mestimportant resource our nation has is its
youth, and we are Jeopardizing our future* neglecting our next generation.

0
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